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MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS

The military-developed'curric 1111 materials in this .course
package: were selected by the Nation... Center for Research in
Vocational Education Military Curry eAum Project for dissemr
ination to the six regional' Curriculum Coordination Centers and
other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of
disseminating these courses was to make curriculum materials
cbveloped by the military more accessible to vocational
educators in the civilian setting.

The course materials were acquired; evaluated by project
staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for
dissemination. Materials which were specific to the military
were deleted, copyrighted materials were either omitted or appro-
val for their use was obtained. These course'packages contain
curriculum, resource materials which can be_adapted to support
vocational instruction and curriculum development.
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a. APS-C-25150
Courie Description:

This three - volume- course offers weather personnel the :knowledge needed to
develop and upgrade_their performance skills: It enlarges and "expands
the training of previous baqic courses by detailed descriptions of

;
observation, procedur si and analyzing data.

Volume 1 Zarckitround-KhowledgetedroldgY and Climatology -- reviews
pressure and wind circulation, pressure systems, local winds,
temperature and moisture', airmasses,_frontal effects and wave
cyclones; It outlines the controls that;most.affect the climate
and briefiymentions the major climatic zones.

Volume 2 - Surfac Observations, Radar, and Satellite -- reviews.the
. 27:different cloud types and presents information on evaluating.
and recording_sky conditions and visibility.- Also covers
weather and obstructions to vision, information on pressure,
temperature, dewpoint, and wind. Deals with different-types
of_observations;the capabilities and limitations, of weather
radar. A brief introduction-to-satellite pictureEpterpretation
along with coverage on the procedures on setting'up and using
the AN /TI -22 Measuring Set is also.,incIuded.

Volume - Weather Dudes; Communications, Analysis, and Foredasting 7-
covers the decoding of surface weather codes, SUch as land
sryptic, ship synoptic, airways' and MEWL It presents
information_on decoding upper air codes,_thedecoding of
analysis -and forecast'codes and covers what happens to the -

obServations after-they _are_recorded._AIso a brief introduction
to-the final result of the observations you take - analyzing
plotted data and irking forecasts of fut4re weather conditions -
are included in this volume.

Each volume contains lessOn objective practice exercises, answers tip' those
exercises, and volume review eiterCise7, Volumes 2 and 3 include supplementary

,.materials which should be used t440oreferred to foldouts in the:text; Please
note that Chapters 1-4 abidifUeStq-- 4 -55 of the volume review exercise_ o
Volume 1 have been omitted becaupt ;military specific materials.
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Preface
,

CAREER development Includes a study of the fundamentals concerned with general
Air Force subjects, career area opportun ies, and broad specialty functions. Thole
fundamentals are acquired by self-stud , using specially designed Career DeveloP-
meat Courses (CDCs). The self y concept, through carefully planned and pre-
pared texts, enables the on-the-job trainee to acquire the necessary knowledges with
minimum direction and assistance from his trainer. This is the first part of the dual-
channel concejot.

Job profiCiincy, the second part of the dual-channel conce_pt, is achieved through
applying the fundamentals in performing tasks on a specific job assignment. Job
Proficiency Guides (JP a) list the specific task requirements, identify the requiredC\
study references, establish e level of performance to be attained, and allow for super-
visory certification of achie ement. The study references identified in theJPG contain
the operating procedures and steps to be performed by the Weathe'r Specialist.

This course offers you the krkowledge needed to develop the perforinance skills.for
upgrading to AFSC 25150. It enlarges and expands your training from the 3ABR25130
resident course; with sufficient review of that training to allow for clarity of develop-
ment. This is a three-volume course: Volume 1, flackground1CM3Vedge, 1Weteoro-
togy, and Climatology; Volume Z Surface Observations, Radar, and Satellite; and.
Volume 3, Weather Codes:_ Communications, Analysis; and 'Forecasting;1

Volume I has si'x chapters. The first chapter presents a summary of the Mitsion and
organization of Air Weather Service (AWS). Chapter 1 also discusses the;duties and
responsibilities of weather personnel. It illustrates the interdependence of the Weather
Specialist and the Weather Technician in successfully acSemplishing the mission, and
provides you with the necessary steps you must follow Tor career progression.

In Chapter 2,- ytfu are reintroduced to security and clanifkation procedures:
Chapter 3 discusses safety: Chapter 4 deals with weather station management Chapter
5 reviews general meteorology and furtiter develops your knowledge of the dynamics
of the atmosphere, airmasses; fronts; cyclones; and winds. The last chapter deals with
climatic controls; climatological summaries; and the 'sorting and processing of
weather data. ,.

.
. - .

Foldout 1 is printed and bound in the back of the volume. WheneVer you are
referred to this foldout' in the text, please turn to the back of the volume and locate it

In this volume, we shall be using the singular Pronouni he; his; and him in the
generic seine, not the masculinesense.','The word to Which these pronouns refer is

, - - i
person; . : ''- -.... i .

If you have any questions on the aCcuhery or currency of the subject matter of this
text, or recommendations, for its improvement, send them to 3350 Tech 'Tug Wgi
ITQOX, Chanute AFB IL 61868.

1 ' . .

instructional aids (YOtir Kay to Career Develppznent; Behavio Objective Faercises.
If ,you have questionsi:_course enrollment or adninfistrati;n4 or on anypf ECrs

Volume Review; Exercises; and Cdurie Examination); consult yofir e4uctition officer,
training officer; or NCO; as appropriate. If Ste can't answer your iiuestion,; send then!
to Eel; Gunter 'AFS AL 36118; preferably orb ECI Form 17; Student Request for .:,

Assistance. l -

.; This voluipJ e is valued at 18 hours (6 points).
....

Matenal in tkirvoltime is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of Apri3.
.. "" ' c...,'19 79 .

iii
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CHAPTER

Meteorology

AS A WEATHER specialist,_you are an integral part
of the weather team. You contribute the initial product
of the service that weathermen_provide---the weather
observation: It folloWs, then, thiit a beim knowledge
of meteorological principles will help you observe and
report the weather conditions.

5-1. FA mcitnientil _Meteorology
In the basic course; youstudied the fundamentals of

meteorology.. This section will review these funda-
mentals. This review will consist of pressure and wind
circulation, pressure systems, local winds, tempera-/
tune and moisture; airmasses; frontal effects and wave
cyclones.

047. State the basic reason why the general atmos,
'pliere circuit-Mon assumes the theoretical three-cell
pattern. :

Pressure and = Wind Circulation. All weather
phenomena are- basically the result of the unecilial
distribution of solar heat acting upon the earth and its
fluid envelope._ the atmosphere. The spherical shape
of the earth influences the amount of heat ived:hy
the earth at the equator; the midlatitudes,- nd the
poles. Since we know that the net heat loss pin fin
the earth and atmosphere as a whole are maintained
in astate ofbalance, there-musr be latitudinal transfer
of heat: To maintain this balance; the atmosphere
constant/y_ changes to compensate for the unequal

. heating. This constant change and movement of huge
masses of the atmosphere is known as the general
circulation.__ -

ii Three-cell theory cif circulation. The circulation of
the air would be very simple if the earttes surface were
smooth and uniform; rind the earth were stationary.
Movements within our atmosphere -would have to be
caused by pressure or density differnces from one
place to another: Since -the earth- does- rotate, the
effects of rotation and COrielisiforce upon the general

mustibe considered. The threk,cell theory
of ircuktion -best describes these effects. This
theory divides the Northam and Southern Hemis-
pheres into three latitudM belts of 30° each: The
b#indanes of these three cells are the Equator and 30°

a

4

(north and south) and 60° latitudes (north and south):
For our; purposes, we can confine our discussion to the
three cells in the Northern Hemisphere. The rotation
of the earth causes the Coriolis effect by deflecting-a
moving particle to theright in 'the Northern Hemis-
phere. The flow of air from the :middle latitudes
(30° -60°) toward the pole would, therefore,- be de-
flected:to the right (east) and become a westerly flow;
while flow from- theipole southward OW -_-90°) would
become an easterly flowThe circulation is- mitre
complex than this initial deflection- would- imply, but

. the basic flow pattern can be broken down into three
distinct circulation cells, as shown in figure

The_first cell is formed by the warM air rising at the
Equator and flowing north: As the air moves north; it
is deflected to the right by the Coriolis force-to beCome

'Ike upper westerlies. While the air moves north, it
cools; and by the time it reaches 30° north,a portion of
this air is cool though (dense enough) to descend and
form- an area or belt of high pressure at 30° north.
Remember; only a portion of thkair descends. -The
remainder, continues to move northeasterly (because
of Coriolis) until it reaches the pole. At the pole; the
air- descends,- causing- another area of high pressure,
and then begins to flow southward. Coriolis force is
greatest at the poles; and the southward flowing air is
deflected greatly to the right to become edsterly flow
on the surface, while the.ind at upper levels continues
to be westerly: (The wind i.eupper altitudes from the
Equator to the North Pole is westerly.) At 30° north;
the sinking cool air divides to flow both north and
south at the surface. The -air flowing southward,
deflected by Corioliktlecomes the northeast trade
winds between -the Equator and 30° north. The air
flowing northward of 30° is alto deflected by
Coriolis; and being closer to the pole; the deflection is
greater. Therefore; the air aloft and on the surface is
westerly. The surface air moving southward from the
North Pole and the_ surface air moving northward
from 30° N converge at approximately 60° N and rises:
This completes the second and third cells.

Exercise (047):
I. What is the basic reason, the general circulation

assumes the three-cell pattern?



Figure 5-1. Three-cell theory of

048. Given statements describing semipermanent and
migratory pressure systems, match the proper system
with the description.

-We_ have discussed the general circulation and its
--------development. The three cell theory of circulation is
closely related, with -the semipermanent pressure
systems. These pressure systems are developed
through the cellular circulation and are found in
nearly the same regions at_ all tithes of the year with
seasonal Variations in position an = intensity.

Semipermanent Pressure SystOns. If land and
water_ masses wereuniformly distribUted upon the
earth's surface, pressure systems would be less
subject to Change and could then be more justifiably
Called Vertnanent, The unequal distribution of land
and water masses and their differing-heat absorbing
and radiating properties, however,' cause a seasonal
Variation in the position and _intensity of theie
systems. -In the Northern Hemisphere there are -three
semipermanent high cells and two semipermanent low
cells. The centers of these systems vary geographically
from Summer to_ winter:

The names of the (Jugh7pressitte cells are the
BermudaL High_ (Atlantic O_cean); Siberian High
(Central Russia), and the Pacific High (which covers
Most of the central Pacific Ocean). The IOW-pressure
cells are the Aleutian Low (Northern Pacific) and the
Icelandic LOW (Northern Atlantic): The high-preiiiire

65
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systems (except the Sibe an High) are more dominant
in the summer, and the lo 4pretSiire systems dominate
in the winter. The inte tion of these large-scale,
semipermanent systems use the formatiOn of lesser
high- and low - pressure - systems that move with the
-Prevailing windflow as influenced by the general
circulation.

Migratory Pressure Systems. Since the migratory
systems generally move along in accordance with
upper level flow, they account for a far greater amount
of heat exchange than do the semipermanent systems.
The* moving systems bring the bild and good weather'
that is usually associated with low - pressure and high-
pressure areas, otpetnvely. A later discussion
explains. the weather patterns associated with these
Migratory pressure systems. We kriOW that the physical
characteristics of theieatth do not affect the upper level
winds, but they do have a definite effect on the surface
and lower level winds. The rough surface and land-
water temperature differences produce local winds
that, in many cases, mask the general circulation winds.

Exercise (048):
I. Match the pressure systeM in B with the

statements in column A_that correctly describes the
type of system by placing letters in blanks. Entries .
in column B may be used more than once..

4.'4



Colsum: A: _ _

I Uneqiial distnbution of land and a.
water masses and differing heat-
absorbing and radiating properties b.
cause a seasonal variation in
position and intensity of thes
systems.

2. These systems _generally move
along in accordance With upper
level flow.

3 These systems bnng the bad And
good weather that is usually
associated -with low- and high-
pressunt arena: ,

$4 In the Northern Hemisphere there./ are three high cells' and two low
cells associated with this system.

Column B
Semipermanent
pressure system.
Migratory
pressure system.

049. State the four categories of local *bids, and
specify the type of wind for given descriptions;

Local Winds. The_local winds consist of such winds
and-patterns-as land and sea breezes, mountain and
valley breezes; and the forced-circulation type winds.
These latter winds- _local names such as Santa
Ana, bora, chmook, fpehn, and others. Most local
winds, while their names at, numerous, fall into four
categories. They are local-cabling; local-heating,
adjacent local heating and. cooling, and the forced
circulation winds. Each of these types can be illustrated
by- a typical example:

Local-cooling wind In figure 5-2; the local-cooling
type wind is the mountain breeze: At night, because of
radiational - cooling, the air_ in contact with the
mountain slopes becomes colder and denser than the
surrounding air and sinks along the slopes. Even when
the mountain breeze is well developed, it rarely .

exceeds l2 to 15 knots.
Local-heating wi d Figure 5-3 shows the local-

he,atipg - type wind called the valley breeze. Sunlit
mountain slopes a d the air next to the Mopes are
usually warmer th= n the surrounding air during the
day: The air in cant ct with the slope becomes lighter

than the surrounding air and rises up the slopes.
Mountain tops are frequently obscured by clouds
formed by the rising -air. This is calleda valley breeze
because it flows up and out of the -valley. The valley
breeze is usually stronger and better developed than
the mountain breeze; and reaches its maximum speed
at midafternoon.

Adjacent heating and rooting wind: The land and
sea breezes illustrate the adjacent heating and cooling
type wind, as shown in figure 5. Since land masses
absorb and radiate heat- at- a rate three- times -more
rapidly than water masses; the land is warmer than the
water during the day and colder at nigh4 Along a coast
or shoreline, sea breezes (coming from the sea) would
be expected in the afternoon. Increased temperature of
the land causes hot air to rise over it; Then the cooler
air over the water flows landward to take its place. At
night, the system reverses itself to produce land
breezes. The now cooler _land produces a cool breeze
to flow out over the warmer water.LThe land breeze is
best developed just befote dawn. This entire pattern
depends on the fAt that water warms and coals much
slower than land. The sea breezes reach maximum
velocity between 1400 and 1600 local time; and since
they are usually stronger than land breezes, they
penetrate inland as far as 25 to 30 miles. Both the land
and sea breezes are 'shallow in depth; -

Forced-circulation winds. Forced-circulation winds
are those intensified -by terrain, usually mountain
ranges; Two forced-circulation winds are the mistral
and the bora. Both are cold fall (downslope) winds
that remain colder than the air they _replace in_the
lowlands. Extremely- -strong and gusty, they often
cause considerable damage. The mistral pours down
from the highlands and intensifies as it funneLS
through the valleys. It is most violent in winter and
spring, usually lasting for several days; sometimes with
short lulls. These %rinds are found wherever there are

lands that tend ro trap cold_ air, but denve_their
e from such -winds that -develop in southern

France. Speeds often exceed 60 mph and reach 80 mph

COOLING NEAR SURFACE AT NIGHT
CAUSES DENSER AIR TO SINK ALONG
SLOPES. KIR IS QUITE DRY AND
RETARDS FOUsATION OF FOG IN THE
VALLEY,

MOUNTAIN
BREEZES

25.46

Figure 5-2. Mountain breeze.
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AlltWARMING NEAR SURFACE USING
ALONG SLOPES,AND GENERALLY
PRODUCING CLOUDS MAY OBSCURE
MOUNTAIN-PEAKS.

MINS .1=aMD

Fights 5-3. Valley breeze.

lii-thelOwer Rho Valley of France. The bora_is the
local name of the fall wind along thd coast of Yugo-
slavia._Cold air crosses the mountains and pours down
onto the waters Of the Adriatic Sea: It is very strong
and sometimes has squalls that may rach 1(50 mph or
more. When the bora occurs in conjunction with
cyclonic _(counterclockwise) circulation, there is

considerable Cloudiness and rain over the lowlands;
but when the flow is anticyclonic (clockwise); the skies

are cloud-frec
The Pan wind, called the chinook in North

America, is a warm; dry; downslope wind. Figure 5-5
illustrates the chinook wind. The air rising on the
Windward side of the Mountain cools and loses its

moisture content through condensation; Continuing
over the crest of the mountains; the dry air
descends the leeward slopes. This dOWOSIOpe motion
causes compression and _subsequent heating of the air;
thus, a dry, Warm wind blows down the mountain. A
chinook wind may raise the temperature by as much as

-30° Fahrenheit in just a few_ minutes at stations
located at the base Of the mountains. On the leeward
side of the mountains; the air is clear and dry. On the
windward side; clouds build up and rain occurs in
what is called the foehn wall or chinook arch.

A special type of foci wind develops *hen very
strong flow occurs perpendicular to the mountain
range and when the windspeed increases rapidly_ with
altitude. This conditibri OlSo causes the formation of
the mountain wave condition; Pfigure 5 -6 shows the
airflow and associated clouds with a mountain wave.
The air flows fairly smooth With a lifting component
as it moves up the windward side and gxadually
increases, reaching a maximum near the peak of the
mountain; On passing the peak, the flOw breaks down
into a complicated pattern, with downdrafts pre-
dominating. Continuing downwind 5 to 10 miles from

23.47

Oak, airflow egins to ascend as part of a
de irAte wa e pattern. Additional waves, generally_lest

intense n the primary wave, may form further
downwind.

ChaNitteristic cloud types; peculiar to wave action,
provide the best means of visual identification.
Although the lenticular clotidt in the illustration are
de?icted as heing_smooth in appearance; they may be

q iteragged when the airflow at their level is turbulent.
ese clouds may form tingularly or in layers at

heights ustlally aboVe 20,000 feet. The roll cloud
forms at a lower level; generally. about the height of4he
mountain ridge. While clouds are generally present,
it is possible for wave action to take place when the air
is too dry to form clouds. '

ercises (049):
I. What are the

- ,

four categories of local windi?

2. What is the name of a local cooling type wind?

(.!

3. Wizatis the wind called when air near the surface of
mountain slopes warms and rites, causing clouds
that may obscure mountain peaks?

4. The -and and sea breezes illustrate what type of
wind?
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5. The mistral and the bora winds are examples of 050. Given a list of terms related to temperature and
what tymuf winds? inoisture, match them with their proper definition.

6. Whit is. the wind called (in North America) that is
caused by sic rising on the windward side of a
mountain, losing its moisture, continuing over the
crest; and desceiding as dry air? .#

7. Cap clouds, knticular
Alt

clauds, and roil clouds ere
associated with what local wind?
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Every phenomenon occurring in the atmosphere
that we call weather is the result of differential absorp-
tion and reradiation of solar energy; as well as the
availability of moisture. Heat and temperature are
closely relited terms, but beat is an energy quantity,
while temperature is merely a measure of heat. The
main source of heat in the atmosph e is the insolation
from the sun: Moisture is added atmosphere by
evaporation from the surface of th earth. We will
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review the methods by which heat is transferred and
the process that leads t precipitation and the subse-
quent return of nuiist re.

Heat Transfer, The earth eives,its heat from-the
sun, Awn eradiates it into the atmosphere and space.
This process preserves the heat balance of the earth
and its atmosphere. There are four basic methods of
heat transfer: radiation, conduction, advection; and
convection. '

Radiation. The earth receives heat from the Sti
the form of short-wave radiation. Tale _gases in t e
atmosphere, including water vapor; are virtuall
transparent to short-wave radiation. Although the
reflectivity off the cloud tops is such that a consider-
able amount of solar radiation is prevented from
reaching the: earth's surface; a substantial amount
passes through the cloudi The short-wave radiation
is absorbed by the earth during the day and then
reradiated intov_the atmosphere _in the form of long-
wave radiation at night. The lower layers of the atmos-
phere absorb most of the earth's radiation, leaving less
to be absorbed at higher altitudes. Therefore, absorp-
tion of the earth's long-wave radiation by the atmos-
phere traps (for a time) some energy that would

25.49

otherwise be quickly lbst to spaCe: As the water vapor
and clouds absorb the long-wave radiation, part of it is
reradiated back to earth. This absorption and re-
radiation by water vapor and clouds establishes a

STRONG WINDS -

69 7
Figure 5-6. Mountain wave.
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greenhouse effect. Water vapor and clouds absorb
radiation on a selective basis: They absorb a greater
amount of long-wave radiation than short -wave
radiation. After some experience in weather o1:6erving,
you will find that an overcast cloud layer has the effect
of minimizing the maximum temperature during the
day and moderating the minimum temperature during
the night: The reason for this is that the clouds and
water vapor act in much the same way as the glass in a
greenhouse. Part of the long-wave radiation emitted
by the earth is absorbed, reradiated, and reflected by
the clourls. T14\.earth absorbs this radiation and re-
radiates-it again, and the process continues. The result
of the greenhouse effect is a higher average tempera-
ture on cloudy nights, and hence, a smaller probability
of fog:

Conduction. Heat transfer by conduction requires .-
... direct contact. On a sunny day theearth's surface is

heated by absorbing- radiation. After the earth's
te perature becomes higher thanthat of thoSurround-
iniair, the air in contact with the earth is warmed by
co duction. At night the mi-ocess is reversed. The earth
is.cooled rapidly bx terrestrial radiation, and the air in
immediate contact with the ground is cooled as the air
gives off some of its heat by conducti n to the cooler
earth. Remember that air is a poor c ductor of heat.
For this reason, the termpera of be air lags

0 ._. e

behind that of the earth and changes less. The poor
conduction of the air and its slow loss of heat explains
why frost can occur on the ground when the free air
temperatur at standard observation height is con-

iSa
siderably ove freezing.

Advec as and convvtion. DUring heat conduction,
the cond cting mass does not ve. Advection and
convect n require mass movement nsfer heat:
Except for the direction of movements advection and
convection are essentially alike; Advection refers to
the horizontal transport of heat; such as by wind or
water. The Gulf Stream provides a good example of .-
advection bringing warm- Caribbean water to the cold
North Atlantic area: Convection; on the other hand,
refers to the vertical transport of heat. A forest fire,
for example, sends great volumes of hot air aloft, thus
warming the atmosphere to some degree. Convection
is of considerable significance in the transfer of heiiit.
As the it is heated near the earth's surface, it becomes
less de se and rises. While rising, the air coots to the
point , here the water vapor condenses into visible
droplets is cloud 'formation).

Effects of Heat Transfer. The ability of water vapor
to absorb-and emit long-wave radiation is of primary
importance in maintaining -the earth's temperature
balance. But if these facts are valid, how. does water
vapor gel into the atmosphere? s--:

Evaporation. Water vapor is acquired by the
atmosphere through evaporation over lakes; rivers;
oceans, and even snow. The evaporation process is the
physical- act of changing the- state of water from a
liquid to a gas: This change of state requires a large
amount of heat. JUst as the artporation of perspiration
cools the human body, so does the evaporation of

O

Water into the ait cool the surrounding area. This
might be noted by a change in the air temperature in..
the summer as you near a body of water, such as a large
river or lake. Evaporation, then; could be,considered a
tooling process:

Obviously, the air cannot continue to accept water
vapor without being changed in some way: The
amount of evaporation that will take place depends
upon how much water vapor the air can hold, which is,
in turn, directly dependent upon the air temperature.
When the air contains all of the water vapor it is

ca le of holding, it is said to be saturated ( 1 qo
pe nt humidity). Saturation of the air occurs by two
basic methods: ( -1) the evaporation process continues
until the air, at a constant temperature; will hold no
more water vapor; or (2) the temperature is decreased,
and the capacity decreases accordingly until the
capacity equals the actual ount of water vapor in
the air. To simplify an expla on of these methods;
we can say that air may be s by the addition
of water vapor or by cooling it Remember that the
process of evaporation is a cooling procesWthat is;
heat is drawn from the atmosphere. When thereverse
occurs (condensation), this heat is returned td`the
atmosphel-e.

Condensation. Once the aig reaches saturation; any
further addition of moisture_ causes this excess water
vapor to condense into visible moisture. This process
(called condensation) accounts for the removal of
most of the water vapor in the,atmosphere: The most
common forms of visible mpiSture are clouds and fog.
Although the addition of Water vapor to the air can
produce saturation and condensation; saturation and'
condensation are reached most-frequently by cooling
the air. This cooling may occur from the air passing
over a colder surface (advection); by the air being
lifted, such. as being forced up a mountain (adiabatic
cooling); or by the ground beneath the air cooling at
night by radiation and thereby cooling the lower layers
of the air by conduction. This latter situation most
frequently produces fog rather than clouds. With an
increase in the wind to 15 knots or more -this fog may
rise and become a layer of stratus cloudN,.
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Exercise (050):
Match the terms in column B with the definitions
in column* A by placing the proper letters in the
blanks:

Column A Column B
I The form of radiation Jhat is a. Short-wave
V,absorbed by the earth during the radiation.
- day. b. Conduction.

ThL method of heat . transfer c. Advection.
reqUTiel direct contact. d. Convection.

3 The form of radiation that is re- e. Evaporation.
radiated into the atmosphere at f. Condensation.
night. g. tong-wave

4 The honzontal transport of heat radiation,
by wind or water.



5 The physical act of changing the h. Greenhouse
state of water from a liquid to a effect.

6. The absorption and reradiation of
long-wave radiation by alter
vapor and clouda.

7. The vertical transport of heat.
8 when air reaches saturation and

further Addition of moisture
cituso visiblet moisture to occur.

051. State the three &ChM needed for airmass forint-
don and the three types of geographiell areas of the
world thatiadmittate fulfill source region requirements.

Airiness Foriiiition.- Three factors are considered
necessary for, the formation:of airmasses. Fait; there
should be an area with a fairly iinifordi surface; this

/surface may be land or water. Second, the area should
have uniform temperature. and moisture. :Third, the
area should -preferably be an area of high Pretatire,
where the air has a tendency to stagnate.

A n airmass is a large body of air having-about the
same horizontal temperature- and moisture properties.
Frequently, in certain geolfrailhical areas, an airiness
will have tittle or nq tendency to flow toward another

i-)are& Such an airmass_ iS,- in:effect; stagnant. If this
period of stagnation extends over periods of time,
the ai,rnmss acquires the temperature and moisture
proOrties of the underlying surface. These properties
depend upon the physical and geographical: nature of
the undeatlying surface. By the timesuch aeniirige has
been_ completed, an extensive portion of the airmass
has become the same thedtighout, and its properties
are nearly uniform at each level:

Source Regions; The regions in whiCiiiiiiiasseS are
formed are called source tegionS.The source region is
the essential factor determining the jndividual proper-
'ties of theairmass. The depth and propertiai that an
airmass assumes depend op the length of time it
remains over the source_ itgitin. Other factors that
determine the eventual characteristics of an airmass
are (1) the characteristics of the surface goer which
the airmass travels after leaving the source region, arid
(2) the_ length of time that the airmass has been away
front the sourceregion,

Many regions of the earth do not fulfill, these
requirements; For exam e, most midlatitude regions
are too variable with res*ct to temperature; because
of the almost' continuous intrusion of airmasses fricim
the north and south, On the other hand, large snow-
or icecovered polar regions, tropical oceans; and large
desert areas are excellent, source regions.

Exercises. (051):
1. Name the three factors needed for airmass

formation.

.9
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2. What are the three types of geographical areas of
the world that adequately fulfill source region
requiremen?

052; From given_ preittire_ system characteristics,
classify the type of airmasses.

Airmasses are classified according to their source
region and charaCteriStiet with letter identifiers. The
so rca_rttioit is to4dered to be the most useful
clit *oh. Oils; the pnmary airmass identifier refers
to th source region. Four source regions are:

pe - Arctic/Antarctic
P - Polar
T - Tropical

, E - Equatorial

TO further classify the source region, a distinction is
made between land and water areas, since- e lend
decidedIT different characteristics to overlying air.
masses. The letter "c" is used for continental and "m"
for Maritime surfaces; for example, cP indicates a
continental polar airmass and mT would be a mari-
time tropical airmass.

A third category indicates whether the air is colder
(K) or warmer (W) than the surface it is moving over.
This classification is relative and frequently difficult
to determine: .

A fei-th letter may be used to indicate the stability
Of the airmass, .Art "s" is used to indicate a, stable
airmass and "u" indicates an unstable airmass.

By combining -these letters; a relatively complete
description of the airmasses may be Obtained. A
classification of cPWs indicatet a stable,- continental
polr airiness_ that is Warmer than the surface. it is

offing over.'

Exercises (652);
Classify_ the following airmasses baSed on the given'
characteristics.
I, Formed just south of Iceland during winter and is

now over the USSR. It is unstable.
00-

2. Forthed over Canada during winter and is now over
the US. It is stable.

3. Formed over Brazil during summer and is now
moving toward the Equator. It is unstable.

4. Fornied in the Atlantic east of _Bertfiuda during
Winter and is now ixver the SE US. It is unstable.
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053. Given a simulated airmass charyclerisac, deter-
mine the mOdificatibn take plate due to its -
movement

Airniass IVIWIflesition. The Modification of weather
conditions within an airmass depends upon the
changes in temperature, moisture, and stability; The
path of the airmass irifliteticeS the modification of
these properties._ Most often,hanget in temperature,
moisture; and stability occur simultaneously; but not
necessarily_ in the same degree. These changes depend
upon the physical_ nature of the underlying surface. As
the airmass moves from nisource region, it will slowly
acquire the temperature and moisture characteristics
of the new areas over Which it passes. A cP airnutss,
for example, movifig over a large bOdy of water picks
up moisture from evaporation and is thus meddled
to mP. Also an mtP airmass moving inland over
mountains is modified by loiing its moisture because
of adiabatic cooling and becomes a cP airthass.

As the ainnass moves, the thermal symbol must
change in relation to the surface over which it passes.
The thermal symbol is relative only to the surface over
which it is passing. For example, if a polar airmass
moves = out over a large body of water, the thermal
symbol would -be (K) because it is colder than 'the
underlying surface of water.

Exercise (053):
I. If an airmass moves from a polar region out over a

large body of open water, what would be the
probable airmass classification' (disregard the
stability indicator)? Why?

054. Given frontal characteristics, classify surface
cold fronts as fast or slow moving.

Frontal Weather Effects. The weather-:associated
with fronts and frontal movement is called _frontal
weather: frontal weather __is- more spectacular and
quick changing than _ airmass weather and; for this
reason, requires ClokinvaStigation into the associated
weather patterns of the-different frontal types. The
type and intensity of frontal weather is determined
largely by such factors-as the_ slope of the front; the
water vapor content and stability of the airmasses, the
speed of the frontal movement, and the relative
motion -of the airmasses at .the front: Because of the
Variability of thaSa factors, frontal weathlr may range
froth a- minor wind-shift with no elbUdS o, other visible
weather activity to severe thunderstorms accompanied
by low clouds; poor visibility; hail; icing; and severe
turbulence. In addition, the weather associated with
one section of a front is frequently quite different
from that in other sections of the same front: The
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reason for this is that the boundary between- two
:different_airmasses is:not a sharp wall. Instead; there is
a zone of transition (referred to as a none of disconti-
nuity),which is often many miles wide. This zone is
customarily called the ;frontal surface, or merely a
front.

Since the airmasses separated by a front have-
different temperature and water vapor characteristics,
they also have different densities. When 'ail-masses
with different densities_ meet;1 the denser_ air slides
(wedges) under-the less dense air. Conversely, we find
that the less dense warm air slides up over the-denSer,
cold air. As_a_result.the front#urface is sloping: The
steepness of the slope is meal red as theangle between
the earth's- surface and the frontal Surface

Discontinuities in airmass _properties and charge:
, teristics, such as temperature; water vapor content;
wind,- cloud types, and pressure changes, are used to
locate toe identify fronts and to trace-theirttiOverrienta.
One of the most easily recognized discontinuities
across a front: is terhperature. At the earth's suiface;
the passage of a front usually characterized. by a
noticeable_ change in temperature: The rate and
amount of the change- are partial indications of the
intensity of the front.- Strong fronts are accompanied
by abrupt and sizable temperature changes,
weak ordiffuse_fronts are characterized by gradual or
minor changes in temperature.

Near the earth's surface, the discontinuity of wind
across- c front is primarily a matter of chanje in
direction. Windspeed is often very much the same on
both -sides of a front. in some cases, there may be a
change in windspeed- -across -a- front, althOugh the
windspeed_can increase or decrease after the frontal
paSsage._ There are different types of fronts, but the
frOntal discontinuities-are common to all of them.

Cold fronts. With a cold front, the cold air displaces
warm air at the surface. _Cold fronts usually move
faster and have a steeper slope than warm fronts. The
cold fronts that move very rapidly have very steep
slopes in the lower levels and narrow_bands of clouds
that are predominantly just ahead of the front: The
slower moving cold fronts have less steep slopeS,and
their cloud systems- rnayfe_xtend far to the rear of the
surface .position .of the fronts. Figure 5-7 shows' the
differenteS in frontal slope_and the type and extent of
weather with the fast- and SLOW=ttioVing cold frotitS.
The weather and clouds associated _with_ the SLOW;
moving cold front may extend for hundreds of miles
behind the surface front. Aft6e_paagy of the slow-
moving cold front._ ceilings and visibilities improVe
very slowly. _By the_same token; with the passage of a (j
hitt:Moving cold front, the visibility and ceilings
improve rapidly,

When the warm air ahead of a cold front-is moist
and stable, the clouds are predominantly stratiform
(nimbostratus, altoStrattiS, cirrostratus) with_moderate
precipitation (slow-moving cold front). However,
when the warm air is moist and unstable (or has a
tendenCy to be unstable); the clouds _areyriciominant-
ly curnulifortn, and precipitation is in the form of
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moderate or heavy showers (fast-movmg cold front);
A line of thunderstorms frequently piglops'albng a
fast-moving cold front that& displaying warm, moist;
unstable air. Sometimes, under th e conditions,aline
of strong convective activity is Projected betWeen 50
and 200 miles ahead of the front and roughly parallel
to it. If this develops_ifito aline of thunderstorms, it is
called a squalt_pr instability line: On the other:hand;
when the warm air is very dry, little or no cloudiness
is associated with a cold front._
' When the -c-4- air behind the front is moist and

stable, a deck of stratus clouds and/ or fog May persist
for some tittle after the frontal passage. SimilirlY,
when the Cold air is moist and unstable, .cumulus
Clthidt and showers May occur for some time after the
frontal passage: When the cold airmass is very dry,
clOuds are,gensially not found in the cold air.

At the surface, a cold frontal passage is characterized
by a temperature and dewpont decrease; a wind shift;
and; on occasion; gusty winds. The weather associated
with_cold fronts is more concentrated (in a narrower
band) than that associated with warm fronts. This
often presents more serious flying hazards than those
associated with warm fronts.

Exercise (054):
I. For each of-the following characteristics of a cl

front,classify the frontal system associated With
as fast or slow moving:
a: Has very steep slopes in the lower leyeli and

narrow bands of clouds just ahead of the front.

b. Weather wig: clduds may extend for hundreds of
miles behind the surface front;

c: After passage of*the front; ceilings and visibili-
ties improve very slowly..

d. A line of thunderstorms frequently develops
alQfig the front that is displacing warm, moist,
unstable air:

6

055. Indicate the cloud sequence and type of precipita-
tion associated with an approaching warm front in
stable air and in unstable air.

Warm Fronts; A warm front differs from a cold
J-ront in that the associated weather pattern is morn
extensive With the warm front. The clouds are more

2
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stratified, and the precipitation is of a continuous
nature. ,Ss_ mentioned earlier, the SI-cipt of a front is
usually a good indicator of the type of weather that
may occur with a particular front: The shallow slope of
the warm front causes the warm air to gradually oifer-.
run the cold air. The more gradual the overrunning,
the greater the stability of the airmass being forced
aloft: Figure 5-8 is -a schmatic diagram of the warm
front and its associated weather that occurs in unstable
and stable air. -

In figure 5-8 notice that the associated. clouds are
predominantly stratiform and appear in the f011OWing
sequence with the approach of a warm f Wit: :circus,
cirrostratus, altostratus, nimbostratus; d stratus:
The only difference in this sequence is wh _xi the -air is
unstable._'Then there' can be cumulonimbi& ClotidS
imbCdded within 'the stratified clOud system and
produce showers instead of continuous precipitation;

Exercises (055):
I. Indicate the cloud sequehce and type of precipita-

tion associated with an approaching warm front in
stable air.

2. Indicate the 'cloud sequence and type of precipita-
tion associated with ah approaching warn; front in
unstable air.

11:156. Indicate the type of occluded fronts, the season
and region of maximum occurrence of occlusions, and
the type of weather associated with occluded fronts.

Occluded Fronts. The examples we have just lOOked
A'tt and discussed. involved Pie passage of both a cup
front Old a warm front; However; there are otah-
possibilities_ of frontal_ configurations. These are
variations of the cold and warm frontal structures, and
include what is called occluded fronts Occlusions
combine,the weather of the warm and cold fronts into
one extensive system. The line of thunderstormi
usually_ associated with a cold front merges with the
low ceilings and visibilities pf the warm front._ How-
ever; there are a: few significant differences in the
weather between the two types of 9cclusions. Occluded
frontal systems are more _common in the northern
portions of the United States_ than in the southern
portions. They occur more frequently during the
winter months, and in the United States, in the north-
west and northeast sections of the country:

Cold front ocIttsion. If the air behind the cold front
is colder than the air ahead of the warm front, the
occlusion is acoldifentit occlusion. In this case; the
advancing cold front remains on the surface and
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forces the warm front and warm air aloft. As this
process continues, the surface warm front becomes an
upper warm front. This type of occlusion occurs in the
ventral and eastern parts of the United States. Figures

. 5-9 is across section of a cold front occlusion depicting
the typical weather a-nd associate-dcloud patterns. The
imbedded thunderttorms with the cold front occlusion
usually occur with the passage of the surface occluded
front.

Warm front occlusion. In the warm front occlusion.
the cold air ahead of thewarm front is colder than the '

air behind the advancing cold front: When the Cold.
front overtakes the warm front; the cool (less_ dense)
air behind the cold front slides up over the colder air
ahead of the warm front. The air in the warm sector is
again forced aloft. The warm. front remains on the
surface', and the cold front rides up over the warm
frontal slope to become an upper cola front cold front
aloft): You should remember that the type of occlusion
is named after the itype of front that.remains_ on ihe
surface. Figure 5 -10 shows the weather and cloud
pattems-normally,.associated with the warm front.
occlusion:. The clOud system wjth the warm front
occlusion is much wider than ;hat with the cold front
occlusion because the warm frontal surface extends
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under the upper cold front. (compare , figs. 5-9 and
5 -10). This causes the weather pattern with a warm
front occlusion- to be very 'similar to that of a warm
front: A line of thunderstorms-with the warm frctit
occlusion'is often imbedded_ with the stratiforni over-
cast layer and may precede the surface occlusion
by 200 to 300 miles.

Exercises (056)1
1. What type of occlusion will occur. when iheN air

behind the cold front is warmer than the air ahead
of the warm front?

2. Where is the region of most common occurrence of
cold frontal occlusions in the United States?

1. hi what season of the vear are occluded fronts most
, _-common in. the Unite4.States?
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4. If the air behind the cold- front is colder than the Wet-, .CyClones._ The .term "cyclo is used to
.

q. air ahead of the warm front, what type of occlusion' denote any area of closed countercloc vise circulation. '_
will- occur? in the Northern Hemisphere: When this closed circula-

tion occurs in a frontal surface,'it is called a wave
cyclone. -,

, Wave.cyClones are-classified as stable or unstable: If
5: NIAere.a.re the imbedded thunderstorms with a cold the amplitude of the wave increases_ with time, the

frontar occlusion normally located? wave is called unstable. When the amplitude decreases
or remains the same, the wave iscalled stable- The
unstable wave cyclone usually deepens: TheAtable-

.
4/

._ . wave either shows no change o1 Ms, A cyclone is
6. Which type of _occluded front normally. has the deepening when the central pressUre-decreases. It is

, wider cloud system? filling when the central pressure_ is increasi4-
Cyclogenesls; Cyctogenesis describes thehrmation

of a cyclone or the deepening of an existing'cyclone.
-' 0-

. - Thus, when cyclogenesis occurs, the central pressure
7. How far in adVince of the warm ,occluded front falls more rapidly than the surrounding areas; and

, may the line of imbedded thunderstorms occur? evidence of an increase in the intensity of the counter-
clockwise circulation occurs. .....

. ,
Cyclogenesis may begin 'at the surface and work

upward _or might begin aloft and work downward to
the surface. Waves that work upward are usually.
associated with -surface fronts; waves warkIng dawn -

057. peillnea wave cyclone,,emilain the difference ward usually are not:
between stable and unstable waves; and' distinguish Cyclolysis. Cyclolysis is. the filling of lin existing
between cyclogenesle and eyclolysis-, . cyclone. When cyclolysis occurs, the central pressure

.....
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Figure 5-10. Werth front, occlusion.

increases at a rate greater than the surrounding area, d. Intensity of the counterclockwise circulation
and the intensity of the cyclonic circulation decreases. increases.

Exercises (057): -

I. Define a wave cyclone.

5-2._ Flight Hazardi
The thunderstorin represents one of the most

2. Explain the difference between stable and unstable formidable weather hazards to flight Though the
waves. effects of the thunderstorm tend to be localized, the

turbulence, high winds, heavy rain, icing, lithtning,
and occasionally, hail accompalying the thunder-
storms are a definite threat to the safety of flight

3. For each of the following- characteristics, distin- and to the security of Air Force installations. It it ,
guish Whethertyclogenesis or cyclolysis is occurring. important that you, the Weather Specialist be aware
a. Central pressure 'Within a cyClOne is increasing. of the types of weather associated with thunderstorms

and the three stages of thunderstorm development.

b. The deepening of an existing cyclone.

C. The filling Of an existing cyclone.

05& Name the three stages in the lifcacie of a
thunderstorm; and distinguish between the stages by

a selecting statements defining the stages.
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Thunderstorm Structure. The fundamental Struc=
tural element of the thunderstorm is the unit of
convective circulation known as a convective cell : -A
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Figure 5-11. Life cycle off thunderstorm cell.

mature thunderstorm contains several of these cells;
which vary in diameter from 1 to 6 miles. Generally,
each cell is independent of surrounding cells of t
same storm. Each cell progregws through a c
which lasts from I to 3 hours: In the initial stage
(cumulus development) the cloud consists of a single
Cell; but as development progresses, new cells form
and older cells dissipate;

_The life cycle of the thunderstorm cell consists of
thfee distinct stages: the cumulus stage, the mature
stage, and the dissipating or anvil) stage. (See
fig; 5-1 I);

Cumulus stage. Although most cumulus clouds_do
not become thunderstorms, the initial stage of a
than erstorm is shays a cumulus cloud; The main
featu f cumulus (or buildup) stage is an updraft,
which p vaili throughout the entire cell. Such up-
draft speeds vary from_a few _feet per second to as
much as 100 feet per secondin mature cells.

Mature stage. The biginning of silt-face rain, with
adjacent updrafts and downdrafts, initiates the mature
stage. By this time the top of the avivage cell has
attained a height of 25;000 feet or more. As the rain-
drops begin to fall; the frictional drag between the
raindrops and the surrounding air causes the air to
begin a downward motion; As the raindrops fall; they
combine _with other raindrops; thus the rate of fall
increases4and the downward motion is accelerated.
This is a downdraft. At this time, the updraft reaches
its maximum speed; Measurements: show that up,
drafts_increase in speed with altitude t 25,000
feet. They also show that doWnd are usually
strongest at the middle or upper fli levels: Down-
drafts are not as strong as updrafts; downdraft speeds
range from a few feet per second to about AD feet per
second. Significant downdrafts seldom extend to the
top of the cell because in most cases only ice crystals
and snowflakes are present; and their rate of fall is
insignificant in causing appreciable downdrafts..

e

I
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The mature cell, then, generally extends far above
25,000 feet; and the lower levels consist of sharp up-
drafts and;downdrafts adjacent to each other. Large
water droplets are encountered, suspended in the
updrafts, and descending with the downdrafts as rain.

Dissipating (anvil) stage: Throughout the life span
of the mature cell; more and more air_aloft is being
dragged down by the falling raipdropi. Consequently,
the downdraft spreads- out to take the -place of the
dissipating updraft: As this process progresses; the
entire loweriportion of the cell becomes an area of
downdraft. Since this is an unbalanced situation, and
since the descending motion in the downdraft effects
a drying proces§; the entire structure begins to dissi-
pate. The high winds aloft have now carved the upper
section of the cloud into the anvil form, indicating that
gradual dissipation is overtaking the storm cell;

Exercises (050):
1. 'Name the three stages in the life cycle of a thunder-

storm.

2. From the following list of statements, indicate
those that are true of the cumulus stage by a "C,"
the mature stage by an "M;" and the dissipating
stage by a "D."

a The main feature of this stage is an updraft.
b. Surface rain begins with adjac t updrafts

and downdrafts.
c Not all clouds in this stage become thunder-

storms.
d The upper section of the cloud forms an anviL
e In this stage the cell generally extends fir

above 25,000 feet.
f In this stage the entire structure begins to

dissipate.

059. Match the flight hazard with its proper description.

Turbulence (Drifts and Gusts). Downdrafts and
updrafts are vertical currents of air. Their speed is
relatively constant as contrasted to gusts, which are
smaller scale discontinuities or variations in the
windflow pattern extending over short vertical and
horizontal distances. Gusts are primarily FeSponsible
for the bumpiness usually encountered in cumuliform
clouds. A draft may be considered as a river flowing at
a fairly constant rate, whereas a gust is comparable
to an eddy or other type of random motion of water in
a rivet_

Studies of the structure of ,a thunderstorm- cell
indicave-at during the cumulus stage of development
the updrafts may cover a horizontal area as large as 4
miles in diameter. In the cumulus stage, the updraft
in many cells extends from below the cloud base to the

8



clotid top, a height greater than 25;000feet. During the
mature stage; the updraft disappiari froth the lowest
levels of the cloud although it continues in upper
levels, where it .may exceed a height of 60,000_feet.
These drafts are of considerable importance to flying
because of the _change in altitOde Whith may occur
when an aircraft flies through them.

In general, it has .been found that the maximum
number of high velocity gusts are found at tiltittidet of
5,000 to 10;000 feet bilow the top of the thunderstorm
cloud; while the least severe turbulence is encountered
near the base of the storm.

Hail. Hail is ccfnsidered as one of the worst hazards
of thunderstorm flying. It usually occurs during the
mature stage of cells having an updraft of more than
average intensity, and is found with the greatest
frequency between 10;000- and 15;0(robt levels. As
a rule; the larger the storm the more likely it is to have
hail. Although encounters by aircraft with large hail
are not too common; hail of one-half tO thiee=fthirths
inch can damage an aircraft in a very few seconds.

Rain. Thunderitortha contain considerable

/quan/quantities

of moisture which may or may not be fallingtities
the ground as rain; These water droplets may be

suspended in; or moving_ with, the updrafts. Rain is
encountered below the freezing_ level in almost all
penetrations of fully developed thunderstorms. AboVe
the freezing level; however; there is a sharp decline in
the frequency of rain.

There seems to be a definite correlation between
turbitlence and precipitation: The intensity of turbn=
lence, in most cases; varies direCtly with the intensity
of precipitation.

Icing. Where the free-air temperatures are at or
below freezing; icing conditions usually occur in that
region just above the freezing leVel where the cloud
droplets have not yet turned to ice stall. When the
thunderstorm is in the cumulus stage; severe icing May
occur at any point above the freeiing kV-el. Because
of the formation of ice crystals at high levels and the
removal of liquid water by precipitation; icing
conditions are somewhat less in the mature and
pating stages of a thunderstorm.

Lightning. Lightning can do considerable damage
to aircraft, etpecially to radio equipment. It is alio
hazardous during refueling operations on the ground;
therefore, refueling personnel should be alerted
immediately when thunderstorms are in the area: The
thunderstorm Change?' the normal electrical field, in
which the earth is negative with respect to the air above
it, by making the upper portitin of the_thunderstorm
cloud positive and the lower, part negative; This
negative charge then induces a.positive charge on the
ground. The distribution of the electrical charges in
a typical thunderstorm is shown in figure 5-12:

Exercise (059):
I. Match the,;terrn (flight hazard) in column B with its

descriptibn in column A by placing proper letters
in the blanks:
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Column A
I Are vertical currents of air.
2 Primarily responsible for the bumpiness
_ encountered in cumuliforni_CIOUdi.
3: Is encountered below the freezing level

In almoit all penetrations of fully
developed thunderstorms.

4 Considered as one of the wont hazard;
of thunderstorm flyin_g._

5 May occur at any point above the freez-
irg level when the thilfiderstorm is in
the cumulus stage.

6 Can do considerable damage to radio
equipment on aircraft.

a.
b.
C.

d.
e.

f.

;X.
Column B
Drafts.
Icing.
Lightning:
Hail.
Gusts.
Rain.

Tropical Cyclones
The tropical cyclone is one of the most destructive

of all weather phenomena. Due to its greater horizon=
tal extent and longer life, it exceeds any other phe-
nomena in total damage and loss of life.

There are many regional names applied to the more
intense tropical cyclones. For example:

__ Region Name

W. Indies or Caribbean Hurricane
N. Pacifie Typhoon

Maggio
W. Coast of Mexico El COrdOntizo_de San Francisco

(The Lash of St. Francis)
Indian Ocean (Australia) Willy Willy

Regardless of the name or region, tropical cyclones all
have essentially the same characteristics.

060; List the four officially recognized categories of
cyclones of tropical. origin, and specify their wind

,spet=di.

The terms "tropical c one;" "tropical storm,"
"hurricane;" and others are frequently_ used almost
interchangeably with little regard for differences in
size or intensity. However; there are four officially
recognized categories of cyclones of tropical origin.
All four must have a closed circulation and are distin-
guished by wind speed within the storm:

Tropical Disturbance; This type is characteriied by
a slight circulation on the surface, but more marked
circulation aloft. Winds are light. This type is common
thmughout the tropics and subtropics.

Tropical Depression. The tropical depression has
one or more closed isobars with wind speed leis than
34 knots. ThistYpe is tittially expected to intensify.

Tropical Storm. The tropical storm has several
closed isobars and windspeeds of 34 knots, up to and
including 63 knots.
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Figure 5-12. Location of electrical charges inside a typical thunderstorm cell.

Hurricane or Typhoon. In hurricanes or typhoons,
the maximum wind speed is 64 knots or greater.

Exertion (060):
1. List the four categories of tropical cyclones, and

specify thethe'S,r wind speeds.

JQ



Climatology and Weather Data

10,
NO DOUBTytiti have dircuss44, oreven "cussed," the
Climate of /our home or favorite region. Usually;
weather and climate are big contiderationi in making
health; sports Actiiiitiet, or retirement plans. Thus,
everyone is concerned with the climate. Customarily;
the climate of a given place is the sum total Of all the
weather variables. These variables are then expressed
as an average.

Unfortunately, average weather has very little
meaning in itself; Some sinipleexamplei illustrate the
point. Baltimore and San Francisco have sit
averts& toniperatirres-55° F. and 53° F;; respectively.
Coniparing.the warmest and coldest months gives
different view._ Baltimore ranges between 33° F. and

F.Siin Francisco_has 49° F. and 57° F., only an
8° range. Cairo, Egypt, and_Oalveston, Texas; have
nearly identical monthly temperatures, but Cairo
receives only 1 inch of rain, while Galveston gets 46
inchet, spread over the seasons. Expressing climate in
simple averages cirn be very misleading.

You do not need to study in depth unleSS
you_ continueour carter in weather as a Weather
Technician. This chapter outlines the controls that
most affect the climate and briefly mentions the major
climatic zones.

6-1; Climatic Controb
A Study of cliriratology could involve a large number

of elements like pressure; wind; sunshine; humiditY,
etc: Two elements, however, seem to be foremost in
governing the level of ith n activity. Temperature
and precipitation, perhap because they are so
apparent; seem to receive the ost attention. Why are
temperatures and rainfalls s different from place
to pliice?

We shall investigate three factors that most influence
climate with respect to temperature and precipitation.
These factors are latitude, topography, and airflow.
Your study of this section will close with a more
specific identification of the major climatic zones
within the United States and the climatic controls that
influence them. .ar

061. Explain'the effects of latitude upon climate.
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Ladtude. As you travel poleward, the temperature
becOnitt Older. Everyone knows this happens
because the polar region receives less_ heat from the
sun; Two variables rule the amount of potential heat
available. The* are the length of day and the angle of
the incoming radiation.

Axis tilt; All latitudes of the earth do not receive
equal heating due to _the earth-sun relationship. The
earth revolves around the stun in a plane of orbit: The
earth's axis is tilted 23W from the perpendicular to
that plane of ofbit.-Figure 6-1 thus rates thiiirelation-
ship, As you study the figure, you can readily see that
the North Pole receives no sunlight during the winter
(shown at the December 22 position). On the other
hand, eqUatorial regions receive heat year round. This.
helps to create a heat surplus at the lower latitudes;
Even though the pole has as much sunlight during the
summer as darkness during the winter, this does not
create a heat stirpliii littatite Of the second factor
angle of incoming radiation.

Angie of radiation; The more vertical the sun's
radiation to the earth's surface, the more heatingit can
accomplish. This happens because radiation aimed
vertically concentrates on a smaller area You can
illustrate this by shining a flashlight vertically against
a wall and comparing that spot to one that it made by
Shining the light at an angle. The angled light covers
more area Such is the sun's radiation; the greater the
angle; the more area covered, and subsequently the
less heat per unit area The sun's radiation strikes the
earth'i surface more vertically at the Equator than at
the pole; This second factor contributes to the heat
surpitut at low latitudes.

Finally, vertical radiation_ passes through less
atmosphere to reach the surface than slanted solar
radiation; Thus; there is less chance for scattering and
absorption for the vertical rays. When all these factors
are combined, they create a heat surplus at the
Equator and a deficiency at the poles,

Three-cell circulation. A lack of heat balance cannot
remain between these two points. A strong tendency
to equalize exists. Heated air near the Equator
becomes less dense and rises. As a result, a belt of low
pressure develops at the 'Equator. Surrounding air
flows toward the low pressure and a simple circulation
starts. To describe the total circulation for the
Northern Hemisphere is very difficult because of so
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Figure 6-1. Revolution of the earth around the sun.

many variabrqs, Nevertheless, an idealized flow
pattern is often, shown as three cells of circulation
between the Equator and the pole. Consult figure 62
for an illustration of the three cells.

The rust cell is formed by the warm air rising at the
lquator and flowing north. As_this air roves north; it
is deflected to the right by Coriolis to become_ the
upper westerlies. (CoTriolis -is the force,' due to a
rotating earth; that causes air in motion tudeflect to
the right in the Northern Hemisphere.) The upper
westerlies prevail from the Equator to the pole and
occur right below the tropopause. It is safe to state;
therefore; that wind at and above 25,000 feet inthe
Northern Hemisphere is witnilly westerly.

moving air reaches 30°
cted it so much to the
develops atthe surface

t northWard. At 30°
rued. A portion of

By the time this northwa
N. latitude; Coriolis has d
east thati belt of high
due tothe4i

en, Swo air m ons are
e airflow continues northward aloft and a portion

descends to the sUrface. Since high pressure exists at
the surface, the descending air must flow outward
from =the center of the high toward low pressure, The
belt of high pressure" at 30° N. is called a zone of
divergence (moving apart), and the belt of 1?w
!pressure at the Equator toward which this air is
flowing is a zone of convergence (coming together).
Sailors call this zone of convergence the doldrums
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because of its light winds, In this zone the trade winds
of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres meet.

The northward flowing air (aloft, at 30° N.) con7
tinues to move northeasterly (due to Coriolis) and
around_ the earth until it reaches the pole;At the, Role,
a high pressure zone forms and again the air descends
and fli4s outward (divergence) toward a lowipressure
(convergence) at about 60° N. Between the equatorial
and polar cells flow the midlatitude_westeriies. Some
writers consider this a third cell. Its circulation is
influenced by the interaction of the other cells.

The genenticirculation pattern is important because
it shows zones of divergence and convergence. They, in
turn, influence precipitation. Where airflow converge,
more precipitation usually occur4; Divergence has the
opposite effect: Rising air in the convergence zones
causes instability; divergence and stabilitygo together.0
The zones are not stationary but migrate slightly with
the season. During summer they move north in the
Northern Hemisphere. Migration of the zones causes
a seasonal effect in precipitation. For this reason,
summer dryness and slight winter rain characterizes
the area around 35° N. as the 30' zone of divergence
migrates.

In summary, latitude places definite effects upon the
climate. Temperature varies with latitude because of
heat received due to length of day and angle of
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incoming radiation. Where the most heat is received,
not only is the temperature higher but also the
seasonal ranit;of temperaturt is small. Table 6-I
points this out

Climatic knitude patterns. Closely related to the
temperature effects caused by Unequal heating are the
latitude patterns of wind; pressure; and precipitation.
Four typical patterns emerge that can be roughly
grouped according to. latitudes 0°; 30°, 60', and 90°.

At CP , heating causes a zone of convergence with
rising air and low pressure, The air_ is unstable and
heavy precipitation occurs during all seasons. Warm
temperature prevails all year with very little seastmal
change.

APPROXIMATE Li
60,0t0 FEET

25.317

A high pressure zone of divergence lies at 30°. The
air is stable; but slight rain falls in winter and the
summer is dry. Winter temperature is mild and
summers are hot.

Another zone of convergence; a law pressure area, is
at 60°. Here; precipitation occurs during all seasons.
Winters are cold but summers are mild.

Finally, at 90°, a, high pressure zone of divergence
causes stability. Slig precipitation occurs in all
seasons because ofith cold temperatures. Winters are
very cold, and eVeksummer temperatures are below

',freezing. 1

TABLE 6-1
Mean Temperature °F. at the Latitude Circlei

Latitude Yearly

0° 79

20° 78

Soo

40°

i60 0

9o°

1
69

57

30

9

Jazalaxy

80 78 2

71 82 11

58 81 23

75 314

3 57 514

442 30: 72

83
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IEuerdses (061):
1. Why Boys the temperature vary with latitude?

2. What causes the zone of divergence at 30) N.
latitude? ev.

3. Define a zone of convergence.

. Does more precipitation occur in a zone of conver-
gence or divergence? Explain your answer.

5. Match the climatic characteristics to the latitude:

Characteristic
a Heavy precipitation throughout the_year; a

zone of convergence; small seasonal range of
temperatunl.

b Dryslight winter rain; zone of divergence;
mild winter.

c Slight precipitation throughout the year: zone
of divergence; cold winter.

Latitide
0°

30°
60'
90°

062. Given simulated topographical features, Identify
the effects of topography upon climate.

Topography. While the sun provides the energy for
our planet, keep in mind that the earth's surface con-
verts solar radiation into sensible heat. Since the
earth's surface is not uniform, we can expect different
results trom different surfaces. Temperature and
pressure depend upon the type of earth surface.
Another feature of the earth's surface, elevation or
topography, causes variations in precipitation. For
purpoks of this discussion; both surface type and
elevation shall be classeetogether as topography.

Incoming radiation varies from place to place for
reasons discussed in the last objective. Add to this the
heat differences due to surface type; and marked
variations in temperature may occur. Two main types
of surfaces are land and water. How does each affect
the climate?

Factors influencing land and water temperatures.
Some radiation does not heat the surface because it
reflects off the surface. Land refleett about 15 percent;
water averages about 10 percent when the sun angle is
between 60° and 70' This difference in reflectivity is
not enough to cause significant temperature differ-
ences. However, surfaces covered with fresh snow or
ice reflect 80 percent of incoming radiation. Thus, the
cold, snow-covered lands tend to remain cold.
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Since land and water reflect radiation by similar
amounts, any temperature difference between the two
would have to result from the way the radiation is
absorbed. Land is a poor conductor of heat; conse-
quently, energy received at the surface stays near the
surface and the temperature. rises proporiThpately.
Water in motion, on the other hand, conducts the heat
received to a greater depth because of mixing. There-
fore, the surface temperature of water should be cooler
than the surface temperature of land if the same
amount of energy is received.

The poor cpnductivity of land makes it heat and
cool qui4ly and also encourages a wide range of
temperature. Extremes of temperature are always
recorded over land areas. Moving water heats and
cools slowly and presents a narrow range of tempera-
ture. A large land or water area passes its temperature
characteristics to the' air above it. By applying these
characteristics of topography, you may understand

. the temperature of a particular location.
A coastal location with the predominant airflow

from the water possesses a mild climate with a narrow
temperature range when compared to an inland
statiodit the same latitude. Hof/ever, a coastal station
where the predominant airflow is from t e land, has ti.
climate more nearly like an inland sta On, but the
occasional flow from the water_ prevents it from
experiencing the same extremes of temperature. `t, -

Ocean current's effect on temperature. ftnother
great influence on the temperature is the ocean current.
Large seas and the oceans develop a pattern of motion
due to the prevailing windflow. These currents move
slowly over great expanses, and as they move, they
take on the temperature features of the latitude. A
current that spends several days flowing at An equa-
torial latitude picks up _heat and enters the middle
latitudes as a warm current. The Gulf Stream is such
an uatorial stream. It brings moderate temperatures .

Current
far north as Bolip:n and the British Isles. The Japan

Current in the Pacific Ocean plays a somewhat
different role along our west coast. Even thqugh this
current bringnnild temperatures to the Aleutians and
south coast of Alaska, by the time the current reaches
the California coast, it is considered cool. A simple
sketch showing the influence of the ocean currents
along east and west coasts in the Northern Hemisphere
is provided in figure &3.

Topography and precipitation. Topography plays
an important role in determining the precipitation of a
climate. Obviously, air that has traveled across a large
body of water contains more moisture than air that has
traveled the same length across land. Moisture-laden
air flowing onshore from a large body of water
frequently causes fog. Lifting the moist air is where
the second feature of topography, elevation, exerts its
influence. Moist air forced to rise over a mountain-
chain cools. As it cools, its capacity to hold moisture
lessens. When the cooling, rising air reaches saturation,
some of its moisture must/be forced out (condensed).
Clouds form ant precipitation occurs.
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MOW air froth_ the Pacific Mitts up against the
, Rocky Mountain bather, deposits its moisture along
the west slope; and reaches the east slope as a dry,
warming wind. The Appalachian Motintaiint in the
eastern US do not reach such great heights and; there-

, foie, do not influence the paising airflow as markedly
as the Rockies. Additionally, the air approaching. the
Appalachians is continental air, already fairly dry, and
has little moisture to lose.

Mountain barriers affect the temperature of the
region on the leeward laway from-the wind) side. This
happens because air forced to rise on the windward

25-69*

side cools at a rate that is slowed by the amount of
moisture in the_ air: After the moisture condenses, the
dry air descending the leeward side warms faster than
it cooled previously. This warm, dry air has been
named the chinook in the western US:

Exercises (062):
Use figure 6-4 tdanswer exercises 1 through 5 below.
In the figure, assume that a warm, summer, westerly
airflow exists along the line ABCD.

23-697

Figure 6-4. Topography .(objective t 2, exercises 1-5).
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1. Which point receives more precipitation, B or C?
Why?

2. Which pbint s the higher temperature, A or B?
Why?

ich point receives more precipitation, C or D?
y

4. Which point has a lower temperature, C or D?
Why?

5. if a cold, moist, northeast airflow affects points g
and. C, whiCh one should show the warmer tempera-
ture and why?

063. Describe the effects of airflow upon
in the United States.

e climate

. -. .

Airflow. Air that flows from a region carries the
to rature and moisture properties of the regon
wit it; Airflow; then; acts as a modifying factor upon
thee 'mate; To exert a significant effect upon climate,
airflow must be steady, at least for a season, and on a
large scalenot local. Air originating in the 131-ge
semipermanent pressure systems qualifies in both
ways.

High-pressure systems. Thri-e large, semipermanent,
high-pressure systems direct the flow of air across the
US. Two of these; Bermuda and Pacific highs,
influence summer climate. The Canada high takes
over in winter.

.
The Bermuda high, sans= over the Atlantic Ocean

about 30° to 35° N. in summer; sends warm, moist air
across the interior of the United States. Thisairflow
can be felt as far north as Wisconsin, and extends to
the eastern portions of Texas; Oklahoma; Kansas,
and Nebraska. Greatest influence, however, is felt east
of the Mississippi. During winter, the Bermuda high
migrates southward and becomes weaker. Generally;
only the Gulf Coast States, Florida, and the eastern
shoreline to North Carolina get the benefit of the
Bermuda high-, in winter.

During winter, the interior of the United States east
of the_Rocky Mountains belongs to the Canada high.
this high brings cold temperatures and dry air.
Urially; the coldest temperatures are felt north of the
Oklahoma-Arkansas-Tenn see-North Carolina

/
l'
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borders. South tif that line, the cold Canadian air
becomes somewhat milder, as it is modified by enter-
ing a warmer latitude. Despite moderation, these cold
outbreaks_ bring uncomfortable temperatures in
winter to the heart s& Dixieland. Map figure 6-5 shows
the general influence of the major systems:_

On the west coast, the Pacific high brings mild
temperatures and moist air to Washington, Oregon,
and northern California; The t6tal annual effect of this
high is to keep the summer cool and the winter mild.
Precipitation falls steadily the entire year in the North=
western United States. The Pacific high does not exert
much influence in southern California cause the
shape of the coastline, which veers _aw from the
Pacific circulation. Without the fl- of ocean-
modified air, southern Californias' -0 mate is more
continental in naturehot and drythan the northern
portions of the Pacific Coast.

Unstable Midwest aidTows. While each of the semi-
permanent pressure systems has its favorite region, the
midsection of the United States sometimes gets a flow
from all three, The Rocky Mountains act as a barrier
to west-east flow, but occasionally some Pacific air
slips over the hump and spreads into the Plains area.
Passing over the mountains greatly modifies the air,
and usually the Pacific air remains aloft, being forced
to ride up over an airtnass already in the Midwest.
The Midwest piovides a meeting place for the other
two airflows, which have unlike characteristics.

Cold, dry Canadian air meeting warm, moist; tropical
air forces the warm air aloft along a frontal surface and
causes the frontal; stormy weather so common to the
Midwest. These two unlike airflows push each other
north and south across the Plains, sometimes being
joined by the third flow aloft: Seasonally; the Canada
high dominates in winter, the Bermuda high in
summer. Low-pressure cyclones pass slowly from west
to east, gathering strength frontthe mixing of warm-
moist and cold-dry airrnasses; These storms contribute
to the unstable climate of. the Midwest.

Ezeircises (063)
1. What are the effects of the airflow from the

Bermuda high upon the Midwest in winter?

2. What causes the dry climate in southern California?

3. Why is west Texas drier than east Texas?

4. What causes the warm, moist climate along the
Washington-Oregon coast?
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5. Why does the Midwest have frequent, frontal

storms?

064. Indicate the climatic controls that influence the
climate of the United States, and match the climatic
zones with, States or regions in the United States.

Climatic Zones. A climatologist named' Kbpperi
devised_a classification for climate, using five main
types. 'Mae are is follows:

Tropical, rainy (A).
Dry (B).
Warm; temperate, rainy (C).
.Cool, snow-forest (D).
Polar (E).

f =Figure 66 shows the cliMatIC regions of the United
States, based on the above clitisification. Klfppen also
developed subdivisions for each climate type, but the
subdivisions are not important for our discussion
here. A brief deseription of the five types is necessary
for your understanding.

Polar; The terrain in polar climatic region is not
entirely frozen or ice covered. For the most these
areas are treeless. Boundaries of such ons are
better determined by the temperature of t warmest
month; The southern limits of a polar climatic region
are the areas where the wannest month barely reaches
50° F. In the United States, polar clitriate is confined
to the high mountain elevations.

Cool; snow forest: Cool; snow-forest climate
occupies the northern tier of States and the mountain
areas. Figure_ 65 shows that this climatic region
occupies the grassland and forest belt of the. United
States.. Most of the precipitation occurs in summer
and is adequate for the growing season. Temperature
in this zone `is controlled by latitude except at the
mountain - elevations; where topography is predomi-

' nant. Airflow governs the precipitation.
it ternrierate, rainy. South of the snow forest

lies the warm; temperate, rainy climate, where the
coldest month is not below 29° F. Most of this region
has adequate rainfall in all seasons, Much of the
teniperature and precipitation of this climate is due to
airflow: Warm; temperate, rainy regions receive flow
from a large water body. As the flow travels farther
from the water, the temperature becomes less moderate
and more severe.

Dry. The dry climate boundaries are generally
dictated- by vegetation add annual_ precipitation
rather than temperature: However, Klippen found a
very simple relationship between the average-annual

errylimate. That relation-
ship

the border of the dcrature

and average annual precipitation to
d
Ship is: i = 0.1 - 8.5, where r is the average annual
rainfall and t the average annual temperature.

Supplying a 60° F. temperature for the formula leads
to an annual rainfall of about 18 inches. Any region
with less than 18 inches of rainfall yearly and whose
Mean annual temperature is 60° F. can be considered
dry according to the formula. Dry climates in the.
United States are caused by mountain barriers block-
ing_the Moist_ airflow:
. hopicdl. Tropical, rainy climate is usually found

around the equatorial_ latitude. To qualify as tropical;
'rainy climate; the Oldest month must not average
beloW 64° F. and the total rainfall must exceed 30
inches. The niiinfali_does not necessarily_ have to fall
evenly throughout the year bin the total is adequate
to support lush vegetation: The southern third of
Florida hai a tropical; rainy climate. It is caused by
all three cliitititie contrOli mentioned in this chapter:
latitude, topography (ocean influence),, and airflow.

Exercises (0.64):
1. Match the climatic zone in column B with the State

or region in column A.

COlUftelf
I. Miehigtil.
2. Nevada.
3. Southern tip of Florida..
4. Kentucky:
5. Oregon coast.

_ 6. Nei/ Jerky.
7. West Texas.
8. Colorado highlands.

_ -
Column

a. Tropical. rainy.
b. Dry.
c. Warm: temperate,

rainy.
d. Cool, snow-forest.
e. Polar.

2. In the United States, which climatic control contri-
butes most-to the polar climate?

3. Which type of climate in the Waited States is
influenced by all three climatic controls?

cL 4. The warm, temperate, rainy climate in the US is
most influenced by what climatic control?

Climatological Data
This section prevents climatological entries on

Aws Form 10, Surface Weather Oh4ervaltions. It also
covers climatological terms, _.statistical terms, and
the computation of climatological information:

065; given simulated data; record entrI for StinUnill,
of the Day data.

88 \I\
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When performing as a shift observer; you have to

make a few minor climatological entries on the AWS
Form 10. The columns involved are 42-45, Synoptic
Data; 68-70; Summary of the Day; and 71-73; Peak
Wind. _Entries for the synoptic data vary greatly,
depending upon the station's hours of operation and
its time zone. To cover all -the situations would require
many examples: This portion of the text discusses a
few examples from which you can apply the ,suiding
principles to other situations.

Synoptic Data: Situation L The first situation
applies to a station in the eastern time zone that
operates 24 hours nd is 5 hours later than Greenwich
Mean Time (G Column 42, Synoptic Data, takes
the time entry in local standard time: Synoptic data
is entered at 6-hourly times and midnight. Figure 6-7
illustrates the times and is explained as follows.

The first entry covers the period between midnight
and the earliest 6-hourly of the day. Enter the amount
of precipitation (col. 44) and the amount of snowfall
(col. 45) that occurred during the period. The next
line covers the period between the last 6-hourly of the
previous_day and the earliest 6-hourly of the current
day. Each of the entnes for 6- hourly times summanzes
the data for the 6- hour period between these regular
observations: On the last line; you enter the required
data for the period between the last 6-hourly of the
day and midnight.

The rules for entry in each column are simple to
follow. Enter in column 44 the amount of precipitation
to the nearest .01 inch that occurred dunng the speci-

, fied period. When no precipitation is observed, enter
"0." Enter a T_(trace) for amounts measured as less
than .005 inch. Whenever the water equivalent of solid
precipitation cannot be measured, enter the estimated
water equivalent; using a 1/10 ratio (or other ratio
when evidence supports it). A wet, heavy snow might
support a ratio of 8/ 1; fine snow might be as high as
12/ 1. Prefix estimated values with the symbol "E" and
enter the ratio used as a remark in column 90. _

Make snowfall entries in column 45 showing"0" for
none, "T" for less than .05 inch, and all other amounts
to the nearest 0:I inch:, Some snowfall needs to be
explained because of melting. Explanation is made in
the following ways:

Trace of precipitation melted as it fell: In col:
45 enter "T," and in col. 90 enter "T - MELTED
AS IT FELL."
Estimated snowfall due to melting: In col. 45
enteramo_unt. s_uch as "E-I and in col. 90 enter
"E = ESTIMATED DUE TO MELTING."
Snowfall consists entirely of hail: In col. 45 enter Itt+

amount; such as ""T" and in col: 90 enter "SNAIL."

Occasionally, snowfall occurs as intermittent showers
and each shower melts before the next one falls. To
obtain an accurate measure for the 6-hour period;
enter the total of all the depths accumulated by each
of the falls.

Column 46 differs from 45 in that the accumulated
depth of solid precipitation on the ground is recorded.

Make your measurements at each 6-hourly and at
midnight. Enter the depth to the nearest whole inch;
with "0" for none and "T" for less than 0.5 inch. You
must take great care in finding a representative depth.
Select an area that is smooth; level (preferably grass
covered), and as free from drifting as possible. If; as in
the case of snowfall entry, the entire depth consists of
hail; prefix the depth with an asterisk and in column 90
enter "SHALL."

Synoptic Data: Situation 2. Our next situation
applies to a station that operates 24 hours and is in the
central time zone: Only the time entries differ frortithe
first example. All the rules for entry in the other
columns apply no matter which time zone you are in.
Because the central time zone is 6 hours different from
Greenwich; local times for the 6-hourly observations
are the same as GMT. Thus, in the central time_zone;
no entry is needed in the "MID TO" and "MID"
blocks because the midnight o,bservation is the same as
a 6-hourly.

Synoptic Data: Situation 3. The last illustration
is for a station that operates less than 24 hours a day.
Here; you enter only the 6-hourly observations taken
during the time of operation. A simple table below
shows how this can be figured. The table shows a
station in the eastern time zone operating between
the hours of 0800 and 1700 EST:

6 HourItts EST Hours of Operation
01

07

I9

17

Only one 6-hourly (13 LST) can be ).ecorded during
the operating-hours: Of course; the amounts of pre-
cipitation and. snowfall measured at that time repre-
sent-a 2hour penod instead of 6. It has been 24 hcitirs
since the last 6-hourly. Indicate that extended period
of measurement by prefixing an "a" tO both the pre-
cipitation and snowfall entries. Explain the "4' by
entering a remark in 6olumn 90 such as, "' 24=HR
PCPN:" The first 6-hourly; then; measures the
amounts fallen during the period since the last 6-
hourly taken the day before.
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Figure 6-7 Synoptic Lima 124 hours. ES -)
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Figure 6-4. Summary aT die Day.

Summary of the Day Entrhst Entries for synoptic
data provide thninformation fat tar-Summary of the
Day columns, 68-70. In column 68 enter the 24hour
precipitation, water equivalent. Optain this figure
from the data gathered for column 44.1However; for all
US time zones except the central zone, do not include
the amount measured for the first &hourly in a 24
hour operation; Figure 6-8 shows the total for column
68 taken from the amounts in column 44 of figure 6-7.
The .03 precipitation recorded at the first 6-hourly is
not included because the observation covers a time
period that belongs to the day before. Only 50 minutes
of the period pertain to_the current date and that data
is recorded in the "MID TO" block. Prefix the entry
with an "E" when totals include estimated _amounts
and enter an explanatory note in column 90. The same
procedure is used for column 69, 24hour snowfall.

Where 24hour observationshour oervations or Midnight obterva-
dons are not taken; total the amounts in columns 44
and 45, prefix amounts other than -0 with an "E;" and
enter them in columns 68 and 69. This shows that the
amounts are estimated.

Enter in column 70 the depth of solid precipitation
on the ground at 1260 GMT. Entries are made to the
nearest whole inch with the following exceptions.
Enter "0" for none and "T" for less than 0:5 inch on the
ground. You may use the 120d GMT value from
Column 46. If the station does not operate at that time,
you may enter the depth measured as near to 1200
GMT as practicable, but indicate with a renterk in
column 90 the time that the depth measurement was
taken.

Peak Wind Entry: Peak wind entry is made only at
stations having continuous, instantaneous recording

windspeed equipment. Even if the record for the day
incomplete; the recording may still be used; provided it
is reasonable to assume the missing data did not
include the peak wind. Enter the highest speed in knots
recorded during the 24 hours ending at midnight.
Speeds-entry goes in column 71; and the direction of
that peak wind goes in column 72 in -tens of degrees
(270° = 27). Finally, enter in column 73 the time of the
peak wind to the nearest minute GMT: Ocarsionally,
the peak wind occurs more than once a day, but space
is available for only the last two occurrences. For more
than two occurrences, make a remark in column 90
such as "PK WND 28 1620Z." This remark gives the
direction and time of the additional peak wind
occurrence.

Exercises (065):
Use figure 6=9 to answer exercise I.
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Figure 6-9. Synoptic_Data, mountain standard time (MST+ 7 hours
- = GMT). (objective 065, exercise 1).

I. What s the entry (based on data in fig. 6-9) for each
summary of the day column on A WS Form 10?
a. Column 68
b. Column 69
c. Column 70

Use data in figure 6-10 to answer exercise 2.
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Figure 6-10. Synoptic Data fcit 03-21 Pacific standard time (PST + 8 hours = GMT);
(objective 065. exercise 2):
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2. what is the entry for each column (AWS Form 10)?

a. Column 68
b. Column 69
c. Column 70

3. What are the AWS Form 10 columns 44 and 45
entries for a snowfall of 0.4 inch whose water
equivalent is estimated using a ratio of 12 to 1?

4. If the peak wind was 35 knots from 310° and
occurred at 1423 GMT; what are the AWS Form 10
column entries?
a. Column 71
b. Column 72
c. Column 73

066. Match climatological terms with their definitions.

Climatology. Climatology is the scientific Study of
climate, and is considered by meteorologists to be a
major branch of meteorology,Climatology deals with
sithilarities and variations of weather from time to
time and place to place. There are three principal
approaches to the study of climatology. These are
physical, descriptive, and dynamic.

Physical- climatotogy. This approach to climatology
seeks to explain the cause of climate by the physical
influencing climate and the rotes producing the
various kinds of phySical c mates, =uch as marine,
desert, mountain, and so o

Descriptive .climatdlogy. criptive climatology
typically orients itself in terms of geographical regions
and is also referred to as regional- climatology. A
description of the various types_ of climates is made on
the_ basis of analyzed statistics from a particular area.
A further attempt is made to describe the interaction
of weather and climatic elements upon the people and
the areas under consideration. tiga

Dynamic climatology. Dynamic climatology
attempts to relate characteristics of general circulation.
to climate.

Climatology as related to other sciences. Climate
has hecome Increasingly important in other scientific
fields. Geographers; hydrologists; and oceano-
graphers use quantitative_ measures of climate to
describe or analyze the influence of our atmospheric
environment. Climate classification has developed
primarily in the field of geography. The basic role
of the atmosphere in the hydrologic cycle is an essential
part of the study of hydrology. Parallel to this both air
and water measurements are required to understand
the energy exchange between the air and the ocean.

One of the three prefixes may be used with the word
"climatology." By prefixing either "micro," "meso,"
or "macro" to climatology; you can denote climatology
on a small, medium; or large scale.

Microclimatological studies often measure climatic
contrasts between hilltop and valley, and city and ,
surrounding country; or they may be of an extremely
Small scale one -side of .a hedge contrasted with the
other, a plowed furrow versus level soil, or opposite
leaf surfaces. Climate in the microscale may be
effectively modified by relatively simple human efforts.

Macroclimatology is the study of the liirge-scgile
climate di a large area or country. Climate of this scale
is not so easily modified by small human efforts.

Mesoclimatology embraces_ a rather indistinct
middle ground between macroclimatology and micro7
climatology. The areas are smaller than those of
macroclimatology and larger than those of micro-
climatology and May or may not be climatically
representative of a general region.

Exercise (06f6):1
1. Match climatological terms in column A with the

appropriate definitions in column B.

- Column A Column B
I Climatology. a. A study that measures the
2. Physical climatology. climatic contrast between
3 Descriptive city and surrounding area.

climatology. b. This approach tries to ex-
4 Dynamic climatology. plain the cause of climate by
5 Microclimatology. the physical process influ-
6(Macroclimatology. encing it.
7"19fesoclimatology. c. Attempts to relate charac-

teristics of general circula-
. tion to climate.

d. The.study of the large-scale
climate of a large area or
country

e. Embraces a rather indistinct
middle of the ground be-
tween macroclimatology
and microclimatology.

f. Regional climatology.
g. The scientific study of

climate.
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067. Match statistical terms with their definitions; and
given a list of temperatures; compute the mean, mode,
median, and temperature extremes.

You need to know and become quainted with
terms used in the discussion of clima9kology. In this
section the most commonly used statistical terms are
defined and explained-

Mean or Average. The mean is the most commonly
used climatological term. "Mean" normally refers to
the arithmetic mean, which is obtained in the same
manner as the average. This average is obtained by



adding the values of all the factors or cases and then
dividing by the number of items. For example; the
average daily temperature would be the -sum of the
hourly temperatures &tided by 24. Tile mean, as
computed in this- manner, is generally optimum for
both the expected value and the center of the distribu-
tion for temperature.

Unfortunately, the term "mean" has been used in
many climatological records without clarification as
to how it was computed; In most cases, the difference
in results is slight. In anal ng weather data, the terms
"average" and "mean" ten used interchangeably.

Absolute; The term ute" usually is applied in
climatology to the ext e highest and lowest values
for any given meteorological element that have been
recorded-at the place of observations. Assume, for
example; that the extreme highest' temperature ever
recorded at a particular stationwas 106° F. and the
lowest recorded as -15° F. These are called the
absolute maximum and absolute minimum, respec-
tively:

Extremes. The term "extreme" is applied to the
highest value and the lowest value for a patticular
meteorological element which have occurrid over a
particular period of time; The term is usually applied to
months; seasons, years; or a number of years. The term
may be used for a calendar day only, for which it is
particularly applicable to temperature: For example;
the highest and lowest temperature readings for a
particular day are considered the temperature ex-
tremes for that day. At times, it is applied to the
average of the highest and lowest temperatures and
termed "mean monthly extremes" and "mean annual
extremes."

Range. Range is the difference between the highest
and lowest values and reflects the extreme variations
of these values. Except for very crude work;_this statis-
tic is not recommended for use, since 'it has a high
degree of variability: The range is related to the
extreme values of record and can be useful in deter-
mining the extreme range for the records. available.

Frequency. Frequency is defined as the number of
times 'a certain vajue occurs within a specified period
of timeWhen an array of values needs to be presented,
a condensed presentation of data may be obtained by
means- of a- frequency distribution;

Frequency distributions a're generally of two types,
discrete (made Up of distinct parts) and continuous.
The most common discrete climatological variable is
frequency; for example; the number of days with rain,
etc. In continuous distributions, the probability
density is a function of a continuous random variable
(its possible values extend over a continuous period).
Temperature, pressure, precipitation, or any element
measured on a continuous scale has a continuous,
random variable.

Mode; The mode is defined as the value that occurs
with the greatest frequency; or the value about which
the . most cases occur. It is the point of maximum
density or the point of greatest frequency in a fre-
quency distribution, or the most common value.
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The mode cannot be determined readily , from

unorganized data; therefore, the data must be grouped
in a frequency distribution before its location can be
determined accurately. Even so ;- the mode is not
always well defnled or possible 't-tilbcate properly. The
maximum density may be located at more than one
point; therefore, the point determined as the mode
depends upon the judgment of the person interpreting
the data;

Median. The median is the value at the midpoint
in an array. For determining the median, all items have
to be arranged in order of size; Rough estimates of the
median may be obtained by taking the middle value of
an ordered series; or if there are two middle values,
they are averaged to obtain the median. The position
of the median is found by using the following formula:

Median =
n + I

2

where n is the number of items.

Exercises (067):
1. Match the definitions in column B to the correct

statistical term in column A.

COlUmn A
I Absolute.
2 Extreme.
3 Range.
4 Frequency.
5 Mean.
6 Mode.
7 Median.

Column B
a. The number of tittles a certain value

occurs in a specified period of time.
b. The highest and lowest values for

any given meteorological element
that have been recorded at the place
Of obServat ion.

c. The highest and lowest value for a
particular element for a particular
period of time.

d. The difference between the highest
, and lowest values.

e. The average obtained by adding all
values of all factorsand dividing by
the number of items.
The center value.
The value thai" occurs most fre-
quently.

f.

8.

2. Using the folloWing list of temperatures, compute
the:
a: Mean:
b. Mode.
c. Median.
d. Extremes;

0000L - 43° 12001 - 48°
0100L - 42° 1300L - 50°
0200L - 41° 1400L - 51°
03001 - 41? 15001 -

0400L - 40° 16001 - 52°
0500L - 40° 1700L - 50°
0600L - 39° 1800L - 49°

t 0700L - 38° 1900L - 48°
08001 - 40° 2000L - 47°
0900L - 42° 21001 - 46°
1000 L - 44° 22001 = 45°
1100L - 46° 23001 - 44°

15



6 3. Weather Data
A large amount and variety of weather data reaches

the station via teletype and facsimile communications;
Each message or chart received should be readily
available for the user and be pertinent to the unit
mission as welL Prompt display of the weather data
received brings current information to the user. Air
Force weather communications are directed by both
Air Force Communications Service (AFCS) and
AWS Regulations 105-Z Volume I,' Weather
Communications. The entire AFCSR. 105-2 series
referred to as the Manual Of-Operations or MANOP.
Weather messages are assigned abbreviated headings
designed to aid identification and display; The abbre-
viated headings are called MANOP Headings.

In this section a few MANOP Headings are dis-
cussed. Also included is a short discussion of the label-
ing of weather features on charts for display.

06& Identify and interpret MANOP Headings of
weather messages.

A message heading is composed of printed groups in
the following symbolic format:

TTAA (ii) CCCC(k) YYGGgg (BBB)
/

.

Each term can be explained as follows:
TT: This is the designator for the type of data;
4A. ;__These letters indicate the geographical

larton.
(ii): These two digits areused to differentiate between

more than one bulletin containing data in the. tame
cnde, originating from the same geographic area and
the-same originating station. The US, for example, is
divided into circuits which are numbered with a two-
digit identifier. Circuit breakdown aids the collection
of the huge amount of similar data that would have to
be collected under one MANOP Heading. Airways
reports, hourlies and specials, from the several
hundred US stations are conveniently broken into
smaller messages by the circuit Aivisions. Stations in
the Western US collect their airways reports under an
SAUW MANOP_Headin& in the Eastern US under
an SAUE MANOP Heading, and under SAUM in
the middle section of the country.

T first group of the heading is most important in
ironon. 'though the remaining groups play a

h

lesser r le, they complete the identification. The
following explanation of terms may serve as a review:

CCCC: A four-letter location indicator of the
station originating or compiling the message.

(K): Not used by Air Force.
YY: Day of the month;
GGgg: Time (hours and minutes) of message

in GMT;
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TABLE 6-2
DATA CONTENT DESIGNATORS

Surface data

Si

SB

SD

SI

SX

SN

SP

Upper air data

us smzeikitaWccruistirsidttt

DC Cashinet1 pilot-balloon and resin report

UP TEMP/TEMP mu (parts C and D)

DI PrrnT/PrupT SNIP (parte A and B)

um vieciMste SHIP (parte i and

UN Rocketsonds

UR RECCO

VW RAW

UZ Combined TIIMP/PIZOT (part. C and D)

Climatio data

CS CLIMAT

CU CMIAT TEMP

AB Wisther otitimary

AN NepheraI

SR Radar itnelYeis

SW Wind analyeem

Poreosetm

Airways/MO/MAR hourly and haltnhourly

Radar summaries

Radar reportm

SENI/SSIP intermediate hours

SINOP/SRIP rein hntire

SENOP/SHIP nonstandard hair*

MMIIMMTBIBBB/PESR/SPECl/Airways .pedals

PC . TAP; period of_validityi 12 hours or les.

PE Extended forecasts

PP Plight forecasts

night advimorism (SIOMBOAIRMET)

PT TAP, period of validity, getiatst than 12 Murt

Warnings

HUrrioane warnings

NO Warnings ether, including SVR RAMS and PIRIPS)

WW Military weather warnings



(BBB): Indicator that a change has taken, place in
an otherwise regular meteorological message. Author=
ized indicators are:

R1DRoutirii delayed weather.
COB` Corrections to a message.
AMD--Amendiiiint to irinettage.

A breakdown of the data designator can be found
in AWSR 105-2,_ Volume I, Attachment I. Table 6=2

- duplicates part Of that bating in attachment 1. As:you
study Table 6-2 for a momen4 notice that the data
designators for surface type data ail begin_ with the
letter "S."_Similarly, upper data u "U," climatic
data is"C," etc. Obviously, the first letter of the
designator hints toward the type of data. Sometimes
the second letter of the designator offers a further
hint; but you must rook hit your own pattern of
identifitation to help you.

Geographical designators are listed in AWSR
105-Z Volume I, Attachment. 2 Every attempt hat
been made to make the designator resemble the geo=
graphical name. A partial list in Table 6-3 shows this to
be Uts: These abbreviations refer to land stations, All
shirk take weather observations, too. Most shipi are
traveling On anission, biit some Ships are placed at
strategic Weather locations and act as weather s
The latter are called stationary and the former mo
The first letter of the ship_ geographical deti
denotti the type of Ship: "W" for stationary, "V"
mobile. Then the second letter indicates the region
from which the ship is sending. The World Meteor();
logical Organization (WMO) hat divided the world's
*tittr areas into six regions. Each region is maimed a
letter; The water areas surrounding North America
are in region IV, indicated by letter "D." A weather
Ship Stationed off the coast of NeurfOundland, for
example, might carry a geographical designator
of "WD." ,

Exercises (068): _ .

1. Match_the data designator in column B with the
type of data in column A (refer to table 6-2):

Column A
1 PIREP.
2. Radar report.

----. 3 Military we then warning.
4 e forecast (TAP), valid over 12

hours.
repOrtil.

6. Radar analysis.
7 Hurricane warning.
8- Srnoptic, main hours.

Column B
a. SA.
b. FT.
c. WW.
d. SM.
e. WH.
f. AR.
g. UA.
h. SD.

2. The MANOP Heading SMVD denotes
data reported by a ship

(stationary/ mobile)
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3. What would be the first letter of the data designator

for rawin or upper wind report

USe the MAN
RTD" to answ
4. This message

Of the month.

-
Heading "SPUS 47 IC-AWN 221612

next two questions.
filed on the . day

S. What is the identifier of the originating station?

6. What is the geographical designator for (a) Alaska;
(b) North Atlantic; (c) Canada?

069. GiVe -the- Meitilin of selected' weather map
symbils, and Indicate the shading, symbol, and color
used for selected weather features.

The display of weather features on a map calls for a
sign language that is descriptie of the data being
presented.- Symbolt, lines, shading, and color tare
arranged in combinations to show the more important
weather features at a glance;

Frontal and hi-Stability Line Feishires. Fronts are
important features of a weather map. They are chmisi.-'
fled as cold; warm; stationary, or occlude& M t of
the fronts are sometimesat surface, but tometim t ey
are shown aloft. The Symbell for fronts dots of
indicate the strength of the front; However, separate
symbols are used for fronts that are fprming (fronto=
genesis) or brealcing dawn (frontolysis). When you use
color to show a front, blueis for cold, red for warm;
purple for occluded, and alternate red and blue for
stationary.

Though not strictly classed as a front, an instability
line travels ahead of some cold fronts and brings some
very violent weather with it; Thit important feature
is shown in black color on the map. Fig1W-11 shrt
the symbols and colors for the common frontal
features. You should become familiar with the
symbols and colors for each term.

Other VVeather Map Featurti. Additional important
features of a weather map are zones of precipitation;
areas of storms, or areas where visibility for flying is
restricted. These features are shown by shading, color,
and _symbol.

When you use color, show zones of precipitation in
green. Shading indicates the type of precipitation,
Whether it be continuous, intermittent, or showery.
Table 6-4 shows the shading schemes for these three
types. Since no shading is used for showery areas;
indicate these areas by distributing the appropriate
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GEOGRAPHICAL DESIGNATORS

AC Arctic region

AK Alaska

AZ Azofee

BE Bermuda

CN Canada

DL Federal Republic of Gezmany

Err RUtOpei Northern

NW Western Europe'

GL Greenland

GT Gilbert Itlande

HW HaWaiian Mardi;

trn Italy

JP Japan

ED Reptiblio of Korea

EX moo
NA North Ameriet

NT North Atlentio

PA Pacific

PH Philippines

RS Russia (European)

Si South America*

TU Turkey

UK United Kingdom of Great Britain and No. Ireland

US United States

VI Virgin Islands

WE Wake Island
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ITEM

COLD FRONT AT THE SURFACE

COLD FRONT ABOVE THE SURFACE

COLD FRONT FRONTOGENESIS

COLD FRONT FRONTOLYSIS
WARM FRONT AT THE SURFACE

WARM FRONT ABOVE THk SURFACE

WARM FRONT FRONTOG SIS

WARM FRONT FRONTOLYSIS
OCCLUDED FRONT AT THE SURFACE

OCCLUDED. FRONT ABOVE THE SURFACE,

OCCLUDED FRONT FRONTOLYSIS

QUASISTATIONARY FRONT AT THE
SURFACE'
QUASISTATIONARY FRONT ABOVE THE
SURFACE

OUASISTATIONAR4 FRONT
FRONITOGENESIS
OUASISTATIONARY FRONT FRONTOLYSIS
QUASISTATIONARY OCCLUDED FRONT AT
THE SURFACE

OUASISTATIONARY OCCLUDED FRONT
ABOVE THE SURFACE

QUASI STATIONARY OCCLUDED, FRONT
FRONTOLYSIS

INSTABILITY LINE

SHEAR LINE,

INTIM-TROPICAL CONVERGENCE ZONE

SYMBOLS
MONOCHROMATIC

A A

..A.

411LAIAIA
4 arza...c:

ma Mi

MILAJINIA.

(L.6.1f14..

MT-7MT

4111.7,

aft.-

41114*- r-

POLYCHROMATIC

do

ORANGE

NOTE -THE SEPARATION OF THE TWO LINES GIVES A QUALITATIVE REPRESENTATION OF T HE WIOTH OF

THE ZONE THE HATCHED LINES MAY SE ADDEO TO INDICATE AREAS OF ACTIVITY

INTER-TROPICAL -DISCONTIatiITY

SUB-TROPICAL DISCONTINUITY
AXIS OF TROUGH
AXIS OF RIDGE

11M11 INN NM MI NI

Figure 6-1I. Symbols for fronts and allied phenomena.

97A

ALTERNAT
LED AND
GREEN

SRC WN

IV

13
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TABLE 6-4
Shading Schemes

PRECIPITATION TYPE

Continuous

solid

Intermittent

or

arose hatch

Showery No shading

14 ,
98

25-702 ,

-4



TABLE 65
WEATHERSrMBOLS

e
Continuous precipitation

mut

snow * *
drizzle 15.

Intermittent precipitation

Showers

rain

snow

TiZZle

rain

snow

hail

Freezin-g rain

Freez drizz1e

Thund ratorm ilL

To- do (funnel cloud)

Fog

5

Duststorm or sandstorm

Raze Ora

with rain ri

99

a
with hail ri

23 -703

it

15
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shower symbols for rain; snow, or hail over the area.
Make them green when using color. Symbols may be
distributed over the zones of continuous and inter-
mittent precipitation as well. Use the appropriate
symbol (green; except for freezing precipitation, which
should be in red).

Storni treat, thunderstorms, tornadoes, and funnel
clouds ase shown (Indy by, symbol, and the symbols are
in red. Place these symbols as close to the reporting
station as possible so as not to create the. illusion of a
larger area of storm than really exists;

Restrictions to flying visibility take on several
forms, most comanly fog, dust, sand or haze. Both
Shading and symbol.; depict these area's on the map.
Yellow, solid shading and symbols indicate fog.
Brown, solid shading with the proper symbols indicate
the other phenomena. Table 6-5 shows typical weather ,

symbols.

Exercises_ (069):
1. Give the meaning for each of the symbols depicted

in figure 6-12.

a.

c

Figure 6-11 Frontal symbols (objective 069, exercise I).

16 100

a.

b.
C.

d.
e.

f.

2. Indicate the proper map shading, symbol, and
color for the folloiing weather features:

Feature
a_ Snow shower
b.. Fog
c. Continuous drizzlle
d. Continuous friseting rain
e. Thunderstorms
f. Naze
& Intermittent snow

Shmfing Symbol &
Shading Color Color

a
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ANSWERS FOR EXERCISES

CHAPTER 1

Rib-MCC
001 -1. 1. a; 2. a and b; 3. d; 4. c; 5. c; 6. b.

002 - Sqwbfrott.
b. Whig.
e. Detachment.
d. Squadron.
e. Wing.
E Detachment.

002 - 2. To pro Ade Weather support to specialized units of the
AF and Army:

003 = I. Mac Weather Course (Weather Trainee. AFSC 25010
entiy).
Apprentice Weather SPecialist;_AFSQ125130:

Wither Spainlitt AFSC 25150.
.:Weattier Technician Course (or Advanced Weather
Course'.
Weather Technician; AFSC 25 l70.
Weather Sverintentrent. AFSC 25190.

0 0 3 2. 1. a and b; 2 c; 3. b and c; 4.a; 5. b; 6. a and b; 7. band e;
8. b and c; 9. c; 10. a and b.

CHAPTER 2

0 0 4 = I . Top &Met Secret; Confidential.
004_ - 2. For Official Use Oniyand Of Possible Intelligence Value.
004 - 3. Of Possible Intelligence Value-.
004 - 4. Top Sacret.

b. &trot.
c. Secret.
d. Confidential.
e: For Official Use Only.

005 - I. You must first positively identify the individual as Cap-
, tam Johnson.

005 - i Stop_ the sernirtar unfit the telephone conversation is over.
005 - 3. The briefing must tie stopped until the PMSV contact is

terminated.
005 - 4. AUTODIN (EFTO).
005 - 5: ARFCOS:
005 - 6: You must cover. store. or turn the document face dovm.

7. You must secure the report and immediately all the OIC
or NCOIC.

005 - 8: The telephone is not asecute maim of tmnsrnission.
005 - 9. Working with uncraisdied plans and operations and not

knowing_what can be discussed without clueing a classi-
fied operation.

006 - I. Commander.

CHAPTEfe3
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006 - 2. (tInfonn the commander on the status of the accident
prevention program. (2) Perform periodic safetyiurveys
of operations wdhin your unit. (3) Identify safety halizris
and monitor corrective actions. (4) Maintain unit safety
publications files and distribute educational_ _materials.
(5) Mika the commander in preparing safety presen-
tations;

007 - I. False. Numerous office accidents occur because not
enough attention is given to safety procedures: -

007 - 2. True:
007 - 3. Rag. The greatest weight 'Marl be in the tiottom

drawers.
007 = 4 False._Cabineu and boxes should not be stored in hall-

ways; but if it is necessary tad° so for short periods: mike
sure free arid easy thorotighfire is permitted.

5. False. Mesh guards should be used on all fans.
007 - 6. False. Employees must learn how to use fire extinguishers

before needed: There is no time for reading or learning
when a fires present.

007 = 7. Valle. Adder should be used to reach higher levels.
Falls occur ihren though someone steadies the chair
or box.

OOg = I . Disreprding safety precautions, operating unsafe equip-
ment, or failure to warn of dangers (ho sign posted).

008 - i Fatigue:

,

009 - I. a. Seethe power tool cables to prevent trip*Ig. b. Ground
power tools properly. c. See that moving puts on-eq_uip!
ment is guarded-d. Wear goggles when using electrical
power tools :e: Make_ sure equtpment and wiring is well
insulted. f. RepVice defective cords and plugs. j. Do not
operate power tools or equipment unlessyou have been
properly trained to do se. h. Disconnect power cords
after using_pdwer tools: L If supervbing. instruct all per-
sonnel in the correct use of equipment. inchiding proper
safity_practicesj. Do not wear metal rinjp. bracelet's. or
wrist watches while working around electrical equipment.

Keep hands; feet; and clothing as dry as possible: t In
working on electrical equipment (or in emergencies) pull
all fuses, open circuit bt-akers, or disconnect power
sources. m. Avoid using bare hands for removing hot
tubes; use asbestos /loves or a _tube pullerinstead: n: Do
not use toxic or (rah:unable solvents for cleaning equip- .

ment. o. Do not take anything for granted when working
with inexpeTienced hei;_ check each step as performed._

009 2. If these safety rules are carefully followed; personnel
injuries such as shock; burns. cuts. bruises. fractures.
sprains. and eye puncture Will be prevented. Electrical
equipment can bevery_ luuardous; and if safety precau-
tions are not rigidly observed; fatalities can occur:

010 - I. Talk to the maintenance man and see if the set can be
turned on. DO NOT turn the radar' on without the main-
tenance mares approval.
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010 - 2. You will often observe maintenance men at work and
should be alert for safety violations.

010 3. He should first call another maintenance man to act as
safety observer and then make sure the power to the radar
console u Off Wore sailing to work.

011 - I. (1) Rescue the victim.
(2) ea for rriediW aid.
(3) Stop th4 bGieding
(4) Apply artificial respiration.

011 - 2. The precautions are to prevent you from becoming a
victim:

012 - I. First disconnect the power source. This will probably
extinguish_the fire,

012 - 2: 1: b; 2. a; 3. c, d; 4. c, d; 5. d 6. d; 7. c 8. d; 9. a, d.
012 = 3. Fint notify your supervisor to setoif he can eliminate the

hazard.

013 = I. CCh, CB, foam, and Halon.
013 - 2. a. CO2 or Halon; b. foam or Halon; c. foam or water; d.

CO. CB; or Halon; e. foam or Halon; f. foam or water.

013 - 3. Direct the extinguishing agent at the base of the flame.

014 - I. Rubb-er-soted safety shoes will help prevent static
electricity and will_protect your toes in case a cylinder is
dropped on your foot.

014 - 2. Laing cylinders by the nozzle may result in a broken
nozzle. A broken nozzle will turn a cylinder into a
projectile.

014 - 3. Cylinders should be secured to prevent them from falling
and breaking the nozzle. A broken nozzle may turn a
cylinder into a projectile.

014 - 4. Extreme heat may increase the pressure in the cylinders to
an unsafe level.

015= I. a, c, and e are false.

a. Safety hazards are your concern regardless of where
they are.

c. Submitting a USAF Hazard Repon is alio your
res_ponsibilitr, however your supervisor should insure
that it is submitted.

e. If you cannot submit the USAF Huard Report at the
base whert you noticed a safety hazard, you should
submit it at you borne base.

CHAPTER 4

016 - I. AFR 10-1, Preparing and Processing Correspondence,
and AFP 13-2. Guide for Air Forte Writing.

016 - 2. Statements a and c.

017 - I.
0174'2.
012 - 3.
017 - 4.
017 =5.
017 - 6.
017 - 7.

I ndorsement.
The IN TURN letter.
Memo for record.
Staff study.
Form letter.
Shbrt note reply.
Personalized letter.

018 - I. AFR 10-1.
018 - 2. Heading, body; close.

019 - I. AFRO -2; Numerical Index of Standard and Recurring
"slit Force Pliblicattotu.

019 = 2. AFR 5-31, Ptiblications Libraries and Individual
Publications Sets.

019 3. AFM-_12-54X Disposition of Air Force Documatation.
019 - 4: AER10-1, Preparing and Proce-ssing Correspondence.
019 - 5. AWSR 212:- Procuring BoOks, Periodicals, and

1390173.
019 - 6. AFR 0-9, Numerical Index of Departmental Forms.

020 = I. AF Form 764a. Requisition and Requirement Request.
020 - 2. AF Form 764a, Requisition and Requirement Request.
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020 - 3. AF Form 82, Files Disposition Control Label.
020 - 4. AF Form 80, Files Maintenance and Disposition Plan.
020 - 5. AF rOrm 764a; Requisition and Requirement Request.

021 - I. Numerical.
021 - 2. Place James A. ahead of John A. Johnson. It is an

alphabetical arrangement=
021 - I Chronological.
021 - 4, Subjective; "ADM 1=1."

022 - I. Retire to National Climatic Center after I month Or after
processing, whichever is later.

022 - 2. Three months.
022 - 3. Destroy on receipt,
OM - 4: Destroy_ Met 221200 GMT:
022 - 5. Yes, Table 105-2, ride 9.

023 - I: Change the ample -at shown:
"4.2. The first area that you should check. .

"Chg I 4.2.1. Added"
"4.3. Remove the old. .

023 - 2: 1n the back_of the basic manual (or regution). -

023 - 3. Paragraph d tins been supplemented by AWS Supplement
1.

023 - 4. (I) b; (2) d; (3) a; (4) c.

024 = I. A DOI prescritiei overall policy pertaining to two or more
sections within the unit. An SOP contains operating
procedures for only one section.

024- :2: a: DOI; b: DOI; e SOP; d: DOT; e. DOI:

025 - I.

026 -

027 - I.

028 - I.

Statements c; d, e; and f are true.

Statements a, b, e, and f are true.

Statements a, c, and d are true.

False. Annual funding requirements for expendables
depend -upon consumption and _cost.

028 - 2. False. Order a 30 day supply of expendable items.
028 - 3. False. All nonexpendables are accounted for.

029 - I. Falk. Responsibility for Government property rests with
all Air Force personnel.

029 - 2. True
029 - 3. False. Pecuniary liability may be shared by persons who

have supervisory or custodial responsibility.
029 - 4. True.
029 - 5. False. Property may be transferred to either Base Supply

or to another individual's account; as required; according
to prescribed procedures.

030 - I. Defense Mapping Agency Catalog of Maps-. _Charts; and
Relined Produetsr Part I. Volume II (NW 50-IG-518):

030 - 2. Director, DMA Office of Distribution Services, ATTN:
DDCP, Washington, D.C. 20315.

030 - 3. a. You receive a product tailored to your individual
need.s.

b. It reduces postage and transportation costs and
expedites delivery.

c. It saves you additional work since you don't have to
trim * charts yourself.

030 - 4: When staitgaapace prohibits receipt on an annual or
semiannual basis.
Annual.030 - 5.

031 - I.
031 =2.

032 - 1.

Effective management.
I. b; 2. c; 3. d; 4. a.

( I) Planning: thinking ahead and selecting the best course
of action to reach your objectives; (2) organizing setting
up structure. determining procedures, and allocating
resources; (3) coordinating: keeping work in balance,
-preventing overlap; misunderstandings, and bottlenecks;
(4) directing: assigning work and guiding workers in
accomplishing objectives; and (5) controlling: determining
if actual operation is proceeding according to plan.
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033 -1.

033 -2.

033 -3.
033 - 4.

033 - 5.
033 -6.

034 -1.
034 - 2.

Fait. The station chief makes the schedule but it 4 nor-
mally signed by the cciiiigniirider.
False. All changes_ in the schedule should be approved
by the station chief.
Trife.
False. The minimum time recommended betWeen shifts
is 24 hours.
True;
Trite.

Observing, evaluating, and reporting.
MSgt Jones does not know the man_ he's rating.

b; MSgt Moore overemphasizing (dwelling on) one

c. Green did not endeavor to get meaningful in-
formation on Airman _Brown's performance from as
many sources as possible.

0 - 1.
035 - Z R.
035 - 3, O.
035 - 4. R.
035 - 5. 0.
035 - R.

036 - 1: True.
036 - 2. FaW. Your rater should counsel you sufficiently in ad-

vance of your APR to give you a chance to improve.
036 - 3 True.
036 - 4: False. Your APR will not be used as a counseling device.
036 - 5. True.

037 - I. Coordination with the local -_AFCS _unit is required for
maintenance of communications equipment. AFCS in-
doctrination of weather personnel, an training of 1air
traffic controllers to take limited obtervations.

037 - 2. The coordination for maintenance is_required to get tthe
equipment repaired: The coordination for training is
required to icheddle the training at the most opportune
time for the concerned personnel. ,

038 - I. The_purpose of quality control in a weather unit is for
AWS managers to exercise control over the quality of
environmental information their units produce.

038 = 2. 00-the-spot QC is a continuing process of checking
weather_products during production. After-the-fat QC
is a check of selected products after thc work is completed.

038 - 3. Errors should be noted on AWS Form 80 or a general
purpose worksheet

038 - 4. The person who made the error must initial and also kith-
' este the correct entry and the reference that specifies the

correct entry.

039 - I. a, Five of the most common errors in the ceiling and sky
conditions found on AWS Form 10 are: ceiling desig-
nator more than one ceiling designator,
wrong cloud contraction, incorrect layer height value,
and more than one opaque overcast layer. (Other
errors could_ xlso be mentioned.)

b. If the visibility is less than 7 miles. an obstruction to
vision is required. %XV meters equates to 6 miles.

c. The intensity_ f drizzle (or snow) must be in agreement
with prevailing visibility.

d. Transmit two solidi (/ I) for Trussing temperature.
e. If the pressure change characteristic is inconsistent

with the altimeter setting trend.
f. When it does not exceed the mean speed by 5 knots

Or more.
039 - 2. All observer job eletrienii should be quality controlled.

(For example, surface observations. radar Obiervations.
local and long-line dissemination, chart preparation,
flimsy preparation: and any other job elements the ob-
server petforms should be spot checked.)

040 - I.

6443 - 2.

040 - 3.

4.

040 - 5.
040 - 6.
040 - 7.

041 - 1.
041 -
041 -3.

It ,provides subject knowledge needed forlasks you will
encounter in your AFSC.
Upgrade training is designed to. upgrade _your A- FSC
level byincreasing both skilli and knowledge.
Qualification trainingincreases your knowledge and/or
skills but does not increase your AFSC_ level.
OJT; specifially-upgrade training with enrollment in
the appropriate CDC.
Qualification training.
Upgrade training
Qualification training;

Twelve months.
One volume per month.
Yoii may retake it once within the 12-month time limit.
If you fail the second time, you will be scheduled for clas-
sification board action.

041 - 4. Both you and your supervisor.
041 5. The Basic Weather Specialist Course_ is a category A

(mandatory) course. You graduated with a 3-level AFSC.

042 - 1. I. e; 2. a; 3. b; 4. c; 5. d; 6. e; 7. b; 8. b; 9. c; 10. e.

043 -1. 1. a; 2. g 3. e; 4. d; 5. b: 6. a; 7. a; 8. b.

044.- 1. Specialty Training Standard (STS).
044 - 2. 797, Job Proficiency Guide:Continuation Sheet.
044 3. 1098, Spedial Task Certification and Recurring Training,
044 - 4. 1096, CDC Status Record.
044 - 5. a, b, d, e, f, h, and ) checked.

045 = I. .-
045 2-% 5a...ii- 7a.nr-"...Al 1;

045 - 3: Upon ;

045 = 4. Each month.

046 - I. Air traffic control personnel and pilots.
046 - 2. The AWS unit assigned to the base or, where no AWS

unit is available, responsible supervisors with previous
weather training

046 - 3. Complete study and comprehensive practical training as
outlined in AWSR 50-10.

046 - 4. Statements a and d are false.
a. They shoukl not be-burdened with learning wea- ther

codes and formats if they are not required to read or
use them.

d. Thiy. wilt be established only upon request.

CHAPTER 5

047 - I. The rotation of the earth. which causes the deflection of
moving particles to the right in the Northern Hemisphere,
establishes the -three-cell" pattern.

0443 - 1. I. a; 2. b; 3. b; 4. a:

049 - I. Local-cooling, local-heating, adjacent heating and cool- .*
ing, and forced-circulation.

049 - 2. Mountain breeze.
049 - 3. Valley breeze.
049 - 4. Adjaeent heating and cooling.
049 - 5. Forced-circulation.
049 - 6. Chinook.
049 - 7. Mountain wave.

050 - 1. I. a; 2. b; 3. g; 4. c; 5. e; 6. h: 7. d; 8. f.

051 - I. The area must have a fairly uniform tin-fact (land_ or
water), uniform temperature and moisture. and Prefer-
ably an area of high pressure where the air has a tendency
to stagnate..

105
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05) ;. 2. The reOgraphital areas are the polar regions, tropical

oceans, and large desert areas.

052 - 1.
052 -2
052 3.
052 -4

mr/Ve.
cP_ILL
CTWu.
inTWu.0

053 - I. min:. Because as the airmass leaves the polar source
region. and passes over water; it becomes moist and is
modified to maritime (rn). It came from a poi& (P) region
and is colder (K) than the underlying surface.

054 - I. Stow moving cold fronts -b; c.
Fast moving cold fronts-a, d.

055 - I. The cloud sequence is cirrus, cirrostmtuk altostratus,
nimbostratm and stratus. The type of precipitation is
of a continuous nature.

055 - 2. The doud sequence is the same as in stable air. However,
demean be cumulonimbus clouds imbedded within the
cloud system which will produce showers instead of con-
tinuous precipitation:

056 - 1.
056 - 2.
056 - 3.
0S6 - 4.
056 - 5.
056 - 6.
056 - 7.

Warm front occlusion.
Central and eastern.
Winter.
Cold front occlusion.
Along the surface occluded front.
Warm front occlusion.
200 to 300 miles.

057 - I. A wave cyclone itedosed counterclockwise circulation
(in the Northern Hemisphere) along a surface front.

057 - 2. If the wave deepens (decreases in central pressure) with
time, it is unitable. If the wave does not change or fins
(increase in central pressure), it is stable.
a. Cyclolysis.
b. Cydogenesis.
C. Cydolysis.
d. Cyclogenesis.

057 - 3.

058 - I. The three stages are cumulus, mature, and dissipating
(anvil).

058 - 2. a. C; b. M; c. C; d. 13; e. M; f. D.

059 - I. I. a; 2. e; 3. f; 4. d; 5. b; 6. c.

060 - I. (ij Tropical disturbance; winds are light. (2) Tropical
depression; _wind speed less than 34 knots. (3) Tropical
storm; win4apeedss of 34 knots, up to and including 63
knots. (4) Hurricane or typhoon; maximum windspeed
of 64 knots or greater. itt

CHAPTER 6

061 - I. All latitudes do not receive equal heating due to the
length of the day and the angle of the incoming radiation. _

061 - Z Coriolis diminishes the northward movement of air aloft
and develops a belt of high pressure:

061 = 3. An area of low pressure, rising air, and subsequent in-
stabilit +y

061 - 4. Convergence; because of the instability.
061 - 5: L 0°: b. 30°; c: 90°. .

062 - I. Point B has more precipitation thin point C use
the moisture is lost as the air flows up the mountai

062 - 2 Point 11 has the higher temperature because the airflo
over the warmer land has warmed the air.

062 3. Point D receives more precipitation than point C
the moisture is lost as the air flows over the moul$teas,
but the air picks up more moisture as it moves over the
rake located between points C and D.

062 - 4. Point D hie the lower temjerature bediuse of the airflow
over the ler lake surface.

062 5. Warmer point B because the northeast airflow, having
crowed mounMirst, would descend drier and warmer.

063 - I. Winter ects are minor, but e Bermuda high brings
oist air.

063 - Z The out Pacific veer, away from southern
California be ruse tie coastline shaper, a dry conti-
nental influence predominates.

063 - 3. East 'Texas receives some moisture from the Bermuda
high system but wesiaTexas is normally under a dry
continental influence. 7

063 - 4. The Pacific high.
063 - 5. Cold; dry air meets warm, moist air along frontal surfaces.

064 - I. I, d; b; 3. a; 4. c 5. c; 6. c; 7. b; 8. e.
064 - 2. ElelAtion.
064 - 3. Tropical:
064 - 4. Airflow.

(165 - 1.
065 - 2.
065 -p.
065 - 4:

a. .03; b. 0-, C.
a. E. 29; b. E. 32; c. 10.
Column 44--E. 03; column 45-.
a. 35; b. 31; C. 1423.

066 - I. I. t b; 3. f; 4. c; 5. ri; 6. d; 7. C.

067 - I. tr, 2.-c; 3. d; 4. a; 5. e; 6. 7. f.
067 - Z a. 44:92; b. 40; c. 44.5; d: low 38, high 52.

068 - I. I. g2. It; 3. c; 4. b; 5. a; 6. f; 7. e; 8. d.
068 - 2. Synoptic, mobile.
068 - 3. 11
0-68 = 4. 22nd.
068 - 5. KAWN.
068 - 6. (a) AK; (b) NA; (c) CN.

069 - I.

s s

106

a. Surma warm front
b. Surface,cokl front.
C. Cold frontogenesis.
d. Surface occluded froqt.

Warm frontolyse.
f. Siirface stationary front.
g. Instability line.



069-2.

piading

a. 'Tome

b. Solid

c. Solid or

cross-hatch

d. Solid or

cross-hatch

e. None

f. Solid

g. Single

hatching

or-

Note

Yellow

Green-

Green

None

Brown

Green

Symbol and Color

11=111MIN
MIIMMO

Green

Yellow

Pi Green

6\9 Red

Figure 1. Shading and coloring scheme (answer for objective 069, exercise 2).

59
107

Red'

Brown

Green

19



EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE
VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE

25150 01 21
BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE, METEOROLOGY, AND CLIMATOLOGY

NOTE:: NUMBERED LIDIARNING OBJECTIVE REFERENCES ARE USED ON THE VOLUME
REVIEW EXERCISE. In parenthesis after each item number on the
VRE is the -Learning Objective Number where the answer to that
item can be located. When answering the items on the VRE, refer.
to the Learning Objectives indicated by these Numbers. The VRE
results will be sent to-you on a postcard which will list the
actual VRE items missed. Go to the VRE booklet and locate
the Learning Objective Numbers for the items missed. Go to the
text and carefully review the areas covered by these references.

MULTIPLE CHOICE 4

*dr,: Gjties1ion S -3"1 wexc avb-lithed
Jae /ii -04) ea 011,114147 0 )7 0 4: chap-m.

56. (047) The three-cell theory of circulation divides the northern
and southern hemispheres into three latitudinal belts of

a: 15o each. c. 25° each.
20° each. d. 30° each.

57; (048) Which of the following conditions accounts for the greater4
Amount of heat exchange ?

a. The semipermanent pressure systems;
b. The migratory pressure systems;
c. The local wind circulation;
d. The unequal heating of land and water masses.

58. (049) A well developed mountain breeze will rarely exceed

a.; 5 to 10 knOtt. e. 15 to 20 knots;
b; 12 to 15 knoti. d. 25 to 30 knots.

59. (049) In North America, the air that rises on the windward side
of'a mountain and descends as dry air on the leeward side of that
mountain is called a

a. chinook wind. c. bora wind.
13; mountain wind. d. mistral wind.

G

25150=01=21
10



60. (050) Considering the earth's atmospheric balance of heat, the
earth will gain heat by

insulation dUring_the day and will lose heat by -short -wave

radiation at night.

b. radiation during the day and will lose heat by insolation

A* at night'.

a; short-wave radiation during. the day andykli.lose heat by
Iongwave radiation at night.

di long-wave radiation. during the day an will lose heat by short-

wave radiation at night.

61. (050) The method of heat transfer that requires a direct contact is

a. advection. c. radiation.

b. convection. d. conduction..

62. (051) Which"of the follOWing conditions is not necessary for

the formation of airmasses?

4ai A uniform temperature and moisture

*b._ A uniform surface.
c; A large drop in atmospheric pressure.
d. An area of high pressure.

C-

63. (052) The proper identifier Mira stable, tropical,. maritime-

airmass whose temperature is colder than the surface temperature is

a. MTKS. ci mTWu.

b. cPWu. d. cTICs.

64. ('053) A continental polar airmass moving out over an oceanic

area will ordinarily r

a. undergo a change due to adiabatic warning.

b. acquire_ maritime characteristiCsi
c. retain its continental characteristicsi
di undergo a change due to subsidence.

65.\ (054) At the earth's_ surface the passage of d'front 16.usuallyi

characterized by a noticeable change in the

a. wind speed. a; temperature.

bi cloud types. d. relative humidity.

66. (055) WhiCh of the following cloud sequences is associated with

the approach of a warm front in stable air?

a. Cirrus, cirrostratus, altostratus, nimbostratus, and stratus.

b. Altostratus, nimbostratus, and stratus.

c. Cumulus, CuMUlonimbus; and altostratus:

d. Stratus., niMboStratus, altostratus, cirrostratus, and cirrus.

25150=01-21
11

52
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67. 4056) _Which of the following statements concerning a cold front

4 ocClusion is correct?

a. The cold air ahead of the warm front is odlder than the air
behind the advancing cold front.

b. -The air behind the cold front is colder than the air ahead
of the _warm front.

c. Most of the weather is found behind the cc fUsion.
d. Most of the weather is found in the warm sector.

68. (056) A line of thunderstorms with a warm front occlusion may
precede the surface occlusion by

a. 50 to 100 miles. c. 150 to 175 miles.
b. 100 to 150 miles. d. 200 to 300 miles.

69. (057) A wave cyclone is a term used to denote an area of

a. closed counterclockwise circulation occurriryin a frontal
surface in-the-northern hemisphere.

b; closed clockwise circulation along a surface front in the
northern hemisphere;

c; open counterclockwise circulation.
d; open clockwise circulation.

70. (058) The three stages of a thundersilorm cell are the

a; cumulus stage, mature stage, and the dissipating stage.

b; cumulus stage, altocumulus stagei and the anvil stage.
a, mature stage, mammatus stage, and the.dissipatidk stage.
d. cumulus stage, cirrocumulus stage, and the anvil stage.

71'. (059). Turbulence contains what type)of currents of air?

a. DoWn-drafts only. "k
b. Drafts and gusts;
c; Gusts or a horizontal movement only.
d. :Updrafts or a vertical movement only.

72. (059) The least severe turbulence in a thunderstorm is found

a; 5,000 feet below the top of the storm.
b; near the base of the storm;
c. 5,000 feet above the base of the storm.
d, near the top of the storm;

73. 1060) A tropical cyclone with windspeeds of 64 knots or greater
i categorized as a

a, hurricane. c' c, tropical storm.
b, tropical disturbance. d. tropical depression.

25150-01-21
12
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7 . (061) The zap of divergence at 300 north 1

a; rising air. C. fridtio
.b. temperature differencet. d. Coriolis.

75. (061) Heavy precipitation occurs

a. 0
0
latitude.

b. 30° latitude.

76. (062) Wh peroentage
40from a su ce covered

ai 15%.
b. 25%.

titude is daubed 'by

during all seasons at

c. 60° latitude.
d. 90° latitude.

of inobming solar radiation is reflected
with fresh snow or ice?

C. 50%.
d. 80%.

77. (063) In 0.e summer, the Bermuda High is situated over the Atlantic
Ocean at appisoximately

a. 30° to 60° north.
b. 30° to 60° south:

o --o
30- to 35- north.

o -0
d. 30 to 35 south.

78 (064) Wbich of the following areas in the US would be classified
as a polar climate?

a; The midwebtern state's. c. The northern tier states.
b.J1The Montana highlands. d. The atlantic coast. e.

79. (065) An entry of "T" is entered in column 44 on AWS Form 10
for precipitation amounts measured as being less than '

a; ;020 inch;
b. .010 inch.

.c. .008 inch.
di .005 inch.

80. (066) What are thethree approaches to the study of climatology?

a. Physical, descriptive, convect ve.
b. Descriptivedynahic, specific.
c. Dynamic, physical; iientropi0;
d. Physical, descriptite, dynamid
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81. (067) What is the difference betWeen the terms,"range" and "frequency"?

a. Range is the difference between the highest and lOwest values
and frequency is- the -average number of times a value occurs
within a specified period of time.

b. Range is the difference between the highest and lowest values
and frequency is the number of times a certain value occurs
within a specified period of time.

c. Range is the highest and lowest value and frequendy is the
average number of times a value occurs within a specified'
peribd of_tito.

di Range is average of the highest and lowest values and frequency
is the number of times a certain value occurs within a specified
period of time.

82, (068) Which of the foIlowing-authorized indicators, if any,
used for an amendment to a message?

a. AMD. c. COR.
b. RTD. d. None of.the above.

f

83. (069) See Figure 6=11. Which of the fdllowinusymbola and colOrs
is used to show a warm front on a surface chart?

a. AEA , red. -a. AftAft i rddi
b. , blue. 1d. ALA , blue;

84. (069). :See Figure 6 .-11. Which of the following symbols and colors
is used to show an occluded front on a surface chart?

a. ALOAL ted;
b. , purple.

c. Aiwa
d. AN' , red.:
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Preface
VOLUME I gave you general background knowledge of your duties in the Air Force.
It also presented material on meteorology and climatology which gives you a basic
background to build upon as you proceed into this volume on taking surface
observationi.

This volume consists of seven chaPters. Chapter ,1 reviews the 27 different cloud
types and presents information on evaluating and recording sky conditions and
visibility., Cliapter 2 coven weather and obstuctions to vision; Chapter 3 presents
information on pressure; temperature; dewpoint; and wind; Chapter 4 deals with the
different types of observations. It also gives the requirements far record; special; and
local observations. Chapter 5 dells- with the capabilities and limitations of weather
radar. With the continued sophistication of meteorological sensors; radar is assuming

ever-incresisng role in the reporting and- analysis of weather phenomena; Hence;
your understanding of the principles of radar detection and how to interpret the radar
scope presentations will determine to what degree the use of the radar wili aid in your
professionardevelopment. Chapter 6 givei a brief introduction to satellite picture 1.
interpretation. Chapter. 7 covers the procedures on setting up and 'using the
AN/ TMQ-22; Meteorological Measuring Set;

Printed as a supplement to this volum't are 12 foldou enever you are reTerredio
one of these foldouts in the text, please turn to the suppl nt and locate that foldout,.__

Direct your questi9ns or comments elating tothe accuracY or' currency of this
volume to the course author: 3350 CHTW/ TTGOX, ATTN: MSgt Peterson,

utAUTO'VON

862-2232 (CST), Monday through Friday. (NOM Do not use the
Chane AFB IL 61868. If you n an immediate response, call the author,

suggestion program to submit changes or corrections for this course.)

If you have questions on course enrollment or administration; or on any of ECI's1'
instructional aids (Your Key tb Career Development; Behavioral Objective Exercises:
Volume 'Review Emercise; and Course Examination); consult your education officer
training offi , or NCO; as appropriate; If he can't answer your questions; send them
to ECI; Gunte FS AL 36118, preferably on ECI Form 17, Student Request --for-
Assistance:

This volume is valued at 42 hours t14 points).

Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of
April 1979..

25
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CHAPTER 1

NOTE i1 voltam the subject matter is developed by a series of Learning Objectives. Each of the*
eyries a Vdigit masher mils in boldface type Each sets a karnirAg vonl for you. The text that follows the
objective gives you the information you need to routs that goal. The exercises following the information givt,
you a check on your addevement. When you complete them, see if your answers match thine in the flack of
this volume. If your response to an ward/0 is irscorrect, review the objective and its text.

Sky Conclition*and Visibility

THE EVALUATION of clouds' and visibility is
probably the most involved and significant aspect of
taking a weather observation. As a weather specialist;
you must be able to identify 27 states of the sky and
know how each will affect the weather at your station.
In many cases; your interpretation and evaluation of
the sky condition and visibility will determine whether
an aircraft can land at your base or whether the pilot
must seek an alternate airfield.

1=1, State of the _Sky
Have you 'ever looked up at the clouds in the sky and

remarked; "It, looks like rain?" Clouds have been
called the_ signposts of weather. Clouds occurring in
sequence describe a-weather event much as chapters of
a book unfold !story. For instance, the changes from
cirrus to cirrostratus to altostratus clouds warn of an
approaching warm front.

These cloud messages are not hard to understand,
but they are not obvious. -To become a- good cloud
reader takes study and experience. To interpret clouds
we should consider their formation and classification.
Experienced meteorologist categorize all clouds into
10 basic types: These basic types are:

(1) Cumulus.
(2) Cumulonimbus.
(3) Stratocumulus.
(4) Stratus.
(5) Altostratus.
(6) Nimbostratus.
(7) Altocumulus.
(8) Cirrus.
(9) Cirrostratus.

(10) Cirrocumulus.
Each basietype may be further classed into subtypes. B

The subtypes are recognized internationally as 27
states of the*yarranged as low; middle; and high" /

clouds. Etch'state of sky possesses a distinguishing:
featute to separate it from the others.,This featimi inay'

..

A

he the appearance, extent, size, or method of
formation. The distinguishing features provide the
clues that- preview approaching weather. The first
subtype discussed is the low clouds.

200. Name the appropriate low cloud classification for
given cloud descriptions and characteristics.

Cumulus (CU). In the year 1803, an English
pharmacist?, Luke Howard. divided all clouds into
three basic groupscumulus, stratus, and cirrus.
Cumulus, translated from Latin, means "heap." Heap
aptly describes this cloud in most of its stages. In the
earliest stage of development, cumulus usually formS
in, and indicates, good weather. Figure 1-1.A, illu-
strates that cumulus has a clearly defined outline
during the building stage and appears very white in
color. The base of the cumulus, 1-1,B becomes darker

;

Figure 1=1. Cumulus.



as the cloud builds in size, but generally remains
horizontal: After the building stage has gone on for
awhile; or ended, the edges of cumulus beCome ragged,
being fragmented by the wind as shown in figure 1-1,C.

Notice the bulging appearance at A in figure 1=1.
This is characteristic of building cumulus. Whatever
its stage of development, cumulus always has the
"cottony" appearance. Since these clouds form by
convective action, the height of their bate above the
earth's surface is related directly to the amount of
moisture at the surface-the higher the moisture
content, the lower the cliand bases. Althotigh the

-water droplets in cumulus are very numerous, they are
also very small in the cloud's early stages: As the cloud
grows in size; large drops within the cloud increase in
number. The liege dtopt may be precipitated frtiM the
cloud or may continue to be carried within the cloud
by vertical air motions.

Precipitation in the form of showeit occurs with
cumulut Clcindt of moderate development. Though
this precipitation may be of moderate intensiity, its
duration is usually short-lived. These OiOuds do not
produce the heavy rain and high Windt that are
itSnciated with their bigger_ brothers, the cuniulonim-
biro. Occasionally; the precipitation (shOwers) frotn ,
cumulus clouds evaporates before' it reaches. Ai /
ground. This situation it referted W as_ir-ga-4.,
characterized by a dark area iminedia beloV
nearly uniform base of the cumulus c This dirk-
nets; caused by preCipitatiOn, decreas4 in intensity as
it descends beneath the cloud until; disappears
(complete evaporation). When virgObrisisting of
snow or_ ice crystals occurs, the virg4.portion is hot as
dark, and it appears more wispy. This is Canted by the
greater influence that wind has:on falling snow and
appears as a greater bending of the precipitation trails

'(virga 1. In any case, the precipitation does not reach
the sui face. A WS classes two subtypes of cumulus for
coding.

CI I (cumulus)._,Cumulus clouds enctided as loW
cloud "I" have little _vertical extent and may appear

ftattened. Associated with good weather conditions
.:(no precipitation); it is_ encoded as_low cloud "I." This
cloud is shown -in foldout I (printed in a separate
supplement to this volume) as LI, cumulus humilis.
When this_ cloud occurs below cumulonimbus or
nimbostratus during precipitation; it is coded as L7.
Under these conditions it usually appears ragged,
changes shape rapidly, and is called cumulus fractus.
Thus, the difference in classification of LI and L7 is
Precipitation. When the convective forcet toritt form
cumulus continue their action, LI cumulus grows into
L.2 cumulus. _

CL -2 (cumulus). Low cloud "2" is a cumulus cloud
of moderate or strong (towering) vertical develop-
ment: Generally; Cc-2 is accompanied_ by other
cumulus or sttatercumulut elrilidt that have their
baseS at the same level. When this cloud type develops
a tower appearance, illuttrated in the first L2 picture
of foldout 1, you should enter a remark in your

2

observation as TCU W. Towering cumulus may be
distinguished from cumulonimbus by a lack of
massivenessi.e., its strong -vertical growth is not
matched by a horizontal spreading or bulging. Other

,,-important things to remember about this type are that
it does hot have a 6i-fifth-hi top, and it is rarely capable
of producing thunder.Cumulus clouds of moderate
or strong vertical extent may; however, produce
precipitation in the form of showers. When a cumulut
develops bait height and massiveness, it enters the
next basic cloud category, cumulonimbus.

Cumulonimbus (CB). Energy forces within a
cumulonimbus, are capable of ptbdueing the most
intense storm known in weatherthe tornado.
However, when cumulonimbus clouds are observed
on the horizon they appear strikingly beautiful. Their
tall, rounded masses eacti. geacefully skyward, often
penetrating above cirrus cloud formations. Overhead;
they present a more menacing picture: It is not un-
common for these ,clouds to produce heavY rain;
lightning; __strong, gusty surface winds; hail; and
occasionally tornadoes.

To classify cumulonimbus clouds into the basic
cloud forms,_you should knoW that CB cloudt are
distinguised from cumulus clouds by the following
characteristics:

Massive appearance.
Extensive vertical deVelOpment.;,
Fibrous or anvil '
Thunder and lightning.

Though the anvil e of cumulonimbus is an
'`identifying so times only a fibrous appear--
ance or a Jaelt-of Sharp top outline is observed. When
the cloiiii"Yenters, the dissipation stage, this upper
section invariably assumes the classic anvil formation:
figure 1-2 shossikteveral interesting features. At A,
figure 1-2, the anvil top is visible. Points Band C shoW
the fibrous:appearance of a CB top. At B, the cloud is
just beginning to lose its sharp outline: At C. the
fibrous appearance is evident. Callout D points to a
cell of convective activity that shows the typical thatp
outlines of a building cumulus. Often you will
encounter a dissipating cell next to a building cell. The
clond shown with the anvil to fig ye 1-2,A, is in the
dissipating stage, as evidenced by the anvil. During
dissipation, much of the cell's energy is directed
downward. Consequently; surface weather may be
even more severe during this stage.

The question often discussed among specialists is ,

when does the cumulus (moderate development)
becom_e cumulonimbus. There :1 re several points of
identification. When viewed fr, a distance, the
massiveness and the appearance of the cloud top.
already mentioned, offer positive means of CB identi-
fication. Overhead, other identifying guides are
needed.

Thunder; lightning; or hail may be the sole indica- 4,,
tion of their presence. When you can't heal thunder
overhead and are having trfouble in deciding between
nimbostratus or cumulonimbus; use the character



(showery versus continuous) or the rain as a guide. A
cumulonimbui cloud with extensive vertical develop-
ment which has begun dissipating is generally pre-
ceded by an outrush of cool air a few minutes before
the storm cell reaches overhead. (This is normally
when the strongest surface wind gusts occur.) The dark
lower portion ;of a CB is usually -accompanied by
rapid7moving stratus fractus and CUitiaulms_ fractus.
Usually one of these signs can identify a CB from a
cumulus.

A common occurrence with cumulonimbus_ cloud
varieties is mammaitus development. This feature
normally occurs at the base of the cloud in the form of
clearly defined bulges (pouches, fig 1-3) but may
appear at some level above the cloud base. In either
cam these mammatus formations provide the fore-
caster wish a good indication of the degree of insta-
bility present, in, the area Though these cloud types
may not puce tornadic activity, they can be used
by the forecaster as indicators- of potentially severe
weather;

Studies tornado development reveal that the base
Of the cumulonimbus cloud usually appears to be very
dark and ragged before tornado activity occurs. The
first sign of a -funnel cloud often appears in the form
of a tuba (a small appendage, often cone-shaped)
beneath the cloud. When tubas are sighted with a CB,
they frequently .appear and withdraw from several

. B

4,-
11,; -

portions of the clowl. A tuba that continues to develop
toward the ground is deferred to as a-funnel cloud
until it reaches the groundthen it becomes a tornado.
The passage oa CB can cause a variety of changes in
weather. Observing and disseminating these con-
ditions present a 'challenge. For coding purposes, two
subtypes of CB exist

Cc-3 (cumulonimbus). Low cloud type "3" is
cumulonimbus in its earliest stage of development. A
low "3" cloud differs fro other CB clouds because
the summit lacks cirrifor development (no anvil).
Cumulonimbus clouds cla ified as L3 have summits
which lack clear,out lines but are neither clearly fibrous
(cirriform) nor in the form of an anvil. Foldout 1, L3,
shows an example of a cumulonimbus cloud without
appreciable cirriform development. When you
observe this type of cloud, add a remark to your
observation to indicate the location (direction) of the
cumulonimbus cloud from the station and the
direction toward which it is moving.

The following are examples of cumulonimbus
remarks entered in column -13 of AWS Form 10:

a. CB W MOVG E
b. CB NE MOVG SE.
c. CB NW. (This indicates that -,e dire :ion of

ilovement is unknown; _
' d. CB 5NE MOVG E. (Enter dis, i) from
station if it is known.)

c

,

Figum 1;2. Cumulonimbus.

3
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These typical rem
no thunderstorm .1

CL-9 (cunfula
distinguished from

Figure I3. Manunatua

tialtiuds are entered when

clwdllype "9" is
3 b of the cirriform

anvil. If you find it difflcu determine whether the
type is L3 or L9, the occurrence of lightning, thunder,
or hal is customarily associated with L9. An L9 cloud

.-erequires a rimaikAgeolumn 13 of AWS Form 10 that
t for L3 clouds. When mammatus

"debelopment is resent, use the same remark format
in column 13; except that the abbreviation "CBMAM"

of "CB"; for example; CBMAM W
VG

:Stifttoeum us ISO. Strittocumulus. (SC) clouds
form in several ways; Thay:ht formed when stratus
clouds near the earth's surface lift, cumulus clouds
dissipate, or middle cloud layers lower. Stratocumulus
are distinguished from cumulus clouds by their flatter
appearance. As SC clouds merge into one layer; they
appear grey with dark areas. These'd kareas are the
tbicker_portions of the SC clouds S1jàtocgmulus is
sometimes mistaken for aitocudit4pa;,:'

The best way to judge whitheeirtlorud is strata!
cumulus or altocumulus is by the ifiet of tht individual
elements. The internaii-onal Cloud Atlas states that
when he regularly arranged small elements of the
cloud layer have an apparent width of more than 5°
the Cloud'is identified as SC. An easy method of deter-
mining this width is to hold three fingers at arm's
length and see if the cloud element is larger than the

4

three extended fingers. If it is not,.then perhaps the
cloud ii altocumulus.

Foldout 1, .L4 and L5, 'shows two examples of
typical SC clouds. The rotindetimass4 and rolls of L5
are_a unique feature of SC. The variety of SC shown
as L4 is frequently formed by the spreading-out of
cumulus in the late afternoon when the surface heating
is greatly diminished;

Precipitation rarely occurs in association with SC
clouds. When it does occur, it is usually weak and
tends to be intermittent in character. Light snow
showers are probably one of the most common forms
of precipitation from SC. During cold weather, SC
clouds freqyently produce ice crystal virga.

CL 4 and 5 (stratocumulus). Low cloud type "4" is
encoded only when SC clouds are_ formed from the
spreading out of CU or CB clouds. During this spread-
ing process, CU clouds may still be present. Foldout 1,
L4; shows an example of SC clouds foriied from the
spreading out of CU clouds. When SC clouds form by
other means, they are classified as low cloud "5."
CL-5 essentially includes all SC clouds not formed
from the spreading out of CU clouds. If you cannot
determine that SC formed from CU, codelhe cloud
as L5.

C[-8 (cumulus and stratocumulus). This state of
sky is actually a combination of two other low cloud
types=CU and SC. When CU and SC clouds have
bases at different levels and the SC is formed by means
other than the spreading out of cumulus, you classify
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the cloud type as L8, Often; a layer of stratocumulus
is mistaken for stratus. Avoid that mistake with the
following guideline. * -

Stratus (ST). You can discriminate between ST and
a layer of SC by the uniform appearance of the ST
cloud base. Stratocumulus always has an unequal
distribution of darkness. When dissipating, ST clouds
may appear as large, irregular dark patches between
lighter colored portions already thinning. The eniire
cloud_takes on a mottled or blotched appearance.

A ST cloud usually forms very close to the earth's
surface and is called fog when it is in contact with the
earth (50 feet or less). It may also form undcr othcr
cloud layers such at altostratus and nirnbostratils.
Stratus is c pable offircidutifig only light continuous
precipit ion, such as drizzle, ice prisms, or snow
grai .

Stratus clouds are frequently confused with riirtiba=
stratusi and altostratus. To help clarify identification,
study 'this, comparison:

Stratus:
Produces only light precipitation, if any.
May reveal the sun through its thi nest parts.
Has a more uniform base tha °stratus.
Is generally grey:

NithbOrstraturs.
Always produces heavier precipitation.

1
Never reveals the sun.
Has an uneven base.
Is usually darker in appearance than stralus:

r'
When the outline_ of the sun is distinguishable

through stratus cIoudS, it can be used to distinguish
Ketween stratus and altostratus. The sun seen through
ST has a sharp; well-defined Outline. Altostratus blurs

:' the'outline of the sun as if VieWed_throiigh ground
:When_ you are evaluating ST cloud- types, -you must
-consider your past observations of the clouds as a basis
for proper. cloud identification. Stratiforrii CIOUdS do
not j Ott stid_denly develop. They tisually are associated
with a stable condition in t1e atmosphere and; there-
fore, evolve slowly:

Ct.-6 (stratus). _Low cloud "6" is an ST elbiid in a
more or less continuous sheet or layer, or in ragged
shreds, or a combination of both, but it has no stratus
fractus of bad weather. The primary difference
between L6 and L7 is the presence of bad weather. ThiS
term refers to the conditions that exist a short time
before, diiring,_ and after precipitation. Since all
stratiform clouds appear greyish and continuous in
form, you must be aware of the identifying features of
each stratiform type.

Ct 7 (stratus fractus or cumulus fractus).
cloud type "7" often occurs below layers of altostrat us
and nimbostratus; and it isclossified as L7 whenever
stratus fractith or citritlitS flaCtiiS of bad weather are
present. When these 'clouds types are present but bad
weather conditions, not exist, stratus fractus

5

clouds are classed_ as L6 (ST) and cumulus fractus
clouds as L I (CU). Foldout I, L7, shows an example of
how the sky appears with these cloud types:

Ragged stratus fractus clouds never occur alone:
They are alica vs associated with clouds of low and/or
middle types. When. they are observed belOW
nimbostratus and similar precipitating clouds, they
change shape rapidly and move fast: Stratus fractus
and cumulus fractus are usually found beneath the
base of CB clouds that are precipitating. HoWever,
when this situation occurs, only the CB cloud type is
encoded.

'Exercise (200):
I. Name the appropriate low cloud classification for

the descriptions and characteristics given below:
(I) This cloud type is a cloud of moderate or

strong Vertical development, and does not
have a cirriform top,

(2) This cloud type is formed by means other
than ft spreading out of cumulus and -has
bases at different levels.

(3) In its earliest stage of development this cloud
type usuallj; forms in, and indicates 'good
weather.

(4) This cloud type has a summit that lacks clear
outline, is not clearly fibrous, nor in the
shape of an anvil._

(5) This Clatid type is formed from the spreading
out of cumulus or cumulonimbus clouds.

(6) This cloud type is formed by means otlik'*
than the spreading out of cumulus.

(7) This -cloud type is in a more or less con=
tinuous sheet or layer, or in ragged shreds; or
a combination of both and bad weather is
not present.

(8) This cloud type has a cirriftirrn
(9) This cloud type often occurs below layers

of altostratus and nimbostratus during bad
weather. ,/

201. Given cloud deicriptions and characteristics, list
the middle cloud subtypes.

Altostratus (AS). This middle height range troild
has features similar to the lower stratus. The primary
difference between altostratus and stratus is the
composition of the cloud. An AS cloud consists
primarily_ of ice crystals, snowcrystals or flakes, and
supercooled water droplets. The lower portion of low
AS clouds may consist of ordinary water droplets and
the upper portion a combinatidn of ice crystals and
supercooled water droplets. The composition explains
the different features of each cloud:

Altostratus clouds are generally uniform in appear-
ance; They are greyish or blwigh in color and:appear
fibrous. Other basic charactarRtics are these;

u.



Altostratus clouds are dense enough to prevent
objects on the ground from casting shadows.

The sun appears as though seen through ground
glass when an AS cloud is present (foldout Z printed in
a separate supplement to this volume; MI).

Halo_phenomena never occur with AS clouds.
Precipitation is continuous.

Precipitation falling from an AS cloud frequently
obscures the cloud base. When this occurs, accessory
clouds such as cumulus fractus and stratus fractus may
form below the AS. Figure 1-4 illustrates this
condition. During the hours of darkness, AS clouds
are even more difficult to identify. At this time, you
must watch for such things as a lowering of the ceiling
and an increase in the intensity of precipitation; If this
happens, you may have nimbostratus. Foldout 2
shows AS clouds in the semitransparent state (M1)
and in the opaque state (M2).

Altostratus clouds, as oth _middle clouds, are
found at a height range from ,500o 23,I06 feet in the
temperate region; When they are at the higher levelt of
this middle cloud range; they are often erroneously
identified ii. -cirrostratus because of their lighter
appearance. However,if there are no shadows cast on
the ground; they are AS. Cirrostratus is never dense
enough to prevent the sun from casting shadows.
When the AS lOwers, as during the approach, of a
warm front, it usually becomes thicker and completely
obscures the sun;

-7(

6

CM -I (ahostratus). Middle cloud type "1" is an AS
cloud, the greater part of which is semitransparent.
Usually, the sun or moon is_dimly visible as though
seen through ground glass: mit elOnd type is usually
found within the higher portion of the middle cloud
range. This type of AS cloud usually forms from the
gradual thickening and lowering of a cirrostratus
layer. In a later discussion of the basic cloud form
cirrostratus; you will.fris-c-over ittey are never thiCk
enough to prevent objects from casting shadows
because of the sun. Therefore; you can use this rule as a
nide.% determining whether or not you have AS

,:.:CIOUds.-Foldout 2; M I, shows an example of this clOnd
type. More rarely; this

out
of AS cloud forms from

the extensive spreading out of the middle or upper part
of a CB cloud. When 'altostratus ClOticit continue to
thicken; they are classified as M2 clouds.

04-2 (altostratus or nimbostratus). An AS cloud
classified as M2 is a darker grey or a darker; bluish
grey_ than altostratus clouds_ encoded- as M1. The
greater part of this AS cloud (M2) is sufficiently:den:0
to hide the sun or moon. A nimbostratus cloud; which
is also encoded as M2, is often caused by a further
thickening of dense AS.

Nimbostratus- -(NS). -The word "nimbus" is a Latin
word that means violent rain or "black rain cloud.
Nimbostratus_ clouds live up to ihit definitiOn. An NS
cloud produces continuous precipitation in theOlardPiri
of rain, snow, or ice pellets.

Nialbostratus is a grey, often dark, cloud that

- A
i;e1-F

Figure 1-4. Fractus clouds.
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appears diffuse as observed from the ground. This is
caused by the continuous precipitation that falls from
this cloud. It is always thick enough' to completely
obscure the sun and is almost exclusively found near
frontal zones. It is common to find stratus fractus
clouds below NS. These clouds are caused by the
falling precipitation from the NS cloud and tend to
completely dissipate when the precipitation becomes

f heavier.
Even thOugh NS is classified as a middle clouds,.its

base is most often found in the low cloud range:
Examples of this are evident as warm fronts approach
the station. The AS is soon classified as NS when the
cloud increases in density and heavier precipitation
occurs, This cloud_ may continue to lower to within
seveetal hundred feet of the surface as the front
approaches. Correctly identifyin this cloud can alert
you to the pattern of weather u can expect at the
o bservatiousite.

NimbOstratus c uds are disti guished from opaque
AS clouds by their enser and darker appearance. The
base of an NS c ud has a more diffuse and wet
appearance than an AS cloud. However; both of these
cloud forms are classified as M2. Nimbostratus clouds
usually evolve from the thickening of AS clouds but
may also es/4We from CB clouds.

Altocumulus 4AC). An AC cloud is composed
largely of water droplets,_but at very low temperatures
it may have some' 'ice crystal development.
Altocumulus clouds often look very much like SC
clouds. The primary differences between these two
cloud types are the size of the elements and their
height. One way to distinguish between AC clouds and
other cloud forms is to dete_rmine the size of the cloud
element$. Extending three fingers at arm's length, the
size of the elements should fall within the area covered
by your fingers: If they do not cover at least one finger;
they are probably cirrocumulus. This guide is useful
only when the Cloud elements in question are more
than 30° above the horizon.

When an AC cloud does not have uniformly
arranged elements, you must consider other
identifying features of the clouds. Altocumulus clouds
a ar white/ grey, or a combination of white and
grey. They a-e in any of the following farms:

Rounded masses and rolls (such as SC).
Banded.
Semuransparent.
Lenticular (unusual shaping by the wind).

;.
'Castellated (tufts, turrets. etc.).
Double layered.
Dark and thick:

Of all the basic cloud forms. AC has more varieties.
Altocumulus clouds evolve from the lifting of lower
clouds or, more rarely. from the thickening and
lowering of cirrocumulus, As large CU clouds (TCU
or CB) dissipate. the middle portion of the cloud
frequently becomes AC. In this case, your selection of
the correct type of cloud has a definite meteorological

7
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significance to the forecaster. Foldout 2, M3 through
M9, illustrates some typical forms of AC clouds.

The virga phenomenon is common with AC. When
it occurs, the precipitation trails appear smaller than
those associated with low clouds.

A corona is often present with AC clouds when they
are semitransparent. This phenomenon is especially
useful to youlu-determining the type of cloud_ during
hours of darkOssk, A corona appears as a small ring of
light aroundlhe*On and appears to blend with the
moon's light;,.,wherteaS a halo presents a large distinct
circle of light around the moon. Sometimes, a corona
displays the rainbOw -colors faintly. The corona is
caused by the diffraction of light through water
particles; The dia eter of the corona depends on the
size of the water ro ts in the cloud,_ Large water
dropletsprOduce i all aaroncs exna 3enati dropiers a
I % ir-o-na,

m-3(a1tocumu s) Middle cloud type "3" is an AC
cloud, thegre erart of which is semitransparent.
The various elements of the cloud change slowl)land
are at the same level. This description of M3 clouds
does not imply that some of the elements cannot be
opaque. Generally this cloud type has some degree of
opaqueness, but it is predominantly semitransparent.
The elements are relatively small and undergo changes
very lowly. This .cloud type does not progressively
invaoe the sky. Foldout 2 shows an example of M3
from the horizon to Overhead.

C's(-4 (a/tocumu/us). Middle cloud type "4" is an AC
cloud in patches, and the treater part of it is semitrans-
parent. The cloud elements occur at one or more levels
and continually change in appearance. Often this
cloud type (M4) appears shaped as an almcind or a
fish. These unusual lenticular-shaped cloud forms are
mostly *fund near the mountainous regions but may
occur at:;any location. An additional discassion of this
lenticular cloud is presented in the section on
orographically related clouds.

(altocumulus). Middle cloud type "5," AC, is
arranged in semitransparent bands or in one orflierre
fairly continuous layers at _progressively invtdeihe
sky, as shown in foldout Z M5: In either case. tlie main
characteristic of M_5 clouds is that they generally
thicken as a whole. Once the forward edge of the cloud
has reached the part of the horizon opposite to that
part where the clouds first appeared; the cloud is rifi
longer classified as MS. This is also the case when the
forward edge has ceased advancing.

Csi-e5 (a/walnut/us). Altocumulus clouds classified
as M6 must have formed from the spreading out of CU
or CB clouds. Asti large CU clouds or clouds
dissipate, their remains often consist of large, dark
demerits: They usually continue to dissipate and thin
out to form into separate elements. The best guide to
determine the presence of M6 is to view the actual

--transformation of CU to AC. Foldout 2 shows two
examples of AC clouds formed by the spreading out of
CU clouds.
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Cu -7 _(altocumulus or 'aliocumulus with alto-

stratus). Middle cloud type "7" consists of AC clouds
in two or more layers. They are usually opaque in
places and do not progressively invade the sky: Middle
cloud type "7" also consists of AC clouds together_with
AS or NS clouds. This cloud type is actually a
combination of other middle cloud types: For
example; if AS (M2) and AC (M3)-are present and
together; encode the cloud type as "7." Generally the
AC elements of this cloud type are not changing
continually: Foldout 2 shows two examples of AC
clouds classified as M7.

Ch4=8(altOCUMUlus). Middle cloud type "8" is an AC
cloud with sproutings in the form of small towers or
batttements. Figure 1-5 and foldout 2, M8 castellanus,
illustrate the sproutings: Another fotm of middle
cloud 8 issimilar to very small CU clouds or tufts in the
middle cloud- range, and it often appears ragged.

-Idout 2, M8 floccus, shows this situation: When' this
oud has the sproutings in the form of turrets, the

cloud is cailedaltocumulus castellanus. A remark such
as "ACCAS N=NE" with ypur observation emphasizes
this significant cloud:

C'9 (altocumulus). Middle cloud type "9" is an AC
cloud forth of a chaotic sky and occurs at several
levels. As seen from the ground, this cloud type
appears heavy and stagnant: Meteorologically speak-
ing; AC clouds_ of a chaotic sky are found near low -
pressure areas that contain some storm activity. Fold-
out 2 shows an example of a chaotic sky: Altocumulus

clouds are frequently forced to higher levels in the
atmosphere. When this occurs they are called cirri=
form clouds.

Exercise (201):
L For the following cloud descriptions and charac-

teristict,_ list the middle cloud subtypes...
(I) The greater part of this cloud type is semi=

transparent and the sun or moon is dimly
visible as though seen through ground glass;

(2) This cloud type is formed from the spreading
out of eurntiliis or cumuloniiribtis

(3) This cloud type is sufficiently dense to hide
( the sun or moom

(4) This cloud type, the greater part of which is
semitransparent, does not progressively
invade the sky.
This cloud type consists of two or more
layers; opaque in places; and does not pro-
gressively invade the sky.

(6) This cloud type is called a chaotic sky and
occurs at several levels:

(7) This cloud type forms in patches and con-
tinually changes in appearance.

(8) This cloud type is arranged in bands or in
one w more fairly continuous layers that
proktssively invade the Sky.

(9) This cloud type forms sproutivin the form
of small towers or battlements:

(5)

122

Figure 1-5. Akocumuii.u.
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202. Supply the appropriate high cloud classification
for given cloud descriptions and characteristics.

Cirrus (CI). Ciri-us clouds generally form between
16,500 and 45,000 feet in the temperate zone. They
appear as very white clouds, usually in patches or fila-
ments- The forms of CI cloud _that_is most readily
identified is the hook-shaped CI. This type of Cl,
figure 1-6, is in very fine strands which are shaped inw.
the form of a hook by the wind: Foldout 3 (printed in
separate supplement to this volume), H I through H6,
shows eight different types of CI cloud formations:

Cirrus clouds of a denser variety, as shown on foldout
3, H3, frequently evolve from the dissipation of other
basic r'-- such as CB. The cirriform remains

c4rid out to a great extent and com-
pletely lose its former identity (anvil shape): Cirrus
clouds also farm from middle cloud layers that _are
forced aloft. Cirrus and cirrostratus clouds are often
combined in o'he layer as shown on foldout 3, H5 and
H15. When an extensive cirrostratus layer approaches
the station from the distant horizon, the leading edge
is usually CI clouds. As this*layer continues to ap-7
proach, the cloud layer becomes more uniform and
usually thickens. This situation is quite common in
advance of a warm front.

Halo phenomena, figure 1-7, can occur with CI
clouds, but this is relatively rare: When a halo is
present with cirrus; it is usually only a partial halo
because of the characteristics of cirrus (strands,

eg
filaments, etc.). When the halo is a complete circle, you
should suspect the presence of cirrostratus.

_ CH I_ (cirrus). High cloud "I" is a Cl cloud in the;
form of filaments, strands, or hooks that do not
progressively invade the sky. This cloud type is often
present with other CI clouds. In this case: you classify
the cloud type as H I only when the total amount of
hooks, filaments, or strands is greater than the
combined total of the other Cl clouds present. What-
ever the situation, remember'4hat H I does nA pro-
gressively invade the sky.

(cirrus). High cloud "2" is-acre-rise cirrus cloud
that is in patches or entangled sheaves which usually
do not increase in size and whictisiimetimesseern to be
the remains of the upper part of a cumulonimbus. An
H2 cloud can also, be CI with sproutings in the form
of small turrets olkbattlernents or CI having the
appearance of cumalitarm tufts. This dense Cl cloud
does not originate from CB clouds, although the
patches are sometimes rather opaque and have
borders of entangled filaments. This can give the
erroneous impression that the cloud patches are the
remains of cumuliform clouds. When an H2 cloud is
present with other CI clouds, the H2 characterics
must predominate for the clouds to be encoded as
such. H2 and H3 clouds are often mistaken for each
other. When it is certain that the cloud evolved from
a CB cloud; the cloud is classified as H3.

CH -3 (cirrus). High cloud type "3" is a dense cloud
that is often in the form of an anvil, which is the

Figure 1-6: Cirrus:

9
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FigUle 1-7. Halo.

remains of the upper partssof a CB cloud. The best
guide to classify this cloud type is to observe the
upper part of a CA cloud as it transforms into dense
CI. However, if you,have sufficient evidence that the
dense CI cloud evolved from cumuliform clouds; you
may classify dense CI clouds as H3 even though you do
not actually KO* transformation. 'This evidence may
come from pilot ightings of CB clouds near your area
or the minus able , features associated with the
dissipation of c uliform clouds (M6 for example).

(cirrus). High cloud type "4" is a CI cloud in
the form of hooks and/or filaments that progressively
invades the sky anclbecomati more dense. This cloud
type is very similar to HI except that an H4 cloud
progressively invades the sky and becomes more
dense. These clouds appear to fuse together near the
horizon where they first appear, but no cirrostratus
clouds are present. When cirrostratus conditions are
present; you should examine the clods closely to
determine whether or not to classify the type as H5.

Chrostriius (CS). A CS cloud is a whitish veil:very
similar in appearance to. CI clouds; The prinatry
differenceis the great horizontal extent of CS and its
more veitAiice appearance. Cirrostratus clouds usually -

produce a Tialo when the cloud composition is thin
enough. Cirrostratus often 'appears as AS on_ the
distant horizon. In this case, you should conside the
speed of movement of the cloud (a CS cloud appears to
move more slowly) and the slower changes in form and
appearance that are characteristic of CS. Cirrostratus

10
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clouds on the ho on. are sometimes confused with
haze. You can disti uish the haze by its dirty yellow-
to-brown colo

-
A CS cloud is never thick enou_g_h to prevent objects

on the ground from casting shadows when the sun is
higher than _30° above ewe horizon, Observing the
effect that the sun- hason CS can be one of your
greatest aids in d hnining the type of CS cloud
present. For exam e; CS layer imay_ be so thin that
only the presence of a .halo, reveals its pres nce; as
shown in foldout 3,_H7 , ,

C H-1 (cirrus and cirrostratus or cirrostratm one)4
High cloud ty_pe_"5"is Cf and CS clouds_or CS clouds
mily. (The CI clouds are Oiler; in bands converging
towards one point or two' opposite pointf the
horizon.) In either case; they progressively, invade
the sky and generally grow'._more dense; but the
continuous veil does not reach 45°. above the horizon.
Usually; the leading edge of tat t lord type.is in the
form of CI filaments or hooks end, "ciOcasionally;
resembles the skeleton of a fisti. When Os eltikl type
progresses to 45° above the horizon.; Olt classified
as H6. _ t

CH 6 (cirrus and cirrostratus or cirrostratus-4040-
High cloud type "6" has die_ same a_pperandt and
features of H5 but extends to more than 49: above the
horizon, without the sky being actually covered.
Similar to H5, it progessively invades the sky and
grows mre dense; When the cloud layer covers the
entire sky, it is classified as H7:

0)



CH -7 (cirrostratus). High cloud type "7" is a veil of
CS clouds, covering the celestial dome. This cloud is
uniform in stricture, shbwing few distinct details.
On occasion, the contiuous veil' of H7 is so thin
(transparent) that the only indication of its presence
is a halo phenomenon. When lower clouds oipscure
parts of an overaast CS layer, you may still cLassify it
as H7 if you have evidence that the layef covers the
sky: If the CS layer does not cover the sky, classify the
cloud type as H8. lr

Cii 8 (cirrostratus). High cloud type "8" is CS
which is not or is not longer progressively invading the
sky andAvhich does not completely cover the celestial
dome. When H4 is present with other cirriform cloud
types, it' Must be predominant to be classified as H8.
Though the definition of this cloud type specifically
states that the CS clouds are not progressively
invading- the sky, this refers to the continuous veil
form of the CS formation. When CS is inpatches (not
CI) HS; H6, and Frare not appropriate classifications.
Classify patches of cirrostratus as. H8 regardless of
whether they are increasing, even though CI and
cirrocumulus clouds May also be present but not
predominant.

Cirrocumulus (CC), Cirrocumulus clouds (H9) are
very much like the regularly arranged elements of high
AC clouds. The basic difference, however; is their size
ancitomposition. To be CC_clouds, the element must
have an apparent width of less than I° . You can
measure this by extending your little finger at arm's
length. If the element you are evaluating is not larger
than your finger, the cloud type is probably C.
Again, this guide is only reliable' when the clfflfd
element is higher than 30° above the horizon:

Cirrocumulus clouds consist primarily of ice
crystals, but they can also consist of minute super-
cooled water droplets that are usually replaced rapidly
by ice crystals. Cirrocumulus clouds are observed with
a slight coronaphenomenon which adds to the beauty
of the cloud. When this cloud is present, the sky is
often referred to as a mackerel sky because of the
cloud layer's resemblance to the scales of a fish. Some
observing terms used to identify this cloud are pebbles
on a beach, honeycomb, and netiNce.

Some forms of CC clouds are similar to altocumulus
castellanus -clouds. They appveas small tufts or
turrets; hOweVer, they'must be SU than 1° in width to
be classified as-CC. Foldout 3; H9, shows an example
of CC d&elop At with ether cirriform clouds, Some
of the elemen . ear so small that they are difficult
to discern with t naked eye.

High cloud "9" i CC clouds by themselves or
accompanied by Cl and/ or CS clouds but the CC
clondS must be predominant. Be sure that you
remember that the elements of CC must have an
apparent width of 'less than 1 °.

Exercise (202):
I. Supply the appropriate high cloud classification

for the descriptions and characteristics given below.

Pir6fe:'

740
(I, ThiS cloud type is often referred to as a

mackerel sky.
(2) This cloud type is a dense cloud that is often

in the shape of an anvil.
(3) This cloud' type is uniform in structure;

covers the celestial dome, and a halo may be
the only indication of its presence.

(4) This cloud type is in the form of filaments;
strands; or hooks that do not progressively
inVitclo the sky.

(5) This clottd type progressively-invades the
and generally grows more dense, but,
continuous veil does not-reach 45°._ (6) This cloud type can have sproutings
form of small turrets or batttements.

(7) This cloud type is in the form of hook
and/ or filaments that progressively invade
the sky and become more dense.

(8) This cloud type progressively invades the sky
and -generally grows more dense. The

. continuous veil extends to more than 45°._ (9) This cloud type is not (or no longer)_ pro-
gres ively invading the sky and. does not
con iletely cover the celestial dome.

1 -2, -Orographic Cloud Forms
Certain types of clouds are formed as a result of air

moving over rough terrain. These clouds indicate the
presence of a mountain wave condition in the atmos-
phere; therefore; they are significant in flight opera-
tions. _A mountain wave conditioivonsists of turbu-
lent air and strong updrafts and downdrafts. Flight
operations in these conditions pose a serious threat
to flight safety. As a weather specialist, it is important
that you recognize and report these unusual clouds.

The most common orographic clouds belong to the
same class as A 41%,SC and CU clouds. Listed below
are the orograplikally produced cloudS that are
related to a mountain wave:

Lenticular - AC.
Rcitor (roll) - CU.
FoehnWall (cap, collar)

203. Given descriptions and characteristics of oro
graphic clouds, supply name and subtype number for
each.

Lenticular. The lenticular cloud is an AC cloud
(M4) which is almond or fish-shaped. The cloud is
observed in patches at one or more levels, and the
elements are continually changing in appearance but
generally remain stationary in sisite of the high wind
speeds. They constantly form on their windward side
and dissipate on their downwind side. Since the clOtid
patches are of limited horizontal extent and their
elements are continually changing, these clouds are
usually semitransparent rather than opaque. The

a
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patches, as a whole, may have the form of large lenses
and are not progressively invading the sky. Foldout
Z M4, shows an, example of standing (stationary)
lenticular clouds;

Rotor. Rotor clouds are cumuliform in appearance
and are found on the leeward side of the mountain
range: Rotor clouds, similar to lenticular clouds, are
stationary and are constantly forming en their
Wind waid side and dissipating on tht leeward side.
Because of their vertical development and cumuliform
appearance, they are usually encoded as low cloud
type 72:"

In addition to classifying the lenticular and rotor
clouds for cloud code group encoding, you must
append remarks concerning these clouds to your
weather obiervation, such as the following:

AC91. OVHDAND W
FEW_ A.CSL_FRMG_ TV,NW
APRNT ROTOR CLDS OVR MTNS

The first remark indicates that you observed alto- &
el:1=U (AC) standing lenticular (SL) overhead
(OV and to the west (W) of your station. In the
second and third remarks, "FRMG" is the contraction
for forming and "APRNT' is the contraction for
apparent.

Ftielmwall. The foehnwall cloud is SC in appear-
ance and is usually classified as low cloud type "5."
This cloud hugs the top of the mountain and some-
times flows down the leeward side of the mountain,
producing the appearance of a waterfall.

Exerciai (203):
1. Supply the name and subtype number for each of

the following orovraphic clouds.
(I) This orographic cloud type is observed in

atches at one or more levels, and the
are continually changing in

arance but generally remain stationary
spite of high wind speeds.

(2) is orographic cloud type hugs the top of a
mountain and gives the appearance of -a
waterfall.

(3) This orographic ciciud type is f pd on the
leeward side of a mountain range and has
vertical development.

1 -3. Cloud C e Group
As you kno from your previous training, cloud

recognition and identification is only part of your job.
You must know ow to encode the cloud types that
your_observat can be transmitted and Use by other
weather specialists to plot on a weather art. Your
cloud code group, correctly encoded, rovides the
welither technician With a piture of the teorological
processes that are occurring at your tation.
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204. For given cloud types, encode the correct cloud
code group.

Encoding lti,CmCii Group (Column 13). Each 3:
and 6-hourly observation must have a cloud code
group appended to it. Of course when the sky is ctear
or completely hidden by surface obscuring phe-o
nomena a cloud code group is not, appended. The

group is entered in column 1,3 of AWS
Form 10. (The sequence of entilker observations is
discussed in a later section of this text.) Presently,.the
concern is how to encode the cloud -types correctly.

Whenever there is only one cloud type_presentifor
each cloud division of the atmosphere (Q., C d
Cii), you merely enter the correct 3ype ach
division: If no clouds are present in a divi , enter a
zero 41E :that division. Whenever you have ore than

tone cloud type in a division, you select the type that is
the most sionificant.',Table 1-1 shows the order of
priority for 'encoding clouas in the 1CLCNICH group:

Suppose you determine that the- following cloud.
types are present during a state-of-the-sky evaluation:

CL 2 (towering cumulus).
CL 5 (stratoCumulus at a different level).
CM-3 (altocumulus)
C-I (cirrus)
CH-8 (cirrostratus)

How is this cloud observation encoded for the cloud
group entry in column 13 of AWS Form 10?

Table 1 -1 shows that L2 takes_priority over L5 when
low cloud types are encoded. 1kt it is not as simple
as this. Generally, you enter the code of the cloud
type that has priority; however, when L2 and L5 are
both present (at different levels), the low cloud type is
classified as L8. This example for encoding low timid
types illustrates the linp.ortEnce of knowing the
definitions of the 27 international cloud types -Aft
inexperienced observer might select L2 for en
Only one middle cloud (M3) is present in this exa le;
therefore, the cloud group code is 183 to this point;
The cirtiform cloud types are classified as HI and H8;
therefore, you need to determine from table 1-1 which
cloud must be encoded. In this case; high cloud 8 takes
priolity over HI; The correct entry in column 13 of
AWS Form 10 for this particular state of sky is 1838.
You may make the air traffic controllers aware of the
presence of the towering cumulus by the remark ICU
in column 13 and the direction from the station.

When you cannot determine the middle or high
clouds because of lower clouds and/or obscuring

4!;`,,

phenomena; a slant is entered for CmCii. or both;
as appropriate. If there is less than 10/ 10 but more
than 9/ 10 sky cover (breaks) and no higher clouds are
visible, classify this(conditioit as 9/10 sky cover and
enter a broken symbol in column 3. When there is less
than 10/10 but more than 9/10 sky cover (breaks)

o o



and higher clopdsaii ViSible, assign a height_and sky
cover symbOl fitsfie higher cloud. For a trace of sky
cover (less than 'I [10) as the first layer; assign a height
and classify as 1/10 sky cover Enter this condition
as B. layer in column 3 and a 1 in colutnn 21 if it is
the only layer.

Examples

Column 3. Column 13
1'

Column 21
25 SCT M30 BKN I00 BKN 220 Ok T_C_U W; 1838 10.

M20 BKN. 1500 ' 9

IS SCT E200 OVC 1501 10

E8O_BKN 1070 .8

MIS OVC '30 . 10

7.7
Exercises (204):
For the following cloud to es; encode the correct
cloud code group,
1. CL-4, CL -5, Cm-6, CH-1, CH -8.

2. Cm-7 (not overcast).

3. CL-

ira

, CL-2, CM -3 (not overcast

z, TABLE_ 1 ,L
IORDER OF PRIORITY FOR ENCODING 1CI.C4CH GROUP

Order of, Low Cloud
Priority CL

Middle Cloud
CM

High Cloud

CH

1 st

2nd

3rd

9 :CB (anvil)

3 CB,

4 SC (from-CU)

4th 8 SC & CU

5th 2 CU(large)

6th 1 CUB

7th 5 SC(not from
CU)

9 AC(chaotic)

8 AC(turrets)

7 AC(with AS
or NS)

6 AC(from CU.

5 AC(invading)

4 AC ( chan

---7-=.4C(two levels)

8th 6 ST 7 AC(opaque)

9th 7 STFRA,
CUFRA

10th

I I th

3 AC ( srerni -
transparent)

2 NS or AS

9 CC (predominant)

7 CS (covers sky)
f
8 CS(not covering

or im'ading)

1 AS (semi-transparent)

_over.
450)

5 CS(Invadin less
than 45

4 CI (invading)

3 CI (frorn anvil)

2 Cl(dense patches
predominant,

1 Cl (filaments
predominant)

13
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`6/ 10) CL.1.;i. -M. Given cloud diagrams, determine the cloud layers
lind heights.

10/ 10 SC but'attire tlieji-9/-M afreaks)S" 1,,.,
higher clouds visible -,,. _ .,"'. Lays* A layer is defined as "clouds or obscuring

4i, , phenomena which have bases at the same approximatee level." A laYer may appear as continuous cover; such
,
.4--1_, as stratus, oqit may appear as detached elements, stich .

-.:12ss than 10/10 SC but more than 9/ 10 (breaks) as fair-weather cumulus: Also; both continuous and
detached elements May combine to form a layer. The
essential req_uirement is that their bases be at the
same approximate level. The upper portions of a'
cumuloninibus_ cloud are often spread horizontally
by wind and form dense cirrus or altiforrn clouds.
These horizontal extensions of the cumuloninibus

r 4 With CI visible through brliks.

1-4_ Sky Condition
Determining the sky condition is largely subjective

and requires, above all, .practical eiperience. T$Fst is
one important reason for a careful evaluation of the
sky: almost all changes in slide& weather are pre-
celled or accompanied by clouds. For example, frontal
pumps give advance warning of thekrzpresence by a
series of changes in clouds and sky condition; The
w*ther- technician interprets the signifiance of
th changes from your observation. Your training '`
in making surface observations prepares you to
recognize and record the details of the changing sky.

Sky; condition is observed and eValuated in layers.
During your observation, you consideramount, trans-

paiNcy; and height for, each layer.' Looking at a
series of observations, you can see sky cover transitions
by the changes in the observed layer. A change in the
amount, of a layer from 0:8 to 0.6 may appear unim-
portant from one observation to the next. However;
when this minor change is regarded within a trend and
in relation to all the other sky data, an approaching
weather situation may foretold. In observing the
sky condition, first au consider the layers of sky
cover.

clouds are regarded as separate layers only if their
Oases appear horizontal and at a different level from
the parent cloud. Otherwise, the entire cloud system
sktild be regarded as a single layer at a height corre-
sponding to that of the base of the cumulonibus. A
layer can be a combinatiq4of cloud types or obscuring
phenomena at the same level. Obscuring phenomena,
such as haze, are often present in the atmosphere but
are not considered as a" layer unless they have an
apparent base. Having divided the state of the sky into
layers of clduds, obscuriiigphenomena, or both, next
determine the amount of each layer.

Amount. Tholigh you observe the amount of sky
covered by each layer in terms_ of tenths af sky,
contractions are used to decribe the sky cover. Table
1 -2 gives the sky cover contractions and their meaning.
These sky cover contractions are entered in column 3
of AWS Form 10 fdr each layer of clouds or obscuring
phenomenasurface-based or not. Each contraction
represents the portion of the sky that is covered at that
layer and below. Figure 1-8 illustrates this "at and
below"- concept df assigning sky cover contractions.
The difference between layer and sky cover also is
shown.

4110 ALTOSTRATUS

3/10 CIRROSTRATUS

Figure 1-8. Layer and sky cover.
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y-ofAmmt CMver
,..-'

eaktlittitiOn Remarkt.

1)1016'10es tWsi
10/10 surfaced-towed
obsiniring ObehOMeni.

_

,,1

4--

-X -.
,

NO height aseigned to thik Condition.
Vertical visibility is not completely
restricted. :

)

10/10 surfaced -based
Obscuring phenomena.

.

7C 3E always VreCeded by a vertical Viii=
bilitk iheight) value.' Height_vaIus

-, preceding t symbol is no ally Pre-
faked With Ceiling designator W.

Clear IF'

, ;:,J.

CIS
..

This symbol (contraction) is not used
in combination with any Other.

.

than-1j10 thrti

, hair or more
tbiii.

Lego than 1/10 thin
5/10; more than
half opaque.

6/10 thin less than
10/10, half or more
thin.

.

_

1

t.

... ..

.t=9

.

-aCT

,

4

.

.

.

:,.

,
.

Height values preceding these symbols
(contractions) are never designated as
ceiling. layers.

.

.

''N,,7
6/10 thin-less than
10/10i more than
half opaque. HMI

-Height value preceding this symbol: (con-
traction) isipreftredwith a ceiling
designator (M or B), provided a lower ,

ceiling-layer in not present.
4

IO/I half or more
.

=Ole
zt

.

.

Height value_ preceding this symbol
(contraction) is never designated as
a ceilling layer. -o

10/10, ioore than
haIfopaque.

*

,..:,/
F
t

3
o

. _

Height value- preceding this symbol
(dOntiebtibh).id prefixed wit '_--, _

ceiling designator-(M or b); pro
-a IOW010broken ceiling layer is not
present. This syabol (coot action)
is used .in combination with Lows
OVeroast layers only when slush 2Eyers
are classified as thin.: :

1
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In fi 11 re 1-8, the first layer (2' .0 stratus) is entered-175
in column 3 pf AWS Form10 as scattered (SCT). This
2/ 10 amount also represents the total sky cover at this
level. The next layer tells a different story. Though the
altostratus covers. 4/104y as a taytr; the total sky
rover up to this point is kw nc.causepf the combined
amounts of the first two layers4thus, the contraction
for the altostratus layer is Wrok4n (BKN) because of
the concept described as "at and below" sky cover. Thep
highest layer (3/ 10.cirrostratus) is also assigned a'
broken contraction nem** the combined total dils
9/10 sky cover, 414

You can understand how meantligjess'it would be
to enter three separate. scattered' Contraction's in
column 3 to ,reriort. these individual layert, To a pilot
flying above the highest layer andlookin_g for ground
navigational aids, your report of "icattered" sky cover
would hide 9/10 of the ground from his view. By
reporting a broken sky cover, you have more accurate-
ly described the sky condition to the pilot.

Symbols for reporting surface-based obscuring
phenomena are also provided_Table 1-2 shows that a
-X sythhol descrinea*partly obscured condition.
Figure 1-9.shows another typical sky condition. What
sky cover symbols/ contractions are entered in column
3 of A WSform 10 for this example? If you selected -X
for the first layer, BKN for the next layer(cumulus
fractus), and OVC for the highest layer; you are
correct. Figure 1-9 illustrates two principles. First;
the 6/ 10 fog, even though surface based, hides skyjust
as-if it were a cloud aloft. Second, the trace of cumulus
fractus must be treated as a layer. Even though this
layer covers less than 0.1 sky, it is a layer by definition

4/10 ALTOSTRATUS

TRACE CUMULUS FRACTUS

Figure 1-9. Surface-based sky cover.

1kand also meets the criteria for broken sky cover. This is
true because the total at and below that level (including
the 6/ 10 fog) hides enough sky to require the broken
contraction.

When sit), coverllayeks are advancing or receding on
the horizon, you use the 1 ft-hatgl column of table 1-3
as a guide-to determine r of tenths of the sky
that it-covered by a _lay* , a layer of sky cover
surrounds the station, ght-hand column of
ta aa a Ode to deieWiune the number of tenths
of sky doyerage. Table 1-3 takes much of the guess-
work out of estimating sky coverage at difficult angles
oobservatioN

During your . ion of sky cover, be alert for
layers that occur ir beneath another layer. In this
case, you cannot add the-.arnounts of both layers to

TABLE 1-3
SKY COVER EVALUATION'S

Angle of ancing
or Recedi yer Edge

Tenths of Angular Elevation oft);
Sky Cover .Layer Surrounding Station

o 2
26° to 45°

. 46" d to 59 ?
eo° to :72°

0 073 to 84
85 to. 95

0

96? to 1079
108

o to 119°

lO to 134°

13 to 154°
155° to 180°

2

3

6

7

8

9

10

o -00- tc0Z-
o 0

3 to 8.
99 to 14° t,
15° to 20°

'3*o21° to 26
27° to 33°

34° to 40°
41° to 48°,

499 to
59° to 71°
72° to 90°
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arrive at total Sky cover because they hide ttame
section of the sky; for example, when 0.3 of cumulus
is below 0.5 of altocumulus. Together these two layers
hide 0.5 of the sky and, theref9r, are both scattered
layers. The few samples discussed here help to illustrate,
the layeryersus sky cover principle and entries for sky
cover' amounts. Another feature that you must
consider when observing sky 'condition is the trans-
parency of the toyer.

Transpueney. This fancy term means "capab.
being Seen through." A window is transpar
Opaque is the opposite of transparent. Occasionally,
when we talk about certain clouds, such as altocumtv.
lus; we use the terntsemitransparent. That is a roper
and accurate desOrpticirW-for clouds. For sk cover it
is not _proper. Thise semitransparent layer though
they permit the passage of light; do not perm a clear
picture of higher layers. Therefore; for pr ical
purposes, consider them opaque when you are
deciding between transparency and opaqueness for
encoding;

To accurately encode transparent sky cover; you
must again recogniie the diftetence between a layer
and sky cover.. That_is, the "at and below" concept
importantly affects your decision.,Transparent layers
are classified as thin. The lowest Itikertan be classified
ashin only when the transparency equals one-half or
moropf the total layer amount. For example; a laye e of
stratus that covers.0.6of the sky but is 0.3 mansparent
is classified as Min. COlumn 3 entry OVA Form 10)
would be -BKN. The minus (-) signindiclitet that the
layer is thin enough tb reveal higher clouds or sky
above:

Z.40/1Q,CIRROSTRATUS_TRANSPARENT

2/10 CUMULUS

4/10 ALTOCUMULUS
(3/10 TRANSPARENT)

Figure 1710, Thin sky cover.

order and adld the Aansparency totals for each layer.
You can count three layers in figure 1-10; thus you need
three sky coyer contractions. As you add each layer
to the total sky colierp0 first layer i's'8CT, second
BKN; and third: oyc. tttptide now at which layers the
sky cover is thitiBerow; You cabsit the information
for. each layer arranged in liable form:

Layer
Ist
2d

Total Total _ Total Ski. Cover
Abtount Opaque + 7}anyarent = Sk v cover Contraction

0.2 0.2 !". - ' 0.2 SCT
0.4 0.3 0.3 0.6 -BKN
1.0 0. 0.7 1 0 -OVC

It is easy to see. that the total tramparent- sky cover.
becomes one-half of the total sky Myer tt,the second

. layer. It, then, is reported as thin_ brpken1-13_1(N):14;_..
sky cover remains thin,-4 of third laYer.
because the transparent-gliy4pver is well over one-half ;:
of the total cover; .

._
.-

en you observe multiple layeq , use the "at It is possible to repcirt more than one ov
be w" concept to obtain "total" opacitie and trans- aixeiztii,,, in column 3. The Only rule w observe'i
par cy amounts. Figure 1-10 shows an examplb,of case is4hat only the highest layer may be cl

0 ,' opaque and transkarent layers coexisting in the sky. opaque. The lower overcast*must be thin. Ai'
To solve thi pro #m, start with the lower layer and tk

I-.

step in reporting sky rover;. you a height to4.
.work up. 's arrange the amounts for each layer in each reported. layer.

.7 . TABLE 1 at * '4
SKY COVER HEIGHT VALUES

Feet

;;,,,,Repc5rtale Values
(Coded in Hundreds bf 1"'eet)1, .

45000 or less

,-A
,

To nearest 100 feet

50Q1 to 10,-000 To nearest 500 feet

Above 10; 000 To nearest 1., 000 feet
.. .

.

1 Code heights that are halfway between. reportable values as
the lower of the two heights.

17
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Height. Heights of layers must be reported accord-
ing to established reportable values. Table 1-4 shows
the reportable values that can be entered in column 3.
For example, during the evaluation of sky cover,
suppose you detect four opaque layers:

,

0.2 surface-Imbed fog.
0.3 stratocumWus at 4,7$0 feet.
0.0 altocumulus at 9.300 feet.
1.0 altostratus at 16,500 feet.

If you_ use table 1-4 correctfi ihe height eritnes in
column 3 for_each layer should -)( SO
160 SRN. This example dkes not indicateaeeiIiiig:-,7',--
designator which we will.dpscuss separately- cloud layers and re'so?table heights
that the last layer (altostratus) is, exactly halfway from figure 1-13.
between two reportable values. In, this ate, select
the lower height

2. Determine cloud IlyeTs and reportable Heights
from figure 1-12.

10/10 CIRROSTRATUS TITAMSPARINT

23.3001

4/10 ALTOCUMULUS

3/10 TRANSPARINT

2/10 CUMULUS 16:41131

2, 1,330.

33-1

Figuie 1-12. Cloud illustration (objective 205. exercisel).

In the above exampri; each height represents the ',,-'
artof the layer above the att ace. There is cone

situation when height represents the vertical visibility
into the layer. This applies only to a surface-based
layer completely obscuring the sky (X). Since this
layer is a ceiling, the discussion of how to obtain its
height ,is discussed later:

For all sky coverage; whether scattered; broken;
or overcastceiling or noriceilingthin or opaqu
clouds or -obscuring phenomena, you must us
height that is Obtained:from the most reliable method.
Several methods are available for obtaining heights.
You must take into consideration not only the reli-
ability of the height data but also thedistanix firhm
the observation point; the height of the layer; and -the
time of observation: Do not enter in column 3 (A WS
Form 10) the methcki by which you obtained the
height measurement: Unless you have a- broken or
ove:vittist layer that is'classified as a ceiling. However,
thelame rules. for obtaining heights apply for all
layers, regardleit of amour. Wlitn finally you ha%
the, amount:,, transparency, and heights of the layers,

r last decision involves the sky cover ceiling.
, t fV t:

74t. 'N s

eraiies (205):
etermine cloud layers

figure 1-1 1.
and Deportable "heights

/10 ALTOSTRATI)

r2,500'

Figure 1-1 1. Cloud illustration (objective 205. exercise I).

/10 ALTOSTRATUS
1.4.670.

Figure,I-13. Cloud illustratMn (objective 205. exercise 3).

-1

I-5i Ceilings
In many cases, ceiling laYers are the controlling

factor for aircraft departures; landings; or the diver-
. sion of aircraft to another airfield. ;.Low ceilings

demand the most., accurate measttetnenis possible.
Sometimes a differerite of 100 feet in the ceiling layer
determines ,whether or not an aifcnift can safelyeland
or whether the pil must seek an alternate 'tad.
Therefore, two-important responsibilities in observing
sky conditions are that you correctly judge the
presence of 0;6 sky cover or more and that you assig4

'an- accurate height to the ceiling layer.
In column 3 of JAWS Fogga 10, ceiling heights are

provided `'with a ceiling ifeSignator: These letter
&sigma° fitted below) indicate the method by
which y obtain the ceiling height:

Meaning
M Measured ceiling

Estimated ceiling
Indeftnite ceiling

Normally, the cloud height set (AN/ GM 13),
commonly called the rotating beam ceilometer (RBC),
is used for determining lagfr or ceiling heights. But thr,,
cloud height set/has limitations. Let's investigate the

k
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Method' of obtaining heights to see how and 4. What procedure should be used to obtain cloud
eackone should be uted. heights when multiple layers of clouds are present?

206. State the methods of obliiiiiiii ameasured ceiling
and the procedures for obtabiiii)g cloud heights from
the rotating beam ceilometer.

`,.

Measured Ceiling Heights; A ceiling_ is the eight
ascribed io the lOWest opaque broken or Fast
layer aloft, or the vertical Viiibility_inia surface-based
la_mhicif obscuring phenomena. Ceiling heights are

Ispre .W0_, with an "M" designator whenever tivy are
obtained by a rotating beam ceilometer (AN/ OMQ-
13), ceiling lights, or kitu4n heights of tinobscured
portions of abrupt, 461staobject* (buildings, towers,
etc.) within I th nautical miles of a runway. Values
Obtained from either the RBC omeilinglightfnust be
less than 10 times the IsMeline to be classified as a
measured ceiling. '1

When you use the RBC for obtaining ceiling heights,
.0he following procedures shiiiild_bi followed:

a. During outages of the RBC, if an RBC is aVail=
ble for an alternate rogpay, it may be used provided,
that in your Ituigmefit, the measurements are con-
Sideredto be repreteritatiVe of conditions an aircraft
will encounter duriottjandirig approach.

b. When reactions from the RBC scope for a single
broken or overcast layer are present, consider the spot
Of maximum deflection on the scope as aitinitan-
taneous height value. Determine a mean height value
by avrgiag as many angular readings as possible
dui.' e pericid of evaluation.

e. : Fofr scattered OlOtidt, use as many teope'readtiorii
as'are èvailablt daring the period of evaluation to
obtain an average. height;

d. When multip*Ilitjeri are present, iupplement
scope height, indicMoos with visual cibteNittiOnt.

_Average -onlyAlose reactions which are considered
iipplicable for The layer whose height is being deterArne&

Exercises (206):___,.
I. define a "ceiling.."

2. What are the three methods for obtaining a
measured ceiling?

3. What procedures are used when the RBC is out of
service?

S

5.:-What procedure should be used to obtain cloud
heights when scattered clouds are present?

207. Identify and correctseatatements concerning
estimated (E) and indenal (W) ceiling heights.

Estimated Ceiling Heights (E). There will be times
when you cannot obtain a measured ceiling from your
RBC or ceiling light. For example, heights obtained
from these measuring sets that are equal to or greater
than 10 times _their baseline must be classified as
estimated (E). The following procedures are used to
classify a ceiling as estimated.

Aircraft. Ceiling heights reported by a pilot (con--
verted from height above mean sea level (MBE) to
height above surface) can be classified as estimated
when they are:

a. Within P/-2 nautical mdis of a - rtinway of the
airfield and within/.5 minutes of the actual time of
observation for hOhCittifelthi layers. Theses layer
heights need nollhe_. Used if, in your judgment. they are
not represent of conditions over the airfield.

b. Within Outical miles and during the past
hour preceding the actual time of obtervation, for
cirriforrn layers.

Balloon. If you cannot determine a ceiling height
with a ceiling light, RBC, radar_or pilot report._ it
should be determined by balloons whenever necessary.
For example, if th ceiling is at or below the minimum

for VFR,ogeratioris_pr the ceiling Iitignt, is
or less and the presence of a stratus'-ty.

,er makes estimation difficult; a balloon
o estimate the ceiling.

!loon ceiling is based on the kiturn ascensi
uate ofpilot or wiling balloon. Ascension rater
fixed by the amount ;of' lift given to the balloons.
Proper balloon inflation :,ftteither over' nor under
inflation) control S the lift. When using a balloon to
determine ceiling heights. use the following procedures:

Choose the appropriate color of balloon: red for
thin clouds and blue or black balloons under all other
conditions.

O. Watch the balIons continuously. determining,
With a stop watcti (Or a -watch having a second
the length of time that elaps s between the release of
the balloon and its entry in e base of the cloud
layer. 110Poirit of entry will onsidered as midway
between the time the balloon firs begins to fade and
the time of completedisappeara ce.
_ c. Then detmine the heigjIt above the surface
from prepared tables in the F )1H-l.
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The accuracy of the height obtained by a balloon

will be decreased when the balloon does notenter a
representative portion of the cloud base, is used at
night with a light attached; or is used during the
occurrence of hail; ice pellets, any intensity of freezing
rain, or mdderate to heavy rain or snow.

Convective cloud height diagram. This method is
not suitable for stations in mountainous or hilly
terrain. It should be used only when the clouds present
are formed by active surface convection in the vicinity
of your station. The diagram (fig. 1-14) is usuallymost
accurate when estimating the height of cloud bases at
5,0(0 feet or less. Recent deWpoint and free air
temperature readings= must be available.

To use the diagram in figure 1-1441ocate the dew-
point temperature at the base of the diagram (vertical
solid lines) and the dry-bulb temperature (sloPing
solid lines), and follow these lines to the point where
they intersect: Follow this intersection point hori-
zontally to the right side of the diagram, and read the
estimated cloud height. This value represents the base
of the cony the clouds at your station. For example,
assume that you have a dewpoint temperature of
58° F. and a free= air temperature of 75° F. The
estimated cloud height is 4,000 feet. One important
fact to remember when you use this method is that as
changes in the dewpoint and terhPerature occur, you
should recompute the height.

Natural landmarks or objects.. KnownlfeAights of
unobscured pertions of natural laildniarks or objects
more than 1 nautical miles from any runway of an
airfield can be_ used to estimate a ceiling height. Most
weather startas have visibility charts that provide you
with the }Ieights of any hills, mountains, TV towers,
etc., that are within the area of your base; if, for
exarr ,le, there is a hill 3 miles frdm your base with a
known height of 600 feet and the cloud base that you
are trying to evaluate is touching the top of the hill,
you can estimate the height of the ceiling as 600 feet.

Observational experience. You can estimate a
cloud height by observational experience provided

sky is not-completely hidden by, surface-based
urin p nd other guides are lacking or.

onSidered inreliable. You can
the istence of (heights previously

asured: Your estimations should be

0
in
als
clas
check ; whenever possible, againsts reliable method
of `measurement. This cornparison tells tott whether
you,usually estimate high or low under different sky
cover conditions.

RBC orreiling light. You can estimate ceiling heights
from an RBC or ceiling light when their values equal
or.exceed 10 times the baseline used. For example,
if the baseline of the RBC is 400 feet; an angular;_
reading. of 84° iivould equal 3,800 feet. Therefore,
any angular reading over 84° can only be used as an
estimated height.

Weather-surveillance radoci?ceiling 'gins. The
range height indicator (RHI) scope oft FPS-77
can be used to estimate cloud heights. owever, such
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height indications seldom compare well with indica-
tions from cloud height measuring equipment for
heights below 10,000 to 12,000 feet. RHI scope dis-
pi s are also not reliable for detecting the heights of
cir rm clouds. Ordinarily, RHI scope indications
only al in evaluating the heights of middle clouds.

Indefinite Ceiling Heights (W). Ceiling values are
classified as "indefinite" when the vertical visibility in a
surface-based obscuring phenomena is:

a. The distance that you can see, from the ground,
vertically;. Into an obscuring phenomena which
completely conceals the sky.

b. Based on the visible portions of nearby objects
(buildings, control towers, -etc.) on the airfield
complex:

c. Based on a height equivalent to a ceilometer
upper lirnit/reaction. Consider the point at which
deflection)on the scope of the RBC becomes a zero
deflection as an evaluation of the vertical visibility.
Use the average. value obtained from at least jour
consecutive sweeps as a representative (W) ceiling
height.

d. Based on, the top of a ceiling light be , or the
height at which a balloon completely disaMars.

e. 'Based on the maximum vertical height from
which a pilot can see the ground: The report must
occur_ with 11/2 nautical miles of the runway and
withiS minutes of the actual time of an observation.
Pilot reported values need not be used if, in your
judgment; they are not representative of conditions
over the airfield. .

gxercise (207):
1. From the list of statements below, concerning

estimated and indefinite,eeiAing heights, identify
and eVreet those that are fat's.
a.. ,'ceiling_ height *reported by ,a pilot is ciijled as

estimated in column 3, AWS Form 10. in height
above MSL. '

b. AnSirciafeeeiling can be"classicte.ik- estimated
reif the report is within 11/2 nautical rililes`of the

airfield and within 15 minutes ofthe actual time
of observation for noncirriforrn layers.

c. The appropriate color of balloon to use for
estimating a thin cloud layer is black.

d.
;

Ttieeonvective cloud height diagram is suitable
for use in mountainoushor hilly.terrain.

- e.
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e. When using the convective cloud height dia-
gram; you should = recompute the clOud layer
heights as -change! in the dewpoint and temper-
ature occur.T\

f. When an indefinite (W) ceiling height is based
e upper limit of sitiilometer reaction, you

Use yet least six consecutive sweeps as a repre-
: sentittive ceiling height.

elir Known heights of unobscured portions of
natural landmarks or objects more than 11/2
nautical miles from any runway okin airfield
can be 'add to estimate ceiling hei

h. Estimated_ ceiling heights from A RBC or
ceiling light can be used only when their ValifeS
are less than 10 times the beeline used.

i. Height indications from the RHI scope of the
FPS-77 can be used for estimating heights of
.cloud layersi;elow 10,000 feet.

j. An indefinite (W) ceiling is the distance you can
see, from the ground, horizontally into an
obscuring phenomenir_,that completely hides
the sky;

k: RHI scopeindications rom the FPS-77 radar;
are most useful .to evalua e heights.
of middle clouds...

ie-

i4-i,
-.._ ,

I. The accurEcy of.an ball iliiig,
height ill be tiereasedJheikhe4:4, A5es
not e er a representative portion tclo.iki
base. '-+ , ..s.

E;

..ii
m. Pilo ports of _ceiling heighti wi 'n 1 1/2;

, nautical Vies of a unsay and 15 mutes of
observation tie for ancirriform layarS need
ne4 be itisecrif, in your j gment, they are nciggi
'rep&sentsitive of conditions over the airfield.-7f-

n. If you cannoteietermine a ceiling height with in
RBC, ceiling light, or pilot report; the ceiling
should be determined by balloons whenever
locally deemed necessary.

o. An indefinite (W) ceiling height can be based on
the visibleportions of objects (buildings; control
towers; etc.) on the airfield complex.

1=6. Ceiling/Sky Remarks and Entries
Some facts that the standard column 3 entries; AWS

Form 10, do not reveal are ceilings that vary in height
or amount, significant clouds, or other significant
features about the sky cover. This significant informs,
tion is added; when necessary, to the airways obser-
vation.

.5

2011: Given simulated sky condition illustrations and
descriptions; cisksiify the sky cover amounts into
layers, ISM& ripe:ins-Me heights, select the c41ing
layer, recorcklpecial remarks; and encode a 'loud
codex grOup;

V_ariahle Cei Rapid fluctuations of a ceiling
indite an irregular base; therefore, the height it
variable. A variable ceiling is reported whenever the
ceiling- height is less than 3,000 feet and rapidly

Aodecreascw. and increases by one or more reportable
values during _the time, of observation," The heighlig
ttiet0iiiiig is the average of all the observed
var4Ie ceiling is not based on rapid fluctuations of the
instru;tent readings' alone: Visual Rbservation is

'aneeded to exclude the possibility thaelhe fluctuation
is caused bseparate *to.

. To 'enters variable ceiling, average thweadings
obtained during the ceiling"Abservation. Enter the

)average '(use. reportable values only) as tii6 ceiling
might in column 3: This average value is suffixed with
the letter "V" id indicate that the ceiling is variable;

. for example; M:15V BKN. Whenever you make a
variable ceiling entry in column 3, you must enter a
reit&rk for the tow-en and highest value of the ceiling
in _column 13, such as CIG 11V19. When considered
together; the entries M15V BKN and CIG 11V 19 make
a. cpltie deStription. of the ceiling layer.
'Variithle Sky Con-ditio% Variable sky co dition

:describes a sky condition Wench has varied_ b
reportable conditions (e.g., SCT to IiK N, BKN
etc.) during the a 'cRl of o sepyation (nor

5 min is co itioh is repo
whe a ayer ow 3,000 feet. Not

remarked when a Iler varies in amount fr

* 1



4/ 10 to 5/10 because both amounts qualify as a
scattered layer. Enter a remark for' those amounts that
vary between reportable values-5/ 10 td 6/ 10
(scattered to broken), or when the variability goes from
6/ 10 to 5/ 10 (broken to scattered).

Enter in column 13, at the,time of observation, a "V"
and the condition to whichit varies during the period
of obtervation. When necessary to distinguish between
column 3 entries, include the layer's height; i.e.0SKT V
BKN, BKNN_SCT,_ 18 OVC V BKN.

Breaks (BRKS). Report breaks or an area absent of
clouds in a layer, betow 1,000 feet..sehich covers 6/ 10
but tens than 10/ 10 of the sky. Enter BRKS in column
13, followed by directioq from station. Omit the
remark if the breaks are in all quadrants; i.e., BRKS§;'
BRKS OVR MMR.

The remark BRKS for a broken layer helow 1,000
feeyet vOry important to flight of remarkerations. This remark
discloses to the pilot the location bf this clear area in the
broken layer. When you Cow the iiiiiction from your
observation point to t, iddle marker tradio,
instrument used for la should report BRKS
OVR MMR when th is appropriate. The
middle marker is 4gnifi ,7".1", it is located off the
end of the runway, wh...V:77.4? t makes his landing
approach; therefore, if t in of the sky is free of
clouds, you should appe this remark to your
observation.)Check with your station chief to find out
the ex

L
location of the middle marker at your base in

relati,, o your point of observation.
Other Retharks. Other remarks describe a variety_ot

observed features. Perhaps you might observe that the
ceiling or sky condition at a distance from your station
appears to be different. If you can find evidence that
this is so, remark it in a fashion that tells exactly what
you see_ Here_are samples-of remarks you might use:

CIG LWR OVR CITYceiling lower over city.
CLD BASES OBSCG MTNS Wcloud bases

obscuring mountains to the _west,
LWR CLDS W APCHG STN lower clouds

west approaching station. 4e

Obscuring phenomena aloft. When obscuring
phenomena are aloft rather than surface-based, you
must report the height and sky cover symbol with the
type; For example; enter a scattered layer of smoke at
1,000 feet as KIO SCT (sky cover contraction from
column 3). To enter this remark in column 13, you need'
to have a corresponding height and y cove
contraction in column 3.

Surface-based obscuring phenomena,. henever
you report a sky condition that includes a partly
obscurid condition (-X), indicate in column 13 the
phenomena producing the obscuration. Indicate the
tenths of sky obscured following the obscuration
symbol, e.g.,. "F6." "S8," "FK3," etc. No entry is
required when the amount of obscuration is zero or ten
tenths. Enter direction of breaks or discontinuity in-an
obtchred sky (X): e.g., "THIg VNW," BRK IN FOG
TO SE." etc.

(. 82
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Significant clouds. The use of cloud remarks with an
observation usually produces a variety of opinions.
The following cloud remarks re usually considered
significant at any location. erefore, you should be
able to report them properly:,

C7bud Type

Towering cumulus

Cumulonimbus (no
thunderstorm is, being
reported)

Cumulon
(with o

A

S
clouds.

mamma
thunder)

:cagillan us

icular or rotor

Verticator inclined trails of
precilbirettim attached to
clouds but not reaching the
surface

Sample Remarks

TCU, distance (if known), and direc-
tion from station; i.e.; TCU NE; TCU
25 SW.
CB, distance from stati2n (if known.
based on radar or pilot report),
direction from_ station; _ankmave,
ment (if knoWit). i.e., c411,A1-6 MOVG
NE, CB oy-sp
Same 4-411144140iniblii; except use
C_BM_AM,_ 1"1:ei; CBMAM IOW
MOVG -SE.-
ACCAS and direction from station;
i.e.. ACCAS SE.
Description and -direction from
station. i.e, ACSL _ SW-W. A P RNT
ROTOR CLDS 5.* CCSL OVR
MTNS S.
VIRGA and direction from station;
i.e.. VIRGA NW.

Exercises (208):

For each of the following figures and corresponding
descriplions,--classify sky cover amounts into layers,
assign reportable heights; select the celing layer; record
special remarks, and encode the appropriate cloud
code group.
1. 3/ 10 CU of little vertical development. It took a

30-gram balloon I minute and 10 seconds (820') to
enter the layer.
4/ 10 SC, not from cumulus, with a variable reading
on the RBC going from 1;200' to 1,300' to 1;200' to
1,400':
a. Ceiling and sky cover.
b. Remarks.

4t. c. Cloud code group

Figur

25 e 9 8

1-15. Skx cover illustration (objective 2.08. exercise 1

2. 4/ 10 Stratus fractus (3/ 10 transparent) is present at
an estimated height of 300'.
10/ 10 NS, at a height of 650' as determined by the
RBC 10 minutes ago.
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Some precipitation is occurring to the west of the
station, but it is not reaching the ground:
a. Ceiling and sky cover
b. Remarks:
c. Cloud code group:

.
invading the sky reported by aircraft to be 1',000

.above the surface:
2/ t CC at an estimated height pf 22A0Q
a. Ceiling and sky cover
b. Remarks:
c. .Cloud code group: t

23119

Figure 1-16. Sky cover illustration (objective 208; exercise 2):

3. 2/ 10 Stratus fractus of bad weather, at a mea-
sured height of 150'.
4/ 10 CBMAIVI, moving towards the southeast at

g an estimated height of 1,750'.
2/10 CU, of great vertical extent, at an, aircraft
height of 2,400' above the surface.
2/10 AC from cumului, at an estimated Pight of
19,000'.
2/ 10 CI, the remains of the upper part of a CB, ata
height of 42,500' _as determined by a radar Rfila
scope:

,4 a. Ceiling and sirjrcover.
b. Remarks
c. Cloud code group:

23.701

figure 1-18. Sky cover illustration (objective 208, exercise 4).

5. 3/10 CB, with anvil shaped top, at a heig
1,750.
2/10 AC in the shape of an almond and havin no
apparent,inotionat a height of 17.500':
a.. Ceiling and, skicover

tmarkt-
Cloud code group.

Figure 1-17. Sky cover Mustratioa (objective 208, exercise 3).

,ous

4 -16
4: 1/10 Ctittilu.S- frac& 51:Nr.

1/ 10 TCU, east at 1,400".
2/ 10; AC from cum:intim at an estimated 6,500'.
2/ 10 AS,-,santransparent and having a base at an
estimated height of 9,500: is:
2/10 ACCAS at an estimated o C1490'.
1/ 10 I, in hooks and strands, not progressively'

24

11)
Figure 1 -19. Sky over illuitration (oiectivedibIL ercisi 51.

33-703

6. 6/10 ST at 240' determined by the known height of
a radio tower la mile to the south. The layer has
varied from 6/ 10 to 5/10 during the perioakcf

\ observation.
3/10 AS , semitransparent; at an estimated heig
of 7,000':
a; Ceiling and sky cover
h. Remarks-
c. Cloud code'group-

93



23.703

Figure U.20. Sky cover illustration (objective 206 exercise 6).

7. 5/10 Smoke (3/10 transparent) at 1;000' from
the RBC.
1/10 Ce; of little vertical.developMent as deter-

tnlined from the conveatve cloud height diagram
(refer to fig. 1-14). riewpoint = 52°, temperature=
65°:
a.. Ceiling and sky cover
b. Remarki:
c. Cloud code group:

Figure 1-21. Sky cover illustration (objective 201e exercise 7).

A6- 8. 6/ 10 ST at an estimated height of 7Q0'.. There are
.7PIr' some small break in the layer northeast of the
- -station.

. 3/10 AS all transpatent, ar an estimated, heigtZ
of 7,000':
a. Ceiling arid sky cover:
b. Remarlcs:
c. Cloud code group.

X
25.703

Figure 1-22. Sky cover illustration (objective 208, exercise 8).

9. 10/ 10 ST deterMined by a 3C4ra ceiling balloon
at a height of dl Xo00;. There is a s all bredic in the
layer to the northwest through w ich some cltluds
are visible at an estimated height of 3-.500':
a. Ceiling and sky cover.
b. Remarks
c. Cloud code group:

23.704

Figure 1-23. Sky cover illustration (objective 208, exercise 9).

10. 6/10 AC, semitransparent and not cliii43ingat an
estimated height of 13,000'.
10/ 10_CS can be seen through the are betwe
the AC elements. The base of the CS is estimat
at a height of 46,000'. There are 'small -breaks
overhead:
a. Ceiling and sky cover:
b. Remarks.
c: Clotid code group.

X
23.707

6
Figure 1' -24. Sky cover illustration (objective 208. exercise 10).r .

1-7. Cloud Height Measuring Equipment
Observation of all weather elements, in some way,

involves a measuring device. The primary cloud height
measuring get used in..1AWS. is the AN/ GMQ-13.

299; State the normal baseline; thk requirements for
operation, t e turn-on procedures; the calibration
procedures, nd the limitations of the-rotating beam
ceilometer.

Cloud Height Set (AN/GMQ-13). The AN/GMQ-
13 is/often called the rotating beam ceilometer (RBC)

25
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15"
because the projected light beam rotates through its
measuring arc. The RBC offers several advantages.
First, a rapid measuring sweep (every other sweep is a
measuring sweep) provides a measurement approxi-
mately every 6 spconds. Sq/conci, it- provides measure-
menti of clouds during all periods of operation, day
Or night. d; a dual Light system allows height
tneasurethe even though one light. burns out.

.Founth; th it length _allows height _measure-
mehti bet a range of 50 to 4 i060 fEet with a
reasonable de L ree otaccuracy.

The len of tit baseline determines the maximum
height t at CloUd can be considered measured with
occur= y for observational purposes. Shorterting the
baseline to less than 400 feet, Most widely used base-
line' in AWS, decreases the maximum height of
accurate measurements: Increasing the baseline
increases the maximum height but other limiting
factors', may arse._ They include light beam cut off by
low hanging fraggiefitciattettuAlion of the light beam
intensity by fog IR" other obstructions:to vision, and
diffusion of the light bearn by water droplets.;

Period of operation._ The presence of low clouds or
fog gOVernt the period of RBC operation; The RBC
should -be turned on whenever one..af the folloWing
conditions exists at your station:

a. When clOudsv,are present within the height
measuring capability of the set or fog is present.

b. When either of thiabove conditions is forecast
or expected to be present within 3 hours.

4., When a local need exists.

When none of these conditions exists or is not ex-
peved to occur within 3 hours, you may keep the
RBC in Manny. To obtain height readings from the
RBC you musi\be able to adjust the sweep, read the
scales; and intekiret the scope.

Adjusting the Sweep:-Figure 1-25 showsthe cdntrols
used to adjust the sweep.. After you turn on the
POWER and Z MODULATION toggle switches;
begin the Sweep adjustment by turning the BRIGHT -2,C,
NESS control clockwise until the sweep appears oti
the scope Use the HORIZ CENTER control to make
the sweep run along the vertical centerline of the

Figure 1-25. GMO-13 ini3OtOr controls.

26 9
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scale; and adjust _the _FOCUS to obtain the' sharpest
beamadryde the CALIBRATE switch in each position
and just as follows:

Position nurrbei5- Sweep should appear at 0°.
Adjust with the SWEEP LENGTH control. ,

Position number 4. Sweep thoiild appear at 90°.
Adjust with the SWEEP LENGTH control.

, Position number?. SAkewshould appear at 45° .

Adjust With the VERT CENTER control. :
.Position number 2. Sweep flathet in each of

the rectangles on the scale (18 ° _matkert). If tidt, read-
Ritt the other calibration_settings. After these adjust-
ments-, place the CALIBRATE switch in position
number I, The sweep should trace the pro-per. length
(0° to 90° ). Adjust the HORIZ GAIN- cons-of-until
about 1/8 inch _of !oise (tikeep, width) ittpresent.
During sweep adjustment._ the PROJECTOR switch
hat been OFF:When yOu turn,iton you may find the
projector and indicator-are not synchronized.

The indicator uses a pulse that th-ciiiit when the
indicator sweep is synchonized with the projett r. Thet
"SYNC" pulse appears as a short step that is di placed
to the right of the sweep path. The SYNC pulse should
appear at the bottom 2° of the sweep. This step is
commonly called the ZERO STEP; and occurs every
fourth sweep. If the SYNC puke appears anywhere
else, push the SYNC button momentarily. The indi-
Cator sweep will come to rest at 0° until it be-comes
synch'ronized with the projector. During the 0° rest
time the SYNC lamp is lit. When synchronization is
achieved. the indicator sweep automatically begins its
cycle and the sync tamp goes out:

Exercises (209):
I. What is the normal baseline for the RBC?

2. What are the three conditions which require the
RBC to be, turned on?

3: The calibration switch haS fiVe positions. What
- occurs at each of the positions? How do you Make

the necessary adjustments'? '0

4. State the turn-on procedures:

5. What position should the calibration switch be in,
for normal operation?

6. What is the purpose of the SYNC button?

I:
7. What'Is the main 'Irrigation of the RBC?

8. How often doet the ZERO STEP occur?

9. H ow often can a Measurement be obtained from
the RBC?

210. FroM siMillated RBC s ope indications: deter= .
mine the height of the bliSe(i of the clotkil(s) and/or
vertical visibility;

--Scale Overlay (400 Feet Baieline). To accurately
read the indicator scale on the cathode-ray tube
(CRT)_ you must keep one caution in mind._ The
measured height changes' rapidly as she elevation
angle approaches 90°. In other words, a small,change:
in the elevation angle indicates a large change in
measured height. With a baseline of 400 feet,height
indications registered on the sCale. above 76° eleva-
tion angle. must be carefully observed to avoid 'ails:
reading the scale by one or more repbrtable values.
(see table 1*--5)., " -

Scope Interpretation; Interpretation of the patterns
on the overlay of the scope_ requries experience more
than anything-,else. As an aid,- a few typical patterns are
illustrated in figure I-26. These illustrations present only
generalized_ pictures and ;do not portray the many

-variations that can occur. A brief discussion of details
A through F of figure 1-26 follows

d. Details A. 13: and Fare single-cloud indications
As tbe projeCtor beaM Shines on the cloud directly over
the detector the scone trace widens. The base of the
cloud is at:the base of the widest part of the scope trace.
Detail A_ shows in abrupt deflection that places the
base at 60° and 700.feet. Tht trace in detail"Wwidens
less abruptly.with the widest point at 62° and 7% feet:
These two details show clouds whose bases are well .
defined, such at_ c4mulus clouds: Detail F show _`a
diffuse or less defined cloud base, such as -the base, of
a status cloud: The scope depicts -the baseat .75° and .

1.500feet. . .

b. -Detaif,C apparently presents two ctoudlayers at
46° and 155° ._'. When multiple layers appea'r on the
scope. you should verify their existence an outside
visual obseriatiori, if possible: Do this to avoid
reporting a noise Signal as a cloud layer:
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_ c. Detail D debts a low ceiling accompanied by
fog at the surface. The fog causes the wide trace at the

. surface. The base of the cloud is indicated at the widest
part of the bulge or abotit 100 feet:

d. Detail E shows two features. Reflection of the
light by falli-ng snow causes a wide trace at the surface.
However;_'enough of the' projected light reaches
through, the snow to strike: the clOud base at _60°.
Frequently, precipitation or dense surface fog reduces
the amount of projected light received-at the phititocell
so that only the tapered portion of the trace appears;
such as shown in Aetitil E from the surface to 400 feet.
A tapered trace should help in estimating the vertical
visibility into the phenomenon.

e: Another .feature in details. A, B, and needs to
be mentioned. Notice the bulging trace in detail A at

about 20c% again in detail B at 10° and 20°, and, also
in detail Cat 15°. These depict noise signals that are
generated either within the set or from external radio
or light sources. Noise signals are often characterized
by their random_ patterns; that is, they do not appear"
as a fixed signal from scan to scan. Also,- a signal
appearing between measuring scans; when 'no signal
information is being presented, gives a further indica-
Lion that you are receiving noise. High-intensity
flasher interference does cause regularly spaced signal
reactions about 15° apart on the indicator scope.
Noise signals' also show narrow, sharp deflections as
well as the gradual bulges shown in the illustrations.
Although you cannot eliminate noise signals, you can
reduce_ their effect upon the scope trace by turning
the HORIZ GAIN control to a lower setting.

TABLE 1=5
HEIGHT VALUES FOR THE RBC WITH A 403-FOOT BASELINE

ANGLE

-,..REPORT ,ACTUAL
VALUE VALUE ANGLE

REPORT
VALUE

ACTUAL

VALUE ANGLE

REPORT
VALUE

ACTUAL

' VALUE

5 35 33 260 62 752
6 0 42 34 270 . 63 800 785
77 h9 35 . 280 64 020

56. 6536= 300 291. 858
9 63 37 301 66 900 898's"

10 71 38 313 67 ) 942
11 78 39 324 68 990
12 85 . 50 336 69 1000 1042
13 100 92 41 4 358 70 1100 1099- ',

14 100 , 142 3 71;, 1162
15 107 ,_ 43 373 - 4.

.73`" oo 130816 115 145 386
17 122 49 400 400 74 00 1395/
18 130 46 414 4 75 .1500 1593
19 138 41 -= 429 76 1600 1604
20 -146 48 VaL ' 77 1700 1733
21 194 49-

,
'460 78 190o 1882

22 162 50' 477 , 79 2100 2058 -

23 170 51 494 80 2300 2269
24 178 52 512 81 25.0 2526
25 187 ' 53 . 0 531 82 2::: 2846
26 200 195 54 551 83 3300 3258
27 204 55 666 571 84 3800 3806i
28 213 56 593 85 4600 4572
29 222' 57 616 86 5500 5720
30 231 58 6.40
31 240 59 666
32' 25o 60 700 '-'693 *.,

61 722

\;,
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Exorcism (210): 2. Figure 1-28:
For each of the following figures; determine the angle a. Angle
and height of the base of the cloud(s) and vertical b.' Reportable height
visibility. Use table 1-5 to determine the reportable
value.
1. Figure 1-27:

a. Angle
b. Reportable height

7

240 0
2000
1600

1200

1000
900
800

1200'

1000
900
SOO

700

600

Figure 1-27. RBC cloud height indication
(objective 210; exercise I).

3Q99

Figure 1-28. RBC cloud height indication
(objective 210. exercise 2).



. 3: Figure 1-29: 4. Figure 1-30:
a., Angle ,a. Angle
b. Retiortable fieight b. Reportable height

MM.IMe

=la

.!

90

80

70

2000
1600

80

50

40

30

20

I0

1200

4000
900
800
700

600

500

400

3,00

200

100

suirmoir '00
55-710

Figure 1-29. RBC cloud height indication
(objective 210. exercise 3).

1000
900
800
700,

Figure 1-30: RBC cloud height indication
(objectie 210. exercise 4).
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L State when *ceiling light can be used to determine

ceiling beightL'and list the six step in determining
these heights with a clinometer (ML-119).

Ceiling Light_ Projector (ML421). Some AWS'
units_ have a ceiling light. A ceiling light is a fixed
installation consisting of a powerful incandescent
lamp with a reflector system and focusing arrange-
ment housed in a weatherproof drum; It projects a
concentrated beam_ of light vertically upon the cloud
base (or into a surface-based obscuring phenomena)
so that a weather specialist; located at -a measured
distance from the __projector and sighting with a
clinometer (ML-119), can determine the cloud height
from the angle of inclination indicated by the clinom-
eter (fig; 1-31). The ceiling light can be used- to
determine nighttime sky cover heights and vertical
visibility. In order for_ you to determine a cloud height
with the ceiling light; cloud(s) musthe directly over the
projector beam; When clouds are scattered; or where
clearing exists, especially over the observation site,
eye estimation must be made.

a

PROJECTOR

/
CRASS
WIRES

SIGHTING
TUBE PEEP

SIGHT

THUMBSCREW

QUADRANT PLATE

QUADRANT-PLATE
COVER

PSNDANT CLUTCH--
05E11111LT

PENDANT

CLINOMETER
2 3.712

Figure 1-31. Ceiling light projector and clinometer.

32

Clinometer (ML-119). The clinometer is a lenseless
sighting tube with crossed wires at its larger end and a
quadrant _plate assembly which is _graduated in I°
interVals froni 0° to 90° (see fig. 1-31). To determine
the cloud height from the clinometer use the following
procedures:

a. Loosen the pendant clutch_on the quadrant plate
to-allow the pendant to swing freely. ;

b. Sight through the clinometer and center- the
intersection of the cross-hair upon the brightest
portion of the liglit beam spiit on the cloud base. When
the- sky is completely obscured bra surface-based
laYer; sight on the upper limit of the light beam
penetration;

c. When the pendant has come to rest, hick it in
position without moving the clinometer.

Read the indicated angle to the nearest whole
degree and release the pendant clutch.

e. Repeat steps a tough d three times and deter-
mine an average angular reading.

f Refer to a prepared table applicable to the
baseline used for the equivalent height v e'of this
average reading.

Exercises (211):
I. When _can a ceiling light be used to determine ceil-

ing, heights?

2. List the six steps used in determining cloud heights
with a clinometer (ML-119)?

.1

222. Given simulated data indicate the entries per
sky condition using the meter code.

Sky Condition (Column 3, AWS Form 143). Enter
each surfaced based observatio and/or each obscur-
ing phenomena ;aloft as a group
(N,CCh.h,lis) in ascending order. No entry is made
when sky is clear.

Amount (Ni); For each individual ;Jaye:, enter
amounts to the nearest eighth(exceptenter "9", for a
totally obscured sky). Estimate- the amount of each
layer without consideration of other layers;

Enter traces of clon4s as one-eighth and overcast
a

with breaks as-seven-eighths.
When two or more tynes of phenomena occur with

bases at the same level; the amount entered will refer' .

to the total of all types at that level except when'
cu uloninibus it one of the clouds and it does not
reesent the greatest amount.

fli



Type (Cc.). Enter type of tibSctitinglihencirrieria or
cloud using the appropriate two fetter abbreviation
from table 1 -6.

When two or more types of ph:Chomana occur with
bases at the same level enter the type that represents
the greatest amount or if equal amounts enter type
considered more significant.

When cumuloninibus typO ciciuds are observed at
the same level as other cloud types and do not r6pre-

I:,

,

sent the, greatest amount enter each type in separate
cloud grOups (e.g. 3/8 Clouds observed at 3.000 feet
consisting of 1/8 cumulonimbus and 2/8- cuthulus,
enter 3 CB 030 2 Cu 0:3o.)

might
_ (h.10,). Enter height of layer (vertical

visibility for obscured condition) using code figures
from table 1-7. Enter / / / for partially obscured
conditirs.

TABLE 1-6
METAR CLOUD AND pBSCURING PHENOMENA TYPES

JAM 1-4 _mETAR-CleUd and Obscuring Phenomena Types
.

,

i. Clouds Abbreviations

'Altocumulus . ..__. -
,, AC

Altocumulus castellapils . . . . . . * _ACCAS
Altocumulus tstanding lenticular) = ACSL
Altostratus AS .1
Cirrocumulus. - . . . . . . . . ....... . . . . . . . CC
Cirrocumulus "(Standing lenticular)- CCSL '4
CirrostratuS: -.-,.

. CS
Cirrus CI
Cumulonimbus- CB___
Cumulonlinbus Mamma (Mammatocumulus)
Cumulus , :- -. CU
Cumulus Fractus CUFRA
Nimbostratus NS
Stratocumulus ; .' . . . : . SC-___
StratocumUlus (standing lentidUlar)_ _ _

-. SCSL
Stratus .

-
0- -:J- ST,

Stratus ,Fractus - STFRA
Towering Cumulus TCU

.-

Obscuring Phenomena _
.

,:.

'Precipitation:
.

. . ;4 .i DZ
GR

. --. . .... . . lc
PESH) . ,,,..---- . -PE4

.-4 itik
_ _ _s _ _ _

SW
: SG

,

,.,

SN
FG

_ _ ,_ _ _ _ 10.

or sand SA
FU

Drittle (including Fzpz) .

Hail
...

-,

Ice crystals. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ice-Pellets and Snow Pellets_ including
Rain (including RASH and FZRA) . . It

-Shot4 (inclUding SNSH)
tSnow Grains

Hydrometeors other than Precipitatibn:

BlowingLEnow. . , . ., , . ._._,_-_ 1

Fog (including BR; BCFG; and FZFG)

Lithometeors: 411.
I

Haze Or Dust- _ _

Sandstorm; duststorm; Or blOWing dust
Smoke -:

NOTE': This-table sts the two-letter_abbreviations used to report type -of
phenomena in'sky co itions; In additiOn it lists the-..abbreviationsused
to report cloddA and obscuring phenomena in Remarks of an observation;and obscuring
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TABLE 1-7
METAR REPORTABLE VALUES FOR LAYER HEIGHTS (h,h,11.)

COde -Feet Met- Code Feet Meters Code Feet

000 0-50. 0-15 030 3,000 900 100 10,000
001 1100 30 031 3,100 930 110 11,006
-002 200 60 032 3;200 960 120 12;000
003 , '300 90 033 3,300 990 130 13,000
004

.
400 120 034 34400 1,020 140 1 ,000

005 500 150 035 ' 3,500 1,050 150 15,000
006 600 180 036 3;600 1;080 160 16,000
007 .\_\700 210 037 '3,700 1,110 170 17,000
008 240. 038 3,800 1,140 180 18,000
009 900 270 039, 3;900 1,170 190 19,000

010 1,000 300' 040 4,0007 1,200 200 20,000 .

011 1,100 L 330 041 4,3410. 1,23a 210 11,000
01Z 1,200 360 042 4,200 1;260 220 22,000
013'4 1,300 390 043 4000 1,290 230 7 3,000
014 1,400 . 420 044 4,400 1,320 240

7
24,000

/
'015 1,500 4'50 045 4,500 1,10 250 / 25,000 *
016 1,600 4a0, 046 ,4,600 1,780 260 26,000
017 1,700 4ff0 047 4;700 1;410 270 27,000
018 1,800 540 048 ,4,800 1,440 280 28,000
019 1,900 570 049 4,900 1;470 290 29,000'

0 _2,600 600 050 5,000 1; 300 30,000
021 **-2;100 630 055 5,500 1,650 310 i 31,000
022 2,200- 660 060 6,000 1,80 320 32,000
023 2,300 t 690 065 6,500 330 33,000
024 2,400' 720 070 7,000 2,100 340 34,000

025 2;500;7 750 075 7,500. 2,S0 350 35,000
026 2,600' 780 080 8,000 2,400 etc; _etc;
027 2,7002 810 - 085 8;500 2,550 990 99,000
028 2,800 840 090 -9,000_ 2,700 999 100,000
029 ' 2,900 870 095 9;500 2,850 or more

0

01.

%-

Meters

3,000
3,300
3,600
3,900
4,200

5,100
5,400
5,700

6,000
6;300
6,600
6,900
7,200

7,500
7,800
8,100
8,400
8,700

9,000
9,3Q0
9,600
9,900

10,200

10,
_etc;
29,700
30,000
or more



Exercia46 (212):
-Indicate the entries for sky condition in metar code for
he following illustrations.
I. Figure 1-32.

A.
011/480iTRATUS AT A MIASUMIED $700

73-713

Figure 1-32. Sky cover illustration (objective 212. exercise I).

2. Figure 1-33.

2/8 AllOCURIULUS tIMATID 8300
1/8 C1811U8 !STIPA* D 111.000

11

23.714 4.:-

Figure 1-33. Sky cover illustration (Ogjective.312. exercise 2).
,,.t.

- 3. Figure I-34.'

2/8 1.00
11/11 STRATUS MEASURRD 11130 PT

23.113'

Figure 1 -34. Sky cover illustration (objective 212. exercise 3).

1-11pAsibility
ViSibility, as well as ceiling height, aids in decisions

involving air traffic control. For this _reason, the
observation of visibility must be timely; accurate; and
representative. There are four types of visibility that
you must consider: (I) prevailing. (2) sector, (3)
differing level. and,(4) runway visual range.

213. Given descriptions of -visibility markers,
distinguish between those most suitable for day use
kW those most suitable for night use.

qH

Vilibility Markers. Suitable objects must be used in
determining visibility. In order for visibilit observa-
tions to be representative; you must sele visibility.
markers which meet certain criteria.

Daytime markers. The most suitable useable
daytime markers are prominent dark col red objects
which can be observed in silhouette against a light
colored background; preferably the horizon sky.

Marker size. An object should subtend an angle of
not less than 0.3° above the horizon, as viewed frUm
the paint of observation.__

Nighttime mark401. The most desirable night -
visibility markers\are unfocused light of mnderate
intensity. The red or green lights of airway beacons'
and TV or radio tower obstruction lights may_ be used.
Because of their intensity,_ focused lights of airway

peacons should not be used; however, their brilliance
may serve as an aid in estimating whether the visibility
is greater or less than the distance to the light source.-

Exercise (213):
I. From Vie following list of visibility markers. indi-

cate those best suitable for night' markers by an N
or day markers by D.

a. A red light marker n a rge building.

b. A dark brow ouSe,

c A line of trees.

d. A beaccon light on an Air Force bas.r:

e. A whitesfarm house and barn.

f. Smoke stack of a manufacturing plant

g. Red light on top of a TV tower.

h. A church steeple.

35 29
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214. State the requirement r reporting sector and
adiffering level visibility; given drawings and

descriptions, determine correct entries and remarks
for reporting visibility.

a,

Prevailing Visibility. Prevailing visibipty is the
greatest distance that known objects can be seen:and
identified throughout half or -more of the Korizon

'circle that surrounds the station. To aid you _in

determi)ning, the prevailing visibility. observing

TABLE

stations maintain a visibility chart, or list, that identi-
fies objects suitable for visual sightings._Sizeand.colOr
are used to determine which objects-Will be selectee-7

Unfortunately, objects that rpeet these requirements
are not always present in every direction. When this
happens, the station__ uses all available or,it.s.

However: if your,station is such that your view of por-
tions of the horizon are obstructed by trees; buildings;
etc,.. you can. use control tower values of -prevailing ;,

visibility as a_ guide in determining your pre-railing
visibility. For example: the presence of a surface-based

1-8

REPORTABLE VISIBILITY VALUES (MILES)

Itcrem nts tif Se ration (Miles)
.=.

1/16. 1/8

0- 3/8 1 1/4 3, 10 15

1/16 1/2 ) 3/8 2 i/4 1 11 20

1/8% 5/8 1 1/2 2 1/2 5 12 25

3/16 .3/4 1 5/8 2 3/4 6 13 30

1/4 7/8 1,3/4 3 7 14 35

5/1 1 7/8 8 15 40

3/8 1 1/8 2 9
.

etc.

106.
-*

NOTES: 1. FrevailingwisibilitY'is reported in statute mdles at land
stations and in nautical miles_on naval ships and ocean=
station vessels. If the visibility is halfway betweet two
rOortable values enter the lower value.

2. When the prevailing_visibility' is estimate to be more
than the di:JUL:Ice of the farthest visibility marker-
ebtiMate tha-tVieibility to the nearest refortable:;iille.

3. If the prevailing visibility is less than 3 miles and
rapidly increases and degreases by one or more reportable
Values:Sliffir the average of all the -Obserted valpes

1'with a V (for variable) and enter the rq.nge of variability
in remarks.

prevailing visibility is Li_miles_or_less* and a
,; different prevalling_visibility_is reported from a loca-

tion other than the offioialobservitiot site enter this
differing visibility n rematks.--.

36 71-I ;77



obstruction to vision that is uniformly distributed to
heights above the levil of the control tower is sufficient
reason for evaluating your prevailing visibility as that
of the ,control tower'. If your station falls in this
category you must. valuate your preyailing

. Visibility; as soon as pracf cable, upon notification of a
differing control tower val e or of a reportaple change
at control tower level.

UM* and Remarks. Column 4 (A WS form 10) is
where you enter the prevailing visibility. It is entered in
statute miles; and you use the reportable values listed
in table I-4. The column 4 entry represents the prevail-:4
mg ground level visibility taken at the weather
speclist's natural height from as many established
observation points as necessary to view the entire
horizon. The only other entry in column 4' is made
where there is a variable visibility. In this case, the

letter "V" is affixed to the prevailing visibillty entry to
give an entry such as "11/4V," All oilier entries relating
to prevailing visibility go in column 13..

Variable Visibility. Nate 3 of table 143 outlines the
rule for reporting rapidly changing prevailing visibility
at obsemition time. When you take a visual sighting
on Markers Jess than 3. miles away and the Markers
seem to appear and disappear alternately indicating an
increasing and decreasing visibility, don't panic.
Decide whether the visibility varies by one or more
reportableivgies. At the same time note all of your
observed values, average them, and if your average is
less than_ a reportable value of 3 miles, report the
visibility as variable. This simply means that you place
the average value in column 4 and affix a "V" t on. This
average value, of course, reptesents-the Prevailing
visibility that is common throughout half or more of
thehorizon circle: 4 ,.

The contraction "VSBY" identifies column 13
remarks that pertain to visibility. The column 13
variable visibility remark explains the range of the
variable visibility. Remember that when visibility is
variable, the prevailing visibility entry in column 4 is
an average. Therefore, the column 13 remark defines

. the high and low visibility 'observed: A remark of
"VSBY I Vr_means the visibility is varying betWeen I
and 2 miles. The reportable visibility values from table
1-8 are used in column 13 remarks.

.. .

96

Figure 1-35. Sector visibility.

prevailing visibility: The greatest distance seen
throughout the western half of the circle is 4 miles; the
prevailing visibility. Imagine Ef' pilot's surprise if he
approaches the field from the east. The entire sector
from northeast to southeast has a 1/ 2-mile visibility.
This sector is significadt because of two criteria: First;
sector visibility istreported whcwhe sector visibility
differs from Ow prevailing visibility, and second, when

)the sector has a visibility of less than 3 _miles:
There is one shore point that you need to consider

'concerning- the significance sector visibility,
Suppose" the sector visibility dif ers from prevailing
visibility but is more than 3 mil (seefig: 1r37). Both
criteria fOr reporting sector visibil _y are not met, but
the difference is operationally significant. Operational
significance is a lettiniate reason for entering a
remark on a sector visibility; OtherwiseAwithe prevail-
ing visibility of 7 or more miles, no hint, an obstruc-
tion to vision is containermThe observi on. Suppose

,i

Sector ',Visfhility4.,Sectot.. visibility is actuay ra part
of deter*ning prevailing visibility, Siefor-Tvisibility
points otif\ a part of the horiion where the-visibility is
uniform. When observing visibility, divide the horizon.
circlerltesu.. a: few' Or as Many:- parts as you need; to
Separate:1 different sector_ iisibilities.1 Figure:.1-,35
illustrates i'hortzon that isdiVided into fOur unequal

-sectors. Each sector presents uniform visibility within
itself For example,' from north through:east y,oujcan
see- 7 miles, east_ through_south 8_milei, etc. These ..
two sectors together give the prevailing visibility of 7
miles. -The number of sectors you.need depends upon
the unifortnity of the harizon visibility. .. ,

Sector visibility sometimes requires an explanation
or remark. Refer to figure. 1-36 and "determine the

371

S

Figure, 1-36. Sector



there is a north-south active .runway in figure I-37. The
4=nile visibility in the north will go unnoticed unless
you make an operationally significant remark to alert
the pilot of the visibility in that sector. Therefore,
Whin a sector visibility_of 3 miles or more differs from
the _prevailing visibility, and you consider the
difference operationally significant, enter a 'sector
visibility remark.

When sector visibility reporting requirements are
met, the sector visibility` remarks are entered, iricolumn
11 Sector remarks define direction and the visibility in
the sector, such as VSBY E f Yi; as shown in figure 1-
36. Eight compass points are used to identify sector
direction: N, JE, S. SW, W, and NW. Inter!.
mediate directi NNE) can also be used if
necessary, although most directitins can be deicribed
bythe eight compass points. When more than one
sector needs reporting, list the sectors in a clockwise
direction:_

Differing Level Visibility (Note 4 Table 14). To
report differitit level visibility; the prevailing visibility
must . be 4 mile's' or less in dolumn 4 and a different
prevailing visibility, is reported from a location other
than the official observation site. This other location
is normally the control tower. Enter in column 13 the
location from which the observation Was made, the
contraction "VSBY;" and the visibility valuev i.e.,
TWR VSBY J. .

Exerdies (
)I. 0. Give the meaning of the term."prevailing visibiky:-

2. Under what conditions can you use control tower
values of prevailing 'visibility as a guide in deter=
mining the prevailing 'visibility for column 4?

3. When reporting ;ect
coMpass Points-a
direction? What

4. When /
taking a prevailini visibility observatiori,

you find the visibility varying from 5/ 8 to 1 -Ft to 3/4

visibility; how _ many
n many used to identity sector

are they?

S

Figure 1137. Sector visibility.

23:131

to I mile. What entries would you make in column it
and colunin 13 of AWS Form 10?

5. What are-the two requirements that must be met
to report sector visibility?

6.: your' prevailing visibility entry in column 4 is 4
miles. The tower informs you that they can see 2

t/is._miles. at remark, if any would 'you' make on
AWS Fo la and where would you enter it?

7. When re ng se or visibility and more t4ian one
sector 'needs t6, be reported; how are thelsec'fors
listed in column 13? '

8. .If sector visibility differs frprii-prevailing visibility;
ut is \mcrre than 3 miles can you report visibility
rcolurrirr 0 and if so; why ?'

9. Indicate the' appro
and sector visibility

riate entries for prevailing\
require4) from figure 1-38.

38
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23-716

Figure 1-38. Sector and prevailing vitirifity (objective 214. exercise 9).

I
215."Inditaite the annotations on the trasisW
misulmeter_recorder--thittt:Tarid' from a simulatki
transmissometer chart and using a conversion table
determine the rep-ortabie RVR.

Runway Visual Range (RVR); The fourth type-of
visibility you :mufti consider is runway visual range;
RVR is determined from:, the transmissometei-
(AN/GMQ-10) and the RVR computer (AN /-FMN7-1).
The transmissometer(s) are located alongside_ and
about 14 feet higher than the centerline of _the
runway() officially designated for -the- reporting of
RVR in' onglineiransmissions. Generally, speaking;
a "deii--- ted RVR runway" is any runway which has
bee- Strumented, with ia transmissometer. Along
with i the . transmissometer; the FMN-1_com_puter
provides you _with the maximum distance; in the
directioi of takeoff or landing, at which the runway;
or specified lights -or markers along, the runway, can
be seen' at _a :height corresponding to the average
tyt=i-evet, of the pilot at touchdown. -In order to

RVR,_VR,- you should be familiar _with
the operation of the transmissometer and the FM NI- I
computer.1

TrafitinliSometer (AN/GMQ10). The trans-
missometer operates on the principle of a beam of light
directed: at a light-sensitive photocell: This photocell
is Sensitive to the amount of light that it receives and;
therefore, registers any reduction in the amount of this

4. 34sht: An obstruction, such as- rain; fog, or haze
between the projector and detector reduces the
amount of light the photocell_ receives. Thepercentase
of reduction(transmissivity) is converted by tables
into linear visibility values:

Operation. The transmissometer(Ware operated
continuously. At lb* transmission readings, less than
15 percent; the transthissometer offers an expanded
scale feature. Place: the transmissometer range switch
in HIGH Whin transmissivity is Jess than IS
percent. -This action simply multiplies by five he value
indicated by the pen: A 10 percent value at LOW range
becomes, a_'50 percent _value_ in HIGH range. The
important point_ about HIGH mode is to divide the
indicated value by five before_con-vertingto a report-
able runway visibility. Changing the range switch to
HIGH mode 066 riot increase the sensitivity of the set.

39

gre

-:-=____
Thei-s me amount of projected and detected light
applie to either mode. Your chances for accurately
reading the -low scale values improve With the ex-
panded scale: ..

Thansmissometer recorder chart: The recorder chart
'roll provides a: permanent record of approach visi-
bility. -The -chart roll is graduated hdrizontally fcititittie
and vertically for transmissivity: A chart roll will last
for approxiMately 15 days. YOU must remember to
changeithe chart_ as necessary to prevent loss of data.
It is also important to reit-timber_ that the recorder
chart is driven by an ii-day clock; therefore; you should
check it on yoUriShift (6 insure that it iii wound and
running.- if the clock stops, the Chart-Will-hot move;
that causes the pen to overFiat4 one spot; and you
will Foie Important 'data. C !.! '" , - -

,Annotatton of itransmissometer recorder _Chart.
Each transmissometer recorder chart must display
the following'entries (fieq-39): - e

a. A time check and ate-time_group at the begin-
ning and ending -of eat chart roll.

b; A_ time check and date-time group at the actual
time of each 6-hourly observation.

c. A time check and date=tithe group at the begin-
ning and ending of maintenance shutdowns or other
periods of inoperation:

d. A time Check and date-time group when, you
are notifie4 of any aircraft occurring at or within the
vicinity ofour station:
: e. Wfren the chart time differs from the actual time
by more than 5 minutes, note the time of;- adjustment
and enter a new time check btt thechart..

f When the chart or any part of the chart is pro-
vided for special studies, an aircraft accident investiga-
tion, etc,- enter, Oilier identification as necessary;
es.; station name; runway number; and length of the
transmissometer baseline. 'r

Day and night conversion tables. In determining
RVR from the transmissometer you must be able to
select the appropriate time for-changing from day to
night values or vice versa. In general. the -(14 -ciithio=
skin table values (table 1-9) should be used in_ the

ieveniog until low intensity lights on or near the airfield
complex are clearly visible, and the night conversion
table values should be used in the iniirning until these
lights begin to fade:



TABLE-1-9
RVR TRANSMISSOMETER CONVERSTION TABLE EOR A 500 -kxyr BASELINE

NIGHT
-

DAY

RVR RVR ,

Mtrs (Ft) LS 5 LS 4 LS 3 'Other Mtrs (Ft) LS 5 LS 4 LS 3 Other

M0300 1000- 'M0300 1000-
.001 .003 .007 .016 , -- .039 .095 .260 .20D

0300 1000 0300 1000
1 .005 :010 .022 .037 --- ---T-6.084 .175 "268 .268

,

0360 1200
.. 0360 1200

.013 .024 .044 .065 .140 .261 .328 .328
0420 1400 0420 1400

0490 1600
.02 .043 .074 .098

,
4°-- .201

0490 1600
.343 .380 .380

-i- .042 .067 4.108 .134 .261, .419 .426 .426
0550 1800. 055-0 1800

.062 .095 .145 .171 _ .319 .466 .466 .466
0610 2000 - 0610 2000 1

.085 .124 .183 .201 .373 .501 .501 .501
0670 2200

\
/ 0670 2200

-.109 .155 .220 .242 iiit .422 .532 .532 .532
0730 2400 0730 2400

.135 .186 .257 .276 .468 .560 .560 .560
0790 2600 0790 2600

.161 .217 .292 .308 .509 .584 .584 .584
0850 2800 , 0850 2800

.187 .247 .326 .338 .547 .606 .606 .606
0910 3000 0910 3000

.213 .276 .358 .366 .581 .626 .626 .626
0970 3200 0970 3200 4

.239 305...389 .393 1612 .644 '.644 .644
1030 3400 1030 3400

:263 .331 .417 .418 .640 .661 .661 .661
1100 3600 ,1100 3600

.287 .357 .444 .444 .665' .676 .476 .676
1160 3800 0 1160 3800

.310 .382 .469 .4690 .689 .689 .689 .689
1220 4000 1220 4000

.349 .422' .509 .5090 .711 .711 .711 .711
1370 4500 1370 4500

.399 .473 .560 .5600 .737 .737 .737 .737
1520 5000 ' 1520 5000

.444 .517 .603 .6030 .759 .759 .759 .75g
1670 5500 1670 5500

.484 .557 .640 .6400 -- .777 .777 .777 .777
1830 6000 1830 6000

.520 .591 .672 .6720 .793 .793 .793 .793
P1830 60004 P1930 6000+

NOTES:
1. This table is used at locations where airfield minima are published
in feet;

2. Before entering this table with transmissivity value:

a. Subtract background illumination.

10.
b. Divide by five if value was obtained while in BIGH. mode.

Use column labeled "Other" when runway lights are inoperative
,
or other-

wills not available (also; see paragraph 6.2.4e).

4. Values identified by "0" -were adjusted to accomplish necessary
compatibility between respective equations.

U)



Figure 1-39..liansrnimornrier chart strip showing annodlions.
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Exercises (215):
1. When do you place the transmissometer switch in

HIGH mode?

a: Time check at beginning:of chart roll. Indicate
RVR for day, LS-5.

'b. Time check at 6 hourly observation. Indicate
RVR for day; LS-5.Why is it important to remember to perform a

mathematical function to your transmissivtty
reading when the set is operating in HIGH mode?

c. Aircraft Mishap occurs at 0515: Indicate RVR
for day, LS=5.

3. Annotate the transmissometer chart in figure 1-40
with the appropriate entries for the 1-011f:iv/Mg . d. Time check at end of chart roll. Indicate RVRinformation: for day, LS-5.
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_j_....i!ttitt 1-40. Transmissorneter chart strip (objective 215, exercis-e 3).
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What is the. RVItitt point A in figure 1-40 if the
. triinsmissometeii 1)° in HIGH mode and runway

light setting is'57.

216. Indlaite.thereqtdrements for the RVR computer
opertitfnisi 'hi frequency; cif.current _lity_ nipuf
Wirt,. the picieechure for .tales mental tickg and
checks;. how the readings are displayid; an
limitathuw:Of.the RVR computer.

_Runway \Vbnal Range Computer (AN/FIN -1).
The FMN-1\computer operates in conjunction with
tfirjrarainitsOmeter. The output pulses from the
trateimissometer receiver (which are proportional
to visibility) provide the input information for the
computer. The" computer does not replace, but
supplements, the uansmissometer by using the same
electrical data, subtracting background illumination,
and displaying the \resulting runway' visual range in

/0.2
hun4reds of feet. A current visibility valueis computed
every 51 seconds and ; is displayed on the primary
:indicator _(fig. 1-41).

Otieration. The co titer is turned orl whenever
the visibility is 2 miles o or is forecast to be .2
miles or less within 3 hours: mit5'15titurned off
if these conditions or a local does not exist;
Obtaining RVR from the computer _poses no observa-
tional problems. It makes an automatic background
check When first turned on. Manual _backgtoifrid
Checks can be taken._ wheneyer you-think it is neces-
sarybyptittini- the hickground-toggle switch to the
QN_msiperand releasing. The background light will
come o --and the set will make a new: background

fcheck. The computer stores and uses the last back-.
;ground check taken. If the active runway of visibility
sensing device is-;switched; you should take a new
background check for the new iiinway in use. How-
ever,-if you do,-rememher that the computed I minute
mean is unreliable for 3 4ninutes.

A change in runway light setting may aksrender the
current computerdeut value InvalialfhWomputer
is hookad up with the runway lights. When control

. tower personnel change the runway light setting the

+LIGHT INTENSITY DETECTOR

PRIMARY
INDICATOR

k

SECONDARY
INDICATOR

-- ---6_6 -c 6 6 6 =-6
o el 4

" .

....-....,-,...... ...,-
.. t.- ':7- '...IMP I

LIGHT SETTING
SWITCH

if BACKGROUND
CHECK

LIGHT SETTING LAMPS .11 1111,0,01

ALARM LAMPS

Figure 1-41. AN/ FMN-1 runway visual computer.
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computer automatically indicates the new light setting
on the light setting lamp (fig. 1-41). The computer_has
a light setting switch for day and night settings. This
swith idoemiot set the runwayUght intensity, it only
affects thebaMpqng function of the set; For example;
if contrtil tower personnel turn up the runway lights to
light setting 3 and it is daytime, the light setting lamp
above ES3 on the computer will illtutninate. You must
then position the light setting switch to ES3 on the day
scale whith will make the computer function identical
to the runway light setting. It will take approximately

1 mitlutt for the, new 1-minute readout psi appear in
thetViridows of the primary indicator. Tb insure that
a change in runway light setting is not Missed during
periods of low- visibility, many weather units have a
letter of agreement with the control tower personnel:
The letter states that when a change it made in the
runway light setting the control tower operator will

I call the weather station to verify that the computer
is on the same setting.'

41.
Exercises (216):
I. What are the requirements to have the trans-

missometer and computer turned on?

2. HOW often is a current visibility value computed
on the runway visual range computer?

3. Describe how a manual background check ca(be'
made.

4. Where is the current visibility value disp yed?

5. How !Ong does it take the computer to compute
and indicate a new reading when there is a light
setting change?"

217. ROM simulated FMN-1 primary indicator
reading, determine the RVR, indicate the entry to be
made In column 13; and the entry for local and long-
line tillrismisslon.

There are two categories of RVR stations: the
noncategory II station and category 11,station. There
is also criteria for the noncategory 11 stations that
report in miles and those that report in feet. For the
purpose of this discussion we will consider a non-

44

category II station where airfield minima are published
in feet; ff you are assigned to a category II station, or a
station that repdrts in miles, you 'should follow
reporting.pfocedures as outlined in

ObservatUnal Requirements. To effectively
observe and report RVR, youshould be aware of the
following factors:

The Ititation 61'111 RVR equipment on the
field and the relationship of RVR sensors and
readouts to the runway approaches.

The RVR category;rqinima for all RVR equipped
runways.

The active (in-ase) runway and current light
setting.

Touchdown RVR- is coded in- feet and ntered in
column 13 (as the first entry) when prevaili- visibility'
is I mile.or less_andfor RVR is 6,000feet est: Enter
touchdown RVR_(When data is available) in column 1r
in the following format:

a. Rnn(d)V1Wrik(Vi).
. R: Indicator for runway.

nn: Runway number.
(d):: - Runway number d 'gnaw ("R"

for right, `±1.."f or ft; and "C" for
ceriler)._ These designators afi
used only at stations-that have tWo
or more parallel runways.

VR: Indicator that visual range data
f- ollows.-

VrVr: The touchdown RVR in hundreds
of feet indicated on the digital dis-
play of the primary indicator.

(VS):' A symbol " +" to indicate a value
greater than the higheSt reportable
value (i.e. 6,000 feet). or "-" to
indicate a value below the lowest
feportable value (Le 1,000 feet).

b. RVRINO: Njndicates that data for the in-use
runway is required to be reporttl,
but is not available

c; Examples of noncategory II RVR reported in
feet:,
R15VR24
R I5VR60+

RI5VRIO-

Runway 15 RVR is 2,400 feet.
Runway 15 RVR is greater than
6,000 feet;
Runway 15 RVR is less than 1,000
feet.

Local and longline transmission o7 RVR reported
in feet. RVR is disseminated locally on the telewriter
eXattly as it is repotted in column 13 (i.e., RI5VR45).
For longline transinissionkmit RVR using the code
Ftscrn RVRVrVr(Vs). _For example, transmit R VR40
fcit an entry of R18VR40, and transmit RVRIOL for
an entry of R18VR10-.

Exercises (217):
From the following illustrations simulating FMN -I



primary indicator. readings and runway information,
give; the information required,
I. See figure 1-42:

a: Column 13 entry- ---
b. Telewriter transmission entry
c. Teletype transmission entry.

1

(INAISE RUNWAY 1315)

23-719

Figure 1-42. FMN-t indication (objective 217. exercise I).

figure _1-43:
a: Column 13 entry:
b. l'elewriter transmission entry:

C. Teletype transmission entry:

(IN-USE RUNWAY ftg91

23.720

Figure- -F.43: FHM-1 indicatio# (objective 217. exercise 2).

3. See figure- -1-44:
a: Column 13 entry.
b. Telewriter transmission entry:
c. Teletype transmission entry:

4 5

(IN -US! RUNWAY 415 a

23.721

Figure 1-44, FMN-1 indication (objective 217. exercise 3).
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4. See figure 1=45:

a. Column 13 entry-
b. Telewriter transmission entry
c. Teletype transmission entry.

4,0

(IN-USE RUNWAY #15)

25-722

Figuir 145. FMN -1 indication (objective 2L7: exercise 4).

5. See figure 1-46:
a. -Column 13 entry.

. b. Telewriter tra smission entry,
c. Teletype tran mission entry

(IN.USE RUNWAY/N1$)

25.723

Figure 1-46. FMN-I indication (objective 217. exercise 5).

218. From simulated data, write the entries for visi-
bility and R VR in metar reports.

The observational requirements for visibility are
the same as those for airways observations (see
Vbjective 217). The recording of the observation on
AWS Form 18a, however, is different from the record-
ing on AWS Form 10.

The observation is recorded in columns 4A, 48, 4C,
& 4D (AWS Form IC%) in the following manner:

Col 4k- Enter prevailing visibility in statute miles using report-
able values (table 1-10).

COI 4B - Enter prevailing visibility in meters using four digits
(VVVV) from table 1-10. -

Col 4e - Local dissemination. Enter value in feet.
Col 4D - Longline dissemination. Enter value 'n meters.

The value in 4B must always equat with value
in 4A.

I
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4411, TABLE 1-10
REPOR17MILE VISIBILITY VALUES (METERS AND MILES)

Statute
M-iles Meter*

Statute
Milos Meters

Nautical
Miles Meters

Nautical
killi Meters777

0 0000 4 6000 0.0 0p00 I.%. 3600

1/16 0100 5. -,. .. 8000 0.05 0100 ,00(
-1,

2.6 371040

11/8 0200 6 9000 0.1 0200 .2 4000

3/16- 0300 7 9999 0.15 03004 4

/2.5

4500

1/4 0400 9999 0.2 04-0"6
4

700

75/16 0500 9 9999 0.25 0500 2.6 800

3/8 0600 ID 9999 0.3 0600 2.7 5000

1/2 . 0800 11 9999 0.4 0700 3.0 6000

5/8 1000 12 9999 0.45 0800 4.0 7000

3/4 1200 13 9999 0.5 0900 4.3 8000

7/8 1400 14 9999 f-% 0.55 1000 5.41/ 9000

1 1600' 15 9999 0.6 1100 6.0 9999
....-

1 1/8 1800' 20 9999 Of) 1300 7 9999

A 1/4 2000 T (etc., in _9999 0.8 1500 8 99995 mile
1 3/8 2200 increments) (:.-0.9 1700 9 9999

1 1/1`- 4
2400 1.0 1800 10 9999

1 5/8 2600 1.1 2000. 11 9999

1 3/4 2800 1.2 1200 12 9999

,I 7/8 3000 1.3 2400 13 9999
/

2 3200 ,/ 1.4 2600 14 9949

2 1/4 3600
i

1.5 2800 15 9999

2 1/2 4000 1.6 3000 20 9999

3 4800 1.7 3?00 (etc., in 9999
5 mile

1.8 3400 increments)

it

NOTE: Stations reporting visibilities in nautical Tee will loyally
disseminate the value 0.05 as 'LESS THAN 0.1.!
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Eititiatt (218): 3. See figure '149:/Write the entries for visibility and &VII in metar Code a. Col 4A
for the following illustrations. b. Col 4B: i

1.. See figure 1-47: c 'Col 4C.
d. Col 4Da. Cl 4A:

b. C6I 4B:
c. Col 4

.d. COI 4D

RUNWAY 18

23.724

le 1-47:. Simulated
\
visibility.abd FMN-1 indication

(objective 218. exercise 1).

2. Seefigure 1-48:
a. COI 4A:
b: Col 4B:
c. Col 4C-
d. Col 4D:

23-723

Figure 1-49. Simulated visibiliiy and FMN-1 indicition
(objective 218. exercise 3).

RUNWAY 0.5

/04

6

23.726

4. See figure 1-50:
a. C-ol 4A:
b. Col 4B-
c. dol 4C
d. Col 4D.

RUNWAY 36

1

23.727

Figure 1-48. Simulated visibility and FMN- I indication Figure I-50. Simulated visibility and FMN I indielon
(objective 218. exercise 2). (objective 218. exercise 4).

MIR
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CHAPTER 2

(

Weather and Obstructions to Vision

TO THIS POINT; YOU have seen how pilots and
forecasters can use the sky condition and visibility
entriei to alike decisions. Weather and Obstructions
to vision entries on AWS Form 10 are hot only a con=
finuation of this discussion but are directly related
to sky condition and visibility. Theeer; visibility;
is determined by the type of weather or cibititieticin
to vision that is present. By knowing the type of
phenomenon that is restricting visibility; the forecaster
can make a betterprediction of the future visibility.
The pilot uses this mine information _to determine

impact; if any, the weather phenomenon will
have on his aircraft For instance; correctly reporting

a freezing precipitation it of _utmost con to the
pilot._ His aircraft could develop aercklyn Fob--
leMs from icing tieceause of thit weather phenomenon.
Vohune,1 of this course provided you _with the neces-
sary- knowledge of the meteorologicalprocesset that
prtiducia. weatha and obsons. to vision. This
chapter ditetistes more s i Uy the way to recog-
nize each wea ther phenomenon and the way to cor-
rectly encode it in your surface weather observation.

Stonn Phenomena _

Though the term "weather" is often died in a board
sense; in observingit reffn-specifically to atmospheric
phenomena that are the basis for entry_ in _inlutnn 5
of A WS -Fortat 10. This section will cover storm related
phcacintetut 'as tornadoes, funnel clouds, water-
spobis; and; thtapcl Corms:

219; Name tornsdie-activtty.flrom -distkragulshlitg sea=
tire* and from_simulated reports bullatte_the entries
-re-malted on AWS Form 10.

1,

. 1

ToTratittio, Funnel Cloud, and Waterspout; Torna-
does, funnel clouds, and waterspouts are weather
phenomena that occur in areas where intent-le plunder=
storm activity is possible. However; they_ may or may
not occur in conjunction with thunderstorms. In any
cue; they stem from the same cloud ford-1-0e -cumu-
lonimbus. This cloud (discussedin Chapter_1) spawns
the frontal and airmiss thunderstorms which are
usually characterized by thunder, lightning; strong
wind gusts; heavy rain showers, and sometimes hail.

Under certain conditions; the potent' y destructive
produced Within a cumulonimbus mass is re-

leased in the form of a whirling Vertex beneath the
cloud. Whin the whirling 'vortex does not reach the
ground, it is called aftinifel ckutk when the vortex;
with its losv_pressure and ttemendons windt, touches
the ground; it is called atorneteto. If tie_vortex detcendi
to the surface over water it is called a wineripout.

The distinguishing featint Of a tornado; funnel
cloud; or waterspout is a funittl4haped appendage
that haings from the base of the cloud. Sometimes
thinideratoriiii are in Progress at the trine the funnel
descends; and precipitation prevents easy detection
of the ..... el cloud or tornado. Depending on the

thepoint of observations funnel cloud
or to identification ranges front the obvious to
the. doubtful; For example, the ragged appearance of
cuanulus fractus clouds; that are frequently in the
area dieing thiiiidenitnriii_ activity; may suggest a
funnel - shaped appendage. Since these cloaid elements
usually change rapidly in rimy:snug* close obterva-
tion for a Short time usually resolves the question of
whether or not a fitfintl actually exists. Your judg-
men4 based on all available information, is the key
ingredient to _proper identification.

EtattW and Ratitarks for Weather (Column 5) To
report a tornado, funnel cloild, or waterspout as
present weather; the phenomenon must nOrinally be
(kenning at the station;_ at the time of observation.
To be considered occurring "at the station" the phi,
nomena must be visible from the observation sue. If
you observe a tornado; funnel cloud; or waterspout
enter the phehothetil in column Iwritten out is full;
i.e.; TORNADO, FUNNEL CLOUD, or WATER-
SPOUT.

Entries ha Rentartui for Weather (Column 13).
Significant remarks for storm phenomena provide
added inforiiiiition for the entries in column 5. Storm
phenomena present a constant_ threat to the public
as well as to flying operations. Your itinarki on tor-
nadic activity alert pilots to its location, the direction

'it is moving, and Othoi information that adds to the
basic remark. Though this it a diciiition of only sig-
nificant remarks to air traffic controllers, you are
encouraged to enter any remark that you think is
operational.

Tornadic activity to progress at the nation. When-
ever a tornado, funnel cloud; or waterspout unglued

48 I 1 tE'
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by station personnel enter; in column 13; the &scrip-
tion; distance in nautical miles (if kitown); location
with respect to the station or to a w`eil-known_point,
and direction of movement; i.e., TORNADO NE
MOVG N; FUNNEL .CLOUD 5SW OMA MOVG

INE. If the initial, special observation taken for the
beginning and/ or ending of tornadic activity was not
trap mittui on longline teletype; include the time of
beginning (B) and/ or ending (E) with the most recent
remark in the next transmitted obtervation; i.e.,
TORNADO 31335 W MOVG E, TORNADO E40
MOVDL NE; FUNNEL - CLOUD B16E19 NW
DSIPTED.

Tomodic activity reported by an outside source.
Tornadic activity reported by an outside source as
having occurred within the past past-hour and has
not been obSerVed at the station or keviously re-
ported, will be entered in column 13. EhEnter the source
(or UNCONFIRMED); description; location, direc-
tion of movement; _and_time (GMTL in hours and
minutes; i.e., STATE. POLICE TORNADO 15W
BLV MOVG NE 16)8, PILOT FUNNEL CLOUD
10S_OMA MOVNTIINKN 1630; UNCONFIRMED
TORNADO 15S'W BLV MOVG NE 1815.

Exercises (219)i
I. What is a whirling vortex that does 'not reach the

ground called?

2. What is a Whirling _vortex that descends to the sur-
face; over water; called?

3. What is a whirling vortex that touches the ground
called?

4. You receive a report from'a pilot that he has sighted
a funnel cloud at 1630Z, 25' nautical miles south:
west of your station (OFF); moving northeast.
Whitt entries; if any would you make in colunins 5
and 13 of AWS Form 10?,
a. Column 5

b. Column 13

2
5. At 1749/, you take a special observation for the

sighting, by you, of a tornado lit your station. The
tornado is west of your Mallon an-51 moving toward
the northeast: You record th/ observation and
transmit it by longlinc teletype. What entries, rl

any, would you make-in columns 5 and I i 01 AWS

Form, 10?
a. Column 5,
b. Column 13

6. You take a special observation for the appearance
of a funnel cloud. at your station. You sighted the
funnel cloud southwest oklour station at 1630Z;
recorded tit .observation, but did not transmit it'
longline. At 1635Z Vie funnel ClOutl was northeast
of your station and receded back into the base.of
the rnammatus cloud. You take a special observa-
tion for its 'ending and transmit it longline. What
entries; if any; would you make in columns 5 and
13 AWS Form 10?
a. Column 5
b. Column 13

220. State when a thunderstorm can be included in
the observation even though thunder isot heard; and
from simulated observational' data, write the appro-
priate colurnn 5 and 13 entries.

Thunderstorms. Thunderstorm ivity, though
not as serious as tornadoes, presents any hazards
to flight operations. For observing purposes; a thun-
derstorm is_present and occurring at the station when;

a. Thunder is first heard.
b: When hail is falling or lightning is observed in

the immediate vicinity of the airfield and the local
noise level prevents you from hearing the thunder...

Column 5 entry. Whenever a thunderstorm is in-
progress, a significant entry is _required in colt,
for intensity. You determine the intensity based o
the following characteristics observed within the pas
15 minutes:

a. Thunderstorm (T)--wind gusts less alp 50
knots and hail, if any, less than 3/4 inch in diameter.

h. 'Severe thunderstomi (T+)----wind gusts of 50
knots or greater; or ha il3/ 4 inch or eraser in douneter:

Citlionn 13 entries. rhe intensity 1' or I 13 41110
entered in column I 3 along with the loc:ition of each
.storm center (with respect to the station) to include
distance in nautical miles; it known, and the dnection
toward which the storm is moving (or moved), it
known, Some example, are
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In these examples, the thunderstor remark Without
the beginning time indicates That the special was not
transmitted by longline teletype (FIB1);_ therefore,..
it has to be sent in the next_ transmitted abserVation;
The rule for this is: When theinitial special obSerVa-
tiodtaken for the beginning and or erafingof-thunder
storm activity was no transmitted on longline teletype-.
include the time of beginning arid/ or endiiigor both:
with the mosrrteent remark the tteXt, transmitted
observation. When t ie thunderstorm ends (15 minutes
after 'the list occurrence of thithder; hail, or lightning)
enter'T or T+ and the direction the storm moved.
These are examples:

Special observation: MOVD E
Record observation: T B37E52 MOVD SE

______
The above remarks are typical examples of thunder-
storm ending' remarks. The first example 'shows_ a
severe thunderstorm _that- ended at-the time of the
transmitted special; no ending time was necet-ry,
The second example shows _a "thunderstorni_ of short
duration and the special! taken to begin and_end the
thunderstorms were not transmitted via Lanoline
teletype.

Llghtnirtir(LTG).'Liititnih_g,,thciughript considered
as weather, is associated with thunderstorms. There-,
fore, remarks about the frequency and type of light-
mho provide useful data to the air traffic controllers
and the forecaster.- Lightruntremarks are made with
or without the presence of audible thunder. When a
thtinderitorifi is presept, lightning remarks are placed
alter the associated thunderstorm remarks in columii
13. Each lightning remark should -Coritai--- the fri-=
iiiiive.v. Ewe, and direction frornthe static) irection
need not be reported when it is'ffie same_a. the thun-
derstorm with which it is associated+ The following
contractioi.. .ore used for lightning remarks:

iirquent v
( X -NI. Oa:anon.'
1421 1.requent

rrint
4'4'. -.4 loud- to cloud
I( low!

1 I i I lotul v444,1
( 'A I 'loud it I air

I hr 10116%iiirik cycamplc% ..11(,w how Ihrc oiniactions,
air ord .13 rennin k

7s11 1 11.11 W
11 1 1, N
I ()I I 11,1 W_NW 111 NI I I(.1 A I

Hall (A). Whenever thwiderstarnit and lightning
-

are present hail is very possible; Large hail cab cat
extensive damaie to aircraft Structsirts. Nhen: you
observe hail at your station yeiti should 'irichidethe'
contraction "A", for hail. in column 5 and armed::

.

in' coluthn I3. Hail is entered in column 13 tisaallY
following yOur reniarkt,c6riceruipg lightning. Report
had- in a special_ or iword special observation When-
ever it begins or endi. and in all obstrYations taken

hile it is occurrinsp Include die.tiine of beginning,.
d / or ending, rit following_ the -saine :criteria

as _you did for thunderstorms and tornadic activity.,
The contraction "AlcWill be entered in column 13

followed by the beginning .01d/or ending times if
necessary, 'and the contraction HLSTO with the diarn:
eter in-inches niche largest stones; i.e., HLSTO 1/-2, -
AB13E15 HLSTO 3/4.

Exereiisiiii-(1220)
1. When can a thiaiderstorni,be inclUded in an alit-

servation even though thunder is not heard?

2. Use the following observational data to make ato-:-
propriate column and 13 entries:

A thunderstorm is in progress at _the' station,
Hail is falling (largest stone is 11A. inches in diatii:
eter). Frequent lightning is observed from cloud1;to ground in the Southeast and_occasio ightning
is observed from cloud to cloud over : d. The
storms -is overhead-and moving toward the Sauth-
east. Tour observation was transmitted bylongline

..
: , .teletype.

a: Column 5
h. Column 13

3 Lille the frilliiWing observational data to make ap-
propriate coltimn 5 and 13 entries.

A thunderstorm began at the station at 2030Z. A
special was taked but not transmitted by longlitie
teletype. itiunder was last heard at 2040Z. Ihe
thunderstorm Moved tit the cast. (-here is od:
sional_ lightning cloud. to cloud east. 'A record
special is taken and transmitted by longline teletype
at 2055Z1O end the thunderitinni

Coltunn 3
'olumn I

2-2. Precipitation
I his vction t own! fulfils, lUilat. err, Ifilf11%11.V.

And of plc% ipil.ititm

221. Given a list of statements concerning precipita-
tion, name the precipitation fiirmglesc'ribed in each,-

,0



Precipitation falls in many fornis: Generally sPeak--,
ing the_ _various types are classified into three 'main...

forms:. liquid, freezing, and solid.
aquiA Precipitation. Rain anci drizzle arethe'only

twsi forms of liquid precipitation: Rant isdiginguished
from _drizzle by the size of thaWater droplet (partiCle)
and-the spacing between drOleti.: Rain 8,kcplets have
a. diameter-usually Ireater than (0g 'inch (( a trim),
whereas dazzle has a droplet stie-less than 0.02-inch.
.45'.mmt, The drizzle droplets are very'Close togethee
and -;_alVetir to float with_ the air currents., Drizzle us=

t willy_falts _from, low stratus clouds and is, frequently
accompanied - by lo_w

Freezing Precipitation:- Freezing precipitation is
-liqUiCLprecipitation-thia falls and.fretzes upon impact
with..the ground or objects-in. flight or :on the ground.

'4UsuAily; freeiting precipitationf is caused by super -
cooled water _particles, but it may occur when the
surface is- cold enough to freeze water- particles that
are near freezing: When water partieles_do_freeze upon
impact_ with the trouhd or objects in flight On the
ground,, clasSify the precipitation as either freezing
rain Cie freezing drizzle:

Solid Precipitation- For observing_ purposes; solid
precipitation is classified Into the following forms:

Ice pellets.
Hail.
Snow.
Snow pellets.
=Snow grains.
fee crystals:

-ice pellets. Ice pellets are either- transparent or
translucent particles of ice which are round or irree,
lar in shape (rarely conical) and have _a diameter of
0.2 Inch (0.5 Mtn) or lesS:lee pellets are formed by two
different processes. If continuous precipitation (such
as rain or melted snowflakes) _freezes; _the result is a
transparentice pellet (formerly called sleet). Snow
pellets that become encased In a thin layer of ice are
classified as ice pellets, This occurs when a snow pellet
begins to melt and refreeze or it may occur when snow
pellets come in contact with \av ater droplets while
falling. In _this case the waterIllreezes,_ producing a
thin layer of ice around the snow pellet. This type
falls as shower. ,Ice pellets usually rebound when
striking hard ground-and make a sound on impact.

flail. Hail is, distinguished from other solid pre-

. ' 4 ,
peratures, higher thad about ,23° Fahreknheit_ the .crys,; ..-- ..

tals are-generally Chistered to form snoWflitkeS.:.-.
Snow pelkts. Snow pellets are white, opaque*ains

of ice Thegrains are round or" sometimes- conical ..i.j
Diameters range from about 008 inch (0_1_intri)10.0.2; ..,
Inch_ (0_..5_0141): Snow pellets' are btitFtiand :ea:illy.'
Crushed.-When dieji strike hard,sur1acestheybOnnce",

'`and_oftert break up: When'tot4itlonstare -flght; sndw
pellets serve-as the nuclei fOr.haiicievelopinent. Snow
pellets forth exclusively in'convective. clouds which.,
produce.shoWery-precipitation: i . _

' Snow grains. Snow grains are very small; white,
opaque grams of lee, similar to structure to snow.
The primary difference is the smallness-Of each ele-
ment and the fairly flat or elongated shape of the
snow grains in -comparison to snow, Theicsio:not
burst or shatter When the31'Strike-harditnef4es: Show.
graini usually __fall in small gnantitiesfriaikxstly from
stratus 'clouds and never-as shower& _ _ :

Ice crystals. Ice crystals are uti branched, in the form.
of-needles, columns, or Plates:-They are often so tiny
that they appear to be suspended in the air: Ice crystals
may fall from a cloud-or om clear air. The crystals
are visible mainly when t ey glitter in the sunshine.
or other bright light (di and dust). They, may pro-ri
duce a luminous pillar or other optical phenomena:
Ice crystals (which are frequently seen in polar regyIns)
occur o3ly at very low tempera turesin stable airmasses.

Exercises (221):
1. What are the two Sorms of liquid precipitatio'n?

- 2. Define."freezing precipitation."

,cipitation by its irregular shape_and generally large .

we. Hail_ tails almost_ exclusively from strong con-
. vective clouds (cumulonimbus) which are usually

accompanied 'by thunder: Some hailstones consist of
alternately opaque and clear layers pit ice, which are .

lormed by the strong up- and down draltS within
cloud. On occasion, hailstones freeze together and
tall in irregular Itirnps.. When hail falls at the station,
you lutist iletermirierhe site, 61 the largest hailstone
that is :caddy .av ailable. "fail seldom occurs when
surface temperatnies are near or below tierfing

An(1W _S'IlOW is precipitation of iecivstals,_mostly
In:niched in the( loon id six-pointed snits. At tem-

. ti

I Name the precipitation form described by each of
the following statements.

(I) Transparent or_translucent,_particles of ice
which are round or irregUlar in shape. They
usually rebound when striking hard grOtind'
and make_a sound ith impact.

(2) Very small. white, opaque grains of ice that
usually tall in small quantities mostly from
stratus clouds and never is showers.

(3) Ice crystals, mostly branched in the foeiti of
six-pointed stars.

(4) Falls limn strong convective clouds and oc-
casionally freeze together falling in irregular
Iiimps.

(5) Ilnbranch-ed, in the torus cif needles, col-
umns; or plates.

(6) Iorin exclusively in convective clouds and
under the right conditions serve ti the nuclei
for hail development.



TABLE 2=1
ESTIMATING INTENSITY OF PRECIPITATION (OTHER THAN DRIZZLE)

ON RATE-OF-FALL BASIS

"I)
Light A trace to 0._10..inch (2;4 mm) pe> ur; maximum 0.01 inch

(0;3 mm) in 6 minutes.

Moderate 0.11* inch to 0;30 inch (2.6 to 7.6 mm)_ per hour;*moie than
0.01 inch (0.3 mm) to 0.03 inch (0.8 nun) in 6 minutes.

Heavy More th2u10.30 inch e7.6 ram) per hour; more than 0.03 inchi(0.8 nun) n';')6 minutes.

222. idintilS, the Wei categories of precipitation and
classify tie intensity of precipitation. by rate of-fall
or visibility criteria. eiJ-"'

Knowing the v_petif precipitation that is associated
wish ,low ceilings and visibilities is undoubtedly of
great benefit_ to both the pilot and forecaster. This
information is Made even more meaningful when the
character and intensity of pretipitation is added. The
pilot is very interested in knowing the presence of
rain showers versus rain- because rainshowers tell him
to expect a greater fhictuation in visibility as he lands
and takes off from an airbate. The detition of whether
the-precipitation is showery or continuous, limit or
moderate, is deteritiMed by the observer's judgment
based on expenence ettabliSiCed guidelines.
%; Character of Precipitation. Precipitation -character

<is ,based upon established cnteria; The character of
precipitation is divided into three categories:

)J Continuous.
Intermittent,
showery.

Contirruous Continuous precipitation increases
or decreases gradually in intensity; if at all. Precipita-
tion of this character is usually associated with strati-
form cloud types such as altcittratiit, nimbostratus,
and stratus.

brtermittent. Intermittent precipitation also in-
creases or decreases_ gradually in intensity. nowevei,
to be classified as intermittent, the precipitation must
stop and start at least once within the hour preceding
the observation. This category of precipitation is

used with precipitation types not classified as showery
and isinditated by a remark in -41iimn 13 (for ex-
ample; INTMT R -):

Showery. Showery. precipitation changes intensity
rapidly, or the shower begins or ends abruptly: Swell-
ing cumulus and cumuloniMbUs cloitdi produce
showery - precipitation: When showers have ended
at the obSerVation site but are still in progtest n
the station, this can be indicated by entering an _ap-
propriMTNS ate remark in column 13 RWU E, SW-OVR

N).
Intensity Of Precipitation. Intensity of precipitation

is an indication of the amount Of precipitation falling
at the time of observation. Each precipitation form
(with the exception of hail and ice crystals) is suffixed
with an intensiq/ssyrnhol. The SyMbol "-" for light,
an omission (no symbol) for moderate, and "*" for
heavy. Each intensity is defined with respect to the
type -of precipitation occurring.

Determine the intensity of pfecipitation from estab-
lished standards; such as FMH-1. -Trick StaridairdS
provide tab which can be used to determine intensi-
ties. Tables 2=1 through 2-5 are reproductions of these
tables. Note that tables 2 -i atid 2=5 are Used for_pre-
cipitation other than drizzle: Tables 2-2 and 2=3 are
used for driZzle. Tables 2-1 and 2-3 are also used to
determine the intensity of snowfall. To improve your
judgment in determining intensity ofjzreipitation,
observe the precipitation over a peri6d or time. Fre=
qpently, the total precipitation (water equivalent)
for the day is not supported by the intensities that
the.observer reports during_ the day. For eXaniple,
supposean observer carries moderate continuous rain
interspersed with short periods of light 'rain for a



TABLE 2=3
INTENSITY OF DRIZZLE. SNOW GRAINS: S

WITH VISIBILITY AS
PELLETS. OR Sis)OW

Light Visibility equal to or greater than 5/8 statute mile, 0.55 -.
nautical mile), or 1,000 meters.

Moderate Visibility_5/I6 to I/2 statute mile, 0.25 to 0.5 nautical
mile,- or 500 to 900 meters.

Hehvy 7 Visibilit- equal to or less than 1/4 Statute mile, 0.2
4 1 nautich mile, or 400jneters.

NOTE:' LAM this'.table to determine_ intensity when the respective type of
precipitation (drizzle, shbw, etc:) is occurring alOne.' Whenipdtilrring
With other precipitation or an obstruction to vision, estimate intensity
on -a rate' --of -fail basis;

6-hour period. At the end of the 6-hour period his
measurement was only 1 inch. Since an intensity of
moderje for an entire 6;hoterptriOd should yield
more than 1 inch. (baked do table 2-1), the intensity
of moderate carriedriv this observer was in error.
Remember that a check of precipitation amounts for
a 6-hour period and for the day is a good indication
of whether or not you are entering the correct in-
tensities.

Whenever more than one form of precipitation is
occurring tirittiltanously, tables 2-1 and 2-3 provide
the guide for determining intensity, provided that
you give proper consideration to the relative propor-
tion of each type of precipitation. If your station does
not have a recording or totaling page, but has a
standard rain_gage, use

a. Table 2-3 for drizzle or snow not occurring sirnu-
taneously.

b: Table 2-5 for rain.
6: Table 2-2 when drizzle occurs with obstructions

to vision; such as fog.
d. Table 2-1 and your experience when snow occurs

with obstructions to vision.

Exercises (222):
I. What are the three categories of precipitation?

2: What category of precipitation is usually -associ=
ated with stratiforrn cloud types?

Di'

3. Swelling cumulus and cumulonimbus clouds pro-
duce what category of precipitation?

4. What is the -category, of precipitation that Stopk
and starts at least once within the hour preceding
the observation?

5. What precipitation category changes intensity
rapidly or begins and ends abruptly?

6. Using tables 2-1 through 2-5, classify the intensity
of precipitation described by each of the following
statements.

(1) Drizzle is falling at the rate of more than .01
inch per hour.

TABLE 24,
ESTIMATING THE INTENSITY OF ICE PELLETS

Light

Moderate

Hee*

Few pellets faII,hg with little, if any, accumulatiorh

Slow accumnlation

Rapid accumulation..
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113
TABLE 2-5

ESTIMATING THE INTENSITY OF RAIN

Light A-Erace or more up to a condition in whichindiVidual drOOS
are- easily seet;slight spray is observed:over_pavements;
puddles form slawly4 sound on the roof- tanges from a slow.
pattering to a gentle-,swishing; steady small streams may flow
in guttoirs and downdpouts;

Moderate Individual -Drops are not clearly identifiablel spray is
observable just above pavements and other hard surfaces,
puddles form rapidly; downspouts on buildings are running 1/4
to 1/2 full; sound on the roof ranges from a swishing sound
to a gentle roar.

meavf Rain seemingly falls in sheets; individual drops are not
identifiable; heavy spray to a height of several inaMes is
observed over hard surfacesOdownspouts run more than -1/2
full; visibility is greatly reduced; sound on the roof
resembles the roll of drums or a distant roar.

NOTE: The
TiTariptions

following -guide provides
as an aid in readily

INDIVIDUAL DROPS

a_simplified outline
estimating intensity.

SPRAY OVER
HARD SURFACES

of the above

PUDDLES

Light Easily seen. Hardly any. Form slowly.-\

MOderate Not easily seen. Noticeable. Form rapidly;

Heavy Not identifiable.
Rain in sheets.

Heavy, to_a_height
of several incheS

Form very rapidly;

(2) Snow is falling. There is no obstructions to
vision present. The prevailing visibility is 1/ 4

= statute mile.

(3) A slow accumulation of ice pellets is falling.

(4) Rain is falling. Scattered drops do not com-
pletely wet an exposed surface and puddles
are forming slowly.

(5) Snow is falling and fog is present. The rate-
of-fall of the snow is :04 inch in 6 minutes:

(6) Drizzle is falling and there is no obstruction
to vision present. The prevailing visibility
is 1 statute mile.

223. State the procedures for measuring liquid and
solid precipitation; and from,simulated date, indicate
the water equivalent of precipitation;

Precipitation Measurement. As stated in another
volumepf this course; you are required to make some
climatKlogical ewAes on AWS Form 10. The columns
for the measurethent of liquid and solid precipitation
are 44-45, Synoptic Data, and 68-70. Summary of
the Day Data. In another volume of this course you
were given the requirements_ for making measurement-
entries in these columns. Here wewil explain how
to take- these measurements.

Precipitation gage. The standard rain gage (fig. 2-1)
in use at Air Weather Service detachments is a very
simple collection device that collects precipitation
for measurement whether it falls in liquid or solid
form. DeSpite certain limitations of collection under
gusty or high wind conditions, the gage provides a
fairly representative measurement of the amount of
precipitation that falls between specified periods
of time.

In figure 2-1, the measuring tube (A) is held in an
upright position within the overflow can (B) by
sleeve (C) that is attached to the collector-funnel unit
(D,). The collector-funnel unit directs the precipitation
into the measuring tube beneath it. Another sleeve
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fits over the mouth of the overflow can and holds the
funnel in place; When the measuring tube is com-
pletely filled, the liquid in it represents 2 inches of
liquid precipitation.

Figure 2-1. Rain gage.

,Measurement of liquid precipitation. Liquid pre-
cipitation is measured by a 24inch measuring stick
that is graduated in hundredths of an inch -and labeled
every tenth of an inch. The stick is made of redwood;
which has a very slow absorption rate. The stick turns
very dark when it is wet, making it easy to read.

n

11%

To measure the amount of liquid tion in
the measuring tube, insert the dry stick i o the tube:
Withdraw the stick after 2 or 3 seconds and read the

...4(precipitation depth to the nearest .01 of an inch at
the upper limit of the wet portion of the stick. After
measuring and recording the amount; be sure to empty
the-tube before reaSSdnIbling it. If you do not empty
the tube; the next period of measurement will be ei-=
roneou.S. If the measuring tube is filled to the brim
empty _the_ contents (2 inches). Then measure t
amount in the overflow can, if any, by pouring it in
the tube, This excess- if any; plus the original 2 Imes
of liquid in the itibeAs the total precipitation amount
for the observation perk:id.

Measurement of solid precipitation. When solid
precipitation is expected; remove the collector-funnel
unit- and the measuring tube from the overflow can,-
Since you are interested in determining water eqUiVa-
lents_of solid precipitation, melt the contents of the
overflow can before measuring the fallen amount.
To-do this, pour a 'measured amount of warm water

Into the can and then pour the resulting liquid into
the measuring tube. After measuring the totalliquid,
remember to subtract the amount_of warm water used
to melt the solid precipitation. The difference is the
water e ivalent of the solid _precipitation. During
sn naccompanied ebdy t r ot hneg t y we int indtsa.. nt he

o u natl I

may not represent actual snowfall. If ynt think the
rain gage collection is not representative, disregard
the catch and obtain, if possible; water equivalent by
means of core sampling in accordance with Chapter 7 -

of FMH -1B.
If this procedure is not possible you can estimate

the water equivtlent. To estimate water equivalent
of solid forms of precipitation, first obtain a measure-
ment of the snowfall. Convert the actual depth to it
water equivalent on the basis of a 1:10 ratio (or other
ratio if knoWn to be representative for the station).
For example, if 1r:6 inches of snow4las fallen, the water
equivalent is approximately .16 inch (i.e., 1.6 divided
by 10 = .16 by using the 1:10 ratio).

Exercises (213):
I. What is the procedure for measuring liquid pre-

cipitation?

2. What is the necessary- procedure to prepare for
the measurement of solid precipitation?

3. What is the procedure for measuring the water
equivalent of snow using the rain -gage?



4. The measuring in gage is full of liquid
precipitation. You p ur but the contents and find
there is some more p ecipitation in the oveflow can.
You pour this into the measuring tube and measure
an additional A of an inch of precipitation. The
total measurement for the period is inches.

5. Snow_ is forecast and you remove the
collector-funnel and measuring tube from the rain
gage; It begins to snow. At the time you have to
measure for the _water equivalent of the snowfall
you pour 1 inch of warm water into the overflow can
to melt the snow. You pour the resulting liquid into
the _measuring tube and measure 1;15 inches of
liquid precipitation. The total measurement of
water equivalent for the period is of an inch.

6. Due to high winds you determine the rain gage
collection of a snowfall is not representative. You
cannot take a core sample. You determine 2.2
inches of snow has fallen. You estimata.she water
equivalent on a 1:5 ratio. The total water equivalent
for the period is of an inch;

2231 (297for computer answer key and _feedback
reference Only). From thIstilated_ data, intlitatt the
appropriate additive data entries for precipftation.

Recordhig Precipitation in Column_ 13. There are
certain specified requirements for entering
precipitation amounts in column 13 of AWS Form 10.

Six-hour precipitation. The amount of precipitation
(or water equivalent) in the pan 6 hours is entered as
"RR" of the appRR as tenths and hundredths of
inches; Encode a trace as "00." Omit RR when no
precipitation has occurred. When the amount of
precipitation-- is 1 inch or more, -enter the tentht and
hundredths as RR and enter in plain language the
number of whole inches. For example; 2;53 inches is
entered** app53 TWO.

'z_ Snow --cfrpth (904spsp). This group is reported at
stations transmitting scheduled aviation observations
on Egigline 'Teletype or COMEDS. It is omitted if
there'll no more than a trace (less than .5 inch) of snow
on the ground at the time of observation. When more
than _a trace o ,snow_ is on the ground; encode _ and
report the sn _depth in the 1200 GMT obSerViticin at
stations taking eluted observations at that time.
Encode and report the snow depth in the 0000; 0600;
and 1800 GMT obSerVitions when more than a trace of
snow is on the pound and- more than a trace of
precipitation .(water equivalent) has oc9irrect within
tote past &hour period. Enccide the tens_andunits digits
of snow depth as "spsp." Irichide a 90499 group for
each 100 inches of now. For example, 3 inches of snow

is encoded as 90403,99 iiithet is encoded as 90499, 100
inc1 s is encoded as 90499 90400, 219 inches is encoded

99 90499 90419;
ere are special requirements for oversea stations

and CONUS stations operating less than 24 hours per
day. Check FMH-1B for these requirements.

7Vventy-four hour precipitation (2R24R24R 24R24).
This group is reported at stations transmitting
scheduled aviation observations on longline teletype of
COMEDS. It is normally emitted if no more than a
trace of precipitation (water equivalent) has fallen in
the_preceding 24 hours. When more than a trace of
precipitation (water equivalent) has fallen in the past
24 hours;_encode_and report the 24-hour precipitation
at 1200 GMT. EncOde the tens, units, tend* and
hundredths of inches (water equivalent) for
Rati.A14R2. For example, encode .12 inch as 20012;
and encode 2.53 inches as 20253. If more than a trace of
precipitation has occurred and the amount cannot be
determined; encode 2/ /1/ .

There are special requirements for some oversea
stations and stations not operating 24 hours per day.
Check FMH-1B for these requirements.

Exercises (223a):.

1. Indicate the appRR entries for the following 6-hour
precipitation (water equivalent) measurements:

a. Trace.

b. .12 inch.

c. 2.03 inches.

2. Indicate the appropriate snow depth entry in
column 13 for each of the following:

a. There are 5 incheS of snow On the ground at 1200
GMT.

b. There are 9 inches of snow on the ground at 1800
GMT and a trace of precipitation has occurred
in the past 6 hours.

c. There are 112 inches of snow on the ground at
0000 GMT, and 1 inch of precipitation (water
equivalent) has fallen in the past 6 hours.

ti



I
I Indicate the appropriate entry in columg 13 for

24- -hour precipitation for the following water
equivalent measurements:

a. Trace.

b. .12 inch.

c. 10.02 inches.

2-3; Olutructions to Vision
Obstructions to vision includes all other types of

atmospheric phenomena not considered "weather."
Since visibility is _affected by obstruction to _vision
phenoment,,the_ forecaster studies reports of these
obstructions at his station as well as reports from
surroundingistations; This data and this knowledge of
the _meteor oLdgical factori that influence changes to
obstructions to vision are extremely important aids in
flight operations and scheduling;

224. List q the five hydreimeteors and the five
lithometeals; and from given descriptions, name the
specific obstruction to vision;

All ObStructions to vision are classified as either a
hydomeseor- or lithometeor. They are not entered in
column 5 _ of AWS Form 10 unless they restrict
visibility of less thartl miks_ftwever, those that you
think are operationally significant should he entered as
remarks in column 13. In fact; these remarks- are
encouraged, _Remember that 'when obstructions to

.-yision cover 0.1or more of the sky, they are considered
* as _sky cosier (-X or X).

Hydrometeores; Hydrometeors are atmospheric
. phenomena _that consist of liquid or solid water

particle*, When these_ particles are falling, they are
canal precipitation, When they are suspended in the
atm1Sphere, they are called obstructions to vision, For
observing- purposes, there are fiv.ehydrometeors that
are considered Obstructions to vision:

Fog;
Ground fog.
Blowing snow.
Ice fog.
Blowing spray,

Fog. Fog is a suspension,of small water droplets in
the air; reducing horizontal visibility at the earth's
surface. Fog is distinguished from other obstructions
to vision by its dampness and grey appearance. Usually
fog does not form or exist when the difference between
the temperature and dewpoint is greater than 4°
Fahrenheit (2° Celtius); however; it should be reported
whenever it is observed. When temperatures are below
freezing the difference may exceed 4° Fahrenheit,
Heavy fog sometimes woduees rime or.glaze ice on
cold, exposed objectS. To be entered in eciltirim 5 fog
must have a vertical depth of 29 feet or more;

Ground fog. Ground fog on the other hand, is fog
that extends to a depth of less than 20 feet. Unless you
have some way of measuring the depth; such as known
heights of buildings or towers on the base, it will be
very difficult to judge: the loth of the fog When in
doubt encode it as fog

Mowing snow. Blowing snow exists when the wind
blows snow to moderate or great heights; Blowing
snow is closey related to drifting snow; the main
difference is that btowtng snow restricts visibility (6
miles or less) and the sky may become obscured when
the particles are raised to great heights. Drifting snow
does not reduce visibility below 7 miles at eye level.
Therefore, drifting snow is not entered in column 5 of
AWS Form 10;

Ice fog. Ice fog is a rare form of fog because it
usually forms at temperatures below 20° Fahrenheit
(-30° Celsius). Ice fog does not produce rime or glaze
on cold objects. It consists of elements very similar to
ice crystals except that ice fog particles are suspended
in the atmosphere. Ice fosproduces optical effects that
are similar to those produced by ice crystals; such as
halo phenomena, luminous vertical columns, or as
halo phenomena, _luminous vertical colturins, or
sparkling effect. Ice fog can form at temperature and
dewpoint differences of 8° Fahrenheit (4.5° Celsius) or
more.

Mowing spray. Blowing spray is reported onlyat sea
stations or stations near large bodies Of water. To be
reported; the spray, which is water drOplets that are
blown from the water by the wind, must restrict the
visibility at eye level (6 feet on shore, 33 feet at sea) to 6
miles or les. Unless you are assigned to a station near a
large body of water, you will never have to report this
obstruction to vision in your observation.

Lithometeors. All obstructions to vision thai do not
have a water composition (hydrommeteor) and are



not classified as "weather" are called lithometeors.
They are classified into five separate types as follows:

Dust._
Blowing dust.
Blowing sand.
Haze.
Smoke.

Dust. Dust is finely divided earthy matter that is
uniformly distributed in the atmosphere. You can
distinguish it from other lithometeors by the tan or
grey time that it gives to distant objects. When dust
is present; the sun's disk it pale and colorless or has a
yellow tinge through the dust

Blowing dust. Blowing dust is dust that the wind
picks up from the surface and blows about in clouds
or sheets. To be classified ax blowing dust, it must
restrict horizontal visibility to less than 7 miles. In
aviation observations the following are also reported
as blowing dust

a. Duststormsame as blowing dust except visi-
bility is reduced to less than 5/8 mile but not less than
5/16 mile.

b. Severe duststorrnsame as blowing dust except
visibility is reduced to less than 5/16 mile.

Blowing sand. Blowing sand is report when the
wind picks up sand from the surface and ows itabout
in clouds or sheets. To be classified as blowing sand,
it must restrict horizontal visibility to less than 7 miles.
In aviation observations the= following are also re-
ported as blowing sand:

a. Sandstorm same as blowing sand except hori-
zontal visibility is reduced to test than 5/ 8 mile but
not less than 5/16 mile.

b. Severe sandstormsame as blowing sand except
horizontal visibility is reduced to less than 5/16 mile.

Haze. Haze is a suspension in the air of extremely
small, dry particles, such as salt; dust, or pollen. They
are invisible to the naked eye and sufficiently numer-
ous to give the air an opalescent appearance. In spite
of the fineness of haze particles, haze restricts visi-
bility. Over the landy-ape, haze resembles a -Uniform
veil that subdues the natural colors, such as green
trees along_ the horizon. When viewed against a dark
background, such as a mountain, haze produces a
bluish tinge. It Causes a dirty yellow or orange tinge
against a bright background, such as the sun, clouds
on the horizon; or snowcapped mountain peaks.
When the sun is well above the horizon, its lightsome-
times has a peculiar silvery tinge because of hate.
These color effects distinguish haze from Thin fog,
even when the thickness of haze approaches that of
thin fog.

Smoke. Smoke is a very common obstruction to
vision near large cities and industrial area& It consists
of fine ash particles prOdueld by combustion. When
the disk of the sun is viewed through smoke at sunrise
or sunset; it appears very red When the sun is above
the horizon, it may have an orange tinge. Evenly dis-

117.
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tnbuted smoke from distant sources generally has a
light grayish or bluish appearance. A transition, to:
h :r may occur when smoke particles have traveled
:4 distances; for example, 25 to 100 miles or more,

' hen the larger particles have settled out and the
remaining particles have become widely scattered
through the atmosphere.

Exercises (224):
1. List the five hydrometeors.

2. List the five lithometeors.

3. ClaSsify the specific hydrometeor or lithometeor
described in each of the following statements:

a Water droplets are suspended in the air to a
depth of 40 feet.

b Loose snow is blown by the wind_to a height
of 4 feet.

c Loose sand is blown by the wind and restricts
visibility to 3 miles.

d The disk of the sun ap
rise and the visibility is
pension of particles in t

ars very red at sun-
iles due to a sus-

r.

225. From shnulated observational data, indicate the
entries for columns 4, 5, and 13 (of AWS Form 10)
to include appropriate reinarics for visibility, weather,
and obstructions to vision in airways ccide.

Order of Entryfor Weather and Obitititiottii to
Vision (Column'5),, Whenever weather and obstruc-
tions to vision are present at the time of the observa-

'non, you must enter the appropriate weathersymbol
and intensity in column 5 of AWS Form 10. The cot-
rect Order of entry is this:

a. TORNADO, FUNNEL CLOUD, or WATER
' SPOUT.

b Thunderstorm.
c. Liquid precipitation, in order of decreasing

intensity.
d. Freezing precipitation, in orcrelef decreasing

latntensity.
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e. Solid precipitation; in order of decreasing in-

tensity.
.

if ObStructions to visfon, n order of decreasing
predominance, if discernible-

Table 2,6 shows the weath4r and obstructiori to
vision symhols that are used in column 5. Remember,
to enter otetructions to visiori, you must have a pre-
vailing visibility (column 4 entry) of less than 7 intim%
If the visibility is rtdiiced to less than 7 miles by ob=
souring -phenomena not at the station, report the
phenomena in remarks (column 13). As indicated in

table 2-6, tornado, funnel cloud, and waterspout are
always spelled out in full. This permits ready identifi-
cation of, these severe weather phenomena. If there is
not enough space in column 5 for a one-line entry,
use as many lines as necessary and start subsequent
observations on the next line.

Entries iticrReintirtit for Weather and Olistitietions
to Vision (Column 13); Significant remarks for weather
and obstructions to vision-provide added information
for the entries in column 5. We have discussed entries
and remarks for storm phenomena in objectives 219
and 220. In this section we will discuss other remarks.

TABLE 2-6
SYMBOLS FOR WEATHER AND OBSTRUCTIONS TO VISION AND

ORDER OF ENTRY FOR COLUMN 5

WEATHER t-

Tornadic Activity TORNADO
WATERSPOUT__
FUNNEL CLOUD

f

saves& Thunderstorm ' T+
Thufiderstorm T

Drizzle L
Rain R
Rain Showers RW

Freezing Drizzle ZL
Freezing in ZR,

Hail A
Ice Crystals IC -

Ice Pellets IP
Ice.Pellet Showers IPW
Snow . S
Snow Grains. - SG
Snow Pellets SP
Snow ShowerS SW

OBSTRUCTIONS TO VISION 4
. .

Fog F 6'

Ground Fog GF
Ice Fog IF
Blowing Snow BS
Blowing Spray BY

Haze Hi '--*
Smoke K
Dust 0 D
Blowing Dust BD .

Blowing Sand BN
.

NOTES:
in the f lloWing order:

of decreasing intensity
r

of decreasing intensity

of decreasing intensity

of decreasing predominance, if

.--7--------.
i

in CAUmn.L5-only-when the prevailing
obstruktion to vision is_occurring at

to less than 7 miles by obscuring'
phenomena in- Remarks. Note that

to vision.

T. Combinations of these symbols are entered

a. TORNADO, FUNNEL CLOUD; or WATERSPOUT

b; Thunderstorm

_.L.-Y
c. Liquid precipitation, in order

d. Freezing precipitation, in order

e. Frozen precipitation, in order
.-

f. Obstructions to visiOn, in order
discernible

2. Obstructions to vision are-reported
visibility is less_than 7_ miles and the
the station. If the visMaility is rieduced
phenomena not at the station, report the
intensity-SVMbOlS are notAlbed with obStrUCtionS

58



The following guidelines apply to all column 13 re-
marks as well as those for weather and obstructions
to vision:

a. Use accepted weather contractions whenever
possible.

b. Spell out remarks that may be misinterpreted
for other data (SWIs thit southwest or snow
showers?).

c. Enter directions. of phenomena, using 16 points
of the compass (N, NE, NNE, etc.).

d. Enter a dash between the directions when the
phenornena_extends from one point of the horizon to
another (NE-SE or N-NE). '

e. Enter additional dirtetibri Mei-trio-a in a clock
wise direction when the phenomena exceeds a 90°
portion of the horizon circle (NW-NE-Eor N-E-SSE).

f Enter distances to phenomena in nautical miles
When known and appropriate. Enter all time references
in GMT.

Other Signifi Amarkscant (Column 13). Tabulated
below are observed dements and conditions that
require remarks, the guidelines for their entry, and
some exaMples of typical entries:

Ob.iervid
Precipitation vaty-
Mg in intensity
during period of
observation.

Gitiektiries_for Reporting
Ent type and intensity
(f column 5); OCIsILII
and aid intensity to
WhiCh Varied.

renzical &ury
ONCLY

SW OCNLY SW=

Shallow ground
fog.

Drifting snow.

Whe = he ground fog
dep less than 6 feet.
Enter shallow ground fog
depth in fiet.
When snow is drifting and
does not restrict the visi-
bility at eye level (6 feet
Wove the surface). Omit
if blowing snow (BS) is
reported.

SH LW GFDEP 4

DRFTG S kt.;

Dust Enter dust deVils followed DUST DEVILS
by direction from station. SW

Obscuring phe- Enter type, description. F BANK N-E-S
norm= at a d is- and direction from station.
mace from and not
at the station.

Increase in snow Avery snow depth in- SNOINCR 2
depth. creases by I inch or mure

during past hour.

Fog dissipating or Self-explanatory
inczeasinic

F DISIPTG or
F INCRG

Smake drifting - Self-explanatory
over field.

K DRFTG OVR
FLO

ft

1. From the following simulated observational dat.
Exercise (225):

(at observation time) what entries, if any, are made
in column 4, 5, 13 of AWS Form 10 for visi-

..-""

I
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bility, weather, and obstructions to vision, and
remarks?
a. There is a CB 10 miles north t of the station

and moving 'ward the east. few peals of
thunder. aqi,eard and occasion flashes of in-
cloud lightning are seen to the n= beast. Rain-
showers are falling from the CB b not at the
station; and the prevailing visibility is 8 miles.
(1) Col 4

(2) Column 5

(3) Column 13

b. Light snow is falling; Surface winds are picking
up the snow from the surface to a height above.
6 feet and the prevailing visibility is ,1 mile
Visibility to the north is 3/4 mile and to the
west is 1/2 mile.
(1) Coluretti 4

(2) Column 5

(3) Column 13

c. Moderate now and light freezing rain are fall=
ing. Fog is present and obscuring 1/ 10 of the
sky. The prevailing visibility is 0 miles .and_the
visibility to the northeast is 1/16 mile. The
primary indicator of the FMN-1 indicates a
runway visibility of 1200 feet on runway 22.
(1) Column 4

(2) Column 5

(3) Column 13

d. Dust is being ticked up by high, gusty surface
winds. Prevailing visibility is 4 miles. The con=
trol tower reports a visibility of 6 miles.
(1) Column 4

,
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'TABLE 2-7
,(PAGE 2)

1. Code Selection. In general, the highest applicable code will be selected forentry in Coluen 5B (longline). However, code 19rC has priority over-all other codesin the table, code 17TS has priority over codes 04-49, and recent phenomena (codes
20-29) are reported only if no other cods is applicable at the time of observation.

2. Codes 07, 10, 30-35 34-39,-and-41-4-7Report these codes using the afIllbct
of the phenomena on horizontal visibility according to the following guide;

VISIBILITY

.CODES METERS-
NAUTICAL
MILES

STATUTE
MILES

41-47_ 0000-0900 0.0 - 0.5 6 - 1/233-35, 39 0000-0400 00 _- 0.2 0. = 1/430-32, 38 (mod), 0500-.0900 0-.25-0;5 5/16 - 1/2
07; 10, 38 (141t) 1000-9000 0;55-5.0 5/8 - 6

3._ Codes -10 -12 Witt 40-47. Fog should be classified as continuous (rather than_
patchy) When it covers 1/2 or more of the ground normally visible;'e.g., code 12
(rather than 11), code 44 ( rather than 41)4_et:

4. _Code-18. _A squall is dekied as a sudden increase in wind speed of at least 15 _

knotra3a7iUstained at 20 knOts or more fOr at least minute. This code is reported
only -if -the squall Occurred within 10 minutes prior ta_the actual time of observation
and it is the highest applicable code (see note 1 above).

5. Codes 20-29, _30!735, 427474 and_91-94; _"DUking the past/preceding`hour" refers
to the 66- minute period prior to the actual time of the current observation beingtaken.

t
61,1 COded-4035-and-42-47. "/ncreased/becomingthiCker" and "decreaSed/becOMing
thinner' conditions are primarily based on trends and changes occurring during the
past houriusing_theeffect of -the phenomenon on hbkizontal and/wkvertical visi-
bility as a guide. However, when conditions during the past hour were variables the
code considered} most representative bailed on the change occurring since the last
observation may be selected.

7. Codes 36'37. As a general guide, report drifting -snow as.'heavy" (code. 37) when
the WiiliZi7177predominantly hidden from view; othekVise, use code 36 (light to
moderate)

8. -C es-48 -4-9. Freezing fog is defined as fog whoise-dkoOlete_freeze upon:contact
with exposed objects and form a-coating of rime and/or glaze. Note that it can
occur even though the air temperature is above freezing;

9. Codes 50-57, 70-75, 77, 85-844-And appropriate -90- series: Determine the
intensity Of_dkittlii Or snow (occurring alone) using the affect of the phenomena
on horizontal Visibility according to the following guide:

VISIBILITY

NAUTICAL STATUTE
INTENSITY METERS MMES MILES

Heavy 0000-0400 0.0- - 0.2 LO :_- 1/4
Moderate 0500-0900 0.25 - 0.5 5/1e-1/2
Light 1000 or more 0.55 or more 5/8 or more

10. COdee-844--59-,--91-041 44 end-44. To report the occurrence of haill_solect the__
coda with regard to the intenolty of other types of precipitation andfor_the thunder-
storm with which the hail is aesociated. If the hail occurs alone; select code
'90XXGR' or "94XXGR,' aveppropriate. ,

1
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TABLE 2-8
MISTAR SIGNIFICANT REMARKS (PAGE I)

--Wheit-cOnaitOn:9b
A

era
B ,Than ontOrl_ _ ___

'-1.

-

a._ Ceiling 40_ .41.,'.to in-
clehoxertical visibility in a
totally obscure 'kr) :ceiling

.:

ITIG..COiling designator (D)f-(M, E or N)
when ceiling ii less than 50100 feeti end

height-"hhh" in hindrods of4feet
-eleva0OntLe.o.4 i canao.

flAZDfillept,b. LOyerammret4hMellitiormrom. dh not_enterrinlpartly
't

:14Latailirt21,14CilielatShiow
3i000 feet

.

.

. ----CIGO2SVO1

itillTilettInrACiligagr I," and average
of all obsorvid values; and *CIO' folloWel&
byoxtkemee of variability- -(lowest, nr,_!_and
highestalLe.g.4 CIGM012 CIGOIOV011i CIGB028

4, --
d. Variable sky Iduring
past 15 minutes; variability
affects reporting of a ceiling
below: 3 -000 foot_--

Coalition maistingAell-Wmalatiinn_Wil ti.e..-as in
_*_aexPle W *CDMICe); '10:318;;" arse sCIG(D)hiti or .

r ( "km periinie (Sedition resul - from vari-
-.3.0 see Item 1*CD2037 OC/IL *... a; -.1:-. .ct----zs. .. . .4. aC

soca ;kiting ceded of obsersition, yip:
: I . -y es sass-o- var y

separated bYaNVI e.g., MID 270'1340;
A _

bei.inci-gghognetion filt_jo-
Cations disseminating observations:
locally asion_IongIine by Tbiatypd
usin- a s .-I -

''il.

Using symbolic formi_°14AGda I'dd° Wind ,

direction in tens Of digress); o.g., mAG16.
4:

.
.-

- --
. a. -rev . y ass 3 .

3 silAs-varying by one or more-
reportable valves

' - -.:, -- A o var 75 ty
(lowest_iLuVi.° and higheat) ; .:g:: VIS OV1/2,
YWOi7VI.O. '

b.--Sector_visibifity of.leso_thmn
3orties_dIffering from grovelling
visibility

;
si:'

!VIS-. boetor identificAtion, and visibility4
ih t-ise sectorts); m.g., vIS N2, VISN1.8SED.j..,
Identify ths obserVation point if it,diffeis
from-that fowhiCh prevailing visibility is
rectortodtA.ia._4.741R yls N3/4; ,

Location from which observation was Sade,!VIS, and_visibility value; e.g., TWR VIS 3,
TWR VIS 2.5.

'

c. Pimvailim-v4sibilityorlistiles_
lees, and a diffurent pesvdltn rift-
bility is rextrimill a roiron other
.thei_thiOffiCialoaritioneite

4

,

. Tornado, funnel cloud, or
waterspout in progress

-

p1-ww4ation- time of belga:wing isea_Note 2)i:distance
fitabiruddb (t komiroidixRotbm_froa stetirri;- end
ditictImlofirsammW_or_ICARITENWe:g., IMMO

bcgte
NelielcriCrjAsliCtWroirigsb._ Tornado, funnel cloud; or

_xaterspout having. ended or dim-
aepdatOd

...-Utg-

dtbigihhing and witting
rows Mee 4.1 ,-aad direction of soussmnt; e.g.,

-MR--wW-tuM-N----M-OUDS1.6E1910113SXPTD. -.
Source- lor- utlISCONrnskiD') i - descriitioni_i_loce-'
tioni_diroction of weveseint or !MoVMT_ADau,'
and_time_of observation;_e.g., CIVIL POLICE
TORNADO 15W EDIU MOV 11 1608; PILOT TORNADO
108 ?MIT UKK.._

c.'- Tornado, funnel cloud, or watimicoeb,
osportedbyanoutsidesouros as having
occurredeithin-ths pest Lhoutard has
not_bencimmeveiat thirster:Gm or pre-

bv another source
d. in progress "TS," time of beginning time )4ote 2_)_. distamos

from station (if known)", _ direction foss statics
anddirectionCfmovemant_(if known); 04;#
IS_OVED.W3V1W4 TSWISIMIT_Bc_

e. Thunderstorm ending
.

_TS,_.. tins_ol ending or beginning and Ending
tado7NOta 2} and direction of movement; e.g.,

-1V-ISOVD-SE,TSE4-9M0 -E-
. Lightning

-

.

:
.

Frequoncy (.111O!cr:"OCOL,Ili_typand_diroc-
tion from_station; e.g., OCNL LTGCCCG N; FRO
LTGCAIC SE.,NW. DiroctiOn may be_oftitted if
the -same a TS-or-CB/MAK rent'

-q: Hail .

-

"CR° and time of bOginning, 6-- 4, or both
(see Note 21; "BISTOu and diameter (in im*ss)
of the largest hailstone; e.g.. RLSTO 1:
GRB13E14 RLSTO 1/2.

1



TABLE 2-8
(PAGE 2)

A
When - condition observed is;

B
Then enter

.

ih. Prec_pitation varying in inten-
eity during the period of obsar-
vation ,

Type and intensity Tfor condition at time of
observation), "OCHL.° and type and intensity
to leach it varied during period ofobser-
vation-334L PA 0:241 SOON+

i.. Precipitation at a distance
from (but not at) the station

ntlaand tensity Ior 0 if unknown), and
tion:frcei sinitiont-e.g., RASHU SW,

SKS PIPS N _.

j._- Obscuring ph omen at a dim- .

tance from (but not at)- the_ebition-
Description -and direction from station; e.g.,
TG-URNX-N-SE. ._

3.

,,., -

--the

a. 'Breaks or an area absent of
CloUdd in a layer, below 1,000 feet,BRRS
Which covers at least 5/8 but less
than-818-of-t1e-sky

-"IRKS' and direction from station; e.g.,
N, DIMS_ OVR MM. Omit remark if breaks

are in all quadrants. ,

b. Ceiling or sky condition at a
distance differing fr6m that at the
station

Description and location; e.g., CIG LWR OVR
CITY, LKR CLDS W ApCHG STN, CLD BASE OBSb
Nit L . ''' . I

c. CumulonimApus (for which no
thunderstorm is being rePorted)

"CB," distance from_station Cif known);_10
cation, and- movement- (if known); 44., CB 20S
NOV NE.,CIS OVHD M3NT E.

d. Cumulonimbus Mamma (with or
without thunder)

Same as Cumulonimbus except use "CBMAN:w
e.q.,,CSMAM-1M4-14C0P-14Lv- .

TCO is distance (if known) and direction from
-itationt-e.g..._TCU NE, TCU MN.' - -

e. Towering Cumulus

f. Standing lenticular or rotor 'Doscription_and direction_from_station4 e.g.,
rorsm ACSL SW-W, LRG ROTOR CLDS OPR_MTS-S-clouds-

g. Altocumulus Castellanus .ACCAS' and direction from station; e.g.,
ACCAS SE.

h. Vertical or inclined grails of
precipitation that do noi`reach

"V/RGA" and direction from station; e.g.,
vim* NW.

surface
N01.1113:

17--fxamples

2.
tornadic
include
remark
indicator
reported;
;for

, _

of veriable sky cover (see renark Id):
.

Observed SXT-COMDITION REMARKS

f2/8SC, varying yo 3/8 2ST010

3/8SC, 'varying to /8 2ST010

2/88T, varying to I/8 2ST010

''If the initial Special observation
activity, thunderstorm, or hail

the time of beg_inningi(B) and/or
in the next 8, RS, or R observation

B and/or_E_and tte appropriate
e;g., TSB3S NOV E GRB37E39 HLSTO

lOngline tranlaission only.

2SCO25 . CIGNO OCNL CIGM025

38CO25 CIGM023 OCNL CIGNO

38CO23 IAC080 CIGE025 OCNL CIG080

taken fqr ithe begnning and/or ending of
wee not transmitted on longIUm Teletype,
ending (E) with the current (mOst recent)
which is transmitted longline. Enter the

time(s) immediately fo,llowing the phenomena
3/4. These B and/olyE times are entered

3
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lay
(2) Column .5

(3) Col

4

226 From sInsslanal observational dati; Indicate the f.
entries for columns* Si andi13 to Indndeapproprlate
frsensults for _rielbilityi skiittber; and ob dons to
Ado* to meter code.

Meter COck. cane entries for metar code differ
from .airvrays c The folkwing information gives
the ryil r metarentries._

ili g visibility for column 4A is
entered in whisk Mid/ or freak:MO parts of statute
mila.(frhole arid/ or decimil_parts of nautical
Column- Bis prevailing visibility in meters. Column

RIM for Local dissemination. Column 4D is
RVR- for tongline- dissemination.-

Remarks for visibility will be entered in column 13.
Enter VIS followed by appropriate remark_

Wathir and obstructions to vition. Column SA
for lo-Cal dissemination will' be entered usingthe letter
codes in parentheses from table 2 -7. Column 5B for
longline_disseminationiAll be ente using the num-
ben and letters codes from table 2- Only. one code

. may be selected for longline dissemina ts. (See notes
for_ table 2-7.)

Remarks for weather and obistructions t vision are
entered in accordance with table 2-8.

ExtreW (226):
I. Indicate_ the appropriate entries in columns 4, 5,

and 13 or each ottbs folfowin& in metar code.
a. Visibility: prevailiii statute -miles runway

/' 03 visual range is 6,000 feet.
Atmospheric phenomena: light rainshowers

are occurring at the
station.

Col 4A
Col 4B
Col 4C
Col 4D
Col 5A
Col 58
Col 13

b. Visibility prevailing=114 nautical mile, NE
I / ;runway 36 visual range 1,000 feet.

AtmosPheric phenomena: fog (coven 10/10
sky) no change in
past hour

Col. 4A
Col 48
Col 4C
Col 4D
Col 5A
Col 5B
Col 13

c. Visibility: prevailing 3 statute miles, E 2% miles
Atmospheric phenomena: heavy rainspowers

stopped 2 minutes
ago; moved east.
Fog bank 3 miles
west of station, in-
creasing

Col 4A
Col 4B
Col 4C
Col 4D
Col 5A
Col 513
Col 13
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'CHAPTER 3

Pressure, Temperature, Dewpoint, and Wind

THE PRIME CONSIDERATION for any ,major
Chart analysis that a forecaster makes is the distribu-
tion of atmospheric preatire. He is also concerned
with the temccrature and dewpoint differences be=
me= aipnasses and the direction and speed of the
wind. Thiii chapter deals with the recording of this
data on AWS Form 10, and the relatecl instruments
used to nieasure these parameters.

3-1; Pressure
This discussion is based on the thi-ec main pressure

,concepts. These concepts are statiort pressure; sea-
kvel=pressure, and altiMeter setting. First, you must
pletermine a basic pressure value that is used for the

mputation of the other two operatiotial pressure
values (station pressure). Second, the forecaster needs
a preutue value that he can use in the analysis of
weather systems arid- the prognosis of these weather
systems (sea-level pressure). Third, the pilot must
have a pressure value that provides_ him with a reliibk
indication of his inflight altitude above tet=leVel
(altimeter setting);

Atmospheric pressure is defined as "the pressure
exerted on a specified unit area by a column of air
extending vertically from the reference surface to the

1,,

top of the atmosphere." Figure 3-1 illustrates a column
of it that is teals pressure at a giVen location on
tin earth's s=urface. The illustration ihowt the itifltiente
that this air column his' on a column of mercury. This

.4 measurement of atmospheric pressure is the basis for
all pressure values regardless of your location, the
height above sea level, or the type of pressure measur=
ing equipment;

227. State the type of pressure inessurement that cor-.
=responds to given definitions; and given statements,

indicate "Aids pressure Instrument thould be used.

Station Pressure (Column 17, AWS Form 10).
Station pressure is the actual atmospheric pressure
at your station in inches of mercury. This value,
though not transmitted locally or longline, is the basis
foe, determining other pressure values. Atmospheric
Pressure readings at AWS detachments are obtained

1 6!- I

from aneroid barometers, microbarographs; and
mercurial barometers. For routine pressure observa-
tions; you obtain pressure data from instruments
based on the following order of priority:

6-Hourly__Pressure_6bservaiions
(00Z 06Z. 121 18Z)

I. Aneroid barometer
2. Mercutal barometer

Cti&r Pressure Observailcias
Locals, Specials)

I. Aneroid barometer
2 Microbarograph
3. Mercurial barometer

This listing is bated On instrument availability and
the assumption that the respective instrument is prop-
erly calibrated, Most weather stations locate their
pressure measuring devices very close to the actual

Figura 3-I. Column of air and column of mercury



(Al STATION PRESSURE
1016 0 mb

30:00 Hg.

000 ET, m313%

928 0 inb
C_O_NV-IRTED:TO

EA__LEM Et

1029.0 mb is the pressure used on th wath r map for station 30.39 Hg.

Figure 3-2. Conversion of station pressure to sca-level pressure.

station elevation. For this reason; station pressure is
usually the atmosphenc pressure at the assigned sta,
tion elevation:
_Sea-Level Pressure (Column 6). Sea-level _pressure

(SUP) is the pressure at mean sea level_(MS1.4 either
directly measured at sea level, or calculated if not at
sea level: It is the reference level fora]] pressure values
Sea-level pressure is calculated from the station pres-
sure, the 12 -hour mean temperature, and the station
elevation. It is plotted on surface maps so that there
is a standard pressure level. A standard pressure level
is needed so that the pressures from several stations
for_ one given time can be compared. Referring to
figure 3-2; you can see that station A; located at sea
level, reports a sea-level pressure_ that is the same
value as the station pressure, 1016 milli&ars (mb).
Station B, located 3,000 feet above MSL;___must com-
pute an equivalent sea-level_pressure;_thus_converting
a station pressure Of 928 -mb to an SLP of1,029mb.

Altimeter Setting (Column 12); Altimeter setting
is a calculated sea-level pressure in inches of mercury:

ALTIMETER
READS HIGH

The pilot uses it to adjust the altimeter of his aircraft.
If the altimeter is set to the current setting it indicates
the field elevation when the aircraft is parked on the
runway: The altimeter in an aircraft is an aneroid
barometer; calibrated to indicate altinide_ instead of
pressure. For example, it indicates 10,000 feet when
the pressure is 20:58 inches; regardless of whether or
not the altitude is actually _10,000 feet. When the
altimeter is properly adjusted for the current setting,
the indicated altitude corresponds to the equivalent
pressure-in the actual atmosphere. By the same token
a pilot flying from a high-pressiire (warm) area to a
low-pressure (cold) area with a constant setting
cranked into his altimeter finds that his true altitude
varies both above and below the indicated altitude.
This is shown in figure 3-3. For this reason, a pilot
changes the setting of his altimeter according to the
changes that are supplied to him by air traffic con-
trollers along his flight path. In this way he can use
his altitmeter to maintain a reasonably true altitude.
This helps to eliminate the hazard of flying into other

ALTIMETER READS CORRECTLY

THIS 15 THE ALTITUDE
ALTIMETER READS LOW

WHICH IS INDICATED'

COLD

sA3_

90

-;441110--
VNDICATED-

II,
Iiguir 1 I I kink svalin ill p ,11.1



aircraft or mountains because of altiateteS error. A
very important fact to remember is that altimeter
setting is hued on field elevation.

EutreisTea (727):
I. Which one of the three main pressure concepts is

the reference for all other pressure values?

2. What pressure concept is a calculated sea-level
pressure in inches of mercury!

3. When taking a 6-hourly pressure observation;
Which pressure instrument should be used if all
pressure 'instruments are available and properly
Calibrated?

4. What pressure concept is the basis for determining
other pressure values?

5. When you are taking .a tpecial observation
the aneroid barometer is unreliable; which ressure.'
instrument Should you use if all other ins ents
are available and properly calibrated?

228. For given definitions of pressure instrument,
name the spedflc pressure Instrument defined.

Mercurial Barometer. The mercurial barometer
consists of a glass tube approxiMately 36 inches long
with a 1/ inch internal diameter. The top of the glass
tube is waled, and the bottom end opens into a reser-
voir allied the cistern. During manufacture, the tube
is filled with mercury and inverted in the cistern. As
the merCUry drains from the tube into the cistern, an
almost perfect vacuum is created in the top of the tube.
The vacuum is hecessary so that; as the atmospheric
pressure outside the tube changes; the mercury in the
tub can move up and down without a back pressure
from air trapped inside the tube. Unfortunately, it is
very difficult to fill! barometer tube without trapping
small amounts of air, water, and mercury vapor in the
spues above the mercury. Therefore, an instunental
correction is applied to all mercurial barometer read=
ings to compensate for this defect;

Instrumental errors. Despite careful:attempts to
construct a precision instrument, certain unavoidable
instrument errors occur. Briefly those errors require
corrections for these items:

67
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, a. Inaccurate zero setting, or stale calibration.

b. Capillaryfrictional effect between the mer-
cury and the glass tube;

c. Imperfect vacuum in the top of the glass tube.

The instrumental error for a mercurial- barometer is
determihed_and entered on DD- Form 744, DOD
Mercurial Barometer Corrections_ (Gmvimetric); at
the manufacturer's lahoratory. Thit form accom-
panies the barometer to its odint of installation where
more corrections are needed to fit the barometer to
its geographic location. These corrections compensate
for errors caused by the following- items:

a Gravity and altitude above sea level.
b. RemoVal---the. vertical distance between -the

elevation of the ivory *lint and the station elevation.
a Instrumental residual errors canted by environ-

mental differences between the laboratory and site.

All of the instrument and location corrections are
entered Outhe DD Form 744 and when totaled; make
up the sum of correction.

Aneroid: Barometer: The aneroid barometer, as
shown in figure 33, consist essentially of_ an aneroid

,cell, often called a bellows (A), from which air and
water vapor have been removed and a minute amount
Of dry, inert gas introduced. The bellows is sensitive
to changes in pressure and expands or contracts as
the preSsure decreaws or increases. The amount of
change in the bellows is then magnified mechanically
through a linkage (B) and gear system (D) to operate
the pointer (E) on the face of the barometer,, The re-
liability of the aneroid barometer depends upon the
strength; flexibility; and resilience of the metal used
for the aneroid all and its consistency of performance,
under varying conditions of pressure and temperature.

23-76

Figure 3-4: Aneroid barometer mechanism.



Increase in temperature causes the stab of the
aneroid cell and the spring, if any, to offer less re-
sistarwe to emnpreericin arid OWNS thernal expansion
of the perm If there effects are uncorrected the indi-
cator oi the aneroid Wo-meter varies with hoth pres-
sure and temperature. Two are = usually
combined to overvonm mixt of of temmm-
tura One to introduces WI mat gas
inthe aneroid cd1 as it is seaVx, mature
rites the pressure ol thie Mast to help
compensate for the weakening of force of the
spring action. The other methW is _to use a_bimetal
temperature compenhation shift Jeg. 34,C) built
into the mechankal apparatus, so that as temperature
rises, the difference in expansion of the two metals
causes the shift to Wid sliertly. Because of tM func-
tion of the shift in the Mechanism, this bending
produce a slight shift in the hxlication of the minter.
You can see that it it necessary to place the aneroid
barolneter Where there is no Vibration and where the
temperature is as constant as possible to obtain the
most accurate pressure

MieroberograpiL A microMirograph is a recording

aneroid barometer which has a pen to make a trace of
pressure variations. On a chart that has a magnified
scale. The barograph shown in figure 34 is the type
most often found in AWS stations; On this barograph,
the chart shows a 1-inch press re_ change over a veal!.
cal distance of 2.5 inches. This is known as a 2.5:1
ratio of pressure change magnification.

The barograph has two bellows that respond to
pressure by expanding and contracting. These re-
sponses pass through the linkage that magnifies the
movement and ends in a pen arm =1 pen. The pen in
turn makes an ink trace on t& barogram. The hero- -

gram is mounted on a vertical cylinder, driVen by a
clockwork mechanism (8 day) so that the drum rotates
at a uniform rate; usually 1 revolution every 4 days;
Again, as in aneroid harometers, temperature varia-
tided can cause barograph errors. The error is com-
pensated for in the sane way as thole for the aneroid.
Additionally, barographs are equipped with either
dathpots or a damper to dampen out the effects of
vibrations and =all scale _pressure fluctuations. The
damper can be adjusted when the pen of the barograph
shows excessive vibrafion.

yE

I

I

4

Figure 3-5. Microbarograph.
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Exercise (228):
I. Name the'specific pressure instrument each of the

followi%4 nz statements define.
(I) An instrumental correction is

applied to this instrument to
mpensate for defects in manu-

facture.
(2) This instrument consists of a bel-

lows; linkage, gear system; and
pointer.

(3) This instrument it equipped with
'dashpots to cohipensate for the
effects of vibration andsmall
pressure fluctuations.

(4) The DD Form 744 accompanies
this instrument to fit.the instru-
ment to its geographic location.

(5) This instrument uses a barogram
that shows a I -inch pressure
change oyer a vertical distance
of 2.5 inches.

(6) This instrument requires being
placed where there is no vibra-
tion and wheretftke temperature
is as constant as possible.

229. State the steps in obtaining pressure readings
from the mercurial barometer, and from given mer-
curial barometer figures read the pressure to the
nearest .001 of an inch.

Reading the Mercurial Barometer. Before you take
an observation of the station pressure or are required
to make barometer comparisons (discussed in a later
objective); you must be able to:

Read the attached thermometer.
Adjust the zero level.
Adjust the vernier:
Read the scales.

Reading the attached thermometer. Obtain a read-
ing from tke attached- thermometer immediately upon
opening the doors of the barometer case. Stand di-
rectly in front of the thermometer and take the reading
to the nearest 0.5 of a degree Fahrenheit; Your line
of sight should bi. perpendicular to the thermometer
at t eight of the top of the mercury column to avoid
the erro of parallax. This temperature (of the air
surroundi the barometer) is used to compute the
tem peratur correction.

Adjusting the zero levet --Adjust the level of the
mercury in the cistern to the tip of the ivory point
(this is the zero end of the barometer scale). To adjust
the zero level of the mercury follow these procedures:

a: Turn on the light for the glass windows and
partially close the doors of the case to throw the front
of the cistern in a shadow.

b. Gently tap the glass cylinder of the cistern so
that the mercury will have a convex surface.

69
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c. Turn the adjusting screw so that there is a space
of 1/8 to 1/4 inch (3 to 6 mm) between the mercury
surface and the ivory point.

d. Slowly raise the mercury until only a slight thread
of light can be seen between the ivory point and the
mercury (when doing this, be sure your eyes are on a
level with the top of the mercury surface) and then
continue to turn the adjusting screw very slowly until
the thread of light just disappears.

When the setting is' correct, there should not be even
a slight dimple where the ivory point makes contact
with the mercury (when sighting on:the point of con-
tact at a 30' angle). Also, if the setting is correct, the
tip of the ivory point will appear to coincide with its
reflected image on the mercury surface;

Adjusting the vernier scale. The next step is to adjust
the vernier pear the top of the mercury column (the
meniscus). With -your fingertips; gently tap the metal
casing near the meniscus so that it assumes its normal
rounded shape. Stand so that your eyes are on a hon-
zontal line of sight to the top of the mercury column.
Slowly adjust the vernier downward with the knurled
thumbscrew until the lower edge lies on the top of the
mercury column. NOTE: The front lower edge of the
vernier is the edge formed by the notch cut in the lower
end of the vernier plate. This plate extends down
approximately one-sixteenth of an inch, below the
notch on each sire. These extensions are very narrow
do not mistake this for the-zero mark of the scale;
When .the vernier is properly adjusted; you will see
two small triangles of light on each side of the mercury
column: Prior to reading the scales remember to lower
the level of the mercury in the cistern until there is a
space of I /8 to 1/ 4 inch (3 to 6 mm). between the mer-
cury surface and the ivory point. Do not lower the
mercury below the lower edge of the glass cylinder.

Reading the scales. To read the height of the mer-
cury column, you must understand the scaleaattache
to the barometer. The mercurial barometer is read 'n
inches of mercury to the nearest .001 inch; ho er,
some stations use a millibar scale that is read ui the
nearest .01 millibar. This discussion centers on the
inches of mercury scale. The fixed scales on the barom-
eter are graduated in inches, tenths, and five one-
hundredths. The vernier scale is igraduated td .002
inch. The zero line of the_vernier is_also the index for
the fixed scale readings. Take the first portion of the
reading frol`n the fixed scale directly opposite the
index of the vernier: In the inch scale shown in figure
3-6A the index shows a reading on the fixed scale
between 31.15 and 31.20 inches. From the fixed scale
always read the value of the line nearest to, but still
below, the index. In this case 31.15. inches. Having
read the fixed scale, proceed to check for one of two
conditions to read the value from the vernier.

One condition is the presence of a line on t he vernier
that coincides exactly with a line on the fixed scale.
If this is so, read the value of the hundredths on the
fixed scale and add the two one-thousandths of an inch
from the vernier scale. As shown in figure 3-6.A. the



130
SCALE-VERNIER RATIO 24125

SMALLEST INTERVAL .002 in

3

31

A

)21i2;
.002 n

19120

.05 nib

SCALE READING 31.150

VERNIER INCREMENT .006

BAROMETER READING 31.156

29.300
.017

29.317
25-79

1005.00

.65

1005.65

Figure 3-6. Mercurial barometer scale readinp.

tato

.
value from the fixed scale's 31.15 plus .006 inch from
the vernier scale; The barometer reading therefcire is
31.156 inchai.

The second condition is the absence of a line on the
vernier_that coincides exactly with a line on the fixed
kale. This is shown in figure 3-6,B. In this case, two
lines on the vernier are between two lines on the fixed
scale; this is the point that you must evaluate. This
condition produces a value of hundredths and one
one thousandths of an inch_to be added to the fixed
scale reading. In figure 3,B, the fixed scale reading
is 29.30 inches; the vernier reading is between the
third arid fourth gmduations that are between the
numbers 1 and 2 (.010 and .020), The vernier reading
is-.017 inch; w n added to the fixed scale reeding of
29.30, gives_ a arometer reading of 29.317 inthet.
Figure s ows a millibar scale, and the fixed

' 70

_ -scale reading plus the vernier reading results in a
barometer reading of 1,005.65 Millibars. The scale-
vernier ratios shown in figure 3-6 denote the ratio of
fixed scale divisions to the vernier divisions:

44,

Exetchfen (229):
I. What are the steps required irt, obtaining pressure

readings from the mercurial barometer?

2.' Read the mercurial barometer drawings in figure
3=1 to the nearest .001 inch.

1.4 ri
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Figure 3-7 Mercurial barometer Scale readings toblectiST 229. exercise 2).
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230. Given simulated aneroid barometer drawings and.
instrument corrections, determine station pressure to
the nearest .005 inch.

Aneroid Barometer. The aneroid barometer is used
at most AWS detachments as the primary pressure
instrument for making routine pressure observations.
The aneroid Scale is graduated in inches, tenthi, and to
one-hundredths; however, the scale graduations are
large enough to actually determine the pressure to the
nearest .005 inch.

Reading the aneroittazate There is a definite
procedure for reading the aneroid as there is for the
mercurial. The steps involved are these:

a. Lightly tap the face of the instrument to reduce
the effect of friction.

b. Read the scale at the pointer to the nearest .005
inch (0.1 mb), estimating the value between the
graduations:

Figure 3-8 illustrates a reading of 29.980. To read
the pressure accurately, adjust your line of sight so that
the pointer and its image in the silver ring are

":::;::

000011121$1.11.1f,
0,0 -4-awerp, "II"

I
O

PRESSURE
N

BAROM TER ML-102-F

73.77

Figure 3 -8. Aneroid barometer scale.



aligned. When you have determined the cow read
ing; you must apply_ the instrument correction to
determine the actual station pressure. This correction
is taken from AWS ForM85, Barometer Comparisons,
discussed in objective 233.

/33
Exercise (230):
1. Read the aneroid barometer drawings presented

in figure 3-9 to obtain observed pressure; then
apply given correction to obtain station pressure.

OB BAR 29
CORR .005

SP

ANEROID

OS BAR 29;

CORR +.005

SP

ANEROID

b.

OB BAR 29-.

CORR +.010

SP

ANEROID

d.

DB BAR -28.

C0RR .010
SP

75.729

Figure 3-9. Simulated aneroid readings (objective 230, exercise I).

;=,

.29
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231. State the requirements and procedures for =kW,
tin* and pressure idisiitinents, Bine dsecks, and
changing the than on the inicrolstroptph

Mlicrobarovaph; The microterograph is .used, as
necessary, for determination of pressure tendency and
as a back -up to the aneroid barometer. When it is
used for routine pressure measurements, certain ad-
justments for pressure and time are requirnd: Also
certain notations on the barograph chart are rewired:

Pressure adjustments. When Used as the primary
pressure instrument the micrObaroa_ph must he
readjusted to a zero correction when theerror in the
trace on the chart exceeds 050 inch Hg When the
chart is replaced or changed to start or begin a new
trace an adjustment must be made if the correction to
the reading extends .010 inch Hg. To adjust the posi-
tion of the pen, slowly turn the knurled pressure7
adjusting knob at the top of the pressure element
housing (refer to rig. 3-5) until the pen is at the correct
station pressure. Tap the case lightly to overcome any
sticking in the linkage mechanism before checking
the_adjustment of the pen:

Time adjustment. To adjust" the cylinder for time;
turn it counterclockwise _until all slack motion in the
drive mechanism is removed: If the pen position does
not agree with the time-ordinate line after the slack
has been removed, continue to turn counterclockwise
with sufficient force to override the friction drive
until the timing errqr is eliminated; A time adjustment
is required for time errors if the recorded_trace is in
error by one-fourth of a chart division (15 minutes).

Time checks: When the instrument is used as the
primary instrument; make a time check immediately
after the &hourly correction has-been determined.
The line should be about equal in length to the width ,

of:t'wo chart divisions; Do not make a time-check line
when the instrument is cold enough th_at the pen might
not return readily to the pressure. Do not make a
time check when an aircraft mishap local observation
is taken.

Barograph chart. The barograph chart must be
changed to begin a new trace at 4-day intervals and
should he reused whenever possible in order to con-
serve supplies. Replace charts at least every 8 days
when the instrument is used as the primary instrument
(tyro traces) for station pressure; Charts may be re-
placed at less frequent intervals when the barograph
is not used as the primary instrument.

To replace a barograph chart, proceed as follows:
a. Remove the pen from the chart by means of the

pen shifting lever and On the case. Life the cylinder
vertically until it is free of the spindle and remove
the chart from the cylinder by taking the holding
clip off.

b. Enter the beginning date and time at the start
of each separate trace on the chart. In addition, if the
barograph is used as the primary instrument, enter
the appropriate inches value along the tirst time arc;

e.g., 28_preteding the printed .00 on the line Which
will correspond to 28.00 inches Hg.

c. Fit the chart back on the cylinder smoothly and
tightly, with the bottom edge of the chart uniformly
in contact with the flange at the base of the cylinder,
and replace the holding clip _

d. Wind the clock mechanism in conjunction with
the changing of the chart. The clock mechanism re-
quires -7 to 8 half turns for a 4-day interval between.
windings: After winding the clock; lower the cylinder
over the spindle until the gears mesh; holding the
cylinder at the top and bottom to avoid disturbing
the position of-the chart; Fill the pen with ink and
return it to the surface of the chart, adjusting it; if
necessary fqspressure and time. Check the pen and
cloCk mechanism to insure thit they are working.

Change charts at the 6-hourly time closest to noon
LST. If changing the chart must be delayed, change
it at the time of the next 3-hourly observation.

Exercises (131):
I. When is a time check required on the barograph

chart? How is this done?

_2. When is time adjustment required for the baro-
graph? How is this done?

3. When the microbarograph is us epi as the primary
pressure Instrument, what are a requirements
for making pressure adjustments? How is this done?

4; How often should the barograph chart be changed
when the microbarograph is the primary, pressure
instrument?

5. How often should the clock be wound?

232. Given a simulated barograph art, read the
pressure to the nearest .005 inch and ply the baro-
graph correction to obtain station pressure.

Reading the Barograph Chart. The chart is divided
into inches, tenths, and two one-hundredths inch of
pressure, just like the aneroid barometer. To satisfy
the requirements for station pressure; you must read

74 :71`
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5. The mercurial barometer reading for rum the
second day is 29.120, What must now be done to
obtain pressure readings from the barograph?

233. State the raMdrefieeitts and procedures for maldag
the barometer comparison on AWS Form 85.

Barissiveter C Whether you are
a routine comparison of the, aner or comparing a
newly instilksi_arierOid;_tbe comparisons must be
entered on AWS Form 85, Barotratter Comparisons.
For a routine conniaritor4 the frecpiency of _readings
is weekly. For standardizing a new aneroid, hourly
and dailY readings are necessary. Entries for com-
parison readings` for a new aneroid are illustrated by
tin =triple AWS Form 85 in figure 3-12,

Hourly comparisons. Assign Oath reading a com-
parison number and enter in column 1. Take 10 com-
parison readings and date and time each reading in
columns 2 and 3; If practicabk, make these readings
at hourly intervals; but, in nocase should the interval
be kria then 15 minutes. Make all pressure readinp
and subsequent entries on the AWS Forth 85 to the
nearest .001 of an inch Hi. Neil, enter the observed
data from both the mercurial and aneroid barometers.
This includes the temperature of the attached ther-
mometer of themercurial barometer (Column 4) to the
nearest .5° Fithienheit,_obterved mercurial reading
(Column 5), and observed aneroid reiding4column 9).
Make the pressure readings as closein time to each
other as possible to elkitinitt the effects of atmos-
p heric pressure Changes.

Following the entry of .observed data; anply the
temperature correction and non of corrections to the
mercurial reading and enter the result in the suttion
pressure column (column 6). Th two corrections
are derived from separate sounust temperature
correction is derived from table B Correction of
the Mercurial BlitMeter for Tein turelML-512)
of FMH3B, ffarorrestry. The arm corrections is
derived frobi-tfiiii BD Form 744 Which II attached to
the instrument. These two corrections are al ley

added to get a total correction-. For example; figure
3-12, comparison number_1; shows an attached theic
mometer reading of 71.0° Fahrenheit and an observed
mercurial barometer reading of 29.983. A temperature
correction of -.106 (from table 1151) results for Co=
ordinates 71.0° 'Fahrenheit and 30.0 inches (the closest
value to 29.983 is obierved). This is algebraically
added to the sum of corrections to make a tour! correc-
tion ,of -.126. The observed pressure; 29.983, minus
.126 explains the 29.857 station_ pretarre in column 6.
Compare the station mercurial _pressure to the ob-
served aneroid and enter the difference in column 10.
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Simply subtract column 9 from column 6 and include
the algebraic sip (29.857 29.857 = .000).

Make this comparison for 10 coasecutivily hourly
, readings and compute the algebraic mean. Referring
again to figfire 12,_ notice that the corrections are
algebraically totaled and then tittered in coltunn 11 on
the 1747Z line; Indicate also the first and last aunt-
hers of the comparisons Uted_in making -up the total
correctiot ;Then find the mean correction from col-
umn 11 by dividing by .10; and enter the result in
column 11 Note that; to detertitibe the column 15
entry in OM case, it, is necessary to apply the current
column 12 entry to the observed aneroid _reading.
However; in all subsequent computations of column
15, the previous column 12 entry ,is applied. The
aneroid barometer may now be used by applying the
correction in cohnint 12 until it ir redaterniined..the
next day..

Alibi contetiriSent. Comparisons are made twit*
daily for the next 5 days at 6-hourly intervais and at
the sante time each day. Column 15 shows the- resfiltri .

ofapplying the mean correction-(column 12) to the
aneroid reading (column 9). After you do this; cort=
pare column 15 wish column 6 and enter the difference
in coltrin 16; At the intro of the second comparison
each day, recompute the mean correction using the last
10 entries in column 10; e.g.; using _comparisons 3
through 12 on the first of the 5 dayi, 5 through 14 on
the second day; etc. When you have 20 consecutive
readings and no column 16 entry hail exceeded 1;010
inch Hg, you will consider the aneroid reliable. From
this point; _discontinue the daily comparisons and
begin weekly comparisons.-After the aneroid is deter-
mined reliable the mean correction (column 12) will

ctbe ppplled to the neatest .005 inclr; to all subsequent
aneroid p.

weeki compo risons. The w_ ee_ kly comps
.

is
are into ed to keep the aneroid correction cu nt.
Make two comparisons, at 64iourly intervals, the.
same day of the week. If practical it is advisa 4 to
tichedule the aimparisons prior to 6-hourly observa-
tion times; e.g. 1130Z and 0530Z.- Cheek the relia-
bility olthe instrument by verifyingthat the "differ-
ence" in etilUMA 16 does not exceedt010 inch Hg; If
the difference exceeds this tolerance, immediately
verify the difference by making a second comparison,
preferably by another qualified individual. If the
difference from the second comparison does_not ex-
teed t acceptedccepted tolerance, mark column 10 bf the
first set f readingS (by circling) and use the second
comparit n in completing the posted correction.

Figure -12 shows this condition. Comparison
number 22 was omitted iron) sums because the correc-
tion wan +.012, exceeding the accepted tolerance:
Therefore, comparison number 22a was done at 1210,
and a difference of.000preVailed. You will also notice
that compariacin 23 and 23AI-exceeded .015 inch Hg. In
this case discontinue use of the aneroid and initiate
a request to intermediate-level maintenance personnel
for a replacement aneroid or for other appropriate
assistance.



FEDERAL METERROLOGICAL FORM 1-13 BAROMETER COMPARISONS

(MODIFIED FORM FOR USE AT AWS STATIONS)

(See detailed ins(ructions Wr preparation of form on reverse side.)
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Exercises (233)
1. What are the requirements for standardizing com-

parisons of the aneroid barometer?

2. What are the requirements for routine com
sons of the aneroid barometer?

3. What are the procedures for making the aneroid
barometer comparisons?

4. When making weekly comparisons if the COillII2/116
of AWS Form 85 exceeds .010 inch what must
be done?

5. What procedure is required if two consecutive cor-
rections in column 16 exceeds .015 inch?

234 Given tine GMT; attached thermometer reading,
observed barometer reading, suns of Co-tractions, tan=
peratetre ecirrecticifi JAW. and barograph reading,
Compute the _total covrection; station- pressure; and
barograph correction and indicate the entries for
columns 59 througls 65' of AWS FOrni 10.

Comparbon of the Microbarograph. As indicated
in objective 230, station pressure (column 17 of AWS
Form 10) can be determined easily from the aneroid
barometer. When you used the aneroid, you did not

?WC

STATION Pnotameng caspotaTion

11 Ne, $43 I, 112.
Lna-T1,_ !WR.2.V.--1 &ME 17711574111

ezEin mem
pAgnipfflppiwm .015 i m lerraMMIIFUMEitrrinn=

MMP. Min r7477 C".1C71N.= or= Ef if

0111011,0 OAR

ST Pete311

ROIRMI 14141

131_z_
have to complete Columns 59 through 65 of AWS
Form 10. However, when the microlmrograph is toed
as ry_the prima instrument you must complete these
columns. en the microbarograph is used for press
sure measurements, it must be standardized by com-
parison with the station mercurial barometer; and
routine comparisons must be made at 6-hourly inter=
yids during station duty hours.

Station pressure computation (Cohanris 59 through
64 To make the discussion easier to follow, refer to
figure_34 3. The following entrytrales apply:

a. Column 59 =the time (GMT) the mercurial
barometer is read.

b. Column 60the temperature (to the nearest
;5° F.) of the attached thermometer.

c. Column 61.--=-Alie mercurial barometer reading
to the nearest .001 inch Hg.

d Column 62the total correction of the mer-
curial barometer (DD form 744 and temperature
correction) to the nearest .001 inch.

e. Column 63the algebraic sum of columns 61
and 62 (station pressure).

f Column 64the microbarograph reading to
the nearest .005 inch Hg.

g. Column 65the difference between the mer-
curial barometer and microbarcigniph readings (rounded
to the nearest .005 inch).

If the column 64 entry is greater thin the column 63
entry, the correction entered in column 65 is prefixed
by a minus sign; if leas; a plus sign. This entry (column
65) is entered to the nearest .005_ inch and is the baro-
graph cbrrection for the next 6-botir perind. _If the
barograph is reset because of a comparison excealing
.050 inch Hg; verify the accuracy by making a second
comparison. If necessary, the second comparison may
be entered in block 90 or on a second page of the AWS
lorm 10. If your comparison still exceeds;050 inch
Wg;Jeset the barograph to i.zero correction; place
an intend( before the zero, and make a note in column
90 (*barograph reset to a zero correction at 1148).

liffirefilselti'WO CosEdtiCrite
Pnanosoama tsai

Figure 3-13. Station pressure computation.
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Exercise 1234): throu_ah65 of AWS Form 10.I. From the following inforrruition, compute total Type of mercurial WI:Meter: ML-512 with sumcorrection, station pressure, and barographtorrec- of corrections of -.020.tion, and indicate the entries for columns 59

Correction of Mercurial Barometer for Temperatures (ML-512)
27.5 28.0 28.5 29.0 29.5 30.0 30.570.0 -.095 -.100 -.101 -.103 -.10574.5 -.096 -.097 -.099 -.101 -.103 -.104 -.10671.0 -.097 -.099 -.101 -.102 -.104 -.106' -.10871.5 -.098 -.100 -.102 -.104 -.105 -.107 -.10972.0 -.099 -.101 -.103 -.105 -.107 -.108 -.11072.5 -.101 -.103 -;.104 -.106 -.108 -.110 -.112

a. Col 59 1154
Col 60 - 70.0
Col 61 - 29.100
Col 62
Col 63 -
Col 64 - 28.985
Col 65 -

C. Col 59 0547
Col 60 - 72.0
Col 61 - 28.694
Cot 62-
Col 63 -
COI 64 - 28;565
Col 65 -

b. Col 59 - 1753
Col 60 - 71.5
Col 61 - 29.858
Col 62 -
Col 63 -
Col - 29.710
Col 65 :=

d. Col 59 - 1157
Col 60 - 71.0_ _

Col 61 29.733
Col 62 -
Col 63 -
Col 64 29.605
Col 65

235. List the slap ht computing iiii4evel pressure
Wing the pressure reduction commies., and deterMine
the sea -level pressure from given information using
tables 3-1 and 3-2.

Sea- Level Pressure Reduction. The weather station
at which you are &Wined should, and probably does;
have prepared tables 'you can use to determine sea -
level pressute and altimeter setting; However, there
are times when you may have to construct new tables
from "scratch." This could occur when you move to
a new obtervation site; or when your current tables
do not have enough range to cover extreme variations.

Pressure reartictibit computer. You can reduce the
observed station pressure (cOlumn 17) ito_ sea-level
pressure (column 6) by either of two thethdds-by
using the pressure reduction computer (WBAN 54=
7-8) or by using prepared press= reduction tables.
The quickest and most accurate Method is to use the
Computer. Side 1 of the computer,is used to compute
Set=level pressure values. This Side is calibrated in
millibars and inches of mercury (pressure) and has a
movable scale calibrated in "r" values (the ratio of
sea4evel pressure to. station pressure per increment
of 12-hour Meth temperature in degrees Fahrenheit).

To reduce station pressure to sea level using the
computer, follow this procedure. First, use the sta-

80

tion pressure as it is recorded in column 17 to the
nearest .005 inch of mercury. Next; determine the
I2-hour mean temperature. Then, using Side 1 of the
computer; set the P-index to the current Stationpres-
sure on the P=stale (inches). Determine the "r" value
by using the _mean tem*itittire and the table of "r"
values for your station that_ is supplied With the com-
puter. Align the computer cursor with the derived "r"
scale value. Under the cursor on the outer (F.) scale,
read the sea-level pressure_in arilliluirs. Figure 3-14
illustrates the proper alignment of the scales and
cursor for the following values:

Station pressure _= 29285 inches (outer teak)
"r" value (derived from table using a 12-hr mean tern-

. perature of 75° F.) = .0269

Mae values produce a sea-level pressure of 018.4
Tabk preparation and use. This method of com-

puting sea -level prettint is much simpler than using
pressure reduction tables; therefore, it is used at most
AWS stations. If you do have to prepare tea4evel
pressure reduction tables, You must prepare them in
accordance with FMI-1=8A, WBAN Manual of Ba-
rometry;

The FMH -8A uses a basic formula for determining
sea-level pressure valuers. Let's begin by putting down
the formula and identifying its parts:

P X r (where r.
Taw

P. = sea -level pressure

P = station pressure

r = ratio of sea -level pressure to station pressure for each
degree of temperature

K = a constant value tit 0i0266896° R. (ThiS value is built
into the table of "t"

Hog represents the difference between two known heights or
your station elevation in Meters

Tmv = 12 -hour mean temperature expressed in degrees rankine

1 53



SCALE STMSOLS
P,;! I STATION PRESSURE IN IMO OR MS.

PR z nesSujUl REDUCED TO SEA UP/EL.IN 110 OR MI.
T 2 PRESSURE REDUCTION RATIO CORRESPONDING TO

TWIRATURI AIGUMENT,4 (PICTURE I IS OMITTED

RECEDING DECIMAL ON SCALE OP r WHERE
r z P

THE P Pt SCALE PERTAINS TO EITHER STATION PRESSURE

OR REDUCED SEA LEVEL PRESSURE. THE TABLE Of t
MUST BE APPROPRIATE' TO DM GIVEN STATION ELEVATION
AND LOCATION

COMPUTATION Of PRESSURE REDUCED TO SEA

I. 0/TERMINI
LEVEL

(Al Cassava° STATION PRESSURE

(II STATION iimPilAtuat AsoumeNiAs
(Q PRESSURE REDUCTION RATIO, f PROM TABLE,

CORRESPONDING TO /
24.65

Mr= 3-14. Example of sea-level pressure computation on computer.

Now, work an example pr
following values into the form

6

by substituting the

ObierVed station pressure . 27.00 inches of mercury
Station elevation . 500 meters
12-hour mean temperature . 50° F.

Using table 3-1 (an extract from FMH-8A), con-
vert 27.00 inches mercury to- pressure in Millibars
(914.33 mb). Thaconvert the 12-hour mean tempera-
ture from the Fahrenheit scale to the rankine scale
using °R = 459:7 + °E.; which produces a Value of
509;7° R. Now using table 3=2 (extracted from FMH---
EtA), locate -the station elevation value and enter the
table-ter Where it coincides with the rankine tempera.!
tare; The rankinet%rierature of 509.7° is rounded
off to 510° R., giving us a value for "r" of 1.06211.
Our final step. in arriving -at the sea -level pressure- is
to multiply the station pressure millibar value by the
derived "r" value as follows:

914.33 mb 1:06211

This produces a sea-level pressure of 971.1 mb.
You can now start the sea-level pressure reduction

table. The actual tabular construction and format
used is at the discretion of the individual station.
Remember, when you vary the temperature or pres-
sure; you must compute a new constant ("r" value).
You must also include enough values in the table to
cover the pressure and temperature range of your
station,

Exercises (235): -

I; List the steps in computing sea-level pressure using
the pressure reduction computer.

2. Given the following information and using tables
and 3-2, determine the sea -level pressure in

millibars:
a; Station pressure = 27.50 inches.

I2-hour mean tem_perature = 50° F.
Station elevation = 550 meters:
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TABLE 3-1
INCHES OF MERCURY TO MILLIBARS

In. Hg . 00 Di . 02 . 03 . : 4 __...05

27.00 914. 33 914. 66 915. 00 915. 34 Q15. 68 916. 02

27.10 917.71 918.05 918.39 918.73 919.07 919.40
27.20 921. 10 921.44 921. 78 922. 11 922.45 922.79
27.30 924:48 924. 82 925.16 925. 50 925.84 926. 18

27.40 927.87 928.21 928.55 928.89 929.23 929.56
27.50 931.26 93 "1.60 931.93 932.27 932.61 92.95
27. 60 934. 64 934. la 935. 32 93'5.66 936. 00 936. 34

27.70 938. 03 938. 37 938.71 939.05 939.38 , 939.72
27.80 ... 941.42 941.75 9* 09 942.43 942.77 943. 11

2- 90 944.80 945. 14 945. 48 945:82 946. 16 946.56.
28.00 948. 19 948. 53 948. 87 949. 20 949. 54 949.88



TABLE 3-2
DERIVED "R" VALUE TABLE

Station
elevation
in Meters

12-hour mean temperature in degrees Rankine

500 505 510- 515 520

500 - - IND 1. 06338 1. 06275 1. 06211 1. 06148 1. 06086

510 - - 1. 06468 1. 06402 1. 06338 1. 06275 1. 06214

- 1:'06601 1. 06532 1. 06466 1. 06402 1. 06338

530 - - 1. 06731 1. 06662 1. 06596 1. 06530 1. 06463

540 - 1.06861 1. 06792 L 06723 1. 066 57 1. 06591

550 - - 1.06994 1.06923 1.06851 L06782 1:06714

560 - - 1. 07125 1. 07053 1. 96982 L 06910 1. 06842

570 - 1. 07258 1. 07182 1. 07110 1. 07038 L 06970
Is
580 - - 1. 01389 1. 07312 '1. 07238 1. 07167 1. 07095

590' - - - 1:07520 1.07443 1.07369 1. 07295 1.07221

600 - 1.07654 1. 07575 L07498 1.07421 1. 07349
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b. Station pressure = 27.80 inches.
12-hour meastlempersture =:60° F.
Station elevation = 590 meters

c. Station pressure = 27.35 inch4s.
12-hour mean temperature = 45° F.
Station elevation = 570 meters.

234' 11-etig talft irld340 determine the altimeter
settinbowd (mitten bto-mteddn, and list the steps
rewired to compute the altimeter setting using the
pressure refillable camputeL

Setting. The two most common methods
of computing altimeter setting are the FMH-8A
method and tliepressure reduction computer (WEAN
54,-7-S) method. .

Pressure Redact Atut_ Computer. When using the
cormmter,_ oisly informition you need to obtain
an altimeter settin4 is the station pressure and

elevation in feet Figure 3-15 is an =ample.
of altimeter setting computation using the computer.

The first step is obtain the station pressure to
the nearest .005 (column 17). Then using side 2
of the computer, P-index to the obtained sta-

tion_pressure value on either the Ix or P.A.S. scale,
as appropriate. Aliim the cursor over the. station de=
vation on the H-ocale. Fmally, under the cursor on
the P.A.S. scale (in this example), read the indicated
altimeter setting value to the nearest hundredtko!an
inch. Figure 3-15 illustrates how the computer is set
up using a statioapressure of *winches and a station
eleVitiOn of 737 fct. Mete values produce analtime-
ter ruttini_of 30.07 inches.

Altimeter setting tables. This method requires you lb
use tables 8.1-1 through 8.1-4 *om FMII-8A-. To
illUttrate the actual procedure whe using this- method,
we have included table extract of table 8.1
from FMH-8A). To compute altimeter setting by
thit Method, use the following steps:

a. Refer to the body of table 3.--3 and fund the Pia-
sure altitude corresponding to your corrected (cOlumn
17) station pressure.

b. Subtratt, algebraically, your station elevation
from the premium altitude obtained irtini the table.

. Go back to the table again. Take the value 015=
trained frOm step b and find this value in the table.
Its pressure equitralent is the altimeter setting.

Now let's work through a sample problem. Pcdtink
APB, Iowa, hat a station elevation_cif 735 feet. At a
given time the station pressure is 29.090 inches. Folio*
the steps given above and use table 3-3. Yost coinputa=
tions shoirld_produce the fallowirig results:

Step a - Station pressure = 29.090.
Step b - Pressure altitude value for 29.090 = 778.
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TABLE 3 -3.
ALTITUDE IN FEET AS FUNCTION OF. PR URE

Standard Atmosphere Table in Accord4nce With Specifications of ICAO
(httearilitttiTin Civil Aviation Organisation)

Tabular _feet) &nt the staidard atusoOhere as a function of
presser* (Jackie of morcsaf, sholoi as ihte aid top sTrpsisat).

Not.: Altitudes ars strictly is twins of "standard geopotsttal feet."

Pressure.
inches of 0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09
mercury

ft. ft. ft._ ft._ ft _ fte ft. ft. ft. ft.
25.0 4888 4878 4867 4856. 4846 4835 "4824 4814. 4803 4792
25.1.. .... . ..... 4782 4771 .4760 4750 4739 4/28 4718 4707 4696 4686

4675 4665 4654 4643 4633 4622 4611 4601 4590 4580
4569 4559 4548 4537 459R 4616 4506 4495 4484 4474

25.4 4463 4453 4442 4432 4421. 4411 4400 4389 4379 4368
SL

255 4358' 4847 4837 4326 4316 4305 4295 4284 4274 4263
25.6. 4253 4242 4282 4221 4211 4240 4190 4179 4169 '4168

4148 4138 4127 4117 4106 4096 4085 . 4075 4064 4064
25.8 _ 4044 4033 4023 4012 4002 3991 3981 3971 3960 3950
25.9 .. 3989 3929 3919 8908 3898 3888 3877 '3867 3856 3846

26.0 8836 3825 8815 3805 3 4 3784 3774 .3763 3753 3743
3732 2722 3722 3701 3 1 3681 3670 3680 3650 3639
3629 3619 3608 3598 3 3578 3567 3557 3547 3537

26.3 3526 3516 3506 3495 5 3475 3465 3454 3444 3434
26.4 3424 8414 3408 3393 3373 3362 3352 334 3332

26.5..... .... ....-- 3322 3311 3301 3291 3281 3271 3260 3250 324 3230
26.6 3220 3210 3199 3189 3179 3169 3159 3149 3138 3128
26.7 .. .... ____ 3118 3108 3098 3088 3078 3667 3057 3047 3087 3027
26.8... ...... _____ 3017 3007 2997 2987 2976 2966 2956 2946 2936 2926
26.9 2916 2996 2896 2886 2876 2866 2856 2845 2836 2825

27.0 ____ 2815 2805 2795 2785 2775 2765 2755 2745 2735 27%5
2715 2705 2695 2685 2875 2666 2855 2645 2635 2625

27.2 _ ____ 2615 2605 2595 2585 2575 2565 2555 2545 2585 2525
27.3 ._______. 2516 2505 2495 2485 2475 2465 2455 2445 2435 2426
27.4___________. 2416 2406 2396 2386 2376 2366 2356 2348 2336 2326

27.5 2316 - 2307 2297 2287 2277 2267 2257 2247 2237 2227
27.6 ___ .. . . ___... 2218 2208 2198 2188 2178 2168 2158 2148 2139 2129

2f19 2109 2099 2089 2080 2070 2060 2050 2040 2030
2021 2011 2001 1991 ,, 1981 1972 1962 1952 1942 1932
1923 1913 1908 1893 1884 1874 1864 1854 1844 1835

28.0.- 1825 1815 1805 1796 1786 1776 1766 1757. 1747 1737- 1727 1713 1708 1698 1689 1679 1669 1659 1650 1640282 - 1630 1621 1611 1801 1592 1582 -1572 1562 1553 1543
28.3 _ ....... ._....- 1583 1524 1514 1504 1495 1485 1,475 1466 1456 1448
28.4 _ . . ......... ..._ 1437 1427 1417 1408 1398 1389 13'79 1369 1360 1350

1340 1331 1321 1312 1302 1292 -1288 1278 1264 1254
1244 1235 1225 1216 1206 1196 *id/4187 1177 1168 1158

28.7-________ 1149 1139 1129 1120 1110 1101 1091 1082 1072 1063
1053 1044 1034 1024 1015 1006 996 986 977 96728.9 ______.- 958 948 989 929 920 910 901 891 882 872

29.0.._-__:____ 863 853 844 834 825 815 '806 791 787 778
29.1_______ ___ 768 759 749 740 730 721 711 .02. 693 683
29.2___________ 874 664- 655 645 636 627 617 608 598 589
29.3 579 570 561 551 '542 532 523 514 504 495
29.4. ----- 486 476 .467 457 448 439 429 no 411 401

29.5_______ 392 382 373 364 354 345 . 336 A 326 317 308
29.6 ____ ______' 298 239 280 270 261 252 242 233 224 215
26.7--_______ 205 . 196 187 177 168 159 149 140 131 122.
29.8__________ 112 103 94 85 75 66 57 47 38 2929.9.____ 20 10 1 -8 -17 -27 -36 -45 -54 -64
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Step r - Now subtract the station elevation algo;

braically, 778 735 = 4. 43.
Step d Withib th4 table we find that this +43

corresponds to a pressure of 29.87 inthes.
,fin some cases, interpolation is nexsury.)

This 29.87 is the altimeter setting for a station
- pressure of 29.M.:When_preparing tables using this

method, keep in mind that you must start with the
lower and upp4r limitt of the obserVed extremestation
pressure values. This information can be Obtained
from the station climatk data luminaries. Table 3-4

4k

is an exampk of a completed Station pressure_ to
altimeter setting conversion table. As you can see this
table was constructed using 28.400 and 30,280 inches
as the extreme values of observed station pressure.

Exercises (230:
1. Using table compute altimeter setting for the

following information:
a. Station pressure = 28.405

Station elevation = 1,353 feet
Altimeter setting = inches

TABLE 3-4
ST pioN PRESSURE TO ALTIMETER SETTING

Podunk Air Force Base, Iowa

Station Elevation: 73'5 ft

Station
Pressure
(Inches) .00 .01 .02 .04 .06 .07 .08 .09

28.40 29.17 29.18 29.19 29.20 29.21 29.22 29.23 29.24 29.25 29.26

28.50 29.27 29.28 29.29 29.30 29.31 29.31 29.32 29.33 29.34 29.36

28.60 29.37 29.38 29.39 29.40 29.42 29.43 29.44 29.45 29.46 29.47

28.70 29.48 29.49 29.50 29.51 .52 29.53 29.54 29.55 29.56 29.57

28.80 29.58 29.59 '29.60 29.61 '-..2 .A1 29%63 29.64 29.65, 29.66 29.67

28.90 29.68 29.69 29.70 29.7# ° .

VAR'
24.23 29.74 29.75' 29.76 29.77

''.--," -
,.

t'A

29.00 29.78 29.79 29.80 29.81 -2 '
, 0 9:84 29.85 29.86 29.87

29.10 29.84' 29.90 29.91 29.92. 29 . 95 29.96 29.97 29.98

29.20 29.99 ''30.00 30.01 3042 30204 ' 3 30.06 30.07 30.08

4
29.30 30.09 30.10 30.11 A.'30.12 ..30. " 14 305r 30.16 30.17 30.18
1

.

"4.29.40 13.19 30.20 30.21 30.22 30.23 1
li

,. 30.25 4030.26 30.27 30.28

tv ', t .4.

29.50 30.29°' 30.30 30.31 30.32 )0.33 (- 3u.
. .

30.36 f 14.37 30.38 30.39

29.60 30.40 30.41 ,30.42 30.43 10.44 .45 315.46 30.47 30.48 30.49

29.70 30.50 ' 30.51 30.52 30.53 30.54 30.55 10.56 30.57 30.58 30.59

29.80 30.60 30.61 30.62 30.63 30.,44 30.65 30.66 30.67 30.68 30.69

29.90 30.70 30.71 30.72 30.76 30.77 30.778 30.7930.73 30.74-1 30.75

30.00 30.80 30.82 30.83 30.84 30.85 30.86 30.87 30.88 30.89 30.90

30.10 30.91 30.92 30.93 30.94 30.95' 30.96 30.97 30.98 30.99, 31.00
-A..--

30.20 31.01 31.02 31.03 31.04 31.05 31.06 31.07 31.08 31.091
--__
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b. Station pressure = 72-610
StatiOn efeVation = 985 feet
Althinter setting a inches

c: Station pressure = 29;950
Station elevation = 35 fiitt
Altimeter tetting = inches

2. Using table 3-4; determine the altimeter setting
for she followina information:
a. Station pressure = 18.630
b. Station pressure = 29.990
C. Sashimi pressure = 28.420
d. Station pressure = 30.220
e. Station pressure = 29.050

3. List the steps in computing the altimeter setting
using the pressure reduction computer.

237. Given inforination, determine the app and/or app
99ppp lasing tables 3-5 and 3-6; and, from given state-
ments, indicate the significant column 13 pressure
remark's.

/Y7
Pressure adrEes and Remarks: Most pressure

entries on AWS Form 10 are made easily and ottickly.
When the aneroid barometer is the primary pressure
Measuring instrument, only three columns (6,12, and
17) are used for pressure. In addition, the Remarks
column (column 13) is used. When the microbarograph
is the nattier), instrument, lines 59 through 65 are
completed every 6 hours in addition to the regular
entries (objective 234). Pressure elements are nor-
mally determined as close to the hour as possible.
You should plan to evaluate and record all other
elements of your observation before you read the
barometer. In this way; each weather station makes
pressure readings at nearly the same time. Thii in-
creases the useftilness of the PrOssure values.

Seokvel pressure (cohaitn 6 Enter sea-level pres-
sure in millibars using only the tens, units, and tenths
digits (without the decimal point); e.g., enter 132 for
a sea -level pressure of 1,013.2 nib. If the pressure is
estimated, prefix the.value with an "E"; e.g., E132.

Altimeter setting (chlumn 12). Enter the altimeter
setting in inches of mercury .using only the units;
tenths, and hundredths digits (without the decimal
point); e.g., enter 994 fora setting of 29.94 inches.

TABLE 3-5
DETERMINATION OF BAROMETER TENDENCY CHARACTERISTIC

.

Desc,ription at Characteristic-
1

Repres tation
0.

...,....ao

Code
Figure

Primary Unqualified Requirement Addit.tiaal Requirements.,'
. -

HIGHER

$ '- -, .1-,,,,z , -

Witt,-

,

,-, .
. w

7
V.r.

-
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- .
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g unsteadily. - i- , ..--.

2Atinospberic p
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3
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L
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Iqs
Prefirt the entry with an "E" when the data are esti-
mated. Enter '114. for a missing setting.

Station pressure (column 1TX Enter station p
sure to the nearest Minch on each 3- and 6-h
observation (e.g., 71.995). Prefix station
with an "E" when the data are estimat ter !VI"
if pressure is missinx

Sup,ementary CiWal Data and R (Col-
mar 13). Coded additive data groups are included
only with the 3- and ti-haute. otnervations. The first
coded group contains barometric data (app 9 ppp).

Barometric trace 04 Barometric data includes
both the barometric eharattetist(c (trace) atid the
tendency <amount of change). The first element, "a,"
is the characteristic of the barogram trace (if available)

forthe 3-hour period prior to the actual time of olner-
vation. It is _determined by observing the trace on the
barogram of the microbarograph and then selecting
the coded value; as shown in table 3=5, that best rep-
resents the past 3-hour period. At stations not equipped
with a microbtrograph, encode_ 'h" from the trend
in the altimeter settings recorded-in column 12. Col-
umn I of table 3-5 shows the criteria for determining
the ..coded value "a." Column 2 describes the general
charatterittic the trace must assume. Notice that only
three codnvalues (0, 4, and 5) may be coded wen the
3-hour change is t.000.

Barometric tenckncy (pp). The_*pp" is the amount
of barometric change for the past 3 hours. Thiiehinge
is the difference; to the nearest .005 inch, between

-
RIP

TABLE 3;;45 -
-pp- AND -ppp" - AMOUNT OF BAROMETRIC 01-1ANGE IN THE, CAST 3

, Ammer .1 tris er 1011 _"!,'
. ,

PP PPP

Cd lcioa ..,.:7___
""".""'.

Cold Iftshoot op

Millikairs
C.ds lack of Millibars Cdi- akw. ace r a .1 ry liorte 00,grr 114/4 -P, o k lietrit4' CIA 4

_beri
4:

00 0.000 0.0 . 100 O. 10. 0 '
03 .005 . 2 a lab 3, 2 102 I 2
03 . 010 . 3 160 & 4 -
06 .015'\ . 3 '21. 166 & 6 103 10.3 164 .1 465 I5. -4
07 .000 .7 . 170 6. 8 103 . la 3 \ . 460 13.'6
OS .025 . 8 59 . 175 5.9 107 . 315 10. 7 15 . 466 15. 7

108 . ' 10. 8 139 .470 15. 9
10 .030 1.0 61 . 180 6. 1 110 11.0 161 .475 16.' 1
12 .035 L 2 63 . 133 6. 3
14 .040 1.4 64 .190 & 4 112 . 11.6 163 .480 p.3
15 .066 1.5 , 66 .196 6.6 113 .336 11.3 164 . 483 I& 4
17 .030 -L 7 611. . 200. 6. 8 113 . 340 11. 5 166. . 490 - 16. 6

117 . U./ 163 . 493 16. 8
19 .036 1.9 59 .206 6.9 119 .380 LH 9 169 . 500 16. 9
20 ;INS I 0 71 . 210 7. 1 - ,
22 . 063 .2. 2 73 . 216 7. 3 120 . 11 0 171 . 17. 1
24 . 070 2. 4 73 . 220 7. 5 122 . 360 12. 2 173 . 510 17. 3

.. 075 2. 3 76 . 223 7. 6 124 '-' : 366 12.4 174 . 515 17. 4
123 . 370 12. 3 176 . 520 17. 6

27 .080 s_12. (7, 78 .230 7.8 127 .375.' 12.'1 178 .525 17.8
29 . N5 * 9 SO . 235 & 0
30 . 090 3. 0 81 . 240 2 I 129 .380 12 9 179 . 530 17. 9

.096 3. 2 83 .243 & 3 130 . 335 13.0 NI . 533 UL 1
34 . 100 & 4 83 . 230 & 3 132 . 390 I& 2 183 . 340 l& 3

134 .395 13.4 135 . 543 l& 3
34 . 106 & 6 88 . 255 & 6 135 . 400 I& 3 1116 . 530 18. 6
37 . 110 & 7 88 . 260 3. 8

'. IU 3. 9 90 . 265 9.0 137 . 406 13 7 188 . 533 18: 8
41 . 120 4. I 91 . 270 1 1 139 .410 13, 9 190 . 660 11 0
42 . 125 4. 2 93 . 275 9. 3 141 . 413 14.1 191 . 565 19. I .

--.... 142 . 420 14.2 193 . 570 19. 3
44 . 130 4. 4 96 .2$0 9. 3 144 . 425 14.4 195' . 375 19. 3
46 .136 4.6 97 .283 1 7
47 . 140 t 7 SS . 290 1 8 146 .430 14.6 196 . 580 - 19. 6
49 . 145 4. 9 . 296 10.0 147 . 435 14.7 193 . 383 11 8
31 . 130 6. 1 99 . 300 ., 11 2 149 .440 14:9 KV . 590 20. 0
- eta s t a . 131

152
. 445
.460

15.1
13. 2

201
203

. 506

.600
20. I
20.3\,

88

4.

61



the column 17 entry at observation time and the col=
urim 17 entry 3 haurs prior. This ditetenas is then
converted to a codedtValue, as shown in table 3-6.
.which together with the trace !Urine the app "sup.
For example, a pressure trace for the -past 3-hours
indicates a Wing this Steady tram The total_pres
sure change for the 3Aistr period is .035 inch. There-
fore, the app imelhouki be coded 612.

fo' Presses change exceeding 9 8 mb" 99PPS If the
pressure chinge over a'3 -hour petiod exceeds 9.8 mb
(ode fit 98), encode pp as 99 and include the ceippp

. group in column 13. For example, a 3=hourly pressure
trace of 3 and a tendency of .340 (11.5 cab) is coded
299 99115.

Significant remarksTcobmn 13j As for all elements
of the observatior4 there are remarks concerning
pressure that you should be nrePared to report. These
are remarks that are significant to meteorologists

4ami ere as follows:
a. Pr*ure rising_ _(PRESKR) or pressure

falling rapidly (PRES . These conditions should
be reputed when the p itrisinir or fallina at a

' rate of .06 inch_ or more per-hour, with a total fall or
rise of at east .02 inch or more at the time of observa-
tion.

b. Pressure unsteady (PRES UNSTD10. This
condition should be repaint by stations with a micro-

,, barograph. it is indices ielri -sharp troughs or crests
A that depart at least .03 inch from the mean trend.

Exert (237):,
1. Indicate the significant colunin 13 pressure remarks

for each of the following:
a. The p risen .02 inch in the last 20 ,

minutes g the observation.

b. The barograph chest indicates sharp troughs
and crests that depart from the mean trend by
.03 inch.

c. In the 30 minutes preceding the observation
the pressure fell .06 inch.

2. From the following_ information, and using tables
XS and 34, determine the app arid/ or app 99app
group-
a. characteriarie of the trace during the past

hours indicaWd that the _pressure decreased
irhea increased. The column 17 entry 3-hours ago
Vas 28.975 and now is 28.935.

z. I/9
b. The cijiracteristic of the trace during the peat

3 hours indicated that the pressure increased
pteadily. The column 17 entry 3 hours ago was
29.150 and now is 29.210.

c. The characteristic of during 'the past
3 hours indicated that the 'pressure decreased
then increased. The column 1 entry 3 hours ago
was 30.100 and now is 30.100.

d. The characteristic of the trace during the pest 3
hours indicated that the pressure increased then
increased more rapidly. The column 17 entry 3
hours ago was 29.405 and now is 29.735.

e. The characteristic of the_ trace during the pest
3 hours indicated that the pressure increased
then decreaseck The column 17 entry 3 hours

-ago was 30.120 and now is 30.000.

Temperature and DeUliciint
Tempdratu reis. one of the most common and easily

-iikderstood measurements of weather. Besides its
fulness as a tool for analysing: fiuntal_positionso
perature data is used by the pilot; alongViririnesilure=
altitude, to compute the runway distance deeded to
reach = takeoff speed. The temperature of_ the air is
sometimes called _ambient temperature. This means
air frwly moving about, unaffected by controlled
heating or cooling sources: The dewpoint indicqtes
the temperature to which air must be cookd with
constant water vglor conient and preistageto reach;..
saturatiok- The dewpOint is important bey it is."--t.
the temperature 'beyond which _further cooling pro-
duces viiibk conderission. Air NV-either Service uses
two methods for obtaining temperature and dew=
point, -;the AN/ -11 Hygrothermometer, and the
psychrometer.

238-State the- temperature and dewpoint ranges of the
TMQ-11; and given TMQ-11 readings deter Mine the
entries for columns 7 and 8 of AWS Form 10.

Temperature and Hiunidity &.t (AN/T1V1(11).
The temperature sensing element of this set is a device
that changes its electrical resistance with changes in
temperature. The dewpoint Sensing element (dewc11)
is a gold-alloy device coated with lithium chloride ihat

fr



electrkul residinnk with changes in humid-
changes in electrical resistance MUM a

chithas in the Signal from tM transmitter to'the in-
,dtnitot.

Operating range. The seining demons and indi:
atone operate over drbtollowing temperature ranges:

Temperature indineor,_4CP to +IMP Fahrenheit.
Dewpoint indicator, =50' to 4.1XP Fahrenheit.

If you determine that there an error of 81F. in
temperature reading* or 2.5° F. in thivTpoint readings,
notify maintenance and obtain data from the psychro=
meter. This determination of possible error should
bit nick maintenance personnel at the site of the
ANLTM(El 1 tranimitter. When theoperating range
of the indicators is exasioxi, obviously the, data is
dkregarral. QccadonallY, the dewpoint indiv tor.
registers the same. or a higher temperature than the
free air tnnrratisre, esmecirWdurrng fog or precipj
tatiom In that cas if no equipment error is

4matider the cFewpoint to be the same as the
cure. If is fog is present, assume that the
with respect to ice rs the same as the temperature, and
convert the dewpoint from is to water by means of the
psychrometric cakUlator.

Eolrlss ea AWS Form 18. Read allremperatures
to the nearest whole degree. Temperature is entered
in column 7 to the nearest whole degree Fahrenheit;

.e.g., 33 for 34.5, 105 for 105.4. Prefix subzero tempera-
tures with a minus sign; e.g, -7. Enter M for missing
data. 1:Fev.point is entered in column _8 to the nearest
whole. degree Fahrenkei4 or enter M for missing data.
Prefix subzero dewpoint ternwratures with a minus
sign. Enter staditical data in parentheses; i.e., enter
the water equivalent of the dry-hulb temperature when
the air temperature is 45° Err C.) or below:

Exercises (238):
1; What is the temperaturerange on the TMQ-11?

2. What is the dewpoint range on the TMQ-117

3. Given the following informatiOn, determine the
correct entries for column 7 and column 8 of AWS
Form 10.

771m) indicator
a. 90.4
h. rignut 22:5
C. 108.8
d. minus 35.6
e. no equipment

65.4

771I(Fil Keedings

Dee/point indicator Col 7 entry ' Col 8 entry
70.6

mints 25.0
5

minus 40.0
error and fog is present

66.0

IP

preperather of the sling psychrometer r use.
and correct Sk itiistakents crcerning

Sling Psydironseter t most AWS dente is the
psychrometer is a back-up for the /TMQ-
11. It consists of a metal back plate two- liquid-
in -glass thermometer tubes fris it so that the .

mercury bulb of one- tuba extend approximately 2
inches beyond the other; This ometer (the wet-
bitlb) is extended so that you can di it hAviater Oath,
oith Moistening the dry --bulb therm° . Figure 3=16
is an illustration of the sling r*IlitOnieter, showing
the position of the Uteri:hornet= tan'. Two tempera-
tures are obtained from the *ebb:meterthe city-
bulb temperature arm air) and the wet-bulb tempera-
ture (temperatures reached by evaporationsl cooling).

General practices. When thS.. psychrometer is used
as a thmkuplor the TMQ-11; it should be kept indoors.
Prior to actual use for 'temperature measurements it
must be expoSed to the outside free air (in a shaded
location) long enough to allow the instrument to
reach temperature equilibrium (normally 15 minutes).
When not in use it shouldtte kept in a clean; dust free
location to prevent the wick from getting dirty.

Figure 3=16. Sling psychoineter.
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Water used to moisten the wetbulb wick must be
free of mineral matter to prevent the wick from be:.
coming stiff and the bulb incrusted with minerals.
Use distilled water when available; rain water; or
melted snow. Store the water in a covered container
and replace it as often as necessary; usually once
a week.

The wick on the wet bulb thermometer must beftept
clean in order to obtain accurate readings. Clomp
the wick at least once a week in areas subject to dust
or other impurities suspended in .the air. Otherwise;
change the wick at least once kmonth. At stations
where the Psychrometeris used only as a backup and is
stored in a clean locatOn; these frequencies may be
modified.

Preparation of the wet-butb. The wick must be
moistened prior to ventilation of the psychrometer
and according to the procechNs and conditions de-
scribed below:

the dry-bulb temperature is above 37° F.
(3° wCf), moisten the wick just prior to ventilating
(0,eitif the humidity is high and the wick appears wet).
If4the wet-bulb temperature is expected to be 32° P.

c.) or less; moisten the wick several minutes before'
yeSttilation so that a drop of water forms on the end
of the. bulb. -

Whenever practical in areas where the tempera-
fiat is high and the relative humidity is low, precooled
,,,water.-should used. Moisten the wick thoroughly
several minutes prior to and again at the time of venti-
-*ion. This helpS uce the temperature and prevents
-the ,wick from d tit during Ventilation. When this
procedure is not' pletely effective, keep the wick
extended into an open container of water between
Observations.

ct At dry-bulb temperatures of 37° F. (3° C.) or
low; use water that hasbeen kept at room tempera-
te in order to melt_ completely any accumultion

4.ke on the wick. Moisten the wick thoroughly (at
15 minutes before ventilation) to permit the

tent; heat ofjsion (released wiien4,Water
'f

zee
be tchssipat before ventilation ii)tgun;DoYNot

excess water to remain on.die Wick since a t
ing is necessary for acCuRite Taft if tt

'dot frozen at wet-bulb ismPotratuYes°
4443°;C:.), touch the wick w4h , or
cold objects to induce freezirtilr4.034tib unable

- iliduie freezing use the lowNniptgatii range of tht:
psychrometric ,calculatoi 1.**iiapiltio4. .

occurring. If there is moisture on the thermometer;
wipe it dry with a soft cloth and shield tt*thermorneter
from the precipitation as long as necessary to permit
dissipation of. any extraneous heat before reading
the temperature.

Exqdse (239):
1. For the following statements, identify and correct

those that are flaw.,
a. Prior to actual use for temperature measure-

ments, the psychrometer must be exposed to the
outside free air (in a shaded location) for at
least 15 minutes.

b. In areas that are subject to dust or other im-
purities suspended in the air; the wick on the
wet-bulb thermometer should be changed' at
least once a month.

c. Whenever practical in areas where tempera-
ture is high and the relative humidit s low,
warm water should be used to moisten th wick

4 of the wet-bulb 'thermometer.

d. If the wick is not frozen a wet-bulb temperatures
below 32° F., touch the wick with clean ice,
snow, or another cold object to induce freezing.

e. The dry-bulb temperature must be taken after
ventilation when precipitation is occurring.

arationlitrhe :dry bulb -When ap

blilltrthernioapter3R4 5 minute-Simi,* ter ve anon,
wheirde ex*etij'aitocgAii41

' or-'
mo :with a sOkt t, 'Alta:40w :SUIndent: time
for the dtissipatioryf eXtraii NettlbefOt ventila-

? tion.
j. '. b. Tlie,,dry-bulb temeertitiikInoit obtliined

:prior tbobeginning ventgiction preciinfii9:tin is

q: 91

take the folio t144actiorts prior to:' ye
psychrometer

is

e procedures for ventilating the sling

Ventilating_ the -Psychromete'r. To insure proper
y-iii4lation_ of the _sling psychrometer, the air should
p4aS over the psychrometer bulbs at a minimum of 15

t. ketper second. Using the sling psychrometer as a
Attlekup. swing the instrument so that it revolves at
2 leVolutions per second. Select a shady spot with no
obgtructions within a radius of 3 to 4 feet and face into
the wind. Hold the instrument to your front and waist
high while slinging it. Keep the instrument in the shade
of youi body as much as practical, but no so close that
body heat will Affect the readings.

Siep.s in ventilating. After the wick of the wet-bulb
has been properly moistened, use the following steps

a

1.f f



OBSERVER'S EYE TOO
HIGH READING 50.0°

Rpm 3-17. Rdlng the tlwrnionse;

as guide in ventilating the sling psychrometer:
(1) Begin by ventilating the psychrometer for about

15 seconcit. Read the wet-bulb thermometer, but do
not record the reading,

(2) Ventilate for another 10 seconds aid again read
the wetalls. Continue this process at 10.second
intervaltintil successive reedit* are within 1°1F. or
less of etch other. Then ventilate the instrument at
5 second` italervals

(3) When two consecutive readings show no further
decrease, the wet-bulb temperature has been reached.
Read this temperature to the nearest 0;1° RiAs quickly
as possible, _read the -dry-bulb temperature to the
neatest 0.1° F. Recorii both these temperatures.

If the wet-bulb temperature rises between successive
readings, retnoisten the wick and ventilate again.

iteactinil the thermometers. Make certain that your
line of sight is perpendicular to the thermometer tube
at the top of the liquid coltunn, is shown infigure 3-17.
This avoids introducing an error of parallax.

ExUrdee (240):
1. State the _procedures for ventilating the sling psy-

chrometer;

241. Liu the etAis In computing the dere4int _ruing
the peychrometriecalculator;

Psychrcesueric Calculator (MC- 42945M N The
clamor computes dewpoint'by comparing the_yest-bulb
temperature With the wet-b_ulb depression it therensge
station pressure. Table 11 lists average station preisures
for several miles of station elevation. Select the pros-
sure to determine which D-scale (colored rings) to use

LINE OP SIOKT

OBSERVER'S EVE IN CORRECT
POSITION READING !PLO

21-32

on the computer. Next, select the high range (fig. 113)

of the computer if the wer-bsith_tempemture isebove
32° F. or the_ low range sidelfhp 3-19) if the wet-bulb
temperature is below 32° F. Then follow the steps
listed below:

(1) Set the 0° indert_of_.theti-scale opposite the
wet4ailb value on sole if the Wet-birlb wick
is ice covered, or opposite the DP4cale if the wick is
unfrozen.

(2) Move the cursor to the wet -bulb depression
along the appropriate colored Cuterilt.

int on the DP-scale under the
on make the AWS Form 10

you use does not result
ghee than the free air tern=

(3) Read the d
cursor hairline. Befo
entry, insure that the
in a dewpoint that is
perature.

Exerdse (241):
I. List the steps in using the psychrometric calculator

to compute the dewpoint.i,;),

TABLE 3-7
AVERAGE STATION PRESSURE Vs. STATION ELEVATION

Station Elevatiot1
(jet)

Computer Pressure *se
(inches ol mercury)

531 .t0 +392 30"

+593 to +1341 29"

4134; to 2316 28"

2317 to 3836 27"

3837 to 5976 ,, 2r
Above 5976 23"

92
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25.734

Figura 3III. Psychromarric calculator (high-rasp side).

XL Given 4043-alb and vvet4nolb tamperature read-
ins4 the wet-bulb detwomion and:calculate
the hy-interpolatioaL

Elewpoint Calculation. Psychrometric tables offer
one methtid of computing dewpoint. These tables list
the tewp-ointi for a wide range of dry43-ulb/mit-hulb
deimmion relationshipa (DeFtslion is the difference
betimes the dry-bulb and wet-bulb reading0 Often
your observed data falls between table values, and you

93

4.0

(4'

15'3

0z,

42)

a

must interpolateio obiaM the correct dewpoint. Fig
ure 213 illustrates., by step, a double interpola
tion. You can tee interpolation is necessar
between air table values ckpiessior
tabu values, hence the Oral "don mterpolatiore
A simpleratio tad_proportion solVei interplgation
As you solve each interpolation stiv in figure 320
you can readily use how the dewpoiM (middle span
in step three) is obtained._ The dimpoint may equa
the dry-bulb or wet-bulb temperature, but it should
never be higher than eier.

ti

' a
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".dewpoint. Fig-
msble interpola-
m= is necessary
fad depiession
illterPtIticm"
intimpAtition.

in flies
(middle square

oint may equal
e, but it should



-

.4

4.4
--"C\..;

if y

Nitre 319. Piyenrometrie caiculatrir (low-range side).

ExifreUsis (242):
1. From the following d and wet-bulb _tempera-

tures, compute the Wet ulb depression (WBD).
c. -1.5a. 56.4 b. -0 8

53.0 -15
'WBD WBD

d. 36.9 e. 1.0
29.5 -0.7

WBD WBD

WBD

.94

23.733

2. Uting the' following values, solve for the dewpoint
(DP) by using interpolation:
72 61

72.7 DP

73 62

1.44

VOr
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for the dewpoint



_De#Potitt 44° F I

s

OBSERVED:i Dry Bulb = 53.3

Wet Bulb = 48.7

Depression = 4.6

TEHPERATUILE__OF DEW POINT
Air Depression of Wet Bulb

Temperature 4.5 . 5.0

53 44 43
.

54

,

46 44

4

4.5 4.6 5.0

. 44-53 43=1 i

53.3 44;6 (043`
.54 46 44 I

step --#3

b

F77ai
4.5 4.6

53 44 xl
53.3 (4_4444.6

-46

5.0

43

43.3_

44

b

a x-
y

1 2

.6

b =y
.3 x

T
x .3

a:53.,=3

b54 =53.1
x = .6 (44 + .6)

y a 46 44 2

a 53.3 - 53

b 54 = 53 1,

.3

.3

x .3 (43 + .3)

y a 44 - 43 1

b
a x

a 4.6 - 4.5 .1
y

.1
b 5.0 - 4.5b = 5 . 0 - 4 . 5 : 5

.5
x
1.3 x = .3 (44.6 - .3)

.5x .13 y 44.6 - 43.3

x .26 or

Figure 3=20. Sample interpolation.
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3-3. Wind
Air has characteristics; such as temperature, mois-

ture,and movement. Air movement sometitheepro-
duces unusual , conditions in certain amis. _These
conditions have been given names such as "chin k"
on the leeward Side of the Rockies; "noel:lute in
New England,and "Santa Ana" in CaliforniL Some
Winds affect large areas, whereas otheri occur on a
Itical scale. Whatever their extent, wind obtervatiOns
include dittetitin, speed; and character. This section
includes the wind equipment, entries on wind charts;
changing the_ chart rolls, extractin: infortnation from
the wind equipment;:and reco Ea. wind information
on AWS Forth 10, Sittfa.- " 1 der Observation.

243. Given a Mt of statements- concerning wind theas-
nririg se% rewriter charts, and entries on the recorder
charts. identify and correct tlitm that are Mae.

Wind Measuring Two Sett; ANiGMQ-20 and
AN/ GMQ-.1 I; are used to provide fitted station sur-
face wind measuring and indicating. Wind sets are
oriental to magnetic north. A recorder may be used
with the GMQ-41, and the GMq10 comes supplied
With one. The GMQ-20 offers one important advan-
tage_ over the GMQ=1-1: Without modification; the
GMQ-11 will handle dttlyftWo readouts. The GMQ-
.20 Witt operate up to ItYranktuts. These Wind measur-
ing sets can measure wind speeds up to 240 knots on

:2the Awarder. The indimit0,-.5mge is 0 to 120 knots.
t&renordspeedsitive04101nots, you must switch the
recorder to high range; Obtaining wind speed_and
direction from the indicator or recorder is not diffi-
cult. You must remember to convert magnetic citriocrion

+0 true, direction before longline transmission. Figure 3-11
shows the GMQ-1L indicator and RO-2 recorder.
(There are some differencei between the RO-2 and
the RO-362 recorders, but the differenceS are mainly
Where the switches are located.)

Operation of the wind measuring sets requires very
little effort. Normal operation of the set is in the 0- to
120-knot low range4tecorder chart speed is normally
3 inches per hour; lint it can be operated at 6 inches
per hour to give a clearer record of changes in speed
or direction. The conversion of chart speed is done
by equipmentpersonnel only.

Recorder Chair% Tliereare certain eyries that are
_required -on the wind chart The folloWing instructions
apply to these

Changing chal Change the wind recorder chart
only-as heats-0y o prevent loss of record.

CAart faenti cation. At the 1:vegitthing and end of
each chart roll; enter a time check, the station name,
and a date=titrie groirp to indicate the t4reo, the traces
began or ended respectively. Enter the CatiA feed rate
if different from normal; or if times are not printed
on the chart. Enter other identification as necessary
if the chart, or any part of the chart, is provided for
purposes such as special: tudies or an aircraft accident
investigation.

Tune checks. Make time checks on the recorder
chart by drawing a short line on the chart and entering
the date-time to the nearest minute (GMT). The fols
lowing are the minimum requirements for making
time checks:

a. At the beginning and end of each chart roll.
b. At the appropriate time of each 6-hourly ob-

servation;
c. When noted of an aircraft mishap.
d. For-each disruption or discontinuity in the re-

corded tril:s.
Example: Enter a time check upon return of equip=
ment to operatien following an outage or-pedodic
maintenance.

e. At the time of the first observation of the day
at stations not operating 24 hours per day.

Thne adjustments. Adjust the chart_ to the correct
time whenever the time error is more than 5 minutes.
Draw an arrow to the point of adjustment a cuter
the time near the arrow.

Annotations for periods._inoperaperiods. Indicate
maintenance shutdown or other inoperative periods
by_ entering time checks and date4time groups at the
end of one period of operation and the beginifing of
the next; At the point of outage enter the appropriate
reason; such as, POWER_FAILURE, DIRECTION
INOP,'OR SPEED INOP. When the equipment is
returned to service, adjust the chart to the correct
time if necessary.

Chart feed rate. Whenever the chart feed rate is
changed, enter a time check and an appropriatenote;
such as, BEGIN 6 IN/ HR OR BEGIN 3 IN/HR.

Disposition af chart. Instructions for disposition
of recorder charts are contained in the 105 series of
tables in Apt 12-50.

Exercise (243):
I. Identify and correct false statements concerning

wind measuring sets, recorder charts,nd recorder
chart entries.
a. The GMQ-11 can operate 10 readouts.

A

b. The wind indicsito as _a_speed range capability
. of 0 to 120 knots but by switching it to the high
-range will give readings from 0 to 240 knots.

c. The major adviLtage-- the _GMQ=-20 over the
GMQ0,11 is that it offers two different chart
sPeecli.

1 !;
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15S
d. Cavan identification is entered at the beginning

and the end of the roll.

e. The recorder chart roll is change 51 at the begin-
ning of each month and as required during the
month.

1. Time checks are entered at the appropriate time
of each 6-hourly observation.

244. Quit strips of a wind recorder chart, obtain the
wind direction and speedL

Wind Direction; The direction from which the wind
is blowing gives its name to she wind; A west wfixt is
one coming from the west. TWO geographic points
the true nortkpok and the magnetic north pole are
references for any directiom The observing equipment
is oriented to magnetic north. AWS Form 10 entries
require true north orientation. Therefore, between
observation and entry you must convert from mag=
netic north to true north.

,

Thue and magnetic direction conversion; The line
along which =the true and magnetic directions are the
same is calipd the agonic line or 0° magnetic variation.
Figure 3-2rAhows that the variations on one side of
the 0° lino are termed easterly variations and varia-
tions on the other side of the lite are westerly tittle=
tions; To ittirb4Crt rr"9netki, ai.rtaiiiiiri 1-ci true, a 1 re0_tiant

. ADD EASTERLY variation to imagnetic di-
rection. ..,-1
SUBTRACT WESTERLY variations froM/mag-
netic directiom

If you fmd it necessary to convert true direction to
magnetic direction then reverse the above procedure;
Figure 322 is only; approximate_ because the earth's
magnetic field is eciathibally shifting and local varia-
tion will change biiieveral minutes of arc each year
at most lecalitier. For this reason the revised charts
must be monitored regulirly for any changes in kical
variations;

The direction is determined over a 1-minute period
and read tiktlie nearest to°. Rattly doet the recorder
pen scribe a straight line; it usually swing across a
wide raw of directions. You simply choose the direc-
tion thdroccurs most frequently during the observa-
tion period.

Wind Speed; The speed is determined over a 1-
minute pericid and is ,read to the nearest knot.

The R0=2 wind reCorder has priority over other
wind measuring device'. When the recorder**t

10° .5° Cr 5° 10° 13° 20°

WESTERLY
V ARIATION_,.,

10° 45,

EASTERLY
VARIATION

Figure 3-22. Magnetic variation.
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TABLE 34
ESTIMATION OF WINDSPEED

.
Beaufort
Number

MPH Knots Inte rn ionala ion al
Description

.
Specifications

..,, .

0 Less than 1 Loss than 1 Calm Calm; smoke rises

1=3 1 -3

'"

.
.

Light Air
,

7

rvertically
Direction_of wind shown
by smoke drift but not
-b Crithivtitiul-

2 4 -7
,

4-6 Light Br eze
=.

Wind felt on fac ; leaves
rustle; vanes mo d.by
)wind ,

3 8-12 7-10 Gentle Breeze Leaves and small twigs
in constal, motion; wind

light fIzg
4 13=18 11=16 Moderate

,eztends
Kaises dust4 loose papep;
*Mall branches moved /_

5 19-24 17=21 Fresh , &kali trees in leaf begin
to sway;crested wavelets
-fo ncmiland-waters

25-31

______

22-27,

.

Strong Large branches_in"motion;
whistling heard in tele-
graph wires; umbrellas
used with difficulty

7 32=38 28=33 Near gale Whole trees inimotion_;_
inconvenience felt walk=
ink against wind

8 39-46 34-40 Gale Breaks twigs off trees;
_impedes_p_rogress=

9 47-54
,

41-47 Strong gale Slight structural damage
occurs

10 55-63 48-55 Storm Trees uprooted; consider-
able damage_occurs

11' 64=72 56=63 Violent
stollen

Widespread damage .

,12 73=82 -6-4=-71 Hurritane-- ,



s
alike,avas the direct reading dial of the AN/ GMQ-21

wind measuring set is the station standard.
Estimating wind direction and .0404 Oa

it may necessary to estimate.-the wind direction and
speed. When this- situation arises you can use free
moving objects to determine the wind direction. If a
wind cone or tree is available, you should haVe little
ft-bunk in estimating the direction. Estimating the
wind speed can pose more of a problem.

When instruments are not available,. estimate the
speed by using the Beaufort wind scale as shown in
table 3-8.

Exerdsts (
1. From the d-recorder chart provided in figure

23, what is the wind direction and speed at 1800
local time at Chicago, Illinois.
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Figure Wind clkart strip (objective 244, exercise I).

2. Use the section of a wind recorder chart in figure
3=24, what is the wind direction and speed at 1200
local time at San Antonio, Texas.

0

Figure 3-24, Wind chart strip (objective 2

I
100

I i

!
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exercise 2),

II I

23.733

0 0 130

23.736
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3. Determine the wind directio teed fro
wind recorder chart shown in figure 3-25 at Buffalo,
New York at 0500 local time.

4
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Figure 3-25. Wind chart strip (objective 244. exercise 3).

245. Detmnine Wind character from reei3rifi china.

Wind Chart ter; A simple report of direction and
speed,floes_not always completely represent the Ob.=
served_ wind. The terms -"gustS," "squall," and "wind -
shift" Kelp dercribe the characteristics of the virind not
revealed by direction and _speed.

. Gusts. Gustiness complicates aircraft touchdown
-and takeoff maneuvers in a manner that is similar to,
but much more serious than, the handling_affects you
feel while_driviag_a car during gustiness. Ftirther im-
portance is added to gusts by their association with
frontal passage and thunderstomm_A gust is defmed
as a sudden intermittent_ increase &Wind speed with
at least a 10not variation between peaks and lulls.

^1 There is no -time limitation and the observer must use
his own judgment as to the meaning_of "sudden."

Squalls: A squall is dIstinguishiii frciin a gust by a
sudden_increase of wind speed of at least 15 knots and
a sustained average_of 20 knots or more maintained
for at least I minute before the _speed dintiniiheti,
Squalls usually indicate that _turbulence is present
near the earth's surface and, like cy.bry ..:44:14 pose a
problem to flight operations.
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Windshif- ix_Windshifts (change .in direction of 45°
or more tvitffin--15 minutes or less) are usually stied.;
ated vvit14-porne_ or ar of the following phetomena,
typical of. a cold front passage:

Gt., winds;
C1--vnseshift (Northern Hemisphere).

-Rapid drop: in dewpoint.-
Lightning, thunder; heavy} n, ancehail in the
summer; _

Rain or snow showers.

In most cases,, ttie diitylorecister informs the ob-
server of anticipated HoWever, if there
is no forecaster, on;daty, Ake observer must-make the
determination as to *him tik'actual shift occurs.
Report windshifts whO (WO:Aft* ,assoclated with
frontal movement and (21t ilfilistiom other causes
and is considired import** it aircraft operation;

Exirtheis (245):
I. Use the section of the wind recorder chart in figure

3-26 to determine whether there Wert' gusts at the -
1100 AM observation.if so what was then erical
value?



Figu hp. Wind chart strip (Objective 245, exercise I).

2. Use the section of the Wind recorder chart in figure
3.27 to determine whether there were any sqtzalls.
If so what is the valbe? (Use 4100observation time.)
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Figure 3-27. Wind chart strip (objective 245 exercise 2).
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3. Use the section of the wind recorder chart in figure
3-22 to determine whether or not there hai been a
windshift, (Use at 00 as °Nervation time.)

/b3

Figure 3-28. Wind chart strip (objective 245..exercise 3).

246. Make wind entries in appropriate columns on
AWS Form 10.

r

Witid Entries and Remarks; Enter wind direction
'n column 9 and wind_speed in column 10. Use two
digits for each entry. Enter the direction in tens of
degrees to the nearest ten degrees and the speed to the
nearest whole knot; A wind of 275° and 8.. knots is
ntered as 28 in column 9 and 08 in column 10. Even

and speeds in excess of. 10() knots require only
4 digits; for example, calm is written as "00" in column

and "00" in 10; a "105" _knot wind from 160° is
entered as "66" in column 9 and "05" in column 10.
Be sure to enter a_ north wind as "36" rather than "00."
and if you estimate the wind from the Beaufort scale;
enter, "E" before the direction in column 9.

Gusts are ldentified by the symbol "G" followed
by the peak speed observed during the ;10 minutes
prior to the ascribed observation time and entered
in column 11. A squall is identified by the symbol
"Q" followed by the peak speed observed during the
sametizne period of 10 minutes andalso entered in
column I I.

Peak wind. Wherf any of the phenomena listed
below occur, peak wind should be appended to the
wind remarks in column 13. Peak wind should never
be entered unless it exceeds 30 knots and is not in-
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cluded in the body of a previo redord or special
observation:.

Hail.
Thunderstorms.
Tornadic activity.

For example; when these severe weather phenomena
occur, a standard remark "PK WND"should be added
to the observation followed by the direction and speed
followed by a solidus and the minutes past the hour

ihe occurrence. If a thunderstorm begins and wind
speed reaches 37 knots from 270° at 1146 GMT; you
would' record the following_remark in column 13;
AWS Form 10: PK WND 2737/46.

Windshift. Windshift is a change in wind direction
of 5° or more which takes placein less than 15
minutes. Enter contraction WSHFT and time of
occurence.

Vartabk wind direction. Variable wind direction
is a condition in which the wind d irecti on is fluctuating--
by ki° or more during the observation. This condition
is not considered as reportable during a "light wind"
aw.wind speeds of 6 knots or less. Enter the contraction
"WN11)"_follOwed by the extremes of variability,
WND 27v33.

Exercises (246):
Make the appropriate entries on AWS Form
3-29) for the data given in each exercise.

10 (fig,

I
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3=29. Blank sectional strip of AIVS Form 10 (objective 246, exercises 1 through 3).

1.. Use the sectional wind recorder charts in learning
objective 244 to answer the following;
a. Make all appropriate entries in the AWS Form

10 above for winds indicated in figure 3=23 at
1800 local

b. Make all appropriate entries in the AWS Form
10 above for winds indicated in figure 3=25 at
1200 local;

c. Flake all appropriate entries in the AWS Form
10 above for winds indicated in figure 3-25 at
0500 local.

2. Use the sectional wind recorder charts in learning
objective 245 to answer the following
a. Make all-imicessary entries in the AWS Form 10

above for winds indicated in figure 3-26 at
1100 local.
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b. Make all necessary entries irljibe AWS Form 10
above for winds indicated in figure 3-27 at
ai00 local.

c. Make all necessary_ entries in the AWS Form 10
above for winds indicated 'n figure 3-28 at
al 00 local.

helollowing infotmation,imake all neces-
es,in the AWS form 10 above;

.1hiinderstorm begins arid: the wind speed
reaches 32 knots from 220° at- 1832 GMT.

_ (Enter_ peak speed)
b. The wind was _blowing_from_120° and changed

direction to 270° 'at 1548 GMT. (Enter wind-
shift.)

C. The wind is fluctuating from 90° to 180° and
,back again. (Enter the variable wind direction)
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Types of Observation
YOU HAVE STUDIED considerable in;4.for

c,
rnation

about making a weather observation: You have
*viewed the observation in general terms of weather
systems and meteordlogical principles and progressed
to the specifics of observing; identifying, and recording
many- individual elements; You havie studied the
mathematical operations involved ig deriving the
observation. You have reviewed the use of various
instruments and equipment-that helps you measure
weather elements. You now need to correlate the
obiervational data fo' r preparation in the proper
format.

We will be concerned.with both airways and metar
code reports -and the various tYpes of observations used
for each aide. Airways observations are recorded on
AWS Form 10 and mew Observations will be
recorded on AWS Form 10a. The observations for
both codes are very similar and we will examine the
vafreus ways that they may be recorded. The main
iffetence between airways and metar codes is that

airways is a domestic (US only) code whereas metat is
tiSed in fdreign countries..

4-1; Record Observations
You learned how to enter the various elenients otan

observation from material in previous cnaptems of-this
volume. Now you will study the typitof obiervations
and coded formatAithen certain 'observing criteria are
met. We will artsbr such questions ai, when you
should take and record special observations and what
columns on the AWS Forin 10 are used to encode the
different types of observations.

247. Given record_ observations in airways code and
metar cod ar entify the errois in each observation and
given simu data encode the freezing level data.

Airways Observations. Record observations .are
frequently referred to as hourly, 3-hourly; and
64tourly observations. Record reports are scheduled
for hourly transmission aver longlinc communications
.circuits. Since the observation is transmitted on the
hour, yOu shoiild,start each record Oservation before
the hour,"Zwayt allowing sufficient time to encode and
disseminate the observation over teletype. Usually,
you -should observe all elements of. the observation -
*ithin 15 minutes preceding the time of dissemination.
This means that , if yott_com e.. your record
observation 2 to 3 element
should be Observed m i re the
actual time of the obserfation. is is alio
applicable :to the elements you append to your

d.
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observation, such as pilot reports and similar additions
from ottga, sources.

Coltimn entries required for record observations are
as follows:

a. Column 3; Sky Condition.
b. Column 4, _Prevailing Visibility. J ,

c. Coll *tin 5, Weather and Obstructions to Vision.
d. Column 7, Temperature.
e Column 8, D_ewpoint.
f Column 9, Wind Direction.
g. Column 10, Wind Speed.
h. Column 11, .Wind Charuter:
i. Column 12, Altimeter Setting.
j. Column 13, Appropriate Remarki.
Hour observatiens differ from 3- and hourly

observations in two ways. First, no sea-level pressure
(colirmn 6) is encoded for hourly observations; and
secood; column 13 entries for hourly observations are
restricted to the following data: .

a.RVR. .

b: Surface based obscuring phenomena.
c. Other remarks elaborating on preceding coded

data.
(1) Significant to air traffic control.
(2) Significant to meteorologists;

a Supplementary coded data
(1) Freezing level data (if available).
(2) RunWay 'conditions:
(3) Weather modifications (if available).

We will now examine the elements of airways code that
have not been covered previously.

Freezing level data All stations (where data is
available), will include freezing_ level and icing Bata in
the first record observation following receipt of the
data. Icing data is reported -only when icing is
determined'from variations in the ascension rate of the
balloon. At stations where US Army ARTY/ MET_
(Artillery / Meteorology) data are available from a unit
within 25 nautical miles from your station, include
freezing level data in remarks of the next record
observation after receipt of data. .

Erghr the data usinng the apprdpnate format below:
a .RADAT UU (D)(11,11,,h,) (hpOphp)(hpk,hp)(/ n).
b. RADAT ZERO. .-

c. .RADAT MISG.
a. (RAICG HHMST. SNW).

The indtvidn4 elements and contractions are
explained. as ' follows:

a. RADAT. A contraction to indicate that freezing
level data folloWs.
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1(4
" b. VII._ Relative humidity (RH) to tht:_ t
percent. USe the highest RH of any of__the coded
crossings of the 0° C. itotherna. If the Wiest RH
occurs at two or more levels, select the lowest leVeL
Encode _LW as _"I)0" when the RH is 1.00 percent.
Encode UU as "20" when the RH is 20 percent or less:
Encode UU "/ " when the sounding crossed the 0°
C. isotherm and RH is missing.

c. (0). A letter designator L (lowest); M (middle), or
H (highest) to identify the 0° C. isotherm crossing to
which the UU corresponds. Omit when only one height
value is coded._

d_ (hphoh The height, in hundreds of feet above
MSI4 where the sounding crossed their C. isotherm.
For eroding, select a maximum of three -levels
act-ordulg to the following requirements: (I) select the
first trotting Ofthe,0''' C. isotherm after release, (2)
select the highest of-the 0° C. isotherm, and (3)
select the intermediate crossing. Where there are two
or more inter -slate lever *select the one with the
highest RH. If LWO Or mOrt iiiterniediate levet haveihe '
same RH; select- the lower leveL After Selecting the
levels; encode them in asocil-ling order ,of height.

e. (/ n). Indicate for the number of coltsings of they'
0° C. isoth*M other ..thari heights encoded. This
element is omitted if all crossings are coded.

f ZERO. Enter "ZERO" in place of the coded data
when the entire soundirgois coldei than 0° C.

9

!wisp. Enter "MIS_G" in plate of the coded data
when the surface temperature is wanner than(/' C. and
the sounding terminated before reaching the 0° C.
isotherni.

h. RAICG. A contraction to indicate that icing data
follows. (Report only when icing is present.) Enter this
data following the RADAT dam.

Indicate the altitude of . icing ht
hundreds of feet with the indicator MSL followiing the
height (Le, RAICG 100MSL).

j. SNW. Indicate the contraction "SNW" if snow is
causing a slow 'attention rate (i.e., RAICG 15MSL
SNW).

105 a

Runway cohdition. Enter runway surface condition
and the average runway Conditibn reading for the
active runway as provided, by the base operations
fficer
The main concern is that you encode all significant

remarks in accordance with FM H=1B. f
Hourly record observations combined with 3- and

67hourly observations enable the customer to have an
airways report for each hbur of the daie, The 1-hourly
observations are recorded at 0300, 0900, 1500, and
2100 GMT. Thei3-hourly observation is encoded the
same as hourliall -except that you must encode sea-level
pressure (coluinn 6) and certain othe4 supplementary

d.



Coded data as follows)
a. A 3-hourly barometric- e_,(app),:.
b. Cloud code group (IC L 14 'when Clouds are

..

present). ;i.-,

The 6- hourly observaticin. is the remaining ty
record observation and is recorded at 0000, 0600.1
and 1800 GMT. This. reetirer,bbservation type differs
only in the column 13 coded data entries. For .a
6-hourly the entries included are:

a. A 37bourly baroinetric change and the amount of
6 hours preeipitation (appRR99ppp).

b. Cloud code group (1CLCmCH when- clouds are
preaent).

c. Snow has ocebirek(904spsp).
et Maximum or minimum temperature (T/T.,4

wheb.iequired)4
e. A 2iPhourly precipitation (2R24 R24R24 at 1290

QMT only).

Meter Observation. Since you have alrestdi studied
the Many elements used to make an airways
observation; you should not haVe any trouble in
making a metar observatiOn. Only the method of
reporting and disseminating is changed in some cases.
You will notice the similarity between AWS Forms 10
and,10a (onlyz.the of the various columns is
different'.

Record reports are transmitted each hour over the
longline teletype,_The same general rules apply to
metar hourly ob ations. Metar column entries for
record observat

a. Column 9-
b. Column
c: - Column

ow:
Direction.
SPA
urn Wind Speed.

d. column Visibi y.
e. Column 5 - Weather and

.

ruction to Vision,

f Column 3 Sky Condition.
v: Column 7 - Air Temperature
h. Column 8 - Dewpoint Temperature.
i. ColUmn - Altimeter Setting.

t, j. Column,13 - Appropriate Remarks..
We will now examine the elements of metar code

thatalliffer from airways and have not been covered
preAously in this volume.

Wind dddffilmfm. Let's begin with wind
movement:

a. Wind direction (ddd). Obtai 10-minute mean
directithi for 4.1he :period preceding the period of
obs0v*ion.

b. Wind speed-OD:1VA a 10-minute mean speed
folL,the Period prec bservation.

maximum ed Afrn). Obtain the
imum wind spe if 10 knots or more for the

107Minute preceding perkid. Maximum wind speed
must exceed the 10-minute mean by 5 knots or more to

", be reeofde4:
Cairn: 1 be reported 00000.

e. Variable able direction reported as 999
followed by the Speed.

Temperature (rr). Enter air temperature to
nearest whole degree ;Qe1.21-us.' in two digits ;and
temperature. below 0° are preceded with an "M."

DewpoinP tern peppoure (T'dri): Entered the same
way as the temperaTure. .

Altimeter setting. Enter:to nearest liAndredth of an
inc ti in four digits.

Remarks. Desired order of entry islhie = .

a. Ceiling height (when below 3;0, feet prefim M,
'E, or W; i.e., 0IG M028).

.A0 Rkmarks elaborating'on preceding coded data.
c. Supplementary coded:data.

-106
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FEDERAL METEOROLOGICAL FORM Ir10 SURFACE WEATHER OBSERVATIONS.'
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Figure 4 -I: Airways recoil observations (objective 247, exercise I).
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2. Identily the errors for each maw observation given
in figure 4-2.

C
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3. Encode the appropriate:freezing level data for the
. , .

following information:
Height in feet soundhst crossed the 0° C. isotherm,

1;900

RHP:16)

.
2,900 80
3,5(X) 84
5,100 SO
5;600 75

4.2. Special Observations
_ The FMH -IB lists the criteria for taking special

obiervations. We will give this criteria,in the following
objective. You must knoWt 'what meteorological
situations are critical at your station. For_s,Iumple, an
airbase whose operations involve departures of fighter
aircraft would hava, requirements that differ from
those of aciYase which provides transport service to
oversea 1111:313:

248. G hypothetical _,chasiges in weather
ctisditions, make the reqUirred entries on AWS F rm
10 in airways code and on AWS Form 10si io
code.

eOki

Airways Code; Encoded special airways'
obServations useAhetollowing form 10 ,entries:

a. Column 2, Time (GMT).
b. Column 3, Sky Condition.
c. Column 4Visibility:
d. Cal titer and ObstruCtions to VisioR

Directiohi
n 10, Wind Speed.

g. Column 11, Wind Character (if applicable).
h. ColUmn 12, Altimeter Setting. , °.

i. Column_13;°Remarks:
(I) RVR.
(2) Obscuring Phenomena.
(3) Remarks pertaining to preceding coded,.?

elements._
(4) Runway condition.

To better understand the encoding of special
obterVations, let's examine the mandatory criteria.
Take a special observation (ollowing a break in the
hourly observation schedule

Wind and windshift. Take a .s4Observation
when:

a. The average 1- wind speed suddenly
increases to twioe o the currently reported
wind speed, and e 3 25 knots.

b. Any wind direction changes 45° or more in less
than 15 minutes and is assotiated with:

(I) Frontal passage.
(2) The result of other causes if considered

cpertionally significant.

Runway conditions. As required.
Miscellaneous. Any other meteorological situation

which, in the opinion o the observer; is critical to
safety of inbound aircr

108

Single element specials. Single element specials are
authorized to be taken foe' (altimeter setting need not
be appended)

(-1). Runway visual range.
(2) Vrnadic activity.
(3) Runway conditions.
Ceiling. and sky. condition: Take a special

observatifitor ceiling and sky when:
a. The ceiling forms below, decreases to less than,

or, if below-, increases to equal or ex
(1) 3#O40 feet.
(2) 1,500 feet.

'(3) 1,000 feet.
(4) 500 feet;
(5) All publiihed landing minima. applicable to

the airfield, listed in Department of DI:tense Flight
Information 'Publications (DOD FLIPs).

b. Clouds or obscuring phenomena aloft are present
below:

(1) 1,000 feet and no Vyer aloft'was reported
**low' 46(00 feet in the preceding record of 'special
obServation

(2) The highest _published instrument landifiii*.
min tun applicable to the ield, and no layer aloft
was reported belowthis heig in'the previous record."
of special observation. .

Prevailing visibility. Take a- special obsertition
when the preva glisibility is observed to detrease to
less than, or,. ifflow, inCrews, to equal or exceed:

(1), 3 Mika.
(2) '; _miles.
(3)" 17214ile& .t.%; -
(4) 1 mile:
(5) All publiShed landing minima applicable to the

airfield listed in DOD FLIPs.
Runway visual range. At stations where airfield

minima are published in feet, the RVR applicable to
touchdoWn for the active runway is observed to
decrease to less than or, if below, to increase to equal or
exceed:

(1) 64000 feet.
(2),,A1P00 feet.
ont;asoo feet.
Tornado, funnel cloud; waterspOut. Take a special

when it: _ -:f
(1) Is observed;
(2) Disappears, from sight.
(3)- Occurred Within the -past:hour according to an '+

unofficial report and Was not observed or recorded at
the station.

Thunderstorm. takcatpecial observation when it:
(I) Begins, ,(a special is not required for. the

nning ckt a new; thunderstorm if one is currently
orted in prcigress at the station).3'" -s

.43

(2) Increate
) Ends: .

*

Precipitation. Take a special observation When:
(1) Hail begins or ends:
(2) Freezing precipitation begins; ends;_br changes

intensity.
(3) Ice pellets begin, or changi intensity.

184
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(4) Any type of precipitation or ends.
(Special not required for changes in type or for
Beginning of a new type of precipitation while one is
in'peogressi.)

Molar Code; The FM1"1- I B lists criterialor taking
special (METAR/SPEC1) ObserVitions. The general
rules -apply for both airways and metal' specials. The
following columns od AWS Form 10a are used for
special observations:

et Column 'rune (GM+).
1 Wig& Direction.
uma 10,Vmd Speed.

Maximum Wmd Speed.
e. Column 4,1h-iv-Wing viability and RVR.

Col .... 5, Present Weather.
g. 3, Sky Condition.
it Column 14 eter Setting.

Colunui43,Reibilki:
(1) Ceiling _height.
(21);Retarks elabOrating on preceding

data
(31 SuppleMentary coded data.

The metar specials (14ETAR/ SPErl)
same maiidgiory criteria as airways specials.

: .

' Ulm: Wm (248):
(Inforift&ui presented in the first three chapt
this volume must be used to answer the folloV0ing
exercises.)..

, ,

1. Eiletidi the following observations in airways code
on AWS Form 10 provided on foldout 4, printed in
a separate supplement to this volume. (There will
be no entries for temperature, .dewpoint, and
altimeter setting.) ,

a. Sky condition: 7/ 10 CB and SC at 1*800 _feet
determined by RBC. The CB it . t of the

'estation moving ncirti7i,easi-
Vitibility , miles to tyre .n tivirst a uth-
east; 8 miles to the nort . - : and southwest.
Atmospheric phenomena: one.

: 200° at 12
bteri,atiotr+completed: 1255E

standard time).

Occasional flashes of lightning are vim7=
in-cloud and from cloud to ground to the
southwest.
Wind: 190° at an average speed of 24._ knott.
There are peaks to 29 knots and1ulls to 18 knots.
At 1303L a peak wind occurred from 200° at
31 knots.

c. Sky condition: 8/0 AcB and SC, the haseluir6=-J
at 1,700 feet determined by the RBC. The CB is
southwesi moving northeast..
Visibility: :7 miles to the northeatt; 5 Miles to the $
southeast; 2 miles to die southwest;. 7 miles to
the notthwest. .

nthspheric phenomena: Thundet...was heard
minutes ago from the southwest, Occasional

m cloud lightning is visible to the .southwest.
Light rainshowers began at 1322L. .-

Fruritd90° at an average of 11 knots. Peaks to '
22 )id fulls to 14 knots v bce recorded in
the, 'Oinutes.

On'

ncods the following obxervationt id thetas code
Cob AWS Form INL provided F8 foldoik 5,.printed
in a separate supillement to this voliiiim..(There
be no entries for :temperature, --..dewpoint,
altimeter setting.)
a. Sky condition: *13_,CB and 3/8SC.at 1;600 feet

determine& by *BC. '"'The -CB is overhead
Moving to the northeast. '- ,

Visibility: 5 miles to the northeast; 3`milgs to
southeast; 1% miles to the southwest; 3

es to the northwest:
ooheric phenortena: Thunder is heard

Wtr,rhead arxomparked by frequent in-cloud
tning. Moderate rainshowers are occurring.

: 200° at 15 knots.
Ob erViitiiin completed: 1357L (centr
stan tinte):

(central

condition: 7/10 CB and SC The height has
not .been redeterminecriinci 1255L. The CB is

of the station moving norgieast.
to the northwest and north=

east miles a the ioutheatt; 5 miles to the
south
Atm, hehomena: Thunder is heard
from the CB to the soirth;west at 13171.. (CST).

b. Sky condition: 3/8 CB and 4/ 8 SC measured at
1,400 feet. The CB is overhead moving northeast.
Visibility: 4 miles to the northeast; 2%_milet to
the southeast; 1 Mile to the southwest; 2% miles
to the northwest. .

Atmotpheric phenomena: Thunder is heard
N. overhead, but no lightning is obterVed. Hail

begins to fall 'It the station at 1403L salrh a
maximum of 3/41inches. Moderate rainshowers
are Still oecurriug.
Wind: 220° at 21. knots with gusts to 26 knots.



ifi4
at.

c.-y,
northeast.
Visibility: 4'
the southeast; 1
the northwest.
Atmospheric priortt
heard overhead, but

atest;w3 miles to

requent thunder is
'nig is observed.

Moderate rainshowerkiresfiLoccurring. The
hail ended at 1414L.

"Rind: 220° at an averatettveed of 21 knots,
The maximum wind in last"10 minutes was 24
knots.

4-3. Lecal Obsarvationt
Local observations may be taken and recorded at

any Weather observing station; They are taken
to 1-_port changes in conditions that are

signifi t to local airfield or other base operations,
. but that do not meet' special criteria. Changes in

conditions that Meet both local and special criteria will
be reported as a special observation. Local observa-
tionsare recorded on AWS-Fotni 10 or lite only at
Air FOIce' stations that do not have, a permanent
printed record of each observation (Electrowriter,

t S.
249. Glian lists of observations on AWS Forms 10
and 10a, determine the type of observation and the
requirement for the observation.

4

Airways Code. For locals takeirand disseminated
in support of aircraft operation,, he contents of the
observation include:

a. Time.
b. Sky Condition.
c. Prevailing Visibility.
et. Weather and Obstructions to Vision (when

applicable).
e. Re its, as appropriate.

A local shoildThe taken immediately following
_notification or observance of an- aircraft mishap
(ACFT MISHAP) at or near the station. These
observations will consist of all elements normally
included in a record observation, except sea-level
pressure, and will be identified in remarks as "(ACFT
MISHAP)." The remark (ACFT. MISHAP) will NOT
be disseminated locally or longline.

110

Local observations are not required for in-flight
emprgencies. 0,owever; such in-flight emegencit4,

Jsould alert tWntiterver to intensify the Weather
4 and to rake,end disseminate any observation

1batWuIdbeof help to the aircraft in distress; lithe
-11Wlight emergency results in an accident, the aircraft
mishap local observation is reniftred.

Runway condition. A local Withe'tikeri following
notification of a change of the Airway in use. These
locals need -to be taken tmly when specifically re-- '.
quested by a supported agency.

.RVR Take a local for RVR whenever the criteria
below are observed to occur:

(1) Visibility conditions for reportingAVRare first
observed to occur and wnern the conditions are first
observed to no longer exist.

(2) RVR is observed to decrease to less than or, if
below, to increase to equal or exceed each RVR
minima applicable to the runway in use _(other than':
those requiring a Special);

(3J RVR is first determined as unavailable (i.e.,
Rt/R140) for the runway in use, and Whin it is first
determined that a report is no longer aipityClible.

Altimeter setting. Take a local for altimeter setting
as required

(1) When necessary to meet local requirements,
which are determined locally.

(2) Upon request.
(3) At a frequency not to exceed Itifinutes since

last determination;

This observation may be taken and
"single element" local.

Hark Weather Watch (BWW) A local its taken by
stations conducting a basic weather watch when the
ceiling (at or ow 1,5qo tett) or prevailing visibility

below es) is observed to have changed by

as ;

one or more reportable values since last observation.
Locals are taken in lied of specials for criteria at

stations taking observations for locitijnite diiseriii-
nation only. (Stations that do 'not-transmit over
longline teletype.)

Local significance. Take a local for any criteria
established because of its significance to local Opera-
tions. For example,

(1) Altimeter setting to local air traffic contrOl«.
(2) Special list of local criteria.

.Afereorotokke/ sheecirnce. Take a I. for any
meteorological situ lwtiich, in the n of the
observer, is significant to local operations.

Meter Code. The reqtureznent r locals in metar,_
code are the same as for au i ways de.

Exercises (249):
1. Determine the type of each observation list and the

'requirement for each observation in figure 4-3,
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Rtn eplikled airways observations (objective 249. exercise I).

2. Turn to foldout 6 (printed...ft; iseparatesupplirment Your_ in handling pilot reports is to insure that
to this volume) and determine the.,,pe of each each pilot report is encoded correctly and that it
observation listed and the requitement for each receives the proper dissemination. This requires :t15at.s-
ob ation. you know the types of phenomena that are commonly- -"

N. \ reported ane y that each eleme isarranged.O.;) I

4-4. Pilot Reports ;
Suppose an aircraft departs anoth 11V se. at

1115. I-Srtime and lands at your air se, 4W3,,miles
away, at IVO LST. The aircraft commander -t
duty forecaiter that,he was flying a .C-47, t' 8 06th'
feet that he experienced fl otnodera e urbu-r,

.
knee: Ohio:nu-re "ght: Iik#1$01iys that thereik,

-n ildiripfum loni s clOuds 35 inilesrst,
of the sta Whlt is the va of Ort? .

Raponit.', ch as -alert_ he for to."
ual. +; .tilenc of k4fEirtS vide info
hat, g erally,. betohiai ed trro

e .ref its also iden si
in the arras bet n :rep rtirtist

250. Given a pilot report, en'c'ode it i P form on...--
AWS Form 12. ., ,

Pilot reetrt:s which contain hazard we. er
phenomena need be given immedia lo. and
longline di emina n as' severe weat . The

'the hadin of UIYA ere):
fallov.1. . enonspreap re trans7ifted Idngh nder

e
: Vw4;

Iv ii rbuiente



use = overseas. The ttom portion of the form is for
encoding for dissemination in-At CONUS. Follow
along the bottom portion of the form in figure 4-4 as we
discuss the entries on the form.

Location. time, and akitsiik (10V). Report each
location using a three-letter location identifier of a
navigational aid and if necessary, a space., and a
six -digit group of numbers. ( ait first thie
indicate the niagneti bearingtreips the navigational

indicate the nautical mile
nal aid.) Two or more

gether by connecting
When entered in its

aid. The last three
distance from the
locations may be
each location with
proper positio, the

RAN UA /OV RA
RAN UA / OV RAN 315030

N L1A /OV IND-DAY
N UA /VV IND 030045 =. DAY 150025

Th am four examWes of the coded location of a
PI REP. Immediately following the location; youenter
the time of ObserVation.

Sometimes when pilot reports are received either by
radio communications or personally from thepilot, the
time of observation is confused with other times: The
time of receipt of the PIREP may not be the time of
observation.- Whether the forecaster, control tower
personnel; or you /4eive the PIREP, make every
effort to determine the act-tied= of observation.

Encode the time of olOervauon a-four digits to the
nearest minute GMT following the location. If a period*.
of time is reported; encode .the midpoint time.
Example: for 1825Z to 19152, encode 1550;-

'NextNext comes the altitude of the aircraft. Enter the
altitude of the aircraft (-FL) in 3 digits to the nearest 100
feet above MSL (mean_sea level). When the altitude is
unknown, encode as FL UNK.

Type of aircraft (1 TP). Include the type of aircraft, if
known,in all P1REPs. If the aircraft typjs unknown,
enter. /TP UNK.

Sky-cover bases and tops ( /SK)._ format for
clou, smoke; and haze layers is (1) height of base (if
known), (2) sky-cover contractim and (3) height of
top (if known). Report the height of bases and tops in 3
digits to the nearest 100 feet above MSL. Authorized'
contractions _ are: CLR, SCT, THN-SCT; BKN;
TIMBKN, OVC, THN-OVC, KLYR, THN,KLYR.
HLYR, and THN-HLYR.,A space is required between
the base and sky cover contraction and between the sky
cover contraction and the top. Separa/e each layer with
a solidus when two Or more are reported.- Some
examples follow:

SCT OSO )
300 OVC

,()n111.-KLYR 020/045 BKN 180 44(k

The,. first example shows a report where the tops are
uttkno In the second example the bases are
unknown. e third example shows a report of two
layers.

Air temperature (/ TA). Report temperature _in
whole degrees Celsius using two digits (0).4f a pilot
reports the temperature in Fahrenheiti011ivert it to
Celii . Prefix negative temniestilreilvith a minus

i

1.4
icy direction and speed ti WV). Encode

- on and speed in six digits (three digits
reported winds are derived ,from airborne

computer systems; encode a "C" follow_ing the wind
value (/WV 2%)037C).

Turbulence (1 TB). The intensity of turbulence isthe
ffraillement reported following /TB. The only valiiet
that_maybe_reported are: NEG, LOT, MDT; SVR, and
EXTRM. Enecida NEG only if in an area of fotecast
turbulence. Report varying intensity by inserting a
hyphen -__to combine the intensities reported
(LOT-MDT). A space must follow the intensity or
var4gig intensities.

Indlude the type of turbulence only ill _clear air
turbulence (CAT) or CHOP is reported, CHOP can
not be reported with SVR or EXTRM. Inthide the
altitude (always reported in three digits) only if
different from the -altitude encoded for FL. Report
base and top of a turbulent layer by using a hyphen
(060-100). Report a layer with a undefined lower or
upper limit as "BLO" or "ABV:"These will, be treated
as an altitude. (BLO-139 or 270---ABV). Use asolidus
to separate two or more layers of turbulence ( /TB LGT

-140/ MDT CAT 140-ABV).
Icing fITC"). The intensity of icing is the first eitt

reported following / IC. The ottly values tha. r.
reported are: NEG, TRACE, LOT, MDT,

-Encode NEG only if reported in an area of
icing. The three mks of icinig that maybe repo re:
RIME, CLR (clear), or MXD (a combination of riffle-
and clear). Include the altitude using the same rules as
for turbulence.

Remarks (1 RAI). The Remarks section permits the
'reporting of weather conditions that do not fit under
he previously coded elements. Weather elements such

itornadoes, hail, tunderstorms, precipitation,
tructions to vision, etc., are reported in remarks.

The most hazardous phenomenon will be listed_ first
An example of a PIREP remark is: /RM LN TSTMS
E HIR CLDS VSB. Standard contractions will be used
if possible.

AWS Form 12 Requirements. PIREPs received at
AWS. units will be recorded on the upper portion of
AWS Form 12 except when:

.a. The PIREP is recorded on a local dissemination
device that provides a written record.

b. The PIREP. is reco?ed on 4sk Form 30, Pilot
to Metro Service (PMSV) Lo& as result of a PMSV
contact.

112

AWS units in the CO?(US. Hawaii, and Guam will
format the PIREP on the lowerportion of AWS Form
22 for longline dissemination. Figure 4=4 is a sample
pilot report in PIREP form. When you extract the
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PIREP 1. DATE/TIME PIREP RECEIVED

Pik--V/-i'S 9 ( 2 )2 0 TION OR EXTENT OF PHENOMENA.

/OWE 13LV
3. TIME OBSERVED

1 1133 4PHENOMENA AND ALTITUDE

TR Nti_/r)h--D5--
ci Riii .G7"-'

,...r L AIRCRAFT TYPE
a

Loijond: ----1.=-3-P-a-C-E- re-MtraL ONLY IF DIFFERENT FL 4,-*----,.--ONL-Y IP CAT IS REPORTED
(U)-DA -41-10. -AP.; 81V ol...17 0 / et_ -4- :/133 -0- FL-0'.0 Fe /TP-P 7Z9_10313-TYPE I LOCATION OF PHENOMENA 3- R-H3-E-N-T-R 01-A-L-ADHITANCE TIME-12) FL. r-t_vt_ I TYPE -AC-F1'
75K->r x-

....
a /TA-0-

CLOUD BASE AMOUNT TOP..-33-ASE-AMO-UN-T-TOIVETC
FTEMPERA TORE

./WV 41. /1114,.. 4 Gr ire**- ..
WINO 101RECTiON SPEEDATUR-BU -L-EPID-E- INTENSITY TV E ## ALTITUDE*1 IEIN -G- E*$-TV TYPE ALTITUDE*..- -

:7Rkl-- -11?W- P9A,Q1) S t..q.

.. ,--.4- . -it
REMARKS ---)F-Aai-T-E-t-hhaterdoba ei t q a 1

IL EVAL la ONE or A B and C "X' asIP I late.) _
-I_-_-.15-- D.INITIALSA. LOCAL DISSE NATION , 8-LONOLINE 0133 ml TIoN C. FOR USE IN URFACE

OBSERVATION
* r FC S TR OBSVR

lol k: e S Bno _

AWS SEPFoRm
Te 12 PREVIOUS EDITION WILL BE USED.

Figure 4--4. Sample PIREP7AWS Form' 12:

PILOT REPORT

af)
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elements as previously discussed and prefix your
station call letters to the report, it will appear as:

BLXUA / Cly SLY 045010 1433 FL 090 /TP T29 /TB LGT / RM
TRW LQDS

When a problem that is not explained arises in
regard to entering pilot reportdata on AWS Form 12,
Jet your judgment prevail. Rememberi the primary
concern is to have a report that c used effectively.

'7'
Exercise (250):

1. From the following pilot report, make the
appropriate envier on both the upper and lower
portions of the AWS Form 12 provided in figure

A pilot reports a broken line of thunderstorms 45
miles NW of Dodge City in a north-south direction
at 1624CSN. Bases are 3;000 feet with trips at 34,50Q
feet, Occasional cloud-to-cloud and
cloud-to-ground lightning is observed. Aircraft
type is a T-39. PIREP receiyki at 22/ 1656CST.

1 R E P
I. DATE/TIME PIREP RECEIVED

( z )
Z LOCATION OR EXTENT OF PHENOMEN

-,2
...

3. TIME OBSERVED
I Z I

4. PHENOMENA ANO ALTITUDE
ark

..
.

...

--
4 -..t

S. AIRCRAFT TYPE

-.-*-.104 cir SYMBOL .7'L-YIP-0-11.PC-IE-CSIT prom FL ri. ONLY IF CT IS REPORTED

-I.- 41- FC-11- (TIkTr
usa TYPE L LOCATION OF PNENE114514, $ LTA, logivr POLAL/OISTANCE TIME In FLT 1...171 . I TYPE RCPT

\IIil.A41./SIC411. e

CLOUD Salt AMOUNT TOP /BASE NOUNT TOP/ TC 1 TCMPEISTVPIC C

* E. ''.. . :.1/40' , -1::4',-
._/WV -E.- . /TB-11..- 1- /IC '4"
WIN IRK TION SPEIEDI I TURBULENCE INTENSITY TYPE** AILTIT 011. I ICING INTENSITY TYPE ALTITUDE*f 6

REMARKS PLAIN .

or A. B.-and- C 4.X. as episnspriats.k _0. INITIALS6. EVALUATION *-OR-DISSEMINATION
A. Loo,AL DisScr404TiON 6. LONGLINE DISSEMINATION

y
C. POW USE ¶N SURFACE

CIOSCR3TION IJ
Pt-S-1W N .

...

AWs .11.;1 12 PREVIOUS COITION WILL SC USED.

Figure 4-5. Blank AWS Form 12 (objective 250, exercise 1).

PICOT REPORT



Weather Radar

FOR MORE TH have
used the existing etch as (future
weather,conditio cases the t weather
information was based conditions visible to the
"naked eye" from designated points on the vouncl.,
Then theadaptation of radar to weatheiuseafforded a'
way of filling in the voids between observation points. .,

Radar gives us a thret-iihneasional (3-PIpictfire of
the cloud structure. -this 3-Dgicture is important to -:

the fqrecatter because it indicates the Amount of ,
vertical development of the clouds. _Whehathe sky is
overcast, the amount of vertical developmen hot
be determined without the use Of radar. Now, the..e l i m i n a g o n of the representative 'observation s .

te
(ROS) at many bases, the radar betomes even. more
important to the forecaster Secausethe observer dba'
not maintain a continuous weather watch. You must*
depend on the radar fgtr information on vertical
development of clouds even when the sky it not
overcast. Your radar obsOtalcuis are very often the,

tt Josis To issuing a local **bat warning. i
it *-. ,.. This chapter reviews the theory of radar; radar

dieracteristics,4and limitations; components
and peration of the AN FPS -77 radar used by AWS;

ing ore we get into the object of radar we to
inte;itietrxioirof radar igormation; and radar report-.

wed
consider last and and safety° precautions necessary_
when working with the radar. ; -----,,

5-1.
Safety-and f

*hen a person., comes' in contact with a. wire,
carrying elccericiv-, many things can happen, and

-Oleic depend primarily on the amount of electricity
involved. Sometimes victims ate "frozen" to wireuor
they may be knocked off their feet. The victims
burned over large parts of their bodies. Severe
tiical shock usually uses the victim to stop

thin` t 'qui is whyVtificial respir*aa.niust
ftledpkilitickly as pOstible.

._Any cut or. wound that is severe enough to bleak'
requires- &tendon. Depending on theNseierity; tte

may vary from a bandageg toga
to

cal Shoel: To prevent or treat shock, begin
by making the perscin as as you can Act
as calmly as possible, and feassure.him t_hat he will be
alright. Remo .bulky items, and lObsert his belt
and tlothift& a im as gently as possible and
don't move him it is absolutely necessary. Use

jug that. keep him warm. If he is
onscious, place him flat on his stomach with face, to

one side. This will keep from choki9; should he
'vomit-. t. ,0

If rounded person is eons cious; give him warm'
coffee, tea, or cocoa, but never alcohol. If oxygen is
itfailable,=,give it- to hint as this will help revive him.

t important, treat him for shock even though there
Oiipparent, symptoms.

f Prune imiktance
to personnel around and with elect-Real
equipment: Youl aui8 be familiar with major causes
of accidents and hazards; also with precautions related"
to electrical equipment and first aid for electrical
shock. The dangerrof electricity can be aVoided by she
use of common sense, safety precaueions, and .'
knowleelge. Physically, severe electronic shock has
tTo of effects---burning and paralysis. Either can
range rom minor, temporary damage to fatal injury.

I

int lei Bur= first -aid treatment of those
s with severe burnsis complicated because they

infiaripbly se into istase of shock*. Also, the first -

line Ofdefe againsitinTection, the skin,issomedmes
burned aWay. T'Iref . : hereare three things it be
done_ss quickly as po "1.1i,

protect them a,ssii 1. i 9cle.
Protect them a feeiont,
Make them eOinfo

The fide thing to do isjeut or tear cloelernik away;
,froni the burn, but dp notatteinot to remove any cloth
that may be stuck to the igureitrea. Burns are best- ,
treated by,complete exposure itilEe air; but this can be

+° , done only in aconer ed are such as in a hospital;
; 251. State (litt-sid treatinent*forvelectriad shock and Electrical burn low voltaic usually cover only
Barns:Barns: . - a small area n and can generally be recog-_

116 19!



nixed lily. First-aid treatment will consist of
covering the burn with,a bandage;

Iettices (251):
ma.' should you use fora person who has,- ,

n-aiii"Contact with an electrical char

2. If a person has severe burns from the electrical
charge, what can You do to help?

wive reasons -certain precautions in operating
FPS-77 ate necessary:

Operating Precaution; for the AN/FPS-77.
Experienced weather equipment Specialists perform
maintenance on the FPS-77. However; there are
several precautions that fnust be observed in order to

vent serious damage to the set:
Avoid excessive magnetron cui-=rent.

b, Apply current to the magnetron slowly, and
lower the current, when arcing in the 'Magnetron

urs.
Place the antenna control in thernanuai position

before operating it manually.
d. To prolong the face of the plan positiOn indicator

(PPI) tube; operate the intensity at a level where the
display just becomes visible-

e. DO not attempt to obtain 'dark patternk becatio
this makes.trasure difficult. Use the ISO ECHO con -/
troll during the WRITE mode: This damper h
strongest echoes; reducing the chance that the mon r
echoes will b written too dakk to erase*. "

f To insure that the set is not damaged, follow tlfe
operating instructions posted on The set:

g. If a malfunction pccurs; shin the set down and
call the maintenance personnel._

h. ao not allow unautorized personnel to operate
the set. They may not know how to operate it properly:
If you are not checked out en the operation of the set;
do_ nor o erate it.

not operate the set while maintenance per
sonnel are working on it. Doing so could. cause serious
injury:

Exercises (252):
1. What is the reason for using -the ISACHO control

when writing the presentation on the scope?

=

2. Why should you follow pasted operating instruc-
tions? -

e

Why should only anthoriied.personnel be permitted
to operate the radar?

4. Why should you never operate the radar while
maintenance personnel are working on it?

5-2. Theory of Radar t
You have heard the term "blind as a bat." A bat's

vision is restricted - because it is a nocturnal animal and
lives in dark places. Nature compensate -the bat by
equipping it with a form of sonar. A bat navigates by
emitting a nearly continuous; high-pitched shriek;
which hits an object and echoes back to the bat. The
bat evaluates this echo and reacts accordingly. Radar,
works on nearly the same principle; but the radar
displap the echq orta scope for you to evaluate.

253; Ex
to the

,

lain the basic theory of radar and compare it
o of-Sound.

The t theory of radar is'similar to that of the
bat's sons . Instead of theitigh-pitched shriek, the
radar sen a' short, intense pulse_ of radio energy
directed al g a narrow beam. 'The radio energy
travels at -t speed of light, whereas the shriek of the

Pint travels it the speed of sound. This gives radar a
much grestier range capability. . \

Tae radar pulse travels in a directional beam,
whereas; sound travels in all directions; Targetsi which
the pulte strikes, reflect a small portion of the energy
back to the radar antenna. In the time between pulses,
the returned signal is detetted, amplified,. and
displayed on various scopes: The time duration
between the emitted and received signal is a measure of
the distance to the target.

117

Exercises (253):
I. Explain' die basic theory of radar.

2. Compare the theory of radar to the echo of sound.

1 2
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Figure Representation of a pulse radar beam.

Radar Terms
Sottio characteristics enhance and some restrict the

detection capability-Of the radar. Ai we review a few of
the radar terms and characteristics, we will alto discuss
the relative quality of each;

254. Explain the effect of each -of the three pulse
ditticterlsties on radar range; and state the two ways
pulse length is measured.

Pulse Chirac-tea:sties._ A few of the fundaMental
characteristics -of the radar pUbt beath are Shown in
figure :5-1, An important aspect of radar is the
transmission of definite pubesof energy al_prescrihed
intervals; Which includes a_ silent period (fig; 5-i) or
"listenitigtime" betweertptilies. Ft _is this listening time
that permits the energy reflected back _to be received
and displayed before the next pulse is transmitted. The-
likening time must be long enough for a transmitted
pulse to reach thetargettancl_return. Thii determines
thezange to the target; since the range 4 equal to -one-
half the distance that the energy trav Ls: -

Pulse length._ The past length may measured in'
units of time it takes the transmitter to send one ptilie,_
Also; the -pulse length may be measured in units of
distance_ from the front (leading) edge to the back
(trailing) edge of the pulse as it travels in space;

To avoid any confusion, asweproCeed in dliciitting
the various motions and measurements involved in
radar, let's relate the emission of _pulses of a given
duration to the velocity of the fidioenergy through
space. The velocity of propagation -of radio energy is
that of lightapproximately 186,000 miles per
second. Because the second is too long a time to use
conveniently in radar computations; time is usually
expressed in _microseconds, 'tymbolized_ Alite or
Microtec. A:microsecond is one-millionth oft second;
there/OE* the speed of light may be expressed as
0.1863 miletimitiosec or ,30) meteri/Microsec.

Pulse length, then, is expressed in either iiiicrosecor
meters; The duration of the pulse; for example, might
be- 2.0 inicroiee as with she FPS-77; representing a
pulse length of 604 meters. Weshould remember that

pulse length; no matter how it varies, does not affect
the veliscity of the emitted radio energy; but; it does
affect the amount of power returned from a target that!
a pulse has penetrated: Meteorological targets, such as
clOtidi and precipitation; allow 'pelletration of the
pulse, while target-1 such as aircraft or ships do not
The reflection from portions /of the _target, after
varying amounts of penetration; will. build up the
instantaneous power of the echo. -This nosier
ultimately is shown on the scope as a return, .,

The amount of energy in each transmitted radar
pulse depends; among_other things; upon the duration
Or length Of the In other words; if one Pa* is 10
times the length ofititother pube,it will have 10 times
the-energy; This would alloW more reinforcement of an
eChci and a brighter picture of the scope: However, the
resolution suffers, and it becomes a problem to deter-
mine the quality of the target that causes the echo. The
ideal radar set would te one that uses Short, powerful.
pulses; however,it is impossible to get pdwerful_pubet
that are Short, Without having large physical
equipment. As will be Shown later, short intervals
between pulses restrict tl range of the radar. Short.
pulses and pulse tervals provide the 'Utmost

- accuracy and detail oft getsr+Whereas, long pulses
and' long pulse intervals increase the range and
sensitivity of the radar (if used on meteorological tar7
gets). -4N point' targets (nonmeteorological); short
pulie and long pulse intervals give the greatest range,

Pulse length determines the minimum range of the
radar, since the transmitter must shut off the time
the signal returns.

Pulse repetition frequency (PRF). The PRF may be
defined as the "rate the, pulses are'transmittedthe
number of pulses per second." Storm detection radar
systems use Milt one antenna. During the transmis-
sion of the pulse, the antenna serves as the method of
focusing the pulse and directing it in a concentrated
beam. After the pulse has bee transmitted, the
antenna serves as the "ear" to pick u any returning
signals-1,m targets that may have been intercepted,
This :Pe of waiting for a returned signal (the
likening e) determines the maximum range of the
radar. You may recall that the range is equal to one-
half the maximum distance (round -trip) the signal can
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travettluting the listening time. The number of pUlses
that May be transmitted per second (PRF) 'is
determined by the duration of theAlstening time:

Although the PRF must be kept loW.to allow for the
maximum range .desired,_ it must ilso be .kept high
enough to allow a sufficient number of pulses to be
returned from a distant target so that the target may be
presented _accurately and with enough detail to be
interpreted. If only one pulse was transmitted toand
received from a given target, the reliability of the scope
presentatidii would be poor. Thereforei radars are
designed so that many pUlses are returned from a single
target:

Antenna motion. An important consideration in
determining the number of piilses reflected from a
target is the rate of angular motion of the antenna_If
the antenna roves -through too great =angle between
piilset, not only will the number of pulses per target be

=too law, but there may be regions not probed for
, targets. The antenna of the AN/FPS-77 rotates at a

scan speed 'of' 5 revolutions per minute: The antenna
Motion may alto be eXpressed by the number of pulses
per degree of antenna rotation. The following is .a
summary of the PRF; listening time, and pulses per
degree of antenna rotation:

AN/ FP.S,j7

PRF' 324 pulses/ sec
Listening time 3,090 microsec'
Antenna motion 135 pulses /degree

Exercises (254):

1. What is the effeet of each of the three pulse
characteristics on radar range?

2." What are the two ways to measure pulse length?

7.55. State the effects of wavelength on attenuation,
and the wavelength of the .AN/ FPS-77.

WitifQingth. You remember that clouds are virtually
transparent to short-wave solar radiation, while they
are practically opaque to long-wave tetrestial
radiation. This phenomenon is responsible for..' the
"gieenhoute effect" we discussed 'in the chapter on .

General Mitecirology in Volurhe 1. In radar, too, the
Absorptivity and reflectivity of precipitation and.
Witter droplets are related to the wavelength of the
radiated pulte. ' /*"

Modern radars used for meteorological purposes
operate in a portion of the microwave region of the
electromagnetic or radio spectrum from less,than Ito

1;,

7
n,

/20
10 cm. The wavelength of the AN/ FPS-71 .is 5:4 ern:
Other factors being equal; the echo return from clouds
or precipitation increases with shorter wavelengths.
Within the range of wavelengths used for weather
radar, the smaller droplets are more opaque at the
shorter wavelengths and_are more transparent at the
longer wavelengths; In addition, for the same antenna
size, the beamwidth is narrower i at shorter
wavelengthi. This results in greater resolution. For the
detection of snow, or light to moderate rain, use of the
3 cm radar appeart optimal; However; 3 cm radiation
is severely affected by heavy. rairr. In regions where
large _thunderstorms or hurricanes occur frequently,
the use of a 5-cm wavelength or greater is more
desirable. For the detection of clotids, short
wavelengths are desirable. Attenuation or weakening
of the energy in the beam, through rain, increases at
shorter wavelengths; Hence; the choice of operating
wavelength of a radar depends upon its intended use;

Intervening rain attenuation changes the relative
sensitivity in favor of the 5.4 -cep radiation of the
FPS-77. ,The FPS-77 is considerably less affected by
precipitation attenuation than the CPS-9 was. We will
exiplore the effects of attenuation Of radar energy more
fully later: We only intend to illustrate here, that the
detection of clouds_ and precipitation is to a large
extent, a function' of wavelength.

Exercites (255):

1. What is the effect of wavelength on attenuation?

2. What is the wavelength of radar pulse 'from
FPS=77?

156. Name the three beam characteristics and explain
the effect each has on radar presentation.

Beam Characteristics. By means of a parabolic
antenna, the pulses of energy transmitted by storm
detection rhdar sets are concentrated into a narroW,
conical beam. The beam is similar to the searchlight
beam in that the ens+ is focused; however; the radar
beam consists of short bursts or pulses instead of a
continuous flow-of energy.

Beamwidth; The pattern of'energy emitted by the
radar depends upon the antenna diameter and the
wavelength. An estimate of the beam width in degrees
is given by: .

$

Beamwidth =
70 Xwavelength

. diameter



The' wavelength and antenna diaineter must be
expressed in the same units.

The maximum energy in the beam is aloe g the axis in
the directioon the antenna is pointed. About 75 to 80
percent of the emitted energy is containe within the
volume of the beam described by its angula width 1.6°
for FPS-77.

To determine beamwidth at any given range use:

FPS -77

BW Pn feet

BW =170 (range)

BW Tn meters

BW =51.8 (range)

Since the beam of the FPS-77 issconical in shape; the
vertical and horizontal beam widths are identical at
any given range. A correction factor -of one=lialf
beamwidth must be Subtracted . from height
determinations.'

Beam illumination. The portion of the heath
through which the Pulse is -traveling is said to be
ilturniriated by the pulse. or to `.be the illuminated
vot me Of the beam.

e smallest precipitation (or cloud) area which can
be 'olVed by a radar is the volume fixed by the
heathwidth and a depth equal to one -half the pulse
length. Echoes within this volume will reach the radar
receiver at the same time and will show as one target.
One-half the pulse length is always 150 meters per
microsec duration and is the same at all ranges.

To determine the illuminated volume at any given
tinge; we will assume that the volume swept out by the
beamwidth and pulse length is a cylinder instead of a
section of a cone. (This assumption, although not true,
wil give a reasonable measure of the volume). The
illu inated section may be determined by applying the
for ula for the volume of a cylinder (with minor
mdifications) as follows:

Volume = rrr:h
Where r = radius

h = pulse length (remember we are to use one-half pulse
-length)

Substituting one-half the beamwidth for the radius
(using the formulas given under BEAMWIDTH, and
using meters, rounded to nearest unit); we come up
with this condensed formula for the FPS-77:

Illuminated Volume =7r(26 range)' 390-

Or ao

Or

= 3.14 (26)2 range' 300 ---

= 6.4 X io' (range)',
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The reason for, using une-half pulse length will be
,described under Range Retolution.

Beam height. Because of the curvature of the earth
and -the -supposedry straight line the radar beam, the
radar beam is not at the same elevation above the earth
throughout its maximum range; Actually; the radar
beam tiii'Vet as it goes over the earth; but notas much
as-the earth's For our purposes we will assume
the radar bOam is straight; and _that the radius of the
earth is 4/3 its actual radius (fig. 5-2).

The values obtained for cloud heights from the range
height indicator (R_HI) must be corrected for-earth
curvature, half_ beamwidth, standard atmospheric
refraction; and height of the: antenna above mean sea
level (MSL).

_ /he condensed formula for be...m height (at 0°
elevation) for the FPS-77 in feet is:

Beam height =.66 range'

This determineS the heigitof the axis or center of the
radar beam.

Figure 5-3 illustrates a beamwidth an beam
height at 50 and 100 NM ra ith a 1° elevation.

Exercise (256):

L Name the three beam characteristics.

2., What effect does each of the three beam
characteristics have on radar presentation?

257. Given specific cloud patterns, indicate the type of
resolution that determines how the patterns are
depicted on radar, and determine if each pattern would
be resolved as separate echoes by the FPS-79.

Figure 5-2. Accounting for refraction.
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Figure 5-3: Beamwidth and beam height of the FPS-77 at I4.elevatiok
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Resolution; Resolution is defined as the ability of the
radar set to differentiate between two targets. When
two targets come within a certain, distance of one
another, their echoes tend tct merge and, appear as
one echo on the scope; Target resolution may be

-described in three ways: (1) bearing; (/) elevation;
and (3) hinge.

Hearing resolution:- The ability of a radar set Ed
separate two clotelyspaced targets at the samtrange,
elevation; and approximate bearing is a function
beamwidth. Figure 54 illustrates the effect of
heamwidth in differentiating targets. In detail A of
figure 5-4; the distance between the targets is greater
than the beamwidth, allowing for a break in a sigi l
return as die beam passes between the targets.
B illustrates the effect of the beam as it passes ont
one target to the other; less than a beamwidth apart
with no break in signal return. Signals begin returning
from the second echo before signals stop returning
from the first echo. The presentation on the scope
'is as a sin e echo. This function of beamwidth
partially explains why a solid line of rchoes rimy,
appear to break up into individual cells as the line
approaches and passes the radar station; The cella
they appear to merge into a solid line again as they

move , away from the radar .station._ Ai the 'line
approaches,uming the *wing betwe-en echoes
remain constant*, the ability of the radar to resolve
indiVidad targets increases as the beamwidth narrows.
For example, the targets in detail B of figure_ 54
represent targets at 100 mile range, they woult1 likely
appear as two targets; although the diaccritc_.
remains ufichanged.

Elevation resolution. The ability of a radar to
differentiate between two closely spaced targets at
the same range and bearing; but at different elevations;
is also a function of beamWidth. Remember that since
the _barn of the FPS-77 is conical, the vertical and
horizontal beamwidths are; the same; We might .

1

a
I =

Consider t at detail Ad figure 5=4 is a Vertical picture
instead o "horizontal. The difference in elevation of
the two targets is sufficient to,display two separate
echoes as the elevation of thetantenna is changed;
Elevation of the beam throdgh the targets in detail B;
however, would display only One echo.

Range_ resat-it:ion. The ability 'of a radar set to
differentiate between two targets at the same bearing
and elevation but at different ranges is a function of
the pulse length., The shortest distance between two
targets must be more than ope-half the pulse length
in order for 'the 'echoes to appear separate on the
scope. Since pulse length does not vary with range;
the separation necessary is the,saine at any range. The
minimum distance between two targets for individual
resolution on the FPS-77 is 485, feeL

v`
Figure 5-5 illustrates why range resolution is

dependent upon half the pulse len As the leading
edge of the pulse reaches the Titbit Wit target

'on of theand begins returning signals; a 50_m er
pulse is still returning signals from the nearer target
(A). Ai the trailing edge passes out-of the first target
and ceases returning siinals, the reflected Signal from
the leading elge of the pulse has traveled back 50

*meters. Therefore, there is a 40 meter separation
between the last signal from the nearer target and the
first signal returned from the more distant target. If
there had been o L1 y one-half the pldse length between
the two targets, the signals refleaecl from the more
distant target (from_ the leading edge of the pidst)
would have returned to the first target just as the
reflectiop of the trailing edge of the pulse was leaving
the nearer ta . The result is both refletaions travel-
ing back to he radar togetherand Only one target=
appearing q the scope. In. order to be resolved; th
minimum tance between two targets, along the ,

same direction, must be greater than one-half the '
pulse length;
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Exercises (237):
1. Indicate the type of resolution that detiiitines how

the cloud. patterns described below are depicted
on radar:
a. Two clouds located 180° frdny the station are

800 feet apart.

13, Two cloud massy both at 20 miles range are
6,000 feet apart.

C. TWO Cloud laYart 20 miles from the station with
a break of ,a,000 feet hetWeen laYart.

2. Determine if each of the cloud patterns listed above
would \_ be resolved as* separate echoes by the
FPS=77.

Given specified atmospheric conditions, indicate
the type of anomalous propagation that would occur.

Propagation. The propagation of radiant en4gy
along a radar beam does not coincide with a straight-
line path from the transmitter. Figure 5-6 illustrates
the difference between the propagation of a radar
beam and the straight-tine path along which the beam
is d' ad. Note that the actual path of the radar beam _

is cured. This Curved path is the effect of refraction
or be ding as the beam passes through the atmosphere..

Refraction. The bending of a radar beam through
the atmosphere is caused by density differences. Under
normal atmospheric conditions, as height increases,
there is a relatively gradual decrease in temperature
and water vapor. Under normal conditions, the radius
of curvature of the radar beam for nearly horizoptal
propagation is about one=third greater than `the
earth's. Thus4he radar horizon is about 15 percent
greater than the geometric horizon.

A0fOititztotit propagation. Anomalous means
abnormal; unusual, or irregular. Wave propagation
that deviates from standard occurs under special
conditions. When wavea propagation differs from
standard, it is klieWn as anomalous propagation (AP).

Under certain atmospheric conditions, the refrac-
tion of the beam is so distorted that echoes appear

_ on the radar scope where there is no echo causing
phenomena. The most significaat effect of AP is to
display targets at a shorter or more distant range- than_
the actual target. Conditions causing the curvature of
the radar, beam to be greater than normal result in
what is termed superrefraction:

.--..--.1r 3, . .
/111_

al Superrefrac4on. When warm; dry air overlies
relatively cool, moist air, as in an inversion, super-
refraction may occur: In this case, the radar beathiS
refracted below its normal path as illustrated in etail
A of figute 5=7. Thegreater the tAus,-Asie; of tem ra-
ture, the decrease 'of moisture, or bOttl, with height,
the greater the degree of superrefriction. In an
extreme Case; a radar beam becomes trapped in a
"A:Wet"- beneath the inversion and may travel for' long
distances 'thout appreciable attenuationj)etail B of
figure 5-7 illustrates the ducting phenomenon. Under
such con itions, low level targets a few hundred miles
distant and not normally detected may be displayed
on the scope.

Several meteorological conditions may lead to
superrefraction. Over land; superrefraction is most
noticeable at night under conditionsifavonng strong
radiation of heat from the earth; SUferrefraction May
Occur oveP the sea either during the day or at night;
but it is most likely to occur in the late afternoonor
evening when warm air drifts over the cool sea. -The
cool air- outflow from a thunderstorm may also.
produce favorable superrefraction conditions. How-
ever; during precipitation the conditions necessary
for superrefractiton are normally absent; Ducting
occurs frequentlt in subtropical high-presdure zones.'
It would be we or each radar location to photograph113
scope presentati ns during such abnormal (AP)
conditions for f ture_reference in identifying targets
and distinguishing AP from precipitation echoes.

b. Subrefraction. Straightening of the beani
upward, or subrefraction, may occur dfiring atmos-
pheric conditions when the water vapor content
increases with_ height and the temperature decreases
with height. This subrefraction, shown in detail C of
figure 5-7; is the opposite of,,Superrefraction. Sib=
refraction reduces the maxirnum,range of detection of
low-level targets, Such a condition may occur iN
certain types of fog, but does not occur in precipita5
tiiin. This abnormal condition is relatively drain.=
Portant_for storm detection:

_.

c. Second trip echoes. Anomalous propagation
May also cause precipitation echoes to bo observed on
the scope at locations where no precipitation exists.
These are ".tec6nd trip_ echoes" or echoes detected
from reviotis pulse. The nature of radar is such that
all echoes are detected in th interval between trans;
mined pulses. During superre ction; echoes detected

. at long ranges by a previous pulse may appear on the
scope Wort range. For example, the interval
between pulses ora the FPS-77 is approximately
4).00309,§econd. buring this period the pulse travels
a maximum range for target detectiOn of approxi-
mately 250 miles. Because of processing time in the
receiver; the actual maximum range is somewhat lett.
During superrefraCtion, targets at a distance greater
than 250 miles may appear on the scope at much closer
ranges; .Second trip echoes of precipitation have a
'distorted, fuzzy appearance (without sharp edges),
but they may be mistak n for precipitation at the
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closer indicated range. They may be verified by tilting
the antenna upwaid slightly (I° or 2° ). The second
trip echo will disappear almost immediately, while the
actual precipitation echo will show only a slight
change in intensity or configuration;

Exercises (258):
1. What type of AP may occur on a calm,Clear night?

. 4.0
2. What type of AP may occur when water vapor

Content increases and temperature decreases with
height?

RadaPiuetkction
The effect of moisture particle size it probably the

most important consideration in radar storm detm-
tion, but other factors play a signifiaMt part as well.
Theft factors include the characteristics ofe radar
set distance to the target, and attenuation 6y atmos-
pheric gases; clouds, and, precipitat* between the
radar and the target. Eictmncous scoPe rns, such
as ground clutter, electronic 1 , and
"angels," may also interfere _with ;I A: ion of
precipitation..

9. Relate the detection of clouds to water droplet
size.

The design characteristics'of the individual radar
sets predetermine to 1st degree how (or even
whether) a sp--- lc' precipitation pattern of a given
droplet size as `distributions will be displayed on the
scope, Detection; you will remember?' is. partly a
function of the set's operating wavelength. A radar
with a short wavelength facilitates-the:detection of the
smaller water _droplets comprising clouds; the 5.4--cm
wiifVelength of the FPS-77_facilitates its detection of.
precipita ' n patterns, and cloiiiii containing large
water dro lets _or- large ice crystals.
_ Clot* resulting primarily- from a condensation
process are composed. -'of water droplets having _a
tyca-1., diameter -near 10- microns with a relatively
narrow distribution of drop size. The droplet cuncen-
tration ranges from _about 100 to 1,000 per cubic
centimete,r._gotrdi of this type, such as fair weather.
cumulus, altocumulus, arid- stratocumulus are gen-
erally found to be near the lower limit of detectability
byradar, ..,

Growth to larger drop size in clouds occurs by the
process Of accretion of moisture from small drops to
larger drops; The longer the lifetime of the cloud; the

C

11
greater is the probability of the 'occurrence of arge
drops. Stratus clouds, though typically sh lloiv,
develop large drops by this aging process. per
clouds, such as cumulus congestus also develo arge
drops because of the longer lifetime of iridi idual
drops within' the cloud masses; The forma on of
dritzle and rani from stratiform cloudi is the r ult of
this aging process. Through accretion, stratus clouds
may readily develop drizzle with drop diameters
near 0.5; min

The development of ice within supercooled water
clouds occurs in the presence of freezing nuclei. The
concentration of the nuclei increases as the tempera-
ture decreases below 0° C. The probability of a super-
coaled water dropletireezing alio increases with its
site: Generally, waterfiouds with a cloud top tempera:
ture of -42° C. or colder have sufficient active freezing
nuclei for ice cryitals to develop. Ice crystals once
formed/ with the aid of these 'nuclei, grow rapidly
maize to equivalent-spherical diaMe*rs in thkvicinity
of 100 microns. Because of their large she; ice
crystals in .clonds are readily detectable by the 0.86

-radar-and fOoteatty- detectable try The-3.2 cm
radar; despite a relatively low Concentration.

Nithin deep stratiform clouds; snow crystals tend to
grow as they descend. The echo density thereby-
increases from upper to' lo eli. Radiosonde
ascerfis generally show a lapse = e near that of the
moist adiabat in this region o growth. Indianan
of growth is generally absent ow a level where the -

lapse rate becomes more s = e. However, on ap-
proaching the _0° C. level, the ho intensity frequently
increases again and is associated with the coalescence
of snow crystals into snoillakes.

Because of the great prejiidice of the radar toward
the larger size- droplets, pr&ipitation particles are
detected in such a. way that the importance of the
largest particles is vastly exaggerated, while the
smallest on are virtila* neglected. For instance, if
raindrop A has 10 times the *meter of raindrop B,
the echo sent back to the radar receiver from R will be
a Million pines stronger than from B, other_ factors
being emus'. In some respects, this is forninate betause
the more ha_zardous weather, in terms of tutbutenm,
potentially destructive winds, and hail, is associated -'
with concentrations of large particles, ar1d hence
intense echoes,' -

Exercises 1259)
I. Detection of moisture in a cloud is determined by

)
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2. What is the ratio of nergy returned from two

droplets when 1 is 10 t es the size of the other?

261. State how range affects the presentadon of echoes
on the scope and state the purpose of range noraudi-

71 =don.

Ban\ Effects. One of thccharacteristics of radar -is
that the power' returned from targets is inversely
proportional to the square of the range when the beam
is fillet Distant echoes of the same intensity, there-
fore, should appear considerably weaker than tchoes
clot& to the radar. In addition; distant storms may
not fill the beam, and phenomena causing only
relatively weak echoes may extend above the -radar
horizon. Thus, a line of echoes, such as occur in 41
squall line, may appear initially as a few small cells,
and then lengthen and apparently in in intensity
as it approaches the radar. As the line pproaches
to within a range at which the lateral distan between
cells is greater than_ the beartiaridin, the line may
appear to setiaraM into individual cells as a result of
beaiiiWidth resolution. This would occur; of course,
only if the** had actually been composed of individ-
ual cells which the radar could qof resolve at the
greater ranges.' Although the line anky appear to break
up into cells as it apps hies, there would be no
decrease in echo intens y (unless the system were power is reduced u it is propagated through space.
actually .weakening). tuning a fairly constant The diffWaprisetween the transmitted power at the
intensity? the line May follow the sequence of first ,,radar and the reditced power over sonic distance out is
Opetiring as small cells_ (through theefpcts of range ' expressed in decibels per nautical Mile (dBINIC4). A

attenuation and beam Ming), then form a the certain amount of signal extinction is a function of
rangeal = teak up dillatitt alone, which is the factor for which range

width resolution), normalization compensates. attenuation, however,

The range normalization re/hire d s not correct
for all factors; such as percentage of beam filling,
scattering; and absorption; For example, .as the range

I literal**, the amount of beam filling tends to decrease;
and even the echo within the beam may come from the
relatively weak precipitation at upper levels or= from
the sides of convective storms; As long as we keep the
littlittitiotii of, range normalization in mind, we can
still use the reminormalited scope_ presentations to
improve data analysis and interpretation. Certainly,-
eclities normalized for range effects assume a greater
Siittifitittite to a. weather analyst thin echoes not ;,.\- =

corrected for range and attenuation.

Exertions (260):
1. Row would echoes of equal intensity located at

50 and 100 mile ranges differ on the scope?

is the purpose of range normalization?

261; Compare the effects of atmospheric, eitind, and
precipitation attenuation;

._Attennadon. Attenuation dermal as a reduction
Of the energy_ in a radar beam due to absorption or
scattering in the atmosphere. It radar, the transmitted

(as therlleam becnipcslilledirt cl
into individual cells ((linnet
and fallow the reverse sequence as eschoes pass the refers more precisely to the reduction of energy caused
station_ and reauie. by the atmosphere through which the beam passes.

hi order to compare echoes at different ranges, *e AtmosphiKe and cloud auenuatiort. Attenuation
due to abaorption and scattering by oxygen and water
vapor in the atmosphere depends upon the anfount of
the Absorbing gas and on the pressure and temperk
tuft. The absorption of the gases varies >irith wave's-
length. For example, oxygen las a itiOng-ibsorption
band near 0.5 cm; water vipor-haa a weak bend near

use a feature called range normalization; The purpose
of range normalization is to Make phenomena of equal
reflectivity at different ranges, appear to have the
kame echo intensity and contour definition on the PPI
acope.The range. noinialization feature has the effect
or allowing a more consistent determination= of echo

- intensity so that an echw_more distant from the radar 1.3 cm and stronger bands near 0.2 cm; AttenuatiOn
will receive the samelvhasis; for analysis purposes, due to oxygen ;is relatively- constant at "wavelengths
as an etho close to the rall,ar. Without range norrnali- dbove 3: cm. At krange of I® Mika, the tiro-,way,
ration,_ the use of maximum gain in order to attenuation is only about --2 dB. Aktenuatiott due to
properly examine d.nt echoes will cause the nearby-, Waal Vain* is mort variable and depends upon fits
precipitation and AM clutter echoes to saturate _4 distribution withheight. Because most of the moisture _

the scope from thecenter outward, possibly prevent- is coneedtrated, relatively low level*, most of the/
ing detection of the idiStaiit echoes. The, use of a attenuation °atm within the first 100 miles of the
logarithmic" receiveris optimal for range normilita Over a Ii*iiiilptith through a pullet atmos-
tion because of its Capability of handling a large range ,phere with A Water. vapor content of 10 gram_ per
of signal intensity without saturation. The AN/FPS- kilogram,. the two-way attenuation is about I dB for
77 radar is eqdipped with such a logarithmic receiver. the FPS-77.\
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Attfnuation due to clouds depends upon liquid
water content: For a, cloud having a liquid water
content of I gram per able meter over a 10-mile
pith (representative of some cumuliform clouds) the
two-way attenuation is about -1 dB for the FPS-77.
You will note that the atten tion over a 10-mile path
through a concentration of 1 quid water droplets; is as
niuch as the attenuation over a 100-Mile paththrough
a moist atmosphere containing .water vapor.. ThiS
1040-1 _relationship is not meant to be taken as a
hard-arid-fast rule, but to illustrate the increased effect
of larger moisture particles in attenuating radar
energy.

Precipitation. attenuation. As you might suspect
from the previous paragraph, the attenuation due to
precipitation is even greater and often seriously
limiting. Precipitation attenuation depends upon the
distrubution of drop size and the precipitation
intensity. On the PPI scow, attenuation due to heavy
rain can -be recognized by,the typical V-shaped notch
on,thc far side of an echo. This hia been observed
infrequently on the FPS-77.

. j
ith the FPS 77, a 2 in/hi rainfall over a 10em- ile

path produces less than 841B attenuation; however,
8 dB per 10 miles over a 50,7mile path does indicate that
attenuation can be serious in cases of detection

through widespread heavy rain. Attenuation due to
snow can generally be neglected, because, maximum
snowfall rates are relatively small and because the
attenuation due to snow is about 1/10 that of rain of
the same intensity.

Although attenuation of energy froni-the melting
snow causing the bright band may be somewhat
greater than that from rain; it can genefally be
neglected because oi its relatively small depth and
because of the fact that the bright band is normally
not- apparent during heavy rain. There may be
occasions; however; where the cause of the bright band
is near the ground in moderate, or heavy, wet snow.,

Exercises (261):

I. Compare
attenuati

the effects of .atmospheric and loud
n;

t
2 Compare the effects of attenuation=4hrough 'a

precipitation area that is capable of giving 2 inches
of rain in hour to the attenuation, of a cloud

'having a liquid water content of I gram per cubic
meter.

/3?
262. Explain- how to determine if an echo b ground
clutter or a cloud and how interference from

another4)radar commonly appeara on the PPI scope.

E_xtraneous. Echoej. Although aircraft; clutter,
interference, lightning, or "aargel" echoes may appear
on the radar scope, most, of these extraneous echoes
are significant - Only in' distinguishing them from
patterns derived from clouds or precipitation; Angel
echoes, presumed to be from invisible sources; are
consideredvto have some meteorological significance.

A They are discussed briefly later in this chapter: Aircraft
areTreqUently visible on the PPI andappear as poi&
tacgets with considerabk mobility from one sweep to
the next; ,

Clutter is generally defined as echoes from ground
obstructions; such as trees; buildings, or hills. The
higher the antenna Wove the ground; the smaller the
area from which clutter will be detected. Governed
by antenna installation criteria, most ground clutter
disappears at ranges beyond approximately 40 miles:
Ground clutter interferes with precipitation detection
generally at low angles ofelevation; however, much of
it disappears when the antenna is. raised by I° or 29,-,
You_ can distinguish clutter from clouds by the sharp;
well defined edges of the ground clutter echo.

Interference is wised by agaaneous signals
radiated by othr ridar and comninications equip-
m' t. A moving spiral pattern on the PPI is a common
ctaracteristic of interference from anottier radar.
Echoes may often be seen through he interference.

Lightning creates an ionized col mn of air which
radiates and may form an irregul r pattern, on. the
PPI scope: The ;lightning discharg itself may also
appear as a radial spike. Only a small percentage of.,
lightning strokes within range of the radar are ob-
served on the scope because of 'unfavorable antenna
orientillon and obscuration Jay _rain. N ertheiess,
paths tens of miles in length7have bee observed,
persumably created by lightning, which some cases
travel aearly horj(ontally along or bet en clouds at

,altitudes near 20000 feet;

Exercises (262):.

1.. Are interference patterns caused by other radar
or communication eciiiipthent a serious limiting
factor in distinguishing echoes from meteorological
targets on the P'PI?

2.' How- could you "determ c if an echo is ground
clutter/Or a cloud

-..
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3. How does interference' from another radar
commonly appear oh the,PPI?

5;-:Stortn DtectItArt R!klar
The Ail/ FPS -77 is a radar set designed trically

for detecting nieteprolov'cal phenomena. Radar uses
the same principles-of operation as radio: In -fact; radar
it: the acronym for RAdio Detection And Ranging;
The at that, short high- frequency radio
waves reflectfrom objectsthat they strike makes radar
possible: Today's weather radar detects precipitation;""
wateridmplets, ice crystals, or snowflakes since these

'reflect the-transmitted radar energy, The wavelength of
the transmittecrradar signal is the critical feature that
deterMines the sensitivity of the weather radar relative
to _ droplet :tile. Shorter_ wavelengths detect smaller
droplets._;Since the FPS-77 it -designed as a storm

tectiodradar, it operates at a longer wavelength (5.4
tirtietert) than earliatr-4erither radar tees. This

allows the sit to detect storm cella/ard to hiAt
attenuation from precipitation,',Tkis discus:lit:in Of
radar e:types of scopei[es the- operational
featurest and teChilitiiieS of scope interpretation.

263; itch the FPS,i77 eomporient(i).inf.a.given list.
with Ihe appropriate component fUttetibti ih kittithei
list:

Components, of the AN/FPS777 The FTS=z77
radar set consistt Of an antenna. mounted on a
triangular to that should be high enough to alloW_a
full view Wit['e horizon: The installation, usually

esinclud a shelter at the base of the tower that houses
the transmitter and receiver. The remainder of the
working unit is contained in the console lOtated in the
weather- station. Also a remote PPI scope is available.
Figure 5,8 thotOt the console Of the FPS -77; the PP1
scope (E) is in the center, with the controls located on
the scope. The RHI (B) and the A/ R (A) scopes are
located above the PP1 Scope on the upper panel

MAIN SANG RECEIVER NOISE

y
RANGE STRORE

figure 5 -9: A/ R scope pwentation

10 MILE-
RANGE
MARKS

TRACE
1SwEEITI

TARGET

23 2

CW NAND
CRANK ROTATION

C_C_W II A
CRANK ROTA ON

VARIABLE RANGE STROBE

jqo

10 miLe
RANGE

- MARKS

Figure 5-10. RHi scope presentation.

R scope: Figure 5-9-shows the-A/ R (azimuth-and
range scope) which displays_ the range and relative
attehtity:Of weather targets. On this scope, the sweep
travels across the fact of.the tube froth left to right in a
straight line; When 'an, echo is received; a "blip_"
appean and extends aboVe the sweep, as shown in

. figure 5-9..With Abe set-in range normalization mdde,
the height of the blip is proportional to the of
the echothe higher the "blip" the stronger the echo.
This scope also shows the distance of the echo from the

i; radar site you use thit scope; the antenna must
be stationary and pointing in the direct -ion of the echo.
A range strobe permits you to expand any 5-mile sector

:'irrong the azimuth bearing so tha itpccupies that full
width of the display.
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RH! scope; The range and height indicator (shown
in fig. 5710) presents a vertical cross section of the
echoes along any azimuth from the earth's surface to
the height limit of the scope. Of course, you must stop
the antenna rotation at the azimuth along which you
want to view the vertical cross section. Operate the
--antenna so that it oscillates in a vertical plane when
you use the range and height indicator. You can
manually raise the antenna by turning the handcrank
clockwise (CW), and lower it by turning it
counterclockwise (CCW). Rangemarkers are
displayed on the face of this scope.

is P Pfscope: Figure 5-11 shows the PP1(plan position
scope _that presents a_maplike picture with

the position of the antenna at the center. It indicates
range and azimuth- (directOn) throughout- 360°,
Rangemarkers appear as concentric circles about the
-center of the scope. The PPS-77 PPI scope has
numerous :advantages Over previous weather radar
PPI = scopes: It can be viewed in a well-lighted room;

and it is larger for greater detail and better accuracy in
locating targets with respect to surrounding
geographical landmarks:

The sweep ranges on the PPI scope are 30, 60, 1-20,
and 200 nautical miles.in addition; the main PP1 has a
storage feature that allows the operator to retain a

1.
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Figure 5-1 I: Maid PPI scope presentution:

horizontal picture of the echoes on the main PPI
scope while he makes vertical scans at several points
through t e echoes.

Remot indicator. The remote indicator shown
in figure 5-12 is housed in a single metal cabinet. It
can be- located up to 5,500 feet from the main console.
.The remote indicator repeats the display of the console
PPI. Signals AO the console PPI are also applied to
the remote FPI.' The two scopes are nearly identical;
the remote PPI, however, lacks the control switching.
Controls at the remote PPI are limited to CRT
(cathode-ray tube) controls, such -as focus and inten-
sity. The remote 'PPI operates only when the console
PPI operates:

Control panels on console. In addition to the PPI
scope, the main= console contains ihe amplifier
detector -(C, fig. 5-8) and reference signal generator
(G, fig. 5-8) panels. The amplifier detector panel
contains the controls for IF amplification_range
normalization, video 'detection, and ISO ECHO
processing. The reference signal generator panel
contains the circuits and indicators to synchronize
the Signals for the radii-, set.

Thg. two panels, located at the bottom of the con-
ale, are the power distribution panel (F, fig. 5-8) and

the console power supply (D, fig. 5-8); their purposes
are just as their titles imply. The power distribution
panel contains the switches for the separate units,-
such as main power, ON/OFFswitch, RHI scope
main power, A/ R scope main power, and PPI scope
main power. The use of these switches, including
turn -on /off procedures, is usually posted with each
set and is covered as part of each individual's station
indoctrination.

Exercise (263):
I. Match the function(s) in column

priate component in column_ A
function may be matched with a

B with the appro-
. More than one
component.

Colwrm- A
(1) AIR scope.
(2) RHI scope.
(3) PPI scope.
(4) Remote indicator.
(5) Amplifier detector

Vend.
(6) Power distribution

panel.

Column B
a. Gives a maplike presentation

but MI no controlling switches.
b. Rangemarkers appear as con- ;

centric circles.
c. Contains the switches for the

separate units.
d. Contains the wirers for IF

amplification, ransamorrnaliza-
dam and 19Et ECHO prtioessingi

e. Contains main power switch.
f. Displays the range and relative

intensity.
P.resinu a vertical cross sectiotn

h. ho appears as blip extend-
ing alrove the sweep.
May present an enlarged 5-Mile
segment.

j. Would be used to determine
olotid tops.

k. Indicates range _and= azimuth
through 360° and has an echo
storage fftture.

4

264. Match listed controls of the FPS -77 with their
listed functions.

Operation of the AN/FPS-77. There are numerous
controls on the consoletoo many for this discussion
to cover: It is implant for you to remember that
some of these contr6is are sensitive and set damage or
impaired operation may result if they_are maladjusted.
Ajso, it is very important_that you have a thorough
training program to insure. your proper use of the
equipment. Your trainer will cover the radar turn-on
procedures. (Turn -on /off procedures should be
posted on the radar console for handy reference.)

This section discusses the controls that you will
use most frequently and it should help your under-
stand-the operation and capabilities of the EPS-77.
It should be particularly helpful if you have not
previously operated the FPS-77. Let's examine each
scope and its operation.

The PPI scope. Assuming that the turn-on proce-
dures have been followed and the set is in standby
position, perform the following steps to operate the
PPI scope:

(I) Hold the DISPLAY MODE switch (V. fig.
5-13) in ERASE until light goes out or echoes dis-
appear from the scope.

(2) Position the RANGE SELECTOR (G, fig.
5-13) on desired range.

(3) Turn the DISPLAY MODE switch (V, fig.
5-13) to WRITE.

(4) 'Turn the ANTENNA control (I, fig. 5-13) to
AZIMUTH AUTOMATIC.

(5) Rotate INTENSITY control (U, fig. 5-13)
slowly clockwise until 'the sweep extends from the
center to the outer edge of scope.

(6) Rotate RANGEMARK_ GAIN control (J, fig.
5-13) slowly clockwise until rangemarks appear as
intensified circles on the scope.
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CANITAL/AUTOMATIC gUIVATION

MIR SWITCH

PITCH

;nal

min PPI scope, and reference generator.

211.

pattern for different raages as an aid in identifying
ground clutter echoes.

71m ASR 'eve. Assume that the turn-on proce-
dures have been followed and the antenna is nor
rotating. Position the antentm_aad oUenft_the_P_PI
while turning die AZIMUTH HANDWHEEL
(14, fig 5-13) to 1ne up the desired target Then
perform the following steps to_oimrate_the A / R scope:

(1) Position the RANGE SELECTOR (F, fig. 5=14)
on chaired yange.

(2)_Rotate1he INTENSITY control (E; fig. 5-14)
and STROBE GAIN ( ; fig. 5-14) slowly clockwise
until sweep appears.

(3) Rotate VIDEO GAIN control (A, fig. 5-14)
clockwise until targets and i over_noise appear. -

(4) Rotate the RANGEMARKS control (0, fig.
5-14) clockwise until rangemarks appear on the sweep

32
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E
A: vim° GAIN comm.
L MITIGNIATTIOA-CONTROL
C. PION GAINCONTIOL
D. STROBE POSITIONING HANDWNIGIL
R. ThrTIPG,TY CONTROL

ICANOR-SRLECTOKIWITCH
0. RANGEMARK GAIN CONTROL

Flaws, 5-14. A/R 'cop'.

set_by_tbe RANGEl0fARK SELECTOR
switch (P, fig. 5,13).

Remember that the A/ It scope has a horizontal.
sweep and target echoes will appear as IVO extending
above the sweep. The vertical extent of the blips tells
you a great deal about the intensity of the target. Solid
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objects produce_ tall, sharply defined blips Wher6is
precipitation patterns produm fuzzy, ill-defined
Wipe.

TO 0-Whine ft segment of the sweep more
closely, sWitch the RANGE SELECTOR control (F,
fig. 5,14) to the R SCAN and select the area to be
examined by using the STROBE POSITIONING



-e-

A. EtROINUNIST41117T_COIMIOL_
RANOIMAIUE INTENSITY CONTROL

C unistarr_corrram.
vineo_oam cONTROL1=

E. SECTOR SCAN WIDTH CONTROL
it. innowr cowntoi.

ICANCELIEUICTON-SWITCH
H. ELEVATION HANDIVNIEL_
I. VERTICAL POEMON POTENTIOMETER

frIgUrt 5-IS. RH1 scope.

g. 14). The area examined will
acting at the distance indicated
MILES counter.
t RHI scope can be operated in

R scope very conveniently
dy selected a target with th-e
fith the antenna pointing at the
irate. the RAI scope, following

ANGE SELEETOR (0; fig;
Inge.
!NSITY control (C, fig. 515)
he sweep appears on the scope.
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(3) Rotate the RANGEM RIC INTEM
control (3, fit 5-15) clockwi until ranges
appear.

(4) Rotate the STROBE MITE ITY contr.(
fig. 5-15) clockwise until the strobea pears as a 5
intensified area ofilte_trace.

(5) Rotate the VIDEO GAIN control (D, fit
clockwise until the target and receiver noise am

(6)_ Either _rotate _ the ELEVATION HA
WHEEL (H, fig. 5-15) manually, (clockwise to
the antenna and ounterclockwise to lower
antenna)or move the ANTENNA CONTROL sl
(I, fig. 5-13) to the ELEVATION A UTOMA
position.
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The RIP scope has two scales. The scops"thay
set to scan up to 40;000 feet or 80.000feet by using the
HEIGHT CONTROL switch (F, fig. 5-15). Using the
R HI in conjunction with the PPI echo storage feature,
you can get an accurate 3-D interpretation of the
preciOitation pattern.

I

Exerdim (Z64)1
I. Match the functions in column B totthe controls of

the PPI scope in column A.

Column A'
Controls

(1) Dis-piy mode
(2) Antenna. control
(3) Intensity.
(4) Realgemark pin.
(5) VWeo

Rieigaiseirk Select&
(7) Range selector.
(8) Azimuth

handwheet

CoUwnn B
Atm:iota .

L. nUrOh the appearance of the
sweep on tie scope.

b. Controls the motion of the
antenna.

c. Controls range displayed on
scope.

d. Sets brights of rangemarks.
e. Controls brightness of targets

on the scope.
T. MU interval of the range-

Markers.
g. Erase* echoes from scope.
h. Manual control of antenna.

2. Match the function(s) in column B to the control on
to AIR scope in column A.

Column A
v. Controls

_____ (I) Range selector.
(2) Video pin.
(3) Intensity.
(4) Rangemarks.
(5) Strobe positioning

handwheel.

Co/Won
Functions

a. Controls brightness of range1
marks.

b. Controls appearance of sweep.
c. Controls brightness of targets

on scope.
d. Sets desired range.
e. expands a fiye mile segment of

sweep.
f. Selects segment of sweep to be

expanded.

3. Match the functions in column B to the control on
the R HI scope in column A.

Cotumn At
Controls

(I) Elevation
_ handwheel.

(2) Intensity.
(3) Strobe intensity.
(4) Video- pin.
10) Rangemark

intensity.
(6) Height control.
(7) Range selector.

Column
Functions

a. Determines range that appears
on the scope.

b. Controli brightness of the
rangemarks.

c. Controls appearance of sweep
on scope.

a. Manual control of antenna
angle.

e. Controls brightness of strobe on
scope.

f. Controls brightness of echoes
on scope.
Sets vertical limits of scope.

/94
265. Explain the effect the special controls of the
FPS-77 have on echo presentation.

IF Attenuator. The attenuator control (located
just below NOISE METER; B. fig. 5-13)aliciws you to-
vary receiver attenuation from 0 to 109 dB in I dB
stens. The main purpose of -the IF attenuator is to
permit comparison of target echo intensities by the
"gain reduction method." gain reduction by means of
the attenuator allows you to pick out the stronger cells.
It also permits the observation of highly reflective.

/ weather phenomena (such as "bright band" in strati-
form rain) -which would otherwise be masked by
surrounding areas of reflectivity.

Range Normalization. The range normalization
switch (E, fig. 5-13) causes targets of equal density
or size within the normalized- range to displayed
at _their respective intensity. Without m e norinalil
nation, the nearby target (in most cases) pears the
strongest because of its location; whereas a target
farther away might actually be stronger in intensity.
Normalization is provided over a range of I to 30, Ito
60, or 1 to 120 nautical miles; depending on the
position you select with the range normaHzttion
switch. -

ISO ECHO Contour. The ISO ECHO contour
:. facility permits targets of very high density (such as

storm centers) which are surrounded by areas of
moderately high amity to be clearly displayed.
Because o f the high signal strength of the target returns
involved, the IF-postamplifier is always operated in
the logarithmic mode during weather conditiord in c
which ISO ECHO is useful. When ISO ECHO is used,
video signals with amplitudes that exceed a predeter-
mined thresholdievel are displayed as if their anipli-
tude were zero. Thus, a storm center appears on the
PPI scope as a highlight surrounded by a ddark patch
whose density decreases.gradually towards the fringes
of the storm.

The ISO EC threshold is selected by_the ISO
ECHO level-dB s itch (D, fig. 5-13): Threshold levels'
of 10, 20, and 30 dB above noise level arc available;
thereafter, the threshold is increasedin 3dB steps to 60
dB above noise level.'

Echo Memory; Echo memory is a new feature for
weather radars. The PPI scope has a dark-trace, stored
pattern tube which retains the target pattern until it is
deliberately erased; This also permits a target pattern
to be photographed without the confusion caused by a
moving owe. In addition, it permits target movement
to be observed and photographed. To 'preserve the
life of the tube. it is important that you make no
attempt to increaie the contrast beyond that necessary
to make targets and rangemarks visible. Advancing
the INTENSITY, VIDEO GAIN, and RANGE-
MARK GAIN controls (J; K; and U, fix 5-13)
beyond this point makes the pattern difficult to
erase and may burn the screen of the CRT. Do not use
either the writing or the erasing facilities more often

1
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X97
than is operatianally necessary (V, fig; 5-13),
DISPLAY MODE switch).

Operation of individual radar sets is an important
step towards learning observationaftechniques. Know
the functions of the controls, because this helk you
obtain the best echo presentation.

;E:

7iercises (265):
. How does the ._a tenuator aid in detecting

weather phenomei? t

2. Why is range normalization helpful in determining
. echo intensities?

3. What is the purpose-of the ISO; ECHO facility o
the FPS -77'1

I

4. What is the advantage of the echo memory feature?

54: Radar Reports
Radar has connibuted_whaps as much to the ad-

vancement of weather reporting and forecastin&aa any
other .single development. The network -of radar
reporting stations throughout the United States has
made it ossible for severe weather centers to forecast,
with extraordinary accuracy, the development of such
devastating phenomena as tornadoes, hail, and heavy
rainfall. Although many segments- of our society still
do not realize the significance of ,a severe weather
bulletin; many do and taste immediatie action: When
the ladar set is operating properly, it is capalAe of
providing =the forecaster with information that, visual
sightings cannot provide. However; there are several
limitations to the radar observation.

Naturally, if the radar set is "out for maintenance" it
cannot provide this service. Most equipment
personnel are aware of the important role radar plays
when severe weather is in the area; therefore, the radar
is usually operational when needed. This leaves only
one possible problem areauntrained operators.
Some stations require that only forecasting personnel
take and record radar_observations. However, this is
not always the rule. If your activity is a primary or
alternate radar reporting station, you need to insure
that the quality of radar observations is accurate and
representative. This is best done by providing each
forecaster and observer with training when he initially
arrive at your station and at seasonal changes there-
after.

7

To take; or supervise th, t el of radar observa-
tions; you should know the each element ofihe
radar observation is -obtained and encoded. This
section deals with types of obse ations, scopINnter-
pretation; recording the observa ion; severe tiaiCher;
and processed radar reports.

266. State how an error on AWS Form 104 is corrected
after the observation has been transmitted, and the
disposition that is made of the original copies of this
form for primary reporting stations.

Form Preparation and Disposition.' AWS Form
(04, Radar Weather Observations, should be used to
recool radar weather observations. Exceptions_to this
may occur at units outside the continental United
States. , ,

Prepare the form-in at least one copy; Begin a new
form with the first obiervatiOn following 01)00 SKr on
the first day of each month and as often as necessary
throughout the month. The legend across the top is
seli-explanalory except the date/time. For the date/
time, enter the date and time (et) on the first and last

' observation on the page. -(See foldout 7, printed in a
separate supplement to this volume.)

Column I (Date)enter the day of the. molith_for
the first okservation on the :page and for the first
observation of each new day on the page (foldout 7).
.
' Column 2 (Time).--enterlite ascrikbed time of each

olxservation to the nearest minute (OMT). Omit the
"Z"_ (foldout 7).

Omit entries for data that are issing or unknown
,---(unless the entry "U" is specified), t record all opera-

tional_stafus contractions that are nsmitted:
AWS units do,' not' make photography notes in

column 10 (Remarks) of AWS Form 104:
Other column entaips will --e covered under "Inter-

preting and Recording= Radar Observations."
When an error is discovered before the report is

transmitted, neatly erase and correct the erroneous
data. When the error is discovered after the observa-
tion is transmitted, draw a red line through the
erronctus data and enter the correct data above it in
red. If The correction is transmitted enter COR in red
in column 10, followed by the file time (GMT) of the
corrected .report.

Corrected reports will be transmitted as complete
reports with COR included in the heading. If the error
is discovered within 1 hour of transmission a
correction should be sent immediately ckniess an inkrveal-in,

renelma.s been Inailsmintzt. If more than 1 hour has
elapsed, make the correction on AWS Form 104,,but
do not transmit the corrected. report.

The original copy of the completed AWS Form 104
for primary reporting stations will eventually become
part of the 'National Weather records. The second
copy (original copy for stations that are neither
primary nor alternate reporting stations) should be
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retained and disposed of_ in accordance with AN
12-$0,,DisposniOn of Air Force Documentation. (The
second copy may be a carbon or copier - process copy.)

Exercises (266):

I. How do you correct an error that is discovered after
the observation has been transmitted?

2. Flow often is the date entered;in column 1?

3. What becornes of the original Copies of AWS Form
104 for primary reporting stations?

267. State the reqtdrementifoi- and recording
radar observations.

.

Taking and Recording Radar Observations. Each
weather detachment with a radar storm detection set,
AN/ FSP-77, provides weather radar surveillance for
its area: Because of the range limitations Of weather
radar sets, the surveillance area is usually within a-
200=ittile radius of the station.

All AWS units with radar, and AWS units that
receive radar weather information from nonweather
radars, Shahid develop local policies to cover the
following

Report to aircraft control agencies any echoes
that may be of immediate significance to aircraft
operations.

Make maximum use of their facilities to support
local operational requirements;

Record and transmit special radar obse tions at
least .every half hour _lawn tornadoes o evere
thunkpstorms, verified snot, may be occu
might Iiave.recently occurred within The radar ran
near your station.

Because tornadic activity and severe thunderstorms
pose a threat to life and property, as well as aircraft
operations, you need to know the correct procedures
for disseminating this data; Top priority is given, to the
immediate dissemination of these phenomena.
especially to !Cita! agencies. For example, the agency
having direct contact with air traffic control personnel
should be contacted before other local base agencies.
Immediately fallowing local dissemination, the nearest
National Weather Service office should be notified by
telephone when the radar echo information is
indicative of tornado or hailstorm activity. Following
lacal diSsemination to base and civilian- agencies, radar
information pertaining to tornadoes or severe
thunderstorms4js transmitted longline as a severe
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RAREP (USD) bulletin. the report should contain the
contraction "SPL" preceding the hazardous data.

_The frequency- with which the station reports radar
observations on the teletype nrcuit depends upon
whether or not the station is-a primary network radar
station, an alternate Station, or 'perhaps is not even
designated: This discussion is oased on the assumption
that if you knot radar reporting prbcettures for a
primary station, you should have no difficulty if -.
stationed at an alternate or nandesignated station:

Hourly radar - observations. Each AWS unit
supporting the national radar network is responsible

"for . recording an observation and making a
transmission on COMEDS each hour. There-are no
exceptions on entering a transmission each hour;
however, an entry on the forms required for PPIOM
or PPINE.6rily when they first occur.

When: reportable meteorological echoes are
observed, an hourly radar.observation is encoded on ,
AWS Form 104 and transmitted :aver COMEDS.
Reportable meteorological echoeS" consist- of all

. . . .

precipitation echoes and all fine lihe echoes associated
With theteordlogical discontinuitiei (such as dry cold
fronts, prefrontal windshift line, and sea-breeze
fronts):

. .

Begin the hourly radar observation in time to
complete ithefore 35 minutes ; after t)he hour t All
elements of_ the observations should be ob*rved
within 15 minutes of the time of the report and the
observation time should be as near H+35 as possible.
Between hourly observation times; special
observations may be required.

Special radar observations: Special- radar
observations can be compared to special observations
for airway reports. Special RAREPs are encoded
whenever signifiCant changes occur: Unlike scheduled
hourly observaticfns, special observations include only
the echoes of special interest. Selected echoes are
reported in complete detail, including remarks
adding iF'gnificant information; Special obServationg
are taken when echoes of special interest are fieit
observed and then at 10 and 35 minutes after each hour
as-long as the echoes meet special critetia. The special
at H+35 will be a complete report as an hourly
cibiet-Vatian plUS additilnal deictiptiVe detailS
regarding the special phenomena. The specials at
H+35 are transmitted in the scheduled radar (SD)
collective, just as an ordinatY hourly or in severe
RAREP (USD) form, depending on the phenomena
reported.

Encode and transmit a special observation when any
of the criteria in table 5-1 are observed. Table 5-1 aiso
gives the bulleti heading and type of observation. Therir

type of observatn will be entered in the left margin of
AWS Form 104. II observations that meet the criteria
listed in table 5-1 will have the contraction "SPL"
preceding the hazardous data when transmitted over
COMEDS. Use the bulletin heading that is given in
table 5 -I. Table 5-2 shows
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TABLE 5=-1

SPECIAL CRITERIA

Criteria Bulletin
Type of

(1) Tornadoes USD SVR

1
(2) Severe ThunderstOral , USD SVR

(3) Hiilstones
2-

, USD -SVR

(4)! Retrains echoes SD -SPL

(5) Intense echoes located in or near an area
for Which tornadoes or savere-thunderstorns _

have been forecast ,

(6) Convective echoes displaying features such
as hooks; holes; appendages; weak echo regions;
and high reflectivity gradients which are char-
acteristic of severe weather3

SD

USD

SPL

SVR
.

(7) Convective echoes whose projected paths
inteisect3 ,

(8) Convective echoes with severe weather
potential whose tops are:within 5000 ft of -the
tropopausae; penetrate the tropopausei equal or
exceed 50; 000 ft MSL --

.

USD
-

USD

SVR

SVR'

\I

(9) Convective echoes With intensity greater
than strong that persist at the same location
for an lOur or more3

SD 'SPL

(10) Line echo wave pattern (LEWP)3 USD SVR

(11) Eye or center of tropical cyclone
4

SD SPL

(12) Flash floods5 SD SPL

6 1

(13) Ai craft mishap 1
N/A SPL

A thunderstorm which .produces wind gusts of 50 knots or greater
and/or hail 3/4 inch diameter or larger.

2-
Any storm or storm system producing hail 3/4 inch diameter or larger.

Include desCriptive remarks identifying the feeture(s) of special
interest for which the observation was taken.

4
Specials for hurricane eye or center data will be taken only when

prescribed by Table '2 -2.

5
When_information is received,_ whether_ verified or not, that a flash-

flood may, be occurring in the vicinity of observed echoes; a special obser-
yation, will be encoded and transmitted immediately, identifying the echoes
in question, documenting,the flash flood report, and adding further remarks
as necessAry. As long_ as echoes are_reported over the area of reported
flooding, subsequent observations and amplifying remarks will be encoded and
transmitted at H+35 and H+10.

6
These observations will not be disseminated yia longline communica-

tions but may be disseminated locally If supported agencies reqUire the
information. f)
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( TABLE 5-2 ,

RESPONSIBILITIES FOR HURRICANE. OBSERVATIONS

,

If station gupports

Nat'l Hurricane Ops

Plan

and is located

within 25 NM of

a±NWS_burricane

.iti port station

-.

then the

station will, :

.-.

,,_____

and'will .-

. YES

.

,.

YES 0
Except auprovided in 1, transmit a compute

radar_obsarvatiOn-at H+40'iw,the hourly SD

.

collective; The observation will utiafy re-

quirements of US Synoptic Net and will in

addition include all appropriate_ radar burnt-

pine information; Alio transmit-a special

observation of the eye or center position at

1010 as an SD bulletin. .

,

NO

,

.

ND

, _

s,

. .

YES:or NO

.

.

Transmit a Complete radar ribiervationat.H440

in the hourly SD collictive. The observation

will satisfy the requirements_of:tkaM_Synop,

tic Nit and Will..in addition include all appro-

riate radar hurricane information. 'Speciala

need not be taien:for burricans_obsgrvation

purposes' but will continue to be taken in ac-

cordance with criteria (1) through (10) and

(12) Of Tabla,OLl.
-).

(!), In_sccordance_with the National Hurricane Operations Plan, AWRhurricane support stations located

within 25NM radius oUa4ational Weather Service WSR-57 hurricane supportistation need not transmit_

radar_hurricaneobservations_unIess for'some reason the NWS station is unable to fulfill its reporting

Se

responsibilities.._Each:iffected,AWS station will establish an agreement, memor ndum of understanding_

or- similar- document with the appropriate NWS unit, prescribing notification cedures which insure that
the AWS station(1) promptly assumes hurricane reporting responsibilities wii necessary a4d-(2) isiMe-
diatay ceases hurricane. reporting when the.NWSstation's capability 1.0 restored. If the. AWS station

involved is also a primary or alternate network participant, the station will of course continua to in-

cludehurricane data in hourly synoptic-re der-weither-mobservatione.

O
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the responsibilities for hurricane observatior .

When information is received, whether verified or
not; that an aircrift mishaP, ground damage to
aiferaff; or damage to the local installation may have
*tined within the maximum range of the radar
diming the past hour, a complete radar observation
will be taken and recorded: These otserivations will be

-as detailed as possible; particidarlyIntie area of the
event, if thiii_iCknown. Observition.s should _be taken
an4 recorded even under PPINE conditions. They will
be designated as Specials (SPL) and will be identified
in remarks as_ACEr_MISHAP,_ OND DM6 TO
ACFT, or DMG TO INSTALLATION, as applicable.
These observations should not be transmitted via
longline communications; but may be disseminated
loeilly if supporteti_agenciesreq_uirethis information;
The remark ACFT MISHAPAGND DM6 TO
ACFT, or DM6 TO INSTALLATION should not
be included in the locally disseminated observation.
An aircraft mishap observation need not be recorded
for inflight emergencies, e.g., those declared to reflect
an unsafe condition However, inflight emergencies
should alert the radar operator tcvintensify the watch
and to disseminate any significant Information
necessary to insure maximum support to the aircraft
in distress.

Exercises (267):
I.. When is the hourly observation taken?

2. When are special observations taken?

3. List 6 of the 13 requirements for special radar
observations.

..... .
4. Llsf lisnr "thc, .5.4Verl re tu-irc moult-5

for "5 Pei% 0.1 co sey-v bon -5 -"/7-1

cc) S 4

268. Given drawings of PPI scope presentations,
interpret the echo character and coverage.

Interpreting and Recording Radar Oblervations.
The interpretation of radar weather echoes_ is funda-
m ally the same for all radar sets; the major dif-
fe ncebeing theversatility and power of the set being

d. The radar operator can obtain considerable
formation on the existing atmospheric conditions if

he .knows a capabilities of his set and if he under-
stands something of the significa e_ of the various
patterns that are observed on th radar scopes.. For

those of'you_ who presently do Rot have the oppor-,.

tunny to work witka radar set, We will attempt roshow .

you by illizstraiionnd discuSsion softie of the patterns
that can..be observed by radar; however, eiperience .'
with a weather. radar "set is the best ,way to become-
proficient in its use. :For those of .you assigned:ta4,
station equipped with storm _detection radar, your
037 trainer will provide the opPOrtunity for increasing

,--yo4r proficiency in operating the, set _ , ;, I-

KAssuming that 'the : proper turn-on; and tuning
.43roccdurcli have been fplloweti, and the antenna is in
motion at OP elevatiiln; you will observe ground ''
echoes or grourid'cliAier. Ground clutter will shoW a .

'variety of_types of echoes; pans of it' will be sharp as
solid objects and parts may appear fulzy, but ground
clutter _will be the same each time. For comparative,
purposes,_ it is considered got4 practice to mount .a
picture of your area-'s ground eelies near the scope
as an aid in identifying ground ;Wirer characteristith.

On the A/ 1C scope; solid objects appear -as high, ;

sharply defined blips. Cloud-and precipitation echoes
are less sharply defined, fade rapidly as the. gain is
reduced; -and appear- fuzzy; with somewhat irregular .;

front and rear edges. This fuzzy or "grassy" appearance
on the A/ R scope is a characteristic of weather echoes`.
It is caused by the relative motions of the precipitation
particles. During the_time interval between pulses; the
particles move slightly and present a rn:different patte
for each successive pulse. PPI echoes of solid objects,
sucitas buildings-and airplanes; show as strong; sharp
returns that will persist_ while the gai is reduced.
Precipitation echoes are bright patches t t represent
the horizontal cross sections of the areas O precipita-
tion. The brightness of the echo and. the clarity of the
front edge vary, depending upon the type and intensity
of the target.

Radar echoes of cloud and precipitation areas are
classified according to their general appearance. This
classification is standardized to facilitate reporting
echo data an deciphering radar .weather messages.
Whenever y use the weather radar set; you ulti-
mstely _make , these .first classifications:automatically.
with each echo you observe. Observation techniques
vary from one operator to another as well as with the
radartype that is used. This text presents one method
of echo observation. Though observatiOn methods
vary slightly from the different radars, the differ-
ences result from two factorsthe_nairie of the
controls and the capability of the set. This discussion
is related to the FPS-77, since it is the mainstay A WS
radar set. Elements of the radar report are indicated
on A WS Form upt. Foldout 7 lists the elements in the
order they are encoded and this is the sequence we will
cover them in this. discussion. .

Echo character and coverage. When an echo first
appears on the scope, the first thing you will haVe to-.4
consider is how the echo will be cliissified. Classifi-
cation of echoes for reporting purposes involves
consideration 01 configuration; coverage, continuity
of pattern, and meteorological processes. Foldout 8 i
(printed in a separate supplement to this volume),;
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contaiiii synotiiis claisifkatien Of.
thatactet Of selWekkiikd their exagrectioe

ram oef thelabit olaarwitiOn form (foldOut
It is cinite pciaiiide to have echoes of iiipre the* (*.

ti*acteeistit! on the scope 0 the same dine,
Lityst of telf04211aft rektivid/ eivto bn

PPI Static A line of cage* bas length to width
Fade of *tins; .5 to and least 30,
naiads' Mika Ant cithtt tt011e0 agtc grctuP:of
*Wet* as atm

The- belt way to search with the is io set the
ISO ERO direshoki at a low Wvil (10_4B) Then only. .
the tritiktatagiAlSdie pictured-. The strongest echoes
aSt i108 0ed by n*ing theist). ECHO. threshold
by_steps on .later scans.

'When search if copiloted: OMMentrate on and'.
classik most :8410ilkiiiiV echoes. .T1mi seareh
operatioel reveals whether ,the echo is a tine an mita;
or a cell: Aline of echeies may,beitidded in an area
of echbet. This could: be *tennis& by reducing the
pin. Figure '5-10 fflustrat-a the effect of reducing the
gain Notice'hovi the strongercells persist a3 the gain
is reduced (detail A through etail D) and only the
strongest cells remain (detail DJ. ThiS practice locates
the heavier or stronger activity. You should report
the area and thembedded line separately in the radar
observation. .

'The total wewher who coverage in with reported
echo sysmm (except Cells). will be reported to the
nearest tenth. ki

Enter the contraction of the echo character followed,
oast dui amount Off coverage in tenths in column 3 of

AWS Form 104.
-

4the darett column 3- entry (for .4charizter..
aid coverage) for thefollowing siiitdated .71 scope

r-prellanatiops.
1. Interpret figure 517.

,

25-453,

,Figure 5-17. Pig scope drawing (objective 268, exercise I).

0 5pn..c..02-..

2. Interpret figure 5-1 a.

Figun36. Effect of gait reduction on.scope display.

21111:1

.

Figure PPI scope drawing (objective 268,, exercise 2).
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3. interpret= figure 5-19.

0

Figure 5-19. PPI scope drawing (objective 268, exercise 3).

269. Given di1Rams of RHI scope presentations
and Written descriptions, Interpret the echo type.

Edit) Type. As previously indicated, radar echoes
are primarily the result of precipitation within or
falling from a cloud. The type of precipitation is
included with each radar observation.

COnVective pretiphation, such as showers and hail,
is distinguished from stratifortn precipitation by the
appearance of "the echo, Convective activity indicates
the possibility of thiniderstorms. Convective echoes
have sharp-outlines and uneven texture betause of the
large water droplets and variations in precipitation
intensity, Also; as you use higher IF attenuation
Values, the echoes do not di pear uniformly. Strati-
form echoes, on the contrary,show tiniferni shettlile
echoes with fuzzy borders; and the echoes disappeir
uniformly as you incrme the IF attenuation.

The types of precigtafion that can be reported are
listed On foldout 8. (Note that intensity symbols are
used with only two tYpes;)

Though thunderstorm activity in itself is not a
precipitation type, a 'T" is entered, representing
thianderstorm activity, whenever the echo presenta-
tion indicates conditions characteristic of thunder-
storms. For example, a radar report of a broken line
with thundiritorm activity and rainshowers is entered
as "IN TRW^
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It is of always pmcWil to determine and report
every kind of .frecipitation within_ an echo system.
Rather; the rider observation reflect., the type of
recipitation associated with the maximum intensity
or convective, sriterns. For nonconvective systems;

only the type is predominant throughout the echo
system is re .bd. However, when you think it_ is
significant; reports secondary precipitation type. On
foldout 7, the observations at -0233 and 0332 GMT
show examples of two precipitation types for an echo
system When the precipitation type cannot be deter-
mined on the basis of the reflectivity measurements
and the vertical structure echoes, other sour
,information, such as weather maps, surface wea
reports, visual observations, and PIREPs, should be
used. ,

Eterdses (269):

`entry
the echo type and indicate the appropriate

entry for AWS Form 104.
1. The echoes in figure 5-20 are associated with a cold

front in summer.

NIS

25=-456

35

30

25

20

s

10

5

Figure 3.20. RHI scope drawing (objective 269, exercise I).



2. The echo in figure 5-21 is associated with a
summer-time warm front.

d. Stop_ the automatic azimuth scanning and switch
to manual scan. Turn the manual scan control until the
PPI cursor is on the ISO ECHO signal and observe this
signal on the A/R scope. Note the azimuth and range.

e. Adjitst the ISO ECHO threshold controLuntil_the
most intense part of the signal shows the ISO ECHO
effect about half of the time.

f Read the ISO ECHO LEVEL-DB switch setting.

35 , . A power correction may be required. The power
Correction is based on the equipmenechecks made by
tnaintenaricepersonnel. The procedures for computing

30 the power correction are covered in Chapter 5, Part C,
FMH -7 (Weather Radio Observations);

25 Table_5 =3 contains the information for determining
echo intensities for all three range normalization

-modes. After applying corrections; if any, enter the
20 table with the corrected dB value and read the

corresponding intensity value. .

15 For convective echoes; report the maximum
observed intensity. This will require scanning the echo
Systems vertlbally as well as horizontally. For other

10 echo systems, report the intensity that is predominant
in the horizontal. When intensities within an echo

5 'system vary; it is a good idea to use a remark to
amplify the observation.

25.457.

Figure 5=21. RH1scope drawing (objective 269. exercise 2).

270. Use table S=3 to deterinibe theintensity rot giVen
dB readings on. the IF attenuator and indicate the
appropriate AWS Form 104 eistry for eaeh;

Echo intensity. In addition to determining, the echo
.type; you milli also determine the intensity of the echo.
Doing this by subjective brightness is not necessiry:
With the development and use of the FPS -77, youcan
make quantitative measurements of signal intensity.

This method is based on known factors of
reflectivity_from which you arrive at a level of signal
-strength. This lovtl is expressed in decibela (dB). (The
dB level indicator is located on FPS=77 radar below
the IF attenuator label.) From the dB level you can
determine the intensity of an echo

Operate the receiver in LOG mode, and be sure that
the ISO ECHO circuit and river gain are calibrated.
In making quantitative measurements of signal
intensity, use the following procedures:

a. Set the RANGE SELECTOR on the PPI and
A / R scopes_ to_ "120. NM" and set the RANGE

,NORMALIZATION switch to "120 NM."
b. Turnitbe ISO ECHO switch to the ALARM

DISABLE position (fully clockwise) and set ISO
ECHO LEVEL-DB to "30."

c. With the4itenna in the normal scanning position,
write a PPI pattern on the storage tube and note
weather echoes that have the ISO ECHO effect.

Convective example:

MOST SHWRS W OF PIA ARE LGT

I
Noncbnvective example:

thlttS PATCHES OF R+

Because of S- = al problems involving reflectivity
measurement ho intensities are not reported for ice
pellets; freezing drizzle; drizzle; hail or snow; that is;
no intensity entry is required on the radar- recording

. fo-.4. When otherprecipitation types are observed and
t ey re farther than 120 nautical miles from the radar
set, echo _intensity is not ordinarily reported. In this
case the letter "U" is entereu after the precipitation
type: However; echo areas that overlap this mileage
limitation may be assigned an echo intensity if you
belieVe it is reasonably representative of _the entire
system: OtherWise, the echo intensity is "U." If you
have reason_ to believe the radar _set is performing
substandardly; you should_report the echo intensity as
titikhOWti. Thit situation is indicted by entering the
contraction "ROBEPs" (radar operating below
performance standards) in the Remarks section.
Determining_ echo intensity is closely related to the
next entryinterisitY trend.
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TABLE 5=3

IF ATTENUATION /ISO ECHO THRESHOLDS FOR ECHO INTENSITY EVALUATION

-Echo-Intensity--,--Min*-

Range Wilalization
nm

_Equivalent
Radar Reflectivity

l'actmr (mmOmi)

,

o

RaInTell
Rate-tin hr-I)

120
Max Min Max* Rim Max*

Weak (") 30 24 18 <8.9kIO2 <0.1

Moderate ( ) 33 39 25 33 '20 27 8.9x102-1.2x104 . 0.1.4.5

Strong (+) 42 45 36 39 30 33 1.23:104-3.5x104 0.5-1.0

Very Strong (#c) 48 51 42 45 36 39 3.5x104-1.1x105 . 1.0-2.0

Intense (X) ,, 54 57 48 51 42 45 1.1x105-4.7x105 2.0-5.0

0Extreme (X2) 60 54 48 >4.7x105 7 5.0

'Au 7entiator and iso-scho thresholds in decibels abov* -105.5 dBm.

Echoes in the vezystrong category have the potential
for producing hail. Intense or extreme echoes may be
associated with large hail, apbagibg winds, or even
tornadoes. Remember that there are two limitations
when measuring intensity. You cannot accurately
determine echo intensity at ranges over 120 nautical
miles; Also, it is unreliable to try to treasure echO
intensity through an area of strong precipitation. A
V=shaped notch behind an echo is usually caused by
attenuation of the signal by heavy precipitation.
Closely watch echoes that display very strong inten-
sities because they are indicative of severe weather.
Yon can determine the tendency of the echo intensity

(by comparing it with later consecutive observations.

Extteite (270):
Use table 5-3 to determine the intensity for the folloW=
ing dB readings on the IF attenuator and indicate the
column 3 entry for each:

Decibels
Range

Normalization
1. 30 50
2, 120 49
3. 60 37
4. 60 43
5. 30 38
6. 120 33

.;A

271. Use table 5-3 to select the correct intensity trend
for given changes_in_ decibel readings and indicate the
appropriate AWS Form 104 entry for each.

Intensity trend. The intensity trend is bated on the
trend of the reflectivity values used to determine echo
intensity. Report a change in trend only if the intensity
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has changed by at least one category. For example,
if the intensity of the echo complex is stronger than
previously reported, the intensity trend is said to be
increasing. The minimum time period to use for
determining -the intensity trend is 1 hour for lines and
areas, and 15 minutes for cells. On the recording form,
enter the following intensity trend symbolt after the.
echo intensity:

+ rncreasing;
- Decreasing.

* NC No change.
NEW Initial intensity value.

Omit the intensity trend data when you are unable
to obtain a representative value for any reason. The
distance and equipment limitations for echo intensity
also apply to intensity trend; (See foldout 7 for
examplet of eriiriet.)

Exercises (271):
Using_ table 5-3, select the correct intensity trend for
the following changes in decibel readings and indicate
the correct column 3 entry for each:

Range Norm CunTntdB dB I Hour Ago
1. 30 58 50
2, 120 36 49
3. 60 40 37
4. 60 36 43
5. 30 58 38
6. 120 37

272. Encode the location of radar echoes from figures
that are given.

Direction and distance. The initial search reveals
the general location of the echo. To find the azimuth

2 10



(bearing), place the ANTENNA CONTROL to the
MANUAL position and use the AZIMUTH hand-
crank and the azimuth scale to pinpoint the direction.
Use the RANGE STROBE on the A/ R scope to
determine the distance to the echoo. You can also find
the width of the echo from the A/ R scope by using the
RANGE STROBE to measure from one side of the
echo signal to the other side. Bear in mind that range
or precipitation attenuation also affects This scope
presentation, especially on the far side of the echo.
The RANGE NORMALIZATION control helps to
reduce this effect.

The extent and shapes of echoes are described in
terms of direction and distance from the reporting
station: The direction from the station 'is reported in
whole degrees relative to true north as determined
from the azimuth rips on the PPI scope. -Tate north is
reported as 360, btiV015° is reportedas 15. The distance
from the station is reported to the nearest nautical mile
if severe weather is involved or if special definition
is needed. Generally, however, 5-mile increments are
used for easier radar scope interpretation.

Irregularly shaped echoes are reported by giving the
direbtion and distance from the station to a series of
points along the .edge of an echo. area which, when
connected, indicate the general stutpe and location of
the area: Although the shape of echo systems should
be smoothed and simplified for reportin&purposes;
select reported_ points so that reconstructed patterns
are representative of the true echo coverage. The
points are reported consecutively in a clockwise
directiony Cells or circular areas are reported by

STart;,-,) 1, ,11-, -}},c., most ricsillNe_cr,

c
giving the direction and distance to the center Of each
cell_ or area and the diameter (D) of the echo:

When large echoes are visible at high receiver gain;
they should be examined ai a reduced gain (higher .

IF attenuator settings) and at various elevation angles
to determine whether or not line activity is present:
The radar observer must identify and locate organized
lines of activity separately within the encompassing
area of echoes: Use a separate line on the radar
recording form for echo parameters that pertain to
each related group of echoes, such as lines or areas.
Whether they occur separately or within a reported
line or area; report potentially severe weather echoes
in as much detail as practicable.

Report a line of echoes, by giving the azimuth and
distance to the ends of the line or to as many points as'
necessary on the axis of the line to establish its shape:
You record this data in progressive order from the
uppermost end of the line to the other end. Of course,
for a straight line; you report two points at opposite
ends Of the line and the average width (W) -of a fairly
uniform line. You can report marked differences in
width in as many widths as necessary to establish the
general shape of the line: These variations in width are
reported in the remarks section of the radar record
form.

Exercises (272):
Encode the location of the echoeS from the following
figures:
1. Locate the echoes in figure 5 -22:

25-458

Figure 5,72 pin scope drawing (objective 27Z exercise 1).
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2 Locate the echoes in Mime 5-23.

Figure 5-23. PP1 scope drawing (objective 272, exercise 2).

5-24:

Figure 3-24. PP1 scope drawing (objective 272. exercise 3).
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273); Determine and encode the echo with or diameter
for given figures.

Echo width or diameter: As indica in the
pre4ding discuion, width r diameter reported
for cin-tain types of,- shoes. If t report is fOr a line, the
width vof the line is incInded after the,direction and
distance data..For example; lice entry fora line that is
15 miles wide is "I 5'W." For lines that contain
variations in width, an explanation is entered in the
remarks section of the observation: The 0933 GMT .
observation (foldout 7) shows an example of variations
in width of a broken line of ocs.

When the echoes are a cis area, you report only
the center point of the area as the direction and
distance of the echo. The actual size of the echo can
then be determined by ,reporting the diameter of the
echo: For example; the cell at 0733 GMT on foldout
7 shows the way to enter the_diameter for a circular
echo area (cell, in this case). The entry "D12" in this
observation provides the only clue to the size of the
echo,. In so "me cases; a remark can be included
concefning the average diameter of each cell or echo
within the area in the remarks section. This is
illustrated in the 1734 GMT observation on foldout 7.

Precipitation at the station may cause a bright,
diffuse echo that completely covers the central portion
of the scope. In this case, the distance measurement to
the edge of the echo determines the diameter.
Distances and directions from the station are not
reported in this situation; insted,"OVHD" is entered
in place of a rkection/distance goup. This situation
is shown as 'remark in the 0810 and 0832 BMT
observations of foldout 7.

Exercises (273):

1. Determine and encode the echo diameter or width
for figure 5-22.

2. Determine and encode the echo diameter or width
for figure 5-23.

'4.40
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.274. Given drawings of PPI scope presentations (with
past positions), indicate the echo movement.

Echo movement. The speed of movement for the
echo system is determined on the basis of at least two
successive positions 1 hour or more apart. For cells and
small elements the movement is determined over a
15-minute inverval if it is representative. The direction
of movement is the directionfrom which the echoes are
moving. It is reported in two digits, representing tens of
degrees in relationship to true north; using "36" to
indicate true north. The speed of movement is alSo
reported in two digits. No appreciable movement is
indicated by "0000." The movement groups are
preceded by "A" for area} "L" for line; or "C" for cells.
The movement of cellular echoes is reported
individually when the echo movement differs between
cells. The general movement of the line is reported as
well as the movement of the individual cells when their
movement is not the same as that of the line. For
example, a line echo system movement of 260 °at 15
knots and cellular- movement of 240°at 25 knots are
reported as "L2615 C2425."

Movement is determined' by plotting successive
positions of the centers or boundries of cells and areai,
and by plotting the axes of lines. The direction of
movement is the bearing of a line drawn between the
successive positions of the centers. In the case of a line,
the direction of movement is perpendiiular to the axis.
axis,

The displacement, relative to time, of the echoes
between successive positions represents the speed of
movement; For example; a displacement of 5 nautical
miles in 15 minutes represents a speed of movement of
20 knots.

The speed of movement of a line is the displacement
perpendicular _to the axis relative to time. If the line is
pivoting or if portions of the line are moving at
different speeds, the movement is rej,orted at enough
points along the line to fully describe the movement.

A handy chart, such as figure 5725, displayed near_
the radar provides a convenient aid to determine speed
of movement;

Extraitel. (274):

I. Indicate the echo movement in figure 5-26. (Dashed
lines are 1-hour past positions. Range marks are 5
NM.)



Figure 5-26,-. PPI scope drawing (Objetti;m1274, exercise I).
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2. Indicate the echo movement in figure $.27. (Dashed

lines are 1-hour past positions. Range marks are
5 NM).

Firm 5-27. PPI scolie drawing (objective 274, exercise 2).

275. Given drawinp of scope presentatLoos and
ecirrapanidhst desuiptions, interpret the echoes and
record the required entries on AWS Form 104;

Eckci tops. Although die echo height data is useful
to both the forecaster and pilo4 excessive operation
of the radar in the echo height searching mode keeps
you from using 414 radar to evaluate and report the
other elements of the observation. For this rearon, you
must operate the radar so that you get a true sampling
of echo tops without excessive interruption of the
normal operaticin of the radar Set. For example, an
accurate descri on of the echo system in terms of

locati9n, ay, movement, and similar qualities
mole important whether the echo tops are at 33,000

or _36,000 feet.
When scanning for echo top measurements, you

must consider several factors. One is range limitations.
Range limitations are necessary because of decreasing
elevation anglesand increasing begin dimensions with
dieting*, in addition to the unknown effect of varia-

inproinigation paths. Another difficulty is the
of scanning very high tilt angles that preclude

top measurement at very close range.
The designed maximum range of the range height

indicator (RHI) of a particular type of radar. is also
a limiting factor. Echo tops are therefore reported
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only Within 5 to 120 miles for the FPS -77.
The heights Obtained from the RHI scope must be

corrected for earth curvature, standard atmospheric
refraction; and half . of the beamwidth. These
corrections are all combined in figure 5-28. After these
corrections are made, the tops are converted to mean

csea level by adding the MSL height of the antenna fotal
noun. Tops are reported in hundreds of feet MSL.
FMH=-7C inclUdes a figure to determine cloud bases
for layers aloft. FMH -7C also includes tables for
determining heights of bases and tops by using
elevation angles in case the RHI scope is inoperative.
These tables include all corrections except for the MSL
antenna height.

For each observation of an echo_systein, the highest
cloud top is entered in the "MAX TOP" column of the
radar recording form. For. extensive 0 systems,
such a& lines more than 50 males in kn 'or areas more
than 50 iniles in ciiaintet, the locati ,of thei"MAJC
TOP" is identified in degreet and nautical milet from
the station. The direction ind distance it entered in
column 9B of AWS Form 104; Radar Weather
ObierVatibiii. In the -coded radar report, a maximum
top of 44,000 feet MSL located 85 natiticalmilet froth
the station on a bearing of 300° appears at MT 440 AT
300/85. This rimmark follows the movement of the
echo system.

When an extensive echo Syttem is pretent, you need
to know how to identify the location of additional echo
tops that are significant throughout the line or area:
These additional echo heights are entered in the
remarks section immediately following the direction
and distance of the maximum top. For additional top
reports, the direction and distance from the station are
included for each individual height that is reported.
Code example:

MAX TOP Column Remarks Column

MT 430 AT 260145 TOP 400 AT 235133
TOP 380 AT 147/26

You _should _enter remarks that are operationally
significant. For instance, whenever feasible and
appropriate, you can include a remark to indicate that
the average tops are below a certain altitude. For
example, MOST TOPS BLO 250, . .

Iii the case of stratoform systems with the same
approximate top , insert a "U" preceding the
maximum tops. F r example, uniform tops, of 21,000

rifeet would be t nsmitted as MT U210 with no
direction/ distance/group.

Exercises (275):

I. Using figure 5-28 and table 5-3 interp radar
echo(es) presented on foldout .10 and record the
observation on AWS Form 104 (foldout 9).

.

2. Using figure 5-28 and talk 5=3 interpret the radar
echo(es) presented on fol ouut 11 and record the
observation on AWS Fo 104 (foldout 9):

276. Given a list of remarks that may be used on AWS
Form 104, indicate those that are operational status,
mandatory, and amplifying remarks.

Remarks_ The remarks section of the radar
recording form is used to enter data that clarifies or
amplifies the observation, as well as additional data
that improves the synontitnt6 of the.data. Make-the
description as brief 'arid informative as possible. Use
autharipui, contractions whenever possible in making
entries. Some examples of significant remarks are
shoWn on foldouts 7 and 8. Inclose inparentheses any
remarks not intended for transmission.

Operational Status remarks. Operational stattis .

remarks must be reported when applicable. A list of
operational status remarks with definitions follOWs:

PPINE. Equipment performance normal in PPI
mode; no precipitation echoes observed; surveillance
continuing.

b. PPIOM. *Equipment totally inoperative, out of.
service for maintenance, or out of service due to a
power outage. Follow the contraction with a date/ time
group (GMT) indicating the estimated time when
,operation will be resumed and the call letters of the

'alternate station. If this cannot bedetermined, report
UNK, For limited outages; see -definitions for-the
operatiOnal.Stattit contractions ARNO, RHINO, and'
ROBEPS. (All AWS stations with installed radar will
transmit-PPIOM and estimated time of resumption of
radar operation WikneVer their storm detection radar
is out of service. When the radar becomes operational
again,again, all stations will transmit either _a radar
observation or an operational status _contraction at
H+35 to clear the ,PPIOM from the ARQ base. If a
special is transmitted earlier than H+35?this fulfills the
requirement to clear the ARQ base.)

c. PPINA. Radar observation_omitted for reasons
other than PPIOM (e.g., higher priority duties
precluded taking the observation): When feasible,
follow the contraction with a date/ time group (GMT)
indicating the estimated time when will_observations wi
again be available. Follow the- PPINA with a delayed
(RTD) radar weather observation as soon as possible.

d. _ROBEPS: Radar operating below perforrnahce
standards.

e. ARNO. "A" scope of A/ R indicator inoperative.
j.- RHINO. Radar cannot be operated in the RHI

mode; height data not available.

Mandatory remarks: The following standard
remarks must be encoded in the remarks column. of
AWS Form 1 fe4 whenever the associated weather
phenomenon is observed. If both standard and plain
language remarks. are included in an observation, the
standard remarks must be encoded firit:
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a. HOOle,(Hjok echo). Encdde the contraction
- "H001E-," folIoWed bya direction and distance group

locating the hoOk echo.
b. HAIL. Whenever had is reported as a

precipitation type, encode the contraction "HAIL,"
followed by one or more direction and distance groups
locating the hail. ,
. c. LEW? (line echo wave pattern). Encode the
contraction "LEWP," followed by a sufficient number
of direction and distance groups along the axis of the
line to locate the The LEWP remark can be
encoded only in an observation which includes a line.

cl. VAULT (echo free vault): Encode the
contraction "VAULT," followed by a direction and
distance group locating the echo free vault. The vault is
sometimes called the:bounded weak, echo region, or
BWER:

e. BASE (base of antlevatedlayer), Depend ing on a
system's structure, its distance from the radar, arid the
radar beaniwidth, it is sometimes possible te'observ
the bases -of elevated layers. Such observations are of
operational _meteorological value and should be
reported. Encode the contraction "BASE" followed by
the height in hundreds of feet. Example: BASE 90.
Apply the necessary correction by using the figure in
FM H-7C for echo bases and-adding the MSL height of
the antenna;f MLTLVL (melting level). When a bright band is
observed association.mith stratifoTrn precipitation; the
zone of enhagced reflectivity should be examined on
the RHI with controls -set to provide optimum!
definition. Report the;heiOn of the top of the bright'
band in hundreds -of _feet _ as_ the melting level in
remarks. Example: MLTLVL 75. Apply the necessary
corrections by wing a correction graph for echo tops
such as'those given in figure 5-28. Remember that the
MSL height of the antenna must be added.

The bright band effect is caused by several processes
associated with melting particles as they fall into
warmer air. The radar return from small water drops is
about five times grmter than that from ice particles of
the- same mass and shape: As the falling snowflakes
bCcome coated with water, their reflectivity increases.
As the particles melt, they accelerate from the fall
velocity of snow (1/2 meter per second) to that of rain
(4 to 8 meters per second): The increase in fall velocity
decreases the number of droplets per unit volume
below the melting level and causes a corresponding
decrease in radar reflectivity per unikvo lame: Thus; the
melting process creates a horizontal layer of strong
radar reflectivity, much stronger than the snow above
it and a little stronger than the rain below. The bright
bend normally occurs 1;000, to 1,500 feet below the
freezing level. Bright band phenomena should be
transmitted to make the radar observation more
useful.

Amplifying remarks. Any remarks that will make
the radar observa6en easier to understand may be
transmitted. This is not mandatory, just good habit.
The remarks listed above classed as mandatory are also '

apt

amplifying remarks. The remarks we will now discuss
are optional:

-a. MALF (mostly aloft) and PALF (partly aloft).
The remark "MALF" or "PALF" may Re enedded
before the remark "BASE" when appropiiate?
Example: PALF BASE 40.

b. To report additional tops: TOP 440AT 325/33
TOP 380 AT 146/26.

a To report confirmed associated severe weather: '
TORNADO RPTD _20E ATN 0830.

d. HLSTO 1 'A ASSW CELL.
e.. To report suspected severe weather. APRNT

HOOK SWRN CORNER THIS CELL:
f To report_different_Widths of line: LN NWRN

END 12W CNTR 20W SRN END I5W.
To report differences in movement: LN NWRN

END MOVMT 2718 SWRN END_2823.
h. To indicate rapid building: TOP 420 TO 480

o PAST 213 MINUTES.
This is not an all-inclusiVe example. Anything that

will make the radar report more useful and easier to
interpret may be included. 1E

Exercise (276):

1. In the following listindicate operational status,
mandatory, and amplifying remarks by inserting,
either an 0, M, or A in the blanks provided:

a. ELEMENTS AVG D5
b RHI INDCS ANVIL
c HOOK 240/33
d PPINE
e APRNT HOOK SW CORNER THIS CELL

PPIOM 021835 ALTN BLV
HAIL 70/56

h LN NWRN END MOVMT 2620 SRN END
101El ___

i ROBEPS
j MLTLVL 125

277. Interpret radar reports received over teletype.

Processed Radar Weather Data; Radar data; other
than those derived from the local -radar set, is available
to the forecaster in two forms. The first of these is the
observation received over teletype from other radar
stations. The other is the composite radar summary
chart received via facsimile. Frequently; information
on the development of weather conditions indicating
the onset of severe weather reaches us in the forth of a
radar report before surface obserVations _would
indicate similar conditions. For this reason, AWS has
adopted the operational .concept, of -maintaining a
radar watch in order to effectively utilize the radar data
within areas of pperational interest. Detachments are
required to Monitor radar reports received via teletype
and to plot those reports determined to.be significant
to the mission: These plotted radar weather reports are
then incorporated into briefings that provide the pilot
with the most co I lete weather depiction and forecast
possible.

15j
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.Radar teletype reports. If your station is not
equipped with storm detection radar; your primary
source of radar information will be the reports received
from 'radar stations via teletype. Radar equipped
weather stations are required to record and transmit
obiervations in accordance with the instructions in the
FMH 7A, Weather Radar gbservatioas. These
procedures _have already been presented in prior
portipns of this chapter. If you have understood the
prior presentation and tare _able,,to take and record
radar observations on AWS Form 104, you will he able
to interpret radar .observations received. via teletype.,
Just reverse t1 procedure,. .

Remember-that the intensity symbols capibe related
not only t* the relative echo intensity, b also to the
precipitation intensity. When you refer ack to table
5-4 you will find the echo intensity in t e left column
and a rainfall rate in the right column: can be used
as an estimate of rainfall potential.

You should Maintain a current plot.of radar reports
Within a 200 nautical mile radius of your station. Ifyou
make more than one plot on a chart, plot the data in
color cEide in order to identify reports differing in time.

Exercises (277):

Use this Tadur:report to answer the following
questions. VG 0835 AREA nRW-1-1-63/50 190/ 90°
250005 340/75 86W 2730-MT320 AT 230/28 MOST
T.QPSBLO250

CELL TRWX_X/+ ISO/ 100 D20 2632 TOR 540
TORNADO RPTD 45SW LEX 0830
1: What would be the first,guess on precipitation

potential within the next 3 hours at- Cincinnati,
Ohio?

2. Are all the , clouds within the reported area
thunderstorms? ExPlain.

3. Approximately how much rain could be expected
from the cell within 30 minutes? .

278. Interpret selected items depicted on the.
Automated Radar Summary Chart.

Radar Summary Charts. The Automated Radar
Summary (ARS) is produced by, computer at Suiriand,
Maryland and transmitted directly_ to the facsimile
circuits. Radar reports 'encoded in the digital format
(this code is not discussed in this CDC) are transmitted
an the joint US WeatherService:AWS radar neiwork
(RAWARC) circuits. These reports are collected and
processed by computer at Suitland. The output
(ARS) is then, transmitted --on-the facsimile circuits.
(See FMH -7A for information on digital. radar
reports -)
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Content of ARS. Use figure 5 -29 as an aid during
this discussion. Shaded areas give an indication of
precipitation coverage. The contours for echo intensity
levels 1, 3; and 5 are drawn to differentiate areas in
whiCh various levels (from light tot retne) of activity
are taking place. (The intensity ley number can be
equated to AWS's method 'of reporting intensity by

'using table This table also gives the potential ,'
rainfall amounts in the last two columns on the right.)

The height ofecho tops is plotted as an underlined
three-digit number in hundreds of feet The
height of echo bases is plotted in threectigitsas for tops;
except Mat the number if overlined (i.e., 170). A line
extending from thg top- or base to 6, small plotted
square signifies 'the location;

Echo movements are plotted as arrows. The
movement of cells is indicated by an arrow and a
two-digit speed otmovement in knots. The movement
of areas Or lines is indkcated by an artpw with tail
barbs. One barb for each 10 knots and a half barbfbr 5
knots. Stationary ectioes will have the letters "LM"
(little movement) plotted nearby.

Remarks such as HAIL or HOOK and the
precipitation-type designator will appear on the chart.
In addition, the intensity trend will follow the
precipitation type where appropriate (+ is used for

-c-increasing and for decreasing): The intensity is not
.plotted on the ARS chart, since it is evident nom the
echo contou9n g. Lines with coverage of greater than 8
tenths will be indicated bya solid (SLD) designator at
the extreme limits of the line.

The status of the radar will also be available. For
instance; if the radar station transmitted PPINE, NE
will appear on the ARS: IIPPIOM is transmitted, OM
is indicated on the ARS. If no report is received from a
radar station; that station's call letters and NA (not
available) are indicated on the ARS, chart.

Since several stations may report the same weather
pattern, conflicts may occur. Where conflict occurs,
they will be indicated. on the AftS, by priority. If
conflicting tops arereported,,the highest top is plotted.
When there is a conflict in movement, the highest speed
is plotted. If conflicting intensity trends are reported:
the report with increasing intensity is ranked first, no
change in intensity is ranked second; and decreasing
intensity is ranked last. For precipitation types,
thtinderstorms are ranked higlisest. Remarks such as
HOOK, LEWP, mid HAIL rank highest of all
remarks. When a cNlict exists in reported intensities;
the highest intensity is used for contouring the chart.

Severe weather watch boxes are also indicated on
the chart. Weather watch numbers are associated with
each box. A label area at the bottom of tIxe chart will
indicate the valid time. The letters WT 4ndicate a
tornado watch box: WS indicates severe thunderstorm
watch areas. ./

A legend is provided in the lower left of the, ARS
charlig_o help people interpret it Figure 5-29 is an
'example of the ARS chart. Incase of computer failure,
a manually produced radar summary chart may be
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Code Number
(VIP--Level)

TABLE.i7-3A

INTERPRETING ECHO INTENSITY
o

Eelio Rainfall Rate (in/hr)
Intensity Stratiforth* Convectiv_e**

Light
Moderate.
Strong

) Very Strong
Intense
Extreme L

Less than 0.1
0.1 = 0.5
0.5 .= 1.0
1.0 = 2.0
2.0 - 5.0

More than 5.0

'Less -than ;0.2
0.2 - 171
1.1 = 2-2
2.2 = 4.5
4.5 - 7.1

More than 7.1

Based on Z 200}11-6,

**VIP Levels 1 -5 are based on Z .55R1'6. Because hail is often
observed with VIP Levels 5 and 6, this Z/R``relationship
becomes inaccurate at high VIP Levels. An empirically derived
rainfall rate of 7.1 in/hr is used as the threshold between
VIP Levels 5 and 6.

transmitted; We willnot discuss the manually
produced chart in -this -text:

The automation of the radar summary chart makes
this _chart available to the user sooner. You must
remember that this chart provides a description of Only
a portion of the Weather activity taking place; Other

44 available observations and forecasts must be consulted
'ke,\ to better clarify existing and future conditions.

Exercises (278):

1. Whitt is indicated by the contour lines on the ARS
chart?

2. How is the difference between area movement and
cell movement indicated?

3. What is indicated by the contraction LM?

.4; What does the contraction SLD indicate?

SeVire Weather. Echoes

The radar is espetially iraportant in the detection of
severe weather. Convective activity is apparent to the
naked eye. HoWeveri the, intensity of convective

activity is hard to ,determine. The radar aids -in
recognizing severe:toivity.

Convective Pietipitation can be _readily
differentiated from stratiform on a radar. Convective
precipitation appears as cellular echoes with clearly
defined boundaries and high reflettivity. Stratiforin
echoes appear sheetlike with ragged tdges.

crinVective echoes may be classified as showers or if
lightning__it_ occurring, as thunderstorms.
Thunderstorms am normally larger than showers.
Showers may grow into thunderstorms, which in turn
may -.be transformed into stratiforrn clouds.
Thunderstorms may contain hail that will reach the
ground, frequently accompanied by strong surface
winds. Otcasionally tornadoes will develop_ from
thunderstorms. Such thunderstorms are classified as
severe: .

Severe weather normally occurs in the Mesoscale
range, except for hurricanes Lor_ typhoons) which. is
synoptic scale. The first portion of this section is on the
mesoscale systems:,

279. Given statements describing horizontal echo
configuration, 'indicate the possible severe weather
associated with the echo;

For easier understanding; consider the echoes in
different dimensional planes; Horizontally; how do the
echoes appear on the math PPI scope?

Hooks, Fingers, and Pencil-Wt. Many tornadoes
have exhibited a characteristic hook or "figure 6"
attached to the upwind side Of an echo complex. In
some cases the hook is a portion of a noticeable - spiral
pattern extending from the main echo (fig. 5-30).



_Protruding fingers from a large thunderstorm echo
(fig. 5 31), generally on the upwind side; have been
found to be associated with hail 112 inch or more in
diameter. These fingers are believed to be hail thaftt on
the cringes of the storm.

B th hooks and fingers have been obse hich
Wet evidently not associated With severer=er of
any kind. In addition, many tornadoes have been
observed without the characteristic hook, and hail
certainly occurs without fingers. The observation of
these features depends on the range, on the beamwidth
of the radar; on attenuation, and on the angle of view
of she radar.

Pendants are essentially the same as hooks, but not
fully developed or quite as severe.

154b

"V" Notches. A ouniber, of observers in areas such
as New England and Kansas, have reported tornado
development__ when separate thunderstorm echoes
moving at different speeds and directions, merge into a
sin)* larger mass. Many of these echo mergers appear
to have been associated with unusually high echo
speed, exceeding 40 knots: The tornado development
appears to OCciir at a "V" notch (see arrow, fig. 5-32),
not caused by atteouttioutit the junction region of the
two echoes: However, frequent echo convergence has
been observed in Florida without tornado
daveldpment, although heavy rain usually occurred.
(Tables 5-4 and 5-5 and figure 5-33 give additional
information on echo interpretation from the PPI
scope.)



TABLE 5-4

DIAGNOSTIC GUIDE FOR HORIZONTAL ECHO CONFIGURATION =- Put I

Echo eature or Configutation Interpretation

1. Hook Echo:

Normally shaped like figure "

Normally located in the right
tear quadrant of echo.

Normally associated with
very s ng (++), intense_X),
or ex rem& (XX) echoes. (Only a

e very ew bona fide hooks have
been served with strong (+)
echoes-

Diameter_ af circle of best -fit
(Figure s-ss) is normally less
then 12 nm. Distance from main
body:of 'Echo to farthest point
of hook is normally less than
10 itM.

Forms by a cyclonic swirling of
the main echo into hook form.

Forms in a very short'time.

Duration varies,ftom a feV"Mile
utes to an hour or more;

Normally cannot be observed
beyond 60 nm.

Probably_wiWnot be detected
unless,rdar is operated at
reduced gain;

Echo Protrusion or Pendant:

A highly reflective (++; X; or
XX) knob usually projecting
from the tight rear ,,quadrant
of the echo; (Might have a
hook shape if better radar
resolution were available.)

4-

i. Represents a well organized +?
tornado cyclone, not the
tornado_itself, which is not
detected on radar.

When the echo characteristics
indicate a bona fide hook,
not a false hook, the echo
should be interpreted to
indicate the existence of
one or more tornadoes and large
hail at or near the cyclonically
swirling and of the hook.

2. This echo characteristic is a
somewhat less reliable indicator
of severe weather than the hook.
Normally it should be interpreted
to indicate a severe thunderstorm
and large hail. If synoptic and
other conditions are favorable,
tope are higher_than °mai,
reflectivity criteri are met, etc.,
the protrusio r pendant should
be interpreted as a tornado.
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TABLE 5,5

DIAGNOSTIC GUIDE FOR HORIZONTAL ECHO CONFIGURATION Part II

Echo Feature or Configuration Interpretation

1. Fingers, Scalloped Echo Edge:

Projecting from rear portion
Of the storm.

Are highly reflective (4+, X,
or XX).

Are subject to rapid changes
in shape and intensity due to
bursts of falling hail.

2. "V" Notch:

May be formed by the merging
of tu, echoes into a single;
lato echoi forming a "V"
notch at the point of merger.

A false "V" notch may be
exhibited on the CPS -9 radar
(rarely on the FPS-77) due
simply to attenuation by rain
and hail. Attenuation notches
commonly open outward_along
A radial; while true "V"
notches may be oriented -in
any direction.

Eilage (249):

I. Indicate the possible severe weather conditions
associated with the following:
a. An echo with a figure "6" located in the right

rear quadrant.

b. A hobk echo associated with very strong (++).
intense (X); or extreme (XX) echoes.

c. A protrusion or perglant of ++. X; or XX reflec-
tivity projecting from the right rear Uuadrant of
the echo:

159

1. Indidatei hail of 1/2 inch or more
in diameter. (This predictor should
be used with caution.)

2. A bona fide "V" notch should be
interpreted to indicate a tornado
and large hail at the notch.

d. A "V" notch formed by the merging of two
echoes.

e: Echoes with fingers projecting from the rear
portion of echo; the projections change rapidly:

f. Echo elements often exhibit a cyclonic spiralling
inward.

280. Given statements describing vertical echo con-
figuration. indicate the probable interpretation of the
echo.

1
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Echo Top ekterist; For this portion, consider the
weather echoes vertically as they appear on the RHI
scope.

Hailstormafflaarally have a higher echo top thin
ordinary thunderstorms. The probability of hail in the
New England Met is zero for echo tops at 20,000 feet
nd the probability rises to 48 percent at heights above

000 feet. Median echo tops for hailitorms are about
43-.000 feet compared to 38;000 feet for ordinary
thunderstorms. Considemble variation exists from
region to region. On the Coibrado plains, for instance,
hail occurs with echo top-taboo,' 10,000feet lower than
in New England; :white iR Texu echo tops in hail-
storms are hider than in New England; Evidently,
the height of the echo tops in relation to the tropo-

.pause is a better criterion- tor the existence of hail.
Most hailstorms penetrite into the stratospherethe
deeper the penetration, the tarter the haiL

Thunderstonni with tornadoes have the highest
echo tops; generally above 47,000 feet. with many
storms readmit higher than 60,000 feet; The greatest
frequency Of

reachi9g
penetration by thunder-

storms appears to be near the area of greatest fre-
quency of tornadoes and severe thunderstorms. "A
penetration abOye the tropopause by about 10.000
feet is considered to be a good indication of a tornado-
producing thunderstorm complex.
yp Farrow spikei extending above convective echoes

34) have been obierved on some radars out to
range of about 80 miles. They are evidently the effect
of fide lobes directed towards intense echoes, an are
believed by some to be associated with hail shags ih
intense thunderstorms.

Vertical Echo Structure. Analysis of some se = re
thunderstorms with hail or tornadoes has indi d

.ilit existence of an echo free vault or clear-spac rom
the ground up to 25.000 feet or higher. The vault:is
bound on the upwind side by a vertical wall extending
down tothe ground and on the downward side by an
echo overhang extending down several thousand feet

6-35).. This vault lies almost directly below the
'highest top. Farther downwind beyond the overhang
:is the anvil cloud. (Tables 5-6 and 5-7 give additional
information on echo interpretation from the RH!
scope.)

Exordia (2110):
I. Indicate the probable echo interpretation for each

description given below: e-
a. Echo tops penetrate the tropopause.

b. An echo free vault associated with a fairly long
lived thunderstorm.

224/
c. A narrow_echo seemingly _extending to 70,000

or 80,000 feet, often exceeding the vertical scale
of the RHI scope.

d. Echo tops penetrate the tropopause by 5,000
feet or more.

. e. A weak echo region that may, not be detected
unless reduced gam or. ISO-,,ECHO is u.sed:

f. Tops exceed 50,000 feet.

281. Given descriptions of system organization or
movement, indicate the probable weather conditions
issociated with each.
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TABLE 5-6
DIAGNOSTIC GUIDE FOR VERTICAL ECHO CONFIGURATION Part I

Echo Feature or Configuration Interpretation

1. Echo Tops:

Tops exceeding_ 25,000 ft for the
atoms at 35° N lat. This cri-
terion ShOuld be adjusted upward
by approximately 2000 ft per I°
displacement northward.

Tops exceeding 50,000 ft for the
storms at 35° N lat. This cri-
terion may be adjusted asdescribed
above or the tropopause penetration
criterion may be used (see below).

Tops penetrate the tropopause

Topa penetrate the tropopause by
5000 ft or more.

2. Weak Echo Region (WER):

Sometimes called an echo-free
vault, usually located at the
upper low level wind periphery of
echo.

A persistent struCture, associated
with a *fairly long-lived, "steady-
state" thunderstorm.

May not be detected unless again
reduction or iso-echoing is,
employed.

L. Echo in question is probably
a thunderstorm, rather 'than
a rain shower; This cri-
terion is meralyaguld*for

.:practical scope intsrpreta=
tion; it is impossible to de--
termlne from radar alone
whether or not a given echo
represents a .thunderstorm.

2.

ao

162 4r2

Echo should be interpreted as
a severe thunderstorm with
large hail, and possibly as
a tornado if other evidence
supports this conclUsion.

Severe thunderstorts, hail.

Severe thunderstorm, tornado,'
large hall:

Represents:at intones updraftN
of warm, moist air into the
storm, Wert-timing the Colder
low level outflow, the latter
being the gnit ftddt,_Often
indicated by _a so-called
fine line. Storms With vaults
Should be interpreted as
severe thunderstorms with
surface hail, the latter being
thrown out of the storm_from
the vault-overhang structure
and recycled by the updraft.
The vault indicates organized,
persistenti.selfregenerative
convection of the sort so
f*Vorable for tornado-genesis.
A strong shear and damaging
Winds can be expected at the
surface and aloft :near the
vault structure. _If the
storm' also, exhibits a-hook;
protrusion, finger- or other
such signature,_- tornado is
strongly indic ted.



TABLE
DIAGNOSTIC GUIDE FOR VatTICAL ECHO CONFIGURATION = Part II

_

echo Feature or Configuration-

I* SPike:

Num*, echo seemingly extending to
70,000 or 80,000 fti often exceeding
4ct vertical scale of the LEI.

at%

Interpretation /

I. This echo signature is
produce& by side,-lobe
backscattering from
highly reflectivetargets;
The "spike" itself 1,:a
Admxinuvphenotemon;
frigP44 se0,-;OP4,4rs 1..Ower.
The Otetinct:of the "...pike"

'indicates the target
valved_ "is AOite_reflec
tivevhfinc*;_echoes_ex_
hibiting.."spikee ehOUld
be tOWOXiid_for other__
severe 'weather Paaturexi
particUlarly_if7the echo
involved is:located at a
range of 30 nm or more:

20-470

Figure 5-36. Une echo wave pattern.
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TABLE 5=8
DIAGNOSTIC GUIDE FOR ECHO SYSTEM ORGANIZ TION AND MOVEMENT - Part I

Echo SysteM. Orginization
and Movement Interpretation

Lines:

. Line Echo- =e Pattern (LEWP):

Fo by portion_of an echo
or -lines moVingfister_than
ano her, pushad_by_the_deVelop= ?
mant of, a maso-high behind the
echo;

An LEWP4does not normally move
With the 700-mbwind or the mean
wind between 5000 and 20000 ft.
Rather it moves as the OeXO Pres-
sure pattern dictates;

The wave crest can move along the
1 or can break away from it.

The LEWP piettetn ii_Often_masked
by-surrounding precipitation. In
these cases; gain'reduction or
iso-echo' contouring is needed to
make'the feature apparent;

Thi LEWP is normally formed from
strong (4) or very Strong (44)
echiDes.,

. First Echo in New Line:

Northern end of line for lines
oriented N - S, NE- SW, etc.

V

1. TeirnAdoes and severe thunder-
storms are much more likely to
be found in echo lines than in
areas:-_1n the midwest, 82 percent
of tornadoproduning situa,
tions occurred in association
with lines. Lines should be an
alerting mechanism to the radar
mleeorologist.,

2. The I.EWP shout b4.

,indiCate rarnadoes, severe thunder-
.' storms; hail, and high winds; as=

shown'in.Figure s-ss. Thi most
severe weather is normally expected
at the wive crett an-slightly
south crest, ''''*4411_145 in
the portion of the As moving
the fastest. The speed of move-
ment of the LEWP may be a guide
to its severity.

_

3. The first echo to form in a devel-
oping line is often the one which
will be associated with severe
weather.

0 ,i L k1
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TABLE _5-9
DIAGNOSTIC GUIDE FOR ECHO SYSTEM ORGANIZATION AND MOVEMENT II

.Echo System Organization
and Mbvement Interpretation

1. Echo Genesis Region in Established
Lint:

Southern end of line for lines
oriented N - S, NE - SW, etc.

2. Erratic Echo Movement; or Echo
MotionSubstantially_Different
from that of surrounding' cane.

Most cells and conglomerationeof
tell" will move with the 700-mb
wind or with a mean wind between
5000 and 20;000ifft.

de
Severe ech s are likely to move
in_a dire ion substarially (00 -
40°)_to_the_right_ (an more rarely
to the left) of thit -Steering-
wind;

Severe echoes are more likely_than
ordinary echoes to move erratically
and change direction and speed more
or less abruptly; or oven make
loops.

3. Pivoting Squall Line:

End_ of line farther from the piVdeb
point moves faster than the end oT,
the line nearer the pivot point.

Normally; the faster moving end is
the northern end of the line;

1654'

. In an ordinary established line
(not_a LEWP), the genesis region
is the most likely place to-look-
for severe weather unless there is
better evidence available to the
contrary. 'Naturally* whin more
concrete:evidence develops -(such
a,hodk:-Wietrating the ErpOo-
Peute 'OMR; etc.); attention
shoOld be focused on the echbes,-
speiifiCally exhibiting these
phenomena.

Echoes exhibiting such movement
should be considered possible
Setrete_thunderstorma or tornadoes;
depending on'echo tops, Intensity,
presence of other severe weather
echo signatures, aynoptic_situa-
tion, etc. Erratic or different
echo motion sho &alert the radar
eleteorolositt' the potential for
severe weathe but is not suffic7i,
ient alone to indicate the actual
existence of such weather;

. The faster moving part of the line
will produco_greater than normal
surface suitingss if nothing: else.
If the echoes themselves ,are
strong,(+) or very strong (++), or
if tops are quite high, tornadoes)
severe thunderstorm*, and hail are
to be suspected.
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TABLE 5-10

DIAGNOSTIC GUIDE FOR ECHO SYSTEM ORGANIZATION AND MOVEMENT Part

;the System Organisation
and KoWesent Interpretation

1. Intersection of Two Squill Lines
or rntaelleCtiOn of a-Squall Line
with a Warm Front.

2. ZeII Which natured abil10.4 of a'
Willi Line is:Overt-Akan by; the

Line.

3. Converging Cells:

In New England and the Midwest.
Au*

Its tropical and subtropical clim-
ates (specifically Florida where
this technique has been tested).

1-

LlWS. A lineo:if thunderstorms is termed:a,squall
line. Squall lines are usually 10 to 20 miles-wide and
may be several hundred miles long. The line may be
continuous for as much as 100 miles, but breaks of up
tb,10 Miles may _frequently occur in it. BeCaliie of the
instability and changing nature of these lineeita break
in the line cannot be expected to remain very long,
SeVere storms occur more commonly in lines than in
cells or areas. ;

Wave Pattern. Many severe storms and tornadoes
have developed near line echo wave patterns ( LE W P).
as shown in figure 5-36. An LEWP is defined as a line
of radar echoes_ where there is an acceleration along
one portion aii-Cor a deceleration along the portion
immediately adjacent, With a resulting mesoscale
Wave pattern in the line.:The presence of such irregu-
latititi do iiii0lecessarily indicate that a severe storm
is imminent. Since a line, resembling an .LEWP. may
be formed by Other -caiiies, accelerationor deceleration
must be observed before labeling it as an LEWP.

I. A =lc - cyclone 'foram the point
of intlerssction; Severs thunder-
storms, tornadoett, and hail are
.indicated at tbie point of inter-
section.

2. If the Cell being overtaken is
of moderate or, greater intoneity
and is rtot small, and if the "Synop-
tic conditions are favorable for
the severe weather, tOrnadoes
severe thundarstortize, and hail are',
indicated.

3.. Tornadoes, **Vacs thunderstormi,
and_ hail are lvdicatad, particts=
let iy, When the speed with which
the .oboes "converge is greater
than normal; "Greater than normal"
in this context indicates greater
then- 25-30 knots.

Echo convergence does not indicate'
tornadoes, severe thunderstorms, or
haiI. However, heavy rains can
result at the paint of convergence.

high echo speeds (usually exceeding 40 knots). The
area to watch is the poini of convergence. (Tables 5-8,
579-, and'A=10 give additional information for interpre.;
cation gf echo systems or movement.)

Exercise (281):
I. Describe the probable weather conditions associ,

aced with the following:
a. First echo in new line.

b. Line forms into a wave by one portion moving
faster than the rest:

c. Echo Motion substantially different frOrn thiit
01 surrounding cells.

Echo Convergence. Severe storm potential is great'
Where two echoes or echo systems merge into/a single
mass. Many of these echo mergers are associated with ° 0

166 1-



d. Pivoting squall line.

e. Intersection of two squall lines or intersection of
squall lirla with a warm front.

f. Cell which formed ahead of a squall line is
overtaken by the line.

g. Converging cells, in NeW England : or the
Midwest;

282. Given a series of reflectivity values; indicate the
most reasonable interpretation of weather conditions
for each.

Reflecthity Critetia. The echo reflectivity of
thunderstorms increases with the severity_ of the storm.
Hail is usually associated with the most intense portion
of the echo. There is a tendency for the maximum
reflectivity to occur near 20;000 feet. For
thunderstorms containing large hail, the maximum at
20x00- feeds about 6 dB greater than reflectivity at
5,( feet. For tornadoes, it is about 8.5 dB' greater;

The following information_ concerning reflectivity
for the FPS-77 is an interpolation betweelt the known
reflectivity values for the 3.2 cm and the 10 cm radars:

C. A reflectivity maximum aloft should be
interpreted to indicate hail and/ or tornadciet.

When the maximum reflectivity between the
surface and 10,000 feet exceeds 1 X 103 mm6/ m3, hail is
indicated.

c. When the maximum reflectivity between the
surface and 10,000 feet exceeds 4 -X l& mm6/ m3,
tornadoes are indicated.

To determine the reflectivity of an echo you:
(1) Take the dB reading from the radar set (obtained

by using_ the IF ATTENUATOR and /or the
1SO-ECHO).

(2) Apply the power correction factor;
(3) Enter the reflectivity nomogram (fig. 5 -37) by

following the indicated range of the echo vertically up
the graph until the dB value is located on the curved
lines.

k4j_ Read the reflectivity value on the right side of the
nomogram under the L. (Rainfall rate can be
estimated by the scale on the extreme right side, and
echo intensity can be deterthined by the scale on the left
side of the nomogram.)

230

Exercise (282):

1. What would be a reasonable interpretation of
weather conditions for the following:

a. Maximum reflectivity at 0° elevation is 2
X 10411=6/m3?

b. Maximum reflectivity below 10,000 feet is 4
X 106mm6/ m3?

c. Maximurri reflectivity below 10,000 ftet is 2
X 103mm6 /m3?

d. Maximum reflectivity of 8 X l03 rn6/

283. Explain thaconflguration and identifyint fiatturesrof a hurricane/ typhoon.

,Hurricanes.-.Coastal radar installations maintain
surveillance' of hurricanes tiat move within rangt. The
first evidence on radar of an approaching hurticane is
the appearance of the ler band which is often in the
nature of a squall line s me 200 miles from the center.
Thii is a line of heavy precipitation; frequently
accompanied : by thunderstorms and tornadoes. 'A
Large, mature hurricane may have a number of
prehurricane squall lines as much as 400 to 500 miles
from the eye. Between these lines you can usually count
on a SCFrrule gap. without precipitation. The
prehurricane squall lines have sometimes been
observed_ lo assume a sharp configuration similar to
the LEWP with which severe extratropical tornadic
storms have been associated.

The first spiral band usually follows the squall line
activity by_about 50 miles. The hurricane spiral bands

. are_ about 20 miles apart in the outer portions of the
storm; but near the center of the storm they tend tb
blend together; The echoes arranged inrthese spiral
bands and those forming the wall cloud are_associated
With the violent wind squalls of a hurricane. The
greatest echo heights are found in some of the more
intense cells of the prehurricane squall line and in the
Wall clouil surrounding the echo-free eye at the storm
center (figs. 5=38 and 5=39).
_ The diameter of the eye normally ranges from -10 to
30 miles, but it may be quite variable. Because the rain
may not be symmetrical around the eye, it may not be
possible to ltzeate the center with accuracy frnM the
echo configuration. Tol'help in locating the center in
cases where the eye is either indistinct or in some way
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de:bribe-di the use of spiral overlays is of considerable
value. The precipitation bands of hurricanes are in
the shape of _equiangular spirals which _cross_the
hurricane isobars at angles varying from 10° to 20°.
An angle of 15° has been found to be sufficiently
accurate for most purposes. The overlay is adjusted
manually so as_to fit aportion of a well-defined spiral
band. After a satisfactory fit has been obtained, the
position is indicated on the overlay; as shown in
figure 540. AltlibUgh this method may give a location
which is sometimes in error_by more than 30 Miles, it is
still a useful observation. In any case, the eye is the
most reliable feature of the hurricane which can be
tracked to provide the direction and speed of the
storm. ,

The configuration of hurricane precipitation suggests
a height-diameter ratio of 1:40; so; unless abnormal
refraction occurs, the maximum range of detection of
precipitation will be roughly 150 to 225 nautical mileS.
The figure, may vary considerably from storm to
storm, depending upon propagation conditions;
attenuation, and the actual h
ti

e,Which precipita-
on extends. As the storm oves northward away

from the Tropics; high-level clouds are more apt to
be converted into ice particles. If this happens; some
of the ice particles will get fairly largo and may be
detectable at long ranges. These ice particles may give
the illusion that the storm has become much more
intense or has suddenly gQ.wn in height because the
large-size ice particles are more readily detectable by
radar than the small, liquid cloud particles.

Exercises (283):
1. What is the major difference between a hurricane

and other severe weather discussed in this chapter?

2. What is generally the first evidence on the radar of
an approaching hurricane?

3. What are spiral t:irids?1

4. How can the center of the 11.iirricane be located on
radar?

5. Where are the greatest echo heights found in
association with hurricanes?

6. Wbere do the most violent wind squallsOccur in
association with a hurricane?

.5-8. Radar Scope Photography'
Stations using weather radars normally equipped

with sco_pelihottigraphygear Shotild conduct a radar'
scope photography program.

The following could be used as a guide for the
minimum requirements' for the scope . photography
program.

284. State the reasons for taking i(adar scope photo-
graphs.

Radar Scope Photography Program. Stations
should maintain a continuing radar scope photo-
graphy program as an integral part of_their local
program for weather radar utilization. Tike scope
photographs for the following purposes:

U. To develop a scope photo reference file of locally
observed radar echo patterns for use by forecasters
and observers to develop, maintain, and increase
technical proficiency; The photo reference file will
contain at least:

(1) Typical weather echo patterns in order of
development. Examples include .orographic echo
systems, prefrontal convection, and winter cyclone
precipitation.

(2) Severe weather echo patterns, such as compre-
hensive photo records of hailstorms, severe thunder-
storms, and tornadoes.

(3) Normal, "liked" (nonmeteorological) echo
patterns as they appear under various propagation
conditions at various elevation angles and ranges.
Photographs, of ground clutter should be posted near
(or on) the radar for handy reference.

(4) Anofnalous propagation echo patterns as they
appear at various antenna elevation angles.

b. To record radar echo patterns in and about the
scene of an aircraft mishap, ground damage to aircraft,
or damage to installations:

(1) Upon receiving information; whether verified or
not, indicating that one of the incidents listed above
may have occurred within the maximum range of the
radar during the past hour; take a photograph of the
PPI immediately unless no echoes are shown within
the maximum range of the radar.

(2) The range to be photographed will depend on
the position_ Of the event in relation to the radar
location. The photograph should show the greatest
possible detail within a 60 NM radius of the event.
When the position of the event is uncertain, the
maxinrum range will be photographed.
, (3) Scope photographs ate not required for inflight
emergencies.

17120 9
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FOr use in displays and briefings.
d. Tp,tecOrd weather patterns of climatological

or resiarchvalue, such as huiricanet, typhoons, or
severe-weather;

E. To train new radar meteorologists or broaden
the knowledge ti( thote already trained. At present,

. _ . _radar scope photography is the only, readily available
' method of demonstrating the appearance of radar
echoes (except operation of the radar dunng actual
weather).

Exercise (284):
I. What are the five reasons for taking radar scope

photographs?

285. State the procedures for taking radar scope
photographs.

/Procedures for taking radarscope photographs may
vary from station to station: The camera used may
vary from a 35 mm to a Polaroid; For our purposes
in this text we will consider general procedures only;
using the Polaroid.

Each station should have a mounting bracket so
that the camera will be immobile and held in alignment
with the scope.

PPI Scope. When taking photographs of the PPI
scope presentation a better picture may be obtained
while the antenna is in motion in the azimuth. Hold the
shutter of the camera open while the antenna makes
two complete revolutions;

RHI Scope. Wold the shutter of the camera open
while the antenna makes two complete vertical sweeps
in automatic elevation.

AIR Scope. Hold the shutter of the camera open for
approximately 5 seconds. The antenna should be in a
stationary position and pointing in the direction of
interest.

Exercises (285):
I. What are the procedures to take a photograph of

the PPI scope presentation?

2. What are the procedures to take a photograph of
the RHI scope presentation?

3:- What are the procedures to take a photograph of
the A/ R scope presentation?:

0 3:1. 172

4. Angel Echoes
"Angels".are_actually_radat echoes from invisible

targets. They are most readily observed on the "A"
scope of a vertically directed radar; however, they
occasionally appear on RHI and PPI indicators; In
addition; there is considerable : variation in their
frequency of occurrence with respect togeographical
lOcatiOn._FOreicainple, their frequency' of occurrence
in the midwest is greater than in the New England area:

286. Given a list of statements about angel echoes,
Identify and correct those that are &he.

Angels on- the_ PP!. Angel eefi re observed on
the PPI less frequently than on the inditatort of
vertically directed radars; They have been observed
at waverength§ from 3 to 23 cm and appear as inco-
herent echoes, as if due to a large number of scatterers.

Extended lines of angel echoes have been observed
Whith are associated with cold fronts without clouds
or precipitation, sea breeze fronts4 gust lines in
advance of squall lines, and the !wing edge of th0
cold-air outflow from a thunderstorm. These angel
lines'are confined to loW levels,often less than 5;000
feet. The lines are usually only 2 or 3 itiilet an
are frequently referred to as thin line angels. Wind
speed and wind direction behind the line may be
estimated by measuring the angel line movement.

More widespread, clear-sky echoes have also been
observed on the PPI. During the night, the ettibet
are relatively uniform- nd appear as a haze on the
scope out to abOtit 50 Milei. They are apparently
associated with nocturnal inversions. They thOW little
structure or pattern and are sometimes observed

ultaneously-with echoes resulting from anomalous
pagation.

During the day; the echoes have a weak cellulai*
structure and appear to be associated with convective
activity. Their maximum range is about 85 miles; On
occasion, the angel "cells" have a relatively uniform
size distribution in the morning and then becOMe
larger and more variable in the afternoon. This
behavior is very similar to that of cumulus clouds in
some regions, and is part of the eVideriee indicating
that the angels are associated with convective activity.
On other occasions, the echoes consist of parallel
bands,resemhling_"cloud streets."

Angels on the RHI. Occasionally layers of angelS
have been observed on the RHI that extend out to
distances of 17 miles from the radar. These angels
are also located at heights coinciding approximately
with those of inversions: Sometimes multiple lines
are observed; as many as five have been noted: These
multiple lines appear to be4associated with a complex
or multiple inversion structure. Whe viewed obliquely,
these angel tines appear to be incoherent, but increased
Coherency is noted as the elevation angle of the
antenna is increased.

11



Incoherent _ echoes canciding With the
boundaries of cumulus clouds have also ()b-
eamed. There have been,ailhal monde and are
very infrequently observ.ed, becaose of their
stroll iiirx They have an invented II- or V-shaped
appearance. Only the upper houndaties of the cloud
are observed, so that tharadar is evidently not

ex

detect-

-11.1waeatibts Assi, T0anitions of
ins the water drops the clout

of th
angels offered, the two t dominate are echoes
caused py discontinuities in refractive index and
those caused by birds -and/or 'insects. *There -is no
doubt _that indi*Mull Mrds or a sufficient concentra-
tion of infects can be observed by radar.

Figure 5-41 is a PPI presentation cifachoes pro-
duced almost entirely by birds. The radar was a 3 cm,
Similar to the CPS-9. The set was operating on
maximumgain, on 8 mile range with 1 NM marker,

ground littingthnebirocefthute(war'-anfolemuntn, rhirusAsPlitleicskef,e°8amnin!ne:comprise

elevation

east and betereen 4 and 5. miles northwest, the echoes

occasional sandpiper), each judged to "MIA from 1/2
tol ounce. _

Other theorist consider refractive index dieconl
tinuitiat to be- primary cause of angel echoes.

ba

234
Refractive index discontinuities. are Caused by sham
changes: in water yapor and tensPerature over theit-'.
distances...For detention there 'mot be a substantial
change in therefraetive indu over a _distance that is
small `compared to _the radar wavelength._ Such a

atinuity occurring within a distance of less than '

difficult to visualize and even mdriS difficult
to measure.

-'The presence of thinline echoes has frequently _Wen
observed in advance of squall lines or a thunderstorm
complex, The discontinuity between the doWnrush
from cumuionilbus -Clouds. and the ambient air may

. be mechaniim causing some thin line echbes.- This
idea is illustrated in figure 542. -Some investigators
feel that the thin line echoes may be caused .a
combination of such refractive index discontinuities
and, birds feeding on insects in the updrafts imtttediate-
ly _ahead and above the wedge caused by the
downiush.:

Convection hat been offered as the explanation for
point angels and -mantle angels. According to theory,
rising' thermale or spherical bubbles of air have
sharp changes in vertical velocity;- temperature; and
humidity at the top portions. No sharp discontinuity

.*xistahr the wake of the thermal. The spherical shape .

may cause -a, focusing effect, which favors detection

Nun 5-41. pr, echoes producild by birds.
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PRECIPITATION ECHO NON PRECIPITATION

THIN LINE ECHO

I

Figure 5-42. Possible association between downrush and thin line angel echoes.
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at neat vertical incidence over detection at oblique
angles.

A layer of angels at the base of an inversion is
presumed to be due to specilliir reflection, because
when viewed vertically, the echoes are usually
coherent as if reflected from a single reflecting
surface. The incoherent echoes associated with a layer
of angers observed obliquely on RHI or the angels
observed on PPI are presumably due to large fluctua-
tions in the of refraction both in the horizontal
and -_vertical.

Although certain inferences can bi drawn from their
presence, the meteorological significance of angel
echoes is still an open question. Perhaps; with' the
accumulation and analysis of additional data; angel
echoes may assume a more practical meteorological
significance.

Exercise (286):
L Indicate and correct the statements below that

are false:

r-2
175

a. Angels.appear on the PPI scope 4s coherent
echoes. .`\

b. Wind speed and direction behind a thin line may
be estimated by measuring the angel line
movement.

c. The angel echo that is a cloud that is not com-
pletely observed on the RHI is called a mantle
echo.

d. Thin line echoes are frequently observed in
advance of stratiform-type echoes.
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CHAPTER

Satellite Picture interpretation

SENSOR=EQUIPPED weather satellites are rapidly
Imorning_one of the most 'important data gathering
mechanisms in the men:00108W inventory. Meteor,-
ologists_ worldwide now depend on this data source
to suppknitent the more "conventional" observations.
These satellites ;Wendy proVide cloud cover data
Over "dicta Sparse" .areas, filling, the obilervational
voidi thin have plagued meteorokatistsfordecades.
The data is even more important since it is real time
&Cc. Hizwever, the advatitagesoire not limited solely
to isolated areas but also provide invaluable insight
into the weather over areas where conventional ob-
servations are dense.

With continued improvement in satellite *hnol-, th- devices will become. ev
valuable. To obtain maximum_ value; correct inter-
pretation of cloud photographs is eisetitial. This
chapter covers the analysis 'procedures needed to
obtain maximum utilization of the data (Refer to
foldout 12 throughout this chapter,'plinted in a
rate supplement to this Volume.)

..

on and the darker the picture. A desert Will
ect_more than a hothily forested area and produce

a brighter Octure.
The entire system is inexpensiv_e becante the sensing

device it uncomplicated and immediate utilization is
possible by th-e ground receiving unit. The major
disadvantages are the need for Sunlight to obtain
pictures and the limitation of detail. With unproved
sensing doVitea, the lithitation on detail should be
greatly reduced.

The three major sensing devices currently used are
the AMOntatic Pid. we Transmission (APT), Advanced
Vidicon Caniera System (ANTS); and Defense

,Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP)._ .

Automatic Picture Transmission (APT). This is a
;50ystern of transmitting actual detailed satellite pictures

unit (within the "line of sight" of a satellite
t has the proper receiving equipment. There
iiiitnitelY 500 APT receivers in 76. different
`off the,
ientre -ver an area of approiunately

ght pictures are taken per orbit
ieconds while the satellite is over
the earth.

ra Systerri (A VCS). The
leCtronically scans them, and

until they are "requested"
e array picture covers 450

,69 NM latitude. There are 33
Orbit with a resolution of from

v,;.

6-1.:S - th
The term "sensor;" .as in satellite meteorology,

is used in a dual seine. It can apply to an individual'
part of a catellite or to thewhole satellite system; The the
most common scissors are photographic-and infrared% by
(IR). Most satellites carry both of dim sentorS.; The
data fro- the satellite is relayed to ground stations't.
via telemetry and television. In the AWS Operations t rti 2
Digest published each mouth, currently active satel=
litta and their sensors are summarized.

287: Given a UM olitatements,_ Indicate_ which applY'
to photographic sensors and which apply to infrared
sensors.

Wotovaphic., The photdgraphic sensors are simply
cameras which take pictures of the earth and its cloud
cover. They measure reflected sunlight in the visible
spectral range. The picture appears similar to the
pictures you obtain from your camera. Therefore, the
shades of black, gray, and white depend on theamount
of reflected sunlight. The more moisture, the less the

a
bility o 3 , tail. It _measures visual light in

*he 0.4 -to . I n v avelength.
Infrared red (IR) Seine-frt., Measure long-wave

md. 'on emitted by cloud, land; esand water surfaces.

!'
rotogr roc: to FrOgranz(OMSP).

ncame4 system with the capa-

Th Measurements are converted to the tempera-
tures' of the surfatres viewed. The errop, rate of the
instrument is approxiinately 1 /_2°_ C. at the warm end
of the temperature profile, to 1° C. for the cold end.
Thus, the temperature curve constructed can be fairly
accurate;

One Major advantage of the IR sensor's iSithat "pic-
tures" may betaken at any time of the day or night.
This allows complete global coverage thfOughout
the entire orbit. One disadvantage is that IR itnagery---...

176
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is more difficult to id" thin TV photographs.
IR measurements converted to a photograph

wit the clouds and appear as different shades
f ; 'Therefore, the darkest areas on the photo-

graph represent thewarmest stitratdoirid the brighten
represent the coldest surfaces. Thus, warm water
would apimir dark gray, whereas cold cirrus clouds
would appear white; IR 'measurements aliciihoW rela-
tive cloud heights by comparing indicated tempera-
tires with expected heights for that temperature;

IR data is used by scientists to study the earth's
heat budget in an effort to determine whether we haVe
a heat input and output balance. Other wientists are
trying to determine the large-lcale gains and losses
of heat Meares distribution of these gains and loiseS,
and the influence they have on large-scale eirdilatiOn
or storm development. Further experiments are being
carried on to relate the effect of heat input and output
on the available potential energy and kinetic energy
in the.atmosphere

&arming radiometer (SR) The SR is the most
common IR sensor. It stores the radiation reading:3
on tape until requestedby a ground station. It provides
barrow swaths of data from which images can tie con-
structed; A rotating mirror provides a horizon-to-
horizon optical scan_ perpendicular to the directiOn
of satellite motion. The SR resolMion may be as low
as 0.3 of a mile at the surface.

Comparison of i3t and Photographic .PIcturis.
A comparison of coinciding IR imagery and TV pic-
tures shows that many cloud -and land features are
similar in appearance, but other features are quite
different in appearance. For example, in IR iiiiagorY
the gray Shade of oceans Varlet Ath temperature; but
in a TV picture, oceans are unifointly dark except in
areas of sunlight ;

Figure 6A shoWs the kelt( ire ifikdr,eir th
nab°
pf displayAnd

led 4tuia*ri
2.

TV picture
play's illus-'.

the
surface

cold;:

On IR and TVpictures.
features appear sirni
which ones appear d
injhe tabulation Walt

ieIR imagery jn fi
in f gore 6-ZA,_ are coin
trate, the differences and
types of data. The clouds
low between Lake Superio
and have a_hith albedo, so
pictures (17). Acci
the low to the T
areiS Of cold middle an
no distinction can be 7, ,

com
either

sensors. Some items may represent both sensors:
a. Requires the least amount of time to learn to

analyze;
b. One example is the APT.
c. Measures lonk wave radiation emitted by cloud,

land, and water surfaces.
d. Appear as different shades of gray.
e. One exalliple is the DMSP.
f. One exarriple is the SR.
g. Pictures may be taken at any time of the day

or night.
h. Water will appear as a uniformly dark area;
i. Cirrus clouds appear very briiptn;
j. Pictures may be taken during the complete

orbit around the earth.
k. Data is gored on tape until requested by a sur-

face readout;
1. Least expensive systeM.
m. Resolution May be less thi 1 NM.
n. Measures reflected sunlight.

288. Match the types of orbit or orientation in one
list with its characteristics in another list.

Orbits; It is important that We nderstand the types
of orbits which satellites m , their orientation, and
the effect that these orbits nd orientations have on
measuring ability. SOme of the most common are dis-
cussed in this objective. The orb4 is the path the satel-
lite takes circling thi darth'rom a. reference point
back to the same reference point. The orbit determines
the areal coverage of the r.

Polar orbit. Th* is an, orbit in which the Satellite
passes' over both -of the earth's 'poles.

Equatorial orbit. This orbit is parallel to the equa-
tor, usually between 509 N and :50° S.

. ...-

at

11
.niliC 'AL

StiatOCUMUJUS Vest Of fl
` -'

Pl.the same on both displaystThe
-41e4*vother numbered areas in th ow, .

fled by re erring to the gray

Exerdse (287):
1. For each of tlie's tenientt bolo rgliettre Whether'

it is representative of photogra

t.
.

LLIMit Stet OL irty

ALBEDO -1C/ PICTURE

Slott

25-,486

Figure 6-i. Comparison of 112 vs. TV.
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. This is an orbit In which
over the equator at the same

tit* on sack of its
Bardievrximms orbit. In thb tirp of orbit, thlt

satelft does not rotate *Mud the earth, so actually
it toil-Mt have an 00*. TM satellite remains sta-
tic-My &am a pqpaPhical Point on the earth it all'
thaw The obvious advantage of this orbit is the
coolant monitosAna of a given geopaphical

freifttatkee. The or refs to -where the
of the tedM* IS Wing
oriented Thir axis of rotatket of the satellite

rains the tame deion with respect to space.
Wet* the camera toward the earth during the

iunlight hours with the soar cells toward the sun.
This orientation restricts the number of hours the
earth can be tnonitbre by the sensors. During each
orb ,.there is only a brief moment when the pictures

jakett. Fe of k point on the earth directly beneath the
The remainder of dr pictunstre of a :doping
and extensive adjtment is necessary before
used. ,

audt oriented With earth 'orientation, the
sensort43f the `satellites would always be facing the
eat. :114 sOlit cells would always be facing space.
This orientation allows constant monitoring of the
earth's surface.

Exercise (2$$) .

1. Match the types oforhit
:with the Characteristics

Column A .
kx orbit

3.
Po

uistorbi orbit.
3. Sim-synchronous

orbit. b.

o

or orientation in column A
in column B., .

Column
Tie icds of rtitan maintains
the same &jetfoil With respect
to splice.
Satellite penes -Mr tiOthfoolat

4. Euth-symlauests.
Obit

S. Spay minted. d.
6. Emtb-orisntai

h.

i.

62. d erne.
This section-briefly covers small cloud elements or

cloud, sterns and some of the general rules for inter-
preting

Pit
relWas wailonery over

qrltPlia*totlit-
Ssments me*uur_
*to* mama of a

Vnia'-.
Path qf

wax
Seaga passes over tii. equator
at dm maw an tine every orbit.
'Restrict* thj numb* Of Mins the
earth enn_be monitored.
Solar mils always facing Mann.

-

cloud' pattern mimes in one, list with
another Wet.

Cellular The most' ommon cloud formation found
in satellite ictures are open and closed cattier pats

lar patterns aid in identi4ring repo_
cold, air- vection; 'arias of .cyClonic; andcycl is
and flow; cloud types;. the location di j
streams; regions of PVA (positive voracity ad-
vectiOn).

cellular clowlpatterns form as a result of mesoscale
convective mixing within the large-scale !low. The
cell type is dependent on the intensity of the heating

below. 9xit cells form where there (ills a large
tempentture &keno; (2)itre =Stable Condi.-

don.% and (3), are cumulus clouds. Closed cells from
where a weak air-sea temperature contrast exists and;

. thiti.'more stablecoediti?nsand stratoctimulue clouds

Figunk.6.3.,Cellular. cloud patterns.
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opera rally are me =ied of clondkat, or re
by _doud walla with a .

FidaMitaim ft Or 114hIpl. The tior4id celb are
eliadaderiast 1. almost .mlogona/ clott&coiTerad
Irma _ftind*l_ by clear or less_cloudy vial* ---

hi 64, a. lima area of the eastern Padfic is ,

by_cadlularimttems which fornaid sis,coUd air'
moved over ate wanner ocean surface.' apen mut are
10-colod Ot_,A, ckiaed Ms at. B. --'

Mod Lw& A cloud band is a cloud formaAois
wilt a distinct long axis where the ratio of length to .
Width iiat_Usait f ur to one., Bands may be curved or
straight. They may or may not be associated s
fronts.

In figure 6-t% a slow-moving, nmrly stationary
Cad front ili shown between high-pressure tretwIlos
frontal ctottd_ bind is in the first stage of diiiipation
from point A ward. There are cumulifo cellular

, clatatA Wand the front and some cum °ma and
stratiform clouds West of t front In the whim
this front is ntovini slowly, the frontal lion is
placed near the leading WO of the cloud band.

In fftuie 6-5, bafids at A and B are greater than 1°
in width and conform to the length-wulth ratio of at
least 4 to 1. ,

In figure 636, a band of dondi assoc iated with a
frontal system is seen over the Atlantic. The clouds;
extending aoutheastward at A,' do not constitute a
separate band since the length to,Mth ratio, as seen
protiudnig from the kolas, ales' than 4. to I.

Alf

0

Figure 64.1. Slow moving, statiaima frontal clouds.

25.482



abed LlnIt. A clond line is a series of align i clond
elementth mart" all 'of which are connected, with a
general width of less than 1° of latitude Timm lime
may be curved or straight,

In fignit 6=7, a large number of nearly parallelcloud'
lines are seen in the Atlantic Ocean off the southeattern
coast of the US. South of 30° N some of the liars widen
to abnost_l° latitude.:

Cloud Ereinent. A cloud 0.1embilt is satellite
ology is the smallest distinguishable unit in a
mass or pattern in a satellite _picture. The actual size
of a cloud element will vary accofdit4 to the satellite's
height, the camera sys and where thb element it
'mated in the picture.- r the &suds, the
the _"element"_ The logic this is simple The
of location within _LIM piCture; however, is not as
simple. The camera has a different resolution, starting
with the best at the exact center of the picture .arK1
betoming poorer toward the es. esolution 'means
that w the camera can see according to size.

xarnination of the cloud lines forming over
the of Mexico (fig. 6-8) will reveal individual
clo menu. These elements are small bright cells,

to from each other, Making up the cknid line
n the two arrowheads. At A-is a cloud element
a cumulus mass._Figure 6-9; is_ an_enlargement

o -aplortion of figure 6.8; it shows the individual cloud
el in greater detail at points A, -B, and -C.t ikcioud maSs is_an identifiable patch
oteloilif elements...A cloud mass is generally equal
or ter in stze.t an area 2° -latitude square. The
cl amount greater than 80 percent.

Cloud Pei
distributi

Cial1C1
tive organin
satellite view
cloud patter

6-7. Cloud lines.
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e"jig
nroosc patter% whereas a cloud vortex is called
a wesescs pettern.

CIIMI SOM. A cloud street is an tithed series Of
'individual Amami that am not intaaninected. 1./U:

's*veral streets approximately even-,4-;,4
_Tbidolatt streets May be curved or straight
6-10'shows cimuf streets over South Carel*.

Georg as seen from Gemini IV; The unmulus
Wmaniti form into nearly parallel'

Cita Spins. A cloud system is clquatii_ pro-
duced by 'or associstuxl with the dynansiOS pf any
atmosperie system Eiuunples_of atmospherit Systems
are an ecOhtdin-g storm a mkt upper low: a tropical
sum, a hiiLhisressure cell, etc. The cloud Systems
associated with a particular type of atmospheric sys-
tem useallY have a distinctive pattern

LW. A esesticitk spiral cIntfd pattern is an eddy;
This penern is often produced by_pernitbations is
the flow caused by islands or similar terrain barriers.
The term alto his been applied to swirls of- stratus
and'- that are produced by shear in oceanic high-
pressure areas;

Figiir li shows that the eddies formed on the
downwind side of the Madeira Mandl at Ai S, and C
are under is strong subsidence inversion.

Stdat, Approximately pardtiel streaks.10* kw Mika width, seen m a
pateritlystimpixith overcast- area are striations.
A low sun angle causes highlights and ows which
produce the striated pattern. Striations frequently
give indications of the orientation of the thickness

2.5-4811
Rpm 64. Eater merit of cloud elonents.

4
lines. Striations will not be found in cumuliform
clouds. In middle clouds, they parallel the SW-nib
flow, and in dritIonn clouds they parallel the 300-mb
flow. Caution Shout& be stied when identifying stria-
dons; =my times they are teistaken for narrow streets,
or narrow streets are mistaken' for striations.

In figure 6-12, striations associated with anocclude0
front are readily seen from A to B. The striations in
this photograph are alignect,arallel to the 1,000 to
500 mb thicicness lines in the atrea ahead of the front.

a

Tx

Figure 6-II, CloLd eteMe46.
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In figure 6=I3, you can see an example of striations
curving maws an occluded frontal. system between 7.1

A and
un glint is an image of the sun on

appearing as a bright area or spot.
the size ,awl- brightness of a sun glint
upon the roughness 'of the water stir

face on Whit*. it appears. Figure &14 is an exam&
of diffused sun glints. F4ure 615 shows an intern
sun glint Figure 6-16 shows a stmt glint on the water

=ding Florida, outlining the coastline in great
etail. Tampa Eby is seen at A, and Cape Kennedy

at B. -The very briOt sots at C are from glint on
the many lakes of central Florida; while_a glint on
Lake Okeechoisseen at D.

vo*kfty CCood Patters. The cloud patterns as-
' ieciated with upper tropospheric vorticity are gen-

4 erally r ,e(to areas where convective clouds are
present. Thus Ari are.most commonly observed over

; the cvccaos adds of open cellular cumulus behind
cold., fro :aatitwp significant patterns: en-
hr aced mma-shaped cloud. Both

- are *on due to general
lifting in 1 11e71- A. Cloud patterns
associated vith u pospheiic vorticity are called
vorticity centers.

Enhanced cumulus. This isan area, 3° to 5° across,
of hri .; ulus Clusters lying within a larger field

; vorticity maximum and associ7
aced "5(Vir-mb trough are located along the upwind
edge arthe arm. Often the cumulus -organization

spiral pattern. (This form of the pattern
als ed a maximum vorticity center formation.)

Midd or high cloudiness is either absent or forms
a small part of th erlotid cover within an area of en-

: hanced cumulus. Figure 6-17 shows an example. An
arca of enhanced cumulus appears at point A. The
enhanced area has a more congested look and a
brighter appearance:

Comma-shaped cknapanernt( The corndia-shaped
cloud forMation (also called :$A MAX formation)

al fl 71rA

gig

Figure 6=15. Sun glint (intense).

23-494

I

Figure 6.14 Sun glint (dithise).

25-493

is more easily recognized than the enchanted ctUnulus
pattern. It is a bright, layer-type cloud mass forined
from tops of cumulonimbus. A zone of clear skies is
often present on the clOwnwiltd, side. In figure 6-18,
the well-developedeomma4haped cloud at the black
dot is the result of a moving vorticity center to the
rear of a polai front. The comma cloud is composed of
ttiuddle and highelouds over the lower-level cumulus
and is preceded by a clear slot.

Vorticittwhich develop within cold air behind a-
major clot band appear as an area of enhanced
cumulus. Not all such areas necessarily continue to
develgp: The comma-shape cloud indicates a develop-
ing stage; As these storms reach maturity, they develop

. a regular spiral vortex pattern with a long, name,
clotid band similar in appearance to a frontal band.
The north-south dimensions of these storms rarely
exceed 15° of latitude; During its life cycle, the entire
clotki system remains poleward mid separate from the
major cloud band of the polar front.

Nun, 6-16. Sun glint on water.

23=495
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Tact IcaI Meteorological:Station

YOUNIGHT _WDNDER WHY_ytitt need to know
about _tactical weather sets; Since Air Weather Service
provides support' tailored to the requirements of its
users, certain situations might call for you to be sent
into remote locations to Obtain Weather data. You
might think that with the improved statellite coverage,
people do not need to be sent out into the remote fields.
Do not be so 'sure! Remember, the satellite even with
the best observation systems; still cannot see through
clouiis. With the increase inclose-support of troops
by high- performance nutria, surface weather infor-
mation becomes even more critical. Your o biti-VatiOns
could invite ,* difference betWeen a successful mis-
sion and a clisatteroin One. YOu might be sent to a
site so remote. that _the only way to get there is by
walking; and,there4 no source of power except what
you can carry chtTour back. Obviously; you do notk want to-carry any more weight than you have to This
is where the tactical weatter set is most useful, be=
cause it is designed to be light in weight and easily
transported.

Several different tactical weather sett are currently
iwthe Air Force inventory: Each is designed to operate
With a minimum of power and other equipment. The
basic parameters measured are Wind direction and
speed, temperature; humidity (or dewpoint), pressure,
and other parameters; depending on the particular set
Oesign. The currently available sets are continuously
redesigned; and new sets are aleveloped as new sensors
or_ electronics become available; In this chapter we
Will discuss only one tactical weather_ set, the AN/
TMQ-22, Meteorological Mete-silting Set.

7-1; AN/TMQ-22, Meteorological Nensuring Sit
The AN/TMQ-22 is a portable surface observation

-41;) instrument designed for field Use in support of high
performance aircraft it measures wind tpeed and
direction; temperature; dewpoint, barometric press
sure, and precipitation. It can be operated in either
a portable mode or a semipermanent Mode. In the
portable mode, the wind sensor is hand held, and the
temperature/ devdpoint sensor is hung from a con-
venient bush or tree. In the semipermanent mode;
the wind and temperature sensors are4SUpported by a
tripod or pole, and the indicating assembly is located

Ea shelteredarea. In either case, the sensors are con-

netted_ to the indicators by cables. Backpack straps
are included so that you can transport the set to other-
wise inaccessible sites.

290. Match the given function with its associated
component on the TMQ-22.

The TMQ-22 consists of two groups of components:
the major components; used to make the actual meas-
urements; and the minor components, used to connect
the major components together or to process the
measured-data into final form: Figure 7 -I shows the
opened TMQ-22 with the various components in
sernistored position._

_Major Components; The major components consist
'la the fall-diking assemblies; main case; sensor; detec-
-tor,:precipitation gage, and snow depth gage.

Main case The main case serves as the storage area
for all the removable components of the measuring set
and additionally contains the front panel and bat-
tery case;

The front panel (4 7-2) occupies approximately
tiko=thiedS Of the main case. It contains all the instru-
ments required -to indicate barometric pressure, air
temperature; dewpoint temperature, wind speed, and
Wind direction. The underside of the panel contains
the eleCtronic circuitry for theteinperature and wind
sensing elements, and a transparent case which incloSet
the barometer: A panel layout which identifies the
Controlt and indicators is sbown in figure 7-2:

The battery case which is a separate compartment
within the main case contains six "D-ce1171 .5=volt
batteries. These batteries provide the power for the
sensor circuits and the wind direction Measuring cir-
cuit on the front panel. Access to the batteries is
made by loosening eight screws on the battery case
cover and pollieig the cover out and down from its case

Sensot. The sensor assembly contains components
which measure temperature and dewpoint and a fan
to CirCUlate air through the assembly. It is connected
to the frOnt panel inditatOrs by a cable.

Detector The detector (fig 7-1)_senses wind speed
and direction. It consists of two main assem liesthe
generator section and the traasmitteceilec 'on. The
generator section. consisting of the g nerator.
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g el-
proper; and wind vane, pivots about a vertical axis on
the transmitter section. It measures the wind speed
and connects with electrical components within, the
transmitter housing to remotely indicate wind direc-
tion. Direction can also be manually read by observing'
the direction indicated above an index mark on the
transmitter housing. The transrnitier housing; in
addition to housing the direction sensors, contains
it'buirkincompass for orientinilit.

Precipitation gage; The precipitation gage consists
of a spike, used to hold the gage in an upright posi-
tion, and a plastic body which actually catches the
precipitation. The y has a capacity of 2 inches of
preciPitation.

COMPUTER

Snow depth gage. The snow depth gage is a
brated folding ,ruler which can be extended to
inches. It is stored in a pocket inside the cover of the
main case when not in use.

Minor Components. The minor components, al-
though less important in the measurement sense, are
essential to the function of the TMQ-22 set. Included
in thl group are connecting cables, a pressure reduc-
tion computer, a barometer correction graph, the
carrying straps, and a spare parts/ toolkit.

Connecting cables. Two connecting cabl& come
with the TMQ-22. Each is 6 feet long and is used to
connect the wind detector and temperature sensor
assemblies with the electronics in the main case. The

UPPER CASE

PROPELLER

PROPELLER
HUB

PRESSU1*
EQUALfffNG
VALVE

WIND VANE

CABLE ASS' Y
CX- 11552

PARTS KIT

SNOW GAGE

WRITING
SHELF

ti jl:Y

SENSOR
CABLE ASS'Y PRECIPITATION
CX-I2464 GAGE

PIONT ,PANEL

ASSEMSLY

DETECTOR

BAROMETER

LOWER_ CASE
SEMBLY STRAP 25.741

FigUre 7 -I. AN/TMQ-22, Meteorological Measuring Set.
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INIOd A130

DEW POINT1

A. BAROMETER
B. EXTERNAL POWER CONNECTOR
C. POWER SWITCH
b. NULL -METER
E. TEMPERATORESENSOR-CONNECTOR
F. WIND DETECTOR CONNECTOR
G. DEWPOINT TEMP CONTROL
H. SPEED-SWITCH
I. WIND SPEEDNETER
J. SAL CONTROL
K. SELECTOR SWITCH
L. INDICATOR-LAMP
M. LAMP SWITCH
N BAROMETER VENT VALVE

Figure 7-2. Front panel assembly.

cable length allows you to locate these assemblieS
aJday from obstructions while the main case is located
to a Sheltered area.

ML=4021UM, Pressure Reduction Computer. The
ML-402/ UM is used to convert batothetric readings
to altimeter settings or to pressure in MillibarS.

Barometer correction graph. The barometer cor=
rection graph is.used to correct the pressure readings

for temperature. It is individually calibrated for the
specific barbrneter provided with the TMQ-22 set_

Other minor components. The other minor cote
ponents provided with the TMQ-22 set are the back=
pack straps and the spare parts,/ toolkit: The backpack
straps are used to transport the set, and to suspend
the main case assembly when resting the set on the
ground is impractical. The spare parts/ toolkit is used
to correct minor set failures, such as burned out bulbs:
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LiattW (290):
1. Match each ftinction in column B with the com-

ponent in column A which best describes it. (Items
in column B may be used more than once.)

Cokorrrn A C04;tiri B- I Main cue. a. Mealtime wind direction.
2. Sensor. b. Proves Power.
3. Detector. c. Malian*, pressure.
S. Minor componetni, d. %dim** wmperature.

- 5. Snow pos. e. Measuita solid precipitation.
Precipitation gage. 1. Measures rain.

g. Cow-altimctet np.
h. Connects_ usemb

Air circuraiM through it.

291. Given a list of statements concerning
Lion of of tin TMQ-22 set, identify and correct those
stat that are false.

SyStiinCeSettili. The TMQ -22- can be transported
to a location several ways: by truck, backpack, air,
or hand-carryin& When the set is transported; the
pressure eqiializer valve on the case and the vent screw
on the barometer should be closed by turning them
clockwise. Otherwise; the barometer could be stressed
enough by altitude changes to be either destroyed; or,
at the very least, give faulty readings until it could
rinidjust. Since the components of the TMQ -22 are
precision items, you should transport the set with as
little shock as possible.

Site sekctiom Once you have arrived in the general
area where the set is to be used; you should locate
a site which hest represents the surrounding area.
Locate the system sensors as far away from obstruc-
tions as poskble. This is primarily to allow you to
Make the most representative wind and precipitation
measurements phssibk. If a runway or landing area
exists; you should locate the set as close to the landing
area as possible.

Once the site has been selected, relieve the pressure
difference by opening- the pressure equalizer valve
on the case and open the case. Then turn the vent
screw on the `barometer two turns counterclockwise
to open it.

Sensor assembly. Remove the cable marked CX-
11552 from its storage compartment in the top of the
main case. Cheek the connectors for dirt, and clean
them if necessa . Then connect one end of the cable
to the TEMP j k on 'the front panel. Remove the
sensor assembly its storage area under thenutin
case writing surface, and connect the other end of the
cable to it. Suspend the sensor from a suitable Opport
such as a bush, tripcid, or tree HMIS. Do not hold the
sensor while taking a measurement. Your body acts as
a heat and moisture source, causing invalid readings.
Locate the sensor as far away from ponds, roads, or
other heat and moisture sources as possible. Try to
locate it in a place which most closely represents the
surrounding area.

rector assembly. Rentove the cable marked CX-
12464 from its storage compartment in the'tnain case
top, and inspect its connectors for dirt and damage.

GENERATOR
HOUSING

, V'?

MINOR DIVISIONS
(10°)

PROPELLER

SEMI-MAJOR DIVISIONS
130°)

INDEX MARKER

WIND VANE

CONNECTOR

COMPASS

FINGER GUARD

TRANSMITTER
HOUSIV

MAJs OMPASS
IN r, X 25.743

Figure 7-3. Wind detector assembly.



If it is in lead shape; connect it tiNthe
for ow the front panel Remove the detector assembly
from its storage compartment under the writing sur-
face off' tW main aliet; al this by Vi#111thV Pner-
ator housing end of the detector and filling it straight
up. Install theisintorelier on the generator shaft, and
instill the Wind vane in the opposite -end of the gen;
erator housing. The wind vane will lock into the
housing Only one way. TWA way is with the flat side
on the shaft facing- aside Of the housing as You
-look at the heckofthel Connett the remaining
defector Cable end to thi=assembly and check that the
prerellersotatet freely. The assembled detector with
parts named is shown in figure 7;3.

If the setis installed at a semipermanent site, secure ,
the assembly to a tripod or pole awaifrom
dons. Generally, the tripod or pole should be a mini-
mum of 5 feet tall. °bee the detector is installed,
orient it until the compass indicates north: under the
index mark. When operating the set in therPostable
mode; face into the wind, orient the, detector boutiag
to north, and hold the_ assembly as high and far away
from your b-o-dy as possible when taking measurements:

Precipitation gage. Remove the precipitation gage
body.and spike from the storage compartment in the
top of the case. Locate a site which is as far away from
obstructibni as phisible, and which otherwise repre-
sents the general area. Install the spike by forcing it
into the ground with steady pressure: Use a flat object
such as a rock. HOWever, do not drive it into the
ground. If you strike the spike, you will damige it.
After installing the spike; place the gage body on
top of it, and lock the body in by placing the hoct
located on the spike in the down position.

.2511
sure the Wibd vanf4.reilitioned

vertical; because" it3tvill; lock in
housing in any position.

Exercise (291):
1. Identify and correct any false statements about

the TMQ-22 installation procedures: '
Via., Before connecting the cables to the sensor and
*it: detector assemblies, check them for dirt and

damage.

b. Before you transport the TMQ -22, you should
close the vent on the barometer.

c. You should hand hold the sensor assembly as
high and far away from your body as possible
to keep it away from nonrepresentative moisture
sources near the ground.

Precipitation gage_spike should_ be driven
uitb the ground vertically to insure the rainfall
catch is representative;

f. 'Obstructions at the site you select can cause
the wind and precipitation measurements to be
erroneous.

292. State the checkout procedures for TMQ-22 com-
ponents.

Oreretional Cheat. Operational checkS should
be made befor?' the TMQ-22 is put IMO operation
for the first dnie, and-daily thereafter; to insure that
the system is funhtioning properly. We will assume
that maintenance 'personnel are available Co correct
malfunctions idithe set; All checks are made with the
cables and sensors hooked up. ,

Physical checks. You should inspect the various
assemblies for dirt and: physical damage daily. One
of the more vulnerable areas for protrlairs is the adbles.
They should be checked for obvious breaks, excessive
wear; and connector tightness. If one of the connectors
is loose, you should inspect it for dirt or moisture
accumulation. In addinbri; iibriclgthe sensor checks
fails, you should recheck .the trifilk connectors for dirt
or corrosion on their inrier.surficet, *lid for tightness
before you notify maintenadte; CM:a-that the ba °m-
eter vent screw is open. If it, is accidentally clo
you will get erroneous readings..i,::

Battery check: Sei.the selectp4Witei-ffig. 7=2) to
the DEW position, and observe he wind meter be-
havior. The meter should read higher than the white
dot above the 15 knot mark (fig. 74). After a short
&ow; it should deflect upward rapidly: This deflection
will occur within 30 seconds if the humidity is high.
However, if the air is very dry, or,zou have just brought
the sensor from a heated building; you may not gth
the upward deflection on the wind meter for 2 or 3
minutes. If you do not get the upward deflection;_or
the meter reading falls below the white dot, natty
maintenance.

Sensor check. To test the sensor for proper response,
place the selector switch in the AIR position. Rotate
the DEWPOINT TEMP control until the null meter
(fig. 7-2) centers (nullA Continue to adjust the control
until the meter need ins centered for at least
20 to 30 secontis. If yo get the meter tercenter,
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Figure 7-4. Wind speed meter;

first check that the cable connectors are clean and
tight. If they are, or if cleaning them does not correct
the problem, notify maintenance. If a null is reached;
record the temperature reading indicated on the con-
trol; then rotate the control to a reading 5° higher.
The null.meter needle should deflect two or more
divisions to the right.

To check the dewpoint circuits, turn the selector
switch i6 the SAL poSition and adjustthe BAL control
Until the wind hiker ndle reaches_the_whitedot.
Then turn the telectOt switch to the DEW position;
and adjust the DEWPOINT TEMP control Until the
null meter centers' and remains stable for 20 to 30
Stetstidt. The iikkaSted teMperatUre (dewpoint) should
be 14 than the temperature reading you recorded
earli r 1 the sensor check procedure; The only time
this wou,:. ,,ot occur is if ice crystals or fog are present.
If either the null meter deflection test or the dewpoint
temperature test .fails; notify maintenance.

EkteCtOr Check. To test_ the wind detector; turn
the selector switch to the OFF position, and the speed
switch tO the 0-10position. Hold the detect& gen=
erator housing in one hand and spin the propeller in
if clockwise direction while watching_tfie wind meter.
The meter should _deflect upscale. Repeat thii pea-
=dare with the speed switch in the 0-SO position. If
the wind fails to deflect upward in both speed switch
positions, recheck the deteclOt cable connections for
accumulated dirl,,water, or corrosion internally. AISO
verify that the selector switch is in theQFP' position.
If there is no dirt on the connectors, the connectors
are tight, and the selector switch is in the OFF posi-
tion; notify maintenance. Also, if the wind meter only
deflects in one speed switch position, notify main-
tenance.

To check the direction circuits in the detector aSteni:
bly; grasp the generator housing and position it so
that the 90° index is over the index mark on the
direction sensor housing. Set the selector switch to

192

the 180° position, and the speed switch to the 0=-10
position. The Wind Mater should indicate 90° on the
lower diction teak. Change the speed switch to the
0-SO posliOn; This change should have no effect on
the it ading._Repeat these steps with the generator
index 180°, 270', and 360° indexes over the direction
sensor housing index. The maximum error allowed is
5° in either direction fro_ that indicated by the_gen-
;rata index. 11Icitice.tha 'th the 360° (0°) reading;
the needle may be very clOSe to the end of the scale
at either end; Repeat the procedure with the selector
switch id the 0° position. When doing this; read the
indicated directkin froth the upper scale ort the wind
Meter, and notice that the extreme meter eNd deficit-
tions are in the vicinity of 180°. If any reading during
thit procedure exceeds the 5° tolerance, notify:_main-
tenance.

Exercises (292):
I. What position is th5 selector switch placed in to

make the battery check?

/ When making the battery check, what should be the
initial reading on the wind meter?

3. What should be done first if a senslir fails to check
correctly?

4. What is the checkout procedure for the tempera
ture/dewpoint sensor?

2 741



5. What is the purpose to check out thewind detector?

293. Given simulated precipitation readings, compute
the amount of precipitation or the snow depth. -/-4

Precipitation Measurem The precipitation gage
consists of a plastic cylinder with a total bapacity of
2 inches of liquid. It has major calibration marki at
0.1 inch intervals, and minor calibration marks at
0.02inch intervals; You read the amount of precipita-
tion by holding the cylinder vertical, with the liquid-air
interface at eye level. Sight through the lowest point
of the liquid surface to the calibration marks on the
far side of the cylinder; Read the liquid level to the
nearest 0.01 inch by interpolating between minor
calibration marks. Record the reading to the nearest
0.01 inch. Liquid precipitation freezing in the cylinder

(

0-4
Will destroy it, se remove the gage and protect it during
freezinj weather.

A 36-inch folding ruler is providal with the set to
measure snow depth. This ruler is calibrated in 0.5
inch increments, with major divisions each inch. Your
main problem in making snow measurements is fmd-
insa suitable site; You should select a site which is
typical of the surrounding area, and free of_obstruc-
tions such as trees, buildings, and hilla. When you
Locate such an arm, thrust the gage vertically into
the undisturbed snow until the gage reaches the
ground. Then read snow depth to the nearest 0.5 inch.
You should take jcadings in several places. This in-
creasesaccuracy because snow depth is rarely uniform.
Drifts, barren areas, or disturbed areas will cause the
readings to fluctuate from place to place. Therefore,
you should take several readings and average them.
The snow depth should be rounded to the nearest inch
and recorded to the nearest inch.

Exordia-S.(293):
1. Indicate theprecipitation readingS from figure 7-5.

Figure 7-5. Precipitation gage measurements (objective 293, exercise I).

ompute the snt3w4epth from the following:
--Three readings in figure 7-6.

Figure 7-6. Snow depth measurements (objective 293. exercise 2,a).



b. Five readings in Ogure 7 -7.

Figure 7-7. Snow depth measurements (objective 293. exercise 2b).

I
294_. Specify the procedures for obtaining wind speed
and direction.

Wind Evaluation. To_measure wind speed, place the
:selector switch in the OFF position, and( the speed
switch in the 0-50 position. Read the wind speed from
the wind meter, letting each minor division equal I
knot. If the wind speed is less than 10 knots; set the
speed switch in the 0FI0 position and read each minor
diyision on the wind nleter as 0.2 knot. Because the
wind speed is seldom constant; you musl mentally
average the speed for I minute and record the reading
to the nearest knot. Gust or squall characteristics
should be recorded also;

:Wind direction may be determined either manually;
by reading thescale on the vertical generator housing
and the index on the transmitter housing; or electri-
cally, by reacitag the wind meter on the front panel.
Whenyou read direction manually, each mark on the
generator housing represents 10°. Major marks are
at %r_ intervals; and semimajor mark's are at 30° inter-
volt. Increments on the front panel wind meter are the
same as on the generatdr housing. Notice that the
meter has two scales for direction. Because the set
has breaks in the electrical circuits for wind direction
indication, two different circuits are providrd,_The
break points,are at 19° in one circuit, and 180° .in
the Other.:Two positions are provided on the selector

- switch, marked 180°, and 0° respectively; so you can
measure direction without encountering the breaks.

If the wind direction is primarily from the North,
you would _set the seleCtor switch to the 0° positiOn,
and read direction r ,41 _upper direction scale.
With wind blowing- m the South, you
set the selector swit- position, and read
direction frOm he en the wind blows
from the East or per selector position
and the corresponding 'newt stale.

194
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Record the wind direction the nearest 10°. Apply
corrections for magnetic deviation for your location
to the reading; since the wind detector has been
oriented to magnetic North.

Exerchea (294)i
I. Whit is the procedure used t obtain the wind
-' _speedy.;

2. What is the procedure used to obtain the wind
direction from the meter if the wind is primarily
from the north?

295. Specify the procedures for obtaininOletnperature
and dewpoint readings.

Temperature and Dewpoint Evaluation. Making
`temperature and dewpoint measurements with the
TMQ-22 is relatively simple. However, before you
make these measurements, you should expose the
sensor assembly for a few minutes at the measurement
site; This allows the assernbly to reach the approxi-
mate temperature of the atmosphere; Failure to so
expose the sensor, especially when the storage tem-
perature differs greatly from the site temperature,
increase§-the waiting time before temperature and
dewpoint readings are valid.

Temperature measurement. To take a temperature
measurement, first set the selector switch to the AIR
position; Then adjust theDEW POINT TEMP control
until the null meter pointer is centered. If the null

0
ti. , 3

tr.
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meter reading remains centered for at east 30 seconds;
the temperature readinris'valid. When you have a.
Valid reading; read the ccanrol dial to the neatest
har degree and round At* reading to the nearest
degree:

bewpoint me t. The procedure for measur-
ing dewpoint ers 'Slightly from that of measuring
temperature. before measuring dewpoint;_ you moist
standardize the dewpdbit sensor. Do this by pla g
the klector switch in the BAL position and adjusting
thellIAL. control knob until the wind meter pointer
line:atm with the white dot belted aticiVe the 15 knot
Mirk. If you cannot adjust the BAL control ip obtain
this reading, notify maintenance. .i '

Once the sensor is standardized, place the selector
switch in the DEW position. Observe the wind meter
reading. This reading should remain above the white
dot at all times, and, after a short time; deflect upward
rapidly. If the meter reading goes held*/ the white dot;
notify maintenance; Shortly aftef the wind nietti de=
flects upward, you will- obtain actable null reading

.spy adjusting the DEWPOINT TEMP Control; This
z-- reading is valid if the null reading remains stable for

more that' 30 seconds; Read the dewpoint from the
control dial as you did the temperature.

You -shotild know alkiiii two pettiliarities of the -

TMTMQ- dewpoint sensor. First, when the deWpOirit:--Q-
-Wee spread is very large or when the sensor

h t been expened to a very cold atmosphere, the
se or will takea long time to stabilize. The heti indi-
cation of this is the_ behavior of the wind meter. Second,
when the indicated doWpoineis below 0° C., the indi-
cated dewpoint is actually the frOttptiiiit. If you have
an ML-429/ UM; Psychrometric Calculator, avail-
able; YOU may Convert_ the reading to true dewpoiat.
To do thit, enter the frost point temperafirre on the
Ti scale located on the 44W temperature side of the
calculator. Then read the dewpoint temperature from

-, the DP scale.

Exercises (29S):
I. What selector switch position do you useto meas-

ure temperature?

2. What is the BAL control used for?

3. What indicatesi-rate el-featuring-frost point
. ,rather than dewpoint?.

4. What Conditions will cause:the dewpoint.senspr to
require a' long time to

R.41
5. List the steps; in sequence, used to make adewpoint

measurement.

6. How long should the null meter remain stable
before you consider the dewpoint reading valid?

296. Correct simulated barometric pressure readings
for temperattire using a barometer correction gray.

Barometric Pretmere Evaluation. The barometer
used in the TMQ-22 is a rugged aneroid instrument.
It is fitted with a vent screw which must be closed
when the equipment is air transported. If the instru-
ment is accidentally ex_posed to a pteSstire Change.of
more than 3 inches of mercury during air transporta=
tion, the readings will be inaccurate for 24 hours.
Before reading the instrument, verify that the vent
valve is open.

Barometer reading. The barometer minter rotates
almost' twice over the pressure range it is designed
for, with an overall accuracy of .015 inch of mercury.
To determine which scale to use, YOU must read the
small horizontal-scale in the center of the dial face.
If the pointer on this small scale is between 18.8 and
25 inches of mercury, read the inner scale of the laegt

.::Outer dial. If the pointer is between 25 and 31.3 inches .

of merciiry,-read the outer scale. Read the pressure
to the nearest hundredth of an inch after tapping the
barometer face lightly.

Tempengture corrections. For maximum accuracy,
the barometer reading Must be corrected for instru-
ment error caused by temperature. A correcticin gtaph
is provided for each 'barometer; by serial number. A.
typical graph is shown in figure 7-8. Thii graph shows.
pressure correction on the vertical axis as a function
of pressure on the horizontal axis for several standard
temperatures. If the temperature of the instrumento
falls betWeen the standard temperatures given; -you
may wish to interpolate. Curvet are draWn for 30° C.,
25° 0° C., and -40° C. The 25° C. curve is the
normal instrument error, since this temperature is
close_to normal room teMperatiire. You compute
temperature corrections to the nearest .005 inch.
Observe the sign of the correction on the graph.

TO illustive the procedure, let us suppose the ores-
sure reacts 28.60 inches and the instrument tem-
perature -.30°. C. Since there is no curve for -30° C.,
yOu can either use_the curve for -4° C. or interpolate
lietwrn the 40° C.surve and the 0° C. curve. In this
exathble, we will interpolate. From the graph in figind
7-8,, the Correction for this particular instrument is
±0.036 inch at -40°,. and --40.020 Mai at 0° C. Since

:t-30° C. is three- fourths of the difference .between
-40° C. and 0', C., you take three-fourths of the dip

ference betwen,the two corrections (+0.012 inch) and
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.add it to the 0° C. correction.. IneChis example; the 2. The temperature is 30° C. :coq ct the following
total correction is 4-0,032 inch: This total correction readings:
is then added to the barometer reading (28.60 inches) a. 20J0.
to give a result of 28.632 iwhes. This reading- is b. 26,5:
rounded to the nearest 0:005 inch for a final corrected c. 29.95.
reading of 28.630 inches of merotity. The corrected d. 30.35.
station pressure can then be converted to altimeter
setting or sea-level pressure, as required; using the
Pressure Redo on Computer,

Exereites (296):
Figure 7-8 must be used to answer the fdllowing ex- 3. The temperature is -20° C., correct the fcillOwing
excises. readings:
L The temperature ig -.40° C., correct the following a. 20.00.

readings: b. 23,75.
a. 30.15. %..-- c. 27.00.
b. 26.70. d. 29.00.
c. 22.00.
d. 20.00:

196
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ANSWERS FOR EXERCISES

CH4PTER 1

(

1Rehirsiock
300 I (1) L2. [2), L8, (3) LI, (4) ,,L3. (3) L4.,.(6)L5. (7) 1;8

L9. (9) L7. -

201 - I. (1) MI. (3) MZ (4) 143.. (5) M7;(6) M9, (7) M4,
(8) M5, (9) Ig

202 - I. (1) (2) H3, (3) H7, (4) IN I. (5) H5, (6)1114 (7) H4,
(8) HC (9) H8, -.1

(IFLenikular, M4; (2) foehnwall, U; (3) rotor. 2.

1070.

203 - 1.

204 - 1.
204 = 2.
204 -
ZO4 -4.
204 - 5.
204 -

205 - I.
205 - 2.
205 - 3.

1500.
1901:

9 SCT 120 BKN 230 BKN.
12 SCT -BKN -250 -0VC-
-X 16 BKN ISO OVC:

206 - I. ceiling is the height _ascribed to the lowest broken or
overcast_ layer aloft not Classified as thin, or the vertical
visibility in a _surface based obscuring phenomena:

204 - 2. (1) Routing seem ceilomker.
(2) Ceiling light.
(3) Known heights of unobscured portions ollhrupt,

isolated objects within 11/2 miles of the runway,
206 - 3. Use the RBC for ins alternate runway, If you consider it

to lie representaae.'
206 - 4. Supplement scope height indicationi ith visual ob-

sande:ins.
206 - 5. Use as many scope reactions as are available and average

the reklbigs.

207 - I. Statements a; e._ d. f, h. _L and j are false.
The height above MSL repotted _by a pilot mut be
converted to height alicive ground level.

c..The a_ppro_ptiate color of balloon for estimating the
height of a thin cloud layer is red:

d. The convective cloud height _diagram js not suitable
for use in modinamous or hilly terriin.

f. You use at least four consecutive sTpissefdor deter-
/inning vertical visibility into a surfa obscur-

_ ing phenoirerm_ -

h. Values of more than 10 times the bliteline of the RBC
or ceiling light' may be tiled as esorriateg heights.
Valuet less than 10 times the baseline are used as

I measured heights:
L Height indications from the RH I scope *unreliable

below 10.0110 to 12,000 feet.
j. An indefinite ceiling is the distance you can see ver-

tiadly into the obscuring phenomena.

2 77 199

208 - 1. a. 8 SCT MI0 BKN.
b. C1G 12VI4.
c. 1800.

208 - Z 3 -SCT m6 ovc.
'b. VIRGA W.
c. 172/ r

208 - 3. a. 1 SCT 17 SCEri. E1KN 190 13KN 420 q}fp,,*v
b. CB1961143. AM W.11,..,, :(3 SE feu E.
c.

208= 4. a. 5 SCT .14 ScrilitICT 95 SCT E130 BK**114,*,_-,_
220 OVC.

b. TCU E ACCAS E.

per

208-

208

5.- a: 17 SCT 170 SCE
b.. CB W ACSL E. ,
c. 1940

6: a. 70 BKN:
b. 2 V SGT.
c.4161

'408_- 7;, 'a. 10 SCT 33 .4.BKN.
b. VI)

20P--i. ca.. E7 BKN 70 BKN.
b. BRIGS NE. .-
c. 1610.- 3.

208 -,-9. a. EIO BKIV 35 pve.
(none). .

c. 16/_/
208 - 10. a. E130 BKN 460 BKN.

b. (none).
lc. 1077!

9 .

Va

209 - I. '400 feet.
209 - 3. (1) When clouds are present within the measuring CO,:

bility;of the sin Or fogix present.
(2) When either of the above conditions is forecast within

3 houts. ,

(3) When _a local need Oasts:
209 - 3 Position- 5- sweep_ should_ appear at 0°. Adjust with

SWEEP LENGTH control.
Position 4= sweep should appear at 90°. Adjust with
SWEEP -LENGTH control.
Position_3=_sweep should appear at_45°. Adjust with
VERT-CENTER control.
Positio-n 2- sweep flashes in each rectangle on the scale
(118° karicers), if not repeat adjustments-for positions 5;
4, ann .3.
Position I- sweep shouki trace 0° to 905. If not repeat
above adjustments. Adjust HORIZ GAIN control until
sweep width_ is about 1/8 inch wide.

209 -4, Proceed with the calibration as listed in answer abovr
plus synchronize the projector and sweep.

.209 - 5. One.
209 - It synchronizes the sweep with the jirojector.
209 - 7. The baseline is the major limiting factor.
209 . Every fourth sweep.
209 - 9. Every other sweep or approximately every 6 seconds.



361
210- I.
210 - 2.
210 - 3.
210 - 4.

211 - 1.
211 - 2.

a. 62° b. 707Y. 217 - 3.
it. 63°. b. 800'.
L 15° b. 100'.
a. 25° and 76° b. 200' and 1,601Y. a ' 217 - 4.

The ailing fight can be used St night only!,
The SIX }ten, in lielermintng heigIns with a clinometer are:

. ,

( I) _Litossit the pulant clutettso thISpenclant will swing
frisslr: _ ,

(2) Sight thOugplibt clinoineTer and center the crossh 218 = 1.
oil the brighlest poitiesof the light baarn spot on the 218 - 2.
cloud base. For vertical visibility into obscuring 218 - 3:
phenomena sight on thsupper limit of thelight beam. 218 = 4.

(3) Lock pem1140 clutch without moving clinometer or
pendant, '-

(4) Read the angle to nearest degree and release pendant
clutch.

, (5) Repeat steps I through 4 duce, times and average the
reidings.

(6) Refer to table applicable to the baseline used t. btain
the height value for the average reading;

211- 1; Col 3. 8NS085.
.212 - 2. Col 3. 2A01115 IC1.190.
212 - 3. Col 3. 2FG/ / /8ST018 Col 0. CIG M018.

.
313 - 1. b, c.f, and h are gooldaymarkers; a and gare goodjaight

markers; d can be used at' night only to estimate visibility; e
may be used as a day marker but it is poor becitise of its

217 - 5.

color.

214 Prevailing visibility is the greatest distance that known
object tan be seen and identified Iti9ughout half lfr more
Of the horizon surrounding-thg statical.
When your statinn_is_aych that four :view of-portions orihe
horizon is obstructed.
Eight compass points are noritvally_IBed _to teport sector
visibility. They AreN, E, SE, s.,sw. W. a W.

Column4, IV Colun 13: VSBY si4vi 7.
"

visibility(1)' When s.saw visibihty differs fro% piling
visibility. *

(2)' When the sector visibility is less than 3 miles.ti
TWR VSBY 2 shduld be entered in co n 13:
Seeks-it are liit in a clockwise dir&tio

214 - Yes. if you it iiiierationally sign
214 - 9. a. Column 4. 6. -

b. Column 4. 3 Column 13. VSBY SE2:

214 - 2.

214 -

214 - 5.

215 -.I. When the transmissivity is less than 15_percenk
215 - 2: The H TreitSta the reading by a multiples...of 5.

If you do ii divid by 5 You will have an erroneous RVR
computat

215 - 3. a. Date/ RVR 2,000'.
b. Date/17 xtil initiab; RVR 2,200'.
e: Dim/ 17 and initials, RVR 1,404'.
d. Date/ 1915 and initials, RVR 2,200'.

215 - 4. RVR

41'

216 - I. Ttie transmissonmeter is on at all times. The computer-is
turned on when the visibility is 2 miles or less. when
visibility is forecast to be 2 miles or lens within 3 hours; or a
Wail need exam

216 - 2. Every 51 seconds.
216 - 3. Put the background toggle switch to ON and release.
216 - 4. It is displayed in hundreds of feet on the primary indicator.
216 - 5: Approximately I minute:

217 - I. a. R 15VR60-1-.
b. 11.15/1(136(H-.
d. RV R60+

217 :s 2. a. R09VR
b. RO9VR10-.
c. RVR10-.

a.
b:
c.
a.
b:
c.

a.
b.
c.

a.
a.
a.
a.

RI5LVR45.
RI5LVR45.
RVR45,
RVRNO:
RYRNO.
RVRNO.
RI5VRI8.
RI5VRI8.
RIR18.

12, b. 0800, c._R18VRIO, d. R0300.
7, b. 9999 c =Ord (no entry).
4; b. 6000, c. R-03VR60d. R1100.
1/4, b. 0400. c. R36VRIO, d. 80300.

CifiklITER 2

219 - 1. Funnel cloud.
291 - 2. Waterspout.
219 - 3. Tornado.
219 - 4. a. (no entry); b, PILOT FUNNEL CLOUD 25 SW OF

MOVG, NEF 1630;-
219 - 5. a. TORNADO, b. TORNADO W MOVG NE,
219 - 6. a. (no entry), b. FUNNEL CLOUD B3fe

D IS PTD.

220 - I. When hail is falling or lighudng ft obsetvW in the
immediate vicinity of your station and the lotal noise level
prevents you from hearingsthe thunder

220 2. a. T +A,. b. T+ OVHDD MOVIE -SE OCNL LTGCCC
FQT LT GI40 SE H1.STO

220 - 3. a. (no entry); b. T B30E55 MOVD-..E OCNL LTGCC.
!221 - I. Rain and drizge.

221 - 2. FreezingpreciPipttion is liquid precipitation that falls and
freezes upon hilted with objects on the surface or in flight.

221 - 3. (1) Ice pellets, (2) snow gains, (3) snow, (4) hail, (5) ice
crvatibi.6) snots, tielleti.

,t 222:- 1. COnliauotis, interinittent, and showery.
2.22 - 2. Continuous

'222 - 3. Showery.
222.- 4.1 In ttent.
222 5. S . .

222 - 6,s odefate drizzle., (2) hear/ snow, (3) moderate ice
letii(4) light rain; (5) light snow, (6) light drizile.

223 - 1. hisyt. Asdry measuring stick into the tube; withdraw the
stick after 2 on seconds and read-the precipitation dttith
to thenearest .01 of an inch at the top of the wet portion of
the sick. (Be sure to empty the gage

223 - 2. Rernothe collectnr=funnel unit and/measuring tube.
223 - 3. Pour 4-measured amount of warn water into the overflow

can to melt. the solid precipitation, pour the melted liquid
into the measuruig tube. measure the total amount and
subtract the amount of warm water used.

223 - 4. 2.10. '
223 - 5. 0.15.
223 - 6: 0:44:

200

,223a - I. a. app00; b. app12: c. app03 TWO._
223a - 2. a 90405; b. No entry required; c. 90499 90412.
223a - 3. a. No entry required; b. 20012; c. 21002.

- 1. Fog, ground fog, blowing snow, ice fog, and biswing
spray.

- 2. Dust, blowing dust, blowing sand, haze, and -smoke.
224 - 3. a. Fog, b. drifting snow, c, blowing sand, d. smoke.
225 = I. a. (1) 8, (2)T, (3)T 10 NE MOVG E OCNL LTG1C RWL/

NE.
b. (1) 1, (2)_S-BS. (3) VSBY N 3/4 W I/ 2.
c. (I) 0 (2) 212=SF, (3) R22VR12 F 1 VSBY NE I /16.
d. (1) 4, (2) BD, (3) TWR VSBY 6.
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REMARKS AND SUPPLEMENTAL CODED DATA
../

EA" 1141"-Cra4T- DESZRED ONDER_OF ENTITY: Calling heights. SFC bkaaziarole
phenomena. nd ehit a pilot and radar reports of bee** and -Toper
rating lan Pm-eliding codeddete, additive date (if apirellict radior dearchaita, nm-
way conditions, weather wodllication.1 -........r.

ViS NE 0S.
Itt 1 RASH -...:..:.:

Figure I. Portion of,completed AWS Form 10a (aoswers for objective 226. exercise I).

CHAPTER 3

227 - I. le -level pressure.
227 2. Altimeter setting.
227 - 3. aneroid barometer.
227 - 4. Station pressure.

5. Microbarograph.

228 - I. (1) Mercurial letrometer. (2) aneroid barometer.
(3) microbaitigoaph, (4) mercurial barometer. (5) micro-
barograph. and (6) aneroid barometer.

229 I. Read the attached thermometer, adjust the mercury to
the zero level, adjust the vernier scakkand read the scales:

229 - 2. A. 29.236, B. 29.277, C. 30.128. \.

234-1. a. OB BAR 29.575. SP 29.570.
b. OB BAR 29:860, SP 29.870.
c. OB BAR 29.215. SP 29:220.
d. 06 BAR 28.920. SP 28.910.

2-31 1. At the ti- 6=hourly correction is determined. Move
the pen up an down the chart to make the tune -check
line the length of two chart divisions.

231 - 2. When the chart error is 15 minutes off (one-fourth of a
chart division). Turn the cyli per unt e time is in
agreement.

231 - 3. When the barograph correctio s .090 inch.
Slowly turn'the adjusting knob o of the pressure
element housing until the pen is at correct station

231 -
preSSUM. "1,'
WV:

231- erY 4

232 - I. . 29,170.
232 - 2 29.210.
232 = 3. t.000.
232 -.4. 29,195.

201

The barograph correction must be reset to zeri?:,;,--
Y. dy

- I. Make 10 consecutive hour4'days.oniparisons. then twice
daily at 6- hourly intervals f
Malf_two comparisons at 6-hourlYintervarsillige same
day. ach

33' - 2.

233 - 3.
week

Read the attacholl therinometer to nearest .5° add reco
in column 4 of IX NS Form 85; read the mercurial barom-
eter and record iri column 5, read the aneroid barometer
and record in column 9. compute and apply the total
correction to column 5 entry and enter in column 6;
determine the correction that must be applied to column
9 entry to make it agree with column 6 and enter in
column 10: after ID consecutive readings add the correc=
tions in column 10 and enter with comparison numbers
inicolurnn I I; divide by 10 and enter average correction
in column 12: apply average correction to latest coliiinn 9
ontry and enter i co ns n 15; and compute the difference
between column column 6 and enter in column 16.

23Y: 4. Disregard and mak another comparison immediately.
233 - 5. Discontinue use of eroid and notify the intermed" te

level maintenance rsonnel.

234 - I. V. Col 59, I I col 60. 70.0: c01_61. 29:100; Col 6/ 120;

, col 63. / . 80: col 64. 28.985: col 65. -.005.
.b. Col 59, 1753; col 60. 71.5: col 61. 29.858; col 62. -.127;

col 63. 29 731; col 64. 29.710; col 65 + 020.
c. Col 59, 0547; dbl 60. 72.0: col_61. 28:694; Col 62. -.124:

col 63. 28.570; col 64. 28.565; col 65 +.005.
d. Col 59. 1157; col 60. 71.0; col 61. 29.733: col 62. -.125:,

5o1 63. 2,608: col 64. 29.605; col 65. +.005.
. .

sidE,1 of the,computer,set the P igdex to the cur,
rent station pressure cint'PA'afe(int-hrst -deterraine.?"
the "r" value for your s, tion using the table -supplied
with the computer and the I2-hour mean temperature.
align the cursor with the derived value, read the sea-
level pressure in millibars under the cursor on the Po
scale.J

, -2



235 - r a. 995.1 tab, b. 1009.4 mb, c. 992.7 jab.

736 1. a. 3.84, b. 3.63. A 29*: r.
236 - 2. a. 29.40; b. 30.79; C. 29.19; d. 31;03, e: 29.83.
236 - 3. (1) Obtain the station pressure to the nearest 0.005 inch.

(2) Ulu* side .2 of the computer, set the P-idclot to the
obtained station pressure value on either the P or
P.A.S. scale; as appropriate.

(3) Align the cursor over the station elevation on the
14-snakt

(4) Under the cursor on the P- or the P.A.S. sale (which-
ever is appropriate)_ _read the indicated altimeter
setting value to the nearest hundredth Of an inch.

237 - 1. a.4RESRR, b. PRES UNSTDY, c. PRESFR.
237 - 2. a 514, b. 220, c. 500, d. 399 99112, e. 841.

238 - 1. -80° to +110° Fahrenheit.
238 - 2. -50° to -±90° Fahrenheit. 243 - 1.
238 - 3. a Col 7, 90; col 8, 71.

b. Col 7 -23; col 11_,. -25.
e. Col 7; 109; col 8; 97-
d. Col 7. ,-36; cot 8 (-40);
e: qt1 7, 65; &A'8, 65.

239 - I. Statements b c, and e are false.
,b.. .;171e wet-bulb wick should "be changed at least once a

ataWk in areas subject to chat.
c. 'Preecio-kd water should be used. 244 - 1.
e. Wheuprecipitation is occurringthe dry-balb tempera- 244 - 2;

cure must be read prior tasatittion. 244 -

240 - I. Stand in the: shade facing the wind and swing the initru-
Merit at the rate of 2 revolutions per second; ventilate for
15 seconds and read the wet-bulb; ventilate for- tOSECOriaS 245 -
and read the wet-bulb; continue at 10 second intervals "245 - 3.

until successive reading are within 1° then Ventilate it
5 second continue until two comaeutive read-
ings show no further decrease, and then quickly read
fast the wet-bidb and then the day bulb to the nearest
0.1° F. (II precipitation is occurring the dry bulb must
be read before yentihting.)

241 - 1. -0Mtermine ihich side of the calculatortouse; set the 0°
'index on the Dacale opposite the wet-bulb temperature
on the 'Ti" !Wad the wet- bulb -wick it ice covered, or
opposq the DP-scale if wick is unfrozen; move the
ciall* to the wet-bulb depression along the appropriate
colored D scale; then read the dewpoint on the DP scale
tinder the cursor hairline;

242 - 1.
242 .1L2.

a. 3.4, b. 0.7, c. 1.3, d. 7.4, e. 1.7. -471§

61.7.

Statements a, b,_c; and e are
s. The GMQ-1 I can operate only two readouts.
b. The wind indicator has only one speed range from

0 to 120 knots.
c. The major advantage of the GMQ-20 over the G NIQz.

11 is that it can handle 10 readouts.
e. The recorder chart is changed only as necessary to

prevent, loss of record.

240 at 6 knots,
195 at 26 kficiti.
CALM.

24 gusts to 36 knots.
20 squalls to 42. knots.
Yes.
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Figure 2. Portion of completed AWS Form 10 (answers for objective 246. exercises 1 through 3).

CHAPTER 4

247 1 Wrong order of entry 5: column-12 ihould
entered in three digits -992. ir

shy o snow not in agreement with visihility:
cot n 12 sh Id be entered in three digits -995.

c. A 3 hourly ob rVation requires an en in column 6:
d cunt can . ver he higher _than 0_ temperature.

d. Colu_ Id be T+RW beeause of winds more
than 50 knots.

e. No intensity is assigned to hail: column 12 should be
entered in three digits-002.

f. ViSibility of leSS than 7 ittileS requires.an entry in
column 5: also requires entries in columns 6. 7, 8. 9.
10, and .12.

247 - 2. a- Need three digits for wind direction: colt= 411 does
not agree With edhirtiti 4A. 3B Skiiild alSo be in-four
digits--0800: Should have entries in coluntra'4C .

and 413; column SA should be HZ. column 5B should
be as entered in column 5A: height of cloud -in -tile
sky condition column is wrong should read 5SC 030:
column 12 shoidd be entered in four digits-2992:

- the Rernarks column should have a ceiling remark.
b. Enter wind direction as 00 for calm wind: column 4B

t.
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249 - 1. 1. RS, hourly obervation.
2. SP, ice pelleu bepn.
3. L (no specified requirement).
4. SP snow began.
5.AP, rce pe_
6.71ItSi ceihngincreased to 500' arid hourly obtervation.
7. SP, cling decreased to les7s.than 500.
8. SP, ceiling mere i to above 1,000'.
9. SP, ceiling decreased to less than 1;000'; ice-pellets

began.
10. L_(no specified requirement).

SP, ice pellets ended, freezing precipgition began.
12. SA, hourly observation.
13. SP,_freezing precipitation ended, 'Precipitation began.
14. Lino specified requirement).
15. sp, precipitation ended:
16. SP, ceiling increased to above 1,000'.
17. SP. precipitation *On.
18. RS, houly observation, visibility incrc d.to 1 mile.

thunderstorm begin.
19. SP, visibility increased to 2 miles.

259 1.

0.

20. SP, visibility decreased to less-than I I/ 2 miles.
21. SP, hail began, visibilio decreased to less than 1 mile.
22. SP, hail ended.
23. RS, hourly obleivation, visibility increased to 3 miles

and ceiling increased to 1,500 feet.
25. SP, thunderstohn ended:
26. L (no specified requirement).
27. SP, precip4tion ended.
28. SA, hourly abservation.

249 - 2. L SA, hourly observation.
2. SP, precipitation began, ceiling decrepsed to less than

3,04XY.

3. SA, hourly obserVition.
4. SP...thunderstorm began, ceiling decreased to less t

L000'.
5. SP, windspeed doubled,. thunderstorm increase in

intensity.
6. RS, hourly observation, thunderstorm ended, ceiling

increased to greater than'3,000'.
7. RS, hourly observation, precipitation ended.

I. DATE/TtME,RIRCR RecEiveo_ _ . P La E P . 2 2 / 2256 ( z,
Z. LOCATION OR EXTENT OF- PHENOMENA - ^. 3. TIME OBSERVED

19...T. W .0pc 222' .i'ii
. PHENOMENA AND A -I tiPIE

8Kit/ VY - S _rs-rd4Is - 3'0 BK/%1 34/5 CheAA/L L-77iG CCCG
,..1-

0
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.0"
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Figure 5. Completed AWS Form 12 (objective 250, exert
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CHAPTER 5

251 First; thevictias newt be rescued, then, if needed, artificial
respiration nia.0 be started as quickly as possible; treat for
shock b_ylootertin_sttiaht clothing and removing bulky
items; keep hips warns; if the person n conscious give hith
warm coffee; tug; or cocoa, bat never alcohol; if oxygen is
avail -able -givetit* it to Min; if the person is unconscious place
him on his stonsaels with face turned to one side; and call
midi al aid itinediately.

251 - 2. Call medical aid anaiecliately; Pitted the victim against
shook and infection No nor attempt to remove any clothes
that may be slit* to the burned area); and make him
Ceinfortable.

=_
252.- I. ;_ It reduces the -Chin

Written i
252 - Ton&
252 - 3. Others
252 - 4: To p

r echoes will be
aginglhe scope.

;60 - I. The echo at 100 miles would appear much weaker.
260 - 2. The purpose of range normalization is to malts echoes'of

equal reflectivity at different ranges appear with equal
intensity and definition.

- ,261 - I. For a 'clou.d having aliquid water content igrarri per
cubic meter the attenuation is approximattity, .0 times the
amount of a moist atmosphere, - 's,

261 2. The Precipitation attenuation would be aggfrOxinustely 8
times the cloud attenuation.

- ,

262 - 1. Noritially not.
262 - 2. Ground clutter echoes normally have sharper, more well

defined edges than a cloud.
262 - 3. Interference from another radar appears as a moving

spiral patternon the PP/.

263 - I. (1) f, li; i; (2) g. j; (3) b, k; (4) a, b; (5) d; (6) c, e.

coirtectly. 264 - 1.
264 - 2.

253 - The radar _out a short pulse of energy Whith is
265 - I.intercepted and reflected by t he-target. The returned signal

is amplified and displayed on the radar scope. Th?time
265 - 2.duration between the emitted and returned signal

measures the diatance to the target: .
- 261-3.253 - 2. The radio signal Mitred by the radar. travels at the speecle;

of light instead 01 the-weal of sound. The signal of the 7 a y.
radar travels its a directional beam rather than all
directions as sound does. . 265-- t.

254 - Pulse length greets the minimum range the set, since
the 'transmitter must be shut off by tune the kilie
reflected signal returns. 77"

b. Pulse repetition frequetiCycliffeett the maximum range. 266 - 3.
c. The signal milt have time to return to the set h.efole the

next pulse is transmitted, Antenna-Motion would affect
the max noun! pange of the set; but ONLY Qt
too fast for tlk signal to return .befort the antenna
moved: This 0_ NOT the ease.

c 2. Pulse length may,bi4447sured in unit of t lie it takes the
-radar to send on i.W11 (e/tpressed in microseconds) orin
units of diatanceinanAlie front edge to the back edge of
the pulse (expresised hi meters).

-.Y,2755 - I. A short_wayeiength would be scattered and blocked by
heavy precipitation and thus be attenuated more Safi a

wavelength.

(I) g (26 (3) a (4) d (5) e (6) f (7) c (8) h.
(I) cl; e (2) c (3) b (4) is f.
(I) d (2) e (3) e (4) f (5), b (6) g (7) a.

It permits a comparison of echo intenSity0the gain
reduction method.
It allows echqes of equal reflectivity at differen{ riinges to
appear with intensity and definition. .

It permits eci5es of very high ateflectivity," Which are
ilUrrounded bY echoes of moderate}y high reflectivity to be

Clearly displayed.
It stores the target pattern until if, is deliberately et teal

Draw a red line through the erroneougastatuftinter the
`colleet dais above it in red pencil. . -

Enter4Wdate for the first observation on the page and for
-the first observation of each' -new day on the page.
They Mcome a part of the. National Weathei%records.

;55^:-/Hcngthe wave length q( the FPS-77 is 5 centimeters:/-
256 - V. The three beam thatatteristics are beam

illumination, aid beans /might. ,-
256 - 2. A t h eyea_

. determinist _i utniiiatipn
pr5s,. entation so tlswt fft II echo that

-;.- by 4 tat*. is the vol flied" by 'tom
:,:- oniVi t=lae 1

''' Since , 1141 t itt is not the l'ilme_eleVationo
abaVOilettalth's Surface throughout its niaxiiinairi range,
a correetion for begirt height must -be added to cloud
heightaeatirriitea. . ,

. 4

267 - 1. T . curly observation as nein' 35 minutes after the
hoo . ssiblt.
When of special interest are first observed and then
at 10 5 minutes after each hour as long as the echoes
meet I criteria.
Any 6 of the 13 retluirejnents listed in table 5.A.
Any 3-of the 7.c4sed as severe in table 5 -I.

CELLS.

267 - 2.

4
"4 267 - 3.

267 - 4.

258 > I.°
.268
261/7.3t,

269 - It
269 - 2. '

0 - I.
- 2.

Q 3,

-5.-
-6.

271 -
271 -
271 - 3.
211 - 4.

257 - 1: a: Range resolution; b. bearing resolution; c. eleVatioit
reso tuna%

257 - 2. a'. no b. yes; c. yea,

258 - I. Superrefraction (possible ducting) would be most likely to
OCCUr.

258.- 2. Subretraction may occur under these conditions if
precipitation is not occurring.

259 - I. Droplet size and wavelength of the radar.
259 - 2. Droplet size and Wivelenth of the ra13ar.
259 - 2. 1!.1,000;000. b--de

LN 6.
AREA 5. -

.
Thunderstorms, TRW.
Steady rain, R.

Very strong (++).
Extreme (XX).
Stroagl+).
Very strong (+,+)
Moderate (no entry),
trongeo.

Icreasing
Deer tlrg (
No c ange (
Decreasing (

271 - 5. Increasing4+
271 - 6. New echo (NE

272 - 1: 5/30 1:35/ 35:
' 272 - 2. 320 /23.

'272 = 3. W/35 15/30 27012-280/32.

273 - 1. A line 12 thileS Wide, 121,; .

271= 2. An area with approxirriketY .a 10 mile diameter; DIO:
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275 - I. 835 LN STRW++/+345/50 295/ 43 200/53 25W 12745
310 330/ 45.

275 - Z 2235_ AREA I ORJ NC 100(53 115/ 57 115/57 185/59
207/57 230125 100/ 28 0000' U150.

276 - I. a. A; b. A; c. Sof; d. e. A; f. 0; M; H. A; i. 0:j. M.

277 - I. Less than 0.3 inch.
277 - 2. No: MOST TOPS BLO .250 should 'indicate mostly'

277 -- 3, More than 2.5 inches:

278 - I.. The cantour lines are drawn to indicate intensities of 1, 3,
and 5.

278 - 2. The movement for an area is indicated by a windshaft for.
direction And barbs for speed. The cell movement is
indicated by an arrow for direction and number for speed.

278'7 3.; -The contraction LM is used for stationary. echoes to
- indicate little movement.

278 - 4. "the contrisction SLD (solid) is plotted 'on the chart to
'indicate lines, with coverage of greeter than 8 tenthi.

279 - I. a. riimTornado.
;b. Tornado.
c. Severe thunderstorm and large hail.
d. Tornado and Wise bail.
e. Hail I / 2 inch or more in diameter.
f. Tornadoes with large hail.

.

280- I. a. Uvete thunderstorms and hail.
b. Severe thunderstorms with 'had at the surface tornado

if associated with hook, finger, or protrusion on the
PPI.

c: Spike indicates hail shafts associated with intense
thunderstorms.

d. Severe thunderstorms, tornado, hail.
e. (Same as b above).
f. Severe thunderstorms with large hail sand possible

torno (this criteria is not as good as is penetration of
the tropopause).

281 - 1. a. This is the echo often associated with severe weather.
b. Tornadoes, severe thundeittbrms, hail and high winds;
c. Potential tornadoes or severe thunderstorms

depend' on echd tops.
d. Tornadoes, Severe; thunderstorms. and hail, if echoes

are strong or vry strong.
e. , Severe thunderstorms, tornadoes, and hail are

:indicated at_point of intersection.
f. Potential tornado.' severe thunderstorm, and hail

depending on echo intensity;
g. Tornadoes, severe thunderstorms, and had.

282 - a. Thunderstorm.
b. TOrtildo.
c. Hail.
d. Tornado.

283 - Hurricanes may have all the other severe weather
associated with it.

283 - 2. The appearance gf the outer band, often in the nature of a
squall line some 200 miles from the center of the hurricane. ,

283 - 3-. Spiral bands are the precipitation bands which spiral out
from the Will cloud of a hunicane.

283 - 4. The center can be located either by the appearance of an
echci-freee or 6y us' g a spiral overlay.

283 - 5. The greatest echo height in a hurricane are found in the
peltTrrimme squall line the wall cloud.

283 - 6. nie violent wind squalls associate" with the echoes of
the spiral band or the ec oes forming the Wall cloud:

284 - I. The five remons for taking radar photographs are:

(I) To develop a scope photo reference file.
(2) To record radar echo patterns in and about the scene

of an aircraft mishap; ground damage to aircraft, or
damage to insm1Mtions: _

(3) Forum in displays and briefings.
(4) To record weather patterns of -climatological or

research value. -
(5) To train new radar meteorologists or broaden the

knowledge of those aliisady trained.

285 - I. Mount the camera so it_ is aligned with the PPI scope and
immobile aril hold the shutter of the camera.open while
the antenna makes two complete revolutions: '

285 2. Mount die camera so it is aligned with the'RHI scope and
immobile and hold the shutter of the camera open while
the antenna makes two complete vertical Sweeps jn
automatic elevation.

285 - 3. f Mount the camera so it is aligned with the AfR scope and
immobile and hold the shutter of the Cimera open for
,approxiMately five Seconds. :i

'286 - I. Stateinents a and d ate false. .

'

Angels
.

appear op the PPI scopeas incoherent echoes.
b. Thin lines echoes are frequently obierved in advance of

squall lines or a thunderstorm complex.

CHAPTER 6

287,- I. Statements' a, b..e, h. l, and n repreaelit photographic
sensors:
Slater its c, d, f, g. and j represent lksensors.
Statements k andm represent both sensorss.

288 - 1. hi 2, i; 3, 4, c, e; 5, h. i; 6, d, i."
e

289 I. I, a; 2, ti; 3. b; 4, d.:5,1g4,c; 7, f:11, ci,j; 10, I; I I, m; 12, k;
13, i.

CHAPTER 7

290 -I. c.d; 2, n 3, a; 4, g. ti; 5, e; 6, E.

291 - I. Statements c, dy and e are !else.
c. The scnsor-shnuld be hung from a support, away from

;nonrepresentative heat and moisture sources such as
your body;

A. The wind vane assembly will lock into the generator
housing only if the feat side is on the right sWe when you
lice the rear of the generator housing. -

e. The preciisitaticiniptirespike should be foreed into the
ground; nor driven in, in a vertical position to insure

. tlmt the measurement is representative.

292 - I.. DEW.
292 - 2. Higher than the white do\t,
292 - 3. Check that the cable connections Are clean and tight.
292 -4. Set_ the selector switch to AIR; rotate the DEWPOINT

TEMP control until the null meter centers, continue-to
adjust the control until the null meter remains centered for/

to 30 seconds; 'then rotate the control 5° higher; the
"meter should deflect two or more divisions to the right. TO'
check the dewpoiiil circuit turn the-ser switch to the
BAL position and adjust the BAL control until the wind
meter needle reaches th white dot; then turn the selector
switch to DEW and adjust the DEWPOINT TEMP
control until the null Meter remains centered fbr 20 to 30
second*. The indicated temperature

208
88



(dewpoint) should be loweethan" the temperature ob-
tained with the select& set at AIR.

292 - 5. To test the -wind detector: turn the selector to OFF and
the speed switch to the 0 -10 position. Hold the detector
generator housing in one hand And spin the propeller in a
clockwise direction. The meter should deflect upscale.
Repeat this procedure with the speed' witch in the 0-50
position.
T6 eheqk the direction circuits set the selector switch to
the 180°, position and the speed switch to the 0-10
position and align the 90° index over the index mark on
the generator hooting; the wind, meter should indicate
90° on the lower direction scale. Change the speed switch
to 0:50' position; this should have no effect on the
reading. Repeat this procedure by aiiining .the 180°,
270°. and 360° indexes oyer the index mark on the
generator housing. Repeat this procedure with the
selector switch in the 0° position and read the direction'
from the upper scale on the wind meter. If any direction
is more than 5° off notify maintenance.

293 - I. A. 0.10 inch,' b. 1.04 inches, c. 0:79 inch.
293 - 2. a. 5 inches b. 3 inches.

aen
division equal 0.2 knot. Read and record to the nearest
knot of average speed.

294 - 2. Set the selector switch to the 0° position and read the
direction from the upper.direction scale to the nearest
10°.

295 - I. AIR. .

295 2. The BAL control standardizes the deWpoint_ sensor._
295 - 3. When the temperature measured for the dewpoint

0° C. Ar
295 - 4. The sensor takes a long time to stabilize when the dew-

point is very low or the sensor has.been brought out of a
heated area into a Very cold Location.

295 5. a. Set the selector switch to BAL.
b. Adjust_ the BAL control 'until the wind meter needle

lines up with the _white _dot:
c. Set the sele_ctor_ switch to_the_DEW position.
d. Adjust' the DEWPDINT TEMP control unit until the

null meter needle centers.

295

294 - I. Place the selector switch in the OFF position and the
Speed switch in the 0-50 position: Read the.speed from
the wind meter. letting each minor division equal I knot. 296
If the speed is less than 10 knots, set the speed swirtc.AN ;fl 296

-tile. 0-10 position and read the scale letting each minor 296

e. When -the null meter remains centered for 20 to 30
sec_ondsrecord_the reading from the dial of the DEW-

_ _ POINT TEMP control:
- 6. 20 to 30 seconds.

- I. a. 30.18, b. 26.725, c. 21.960. d: I9.§45.
- 2: a. 20.520. b. 26.750. c. 29.930, d. 30.325.
- 3. ac 19.965. b. 23.750. c. 27.030. d. 29,030.

1979-640-218/337 AUGAFS,AL(793914)1400
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S TOP- 1. MATCH ANSWER SHEET TO THIS EXERCISE NUMBER.
2. USE NUMBER 2 PENCIL ONLY.

EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE
VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE

25150 02 21

SURFACE OBSERVATIONS, RADAR, AND SATELLITE

Carefully read the following:
DO's:
77--Check the "course," "volume," and "form" numbers from the answer

sheet address tab against the "VRE answer sheet identification
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;13
MULTIPLE CHOICE

1. (200) How can stratocumulus be distinguished from altocumulus?

a. Size of elements.
b. Color of elements.

c. Appearance.
d. Movement.

2. (200)_ Which of the following clouds often occurs below layers
Of altOstratus and nimbOstratus during bad weather?

a. Stratocumulus = L4. c. Stratus - L6.
b. Stratocumulus - L5. d. Stratus - L7;

3. (201) A corona is often present at night with which of the following
clouds?

a. Stratocumulus. c. Altostratus.
b. Altocumulus. d. Cirrocumulus.

(201) The sun appears as though seen through ground glass when
WhiOh of the following clouds is present?

a; Stratus - L6; = c. Altostratus - Ml;
b. Stratus - L7. d. Altostratus -.M2.

5. (201) The middle clouds that form from the spreading out of cumulus'
-,or cumulonimbus are

a. altocumulus - M3.
b. altocumulus - M4;

c. altocumulus
d. altocumulus - M9;

(, 6. (202) The cirrus clouds that are often in the form of an anvil
are

a; Hl. c. H3.

b. H2; \ d. H4.

7. (202) Which of the followinehigh clouds iS associated with a
mgkerel sky?

a. Cirrocumulus - H9; c. Cirrbstratus - H6;
b. Cirrostratus - H7. d. Cirrus - H4.

8. (203) Whit is the classification of the orographic cloud that is
found on the leeward side of a mountain and has vertical development?

a; Strgtocumulus
b. Altocumulus .= M3.

c. Cumulonimbus - L3.
d. Cumulus L2.

2
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9.(200 Refer to table 1=1 in. th4 teit.. What isthe cloud code
group fOrtithe following sky conditions?:
Stratocumdlus not from cumulus and cumulus at different heights,
altocumulUe of achaotic sky, and cirrocumulus.

a. 1467. c; 1889;
b. 158 7. d; 1899.

le

10. (205) Refer to tables 1-2 and 1-4 in the text. from the following_
information determine the cloud layers and reportable heights.
3-/_10 CU 1500', 2/10 AC 9/i500' and 2i10 CI 20,500'

11.

a. 15 SCT 90 SCT 205 BKN.
b. 15 SCT 95 BKN 200 BKN:
c. 15 SCT 95 SCT ?00 BKN.

15 SCT 90 BKN 210 BKN.

(205) Refer to table 1=4 ih the text. What are the layers and
reportable:heights for thefollowing observed sky condition?
Surface based foelhides 2/10 of the sky, 4/10 ST (2/10 opaque)
at 2,000 feet, an .4/10 AC,(all.transparent at 10,500 feet..

a. 20 SCT 1Q5 BKN:,
b. -X 20 SCT 105 BKN.

c. =X 20 BKN- 100 -BKN.
d. =X20 BKN 100 -OVC.

12. .2.06)- When'using the RBC tb4letermine the height of Xsingie
brOken or overcast layer of:Clouds use the point

a: of Maximum defleCtio'n:
b. 'where the beam trace begins to widen.
d; where thebeam trace is twice ite normal width;
d. where tile beam trace begins to narrow. e :

13.' (207) HoW ahOuld you clJssify a deill.ng height taken by a pilot?
-

4

a. M. c. X.
, J

b. :E. d. A. ,

14. (208) Encode the following sky oohaltion-to inClude a cloud code
group'.

4/10 SC (not from CU) at an estitated height of 1600 fti
AC yroM CU)" at an estimated height of 12,000 ft.

a. 16 SCT E120 SCT; 1440.

b. 16 SC? E120 SCT; 1560.
c. 16 SCT 120 SCT; 1440.

d. 16 SCT 120 SCT; 1560.

3
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15. (208) Encode the following skrccondition to indlUdd Significant
reharks and a cloud code group.
2/10 CU of_moderate vertical development located east Of the field

at an estimated 1900 feet: 4/Io with an anvil top West of.the

field moving east at an estimated 2500 feet.

a. 19 SCT 25 BKN; CB W MOVG E; 1300.
b. 19 SCT E25 BKN; CW'W MOVG E; 1900. I__

O. 19 SCT E25 BKN; CB W MOVG E; TCU E; 1900.

d. 19 SCT 25 BKN;..CB W MOVG E; TCU El 1300.

16. (209) What is the normal baseline foe the rotating beam ceilometer

(RBC)?

a. 300 feet.
b. 400 feet.

0 feet.
d. ,000 feet.

17. (210) What caution must be kept in find when i-eadihg the.indicator

on the CRT of We RBC?

3

a. With 400' baseline, height indidaiitina above 60° must be carefully

observed.

b. With 300' baseline, height; indications ANON/6 760 must be carefully

observed..

c. The measured height changed rapidly as the elevation angle

approaches 450-
c. The measured height changes rapidly as the elevation angle

.approaches 900.

18. (211) How manyoreadings'should be obtained from the clinotheter

to use the height as a mefibured doping?
41,

a- 4
-/- c. Three.

In Two. \ e d. Fotir.

-N...

19; .(212) How do you nter partially obscured conditions in Meter

code?
:._;.,,---

a. X: / c. 1/.

%°' 4,t1.. -X. d. ///.\

20. (213) When selecting visibility markert for nighttime, you should

use
t

a; ,unfocused .lights
b. dailit colored_ob cts.

d focuied airwa beacons.
t colored- bjeota.. igfi

" -4 1
0, t

16
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21. (214) What entries would you make in cols 4 and 13 oicAWS

Form 10 for visibility varying from5/8 to 1 1/2 to 3/4 to 1.

a. 7/8V; VSBY 5/8V 1 1/2.

VSBY 5/8V 1 1/2.

d. 1V; VSBY 5/8V 1.
d.. 1V; VSBY 5/8V 1 1/2;

22. °(214) What entries should be made in cols 4 and 13 of Ai Form 10

if the visibility is: NE 4, SE 3, SW 2 1/2, NW 2 ??

. 3; VSBY SW 2 1/2.

. 3; limn SW 2 1/2 NW 2.
8: 4; VSBY SW 1 1/2-NW 2.

d. 4; VSBY SE 3 SW 2 1/2 NW 2.

23. (215) The transmissomete= is required to be in opeNition

a.. continuously.
b. when visibility 16 three miles or less or expected within

three miles.
c. ;when visibility is two tile6 or less or expected within three

Mile8.
d. when visibility is -three Miles or less or expected within

two Miles.

24. (216) When iS.the FMN-1 computer required to be in oPeration?

a. Continuously.
b. Wt n visibility is three miles or less or expected,trithin

three hours.
c. When visibility is two miles or less or expected within three

hours.
d. When visibility is three miles or less or expected within

two hours. 0

25. (216) What Condition could render the current RVR com ter readout

value invalid?

a. Change in visibility;
b. Change in light, setting:

. Change_ in obscuring phenbmena.

d. Time Change.-
4 -

26. (217) It'If_the runway visual range for runway 18R is 1,000 feet,
how i6 this transmitted locally and longline, respectively?

a. RVR10; R18VR10., c. RVR10; RVR10.

b. R18VR10; R1t4,10. . d. R18VR10; R18VR10.

it; 2
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27. (218) _How is the runway visual_range entered on AWS Form 10a
in columns 4C and,4D, respectively, if the runway-Visual range
for runway 36 is 3,600 feet (1100 meters)?

a. .R36VR36; R1100. c. R36VR36; R3600.
b. R36VR11; R3600. d. R36VR36; RVR36.

28. (219) To be classified as a tornado the whirling.vortex must

remain aloft over water.-
b. remain aloft over land.
d: touch the ground..
d. touch the water.

29. (2201 What are the requirements for entering thunderstorms on
AWS Foeth 10?

a. Thunder must have_been heard-in thrkpast_15 minutes.
'b. Thunder must be heard_at time of ollaervation.
C. Lightning* all types must be occurring.
di Hail must be occurring at time of observation.

30., (220) On AWS Form 10, what is the column 13 entry for a thunderstorm
that began at 1045, an observation was taken but not transmitted,
the thunOerstorm is west of the station moving east?

a. T W MOVG E. c. No entry.
b. T 845 MOVE EL d. T 845 W MOVG E.

31. (221) The three main forms of precipitation are

a. liquid, freezing, and gaseous.
b. liquid, fre ing, an47solid.
di liquid, sot , and round.
d. solid, freez gi an irregular.

32. (221) How do you dist uish between rain and drizzle?

a. Accumulation.
b. Size and spacing of drops;
di Rain tends to "float" in the'atmospherei
d. Drizzle usually falls from cumulus type clouds.

33. (222). Precipitation is classified as intermittent if it

a. stops'and starts at least once_within the'past hour.
b; stops and starts at least twice within the past hour;
c. stops and starts at least within the past 15 minutes;
d.. is ,occurring at the station,but not at the time of observation.

290
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34. (223) What procedures are required wifen measuring liquid precipitation?
%

art I

a;

b;

C.
d;

Insert
Insert
Insert
Insert

3 (224) TheI are

stick,
stick;
stick,
stick,

read to nearest .01inch; and record;
read to.nearest .1_inchj and record;
read t% nearest .01_inch, record, andempty gage;
read to nearest_.1 inch, record, and empty gage.

five hydrometers classified as obstrottions to vision

a; fog; ground fog, blowing.snow, ice fog,.and rain;

b; fogi ground fog, ice fog, blowing snow, and snow.
c; blowing snowi_blowing spray, fog, ice fog,_and drizzle;

d; fog; ground fog, blowing snow, Jo, fOg, and blowing spray;

36. (224) What are the five lithometeors classtfied as obstructions

to vision?

,a; Bust, blowing
ih; Oust, blowing
c; Blowing dust,
d. Blowing sand,

dust, blOwing sand, haze, and smoke;
dust, blowing spray,_haze,:andsmoke;
blowingpsandt dust, haze, and fog.
dust, haze, smoke, and blowing snow;

37. (225) Indicate the appropriate entries ,n ASW Form 10, for columns

4, 5, and 13, re6pectively, for,the.fq owing
Dust is being 'picked up by strong surface winds, prevailing vi ibility

is 6 miles, tower visibility-is 4 miles.

a; 6; BDi no entry. i O. 6; D; no entry.

.b; 6; BD; TWR VSBY 4. d. 6; D; TWR VSBY'4;

38. (226)_ Indicate the appropriate entries on AWS Form 10 for-columns

4A, 4B, 4C, 4D,.5Ai and 5q0-xes0Optively, for the following information
Prevailing viiibilityia 4 statute miles, runway 0 visual range
is'6000 feet (1830 iiieteea)i44nt rainshoWers are occurring.

a. 4; 6000: RO3VR60; R18 pA, -; 80RASH.

b. 4; 8000; RO3VR60; nn.-00;ty 80RASH;.

c. 4; 60004 RO3VR60; no entry;130RASH; RW -.
d. 4, 60; RVR60; RP1830; HASH8GRASH;

.26Y Indicate the appropriate entries on AWS Form 10a for columns

4A., 4B, 4C, 4D0 5A, 513, and 13,'respectively, for the following

itiformation.
Prevailing visibility is 1/4 'statute mile with visibility 1/2
to the NE, runway 36 visual radge iS 1000 feet,(300 meters), fog

is completely obscaring the sky with no change in the last hour.

a; 1/4; 0400;
b; 1/4; 0300;

c; 1/4; 0400;
d. 1/4; 0300;

41

D

R36VR10=;
R36VR03 -;

R36VR10-;
R36V1310-;

130300=; F4 45FG; VSBY NE 1/2.
RM1000=4_F; 44FG; no entry. -

R0300; FG; 45FG; VIS NE 1/2.
RP0300; FG; 45FG; no

7
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40. (227) Which of the following pressure concepts is the reference
level for-all pressure values?

a. Mercurial barometer reading.

b. Sea-level pressure.
c. Station pressure.
d. Altimeter setting.

41. (227),_When-`taking a 6- hourly pressure_observation, which of the.
following instruments should be used if all pressure instruments

are 'available and properly calibrated?

a; Mercurial barometer. c. Microharograph.

b. Aneroid barometer; d. Altimeterrsetting indicator.
U--,

,42. The pressure instrument that is equipped with dashpots to compensate,

for the effects of vibraLon is the

a. altimeter setting indicator.
b. aneroid baroMeter.
c. mercurial barometer.
d. microbarograph.

43. (228) Which of the following pressure instruments has a correction

applied to compensate for defects in manufacturing,

a; Mercurial barometer.
b. Altimeter setting indicator.
c. Aneroid barometer.

.44P- d. Microbarograph. 1

44; (229). Generally, the mercurial barometer 3 tad to the nearest

a. .005 inch. c.

b. .001 inch. d. .05 millibar._
.1 millibar.

45. (230) The aneroill barometer is read to the nearest

a; .001 inch or .01 Millibar;
b. ;002 inch or .02 millibar.
c. ;005 inch or .1 Millibar.
d. ;010 inch or .a millibar.

.46.46(231) Wtlen used as the primary pressureinstrument the microbarograPh

must be set to zero correction when the error exceeds

a. .020 triCh" b. c. .040 inch.

b. .030 inch. -d. ,050 inch.

25.150 -02 -21
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47. (232) How Often is a correction computed for the midrobarogrh
when it is the primary pressure instrument?'

a. Every 3 hours.
b. Every t hours.
a. Once per4day.
d. At every aneroid 'barometer comparison.

(23311 How many consecutive comparisons are required before the
aneroid barometer is determined reliable?

a; 5.

b. 10;_

. 15.

20.

49; (233) After the aneroid barometer is determined reliable, hoW
often should barometer ophiparisons be made?

i

a. Hourly; \. . WjeekIy.
.-- -I

b, 'Daily; d. 'MOntkqy.

50. (234) What is the correct entry in column 65 of AWS Form. 10 if:
the observed barometer -is 29.963, the sum of corrections is -.137,

and the barograph is 29.820? A

a. =.005.
b. ='.006.

a; +.005.
d. +.006;

51. (235) Using table 3-1 and g:2 from the text; what is the sea -level
pressure if the station pressure is 28;040 inches; the 12-hour mean
temperature is 45° F. and the station elevation is 560 meters?

956.2 millibars; c. 1016;4- millibars.

1015.6 millibars. d. .1614.2 millibars.
_ . y

52. (236) Using table 3 -3 from the text,- what is the altimeter
setting if the station 'pressure is 28;980 and therstation elevation

is 515 feet? .

a. 28;44;
b. 28.98;

c., 29.35.
d. 29.53.

I

53. (236) Using table 3-4?iiom Nbe text; what is the altimeter setting
if the station pressure is 29.760 and the station elevation is
750 feet?

a. 29.76.

b. 30.56. d.

36.65.
30.86.

'
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54. (237)\ using tables and 3-6 from the text; what 1;M the app

group if-the trace characteristic indicated that'the pressure

fell then increased. The pressure 3 hours ago was 29.000, and
is now 29.045?

a.

b.

015.
515.

c. 345;

d. 545.

55. 238) The temperature range on the TMQ-11 is

a. -50 to 90° F.
b. =50 to 90° C.

a; -80 to +130° F.
d. -80 to 130° C.

56. .(2385 What is entered in columns 7 and8i respectively, of AWS

FOrM 10 if the readings on the TMQ-11 are: temp -20', dewpoint

=19 and ice fOg is present?

a. =20; -19.

b. -20; M.

a. -20; //.
d. -20: -20.

57. (239) If the dry -bulb temperature -is 37° F. or belOwi the water
Usdd. to moisten the wet bulb should be

a; precooled;
heated;'

'kept at room - temperature.
kept at outside temperature;

58; (240) The sling psychrometer should be ventilated

a. for 15 seconds. _ .0
b. until the wet-bulb temper Lure starts to_increaSe.

c.. until the wet -bulb temperaiUre shows no.further_decrease;

4: until two successive wet-SUlb readings are within . ° F.

59. (241) When using the psychrometric calculator to compute the

dewpoint, if the vet-bulb temperature is' below 32° F., and the

Wick is frozen; you

a. use the hi-h aide and set the'Q index'to-the DP_scale:

b. use the range.;.;i7;_and set 0° index to*the Tri scale;

c.' use the ISrate MT-and Set-the elndex to the DP scale.

use the 1OU range ;17; and,atthe '0° index'to the Tei scale;

25150=02=2J
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(2375' Using tables and 3-6 from the text, what is the app

group if the trace characteristic indicated that the pressure

tell then increased. The pressure 3 hours ago was 29.000, and
is now 29.045?

a. 315.
b. 515.

c. 345.
d. 545.

55. (238) The temperature range on the TMQ-11 is

a. -50 to 90° F. , -80 to +130° F.

b. =50 to 90° C. d. -80 tp-130° C.

56. ,(238)_ What is entered in columns 7 and. 8i respectively, or AWS

FOrM 10 if the readings on the TMQ-11 are: temp -20i dewpoint

=19 and ice fog is present?

a. =20; -19.
b. =20; M.

a. -20; //.
d. -20: -20.

57. (239) If the dry -bulb teMperature_is 37° F. or beldwi the water
dmitid.to moisten the wet bulb should be

a; precooled. kept at room:temperature.

.1); heated.' d. kept at outside temperature;

58 (240) The sling psychrometer atiould be ventilated 1

.a. for 15 seconds.
b. until the wet-bulb temper ture starts to- increase.

c.. until the tempera ure shows no.nethee_Oecrease.
/

4: until two successive wet-bulb readings are Within..r° F.

_

59." (2415 When using the psychrometric calcUlator to compute the

dewpoitit, if the vet-bulb temperature'is belo4 32° F., and the

Wick is frozen, you

a. use the hi-h Ini,Bal side and set the 0° index'to-the DP scale:

h. use the range-37;_and set _the 0° ihdex to*the_Tri scale;
c,;' use the /76177Eme sue', and aet-the. 0_ index to the DP scale.

d. use the low range ;TT; ahOtthe:0° index to the Tei scale;

4
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60. (242) _Use the follaidnit value
interpolation.

solve for the dewpoint by using

71 60

71.4

72 62

a. c. 61.2.

b. 60;8; a. 61.6.

61. (243) A time_adjustment is'required when the wind recorder chart

is in error more than

a; 5 minutes.
h. 10 minutes.

c. 15 minutes.
d. 20 minutes.

62; (244)_ Using table 3 -8 in the text; what should be recorded for
the wind speed if the wind ia-felt on the face and the leaves

rustle?

. 1 to 3 knots. c. 7't8":107khots.

4 to 6 knots. d. li to 16 knots.

63. (245) What variance in wind speed is required to record a wind

gust?

. 5,knots more than the average wind Speed.
b. 10 knots_more than the average wind speed.,
c. 5 knots_between peaks and lulls.
d. lb knots between peaks and lUlle.

(246) A peak wind -of 36 knots from 2800 at 1146 GMT is recorded
in colon 13 of AWS Form 10 as

Pi WND 2836/46.
,b. PK WND 3628/46.

PEAK WND 2836/1146.
PEAK WND 3628 1146..

65. (2473_4111 elements Of an:hourly weather observation should be
observed within what length of time prior to dis= minati the

report?

a. 5 minutes.
p. 10 minute

11

0. 15 minutes.
d. 20 minutes.
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66. (248) ingle-element special observations may be taken for whiCh

of the following conditions?

a. Winds; tornadic activity; or runway_conditions.

b. visibility-, tornadic-activityi or runway_conditiOn8.
RVR9 tornadic activityi or runway conditions:

d. RVIlp thUnderstorm activityi or runway conditions.

67,. (249) 'What type of observation should be taken immediately after
notification of an aircraft mishap?

a. Record. c. Record special.

b. Special: d. Local.
7

68. '(250) In the PIREP format what are the four standard contractions
for turbulence intensities?

a. EXTRMi SVRi nTs and -LGT.

b. EXTRMj-SVC-; OCNI.4._and LGT.
c; LGT_; MDITi pIrRi gnd EXTRM.

d. LGT; INT; SVR, and EXTRM.

69. (250) Which of the following elements reported _in a PIREP requires
that the PIREP be transmitted'as a weather warning bulletin?

a. Severe or_extrene turbulence.
' t. Squall lines:

c. Winds over 150 knots at poog feet.
d. Thunderstorms.

I

70; (252) If the magnetron starts arcing while you are operating-the
FPS-77i the first step to take 16

a. lower the magnetrOn_current.
b. turn off the_power switch.
c. call the maintenance personnel.
d. pull the circuit breaker.

71. (253)- What -is -the reason the radar uses a pulse instead of a
continuous beam?

a. It, aIlows;the radar_time to- build_ up.energyifor the next pulse.

b. It saves wear_and;tear on the radar_transmitter.
c. It allows time for a reflected signal to return to the radar

set;
d. It saves electrical power;

301
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72. (254) :;The relationship between pulse length and the amount of
ene-rgy radiated is

a. inversely proportional;' so the ;greater the pulse length, the

less energy radiated.
. directly, proportional; so the greater the pulse length the

moreenergy radiated. - -'

c. irreleVent, since peop4gation velocity is constant.

6. important only in considering the design characteristice of

_thejradar-antenna.
/

73. (254) WhiCh CotbinatiOn of antenna rotation speed and PRF will

result in the greatest number of pulses returning to the radar?

a. _ Slow antenna rotAtion, low
b.' Fast antenna rotation, high PRF.
c. Slow antenna rotation, highl6RF.
d. Felt antenna rotation, low PRP;

74. (255)_The relationship between radiating wavelength and- attenuation

of radiant ever due to heair precipitation is that the

a. shorter the 'wavelength, the smaller the attenuation.

b. Shorter the wavelength, the greater the attenuation.

c. longer the wavelength, -the greater the attenuation.

d. correlation is negligibleC.

c_

(256) The width of the beam op radiant energy froth a given radar

Set depends upon the radiating wavelength an the

a. illuminated volume of the beam.
b. diameter of the antenna.
o length of the pulse;
d. average refractive index of the atmosphere.

. (256) The smallest precipitation (or cloud) area that can be

resolved by the radar is dependent on pulse length and

a. beam height. wavelength.

b. PRF. d. beam Width.

71. (257) =What type of resolution may cause a solid line of echoes

to break up into cells as the line approaches the station?

a. Range. c. Elevation.

Bearing. d. Target.

3
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78. (258) Subrefraction of a radar beam as it is progagated through

the atmosphere may

a. decrease the range of detection of low-level targets.

b. indicate positions of targets where no echo-producing phenomena
exists..

c. increase -the incidence of angel echoes.
,d; cause second trip echoes representing phenomena beyond the

normal range o e radar.

79. (258) Anomalous propagation of the radar beam is most likely
to occur when

a. abnormal atmospheric conditions exist.
b. heavy precipitation is occurring.
c. the radar set is improperly tuned.
d. the antenna is at higher elevation angles.

80. (259) Other factors being equal, radar is so much-more sensitive
to larger precipitation particles that the amount of energy returned
by two droplets, one ten times the size of the other, will be
in a ratio of

a. 1:1,000,00b. c. 1:10,000.

b. 1:10O,0. .d. 1:1,000.

81. 9259) Based on the concentration of water droplets, which of
the following types of clouds would be more readily detectable?

a. Stratus. c. Stratocumulus.

Altocumulus. d. Fair weather cumulus.

'82. (260) What control is used to dOmpare intensities Of echoes at
different ranges?

a. Iso Echo. w c. Intensity.
a

.

b. IF Attenuator. d. Range Normalizatio.

83. (261)' The ratie.of the two-way attenuation through a moist atmosphere
(no clouds) to the two-way attenuation through a representatiVe
cumulifort cloud is

a. 1:2.
b. 1:10.

c. 1:100.
d. 1:1,000.

84. (262) A moving spiraia pattern on the PPI is a common characteristic

of

a.- lightning interference.
b. T interference from other radars.
c. angel echoes.
d. moving aircraft.

033
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85. (263) The PPI scope presents a

a. picture of the most intense echoes.
b. view of the echo movement;
c. vertical cross section of the echoes.
A. a maplike picture of the area surrounding the antenna.

86. (263) The A/R scope displays

a. a:maplike picture of the areasurrounding_the antenna.

b._; the range -and relative intensity of -the echoes.

a vertical cross section of the echoes;
d. a view of the Mest intense echoes;

87. (264) When solid object echoes and precipitation edhOeS are
compared on the A/R scope, the precipitation echoes appear

A. As ill=defined
b.. brighter anci.more intense;
c. taller.
d. approximately the same;

88. (265) Which control on the FPS-77 radar Oevents an echo -that

ianear the station from appearing stronger than an equally intense

echo that is farther away?

a. ISO ECHO.
b. IF ATTENUATOR.

RANGE NORMALIZATION.
CEICON CONTROL.

89. (266) When are entries made in red pencil on AWS Form 104?

a. For severe weather echoes.
b. For all errors noted'.
e. For all reports that are transmitted.
d.' For errors discovered after the observation is transmitted.

ate

90. (267) WhiCh of the following special observations should be transmitted

as a severe report?

a. Flash floods.
b. Hailstorms.
c. Eye of the tropical cyclone.
d. Line echo wave patten (LWEP).



What 1s_a good method of determining whether a line of
s embedded with a larger echo area?

investigations at higher elevatiOn angles will
e fipperportions of the more intense echoes; thereby identifying

_ :the
414,r'ope' indications along various_azimuths_through'the echo

tW5V ,Will reveal the echoes comprising the line.'
'Investigation With the_RHI for echoes in -which the bright

''
band iS'not apparent shbuld identify actively convective echoes.

-,1..AkL_
. Since t40.echoes.apsociated With_aline are generally more

' .1.nteniethan_tbose_Of an enveloping area; a slow gain re-dilation
shouIereveal%the line echoes on the PPI.

. t
92; (269) Convective echoes on the PPI are differentiated from atratiforM

dehoda in that convective echoes

a. have more sharply defined edges:t
b. move more steadily.
c. are much More developed vertically.
d. produce deeper precipitation patterns.

93. (269) :.When using the ILATTENUATOR, stratiform echoes on the PPI
are differentiated from convective echoes in that stratiform echoes

will disappear uniformly;
,b. 0111 not change in appearance.
c. do not disappear uniformly;
d. have a wide variation in precipitation intensities.

94. (270) Which statement is correct concerning incldSion of echo
intensity in the radar observation?

a. Always report intensity.
b. Do not report intensity for echoes beyond 100 nautical miles.
c. Do not report intensity for ice pellets; freezing drizzle;

drizzle; hail; or snow.
d. Do not report intensity when two types of precipitation is

present.

4

95.( (271) The minimum time period for determining the intensity trend
for lines or areas is

a. 15 minutest. c. 45 minutes.
b. 30. mindttli. d. 1 hour.

305
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96. (272) Echo distance can be accurately determined by using the

a. PPI scope.
b. A/R scope and the RANGE STROBE.control;

c. RHI scope and the RANGE STROBE control
d. .remote PPI scope and the RANGE STROBE,cOntrol;

t
97. (273) When an echo is over or nearly over -the stationi-and you 'I

cannot identify its position because of precipitation attenuation
and ground clutter, 136W0 if at Ill, should you report the echo?

a. 000100,

b. NO entry is required.
c. Report it at a positiOn compatible with previous trends:of

. movement.

d. Indicate its presence by using remarks.

98. (274) In reporting eChO movement, no appreciable movement is

indicated by .

CALM.
JD: 0000.

. Not entry.

d. 3600.

99. (275) Determining the heightS of echoes is easiest,by use-of

the

a. PPI scope. c. A/R scope.

bV RHI scope. d. STC.

100.. (276) -Which of-the following coded radar reports is correct

for reporting an anticipated 12ihour equipment outage7atPortsmouth
Massachusetts; if the current tite_iS_1035Z on-the 18th and the

alternate reporting station is Bedford, Massachusetts?

ass

a. PSM PPIOM 182235Z ALTN BED.
b. PSM PPIOM ALTN' BED 182235Z.
c

ts.
PSM PPINA 182235Z ALTN BED.

d. PSM PPINA ALTN BED 182235Z.

101. (277) Refer to Table 5 -3 in the text. What does the intensity:

symbol reported in a.coded_radar observation refer to and how

is the intensity deterriined?

a. Refers only to the echo intensity, based upon the rainfall
rate. .

.b. Refers only to the precipitation associated with"the otho,j
based upon the rainfall rate.

c. Refers only to -the precipitation associated with the eChb,_
based upon reports of preCipitation intensity received from

other observing stations.
d. Refers to both the echo and the precipitation causing the

echo, based upon the rainfal rate.

3 r'17
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102. (278) Refer to text figure5-2%. An area; on_the Radar Summary
art, outlined by dashed lines indicates

an area of no echoes;
an area of observed severe weather;
a' Public Severe Weather Forecast.
an Aviation Severe Weather Forecast.

a.

b.
c.

d.

)

403. (279) A hook-shaped echo .configuration on the PPI scope indicates

a; an approaching hurricane._
b. severe turbulence conditions;
c.: hail- producing thunderstorms.
d. possible tornadoes or-funnel aloud;

.104. '(279) A "V" notch, often associated with tornado developmeit
is formed by

a. echoes_moviiihg,at -different speeds and directions, merging
Into_aksingle larger echo.

b. 1preciOtta ion attenuation.
c. apsquati: ine intersecting a warm fron
.d. a decaying-thunderstorm.

105. (280) Whenuconsi4iring echo height !or predicting hail, the
best criterion fs-echo tops

a. of ,20.,000 feet.

b. of_35,000 feet.
G;,.- that penetrate the tropopause.
d.' of 50,000 feet.

106. (281t) Severe weather occurs more commonly in

a. cells. c. frontal weather.
b. areas. d. lines.

107. (282) The maximum radar reflectivity in severe storms commonly
occurs

as near 20,000 feet; c. at the echo tops.
b. near the surface. d. near the center of the echo.

3f
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108; (283) The first radar indication of the approach of a hurricane

is usually
.

a. a shift to a more northerly direction of movement of echoes
appearing on the PPI. L ,

N
b. the appearance of an outer band comprising intense convective

aobivity.'
c. .the appearance of an outer band comprising dense cirriform

clouds_in advance of the spiral bands.
4. mmch the same as the approach of a warm front, with gradually

thickening clouds.

109. (283) Where are the greatest echo heighta in hurricanes found?

A. In the vast high cloud system formed as,the storm moves northWard
and inland,

b. In the convective clouds that radiate outward from the eye
along the spiral bands.;

4. In the convective clouds in the prehurricane squall line
and in the wall cloud.

d. In the heavy precipitation occurring in the northeast quadrant
-of the storm.

,

: *

1110. (28 ) Which of the following is not a purpose of the Radar Scope
Photography Program?

a. To deveLova scope_reference file.
b. To pho ograph scope presentation for displays and briefings.
0. To reCord weather tterns of cIlmatOIogicaI value.
d.'' To photograph scope presentations during inflight emergencies;

111. (285) When taking_alotograph of the RHI scope, the camera
shutter be held open while the antenna makes

a. one sweep upward.
b. one sweep up and down.
c. two sweeps up and down.
d. three sweeps up and down.

'112. (286) Refractive index discontinuities are generally considered
to be one of the causes of
/

a. Interference patterns:
b. angel echoes.
c. anomalous propagation edhoeS.
d. second trap echoes.

go8
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113 '287) Satellites equipped with IR measure the earth's cloud cover
t night by /

sensing -the radiative temperature of cloud tops and terrain
features:
using reflected sunlight_from cloud tops and-terrain features.
bouncing high-energy beams Off cloud tops and terrain features.
by photographing lights ray' emitted by the tops of clouds
and terrain features.

114. 2 8) The best configuration
ge aphical region:is

for constant monitoring of a specified

a. earth oriented sun-synchronous orbit.
b; earth oriented earth synchronous orbit.
c. space oriented sun-synchronous orbit.
d. =pace oriented-earth-synchronous orbit.

115. (289 I The greatest, resolution within a video picture is best
at a int

a. the center.
b. n r the outer_edge.
c. e ctly_1/2 the distance from the center to the outer stage.
A; be ween-the center and 1/4-the distance to the outer edge.

116; (289) e comma-shaped cloud is most.. frequently assotiated with a

a; move g vorticity center to the rear of a polor front.

b. tro cal stdorm.
c; mov g vorticity center ahead of a polar front.

d:- dies pating occluded front.

117. (290) Th barometer correction graph is used to correct barometric
pressure eadings for

a. temperature. o. instrument errors.
d. wind speed.

118. (291) When selecting a site to set up the TMQ=22, the Sensor
should be located

b. altitude.

a;

b.

c.
d.

as close as possible_to
in an area as free -from
as near the road as pose
in the case and removed

a_building and in the shade.
obstructions as possible:
ible.
only when taking temperatures.

3 o 9
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119. (292) During an- ,operational check of

is the selector switch When-Checking th

a.' AIR.
b. BAL.

c. OFF..
DEW.

TMQ-22, in what position
temperature sensor ?.

120. (292') When Checking,the TMQ-42; at what intervals should the
direction assembly :of the detector be lecked?

e. Evey 30 0 Every 90°

b. EVery 609. d. Every 180°.

121% (293) If five snow depth measurements are 4;0, 1.5, 2.5, 0.5,
and 5.0, what is recorded for snow depth.

A. 2.5 inches. c; 3.0 inchOls.

b. 2.7 inches.; d. 5 :0 inches.

122. (294) When the wind is blowing. primarily from the' orthi. what

Position ShOUld the selector -twitch be in and which scale Should

be read to obtain wind direction?

a. 0° and lower scale.
b. 0° and upper scale.

c. 180o_ and lower scale.--
d. 180° and upper scale.

123. (295)- When measuring the temperature, you Should place the selector

switch on-the-TMQ=22 in the

,a. AIR =position and adjust e BAL control.
b., BAL position and adjust t BAL control-

. BAL position and adjust theYDEW POINT TEMP control.

d. AIR position and adjust the DEW POINT TEMP control.

124. :(296) Using text figure 7-8, what is the barometer Corirection___

if the temperature is -20° C. and the barometer reading is-2M00.

A. =.020.
b.. -.030.

c. +.020.
d. 0.030.

31
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s.

Prefsee

VOLUME -2 covered the taking and recording of observations. What happens to
the observations after they are recorded and what are they used for? This volume

J will answer these two questions. .

This volume consists of five chapters. Chapter 1 covers the decoding of surface
weather codes; such as land synoptic, ship synoptic, airways, and METAR. It
also Covers PIREPs; which are occasionally plotted on locally_ prepared charts.
Chapter 2 presents information' on decOdin_g upper air codes. Chapters 1 and 2
also briefly review plotting _procedures. Chapter 3 presents the decoding of
analysis and forecast codes. Chapter 4 covers what happ9ns to the observations
after they are recorded It covers the area of communications from the telephone
to the 'pilot to metro service radio. Chapter 5 is a brief introduction_ to the final
res of the observations you take--analyzing plotted data and making forecasts
of weather conditions.

Tli are 13 (oblouts--eleven of these; FOS 1 through 5 and 8 through_ 13, tit
bound in a separate supplement. E0s 6 and 7 are included dtieparate inclosures.
Whenever you are referred to these foldouts in the text,. please turn to either the
supplement or to the separate inclosures and loCate the particular foldout.

Please note that in this volume we are using the singular pronoun he, his or
him in its generic sense; not its masculine sense. The word to which it refert is

persom
If you have questions on the acuracy or currency of the subject matter of this

text, or recommendations for its improvement; send them to the 3350 Technical.
Training Wing (ITGOX), Chanute AFB IL 61868.
' If you have questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any of
Eel's instructional aids (Your Key to Career tkvelopment, Behavioral Objective
Exercises; Volume Review Exereise; and Course Examination), consult your
education officer; training officer, or NCO, as appropriate. If he can't answer
your questions; send them to ECI, Guntek AFS AL 36118, preferably on ECI
Form 17, Student Request for Assistance.

This volume is valued at 30 hours (10 points).
Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of

April 1979.
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CHAPTER 1

NOTE: In this volume, the subject m tter is develO lied by a series of Learning Objectives. Lath of these
carries a 3-digit number and IS in boldface type. Each sets a learning goal for you The text that follows
the objective gives you the information you need to teach that goal. The exercises following the
information give you a check on your achievement. When you complete, them, see if your answers
match those in the back of this volume. If your response to an exerciseis incorrect; review the objective

and its Text

Surface Codes and. Locally Prepared Charts

MOST WEATHER stations are involved to some
degree in the decoding and plotting of weather
codes. NaturallY, if you are assigned to a weather
central, you plot a greater variety of weather charts
thin the weather observer -at a small detachment.
No matter where your assignment may take you an
important part of your duties involves plotting
Weather charts and diagrams. You are expected to
produce plotted charts that represent the various'
aspects of weather to the - forecaster. His success in
providing high-qtilitY forecast service depends
upon your spied, skill; acturtey, and initiative;
These 'same qualities determilw your success and
progiesinon in AWS; A thorcitigh _knowledge of the
weather _codes and proficienty in plotting them
insurer the fo recaster's' success_ as well as your own.

The codes discussed in this voluble are those that
you most frequently encounter as an observer. The
objective of this discusiion not to emphasize
encoding or decoding_ of indiViduit elements, but
rather to illustrate what these codes represent in
terms of their contribution to mission effectiveness.
The symbolic forms and criding mptedures for
most of these meteorological codes were presented
quite thoroughly in the AlUt.16130 (resident)
course; Your ability to decode and plot the data
depends primarily upon the amount of prictical
experience you have in using any _given_ code.

This= chapter covers the surface weather codes
"used within the US and internationally. It presents
each ;code form in enough detail to refresh your
menial* on map plotting rules and policies. This
Chapter also Includes the data normally, plotted on
a local area surface chart.

Surface charts are necessary in any
comprehansiVe analysis and forecasting program.
The surface chart Shows variations in weather
conditions at the earth's siarface. The forecaster_ is
confrynted with many more liatiables when making

340

a surface analysis- than when, making an upper air
analysis. Geographical influences; unequal surface
heating, and unequal moisture distribution are only
a_ few of the problems a forecaster must consider.
The analysis of _the weather data depicted on
surfade charts is basic to anylorecasting service and
is not limited to strictly_professiorial agencies such
as the Air Weather Service and the National
Weather Service. Broadcasters on television also
use the surface weather chart (weather map) to -
present weather conditicio and forecasts to their
viewers.

Surface c are plotted on various- map Wile
sizes. SOm charts cover the entire Northern
Hemisphere (stnall=scale, large geographical area).
Some cover only North America. Others cover
larger map e size (smaller geographical are),
such as the area-surf-at* chart (LASC) or 1
area work c (LAWC). Because of the smal r
scale of the larger area chart; fewer repo bt
plotted for a given area, For instance, two or three
station plots mould easily cover the entire southern
portion of Japan; whereas an LAS_ C or LAWC of
Japan wouldi permit plotting foam, more stations
over the same area Thereat, it is important to
plot the reports accurately on theft smaller wale
chirtS.

Suds Oldie
The most detailed description of the various

synoptic codes and the coding of the individual
eleinenti is contained in _the Federal Meteorological

, Handbook No 2 (FM If - 2), Synoptic Code;
First you should _understand the groups of

synoptic codes that are the same everywhere and
the groups that have regional differences. Figure I-
I shows the six Worlti MeteorologIcal Organization
(WMO) regions which have regional differences in
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the code. You must be aware of these differences in
order to decode correctly the synoptic code.

400. Fecode mandatory grow* of a land synoptic
code report.

Min-ditOry Groups of Land Synoptic Code.
Turn to foldout 1: (in the Supplement to this
volume); plotting, gUide for synoptic code. (This
foldout is_shown in the supplement to this volume)
You can follow the symbolic form at the top of the
page at we discuss each element. The first sir
groups are mandatory foi all regions. After the first
six; the grouipi may or may not be encoded;
depending on regional requirements; The groups
which have the symbolic letter "j" hive the
regional variations. Therefore, you should pay
particular attention to that in the individual

x discussion of each group.
hisfrx number Each synoptic reporting

station reports the block numhei. (U) followed by
the station number (iii). For example, the block
numher 72 it assigned to the US and the station
number for Green Bay; Wisconsin, is 645.

Therefoce; the indaic number _for Green Itay,
Wisconsin, in synoptic code is 72645. Immediately
following the index number is the. sky cover and
wind group.

25-135

Sky cover and Wind group (Mite): The first
digit Of this stoup (N) is the fractional part of the
Sky (celestial dome) in eighths that is covered by
clouds. Table 1-1_shoWs_ the relationship between
the code figure (N) and the fraction covered in
tenths converted to oktas (eighths).

The wind direction_ (dd). is the direction from
Whichharthe wind is blowing; and is reported with
respect to true north and to the nearest 10°. If the
winds are repotted, and if they are
missing of unobtainable, / / is reported: At this
point it seems worth while to mention that a
solidirs'(/) is reported for miuipg or unobtainable
data in synoptic code. This is true for all groups.

The Viiiidiipeed (ff) is usually reported in knots.
Windepeeds from 0-99 knots are reported without a
conversion. For example, a windspeed of 99 knots
is encoded 99.. When windspeeds_exceed 99 knots;
SO is added to the wind direction and 100

subtracted- from the windspeed. For example, a
wind from 140° (remember, you use only the first
two digits; hence, 14) at 147 knots is- encoded 6447.
When in- terpreting synoptic reports; remember that
some places in _the world ,use meters per 'second

(asps) rather than knots for wmdspeed. In this case,
use a conversion table Such as table 1-2 to convert
windsped fibril nips to knots.

Vilibility and weather (VI/wwW). The visibility
(VV) is a coded value that readily converts to

2 341



TABLE 1-1
SKY COVER AMOUNTS

Syibol FriAtiO6Of_the-CeleitiiiI Dime
NroVered'hy °IOW

Symbol No *motion of the Celestial Doom
" *world by All the Ct (or C-j*

Cloud present

Symbol N ?radon Of the Celestial Dome
Covered by an Individual Cloud
Layer or Mass

Code
Figure

Fraction Covered Fraction Covered
in Tenths in Oktas

' 0 ' Zero
or I.e. but not Seth

I Zito
10fta or 1046 but not
zero

2 2 and 3 2

3 4- - ..... - - 3

4
5
6 7 and 8 6

7

8

39p or more, but not 10- 7 or more, but not 8
8

9 Celestial dome obscured, or cloud amount can
* not be setizsatarl-

kilometers,' It can also be converted to statute miles
or yards. Land stations use the coded valuei 00 to
89, whereas ship stitioni usually use code values
90F99. Consequently, you should be familiar *ith
the geographical area you are assigned to and the
code each country uses.

The present weather (ww) is reported its a tvio-
digit code figure. This code figure represents the
weather occurring at the time of observation,
except under certain circumstances, when it may
represent the weather during the hour preceding the
time of obtervation. The word description with
each code figure in foldout 2 (in the supplement to
this volume)= explains these instances. Foldout 2
also shows the weather type for each code figure
and the appropriate Oottint.,, symbol. Some
important points to remember about decoding ww
are as follows:

Mps

20
30
40
So

. 60
70
80

_90
100

a. If more than one weather code type occurs,
the highest code number _normally has priority.
However, code numb-er 19 has priority over all
other ccid61. Code 17 -has priority dyer codes 00
through 49. Codes 20 through 29 are reported only
if no _other code is applicable at the time of
observation.

b. The word "HAIL" is added to the end of the
message = hail accompanies a shower or
thunderstorm.

r. Code figures 00 through 03 are iticffi ions
that describe the general state of the, sky durii g the
hour precedinuthe time of obserimtion.

d. Code figure 19 is reported for a funne cloud,
tornado, or waterspout. However, ghoul= one of
the letter two occur, "TORNA 0" or
"WATERSPOUT" is added as approp te, to the
end of the report.

The put weather (W) represents the generak
chi-trader of Weather during the past 6 hours;unlesii
the observation time occurs at 0300; 0900, 1500, or
2100 hours GMT; At these times; it represents the
general weather character for tbk past 3 hours..
When two or more values for Vy" areappropriate,
then = the weather type baying the highest code?
figure is- usually reported; When code figure 3 is
reported to indicate a sandstorm .and the
temperature is below fretting, the word
"SANDSTORM" is added to - the end of the
message; This shows that the code figure for past
weather was not blociiiiig snow. When code figure 8
or 9 is used and hail occurred with the shower or
thunderstorm, the words "PAST HAIL" are added
to the end of the message. When code figure 8 is
reported to indicate showers of snow, rain and
snow mixed, or snow pellets or:fix pellets with the
tetnperaturt above the freezing point; the plain
language words nNoyii" "RAIN AND SNOW
MIXED,"' "SNOW PELLETS;" or "ICE
PELLETS," as appropriate, are added to the end of
the message.

TABLE 1=2
CONVERSION FROM METERS PER SECOND TO KNOTS

0 1 2. 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Knots Knots Knots Knots Knots Knots Knots Knots Knots Knots

1.9 3.9 5.8 7.8 9.7 11.7 13.6 15.5 17.5

21.4 23.3 25.3 27.2 29.1 31.1 33.0 3.0 36.9

40.8 42.7 44.7 46.6 48.6 50.5 52.4 54.4 56.3

60.2 72.2 64.1 66.0 68.o 69.9 71.9 .73.8 75.8

79.6 81.6 83.5 85.5 87.4 89.4 91.3 91.2 95.2

99.1 101.0 103.0 104.9 106.8 108.8 110.7 112.7 114.6

118.5 120.4 122.4 124.3 126.3 128.2 130.1 132.1 134.0

137.9 139.9 141.8 i143.7 145.7 147.6 149.6 151.5 153.5

157.3 159.3 161.2 163.2 165.1 167.1 169.0 170.9 172.9

176.8 178.7 180.7 182.6 184.5 186.5 188.4 190.4 192.3

19.4
38.9
58.3
77.7
97.1

116.6
136.0
155.4
174.8
194.3 ....1,

3
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temperature (PPP) The tin
level prestire (PPP) is coded to the nearest tenth of
a millibar. For example, sea level pressure- f 1029.9
bib is ikklad ti 299 and prelim of 989.3 tab as
893. The temperature frT) is eckled to the nearest
whale degree Celsius and is coded directlywhin the
temperature is V Celsius or warmer; When the
temperature Celsius, 30 is added to the
temperature. Thus 60 would represent -10° Celsius.
In the rare case of temperatures -50° Celsius or

. colder, 00 represents 50°, 01 is -51°, and so forth;
If you nimcleritind the Ceding. instructions of the
next group, the Cloud code= group, and its
relationship /tos the sky cover value (N), it will help
you in plotting the correct values.

Cloud grogsp-(74CLACH). data plotted
tram this grbup is of particular to the
forecaster because it _contains information on cloud
types and heights. In contrast to Codes such as
airways and MkTAR, which can easily be encoded
or decoded, synoptic cloud data requires extensive
code knowledge if you are to properly understand
the actual cloud conditions being reported. Let's see
why.

The fit* digit of the cloud group (NO represents
the total amount of all low clouds. If low do
are not preseni, the digit represents the
amount of all issiddle cloud*. If neither low nor
middle clouds are present, 0 is reported. Use table
1-1 to obtain the correct coded value; An important
fact to recall _is that the value reported for NI, may
equal, but may never exceed the value reported for
N.

The cloud types Q., Cm\ and CH are reported in
accordance with the international cloud

cation system. Therefore, to understand the
g of these cloud types, review the discussion

international cloud types in another volume of
thia course.

The cloud height veldt (h) of the cloud group
often is misunderstood. The value encoded for h is
the height of the lowest cloud in the sky if low or
middle clouds are present. Although thil coded
height represents the lowest dond in the sky, it may
or may not be the height of the low cloud type
reportecL depending on the cloud type significance;
When high clouds only are present; h is reported as
9. When the sky is completely obscured,_ a Solidus
(/) is reported for h. Table 1-3 shows the height
range for each coded value of IL

Dev.point and pressuretouTency (71Taopp). The
dewpoint temperature (Tad) is reported in the
same manner as temperature (r). Although the
international f sLmbolic form for the pressure
tendency group (j.y-,..it) is different, the data coded
is the same as in Region IV (app), as shown. in
foldout 1. The coding of the app group is discussed
in .another volume o_f this course. Remember that
an additional group, 99ppp, is reported when the

TABLE 1-3
CLOUD HEIGHT CONVERSION

Symbol H Height above Crowd of the Base of the
Cloud

Code
IPF.gtVri

Height in Feet Height in Misters

0
I
2

3

5
6
7
a
9

--0- 149
150.. 29/
300- 599
600-- 999

1,000-1,999
2i000-3,499
3,500-4,959
5Acm-ismo
6.500-7.999
8,000 or higher, or no
clouds.

0- GS
50- 9/
100- 199
200- 299
30)- 599
600- 999

1,000-1,499
1,500
2,000-2.459
2.9)0 or higher, or no
clouds.

pressure tendency equals or exceeds 9.9
In some areas the standard app_ group_ is not
reported; a different group is reported in its place.

In the southern part of WMO Region IV,
reporting .stations in the - Caribbean, Central
Anierica, Meitico, and the Behan* replace the
Standard aim group with a -9024p24 group. The 9
indicator identifies this group; The 9 is follovied by
the pressure change for the last' 24 hours, rather
than for the list 3 hours. This pressure change
(P24P24) is reported as a coded value, as shown in
table 11-4.

Exercises (400):
Decode the items listed
hind synoptic report:
72425 768B4 60809 09815__53430 12805
1. What are the windspeed and direction?

below from the following

2. What is the present weather?

3. What is the sea level pressure?

4. How much has the pressure changed in the past
3 hours?

5. What is the height range, in feet, of the low
cloud?

401. Decode supplemental groups of a land
synoptic code report.

4 3. 3



TABLE I-1
AMOUNT OF14-HOUR PRESSURE CHANGE

ignbol-P81024 Amount of-Preseure Chomp at the Station Lawl During
Pest 21 Rows

o Fro. nu.

CO
01
02
03
OI

do shaagel pressure-memo-am 24 hours ago
Pressure has risen 0.1 mb

± ± ± -0.2 mb
' '0.3Y

g g g o.4 me
05 .

. 0.5 mb
06 0.6 mb
07 0 0.7 mb
01 " 0.8 if,

09 " 0.9 mb
10 ^ 1.0 lib

11 " 1.1 mb
12 " 1-.2 nb

etc. Ito.
35 * 3.8 mb
39 . 3.9 mb
10 " 1. mb
41 . 5 sb
Liz " 6 bb
43 . g 7 "
44 . g ob

15 ± . -9 mb
44 * 10 mb
47 , 11 lb

4$ " " 12 mb
59 "- 13 lb
So Not Used

51 Pressure has fallen 0.1 lb
52

. " . 0.2 mb
53

. 54

g ± ± 0.3 nb
m . 044 mb

55 0.5 ...b

56
.

. 0.6 mb
57
se

0 0.7.mb
^ . 0.8 mb

59 " 0.9 mb
60 ° 1.0.b
61 " " 1.1 mb
62 .

" 1.2 mb
its. Ito._
88 . 0 3.8 mb

89 ^ " 3.9 sb
90 . 4 sob

91 5 lb
92 " 6 nb
23

.
: 7 ph

94 a mb
95 " 9 mb

Supplemental Groups of -Lind Synoptic Cwde.
The retnaining nine groups vary by regional
requirements and station capabilitiesfThey basically
supplement or add to the information in the
previous six mandatory groups. In most cases they
are adequately covered in your local plotting
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procedures. We'll now take a, brief look at each
group.

Station pressure (6116P0PoP6). This is a relatively
new group; it reports the station pressure to the
nearest tenth of a millibar. Station pressures of
999.9 tnb or less are coded directly; For example,
987.5 mb is reported as 69875. When the pressure is
Iwo.° mb or more, the code figure 3 is reported
for the hundred* digit. For example, I -W.-- tub is
coded 63257. The next group of the sfnopsic code
(precipitation) has a few regional variations. These
variations occur primarily_ because of a different
unit of measure and diffel-ept requirements for
reporting precipitation;
__Precipitation group (7RRRes or 7RRINAki.
Thiik #coup is used in most areas of the world. The
total amount of precipitation is reported for the last
6 hours (RR) in either hundredths of an inch or in
millimeters. WMO Region IV reports precipitation
in hundreds of inches. If the total precipitation is
less than 1 inch, the value is reported directly, just
as the RR value in airways code is reported; When
the precipitation equals or exceeds I inch, the
whole number of inches is reported in plain
language after the 7 group, and the fractional pan
of an inch is reported as the RR value; For
example; 2.37 inches of, precipitation is reported as
737Ris TWO.

If R4 is repotted, it is a coded value which
indicates the time the precipitation began or ended;
Table 1-5 shows the time represented by each code
value. When precipitation is occurring at the time
of observation, or has ended during the hour
preceding the observation, the time the
precipitation began is reported. When precipitation
is not occurring at observation time, and has not
occurred in the hour preceding the_observation, the
time the precipitation ended is reported. When two
or more periods of precipitation occur during the 6-
hour period, the time (beginning or ending, as

TABLE 1=5
TIME PRECIPITATION BEGAN OR ENDED

...._

Code Time _Began or Code Time Began or

Fig-
ure

Ended Fig-, 4,
tire

Ended

0 No precipitation. 6 5 to 6 hours ago.

I Less than 1 hr. ago 7 6 to 12 hours ago.

2 I to 2 hours ago. 8 More than 12
3 2 to 3 how's ago. hours ago.

4
5

3 to Li hours ago.

li to 5 hours ago.
9 Unknown.



The depth of snow (I) is reportixf in inches (up to
8 hwhes) of snow on the ground at the observation
time. When 9 is reportW, it indicates a trace of
snow or ice is on the ground. The codefor s is also
reported as 8 for more than 8 inches; hbwever, the
actual snow depth is reported in the special
phenomena group. Thb group ii diecussed later in
thh section.

In Region V (Hawaii_ and the Puific) the
directions from which the low (DO and middle
clouds (Dm) are moving are reported in place of the
Ls data that is reported in Region IV. Cloud
movement is etpeciiilly significant in Region V,
where there is a starchy of weather reports. Table
1-6 shows the directions the code digits reported for
DL and Dm represent. For other regions of the
world, It is important for you to determine the data
that is reported in place of Res_ or Dc

TABLE 1=6
SHIP'S COURSE (DiAND DIRECTION FROM WHICH

CLOUDS ARE MOVING

Cads
Fig-
nee

Direction
Code
Fig-
are

Direction

0 Stationary. 5 Southwest.
3. Northesat , 6 hest.
2 East. 7 Northwest
3 SOUtheast . a North.
h South; 9 Unknown.

Significant cloud group (111V,Chihk). This group is
reportal only by designated stations in Regions W
and V. When it is reported, it contains the
followintp

a The lowest cloud layer of any amount.
The next higher layer that by itself covers 0.4
or more of the celestial dome.
The next higher layer of clout& that by itself
covers 0.6 or more of the celestial dome.
Any layer 'of cumulonimbus clouds.

Followint the indicator number 8 of the group;
the layer amount (N.) is reported. Table 1 -1 shows
the sky cover amount code figures for N.. It is
reported in the same way as layer amounts for total
Sky cover (Nddff). If an obscuration is present
is coded 9. The cloud type (C) is reported as one of
the 10 basicinternational cloud types, as shown in
table 1=7. The hitt two fligits Olcha represent tho
height of the layer. For) heights' of 5000 feet or
below; the heights are coded directly in hundreds of
feet Above 5000 feet, cloud heights are coded for
1000-foot increments: 56 'represents 6000 feet; 57,

TABLE 1-7
BASIC CLOUD TYPE

Code
fig-
ure

Type of Cloud

0
1
2
3
ti
5
6
7
a
9

Cfrras
C rocuat
Cirrostratus
iatocuowAm
iatoirtritu
Nimbostratus _
Strut °cumulus
Stratus
Cumalw
Ctueionlabes
Crlawknot_visible oring to

ClOitOt0/11, sandstorm, or
phenomena.

Ci
Cs
Ca
to
as
Os
Sc
st
Cu
Cb

darkness, Og,
other .analo gaup

700/ feet; and so on, up to 30,000 'feet. Above
30,000 feet, cloud heights are reported for 5000-foot
increments: 81 for 35,000 feet; 82 for 40;003 feet,
etc.;

Special phenomena group (PSii The 9
group is used by synoptic reporting stations to
report what the name implies -- special phenomena.
Ycat only need to know that more than one of these
groups may be reported at a time. Decoding these
groups requires the use of FMH -2 A general rule
to remember about these groups is that they -are
used when phenomena is oblerved that cannot be
reported in other portions of the code; (For
example the 90. is used to report snow depth of
more than 8 inches.) Y -

24-hour precipitation group (2il)1 or
2R24,R24R24.R24. This group represents the total
Precipitation (liquid equivalent) measured in the 24
hours before the observation time. Amounts of lest
-than 0.01 inch are tint reported. Precipitation is
'coded directly in tens, units, tenths, and hundredths
Of inches. When precipitation occurs during the
preceding' 24' hours; = but the Amount cannot be
accurately determined;" 2//// is required. Again,
outside Region IV this group may be coded
differently.

&dWlxivFlivHiv wave groups. Only
authorized_ stations (coastal,_ lightships, lighthouses)
will encode the wave groups in their reports;
Depending on location; equipment, etc.;
authorizations issued to the individual -stations for
reporting wave information' may vary from station
to Stationn. The wave groups for land synoptic will
be reported the same as in,ship synoptic. DecOding
procedures for these groups will be. covered under
ship synoptic code reports.

Extreme temperature group or 47; T. Ta T.).
This indicator group varies from one region of the
world to another. In the US the maximum MT.)

6 3 5.



and minimum (tit) temperatures are reported in
whole degrees Fahrenheit. Guidance follows:

a. At 1800 and OM/ GMT, \the maximum
temperature for the previous 12 hours is reported.

b. At 0600 GMT; the maximum temperature for
the previous 24 hours is reported.

c. At 1200 GMT, the maximum temperature for
the previous' calendar day (midnight to midnight
local standard time) is reported;

The guidelinles for reporting the minimum
temperatures are as follows:

a. At Bak and 1800 GMT, the minimum
temperature for the previous 24 hours is reported.

b. At 1200 hours; the minimum temperature for
the _previous 12 hours is reported.

c. At 0000 GMT, the minimum temperature for
the previous 18 hours is reported.

Within Region IV, the 4 indicator group is the
a

last coded group that is reported. However, there
are plain language remarks. Regardless of the
number of groups or remarks in a, synoptic code
report; the last element is the message separation
signal (;). In other WMO regions, two more groups
may be added to the report.

Miscellaneous groups. The 5jjjj group is included
in some overseas areas. Decoding of this group

r requires you to research the appropriate
publications. The 15a3hhh group is used only by
high altitude stations outside Region0V. Basically,

code
the 6 indicator group reports the gheight of an
agreed standard isobaric surface. A de value for
A3 Of 0 = _1.000 mb, 1 --=-- 850 mb, and = the 700 mb
surface. The altitude of the isobaric suffice is
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reported in meters (hundreds; tens, and units).-_The
next code, ship synoptic ccide, requires much closer
scrutiny because of the way the groups vary with
each report that is transmitted;

Exercises (401):
Decode the items listed below from the followin
land svnoptic report:
72469 83312 48627 14003 8631/ 03317 68340 70123 8174
90402

1. What is the depth of snow on the groUnd?..

2. Write the symbol for the significant cloud.

3. What is the amount of liquid precipitation
(RR)?

4. What is the coded value for s?

5. What is the time of precipitation (R,)?

402; Correct plotted land synoptic code reports;

inNotice that n figure 1-2 there are many errors
made in the incorrect plot. Compare this plot with
the correct one; A summary of the errors follows:

72767 73514 74258

06 10

74)(
30

9?16/3

17306

1073

7t
8*2
00

87311 03207 69479 70020

G 19_-

6 173 -

74 p] 07/
3" =8 V 2

81609 92219

yi-
(2219)

INCORRECT

1 --rv 09/ 3T

CORRECT

Figure 1-2. Incorrect and correct land synoptic station plot.
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I

N(7) - plotted askk IV ; should be O.
dal (3316) - winne Ptolled using spie6 for direction -. and

direction f speed.
ww(25) - plotted ww-15).(i should have been ww-25v
W(8) - plotted W -7 instead of W-8V.
TT(06) - 6 should be plotted without zero (0).
CL(6) - was plotted as Cm ; should have been
Tard(03) - plotted as .30. tad should never be greater than

100207) plotted 7%; should have been 071
RR(00) - plot as a T for trace when RR is reported as 00.
a (0) - never _plot a al* O.

Ni(1) - plotted as a 9 instead of as I as reported.
C(6) plotted as C-1 a ; should have been C-60.

- plotted 13.13.1-16: should have been 09.

92216 spechil phenometni group; exception' to normal
plotting, as 922 indicates gusty sill-Ice Winds and
should be plotted as indicated on the correct
plot=

Of course,- to correct a misplot, circle the wrong
data and t the correct data as close as possible
to itsr place.
Exercise ):
1. Compate .the plot in figure 1-3 with the land

syn ptic report and' correct the errors.

72410 91801 02454 23206 9 /11 06502 69937 70031 90401

2 1

' 05
06 9

003
(0401)

25- 747

Figure 1-3. Incorrect land synoptic station plot (objective 402, exercise 1).

403. Decode a ship synoptic code report.

Ship Synoptic Code. The ship synoptic code differs
from the land synoptic code only because of different
requirements for taking and reporting weather
observations from a ship. The ship synoptic code
repeats many of the basic groups covered by the land
code. Therefore, you need only' to study the groups
petuliar to the ship synoptic code. Turn to foldout 3 in
the supplement to this volume and follow along the
code as we discuss it in the text.

Location and time (99L.L.L. ;IL; L,L0Lo YYGGiw).
Following the identifier "SHIP," or the actual name of
the ship; is the 99indicator for ship synoptic cride and
the latitude (L.L.L.). The latitude is reported in tenths
of a degree and is used with the next group to specify
the ship's position: The first digit (Qi) of the longitude
group identifies the quarter of the globe where the ship
is located. The quarters are divided as follows:

Latitude

I North
3 South

86

Longitude

Eist
East

5 South
7 North

West
West

The quarter of the globe digit is followed by the
longitude (L0L61.61.6), which is also coded to the
nearest tenth of a degree.'_

The next group identifies the day of the month (YY),
time of the observation (GG), and wind indicator (is).
If you use ship synoptic, study this group close because
it alerts the plotter to important conditions: For
instance, Ulther 0 or 1 is-reported forii., the winds are
in meterser second. The time (G(3) is used to
determine whether or not it is an akin* ship report,
which is a common occurrenm If 30 is added to the
time, a Diviapp group is not in the report; and if 60 is
added; the d,vapp and the NhCLhCMCH groups are
omitted from the repOrt. A typical coded report for
these first three groups is: "SHIP 99181 71483 13123
...." This partial report tells you the ship is located at
18.1° north and 148.3° west. It is the 13th day of the
month, the report is for 1200 GMT, and the last digit
(3) denotes that the windspeeds are in knots. The next
four groups are identical to
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the land synoptic code, so they will not be
discuss!_ agaik
Ship movement and pl-essure tendency (D,Y,app).
Thit is the last mandatory group of the ship
ynoptic :code. As stated earlier, it skould be absent
from the report only *hen. 30 or tiOls added to the
dine. the D, is the ship's coutse and the V, is for
the ship's average speed, both of which are for the
preceding 3 hours. Table 1 shows the directions
the code digits reported for D, represent. When you
suspect that the khip's position is wrong, you can
use the next digit (V,) to determine the rate the ship
has moved from one position to another. Table 1-8
shows the speed represented by each coded value.
Thisvalue is also determined over the preceding 3
hOurs. The pressure tendency data is the same as
land synoptic code data

TABLE 14
SHIP'S AVERAGE SPEED (V.)

Code
ifigoze

. Nautical Niles
Per-9our

141cmsters Per Hour

0 0 nm/hr 0 km/h;
I 6-10 nrn/hi 1-10 km/hr
2 6-10 nmlbr 11-19 kia/hr
3 11-15 oshr 20-28 kmihr
4 16-20 nm/Wr. 29-37 kra/hr
5 21 -25 r'/hr 38-47 km/hr
6 26-30 rm/hr 48-56 laVh7r
7 31-35 neihr 57-65 kra/hr
8 36-40 kWh; 66-75-kra/hr
9 Over 40 ria/hr . 04i; 75 kri/hr

Tehiperature of the sea and dewpoint
07;7:7;1711T.T.Tvitti. The T,T, digits represent the
difference between the air temperature (TT) and' the
sea temperature in half=dereet Celsius. When the
sea temperature is warmer than the air temperature,
50 is added to MT,. For example, when T,T, is
58, it indicates the sea temperature is 8 half-degrees
or4° Celsius warmer than the air itinperature. The
last two digits (Tad) of the 0 indicator group are
the deivpoint temperature;

The 1 indicator group is a more precise
measurement of the sea temperature and enables
you to determine the free air temperature to a tenth
of a degree. T;,T,,T,,, represents the sea surface
temperature in tenths of a degree Celsius. When the
test stirfitee temperature is below 0° CelsiuS, 500 is
added to the abtoluta value of the sea surface
temperature. For eXample,__-_-3.1° C. is -31 tenths
and would be encoded as 531. The last digit (tT) is
the tenth of_a_ degree value for the free air
temperatiire (TT). Therefore; when a I indicator
group is included, the value of TT is not rounded
off; Consequently you must add tr to the
temperature.

32;

Ice data (21,E.&R.) and c2KAre). This group
provides information on the amount, of ice
accumulation on the ship. Table 1=9 ShOWS the code
figures L) that indicate what is causing ice to form
on the ship. KnoWing what causes the icing,
especially icing caused by precipitation, helps the
forecaster as well as pilots in the area. The next
two digits (E,E,) pertain to the is thickness in
centimeters. The last digit (R,) pertains to the
tendency of the icing (whether it is increasing or

Ming): The r2103,re group at the end of the ship
noptic report is another ice group. The c2 gives

you a description of the kind °Lice observed on the
sea surface at the shore line. The K describes the
effect that the ice has_ on navigation. The D gives
the bearing ofthe ice edge from the ship, and the r
gives the distance. The e gives the,orientation of the
ice edge to the point of observation. All these
values are coded. FMH No. 2 contains the
conversion tables. Occasionally, a need arises for
plain language remarks in a ship synoptic report.
One such example is the plain language coding of
ice phenomena that cannot be coded in the basir
groups.

TABLE 1-9
ICE ACCRETION ON THE SHIP (L)

COdi
Fig-
ure

Specifications ,
.

*
I Icing from ocean spray.
2 Iding frost fog.
3 Icing from spray and fog.
4 Icing tram rain: _

5 Icing from spray and rain.

Wave groups (3P*Pidf.,110 (444P.11,;,11,,). When
reported, they are reported in the same way in all
regions of the world. The 3 indicator is followed by
the period of -,.the sea waves This is
determined by time lapse between two successive
crests as they pass a fixed point. It is reported in
seconds. When the sea is calm, 00 is reported.
When the period cannot be estimated bocanse of a
confuseA sea, 99 is reported.

The period of sea waves is followed by the height
of the waves (HwIL). The height is coded in 11/2-
foot increments; therefore, ,the actual wave height
can be obtained by multiplying the rode value by
11/2 feet. For example, code figure 01 = 11/2 feet;
code figure 02 = 2 X 11/2 = 3 feet, etc. Again, 00
indicates a calm sea.

When only wind waves are being reported, the
refers to swell waves rather than wind

waves and must always be preceded by the 3
indicator group. If there are no wind waves, the
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swell_ wave report Mint be preceded by the group
Nxioo.

The true Affection (di,(4) from which the swell
waves come is reported. in tens of degrees. When
the sea is in a confused state, the direction is
reported as 99. The pericid_(Pii) of the swell waves
is reported as a code figure rather than in seconds
like the period of wind waves-Table 1=10 MOWS the
time period that each code figure represents. The
last two digits of the swell wave ,group (ILL) are
reported the same as for the wind wave group.

Code
Fig- ,

TABLE 1-10
PERIOD OF THE SWELL WAVES

2 _i. 5 seconds or less

4 3 6 or 7 seconds

4 :8 or _9 seconds

5 I0 or 11 seconds
6 12 (37. 13 seconds

7 14 oi 15 seconds
8 -16 or 17 seconds
9 18 or 19 Seconds
0 20-or 21 seconds
I Over 21 seconds
/ Caiiii; or period not determined

Exercises (403):
Decode the items listed below from the following
ship synoptic report:
ZCZC SF0025
SMPA KSFO 041
SPNN 99382 7131114483 73510 66806 21322 75060 01019

12114 30000 35602

1. Where is the ship located?
Latitude: Longitude:

Z. In what quadrant of the globe is the ship
located?' .

3. What are the direction and speed of the ship?

4. Give the height of the swell waves.

5. What is the period of )the wind waves?

404. Decode an airways report.

Airways Code. After completing Volume 2, you
should have kilo dge of the coded elements in the
airways code.- ou should realize the uses and great
importance' S code has in daily weather _station
operations within the US. Turn to foldout 4 in the
supplement to thit volume and yOu will find that
the airways code _provides for three different
possible plotting models. One of the chief
advantages of using the airways cOde_n_ that the
remarks of operational and meteorological
significance are included and reports are receiVa
hourly; whereas the synoptic reports are received
once every 3 hours. Each Weather station has
established reqUirenientri to plot_local area surface
charts (LASC) and local area work charts (LAWC).
Theft charts are normally plotted using the airways
code.

Check foldout 4 for a breakdown of the elements
reported in the airways code. The plotting of the
airways code is very similar to the synoptic code, -
with it few exceptions: 0
a. The complete sky condition is plotted to the

lower right of the station circle.
b. Sky cover is reported in contractions, but

plotted as symbol!.
c. MaXimum or minimum temperature is plotted

below the .dewpoint temperature.

Following plotting procedures included in foldout 4 ,

for all other elements.

Exercises (404):
From the airways report below answer the
following questions:
PIA W3X 1/4F 135/33/33/1805/991
1. What is sky cover?

2. Tie sea level pressure is

3. What obstruction to vision is causing the
visibility to be lowered?

4. The .temperature is

5. What are the direction and speed of the wind?

10 349
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AIRWAYS REPORT.

TO% 12 SCT £25 INN GO OVC 7TRW- E149/80/74/1509/E998/T NE-8 ANO
CS SW- NW MONIS N/ 50705 194 /

SO )4 149

Or/
E25®74 EK

5
T NE-5

INCORRECT

Ftgure 1-4. Incorrect and

6. The altimeter setting, is inches.

405. Correct a plotted airways report.

To correct the airways plot ip figure 1-4, we need
to do the following

h(h) Sky condition. Plot the entire sky condi-
tion, not just the ceiling layer as in the

_ incorrect plot.
ww-= Present weather. When. a thunderstorm is

occurring with rain plot the
thunderstorm symbol with a dot abovelt.

)e( E149
7 rZ i 07V

74 a j I 2(1)U Op
.03

T NE-S ANO
CS SWNW MOVE N

CORRECT

25-748

correct airways station plot.

RR Precipitation. Plot ;03, not 3 as shown in
tht incorrect plot.

The station circle must have an overcast plotted;
not broken as shown. It must agree with the
greatest amount of sky cover, not the ceiling layer.
REMARKSSea level pressure. When the pressure

is estimated as in the report above,
be sure to plot the E to show that the
pressure was estimated.

Exercise (405):
I. Compare the airways report with the plot in

figure 1-5 and correct any errors.

MU 13 SCT E30 SKR 100 OVC *.7 RW- 160/77/77/0000/000/C8 NE AND SE
kl0V9 WE/ 00044 137/

TT W leo
7 0 ED WO
77 --- 100 OVC

Ate %

25-749

Figure 1-5. Incorrect airways station plot (objective 405; eicercise I).

11
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406. thiecide a METAR report.

METAR Code. If you are an observer at an
overseas location; you can expect to become very
familiar with the MtTAR code. At present; the
weather observer graduates from Cotitit
3ABR2$ 130 receive only limited _instruction in the
METAR .code. METAR. code does not alter the
principles _of itirfice weather _oburvations, whiCh
are basitany the same throughout the world; rather,
it requires different coding inunictions. Therefore,
if you are familiar with the METAR code content;
you should he able to dicade or decode METAR
report& Turn to foldout 5 in the supplement to thil
volUitie and follow the METAR plotting snide And
breakdown as we di scum each . coded group.

Time gr.oup (Gasa). Thel-titna, indicating the
time of the obtervations, is idivays placed in, the
heading of a collective; The group it usually
the standard time of thi_observiticin (1500Z, 1900Z
etc.); Reports which differ from the collection time
by more than 10 minutes must contain a separate
time group.

Wind areetion and speed (datilyf.). nit is
the mean wind for the 10=minute period
immediately preceding_ the observation. The
direction of the wind is reported in tens of degrees.
Cennteoueintly, the third figure of ddd is always
zero. If the maximum _windspeed during the 10-
minute period exceeds the reported windspeed by
*ore then 5 knots; the maximumspeed is *petted
for /LL immediately after dddff. Mier** the
Lfci element is not reported. Mean viindspeeds
and maximum Witidtpeeds in excess of 99 knots are
reported in three digit& For example, 290103/126
shows a mean windspeed_ of 103 knots and a
maximum windapeed of 126 knots. A calm wind is
reported 000_00, and a variable wind direction is
repented VRB. To be °Mad VRB; the Wind
direction must fluctuate 60° or more and the
windspeed must be greater than 6 knots during the
period of Observation.

Vitsibity (VVVVJ Visibility is reported in
metersto' the nearest 100 Meters, tip to 5000
meters; and _to the nearest 1000 meter& ,between
5000 and 9000 meters. Since 5000 meters' is the
same as 5 kilometers; you may,think of
terms of kilometers for repented values of 5000 and
above. When the visibility is more than 9000 meters'
(approximately 6 statute miles); report 9999.

Runway visual range (RVAVRVitieir). Runway
visual range is repented when the prevailing
visibility is I or less, or-'when the runway
'visual range is 6000 feet (1830 meters) or kiss.
Although runway visual range. is determined in
hundreds of feet; it is repented in meters. Values
below 300 meters and above 1830 meters are not
reportable values and are coded M0300 and P1830
(M means minus and P means plus). This group is

not plotted. The re ortable runway visual range
values are converts

RVR is liVettiredt
of Fest

to meters as follows:

Reported in
Meters

10- M0300
10 0304

12 0360

14 0420

16 0490

18 0550

20 0610
22 0670
24 0730
26 0790

26 0850
30 0910
32 0970
34 1030

36 1100

38 1160

40 1220
45 1370

1520

55 1670

60 1830

60 P1830

Present wearier (v'ne). Weather phenomena
occurring at the time of observation are encoded
similarly to present weather in synoptic code. The
values are derived from tables, as they are in
synoptic cede. In the METAR code, bowever, the
numerical value from_ the table is followed by an
abbreviation whith fuither describes the
phenomenon,' The abbreviation two or four
letters so that the Wye' is -either four- or six
character& For example, 95 it aced to report a
thunderstorm in the synoptic aide; but in METAR
code the abbreviation "Tr is added so that the
group becomes 95TS. Siniihirly, a severe
thunderstorm is reported 97XXTS in METAR
code;

breviations make it easy for you to decode
the p to Wither element of the METAR code;

althou are. intended primarily to 'hake
d for 666v/either .personnel:_ There is

no about the letter Combinations
silt the group.

--%`"` on foldout 13 (in the
, table 1.

amplified by preceding
d XX Uot heaVy or by
r showers. Therefore,
vi rain it_XXRA, rain
are RASN, and rain

-RASH or SNSH. The
iu-, if still the basia

anchclarifies the
e abbreviation

oww occurring together;
cues the character of

means continuous rain

designator fdt
,,, .,

nPao.lfult of
"RASH" den go
but num value Lodi
the pitition; 68RASN

12
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S C
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Ettiki*E4 Sky Condition Remark

2/8 Sc, Varying 7ST010 2SCO25 CIGNO OCNL CU:04025
w.3/11

3/8 SC, Varying 7ST010 3S0025 CIGM025 OCNL CIONO

to 2/8
2/S St, Varying 2STOIO 3SCO25

to 1/8
.1,14-4$0 CIO &AS OCNL CI0080

As the symbolic form indicate-Si-the last element of
a METAR report is reserved for remarks; The

for reporting remarks is described in

anot r voltinte of this course. The emphasis is
on. the importance of remarki. in "Volume 2,

in relation to airways report* also_ applies t
METAR report'. Anything that amplifies a
clarifies die ObierVistion or makes it
representative is appended to the report
remark.

The term "SPECF' designates an viation
selected special repilit. This code provid for the
dissemination of smeial observittiOni the same
basic code form as MtTAR_TePerti. are only
two sigItificant differaitaei. For one g; the time
reported with A SPEC! report is t actual time of
the special observation .GMT.: Second, the
temperature/ dewpoint anitaltimeter setting groups
are not included in SPECI reports disseminated
long line. (Altitniter Settings are included in the
local diisetiiiitation of specials.) All other elements
of the co-de are identical with the METAR code
form and are governed by the same coding
instructions.

As with. the airways code in the United States;.
your station_ has a current plotting "*Odel for the
METAR code: Once you're familiar with the
standard plotting models are at your station, it
should be easy for you to adapt to plotting models
Used in locally produce& charts.

Exereis (406):
Use the METAR report beldw to answer the

5. The cloud' type

.1.

at is a dewpoint temperature?

7. t is the ceiling height?

1-2. Locally Preparad Charts
Since the airways_code is most frequently plotted

on lotal weather charts,' an impression is created -.
that these charts are limitedto this source of data.
This is not the case Granted, the analyses required
for local charti normally require that a 'weiitfier
code such as airways be plotted. However, where
the = primary amslysii is fOr weather paramiten
other than fronts; highs, and lOcys, it is important
that you realiii the types of data available for
special analyses and construct plotting models for
each code typo: Some of the basic surface weather
codes used for plotting locally prepared charts are:

Airways,
METAR.
Ship sytic.
Land synoptic (backup).

When special analysis requiremb
forecaster may ask you to plot weather`
of an "unschodUltd" variety. These c

Radar reports.
Pilot reports. .

. Severe weather advisories. '

Rawinsonde and dropsonde data -(1
850=mb levels).
Weather reconnaissances .

COMBAR and AIR
1/4-^

°following gartstions.
As shownesbOve, almost any type o ata may be

plotted on a local weather chart. fir instance,
MSCr0 1500 2

CIGM005

I. What isj

3/10 0500 45F0 7ST005 02/ M02 2984INS RECCadata may beivery useful if you are located
at a coastal region where a tropical depression or
hurricane is approaching and the forecaster needs I
to monitor the storm's every movement. In thiS
case, you may be somewhatrusty" in plotting
these reports. Therefore, there should be a plotting
guide located near the working area. Because many
of thise cedes are discussed in other sections of tint
vdlinne, ybu should review the _codet- that are
usually restricted to plotting on LASCs or LAWCs.
The first of these, pilot_ reports; provides the
foreCaster with information on actual sighting of
Weather phenomena and is especially helpful in the
identification of severe weather areas, turbulence,
icing, and other phenomena hazardoui to flight

4. What weather, is restricting the visibility? operat

the time of the report? ,

2. What 'are the
maximum winds?

speed, direction, and

3. What is the visibility value? ,

14
3



407. Daecida PLREPS.

Pilot Reports (PIREPs). At the weather detachment
that supports flight operations on a large scale; pilot
report information has an important part in station
operation.: The forecaster uses pilot reports to brief
other pilots on weather phenomena that they may
experience over the sam flightpath. The forecaster
also uses this source of data to confirm his predictions
of weather movement and development. There are
several methods for making this data more meaningful
to the forecaster and other users.PIREPs should be
filed near the pilot to_metro (Pmsy) opmmormatioos
unit for ready accessibility and plotted on a special

. pilot_ report chart; by using an abbreviated form of
weather _symbols or a numbering system. These
methods of using pilot report_data are satisfactory fors
most uses. However, on occasion, a need arises to
display symbolically on a weather

ihart. The ormat is interpreted as folloWS:

FORMAT iii UAKAJA) /OV ;TP /SK /TA / WV /TS i IC /RM
iii - Transmitting station location identifier
VA(U6A) - Rejular or severe PIREP to follow
/OV -- Position, time, and altitude
/TP - Aircraft type
/SK - Sky condition
/TA - Air temperature

./ WV - Wind direction and speed
/ TB- Intensit: - Intensity, type and_altitude otturbillence
/ IC - truerutity, type, and altitude Of icing
/R4 ° - 4temarki-.

Your station has ftstablished. standard olicies for
plotting_pilot reports, based on AWS Ma I 105-22;
Local Weather Analysis Program. S me, general
lotting rules that are usually tollowed at most stations

1

When duplicate reports are receiVed, plot the
t report.

b. Always_ enter the time pf obsrryat
c. Illustrak the location f the- phenomena.
d. Enter the aircraft type with PIREPs that contain

turbulence, icing, electrical discharge, and contrail
remarks.

e. Plot recognizable meteorological symbols for the
weather phenomena.

3Ar

' Figure 1-6 shows an example of two plotted pilot
reports. One example shows a report of phenomena
over a speeilie area, whereas the other shows a report
over one location. In both cases tite forecaster is able to.
interpret this data more easily than if he had to read the
report direCtlY from the feletyrw! report; The forecaster

, can use this data along_with radar reports and surface
weather observations to obtain _water insight into
Some of the atmospheric processes that continually
Challenge and confront him. Often a pilot is in a
positior to report weather phenomena, such as newly
formed'lines of convective clouds that have not been
identified on radarscopes. This information provides
added inforthation about severe weather development.

Exercises (407):

Use the PIREP below to answer the following
questions:

ATL tOV AHIS(320045 2212 FL090 TP UNK /SK OVC /TA
10 /WV 270040 /TB MEG /RM

1. Where is the weather phenomena located?

2. What is the outside airtemperatUre?

3. When was
#

the phenomena observed?

4. What station reported the PIREP?

5. Why do we need the ACFT UNKN remark?

6. What type of TURB was reported?

5 87
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CHAPTER 2

Upper Air Codes

UPPER AIR data furnishes us information about
the state of the atmosphere beyond the Math Of
our stiifice instruments. Without the benefit of this
upper level data; locating the position and height of
the tropopause jet stream becomes virtually
impossible. Data regarding the positions of upper=
air troughs and ridges, the advection of hoot and (WMO) agreement, must appear in every report;
moisture, and thickness between coasts pressure provided, of coutm, the sounding reaches them..
surfaces would be missing from our_viather -rasps, , Parts A and C are composed of standard levels.
viithout upper air -Mil:, Wealth Of Part k contains only the standard levels at 100 mb
ingiimation becomes meaningful tciyou 4314 and below. Parts B and ,D eontain levels, occurring
you understand the codes used 'to pi the de between, the standard levels; representing significant
Knowing the codes permits pia Changes in either tegiOgature __or humidity
plotting of skew,T diagrams, ' encountered during tOt soimidintifitiCer"we /
charts, winds: ilOft, and Station the term "significaiii4 leVel."VPart B in;Iddes

In this chapter, you take a f significant 1,-,ak to .100 *b. The following
radiosonde code (TEMP and TE forneu show5-111e.rande Code that applies to
upper wind code (PILOT and PILO MO Region ..4nd Central kmerica) and

coded. Several hours later the remaining parts, C
and 0, are distributed. Each of the coded parts
contains a specific type of level.

It- is customary to call certain standard isobaric
surfaces mandatory levels. These standard levels,
chosen by a World Meteorological Organization

Charts.
Ai. the

P) and
MP). 00 ce

Y ou_ have reviewed each grout4f'botb_co-dee, a
study of the plotted data on :the vari4rs. °harts
follows. The plotting models, are guided by the
general instructions found in AWSM 105:42,,Leca/
_WeaWi _AnalYsis- Program. Where plotting_ policy
is left to local option, an existing plotting method is
suggested.

2-L Ftadlosonde Code
radiosonde code _handbook and AWSM

10544, Meteoroliogicid Codes, diacitit the code
format tited.and the data for radiosonde code. The
complete code is divided into four 'individual parts
(A; B; C.; and D); Parts_ A and C are SPecified for
woNdwide 'distribution. Parts B and D are normally
intended` for distribution in continental or regional
area. The United States has elected to collect and
&tribute Parts_ &and B in a single message. The
Code name "TEMP" hei Nen assigned to the upper
air. °Nervation from land station. The code
names are for precise reference purposes only and
are not transmitted:

Parts A and B, normally completed soon after
termination of the sounding, are transmitted first to
provide sounding data up to and including 100
millibars (crib). This makes data available while the
remainder of the sounding is being evaluated and

17

(Soh.
PART -IC '1".

TTAA YYGGLI

99KP.P. T.ILTNAtj,
00bbli rrribr) diltff
85111* TTT.DD ddfff
701thh ddfff
5Ohlth TTT-,13D daft
410hhh ITT.1313 ddfff

(Identification
Section I)
(Surface Data)

(Suendaid
SurfacesSection 2)

30Alth TTLDD daft!
25111313 TTT.DD ddfff
201025 TTT.DD ddfff

_

151thh TTT.DD ddfff
10hhh _ITT= ddfff
88PIR T,T,T.DiIN di f, &to (Tropopator Dom

Soktion 3)
77 or 66P.P.P. 4VI,V,V.V. (Maximum Wind Data

Section 4)

PART B:

"TTBB YYGG/ Hui

00P.P.P,
IIPPP TrILDD
22PPP TTT.DD

(Identification
Section I)

(Surface Data)
i(Sirinificarii Levels
Section 5)
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33PPP TTT.DD etc.
51515 101ANA4.

PART C:
TTCC

701thh TTT.DD ddfff
50hhh TTT.DD ddfff
SObhh TTT.DD ddfff
20hath TTT.DD ddfff
101shh TTT.DD ddfff

(Regional Codas
Additional Data

. Section 8)

(IdentifiCauon
Section 1)

(Standard ii. obaric
SinisteaSection 2)

07hhh TTT.DD ddfff
Ofthhh TITiDD ddliff
0310th rrLDD ddiff
02hhh TTT.DD &tiff
Olhhh TTT.DD dinff
88PinPi TatTalANACIA4k. Tropopause Data

.4" Section 3)
77 or 66E.p.p., diLfiaj.. 43/0/1;V: V. (Maximum Wind Data

Section 4)

PART D:
TTDD 111:36/11iii

IIPPP TTT.DD
22PPP TTT.DD
33PPP =MD

44PPP TTT.DD . etc.
51115 101AuAdo

(Identifibation
SattiOn I)

(Significant Levels
Section 5)

(Regional Codes
Additional Data
Section 8)

WMO standard hours of observation are 0000,
0600, 1200, and 1800 GMT.. If only two
surroundings are taken per day _for synoptic
purixises. they should be taken at 0000 and 1200
GMT. Indivaillual instructions to .the station define
combinations other than these mentioned. The
actual time of balloon release is specified as 30
minutes before the standard time. The following
paragraphs discuss the coding of the ,observation
cipie in the report along with the coding of the
°this data included in the individual s.

When referring to the code format; yo otice that
Part A is subdivided into sections. section is
described as Indentification, Surface Data, Standard
Isobaric Surfaces; Tropopause Data; and Maximilm
Wind Data. Within each section are several gfoups
For your convenience, the discussion of each part of
the code follows this same outlining.

The code format also shows that Parts A and C have
a noticeable similarity. Another sithilarity exists
between Parts B and D. To avoid repetition of
discussion, Parts A and B are outlined in detail;
whereas only the unique features of Parts C and D
enter our study.

408. Dw6 e the identification groups of the
radiosonde code, Part A.

Identificadon Groups, Part A. The message
identifier for Part 'A appears as the first group. This
four-letter group, TTAA; provides quick
identification of Part A regardless of whether the
observation cornea from a land or ship station. The
next group (YYGGI4) reports a coded date, time, and
available winds. The day of the month (GMT) and the
unit of windshpeed used in the report are coded
together in the two-digit YY symbol. Code figures 01
to 31 indicate the day of the month. When 50 is added
to the day of the month code figure, it means the_ winds
are reported in knots. When meters persecond is used,
the day of the month code figure appears unaltered.
All United States stations report winds in knots;
therefore aide figure 51 through .81 are used to
indicate the date in the US.

The time of observation_(GG) is coded in *hole
houri GMT. If you let H refer to the standard time of
observation, soundings may be taken between H
minus 45 minutes and H, with H minus 30 minutes as
the preferred release time. Any observation started
within the 45- minute time range hat a standard time
reported for GO. A balloon release outside the 45-
minute time range has the nearest whole hour reported

,for GG. *

Appen1111 to the date/ time group is an indicato
signifying available wind data. This code fi
indicates the highest standard level for which wind
data is reported; even though a lower level may have a
missing wind. Suppose wind data is available in Part A-
for all = levels_ including 100 nib. The In is cbdedAs I.
Code figure 1 would also be reported despite a missing
wind at 300 mb; If 150 nib was the last level for winds,
code figure/ is reported; 2(XI mb, code figure 3; 300
mb, cod6 figure 4; etc.; with each standard level

"assigned an Li codefigure. The wind group_ is included
for all the levels at-a* below the level indicated by Li
and omitted from levels above. If one level is missing
below the indicated level, the win will be reported as
/ / / / /. Each part contains its o 1, but since winds
are not normally reported for si !cant leveks; Pads
B and D have a solidus CO code for Li.

The last identification group (IIfii) expresses
geographical and station numbering -system,
block number (II) designates a geographical area
composed of 1000 stations. Each itation is assigned a
three-digit number identifier (iii). Used together, the
block and .station number' identify one observing
station in the worlkwithout duplication.

1

Exercises (408):
Use the radiosonde cede, Part A, identification data
given below to- answer the questions following.
TTAA 06123 12486
1. What geographical area is the report from?

What station is the report from?,,i..
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Whatis the date 'ett the'observation?

4. What is the time of the observation?

5. *What is the highest level of winds reported?

409. Decode surface data from the radiosonde cod
Part A.

SurfaxsAtta, Part A. Parts A and B trodi contain
surface data Two noticeable differences exist between
the two sets ordais. First, the indicators are different;
second, only Part A surface data reports the wind.

S-urjace group. 99PPP. The attract data indicator
for Part A is 99, rather than 00 as in part B. Using 99
avoids possible confusion with the 00 indicator for the
101kOb **el alio reported in Part A.

the surface data repotted is the pressure
e pressure value represents surface pressure

millibars at one of three possible locations.
tion With first priority is the height of the

meat shelter. When the surface pressure is
*.t. than 1P00-mb, the, coded value omits the digit

L $9 further interPretation is necessary in decoding
thii Pressure value ir_r to plotting it Remaining

temperature, dewpoint
and speed. Surface
7/V in three separate

4. data dicated by.

surface data Ind
depression,depression, and wi
data is always inc
groups. Any missingno
a colid14 (1)

Temperature and TtD0A. It is
not uncommon for a comp "e radiosonde report to
colas* a combined total in excess of 60° temperattire
and dewpoirit Values. This alerts you to the importance
of decodinji thesenialues accurately. An incorrectly

ea-value result in a poor analysis of the
which these data are plotted. On a

skew-T chart: a decoding or plotting error in the
cause erroneous representations of

tire, false mversiont and false superadiabatic
pse rates. Retail that a suparadiabatic lapse rate is

present, when the temperature. curve crosses the dry
adiabat to the left with an increase in altitude.

The value of TOT. indicates the temperature in
whole degrees Celsius for_appropriate levels: This is
also true for TT and TiTt, *hi-eh represent the
temperature for the mandatory levels ansitiopopause.
These values are not complete unless you decode the
value for To, T., and Tit. _Wren decadod,these values
provide you with the tenths valuefor the temperature
and at the same time indicate whether the temperature
is below or above zero. These tenths slues range from
0 through 9.

To deCade a temperature group .T.TioD.IX) of
0571$ from the radiosonde code, table 2-1 to
determine what the Ti.value 7 indicates. Table 2-1

332
TABLE 2-1

TENTHS VALUES

Symbol Ti Approximate tenths value and sign of
the air temperature at the standard
isobaric surfaces and significant levels.

SyMbel Ti6. ApprosiMete tenths value and sign of
the air temperature at the surface.

Symbol Ts Approximate tenths value and sign of
the air temperature at the level of the
tropapause.

Code
Figure.

Sign of
Temperature*

,

': %Mlerature

0 0.0 and 0.1
I - 0.0 and 0.I
2 0.2 and 0.3
3 - 0.2 and 0.3
4 .. 0.4 and 0.5
5 - 0.4 and 0.5
6 _.. 0.6 and 0.7
7 6.. 0.6 and 0.7
8

.

0.8 and 0:9
9 - 0.8 and 0.9

sUna means above sere.
- means below zero.

shows you that the temperature:(T.T.) is a minus value
with a tenths value of 0.6 or 0.7. In this example, the
decoded temperature is -5.7° Celsius. From table 2-1,
notice that the positive temperatures are indicated by
even numbert and the negative temperatures by odd
numbers. Although table 2-1 shows that the tenth*
value indicated by 7 could be either 0.6 or 0.7, it is not
intended that you decide which *value 41 use. Consider
the tenths value to be the same as the coded value.

The dewpoint depression (Mai, DD, or apt) may
be reported either as an actual or a coded figure. For
depressions of 5° or less. the actual value in degrees
and tenths is reported. The number 32 represents a
3.2° depression in Celsius degrees. A coded figure
represents depressions over 5°. Additionally, the
huger depressions are encoded as whole_ degrees only.
Each dewpoint depression value over 5° is coded by
adding 50 so that 56 becomes a depression of 6° , 57 for
7°, 60 for 10°, and further; until 99 signifies a 49°
depression. No provisionfor larger depressions exists;
'Also, values 51 through 55 should never be reported.

When solidi (/ I) are reported for temperature and
dewpoint data; they are either missing or
unobtainable. For example, the dewpoint depression
is not reported when the temperature is below -40°
Celsius because of equipment limitations and
encoding instructions.

Wind data, dodAfitio. The wind direction 4d.) may
be reported to the nearest 5° by adding 0 or 5 to the
hundreds digit of the speed, and the speed is reported
to the nearest knot: For example; a wind direction of
295° and a speed for 45 knots is encoded as 29545.
Remember the wind direction should be decoded to
the nearest 5° by determining whether or not 500 has
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been added to the windspeed ALL). If it has. been
added, you add 5° to the value for dd. This is how you
can obtain a wind direction to the nearest 5°.

The values for fafaf. are the windspeed. The values
coded for Lfafa need no conversion unless 500 is added
to the windspeed to obtain wind direction to the
nearest 5°. The wind group 29635, therefore, decodes
as 295° at 135 knots.

These rules also apply to winds for the manda-
tory levels (ddfff), tropopause winds (didififift), and
maximum winds (cLadaitafrafia).

Eterciaes (409):
Decode the surface data from the following
rawinsonde report:
TTAA 78001: 72311 99980 24062 07003
1. What is the pressure at the surface?

2. The wind direction is ° and th wind speed
is _knots.

3. What are the tempeifture and dewpoint at the.
surface?

410. Decode data from the radiosonde code, Part
for standud isobaric Weis.

.:11)i0er standard levels reported in Part A give
temerature, dewpoint depression, and wind data for
isobaric (constant pressure) levels; Unlike the earth's
surface: Where the pressure varies, the isobanc levels
vary in Iteig41..71ierefore,heitlit instead of pressure is
reported for-the itatidard isobarighivels:

Standard- Isobaric Levels; PPithh TTT.DD ddfff.
Each isobaric level uses two digits of its own pressure
as a level indicator. The indicator 00denotes 1000mb;
85, 850 nib; and 70, 700 mb: No duplicate indicators
exist in any one code part. However, you may notice
that both. Parts A and C contain 70 indicators. Theft
should be no confusion from this identity, since Part A
is coded Only to 100 mb and Part C is coded forievels
about 100 mb. The 70 indicator in Part C signifies 70

Following the indicator for each standard isobaric
level, 'itati find a height (hhh) for that level. These
heights are to the nearest whole_meter up to 500 mh,
and to the nearest 10 meters at 900 mb and above. A
group of 85491 indicates that the data are for the 850
mb level (85) and that the height is 1491 meters above
sea level (491). The group 40714 means that 400-mb
level is at 7140 meters. coded value in three
digits cannot, of course, re t the complete height.
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You determine the proper prefix for each coded
value from the standard heights printed on the
skew-T chart at each level or judge them from
experience. Occasionally, the__1,400-mb height is
coded with a value over 500. This means the height
of the 1000=mb surface is below mean sea level. It
is unlikely to find the 1000-mb level at 500 meters
above sea level. Therefore; a coded value of 632
actually reports a height of 132 meters below mean
sea level.

These heights telt the forecaster where each
standard isobaric surface stands with respect to -the
last sounding and to the comptited standard height:
Wheitrthis information is considered for each level;
it provides the forecaster with indications of
troighing, ridging, and warm or cold air advection.

Three separate groups contain the reported data
for each standard level However; if the Fa

indicators shows that 'winds are nat reported, only
two groups represent each level. Every level must
appear in sequence even if the data for a- level is
missing. Frequently, the f000-mb level is below
surface and, obviously, temperature and wind data
cannot be determined, but the report still maintains
proper sequence by showing "OOhhh / / / / / / / / / /"
for the missing data

Similar to the surface level, the isobaric levels
contain reports of temperature, dewpoint
depression, and .winds (TIT,,DD DDfff). These
groups are decoded the same as instructions given
in objective 409.

Exercises (410):
Decode data from the radiosonde coded report
below by answering the questions following.

TTAA 78001 72311 99990 24062 07003 00159 :;/// ///// 85563

13860 06006 70169 03971 04519 50583 10974 05012 40750 24507

04519 32953 39966 04519 25075 481/1 04027 20219 577/9'02525

15399 6130 34507 10650 655// 35011

88169 6250 01516

77999

a

I. What is the height of the 700-millibar level?

2. The temperature at the 400=millibar level
is

3. The dewpoint at the 100-millibar level is

4. What ale the wind direction and speed at
200-millibar. level?
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411. Dem le' data from the isdlosonde code, Part
A, for the tropopause and maximum winds.

Tropopause; Part A. Part A in
tropopause data, providing that
the surface and 10) nib. Part
tropopause data when it is abo
puvores of illustration, suppose the tropopause
occurs at 240 nib; This data would s appear in
Part A. A

A tropopause is represented by three ups of
data. The data indicator 88 in the first group tails ' .

your attention to tropopause informatiow The
remaining portion of she group, PAP,, reports the
ressure, in whole millibars, at the tropopause level.

The second group reports temperature, TiTiTit, and
dewpoint depression; 27tH . Standard coding
instructions apply to this up .the same way that
they do for any tempera goup at other levelt.
Standard coding als0 applies to the third= group
(ditkflAI) containing wind direction and sport. For
similarity, of datL the tropopause level can be
compared to the surface. When no tropopause is
obaerVed "Within the stratiani covered by Part A, an
indicator group, 88999, apptars in the message;
However; if no tropopause data is coded, this
indicates the data was not ready at,collection time
and shotild follow in a correction message later.
Following the tropopause section of the messap
comes another special data sectionmaximum
wind data

es a report of
occurs between
C contains the

100 nib. For

3311'

_4
Maximum Wind, Part A. The final section of

Part A _reportt maximum wind (77- or 66 PmPmPm
d,,d,f.f.f. 4V6VbViVi)._ Aside from meeting
qualifying criteria, the maximum wind- must occur
at or below Hyo in14, be included in Part A. Two
indicator figures, 66,- identify this section.

4 Indicator 66 places, maximum wind at the
terminating level of' thekriincens; The 77 _indicator
tells you when. the maximbm wind occurt below the
terminating level, The pressure (12,-,,P.P.) of_ the
maximiim wind level follows, The second group; of
course, reports the wind in the same way as for
other levels, _

Repo alto with the maximum wind is the
vector ference between the maximum wind and
the winds at a distance of 3000 feet below_VbV6
ant 3000 feet above V..V0,. Vector difference

'.t

Figure 2-I. Vector difference.
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Figure 2-2. Increased vector difference.

B
23.-276

accounts for both speed and direction, which is not
the same as the simple difference lk-tween two
spexis; Figure 2-1 is an illustration of a vector
between two speeds. Suppose the line AB represents
a 131111XiMUM wind of 81 knots from a specific
direttion as shown. Then, alio considei line AC as
a 48-knot speed and wind direction cat a level 3000
feet below; Line BC becomes the vector difference
between the two lines, Vector_ BC as shown in
figure 2-1 represents 345 knots. The vector difference
is 4 knots greater than the simple difference in
speed between the two levels. The reason for a
greater difference lies in the amount of angular
(direction) difference betWeen the two speedt.
Figure 2-2 shows the same two wind speeds (48 and
80 knots) from widely different directions. Vector
BC now represents 56 knots because there is a
widet angular difference, btween the two leveli.
This explains vector difference, but the method for
obtaining it must be taken from Federal
Meteorological Handbook 5, Winds 'Aloft
Observations.

There are four options for reporting maximum
wind with which you should be familiar. Normally;
two groups of data represent the wind level.
Occasionally,_ a secondary maximum is also
observed and reported, adding' a second set of
groups. If no maximum wind can be observed in
the stratum included in Part A, the group 77999
appears in the report as the third option. Finally,
when no maximum wind data is reported, you may
assume the data was not available at collection
time, but should follow in a correction message
later.

Part A ends with a message separatign signal (;)
following the list group of the maximum wind
section. From the temperature and dewpoint
depressions of Part A, a general picture of the
sounding to 100 mb becomes evident. It remains for
Part B to fill in the gaps,' showing the details of
temperature inversions and upper layers of
moisture.
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gifts:hies (411):
Use the radiosonde data in exercise
the information by answering
questions:
1:4 At what height (in millibars)

tropopause?
_ .

2. The temperature at the trot

410 and decode
the' following

do we find the

is

3. What_ are the maximum wind direction and
speed?

411 Decode the radiosonde code, Part B.

Radiosonde Code-, Part B. Unlike_Part_A, where
the number of levels remains fixed, Part B contains
as many leVelt as titiceitary to show the significant
changes of temperature or humidity within the
sounding; Significant 'Changes in wind not being
considered; no winds are reported.

IndentifiCation, Part B. The message identifier,
TTBB; appears rust The remaining groups,
date time and station numher;_are identical to Part
A with but one exception. That exception is the
wind indicator, L. Since no winds are included, LI
conveys no meaning for Part B. Therefore a solidus
is always reported.

Surface data Pan B. A repetition of the surface
dats .excluding winds, appears as the first level in
Part B. LeVel indicator 00, instead of 99 as in Part
A, indicates surface data and is not used for any
other level in Part B. The type of data reported for
other levels is- consistent with the surface data;
namely, pressure, temperature, and dewpoint
depretaion.

Significant levels. Indicators assigned to; each
level and numbered in consecutive order maintain
proper sequence. Eyed a level within a missing data
stratum is assigned an indicator to show the
existeaea of missing data The numbering sequence
begins with 11 for the first level above the surfaced
and continues (21 33, . . . 88, 99, 11) for
subsequent levels. (Note that 00 is used only for the
surface level.) When missing data for a single level
occurs, the bounding and missing levels appear in
the message 44PPP TTTiDD 55/11 /1111
66PPP TTT.DD. Of course; the letters would be
represented by numbers in the actual report. The
coding of individual elements follows the
procedures outlined in preceding paragraphs. No
significant levels for pirasures lower than 100 mb
are reported in Part.

Additional data. The indicator group, 51515,
specifies that the groups following contain data in
regionally adopted code forms.

Region IV adopted the 101 groups. Various
infoqtation that cannot otherwise be 'included in
the, ge finds itself in the 101 group. You can
locate the exact meaning of each 101 group in the
radii:tit:nide code handbook. The entire list of 101
groups has been broadly classified under a few
general headings. For instance, 101 groups between
40 and 59 (10140=10159) give reasons for an
incomplete or missing report. group commonly
reported within this gen ral heading is
101432-observation delayed.

Groups 10165-10169 are oadly clasted as
doubtfiil and missing data. Gr up 10167 indicates
doubtful temperature data between specific levels.
So that you may know between which specific
levels the_ temperature is doubtful, a second group,
OPIPIP2P2, follows the 10167. PIP, represents the
roarer (in respect to altitude) level and shows
pressure in hundreds and tens (520 mb as 52) or
whole units (52 mb as 52). There can be no
confusion between these indicators because 520 nib
appears in Part A, and 52 mb in Part C. Then the
P2P2 shows the upper =bounding level. Another
commonly used 101 groliWin this' category is 10168:
dewpoint depression missing betWeen specific levels.
Again the OPIPIP2P2 group lhows the bounding
levels. . '

The next general heading suggests corrected data
These are the 101 groups from 75 to 89. You recall
from the discussion of tropopause afirklaxinium
wind data that occasionally this information is

transmitted at later time in a correction message.
These correceticin messages_ begin with an
identificatfon section (TTBB YYGG/ Viii 51515);
then 10178 for tropopause data or 10179 for wind,
and finally end with the data itself. Additional data
(101) groups provide 'for correcting entire
transmission s; Mandatory,_ dr signifitant
leVelii or even other 101 groups as well. possibly
you may see a single correction message containing
several corrective groups lumped together. Of
course, any combination of corrections must apply
to a single part of the code. Corrections for Part A
are not combined with corrections to Part B.

The last general 101 group heading is classed
miscellaneous. These groups range from 90 to 99.
Extrapolated data and early transmission data are
included under this heading

Exercises (412):
Decode Part B (TTBB) of the radiosonde code
below:,..hy answering the questions following.

11119 7800i, 72111 00980 24062 11125 13660 22756 07644 22716

05271 44664 03067 55595 02577 66479 13174 77460 16166 88400

24567 99221 5251/ 11169 625/4 22139 601/! 33146 6221/ 51515

10166 041140:



1. What is the pressure at the second significant
level above the surface?

2. What is the temperature at the ninth significant
level?

What is the temperature at 146 millibars?

4. What does the group 10166 indicate?

413. Decode the early transmission message.

Early Transmission Data. The 850F, 700= and
500-mb standard levels and stability index form an
abbreviated report known as the early transmission
message, Coding of the standard levels _follows the
same rules outlined in Patt A. These early messages
are in addition to the complete. report. The coded
data for these levels in the complete report is in no
way affected by the early messge. A unique part of
the early message is the stability index.

The stability index, LL, can be found only in the
early message. .The index implies the degree of
stability for the stratum between surface and 500
Ob..Stable conditions are reported by code figure'
01 to 40 inclusive. The higher values indicate
greater stability. Code figures 51 to 96; inclusive;
indicate unstable conditions. _When the index is
unavailable, it is not reported. Since the stability
index and the early transmission of standard level
data fall into the additional data category, the
entire message is assigned the 10196 identifier:

Ea Ch early message begins with an identification
section:T T113 YYGG/ IIiii 51515. The 10196
identifier that follows shovQs that .850-, 700-, and
500-mb levels and stability, index data folloiv:
OeCisionally, one of the lei cannot be reported.
Rather than burdening the message with a senes of
solidi, other 101 .groups may be reported to show
the omission; As an illustration; 10195 identifies
data for 850-_ind 500-mb leveli and stability index.
Data for 700 mb being unavailitblemessage
completely omits the level. Code figure 10195

auftGttia.,-, for the 500-mb level and stability index;
10198 identifies 700-nib data and stability index.
(See table 2-2.)

&hough the early message has i Part B
identification section, it is a separate message: Part
B precedes the transmission of the entire report.
Actually, each part of the code is an individual

b
report and could be transmitted alone, whether or

, .not the various parts of the code are combined into
a single requirement for the data. Thus, the
collection and distribution of the parts\may change
from time to time. Current comni*cations
schedules can provide precise information on the
transmission of the radiosonde reports.

Exercises (413):
Use the early transmission data below to answer the
questions:

ITEM 6012/
79078 01466
30013;

72353
30014

51515
50570

10196
16980

85488
32026

10865
07

27017
10194 23026

1. What is the time (GMT) of this report?

2. What does the group 10196 indicate?

3. The height of the 700 mb is

. What is the stability index?

414. Decode the radiosonde code, Parts C and D.

All miuidato = reveb above 100 mb are rep rted
in Part C, and ignificant levels in Part D. Data

'coding is similar to Parts A and B. Only minor
differencesbetween reporting procedures need-to be
pointed out. Naturally, the messa identifier is
different. Pact -C is identitled by TTCC. Also, the
wind indicator L; _though still a coded --figure;
indicates a standard level within Part C. Part D
message identifier is 1TDD.

Other deviations exist in the way heights (hhh)
and pressures (PPP) are reported. All heights are in
meters and show the thousand-s, hundn=ds, and tens
digits. Therefore a height of 18,510 meters Wetomes
a code value of 851. Pressures are reported in
tenths of a millibar. Thii becomes important in
Part C only for reporting tropopause or maximum
wind pressure levels and applies to the* Part D
significant levels.

When the tropopause section in Part A is coded
88999, you may expect tropopause data in Part C.
Similarly, you expect maximum wind data in ,Part
C when 77999 is coded in Part A. When a code of
88999 in Part C appears as well, no tropopause can
be determined. A similar rule applies to maximum
wind. Neither tropopause nor maximum wind data

23 II
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TABLE 2-2

EARLY TRANSMISSION 101 CODES

Symbol Adf Adf =- Form of Additional:Data
Reported

Code
Figure

At

.
...

Spec feat ion

. .

94 -99i Early Transmission Messages

94 tows -Level Mean hinds for Surface to 5, 000-foot Layer and
5,000- to I0,/00-foot Layer ddfff ddfff

95 Early transmission of 850- and 550-mb data and stability
index Billow 85hhh ITTSDD ddfff 50hhh
TrraD15ddfff isis.

96 Early transmission of 850-, .7 and 500-mb data and
stability index follow 85hhh TTTaDD ddfff
70hhh TTTaDD ddfff 50hhh 1"1"rs31) ddfff iris.

97 Early transmission of 500-mb data stability ihdex follow
50hhh TTTaDD ddfff Joie. y.

44498 riy transmission of 700-mb data and stability index
follow 70hlth TTTaDD ddfff iris.

--.

99 Not to be assigned.
.

can be coded in Part C unless they occur at a
pressure less than 1130 mb.

The last bit of information that can be added to
Parts 13 or D, wherever it applies, is the plain
language data concerning a superadiabatic lapse
rate. Plain language data always follows the 51515
indicator used for 101 groups. The contraction
SUPER" identifies superadiabatic lapse rates.

fisher of the following formats may be
rted: 51515 101/kid/tit SUPER PePe--PTIPT, or

1515 SUPER PaPaPTPT. The latter example
indicates a superadiabatic lapse rate without other
101 groups as additional data. Lapse rate data
follows all other 101 groups reported. Bounding
levels of the layer are shown by P5P5 (base) and
FtrPT (top)._They represent the pressures in tens44,,,
millibars (Part B) or whole millibars (Part
Identification of superadiabatic layers provides
great help to, the skew-T plotter.

24

When all fourtparts are considered together, they
complete the TEMP (land station) form of
radiosonde.

Exercises (414):
Answer the questions following after inspecting the
rawinsonde report immediately below.

1.

TTCC 731 403 70799 631// 26065 5m2 707// 27374

30312 591// 28077 20572 533/1 25584

88999

77999:

TTDD 7312, 72403 11700 631/1 33640 631// 33460 731// 44400

707// 55360 611// 66300 591/1 77260 529/' 9(220 549// 99180

489/1 1116f 503// 22145 463//

What is the temperature at 70 millibars?
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2. The wind direction and speed at 50 rnilLib
are at

. The temperature at 36 millibars is

415. Decode TEMP SHIP. radiosonde reports.

338
ci longitude groups

p location, the third
number, verifies the

S. ce
lati de-
ocr need
Ows the

M in the
uare is divided into I°
res give the.oumber f;

ariden and, incidentally,
ti of .both the latit9,sle
hip's location appea
as 08823.. Flom figti

op of the Hawaiian
Islands at 22° N and 3°,_ W. The remaining
elements of

;
P SHIP code bear no difference

from TEMP . Ships even transmit early data
message&

two
ed

ars ha
igure 2

tee 6y

RidIolonde Code TEMPSHIP. Ship stations
taking upper air soundings code _their data in
TEMP SHIP, form. The TEMP SHIP message
comes in fout parts and is identical to TEMP in

format, data reported; and transmission
gement. The only noticeable WifereiCe_ you
find Irtween' TEMP and TEMP SHIP-

menages exists in the id don section.
The geographical and s umbering of ship

stations cannot be easily exp 45--; by an Hui group
as in TEMP code. Instead, the ship's latitude,
longitude, and Marsden Square number replace the
Hill in the identification section; Three groups
contain location information. Following lthe
message identifier and date/time groupsAwhich
resemble their counterparts in. TEMP code, comes
the first of ,the three groupslatitude.

The latitude group, 9914L.L, reports ship
position between the equator and the pole to the
nearest 0.1° latitijde. Longitude and qUidrant of
the globe are coded in the second group,
(.ZI.i41.6._ Without direction designators, you
would find it difficult to determine whether latitude
was north or south and longitude was east or west.
However; the coded quadrant figure, Ctk, indicates
both; Mentally slice the globe into four parts; once
at the equator, dividing north and south, and again
at the 0°/1800 meridian, dividing east and west.
From table 2-3, C.N code figures define each
quadrant. Quadrant 7 locates ships navigating the
waters bordering all sides of North America, When
1. appears as 7; you know at once that the latitude
is north and longitude is west. An exact position
can then be found, using the reported latitude and
longitude. Longitude also appears to 0.1°.

TABLE 2-3
SYMBOL Q.

Wee?
Code
Fig-
ore

ithda Longitude

--,p

1
3
5
7

North
South
Sodth
North

East
test
Nett
Wst

the sqdare wi
coincide with the u
and longitude; Suppoasa
in the, MMMU.ti.UL,
2-3, yoit can place t

Exercises (415):
1. -"Answer questions,

following coded
a through e, using the

report:

UUAA 77121 99471 71169 14676 1 11111

16622 95300 01016 17927 70058 16132

41724 32361 130121 30920 493// 14645 23037
611// 14035 15338 547// 23014 10616 571//
14052 77240 150Th I)

160U 00111 1.111
30562 211974 16021
511// 14169 20175
29009 111211 63311

a. Vvinit information is obtained from the first
group?

b. The 99471 group' indicates the and
is ° N.'

c. What informatigir can be decoded from the
70169 group?,

d. The fourth tkoup .,includes what
information? ,

e. What are the temperature and dewpoint at
the water surface?

. Use the following coded report tokanswer
questions a through d.

UtIAA .77111.
/ 1037
0711 33136
631/I nor
22104 77r34

99568

4012
n1179

13342

22129

71197
21029

39906

5871/

42332:

11269

70966

44116

22060

99914 MO
-21041

00113 01217

06762 2153831332 E41.36 f2039
22096 2504 571ei nips2.42
10397 591.1, .23041 pt2iik,64Ar't

zs

a. The ship's latitude is .=trti,d. pas
longitude is

b. The Marsden 'Square number
c. The height of the I libar surface is

(coded figure).
d. the wind direction and speed at the 250 -

millibar surface are at
knots.

25
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Syspbotlial-M r= Number of Menulentquare for'the Ship's Position's,.
the Time of Observition
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2-2. Upper:Wind Code
Cect name "PILOT" refers to the upper wind

report form a land station. The fottit of the code
used by ships in reporting upper wind observations
clifrers from the form used by hind stations only in
rellArd_ to the identification data. lust as in. TEMZ____44:-,P1P1
SHIP, the Iliii Identffier is replaced by the grou
99L.L.L. MMMU taUL0.. Diet
groups were covered in objective 415. Upper Aids
serve for plotting_ station continuity charts;_winds
aloft maps, specific level winds14 the ikeii=T,
gradient winds. Since a ° tadiesonde sounding
furnishes upper winds; both PILOT and TEMP
codes may be derived from a single" sounding. In
thiScaSy;_duplibition of observation and boding can
be WM70. Like TEMP code, four parts (A, li, C,
and D) divide the upper wind code.

q

the=Itese parts possess the same characteristics fot
collection and distri6ution,ievel ;orientation; and
Stratum coverage as the TEMP4code. Part A is
intended( for worldwide distribution and contains
winds for standard isobaric levels; =Part B furnithet
winds at significant and fixed regional levels: Parts
A and B cover the stratum between surPace and 100
mbs.

Upper wind data are normally available four
times daily, beginning at 0000 GMT. At those times
when the wind observation coincides with
radiosonde reporting (MOO and 1200Z), the upper
winds are attached to the radiosende report.
1-cause of this grouping together; Part A PILOT
hecomes unnecessary_iiriceit _duplicates wind daft
reported in Part A TEMP. This is alSo tine for
Part C PILOT and TEMP. The complete cede is
butlined here in much the same manner as the
rtdiosonde code. The format below illustrates
symbolically the four parts of the code.

PART A:

PART C:

PPCC YYGGa. lliii
44nP,P,

Or
55oP,P1

PPAA YYGOsi 11111
44oPi PI

or
55nPIP1

k,

440PIPI
or

53nP,PL
77P.P.P.

or
66P.P.P.

or

711..14./1.7.Hw.
or

PART B:

PPBB YI(G43%
"it.ulusu,

(IdentificationSection I)

MIT ddfff Miff

(Standard Isobaric
SurfacesSection 2)

ddfff ddfff ddfff

(Maximum Wind Data
Section 3)

L1.4, 4V,Ifilf.V.:

(ldentifinstionSection I)
ddfff ddfff ddfff (Fixed Regional Levels

and Significant Levels
Section 4)

ddfff ddfff ddfff:

77P. P. P.

or

or
6H.F16/L,Hni

ddfff ddfff +Miff

ddIff ddfff

41/,-AW.V;;

PART

or f.uluiu, daft' ddfff ddfff

9
Or ddfff cldfff ddfff:

(IdentifialitionSection I)

(Standard Isobaric Sur-
facesSection 2) i

(Maximum Wind Data
Section 3)

(IdentificationSection I)

(Fixed Regional Levels
and Sipificant Levels
Section 4)

416. Decode upper wind code, Pitts A and C.

Upper Wind Cede, Patti A and C. Standard levels
are the same standard isobaric surfaces reported in the
radidionde code. Quantitative changes in direction or
Speed appear in the code as significant levels. Added to
these two types are fixed altitude leveli included by
regional agreement; PartseA and C contain the
Standard levels with 100 mb is the dividing level. SincE
these winds are iechided in Parts A and C of the
radiosonde code, Parts A and C Of the upper wind
code are _normally not used- inItegion IV.

Identification section. Identification dates with the
exception of the Message identifier, is ids s tical for all
parts -of the code. Date-time data (YYG gives you
the same information as in the radioson, code,
including the unit olmeasurement for winds d.
Code item it, in the date-time group relates o the
method Of ningyinds reported in the c .e. The_
meaning o ..e figures for ai are:

F4uipment

Pressure instrument associated with wind-
measuring instrument.
Optical _theodolite:

2 Raditi-theodolitt.
3 . Radar.
4 pressure instrument associated with wind-

meaaunng equipment; but pressure element
failed during ascent.

The type of observing equipment used is also
reflected in the indicator for standard levels
discussed in the next topic.

Standard isobaric levels. An indicator group
(55nPIP, or 44r1P1131) introduces a series of
,tandatd leVelS. When the standard levels are
located by means of pressure measuring'equipment
(a of 0); 44 is reported. When winds are reported
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4

(a.; of I 4),*-1,5:#160brted.tthe-digit
r reveals the number of stirfae4rePorted

nd cannot exceed three. PIVi: is ,,f} 'prissure
r for the first level of the series. Ain indictor
385 talli you that the leVels are located, by.
measurement (44), three standard levels are

luded in the first series, and the first level of the
that
and

Aeries is at 850_4) (85). The t4iree `wind.gronpi
ddfff form

represent the winds for the 850,;:_ 004, and 500-mb
standard pressure levels; The 55riPIPI groups are

)repeated as Many_ times as needed to 'report -all the
standard isobaric levels.

Aftecintum: Winds, Part A cantains the_reporting of
maximum wind _data. One of two -possible_ methods
it used in ten-Oiling maximum wind 'data. The format
77Palw,Pw, or 66PJ2,w,P. represents one method, and
7Kiii-,..Hiiiii. or 6H.H.ilik,H., a second metlicid. The
method used depends entirely upon whether the -level
of maximum _wind was determined. by pressure
measurement (P.T.P.M.i) or by means of 'a height
computation (HmH.,14..H in).

The data reported kir Px.12.4).,__-represents the
preature, at the-level of maximum wind. Up to and 4'
including 100 mb, the pressure is reported to the.
nearest whole millibar and to the nearest tenth o_
millibar- above 100 rnb. When jressure _data is not
aysilatite,ithe level -of -the maximum wind -if reported
with respect to a computed altitude, represented by
Mali._ iiklel;T. The altitude it reported in increments of
30 VI t, FOr example, if the code figure _1400 is
repo- , the true altitude can be nbtained by.
multiplying the repOrted value by 30 (1400 X 30

42;000 Wet).
The indicato 66 (or_ 6) and 77 (or 7) express the

. same _meanin as in the radiosonde code. The max
wind i..,elf, "dincl, frJmf,," decodetthesame_ as
any ind : group. : If the maximum wind was not
observed, the indicator group 77999 is inserted to give
positive notification that the maximum wind data is
not available.

'follow the indicator are coded

Exercises (416):

1. Decode the upper level winds for the following-
levels from the TEMP SHIPsreport below:

QQAA 77173
14034 14031

99470 70170 14871 35315 3022 21.23 14026 55340
131146 55321 11022 26006 28014 77999;

eP

a: The 859-mb level:
b. The 300-mb level:
c. The 250-mb level:
d. Maximum wind's are:

2. From- the upper wind report belosV, decode the
upper level winds for the levels indicated.

QQAA 57173 99361 70196 11269 55385 22016 20327 22046 551111

22064 21517 21593 55320 21106 21079 23048 77247 21107:

a2. rt* 100-mb level.
b The='3_,IXPMb level:
c. 'The 700-mb level:
d. Maximum wind- is

417. Decode an upper wind code; Part B; indicate its
role in the rawinsonde report; and differentiate
between Parts B and D of the code.

.1Jpper Wind Code; Parts B -and D. Parts B and D
in the fixed altitude levels with significant levels

p aced between. Whenever a fixed altitude level cldSely
approximates the height ofa standard level; the report
omits the fixed altitude Wel; This explains why 5000
feet (850 mb) and 10,000 feet 700 mb), for example, do

I-, not appear' as fixed altitude levelt.
Sign /cant and-fixed attitude few's, These levels in

-Part B are also precededixy an indicator group. The
key to decoding the data in this section is the
group. The first digit, 9, is an indicator identifying the
group and specifying that the leVels reported are below
100,000 feet and the altitude figure is expressed_ in
11301:Pfoot increments. The tt element- the
altitude of the winds in tens of thousands of feet of the
first wind data group following. In effect, this meant
that a is coded as "0" refers to winds below 10,000 feet.
If t, is 1, the base level of the winds reported in the data
groups is 10,000 fect.,, a t, of 2 means a base level of
20,000. feet, and to on up to 90;_000 Wet. The figures
coded for "ulti2u3 specify the units digits of the wind
levels iti increments of 1000 feet for the three successive
levels; For example; a 9t.uiu2u3groupco_ded as_ 9.1246
indimooicatesoctthae the wind data are 0for !2,00_ , 14:0_00 and

The 'fhlee. data groups that follow the 9t.uiu2u3
group are; again; encoded the same as wind data
groups in the radiosonde code. However, there may
not always be three data group's. if the 9t.ti 'Liza, group
is used to report less,than three levels; solidi (/) will be
coded in the group for u2 and 113, as appropriate. For
example, if the termination of the sounding occurred at
98,000 feet; the group 998/ /, followed by the wind data
group; would be the proper method of encoding this
information. As a matter of fact, the wind at
termination is always included as the last significant
level; just as the wind at the surface is always encoded
as she first significant level.

The group 9t.nutu2u3 used in Part B may take on a
slightly different form in Part D. The 9 indicator
Specified that the levels reported in Part B were below
100;000 feet and that the altitude figure was expresSed
in increments of 1000 feet. If the ascent extends to
100,000 feet and higher, the indicator 1 is used in lieu of
the 9. The indicator specifies
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that the levels report are 100;69e feet or above
and are expressed iqcrements 'of 10()11: feet,
Following the last wind data eup, the message
Separation signal signifies ttie ittd. Of tt*.. complete
Me:loge. The 9 group its repeated as,snitny times as
n.-9cestary to report 411 significant and fixed.altitude
levels

f"winsonclelia When tote elements in Parts
and B of the radiosonde code (TTAA and TTBB)
are corvine, with elements in Part B of the upper
wind code (PPBB), _they form a- rawinsonde report:

6 When _Parts. C and D (TTCC__ and_ TrDD) '-are
combined with Part D (PPDD) and are transmitted
together,. they furnish-data above 100 mbs in the
rawinsonde, rePort.

Exercises (417):
1. Which peal of the upper winds code is include&

in the rawinsonde report?

Answer the questions on decoding of Part B of
the upper winds code from the following,
report:

PPBB 78014 72311 S1423 0/043 05564 03006190467 05004
05013 04517 9089/ 050 5022 91246 05016)4507 03514
9205/ 04512.04521 934 4.518 03527 04427 94148 02024,
03014 27008 95011 29008

a. What are the, .wind direction and speed at the
surface? 'Yq:-

b. Evechde the 9205/ group.

0

t are the wind speed and direction4t the
6;000-foot level?

. What_ is the _Main difference between the Part B
and Part D in the- upper air code?

,-.2 -3. Skew - T, Constant Pressure, and
Winds Aloft Charts

. Now that you have reviewed the radiosonde and
upper wind cod e will ll review the plotting of
this data; Then - wp go one step further and
cover the detection and correction of plotting
errors. ,

3,1;

., 41k- Use the rawinsonde data provided to &tier
snip correct any errors on the plotted
,therinodynamic diagrani (skew-T);

BefOre you begin checking for errors, a review of
some of the plotting rules is appropriate.

Plotting Skew-T charts. The thermodynamic
diagram (skew-T) is a commonly plotted chart used
by. 'weather personnel. The number of required
charts depends upon sources of data, season, and
Abe extent of the desired analysis. In_ normal
operations, one chart is used- for each reporting
station, and not more than two surroundings of
new data are plotted on it.

When preparing a skew -T chart, enter a trace
from a previous sounding on the chart for
continuity. A ,12-hour interval between reports
permits_ the forecaster to see on one chart the
atmospheric_ changes that occur at a particular .

station, Trace the temperature and_ dewpoint curves-
fr-Oin the preceding (continuity) sounding in black
ink or pencil without tmnscnption_ of data_ or
circling of any-point.. ysually, you dO,,thit before
plotting the first new sounding: Plot the first new
sounding that,is 6 or 12 hours later than the black
continuity traced in bine pencil, and plot the second
new sounding (12 or 24 hours after the black trace)
in red pencil; This pgiting method allows the use
of red for the third set of curves to emphasize the'
Wen data.

A, free air terriperatute curve and a dewpoint
curve are plotted for each sounding. Locate the
points to be_plotted on the chart by reference to the
ph:Wm and temperature (free air or dewpoint) of
the - level. Plot dewpoint temperatures after
subtracting the dewpoint depression': filmi the free
air temperture. A plotting template is available for
thit purpose. Indicate the temperatute and
dewpoint by a small dot located at the appropriate
pressure level. Draw a small circle of approximately
1/$ inch diameter around each dot on the
temperature and dewpoint curves. This circle will
aid in locating the points when you draw the
connecting,3 lines. The circle further, aids in
identifying significant points on the curves; Always.
represent the free air:temperature curve by* solid
line and the dewpoint curve by a dashed line.
Identify superadiabatic lapse .rates sptering
"SUPER" near the curve and drawing lin Oto tie
boundaries.

To __show I/temperature and nt . curves
through strata of doubtful data, em in -the'
normal manner; however, the limits of these Strat%
must_ be indicated in the space;above the legend at
the bottom right or the diagraM (e.g., TEMP
DBTFL 6107550 MB) in the same cblot that you
use for plotting the curves. Where there is a
stratum of missing data; terminate the curves at the
lower boundary of the stratum and start the curves
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again at the upper boundary of the stratum. Enter
the symbol. "MI$DA" in the middle of the stratum
of :missing data in the sada; color ybu use for
plotting the curves~ ."MI$Dir_ is WO entered
whenever a stratum contains Tat de*p-Oint data and
the air temper-Mint ii warmer than -740° C. Si
dewpouit data are not ent=c14 for air temperatu
colder than li-40° no platted' remark is
for missing dewpoint dittaliboVe t point.

For levels from 1000 to 100 milli eater the
height of each standard level on the isobar to *hick,
it pertains just inside either edge of tine diagram'.
Enter the heights for leivelaitboVe 100 Millibars just
inside the_ right edge. If netetaary; _adjust the
position of height -entries. to avoid conflict with
other plotted data. Enter all height iralitit exactly
as they are received.

Plot wind data at the iteMittd levels- in the same
color as the corresponding curves; using
wind "shat '_.and barbs. Plot wind data at other
levels, taken from the upper wind fie -ort for the
same time; on the solid &Ai. PlOt t ese reports in
the same manner that you WO plot winds on
sudace charts (nOrth at,the top of the diagram, a
ftill barb equals 10 knoti; etc..). Use the right-hithd
staff foi the first wind report, and Plot
reports on the middle or left4U-Sild staff. U
you do not -COO the winds for the continuity trace
drileSt the forecaster specifically desirei them, in
which case they are plotted on the eight=haod staff.

For identification, enter a legend for each
sounding that it plotted. Station index number (or
lotation indentifier),,-,station name; and, time and
date (GMT) complete the legend. Use the same
color for legend entries that you use for the
corresponding sounding-curves. When a scheduled
sounding is not rece--4 complete the legend

entries and enter the 101 group,_ identifying the
reason for n ' observation in the space above thereason

in appropriate color. If a 101 stoup (is
not enter "Z MISG." "

Possible Plotting Errors; Experience in plotting
skew-T chant teaches you how to detect erro

,at lean suspect Mistaken plotting. _However, .ti-

- errors result from plotting. lf, for example, :lhe
winds for zthe standard and significant levels are all
generally frOni 270°, while the wind diiection at
Some middle level is reported as 170°, it is

reasonable to suspect- error at. that level. This is
ly true if-'this repOrted wind is closely
in height by winds that are reported from

270°. j,
Errors in temperature plotting can be detected

usually by inspection of the sounding, and by
comparison with the previous sounding unmarked
superadiabatic- lapse rate should be recikked fejt
accuracy. GOBss or °7- erratic changes from the
previous soUnding' or -arOO-I-soundings are
potential _errors. Many p o mperatures are
victims otii. 10°' error, whi e .41 kirs inadvertently,

commit Otttsie of the ..V. .; mOerature lines.
Accid y .,c opnic tins a ,d6Wpoint to the
temperature' curve alio causes en unusual looking
lapse rate. It is always a good idea to _clip the
radiainde reps uli plotted ikaW-T.' Then
when a question a --. out the accuracy of the
plot; it cap_ be checked ediately without having
to search for the filed report; The* skew-T chtlt-t's
value as an analysis and forecast tool attaches a-.
high degree of importance tO3ur0ii. and rapid
plotting. A icarelettly drawn skew -T is worthless'.

Check the cogetPdata given below with the actual
' plotted ske w;TJot- statioV 304 (Hatteras, N.C.) on
foldout 6 in the separate iticlotiire to this vlume.

USUS
TTAA 72304 99027 176331 17005 00234 19258 ' 17518 60853
07827 2004 702 06280 21525. 10588$ 1780. 25034 40756 22180

26542

04110

30961

729/4

38956
28555 .

042

f064T

25683

69911

48j//:

3103,,. -

27041 20226 603/1 :27041.

88150 729JJ: 28555

77154, 7A063 41527' '1

11130 51001 72304- 00027 17633 11016 19657 22802 03815 33799

02880 44787- 09480 55633 03280 66447 16580 77428 18561 88417

20180 99400'- 22180 11300 38956_ 22150 729/7 33142 6790 4418

647/7 55100 699// 51515' SUPER 40-80

PPBB 51000 72344 90012 17005 17520 18021 90345 19022 19523

24024 W678 20025 20027 '24428 909/7 21025 91246 22029 22029

23030 917//' 22514 92035 25537 26049 26541 9305/ 26541 27541;

94059 27041 28063 29035 9503/ 29043 34542

You will find the following errors in plotting:
a. The height of the 850 -mb
b. The height_ of the 250-mb level.
c. The additional data group 71515 PER

80-80 not plotted.
30

d. The remark "M ABOVE" not plotted at the
termination of dewpoint curve.

e. The station_ not plotted (Hatteras, N.C.).
f In the 66447 level, =13.5 plotted should have

been =16.5.

3 /



t In the 22150 level, -71:9 plotted should have
lawn

k. Winds at 400-mb level, 50' knots should haw
been 42 knots, 260° should have been 270°.

1. No horizontal line drawn for tropopause level.
J. Maximum wind has no arrowhead.

k. Iii the -11428 group, '-39.5 plotted
dewpoint should have been -29.5.

y 3y'
L No ,;d 45,000 ft. 111-

Ex4e (4111):

1. Use. the coded report below to check the
plotted skew-T on foldout 7 in the separate
inclosure to this volume (Station 645, Green
Bay WI) for errors. List errors found in the
space below the' Coded data-

.

4

73 tr- 1 726459111Kar 33 00042 -'11/11 -11141. 8529327020
1394--", 28537 70772 14901 50524 31542 25033

118678
431/1

24031 30872 42311 22604 25_ 39/ 23109 20103 ti 40// ,22599
15332 521/1 23594 10595 '53511 k
88400 4314/ 24031

77,240 22610 40809
'08333TT88 51001 72645 00979 11903 13903 22869 14910 ' 33828

12101 44700 14901 55500 31542 66437 39537 7740 431// 488367
419// 99343.: 4411/ 11228 447/7 22188 497// 33171 477// 44147
527// 55138' 499// 66125 541/4- 113 50 // 88100 53511

PPBB 51000 72645 90012 27020 24 27534 90346 28538
28531 90789 27528 26531 26036 91246 25532 25532 250x4 92024
24024 24025 2.3565 9258/ 23.70 22603 9305/ 22W 23102 9448/
24096 23563 95011 23562 23062

419. Us4 the rallosonde. data _pr6Vided to detect
and correct . any .errors In the liven constant
pressure plat._

Plotting Cons Pressiire., Charts; Where
facsimile transmission is availabIo the' requirement
for constant pressure chart .plotting in the station
remains limited. The plotting_ need Still ems at
many locations aricpa centralized weather facilities.

A plotted constAnt. pressure model presents, no
great chalienge, since the _amount of ditta repined
for each isobaric level is confined to four
parametersheight; temperature, dewpoint
depression, and wind direction and speetL Figure 2-
4 illustrates plotted models both in symbolic and
numerical form.' ci-orris 'general observation, you
notice I darkened station circle, wind direction,
indicator; and whole degrees for temperature and
dewpoint depression. Looking specifically at
temperature and depression for the 85(Fmti)
both parameters have been rounded p to Lwhole
figures according to standard rules (temperature is
rounded_ from_2.6_to 3, and depression is rounded
from 4.5 to 5). The depression at 700 mb is not
rouoded, being already reported in whole degrees
(67 - 50 17)

The plotted winds show a wind direction
indicator at the end of the shaft in tens of degrees.

Though AWSM 105-2; -docks not require dire"
plotting of this indicator,-Aeither is it forbidd
When pt titers tend to be ,poorludgets of the
direction, the indicator proms most helpful.:-
indicator is a, plotting option which you may
exercise or not; Your decision it weiilied against
plotter speed, plotter accuracy, end satisfaction of

.1.CF

16'

5
83430 02643 31016

7
-50040
I

701169 03367 27312

25 -784

igWe 2-4. Cqnstant pressure plotting model.
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the chart user. The third general observation made
front the plotted models concerns the darkened
station circle; ,,The darkened circle correlatei with
the plot whose depression is 5° Or less. An open
circle correlateS *itti the greater impressions: The
darkened circles ertiphasize areas of high nioisUare.

Some basic rules governing special Sittui#On
plotting need only brief mentioning. Inclose
doubtful data in parenthigtet. Plot M fora _missing
parameter._ No plot is made when both wmdspeed
and direction are missing, If a portion of the
reported element is garbled or missing, plot X for?,
each missing digit. Show a missing wind direction,

plottibg an X his break in the shaft: The plottet
judges the best directional posiiion of the shaft., An
X plotted at the end of the 'shaft means ;missing
windspeed. Extrapolated height Atte be
underlined. A circle dravo; around"'the station
shOwt a calm. These rulei are generally accepted

'.':;,and employed; though deviationi may exist. Most
vital to the completed chart is that whatever is
plotted must convey the same meaning to everyone
rising the data.

Consideration should be given to at leziat three
s of plotting; decoding skill, plotting aeturacy,

d chart reqUiretnenta. Decoding skill aimed at
increasing_ plotting speed is the quick_location Of

data within_ the report, For instance, 500-mb data
most frequently appears in the Middle of the second
line of the report. Knowing this location cuts search
time. Other decoding aids can increase plotting
skill.

. Compare the 'coded data With, the pi-Med 500,mb
constant pressure chart (Fp 8 in the supplementary
inaterial this volume)_ should find the
followin triors in- plotting:

Uz

ration 'Plotted , Mould Be

wind speed 50
DD 2.6 : 3t

712 ''' TT 19
DD b soc, 59.

528 , DD '114, 80
wind speed
height '505
DD 0

18
0

45

30
55

578

-18

494 wind speed 40 45

Exercise (419):
1. Compare the al., reports with the 700-m

constant press chest (foldout 9 in the
supplementary_ ma eridr to this volume) to
check for plotting. ist List errors found in
the space below.

420. Use the upper wind data provided to detect and
correct any errors in the given winds aloft plots.

Plotting_ Winds Aloft Cho e depiction of
the wind field over a large horizontal area describes
a winds aloft chart. Facsimile transmission of these
charts, representing several different horizontal
levels; usually satisfies the operational need. The
forecaster uses these charts for flight briefing
purposes as well as a limited analysis and
forecasting tool. For example, a winds aloft chart
plotted from data 6 hours later than the latest
constant pressure data indicates changes in a trough
or low7pressure circulation from purely wind-field
considerations. Therefore the forecaster is aware of ,.

changes before receiving the subsequent constant
re charts.

Win s aloft charts are plotted using the
rawinsonde or upper reports receiver over teletype.
The wind direction is plotted to the nearest tens of
d e g r e e s . _ T h e wind speed is plotted t o the nearest 5
knots. The plotting procedures are the \same as
thbse already presented; Missing or-garbled,data is
plotted the same as for constant pressure. Plot the
tens of degree of wind direction at the end of the
wind Shift. -

The most common error in slotting a winds aloft
chart is plotting the wrong level of wind on the
chart, You must be very familia with the code to
prevent this from occurring.

Eiercise (420):
1. Compare the coded reports with the winds aloft

plots given on foldout 10 (in the supplementary r
material to this volume) to chetk for plottiAg
errors. List errors found _below.

2-4._ Miscellaneous Upper' Air Codes
Al This section :covers RECCO ftr,condaissance)
code and AIREP code;? RECCO code is used "

primarily to report -weather conditions in special
exercise_ areas over , water or _by aircraft keeping
areas _of suspected tropical disturbance formation

-under' surveillance: AIREPs are reported by -ciVilian'
and military aircraft (especially .!syerWater flights).

. 421; Decode, iECCO code report fihroUgh the
cloud data "grfrupay

-....----v

RECCO Code. sing foldout 11 (in the
'supplement to Lthis volume), follow along the
symbolic format and lotting guides as we/discuss
the RECCO code in ore, detail,. ' For riprmal
statism operations, or certain groups of this code
form are used; therefore, "bur discussion is limited
to these groups. . 4

Identification and time groups (9XXX9 GGgEiv).
The first group .of the RECCO code is an
identification group and is usually located at She

3Z **-
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startvof each RECCO teletype collection. The threw
middle digits (XXX) are useful i determining the
units used and whether or n t radar data is
available, The numbers reported r XXX and their
meanings are given in table 1, folddiit 11.

The time group; Gifggiu, gives time in hours
(GO) and minutes (gg) of the observation at the
position indicated by the latitude and longitude
groups. All reported elements in the code are
measured. _ or observed as near la poiaible to thiS
time. The last digit (L) provides information on the
mole' or humidity data reported. AWS manned
awe t report dewpoint so that (6) is coded as a 4
when it is available anck;_p when -it is not. AWS
aircraft do not use aide Stir-ft 1, 2, or 3. The code
figures and meanings for i,, are given in table 2,
foldout 11.

1.4titude and longitude group& (YQLiLiLi
LaeLbN'd) To insuni that the ONCE-Vert plot
.RECCO reports at the correct location, you must

riodically check the plotted stations. The first
git (Y) represents the day of week numbered

from L to 7, "beennWgi4ith Sunday. The second
digit (Q) reveals the itraeaft location according to
the octant of --the globe. If your station plots
RECCO reports, a table for the global octants
should_ be_posted near the Pleating detk as given in
table 3, foldout 11.

The last three digits (1...-LI4 give the latitude to
the nearest tenth of a _degree. The first three digits

(LoL01.0)._of the following group give the longitude
in the ; tens, dints, -sand tenths of depees. For
example, a position of 168.5° west lodgitude is 'f
coded 68.5. The 'Octant code tells you that it is
168.5° rather than, 68.5°.

The hiat two' -;;;,,,,Atita of the lontt4de group
provide turbidenct711) and flight condition (t;)
data When agaihething other than code is

rted fqr 13; the true airspeed of the t .07
tied 'its rilniujnaguage at.the end Of he report;

for example, TAS460. The 'turbulence value is a
=led digit that indicates the severity qi turbulence;
the higher numerical values indicate more Severe
turbOlerice. The value reported for the flight
condition tells the fore-caster the amount of cloud
over above, at and beiAt the flight level. The
oup that followsillOsigitude group contains

informationthat_ fciu should not ignore when you
check the RECCO report plotting.

.31/4
to determine any type of wind. In this case, the
plotter must be careful not to plot the temperature
group as a wind group.

Wind (ddfff). The wind group of the RECC4
code reports the direction (dd) in tens of degrees
("01" it 5° to 14°) and the speed (ff() to the nearest
knot. If thedirottion is variable, "99" is reported,_if
the wind is calm, "00" is coded for dir-

Temperature and weather
temperature (TT) is the, temperate it level
and is reported to the dearest degree _Celsius.
Negative temperatures'a -*pled with 50 added to
the temperature. For example; 18 Celsium is 68 in
the coded message. Depending on the coded value
reported for i in the tecorid-_ 'pup, "riiTu is
dewpoint depression, relative humidity; or dewpoint
temperature data. Dewpoint temperatures are coded
the same as temperatures. The last digit (W) of the
temperature group indicates the general
classification of weather at the flight altitude;

Height data (mj.liHM The first digit (m) of this
height group provides a more detailed picture of
thesWeather type. For instance, _code_ value 5 refers
to ".heavy continuous." If this intensity classification
is used with rain, it means heavy continuous rain.
The value reported for j is important in that it is a
code value that is used to. identify the proper
constant prestrike level for the observation.' The
leVelt for the ode values for j are as follows:

Code Value

0
I

2
3
4
5 -

-Altitude of aircraft (Nthdirt.). The _first three
digits (hhh) tell the aircraft altitude at the
observatitSti time. The height it reported in
decameter*. For example, `6970 meters is reported
697; and 10520 meters; 052. The value reported for
ot is very important because. it indicates to the
plotter whether or not the winds are at the point of
observation. When cci-Ncs odegi as a solidus (/) and

is coded as an 8, the wind group will be coded as
/////. The 8 for d. means the naviga r.Wasunable

Pressure Level

MSL
1000 mb
850 mb
700 Mb
500 mb
300 mb
200,mb
100. Mb
True_altitude minus pressure altitude (D. val

decameters) recorded by pressure prow.
set at 29.92.
No radio altimeter _ subsoiti, Reading in_
milGbaars thou"ands figure ifilliitte.d).

After you have determined the correct standard
constant pressure level; you only need to know
what the value for HHH represents. You already
know that the indicator group, 9XXX9, specifies
what height units_ are used. In most cases; metric
units are used; therefore; the data reported foD
HHH is the height in meters or tens of meters of
the constant pressure level. If e report is for the
Surfacie'eg 850-mb, o rob level (j values-
of 0, '1, 2, or 3), the heig is reported to the
'nearest meter. For higher I vets, each height is

reported to OA nearest 10 with the tens of
thouiands oinitted or instance, if the report
is for the 300-mb co ant pressure surface and the

1+4 4
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height is determined to be 10,200 meters; the entry
for HHH is 020;

Ctoud data (1KrINININ3 ChitHH). The cloud
code groups are 'always identified by thou - -_ I

indicator. They are of peat importance to the
forecaster if he is investigating the movement of
storms or is preparing a cloud analysis and weather
depiction chart; The digit reported for 106 is a key
digit; since it meals the number of cloud _layers to
be reported with_ the °Nervation. The following
three digits (N1, N2, and N3) are the amount of sky
covered, in eighths; by each layer: When more than
three layers are reported; an additional 1 group is
sent to report the amounts of the additional layers.
For example, an observation that reports- five cloud
layers contains the following cloud data: 15336
ChhHH ChhHH ChhHH 12120 ChhHH ChhHH.
The coverage amount for each of the five layers is
3, 3, 6, 1, and eighths, respectively. Notice that
the second 1 group reports only data for the two
additional layers; The actual cloud types and their
heights are sent in five-digit groups following the 1
indicator groups..

Each cloud type (C) is codui according to;
international _coding instructions for -the 10,,.**
cloud forms. Foldout 2 contains the code value for
each cloud. type. the heights of the bases awl:tops.

are also_:. reported; using international rules for
coding cloud heights. For example, if a cloud layer
of stratetlnki\nulus with bases at 2900 feet and tops at
6000 feet is present; along with a layer of
altostratus with bases of 17,000 feet and tops at an
unknown height, the cloud group is coded 62956
467/J.

Special tole` -or exceptions concerning the cloud
groups shou1441ways be considered. These are as
follows

a. When the sky is chaotic, Kri is coded 9, and
the code for N represents the total sky cover;

b. When, it is impossible_ to :determine the
presence of clouds because of darkness or other
reasons, the value for Kiris reported as (/) solidus.

c. When one or more cloud layers are dimly
discernible and type; amount; and height are
unknown, Ka_ is Keparted 1 to _indicate that clouds
are present, but file amount (NI) is coded 9 with
the following cloud group coded "/////."

he
us

that no clauds exist above the aircraft, the 1 group
is coded 1/990.

d. When the presence of clouds below
aircraft CitIMOt be determined, and_ it is obi

Exereties (421):
Decode the RECCO report below by answering the
questions that follow the report.

.2*
.03 URCA KCHS GULL
97779

10000 60252
36370

10320_ 60240
62530
42710

11040 60234
36064

11450 61230
36164

1 .1220

5060
61;50

27174
13320 61261

27174

14000 60280
55156

14480 60275.

45862

NNNN

MIKE OBS 1 ITHRU 9

84002 01000 *5007
42510
87704 01000 '99905

64549 14325 35760

90002 01003 :' 07003'
274/4 57336.

92562 88012 07007

17//2

(07114
/ 36567

.1181./6

60//4

93150

93148
.17273

.

03146

94876

12370

17474

11700

13215

44
13357

82545

.70710

: 08000

-,.::,61/33

-,.

8//45

27476 ,tAS420 ,'.

95044 87000 09010 -01'L/4 94868 14541 84577

46164 11500 27477 ,42834' TAS420
94501 01501 ! ,08008 08/14 '93149 -.. 12210 84068

92012' - 01018_ ///// ,064/4 93149. 12530 46167

42621 '-rAS420
89068 . 80001 01008 75//4 84797 11400 36066

..rAS410
84507 01001 05008
27072 42130

05//1. 93146, 13343 83045

1. What is the location (latitude/longitude) of
posit n 8? 10

2. What is the time of observation for gaftiOn 9?

34

..The symb°1-for the present weather on,position
3 is

A

4. The dewpoint tem ture .for all positions is
because u is



5. What is the location of position 4?

6, What is the temperature for position 8?

7. How many tioud layers are reported in
position 5?

8. What is the cloud symbol for the clouds in the
fourth layer of position 5?

9. What is -the height of the cloud base in
position 8?

3Vg
The 5 indicator group reports the surface wind

direction (D) to eight points of the compass as
follows:

Code Figure,

0

2
3
4

6
or

8
9

Direction

calm
NE
E
SE
S
SW

NW
N
All directions, no definite direction, unknown,
Of no report.

The surface wind force (F) iacodect along the fines
of the Manion wind kale. Thii means the higher
the -coded value, the larger the ocean waves and
crests; hence; the higher the surface windspeed. For
example; a value coded 6 for the !force_ (F) means
large waves begin. to form; the wrtite _foam crests

4 are more extensive everywhere (probably some
l0 that isobaric layer reported in position 4? spray)._ The forecaster's concern, naturally, is the

force of the surface wind; From the condition
stated above for a code value of 6, .:the forecuter
can judge, the w_indipeed to .be approximately 22-21
knots. ,11; What is the ffeiOn of the aircraft in positiOn 2?

12. The height Of tha.isobaric level in position 6
Is war

13. How would, you report a chaotic
RECCO ,code'?

*

422. Die tiespiratrfam wind groups Of 'the
RECCO code, and Indicate the information
include4 its the *Wilmot weather, king, antirradsir
groups of the RECCO code.

The next d of the 5 indicator group provides
infrmation on the state of the sea (S) as follows:'

Code Figure , SW, of See

0
1 Calm -4
2 Smooth.vavelets

Slight

Wind Data (4ddff or SDFSDk). These
two grgiiips are never sent for the same obiervation.
In addition, they are transmitted only when the
observation is at or below the 700-millibar level..
The 4 indicator group reports the direction fr
Which the Surface wind is blowing in tens of grecs
(dd) and the windspeed &Allots (fp l the is
100 knots or more; 100 is subtracted_ from e speed
and 50 is added to the direction. For plc, a
wind from 270°
RECCO report.
ff is reported
such as

t 164 knot- c ed 47764 in a
en speeds Nre in excess of 199,

/ /, and a plain language remark;
205, is added to the report.

35

__orY rough
High
very high
Phenomenal

.The last element of thisgroup, the direction of
swell (Dt), reports the direction4roin Fhich_the Sea
swell is movie, with respect true north... The,
Ceded Values for IX use the same direetion . units
that are repo -for the surface wind direction (D).. '4

The remainin ups of the RECCO:code are used
very little in operations; therefore, you need
only to und the baiic facts pohcerning each
-element, as ex ed in the folloWthg paragraphs..__
- Re fin oups (6WS*Wei).

phi Hi HI 8d. d. S 0*_ 8W.a.c.IO,The 6 indicator
group is transmits- With theObierVation whenever
significant changes-- r: The -value reported for
Via reveals significant _wee s changes that have
occurred since the last observation or in the
preceding hour (whiChever period is shorter). The
code figures are as follows:

376
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Code Figure Significant

0 4 No chant,
I Marked wind shift
2 Marked ,bulep_ce
3 liAirkW ,..41: .1!,.r..
4 Precijsititioa .7- -- .1..

5 Chant* In -.1......k.i,
6. Fog bank ' Vi-','-',
7 Worm fittair
8 Cold front.. ,
9 Front. type . . k

Weather Change

'begin% or elide
(n0 irAt altitude)

ionThe: digit reported for S'
of the significant weather
observation point (see table 6,

The next digit, W., reveals weat
that is observed off course.

Code Figure

0

2
3
4
5
6
7

g
9

for S,. For example, an echo 150 miles from the
aircraft on a bearing-of 280° is coded as 785 for
de&Sr. -

The distance to the echo center reported in
tens of 'nautical miles. When the distance exceeds
94 miles ,_a remark is entered with the observation,
such as RADAR AXIS 150 NM. The last =digit of
the first 8 group (M) describesthe orientation of a
finis of echoes; (See table 4, FO 11.) _The second 8

preVidet_ the forecaster with = a
Or the character and intensity of the

J digit (WO' -reports the width of the
.the .gialitie of echoed or the diameter of

'circulir =ache in tens of nautical miles. The next
nomena digit (a.) repeats the length of_ a line, or if a circular

Wewtter

No report '
Sipa of hurricane
Ugly threatening sky
Duststorm or sandstorm
Fog or ice fog
Waterspout
Cirrostratus shield or bank
Altostratus or altocumulus shield
or bank
fide of heavy cumuloniabus
Ciattiildnimbus to or thunderstorms

r.t

The last digit (Dw) of the -6 indicator- roup gives
the bearing of weather off course. D,. uses the same
coded directions as the surface wind direction (D)
reported in thaindipator group (code value of 5

directionIrCode figure 0 is used for D when
Weis _reportCci as 0.

The 7 indicator group identifies the. rate (I,), type
(-,) of icing and the location (Si,S.) Of the icing
This data is represented syinbalically by the group
misbs. and 4Calways the' first 7 indicator group,
The next group (713,101,}11) indicates the height of
the base and top of the icing laYer. The rim two
digits after 7 indicator represent= the height of the
icing bitie, and the last two digits resent the top
of the icing layer. In both cases, the heights are
reported by using the same coding instructions that
are used for reporting cloud heights of the 10 basic

tional cloud types.
last groups of the RECCO code, when

atansmitted; are groups reporting radar data. This
data is identified by the indicator 8. The next two
digitt (dA) give the bearing of the "center of the
echo from the aircraft in tens of 4Wgrees. For
example; an echo at a hearing of 32F is reported
as 32.__Some exceptions to the rule are:

a. When echoes are in all directions, 99 is

reported.
b. When the ce to the center of the echo is

greater than 95 utical miles, 50 is added to the
d.d., and the to value of the distance is entered

Wet, reports the diameter Of the area $ tens of
nautical miles. The next digit (a.) reports ate-length
of a line; or if a circular area, reports the fdiameter
of the area in tens of nautical ales.

The value reported for co describes the character
of the. echo according to table 5, foldout 11.

The last digit (i.) describes the intensity of the
echo according to the following code:

Code Figure

0

2
3
4'

6
7
8
9

Intensity of Echo

No report or unknown
decreasing

Week, no change
Weak,_ increasing_
Moderate, decreasing
Moderate; no change
Moderate, increasing
Strong, decreelmg
Stron& no change
Strong. increasing

To supplement coded RECCO messages or
supply additicitail information; plain language may
be inserted at the end of the message. All =RE 0
observations transmitted by AWS man
must lutve coded in=flight visibility ap
plain language remarks: The format is as

Remark

VSBY 1
VSBY 2
VSBY 3

Visibility

gti 504 0 to I mile
flight ility 1 to 3 miles

In-flight visibility greater than
3 milts

One of your tasks in a weather unit maybe to
plot the RECCO collections; therefore, let's
examine the various plotting medels.-

RECCO Code (Plotting). Referring to the right-
hand corner of foldout 11, you'll note that there are
three standard plotting models used for plotting
RECCO observations.

Complete me
AbbroViated model.
Constant pressure mode

36=4?



\\*. Current
zAfti)iit ion

Duta

Next
Position
Information

Midpoint

Current
Posit ion
Weather
Data

'Element Entaded Data

Aircraft number

Latitude, degrees and minutes ,
\---/ Longitude degrees and minutes

Time. GMT
Flight level. hundreds of feet

Latitude, degrees and ntinutes
Longitude. degrees and minutes
ETA
Endurance. hours and minutes

Wind at midpoint or average wind,
Tens of true degrees (DDFFF)
Midpoint, latitude, degrees only
Midpoint,"Longitudi, degrees only

Temperature (PTT/MTT), degrees C
Hazard, weather_and flight
condition code figures (HWFc)
Wind at current position, tens of
true degrees ( DDFFF)

76220

4949N
03000W
0204
370

5045N - N-tii
02045W Trans-
0249 mitten
0407

31065
50N .

035W

M55

I01

c__-30069

H HAZARD CODE .
\- (II more than one, traismil
0
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

CODE TABLES
W WEATHER CODE

the-mare hazardous)

Clint
Scattered_ Clouds
Broken gotids

-Continuous Layers
-Lightning
Drizzle
Continuous mitt
Continuous Sao*
1;We' or Snow Showily
Thunderstorms _

9

NOtitt
Light Tub

0
I

Moderate Turb 2
Severe Turb 3
Extreme Turb 4
Traci (kind) 5
Light [dr* 6
litOderate Icing
Hizavy Icing 8
, Hail . 1,;,P4 9

.

T MMMM M TORM

5. CI. CnONII 1141.0 Olt int.?'

OIL Onini IirDnttot'
IN en

"-:6

ICE et 1T Moon

I4 N CAIN

* CAIN n1.0 SNOW (/*Onne

F0 FLIGHT CONDITION CODE

0- C1s-rw
I Above Clouds (tops less_ than 10,000 It)
2 Above Clouds (tops 10000 to 18;1100 It)
3

44-. = 2:u111:((tbre:vleirs18;ht° 1T000 It)
ow Clouds (bases 10,000 to 18 000

t4 : Clonds (basea ailoie 18,000 It) Q
Beam= brokiiii or overcast layers

8 In
1n and Out of Clogs

,,,1/10,tHast SYM401-1,
.37

CAIN .

GPICM

niC144/ VON
Tneetpl. ITIOR

NO
GYM

kfi

TRACC ICING

T PlIme IC

NOD CIYE itc;11

POOR ICING

It ACE ICING

_ LOT CLCAC

m0O-C L (API ICING

io VIM C L (An ICING

B Report safAkron,re-poss-kb-1.-
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For normal': map plotting operations, it is Unlikely
your = detathrtient will ever have a need to plot the
complete model of a RECCO cod therefore, your
station will have a plotting model indicating what is
desired in your unit. Usually the abbreviated model
is when plotting RECCO observations on the
suilface chart;

(422):
Using the RECCO report given in exercise 421,
what is the surface wind for position 2?

2. Using the RECCO report given in exercise
421, what is the surface wind for position 8?

3. What does the W, indicate in the 6W,S,W.D.
group?

. The 7 indicator group
location of the

and

5. What type of ffiformation is included in the 8
indicator groups?

423. Decode an AIREP code report.

AIREP Code; The AIREP code is a numbetical
code form that is prepared by in-flighecivilian and
military transport aircraft. Military aircrafriorecord
each observation on MAC Form 193, Abbreviated
Position and Weather Report; and transmit these
reports to ground stations for dissemination by
teletype.7. In some cases, the pilot reports his
observation(s) at the time of his debriefing In
either_ case, the reports are edited and transmitted
via teletype to interested agencies.
_ Code _format. The format for entries on MAC
Form 193 is arranged by block entry for comp
acceptability; The elements are broadcast fro

aircraft to ground stations itrthe order encoded on
the Form 193. These broadcast elements and an'
example of encoded data are given in figure 2-5.

All AIREP reports are edited to Vete the next
position information before being relayed over
teletype. Next position information is deleted
because it contains nothing of meteorological
significance. Referring to foldout 12, AIREP codes,
you'll note that the "Next Position Information"
(four groups) has been left out of the symbolic
format for this reason_

Code Plotting. AIREP code reports are generally
plotted on constant pressure charts. If it
necessary to plot AIREP reports -on weather c

at your unit; a or format for t ose is
displayed or, as shown in foldout 12,

AIREP _!ftrm or ICAO form). Figure
2=5 shown; table -definitions and weather
symbol d used on a 'MAC Form 193.
AWSM 105-24, Meteorological Codes, also
contains farther information on all these aircraft
codes if you need more information on how each
item is derfvett

Exercises (423):
Use the AIREP report below and answer the
questions follaWing (Make use 6f foldout 12 (MAC
code -form).
25450 3440N 067020 1230 310 02011 034N 078W MI 049 36014

Iv The aircraft number is

2. The location tude and longitude) is

3. T1 tethperature is

4. What is the symbol for turbulence?

5. What are the wind direction and spied at the
current position?



Analyst* and For

THERE ARE THREE other codes that you as a
weather specialist need to be familiar vvith. Then
are analysis code terminal aerodrome forecasts
(TAP), and plain language aviation terminal
forecast cnde.

3-1. Analysis Code
WW..f- would. happen if the facsimile circuits

became inoperative for an extended _perwel time?
Would you want to plot all the charts would
be necessary for the forecasters', use? if you
wanted to and had the time to plot all th necessary
charts, the forecaster would not' have ,to >

CWAPTER 3

St Code*

analyze;
prevent this

The -analysis' codes can

c^

g necessary.

Decode sections Ahrough 4 of an International
yids code.'

Clonal Analysis Code (1AC). This code is
'- divided into message heading and sections
numbered 0 through 12. You will not always find
all sections included in any onetranstnission. This
objective will cover the firsi roux sections of the
code. We le use portions of the following message
as we discuss the different sections and -the
information presented in each section of the code:

F

ASNfr"`IEWBC -251400
10001 ' 333811 f02512
99900
814999 13900 20420 81186 .... 05

13818 10000
85218 03074 10000 85018 05154

17022 21625
85025 14743 20910
99911
66222 15765 16260
66022 16451 16441
6K63 129144 13401
66263 13900 13993
66450 04088 04383
66650 04781 95281
66244 044781 04576
99922
44992 05181 05779
44000 04781 05276
446% 1392 14306
44008 14018 13615
44008 13202 13694

15799 15092
13202

44012 16163 15870
44012- 01871 01983
44012 04255 04365

"0149% 14701
1_31122 13420

44612 ,J1650 06142
44020 06952 06655
44020 17400 17195

16644 16552
44020 . 14859 15654
44028 17321 '17212

00730

16451
15927
135110-:
04088
04781
05784
04167

06085
05779
14302
13417
04084
04688

1.365

1

13016
03637
06762
16801
16755
16143
1014

993
70

509

15116.

285
13935
13820

157
1230
05166
14010
12%16

*-3°4

14509

05945
15793
13401
14018
04971

1

16163
13098
05863
134%
12020

07378
15708

N
14921
16726

07081
16110

15630
16317

9

39

380

81310 15765 50210 81007

85322 07065 00930 85333

03181
05289 05083 04781
134.2

05566 06270 - 065854 16295
14599 14306 13907 v4 I350y>

03686 04177 03870 01159
06470 06685 '16399 15803
13009 13413 14015 14219

15411 15415 15923 16433

14727 14431 13628 13032
16933 17230 17321 19191 --A



Message heading. Like all weather messages; the
first line of the IAC is the heading. The heading
includes data on the type of message, geographical'
location, the station oriinating the message, and
the date/time group of the message. _

"AS" indicates : that the message is surface
weather analysis. The "NA" indicates the data is for
North America; "KWBC" is the station that
originated the dressage (Washington DC). The
date/time group (251400) is the transmission time
of the message.

Preamble. The first group of the preamble
(10001) indicates the message is coded in the FM45

grin for analysis code) format; The second group
(33388) indicates that Alie position of the pressure
systems, fronts, and other data are .coded in the
QLLLLU format. The third group (02512)
indicates thE date/ time group of_the data. The first
digit 'of this group is always 0 (zero).

Section 0. This section of the message with the
prefix 99900 :contains data on pressure system
centers to be plotted on the map. Data for pressure
systems is given in a series of three 5-digit groups
(8PIPCPP

The first group gives information on the type,
character, and central pressure of the system. The
indicator for pressure systems is 8. P, represents the
type of pressure system. (This is given in table 3=1.)
Pc igives the character of the pressure system. (See
table, 3-2.)PP is the central pressure of the system.
The values given for PP are the tens and uni
digits only. For decoding purposes, if pip.,
between 00 and 49, it is preceded by 10. If PP.
between 51 and. 99, it is preceded by 9. The first
group (1399) indicates: 1a 15'w_ pressure,
is deepening, and 99the central pressure is 99
millibars. .

The second group gives the- location of
pressure system. Q gives thee octant of the g1
(See table 3;1) LL gives the latitude in tens
units of degrees: Loh. gives the longitude in tens
and units of degrees. You must check the octant of
the globe to determine if a hundreds digit is needed. 4"
The first location group (13900) indicates the
pressure system is located at 39N and 100W. (The
location group is used in all sections and is decoded
in the same manner in all sections of the code.)

The third group indicates the system's movement.
The general movement of the pressure system is
indicated by m. This is given in table ,3-4. The
direction (44)4inclicates the direction the system is
moving tbOardithe neatest 10°. The speed (U,) of
movement is given in knots. The first movement
group (20420) indicates: 2the system has shown
little change i 04the system is ni.ying toward 040°,
and 21:Speed of system movem nt is 20 knots.

Section 1. The section of the IAC prefixed by
iik19911 contains data on the type; intensities, and

characteristics of fronts, as well as the position
points needed to draw the fronts on the chart. Data
for frontal systems are given in a series of 5Aigit

oups (66EF1R QLL41.-..a.5 _Q1.41-iLL.5. . .. etc.). '1

: The first group for each front begins with the
'indicator 66. F represents the type of front. (See

stable 3-5.) F1 represents- the intensity of the front
(table 3-6). Fa gives the character of the front (table

.473-7). The firs./ frontal group (66222)
indicates: 2warm front, 2front is weak, and
2front is undergoing little change:

The location group, Q1_,iL.LiL,-; is used as many
times as necessary to adequately position the front..
This group is decoded. the same as in section 0

Section 2. The section of the IAC prefixed by
99922 contains the data and location of isobars.

the

nd
be.

-t4F'

TABLE 3-1
TYPE OF PRESSURE SYSTEM

edde 3154

-Pt Type of pressure system
ht Type of topography system

ode
kfioure

Code
figure

0 Complex -LOW 5 HIGH

1 LOW 6 Area of uniform pressure (or height)
2 Secondary 7 Ridge
3 Trough 8 Col

4 Wave j 9 Tropical &tam

40 3si
25-768
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TABU 3=2
CHARACTER OF PRESSURE SYSTEM

Code 3133

haracter of pressure system.
haracter of topography system

Coda
figure

2
3

No s eciflcation
LOW filling or HIGH weakening
Little change
LOW deepening or HIGH intensifying

4 Cpmpiex
5 - Forming or existence suspected (cyciogenesis
6 Filling or lieakehing, but not disappearing

'7 General rise of presstlre (or height)
8 General fall of pressure (o height)

11,1 9 Positipn doubfful

Note: The spec'
position
figure 7, 8

ti

re be sys
wh h

(

or anticyclogenesis)

3571

ern, when it is:at the.positionaindicated by the
immediately after the group with indicator

TABLE .3-3
OCTANT OF THE GLOB

Code 110Q'

Q = Octaht of the globe

Code . Greenwich'
figure longitude

90'W'
so; =18o-W

180*-
90° frE

Data for isobars given in it- series
QL4L.L6L, QL.1.4.0L, groups.

The first group for esth isobar
indicator 44. The, PPP give" the
the isobar in $tundreds, ,and
If the lint diOt 4 iv TO), it
with a 1 rot Jleaottin The -
(44992) indicates it 992-

The location group,. Q,

25-769i;

, 40,
Code reenwich Hemisphere
figure longitude

I, 5 or = 907W
6 90* 1W
7 180°
8.4 90° =

.>) 23-70 -

-
Section The, sectioln of this code prefixedby

dada 6n air mass characteri source
henna- -I structure. Dat3s for air masses

a sericsi 33IttahCK ,QL4LUL7
go, _p for each air mass begins With he

gives the character of the air mass
,(table' I9b, rep enti;ilf source region al the

as many ' air mass (table 379):' *1 indicates the
sition the thermodynamic Chit cteristi 'the air mass (table

pref
bar group,

ar.
Lc, is used

times as necessary toi adequately. po
isobar. "340): More than one 33 _pay be used for-.

.3 OA



TABLE 3-4
MOVEMENT INDICATOR FIGURE

m Movement Indicator

Code 2600

wure

Code
figure

Code
figure

0 No specification 5 Curving to left

1 Stationary 6 Recurving

2 Little change 7 Accelerating

3, , Becoming stationary 8 Curving to right

4 Retarding 9 Expected to recurve

N o t e The specifications refer to the system, front or zone when it is at the position
indicated by the preceding group or groups.

TABLE 3=5
TYPE OF FRONT

Code 115

Ft Type of front

Colds
figure

0 quasi- stationary front at the surface .'
1 quasi-stationary front above the surface
2 Warm front at the surface
3 Warm front above the surface
4 Cold front at the surface-
5 Cold front above the surface
6 Occlusion
7 Instability line
8 Intertropical front
9 Convergence line

Preferable to use troelical section of the message In FM 45.13 an4 FM 415.1).

42

25-772

25-77t



FL, Intensity of front

Code
(Wine

TABLE 3.4
INTENSATY OF FRONT

Code 1139

Code
figure

0 No speclOation 5 Moderate, little 'wino change
Weak, tietreasino (Including Pronto- 6 Maderate, increasing
lysis) 47 Strong, decreasing
Weak, little or not change 8 Strong, little or no change
Weak; Increasing {including fronto- 9 Strong, ,increasing
genesis)
Moderate; 'decreasing

35i

,Nota : The speciflcationi apply to-the time of the analysis.or prognosis when used in
the basia- code form; and to the periods indicated by-gpgp when used In the
additional Sets of groups within FM 45.D and FM 46.D.. 25-773

TABLE 3-i
CHARACTER OF FRONT

Code,,1133
F. = Character of lion

c

Code
figure

Code
figure

0 No -specification 5 Forming or existence suspected
1 Frontal activity area decreasing 8 Quasi-stationary
2 FiOntal activity area, little change 7 With waves
3 Frontal activity area increasing 8 Diffuse'
4 intertropical 9 Position doubtul

Preferable to use tropical section of the message.

N ote : The .specifications apply to the time of the analysis or _prognosis when used
In the basic code form, and to the periods indicated by gpgp when used in the
additional sets of groups within FM 45.0 and FM 46.D.

25-774

TABLE 3-8
CHARACTER OF AIR MASS

Code 2.438

h Contirfental or maritime character of air mass

Code
figure

0 No specification, or indeterminate
1 Continental (c)
2 Maritime (m) 25-775
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TABLE 3-9

SOURCE REGION OF AIR MASS

Code 2551

Source region of air mass

Code
figure

0 No specification, or indeterminate
1 Arctic (A)

Polar (P)
Tropical (T)
Equatorial (E)
Superior (S) 25-776

each location if two air masses are mixing or one
air mass is over another. An air mass group of
33122; not followed by another 33 group, would be
decoded as: IContinental, 2polar, and 2-7cold.

The location groups are the same as for previous
6sections.

Section 4. The 99944 section indicates present
weather conditions. 988ww is the present weather
group. 988 is the indicator and ww is the code for
the weather. The ww is the same 2-digit code as is
used for synoptic code and is indicated in foldout 2.
A present weather group of 98863 would be
decoded as moderate continuous rain:

The. location groups are repeated as necessary for
adequate location and decoded the same as in
priotis sections.

The Mtloi&& group may be used with the present
weather group. This would be decoded the same as
in section P.

TABLE 3-10
THERMAL CHARACTERISTIC OF AIR MASS'

Code 2552

Mt Thermodynamic character of air mass

Code
figure

0 No specification
' _Indeterminate

2 Cold (k)
3 Warm (w)
4 = ,fndeterminate

° 5 Cold (k)
6 Wartn '(w)
7 Indeterrninilto
8 Cold (k)
9 Warm (w)

If not followed by another 33MhMeNlt groupi means only one
air 'mass present; If followed by another 33MhM5Mt, means
"mixed" with rair mass described in second group

Is followed by another 33MhMsMt group; the -air mass rep9rted
in the first group being above the air mass, of the Second grOup

Is followed by another 33MhMsMt group the air. mass in the
first group being "transitional",or "bpcomIng" the air mass in
the second group

25-777
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Exercises (424)
I. Use the LAC message below to answer the

questions that follOw.

ASNA KW BC 180800
10001 33388 00806
99900
81010 16115 00510
85027 06377 20000
85021 14498 01310
81004 12803 23000
85017 16619 00910
81099 15144 00920
85027 13034 20000
8'1098 04981 00915
85022 02866 01210
99911
66020 04056 04160
66220 04160 04264 04368
66627 04368 04771 04974 05078

66420 04368 04071 03816 03780
66027 03780 03685 03589 13493 13298 13002
66763 03875 03578
66628 16012 15508 14908 14210
66020 14210 13713 13415
66620 15144 15040 14737 14138
66420 14138 13841 13545
99922
44016 07061 06359 05662 05160 0462 05170 05576 05586 15392

14792 04388 13992 13900 14306 14805 15705 16306 16813
17312

44024 06170 06084 15993 16095 16295 06485 06679 06770 06468
06170

44016 13748 14045 14540 14437 14932 15019 15015 14714 14120
13722 13421 12716 12520 11923

44008 12100 12708 13214 13412 13409 13303 13200 13298 12797
12496 12100

44008 15438 15547 15053 14749 14740 14737 14936 15438
44000 15146 15245 15142 15146
44024 13244 13647 14230 14325 4124 '13726 13426 13023 12726
44016 02068 02475 02977 03273 M67 03563 03560

44008 04264 04071 04473 04678 04785 05186 05380 05072 04768
04264

44000 ° 04779 04883 05083 05179 05075 04771 04779
19191

L The analysis is for what area of the globe?

What station originated the analysis?

. What dO the digits "88" in the second group of
the preamble indicate?

4. Whitt information is presented in the 99900
section- of the IAC?

45

5. What type of pressure system is indicated in t
first position?

6. What is the location of the first presst
,system?

7: What information is given in the 99911 sectio

. What type of front is indicated in the ft
group?.
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9. What is the first positiOn of the front?

10. The indicator 99922 represents what type
date?

e

represent the 700-; 500-, 40, 300-, 200-, and 100-
-millibar levels, respectively.

Scalia 8. The 99988 section gives information
on the characteristics, of the jet strain

of , Section 9; The 99999 is theft for section
9. The information contained_ in this section gives
the tropopaute characteristics;

Saitioti 10. This section presents information
concerning sea temperature and waves. The
indicator for thii section is 88800.

Section 11. This section includes information on
vertical wind shear. The indicator for this section is
88822. ,

Section 12. The indicant for this section is

77744? This section is presented in plain language
and is used for items of essential infonnatioh -kiNaer
cannot- be adequately described in the preceding
settions.

11. What type of air mass is indicated by 33133?

12. What' present weathef is indicated by the. 98854
group in the 99944 section of the IAC?

425. Spedfy die information contained in sections
5 through 12 of'the.IAC.

_

The remaining sections of the IAC are seldom
used The purpose of this objective is to introduce.
You to the type of informationcontained in sectioar
5 through 12. For more detailed ..infOrmariOn on
these sections refer to AWSM 105=24, Weather

k

C o d e s ; Volurne 3.
All se-aid-fit except tection. 12 use the location

groups QI.J...-oLoLo-, and the locatiOn groiip is

decoded the same in all sections. Therefore the
location groups will not be presented in each
section.

'Section 5, Section 5 is _indicated by 99955
55T.TiTo, The group 99955- indicates the section for
tropical systems. The 55 _is the indicator. T -
indicates to type of tropical circulation. T
represents the system intensity. Togives the
characteristic of the system.

Section 6. The gr-OUP, 99966 indicates information
on cloud systems. The 9CHbHbHb gives cloud bases.
The 9 is the indicator; C is the type of clotid, and
HbHiHb indicates the_bate of clouds in hundreds of
meters-. The 8N111F1.11. gives icloud tops. The 8 is
the inciimitor, N is the amount of, cloud cover in
eighths, and MR& indicatet the cloud tops in

hundreds of meters: _

Section 7. The 99977 group .gives information on
upper winds; The winds inky be for the -time
indicated in the preamble =or at a later time given
by the group 000g,,g,;. The gpso indicates the number
of hours to be added to the' time in the pitainble.
The next group_ is the locatiori of the winds that
follow; The griSups, that follow _give _winds for
standard isobaric surfaces. For examples, 8ddff
indicates wind directiod and speed for the 850;
millibar level. The indicators 7, 5, 4, '3, 2, and 1

46

Exercises (425);
1. What' information is Aiyen in section 5 of the

IAC?

. What information is contained .in section 6; of
the IAC?

What section contains .information On uppe
winds?

4; What information is given in section 8 of the
IAC? 4

,

,--
; *Tropopause characterittics are given in

section of the IAC?
whal

. What section contains information on Sea
waves?

3-2; Soiecast Coda
Teaninal forecasts are disseminated long line in

terminal aerodrome forecast (TAF) codes or in
abbreviated' plain' language terminal; forecast
(PLATF)" code. We will consider the decoding of
these forecasts.

42k Decode a terminal aerodrome forecast (TAF);

.3

a



TAF. The code name "TAF" indicates that the
fereCatt is an aerodrome forecast. In the collectives
of forecasts, it is used only in the collective
headintp Amended forecasts carry .AMD afrer the
date=tirne , grow (DTG) preceding the TAF
identification. The format and coding instructions
are: shown in foldout 13.=A" detailed explanation of
the coding groups fellows;

CCCC. This group is repeated when the forecast
applies_ to_ more than one location: (An example of
a single location: KBLVScott AFB IL.)

GIGIGIG.f. GIG, is the beginning and G2G2 is the
ending of the forecast period. When the period of
knees* begins at Midnight, GIG, is coded as 00.
When the period of the forecast ends at midnight,
CriG2' is coded as 24;

ddieffilm. A predominant _ wind direction is
forecast if at all feasible. If the direction is
expected to vary by more than 60° from a
predominant direction; the predominant direction is
coded, and the expected limid of variability are
included in Reiterks.

a. For ddd, the third digit will tat*ayi he zero,
except variable wind directions are indicated by
VRB. ,

b. For ff, when wind speeds in excess of 100
knott expected, a..digit group is used and the
specs is given in three digits.

c. In the f.,,f, portion; maximum wind speed is
used, only when the maximum wind speed is
expected to exceed the mean speed by 5 knots or
more; Maximum winds of 100olawts or mere are
given in three digits.

VVVY. Visibility is rounded down to the nearest
reportable value. A VVVV of 9000 indicatet
visibility of -9 kilometers (6 statute miles). A VVVV
of 9999 inter a visibility of 10 km (7 statuti

thilei) or more. A' restriction of visibility is included.
when visibility is forecast to be 9 or lets. (Ste
table 6, foldout 13.)

w'w'. Forecast weather is ed in both
numerical and alphabetical abbe ations as shown
on foldout%13, table The_numirs proVide a full
description, while t alphabeti 11 abbreviations)
give only a categorical description. Normally only
ono w'w' group is used in the forecast period;
However, additional w'w' grcniips Aix used to
describe more adequately be o rationally
significant weather expected to ec WX NIL
indicates no significant 'weather.

Thit group is repea as necessary
to indicate the cloud distribution. c groups are
arranged in- spes-giding order of het t of the cloud
base. When a "cleat sky is forecast the abbreviation
SKC is used. 116

a. N. represents the total amount of clouds in
eightht that' is forecast tobe at okhe.....103A h,114/1..
When N, = 9 is forecast; the cloud group will be
97 /11,11,11., where li.thh. is the vortical visibility. The
summation principle does not apply when editing

c

360
the cloud groups; N, refers only to the clouds at
that 'particular height. The ceiling is identified by a
mandatory entry in the Remarks section. The.entry
is mandatory whenever the sum of the cloud
amounts at all levels exceeds 4/8. When the total
cloud exceeds 4/8 and a ceiling is expected, t1
ceiling height it indicated by the remark
"CIGh.11;4." When tile- total gelid amounts exceed
4/8, but no ceiling is expected, the remark "CIG
NQ" is used.

b. CC: When more -;than one 'cloud type is
expected at the same level, wily the predominant
type is indicated. -However, when cumulonimbus
cloud_s are forecast; a group referring exclusively to
the mulonimbus is used. (See table 2. foldout 13.)

C. liA: AWS units deeode all heights into
Use table 5 of foldout 13 to decode.heigh! values.

CAVOK. The term "CAVOK7-ii used for coding
terminal forecasts only at AWS units that are
designated as ICAO main meteorological offices.
AWS units at other locations code. terminal
forecasts using VVVV, w'w', and AraCChlulu
groups, at appropriate, according to preceding
instructions. .

6hhihthitL; This includes only icing conditions
expected below 10,1700 tweet (above the station
elevition) that are not associated with
thunderstorm activity; A foremst of -thunderstorms
implies icing of Moderate or ip;pater invmsity; When
no icing is forecast; this group is am used.

a. L is coded as shown in table 3:foldout 13.
b. hhhi is reported as shown in table 5, foldout 13.
c. t, the thickness of icing layer; is reported in

,thousands of feet.
5/3/Mbibk. Turbulence, not associated with

thunderstorm activity, is reported of below
10;000 feet (above station elevation); A forecast of'
thimderstorms implies severe or greater turbulence
in the vicinity of the thunderstorms. W
turbulence is not expected, do not use this gro

a; pecode B; using table 4, foldout 13.
b. hblrbta; is the height of base Of turbulent layer

above the ground level. It is decodid using table 5
foldout 13.

c. k, the thickness Oft( the turbulent layer, is
reported in thousands of feet.

QMIP2P2P2P2INS. A QNH group will be
included for each period of the forecast; This group
will precede any plain language groups.

a. QNH is the Q' Code inditater for altimeter
setting.

I); P1P2 P2 PI is the lowest altimeter setting in
inches for the forecast perilkl.

c. i6 Lunlt

Remarks. When TAFs are transinitted over
international circuits, appropriate remarks are
added. The standard ICAO abbreviations are used

3 47 ,
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when possible. Do; not use GRADU, RAPID; or 7. Give the amount; type, and height of cloudi

INTER in the Remarks section. When TAFs are forecast for 1400Z.
transmitted giver military circuits_only, appropriate
remarks concerning visibility; weather; and sky a
Condition are added. Alphabetical weather _

abbreviations in table 1; foldout _13, are tried 8. What is the lowest altimeter siting expected?
whenever possibk; such as RASH VCNTY. . i

Variable cloud jondition forecasts are not used ..

Mike an INTER forecast serves the same purpose. j
9iinnm This _ is supplemeMary information as 9; What is the forecast visibility between 1900 and

given in AWSM 105=24. Only plain language 2300Z?
altartatiVet (GRADU, RAPID or INTER) are used 4,

by AWS. If supplementary groups change the value
of any of the preceding groups; they begin a new
line in the foreoastiforrinit. Utt change groups to 10; What type_ weather is forecast between 1900'
show a _change in any number of_ the forecast and 2300Z?
groups. In the time groups that follow the change
group, the first two numbers_ indicate when the
change is expected to begin. The last two numbed
.indicate when the Change is expvted to be II; What is the forecast ceiling height between 1900
Completed. : and 2300Z?

f

Eierchet (426):
Decode elements in the TAF below by answering
the questions that follow.

"TAP-
RBLV 1412 27020/35 2000 97XXXTS 6C9012 QN14991ItS CID 012 _

GRADU 1719 25015 9999 WX NIL 3 20 4AC040 QNir2994INS CIG 060

GRADU 2301 25010 9999 MCC QN INS;

12. What are the wind direction and speed between
0100 and 1200Z expected to be?

P4

13. What__ is ,i,the forecast sky condition after
0100Z?

1. What station is the forecast for?

427. Decode the elements of the PLATF code.
. What does the contraction "TAF" mean?

Recovery Forecast (PLA. ; The PLATF is
bated on National West r Service aviation
forecast (terminal) code. The syrribOlt,

3. What are the beginning and ending times of the abbreviations; and format are the same as those of
foitcaSt? the airways hourly observation code (see = the

Feekral Meteoiotogical Handbook No. 1F_MH=1.
The recovery forecast (6-hour) is produced by AWS
units participating in tire Centralized Forecast

4. What are the foiecast wind direction and speed Program (CTF), so encoding applies only to them.

fOr 1600Z?_;_i Docoding, however, is done by all units. The
FORMAT is as follows:

IIIINVVW,Widdff QNHP:P2P2P2 REMARKS ttZNN

. What is the forecast visibility between 1400 and
ti

1700Z?

6. Describe the forecast weather between 1400 and
1700Z. ,

.

hh or hhh. This is the height of cloud base in
liiiri4redi of feet ceabove the groundi Between surfa
and 5000 ;ft., heights are expressed to the nearest
100 feet; Between 5000 feet and 30,000ket, heights
are expressed to the nearest 1000 feet. Above
30,000 feet, heights are expressed to the nearest
5000 feet.
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Nsky cover: Cloud layers are given in
ascending order of height. The contractions and
their related sky cover are scattered (SCT) I /8 to
4/A, broken (BKN) 5/8 to 7/8, and overcast (OVC)
8/11: Clitud amounts are determined using the rule
of sumffiation; When more than one cloud layer is
expected, the cloud cover contraction reflects the
total amount of sky that is obscured by clouds at
and below the level indicated for each particular
contraction; The symbol X is used to indicate a
surface-based obscuration, such as snow, smoke, or
fog, that is expected to reduce the vertical'vitibility
to less than the height of the lowest cloud layer._
The height_ (hit) is the forecast vertical visibilityP,
e.g., 5X1/4S+. When two or more significant cloud
conditions are exikected to alternate frequently, the
predominant cloud condition is indicated by the
initial' cloud groups and show alternate conditions by
use of an INTER group.

VV-=-Visibility. Forecast visibility is reported to
nearest reportable value in miles or fractions of.
miles: (See table 6, foldout 13.) ,

wiwiweather and obstructioris to vision.
Standard letters or contractions contained in
FMH-1 are used ,to indicate the weather or
obstructions- to vision. No space is left after the
visibility figure. If the visibilityis forecast to be 6
Miles or less, weather or obstruction to vision is
included.

ddffsurface wind direction (dd) and speed
(ff). The direttion is forecast`to the nearest 10° and
the speed is in knots. Maximum gust speed is
included when it exceeds the Mean speed by 5
knots: Maximum gusts are indicated by placing a G
after the mean wind speed; e.g.; 2320G30. Variable
wind direction forecasts are coded as 99ff.

QNHP2PiP4P2. This is the miniPrium altimeter
betting expected during the periods',

Remarks. This section in Ludes any
meteorological conditions not adequ tely desc 13-e4

in the text.
1:Zchange groups; If the initially stated

condition is e xpected So change, the first entj
following the istated initial ,condition will be ttZ,
where tt is th time to the nearest hour of the
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forecast weather condition. The term "ttZ" is
repeated as frequently as necessary in order to_
provide a forecast for the entire 6-hour perioll:
Changes to the initial condition specify only those
elements (clouds, visibility, weather, winds, and
altimeter setting) that are expected to change by an
operationally significant amount. INTER is the
only trend statement used.

Exercises (427):
Decode elements of the PLATF coded4recovery
forecast below by answering the questions
following.

KM1YR t319 5 BKN 25 UN SOF MO QNH2984 INTER 1417 40 OVC 35R-.
I7Z 5 SCT 70 OVC 6H.

1. What is the initial forecast sky condition?

2. What the initial forecaSt visibility?

3. What is tt;e initial forecast weather?

What are the forecast wiad direction and
,speed?

5: What is the forecast lowest altimeter setting?

6. What are the visibility and weather during the
trend period?

7. Give the expected visibility and weather
forecast for 1700Z.
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CHAPTER 4

Communications

WEATHER DATA observed or received during
your shift on duty are needed for the Oaiiiiing of
USAF operations. Weather not only affects' flight
operations but also has a direct bearing on &IOU
military operations. Your weather observations
need immediate-dissemination to all local operating
units so that decisions concerning the Waither'S
influence on their .operations can be made. In
addition, yoiir observations are relayed to aR other
locations that need the information for their
operations.

Biith military and ciVilian weather observations
are sent throlfghout the world. They may be
transmitted by teletype, radioteletype, and
continuous _wave (CW) radio broadettst. Thit
exchange of worldwide weather data supports'
civilian as well as ; pintail) foreeastingActiVities.

This chapter discusas the various methodi
to transmit and receive 'leather data of all types If
your assignment ia at a detachment, your primary
concern is the dissemination of weather data to the
local operating agencies; Your next cone is-A
transmission of the weather data to the Aut bitted
Weather Network (AWN). You "41 stuc44
responsibilities of the Air Force Cominunicati
Service (AFCS), the Air Weather Service LA
and the Modernized Weather Telitypeittifte
Communications System (MWTCS) in ate
ex ge of weather data This chapter,aIso
disc the facsiinile networks,_ the CONUS
Meteo I a pita System (COMEDS), thelncal
dissemination procedures, the automatic telephone
anwering . device, and the pilot to metro services.
(PMSV) radio. The chapter ends with a discutsion
of weather communications quality control. :

44. -Wait* Communkationt systems _
Lting4iiie dissemination of weather data between

a military weather stations is done by an automatic
collection-dissemination_ network_ larated by
weather editors And AFCS

-- nzieL At most
AWS assignments, your duties include -handling
and transmitting weather data These tasks
contribute to the global 'interchange of weather data
and are essential to_ the peristional affeetivenest of

'your unit. As an obse er, you `are a key man in
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this interchange of weather data. To fully
undo -stand your role in the dissemination of
weather data, you must know about the various
weather networks and their operation.

The USAF/ DCS weather communications
networks are the weather teletype networks;
including the Automated Weather Network (AWN),
the weather facsiiiiile' networks, and the global
*tackier intercept and broadcast networks; They
provide the facilities for rapid interchange of
weather data on a worldwide basis.

The mission of the USAF/DCS. weather
Communications network is to provide
communications service to the Department Of
Defense (DOD) agencies and the Air Weather
Service in support of gl. 1 minions. Weather
data, because of its uniq character and because of
the voltimes of informs on which must have Wide
and timely dissem?nation, requires special
communications network and message handling
procedures. the USAF/ 1)CS_weather
communications networks and the AWN provide
this unique service.

ro make this service operate smoothly; all AWS
personnel who _operate weather communications
facilities must follow ilk procedures an tiles
contained in AWSM t05 -2, W ather
antuntolicatiOns. Volume 1, and AFSC 1052;
Automated 'Weather Network. (AWN) a eranons
Management. Operating schedulet detailed
instructions, and supplementary p d are
Wiled by the responsible AFCS echelons o expand
On AFCSR 105-Z Volume 3; Weather Message
Catalog; for -r-Wit'.17, and Volume 4, FaciiMik
Products Catatog, for facsimile) containing
complete descriptions of all weather message
products available within the IISAF weather
communications system. These pub lions govern
the military contribution_ to the overall interchat:ge
of weather data. We will first examine the teleOpc
networks and their contribution to the weather
information system;

428. ROM` a data Or circuit description, determine
the sector of the Automated Weather Network to .\
which it belongs or the afeney which is responsible
for the data or circuit routing.
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The interchange of weather.-data between various
countries is done through sophisticated
communications SyStenit. These highly
computerized systems are able to handle large
volumes of data within a very short time. In
addition, centralization of the data relay sites has
reduced costs while thiptoving_ the data available.
Much of the military and civilian 'weather
dissemination system has been absorbed into this
unified sYsiem; called __the kutomated Weather
Network. First we will examine the individual
systems which make up the network and then the
overall network:

kir Weather Service Teletype -System. In 1976;
the 3-circuit COMET (CONUS MeteorolOgical
Teletype SysteM) network was replaced by a single,
medium speed, versatile communication sy,stem:
The new system,' CONUS: Meteorological Data
System (COMEDS), is designed to operate more
siNiply and save costs by reducing message
preparation time and paper consumption: In
addition; the cost of two circuits and their
associa_tell equipment has been eliiiiiriated.
COMEDS is _a computerized weather and notice to
airmen (NOTAM) system serving essentially the
same_ purpose as the COMET system. As in
COMET system, you can mike an automatic
request and query (ARQ) for data such as
rawinsonde and international weather 4ciata:

You cati prepare messages without using paper
tape. If you make a_ mistake,

over
easily corrected

by entering corrected data OVet the faulty idata.__In
the old system where paper tape was used; you
sometimes had to start again at the beginning of
the message because you omitted just one character
and then found out about it several lines down the
punched tape.

Another feature of the new COMEDS is
ability to receive_ messages -on a diiplay rather t
on a pnnter. This cuts down on the amount of
paper you must tear and flle: Akso; data ARQed by
other stations on your circuit ke not printed on

;11
your terminal -again saving time and paper. Since
each terminal can be either Seeded-Or not selected,
you can ARQ data for the few stations in which
you are interested rather than printing a whole
sequence just to obtain data for one or two
synoptic or rawinsonde stations.- Later in this,
chapter- we will discuss specific COMEDS terminal
equipmfht features;

Military weather communications is a large part
il;;_, of your workloild While ju are on duty in a bav .

weather station. You are continually filing and
posting the incoming weather messages ine.their
correct positions. The longer you are associated
with weather communications, the better versed in
its procedures you become. As you progress

.....44iarough the various levels of the weather career
ladder, you will use- this communications knoWledge

io obtain data used to make operational forecasts.
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Although your primary coriqern at this point is
Military weather coMmunicadans_you should also
know about the civilian weather communications
system so that you can use its forecast and
observation resources. >,

National Weather Service (NWS) Teletype
Systems; The Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) controls the National Service

ThCommunications._ System.; The ajor difference
between the COMEDS used by the military andithe
civilian weather circuits used in the field is s d.
The civilian circuits generally operate at 160 w ids
per minute at _the transmit-receive 'end _in_ cont _1st
With the 1200zword per min to COMEDS ate.
However, data is transmitted within the
intermediate *cults of the civilian weather network
between "hub"'-'diStribtitibti poiritt and the central
itto point aro 800 to 1200 words per minute.

This central relay point; called the Weather
Message Switching' Center (WMSC), is located in
Kansas City MO. Thii _center_ is the computerized
eireuit cOntrol point of the Modernized Weather
Teletype Communications System (MWTCS). The
MWTCS is the relay point for these FAA
Services: A A aviation), C_ (Synopti4-,- and 0
(overieii). The military ,dedicated Service A
network also originates _here: The civilian aviation
weather data you receive is also routed through
these computers. Only certain section of the
seeice 0 (oversekt) circuits go through this
Complex. The other sections go throu- gh theADWS
(Automated Digital Weather Switch) at Carswell
AFB: TX. Another Setiiiiite FAA circuit, the ARQ
circuit,_ also goes through tile MWTCS Computer. If
the ARQ data is not akailable at the MWSC
complex, It requested from the ADWS computers
at Carswell_ . B. ,

Each of 7 WS teletype circuits' is governed by
an FAA publication: These publications describe
each message type; by heading, and the,proper
format for transmitting it on the circuit. In this
reSpeCt, the publication is similar to AWSM 105-2
and AFCSR 105-2:

Service A: Service A consists of weather circuits
Which pmvide aviation weather and notice to
airmen (NOTAM) messages to 'civilian and military
sites throughout the United States. Certain other
message types; such as pilot reports (PIREPS) and
radar reports (RAREPS) are also transmitted on
this circuit. The weather data is collected each
hour, on the hour, and routed to other circuits after
being arranged into bulletins_ by the computers.
Each distribution piiiiit "hub" within the system
collects its data and transmits this data both to
other stations in the hub and to MWTCS. Stations
outside the hub have their data transmitted to the
hub stations after the primary data is collected. The
amount of outside data relayed is limited because
Of circuit tint; limitations and because of paper
consumption considerations. Station data
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requirements are coordinated with the MWTCS
center yearly:

Service C._ Service C is another NWS teletype
network which handles synoptic (3-and 6-hour)
data and upper air information.. It also provides
State weather forecasts and comments concerning
weather products producit at the National Weather.
Center locateti at Silver- Springs MD. Severe
weather and public information bulletins are also
sent on this circuit:

Service_0. Service 0 provides aviation_ weather
data and forecasts between international sites. It is
used by the FAA to interchange data with Mexico;
the Virgin Islands; \Bermuda; and other overseas
locations.

/Automated Weather Yetwork (AWN). Although
most weather personnel understand the basic
operations of the Automated Weather -Network.
few weather specialists realize the significance of
their_duties in relation to the AWN dperaon. Each
weather message you transmit is processed into the
AWN for further dissemination. The quality of

ASIAN WEATHER

CENTRAL lAWCI

NOW A3, JAPAN

CLARK -pmkrimpas

these transmissions determines the success o
AWN toperation; therefore, you must know Local
communications policies and uitderstand the

.operation of the AWN. .

The Automated Weather Network consists of
real-time computers located in major population
centers of the wort . Weather data is collected by
itlow-speed commun. ations systems within each area
and then relayed at high speed between centers.
Figure 4-1 shows the major free_ world relay centers
which exchange military and civilian -weather
information through'ut the world: Sbirie civilian
weather data is collected within the Asian Co_ntinatik
and relayed through Moscow directly to National
WeatheOervice computers at Silver Springs MD.

'There, it ifs combined with Canadian weather
reports andsent to the AWN site at Carswell AFB
TX. Some data, which may have doOtful validity,
is transmitted, with appropriate indtcatoro, from.
radio-intercept sites overseas to Carswell-AFB for

lt.evaluatiort The more routine data whieji is received
at the Carswell Automatil Digital Weather SWitch

A FORCE CLONAL

WEATNe CENTRAL
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OPPUTT NI
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(ADWS) is checked for proper format
automatically and then routed to customers within
the western hemisphere in accordance with their
requirements.

Currently, there are four free-world ADWSs
which service six high-speed data users:

Carswell AFB TX:
Fuchu AS, Japan.
Clark AB, -,,Philippiirs.
Croughton AS England.

The lhigh-speed_ users are:
Air. Force Global Weather Central (AFGWC),

Offutt AFB/ NE.
Air iForce Asia Weather Central (AWC),

Fuchu AS; Japan.
Air Force European Weather Central (EWC),

Croughton AS; England-.
National Meteorological Center (NMC),

National Weather Service (NWS), National Ciceanic
and Atthospheric Administration (NOAA), Silver
Springs MD.

.Weather lriessige Switching Center (WMSC),
Federal;AviatiOn Administration (FAA), Kansas
City, MO.

Fleet Numerical Weather Facility (FNWF),
US Navy; Monterey CA.'

Notice in Figure 4-1 that the hub of AWN is the
Automatic Digital Weather Switch (ADWS), at
Carswell AFB TX. With the changeover from 'the
COMET system to COMEDS;_ the relay point at
Tinker AFB OK, has been eliminated, and the
COMEDS terminals are linked directly with the
ADWS compUters at Carswell AFR. The data links
'between the various parts of the AWN system are.
two-way and 'operate at speeds as high as 48®
words per minute. The AWN system will gradually
be upgraded until it automatically controls virtually
all of the weather collection and relay functions
within-Jhe United Statei.-

Astro/Geophysical Teletype Network (ATN):
This is a solar observing and forecasting network
originating Jrom the Auto_rnatic, Digital Weather
Switch at. Carswell AFB TX: It handles the AWS

,Space Environment Support System.. (SESS); The
SESS is a 'Worldwide network of solar optical;
radio; and ionospheric _observing and' forecasting
sites located at both civilian rand_ military
instaltlations. It exists for the purpose of collecting-
rourine and ,speaial (near real-time)
astro/geophysictl data; and for relaying forecasts to
and from the Aerospace Environmental SuppOT-t
Center (AESC), NORAD, theyenne Mountain.
Complex CO. The' data and foricasts are used. to
make ,decisions affecting various military
commUnications systems.
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Exercises (428):
1. Which weather circuit transmits low-speed

(100-word=per-minute) data between the United
States and the Azores? Who controls this
circuit?

. Name the circuit which links military weather
stations within the United States.

3. Which center has all FAA aviation, weather
data pass through it before reaching ADWS?

4. Name the system through which military
rawinsonde data is transmitted within the
United States.

. What weather relay Center transmits North
Asian weather data?

6. On 'SVhiCh
transmitted?

circuit are State forecasts

7. Which grohp is responsible for evaluating data
from ionospheric soundings and determining
which military communications systems to use?

429. Given message.- origin and termination
locations, trace the routing of a weather message
through the Automated Weather Network.

tercepts. Countries with isolated areas or
nmitive communications systems send most of.
eir weather data by radio.. The Air Force and

ta. Be perating these sites,
Navy operate. receiving sites
obtain this weather
not only are more reports available, but the data '1
recfived is more timely. Delays encountered in
relaying the data through civilian ,channel.s can be
as much as 6 hours._

Some reporting stations may not be listed in the
- directory published by the World Meteorological

Organizatio . If the intercept S'itesreceivesuch data
. along- with data friitn, known sites in!the same

message group, the unknown station's location can
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TABLE 4-1

INTERCEPT STATIONS AND MONI4OR AREAS

intercept
Station

Monitored
Area

Relayed to
AWN Through

RAF Croughton,
England .

Tortejou Al4
Spain

/ridirlik AB, ,

Turkey

.

FUCht AS,
Japan t-

/6 Shiite,
.0kineWsi

- i.
Clark AB*
Philippines

San Miguel US
Nevi-Communications
Fa ty, .

inesi

'USSR

Western and
Southern Africa ,

Middle-East,
Eaatern_Africai
Southern USSR,
ImiLa CNew Dehli)

People's Republic
of__China, North I

Korea

Peoples Republic
of Chinai_Pakistan
New_Zgaland, India
(New Dehli), South
East Asia/

South Ea t Asia

Australia,
Indonesia,
Pakistan
New Zealand,
India

Croughton,
England

Croughton,
England

Croughton,
, England

.
_ .

Fuchu,, Japan
-

_\
Fuchu, Japin

,
Clerk AB,
Philippines

Clark AB,
Philippines

,

be_ estimated. As_ more date it received and
compared the site's jOcitiOtt can be more closely
established: Once the sift is !basted with _sufficient
accuracy, the data it transmits can be used to fill _in
details within lesser sampled area Of the world.
This locator function is performed at the weather
editor section of Carswell ADWS.

;Six Air Force and one Navy site handle most of
the intercept work. Each site is assigned an area of
responsibility. In addition, each site is equiplied to
gict as a backup receiving site for_ the others. The
general area each site monitors is !dotted in table 4-

1 and AWSM 100-1; Global Weather InterciOti.
Also listed in the table is the nearest center through
which the weather message is relayed to the
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Automated Weather Network (AWN). For
example: Torrejon, Spain, would_pass its weather
intercepts through the relay center at Croughton,
England The Ie Shima, Okinawa; intercepts would
be passed through the Fuchu, Japan, relay center.

Exercises (429):
1. An FAA Mad- at St. Louis MO requests

current weather -for New Delhi; India. If the
message was intercepted at le Shims, Okinawa,
list the.Alay points it passed through.



c.
2. Sunspot activity blocks' radio reception of

New Zealand weather transmissions at all Far
East intercept sites. However, Torrejon, Spain,
is able to receive the messages. Trace the
message route to an AF forecast site at Seoul,
Korea, and to the Fleet Naval Weather
Forecast Center at Monterey CA.

. A weather message is intercepted from
theAustralia routed to AFGWC. Lisf the sites

it passes through to get there.

.430, Given a map -descriptioni identify the weather
&candle circuit it it transmitted on.

System Objective. The USAF/DCS Weather
Facsimile Communications Global System is
comprised of networks which serve all DOD
requirements and _interface with the National
Weather Service (NWS) and Federal Aviation
Administration (FA ,6,,) hetworkS? Facsimile
products, by their uqueness in composition;
handling procedures; and acquisitioni of data;
require special communications networkS. Recent
changes_ in machine capabilities within the DOD
facsimile networks have required. that the
communications lines be improved to provide the
detail needed in some maps. However, the basic
objective of the system has remained the same: to
transfer information of a graphic nature quickly,
accurately; aril reliably from central preparation
points to field sites.

System Composition. The weather facsimile
networks are primarily composed of the Strategic
Facsimile Network and the National Facsimile

,;Isletworkwithin_the CONUS and the European and
Pacific Facsimile Networks overseas. With 'the
exception of 'a few radio links; these networks/
operate at either 120 or 240 scans per minute('
(SPM). Within the CONUS,;,, four facsimile
networks carry the majority of the weather

r graphics. These are: WFX 1234;` FOFAX, AFX109,
and NAMFAX. Of theseecircuits; three (FOFAX;
AFX109; and NAMFAX) use the DL- MDC
converter or its eqUivalent.

National Fdesimite Network (WFX '1234). The
National Facsimile Network is the basic weather
graphics network. It transmits graphics such as
surface analysis charts, computer-plotted upper air
charts (850, 700, 500, 300, and= mb), weather
depict* charts; and prognostic maps: It is
primal oriented toward low-altitude aviation
interests and surface weather forecasting.

Most of the material transmitted originates at the
National Meteorological Center (NMC); Silver
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Springs MD: e network extends throughout the
United States, with communications links to
Canada at Va and Montreal. Selected
charts are also relayed to Hawaii and Puerto Rico.
All maps on this circuit are transmitted at 120
scans per minute.

Forecast Office Facsimik System ( FOFAX.. GS
10206, 7, 8). This network is often referred to as the
satellite network; FOFAX serves civilian forecast
offices and Military weather stations by providing
satellite material and other meteorological graphics
needed in their preparation of forecasts and
weather warnings; In addition to the satellite data;
this network transmits 3-hourly pretsure change°
and height change charts, preliminary analysis and
forecast charts, and delayed NMC prognosis charts.
Charts are transmitted at both 120 and 240 scans
per minute on this circuit;

The network also distributes 'National
Environmental Satellite Service digitally prepared
satellite mosaics from both polar-orbiting and
geostationary satellites; The three sites normally
used to receive these satellite signall_are Wallops
Island _VA;_WBFO Sin Francisco CA; and AF
Kunia HI. The San Francisco unit has the ability to
transmit recorded- satellite data con the FOFAX
network upon request by other offices; :

Strategic Facsimile Network (AFX109). This is a
military network, terminating at various locations,
which -primarily transmits graphics used for high-
performance aircraft. Certain data extends as high-
as 30 mb. Datil transmitted includes gridded
forecasts and analysit Northern Hemisphere
significant weather/1000-mb D-valueprogs, contrail
forecasts, tropical streamline charts; and weather
warning charts. These products may be transmitted
at either 120 or 240 scans per minute.

National and Aviation Meteor4logical Facsimite
Network (NAMFAX). This network distributes
analyses; prognoses; and sectect Rtbservational data
to offices supporting intErnational high-altitude
civilian aviation operations. NAMFAX replaces
NAFAX and the. old Aviation Meteorological
Facsimile (AMFAX) Network at those .locations
which previously had the AMFAX circuit. The
newer network4 carries area forecasts of winds,
temperatures. and significant weather primarily
intended for international flights above 20;000 feet.

Graphic guidance materials in the form of
manually prepared prognoses .are entered by
Montreal; Canada; and the National
Meteorological Center, Silver Springs MD.
Additional entries to the circuit are numerically
prepared prognostic charts from NMC -arid
digitized cloud mosaic; from NESS. The network is
linked to the NWS Alasks network and Puerto

*Rico, as well as Canada and Mexico. Data op this
iikeetwork is transmitted at both 120 and 240 scans

r minute:
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Exercise (430):
1. Name the circuit(s) on which each

following charts is most likely
transmitted.
a. A delayed 500;inb analysis at 240 SPM:

start tone is sent; a phasing signal is transmitted_ to
of the insure the beginning of each line on the recevied
to be image is in _the same position as that of the

transmitter. This phasing signal normally is sent for
20 seconds when a 120-scan per minute graphic is
sent and for 15 seconds when a 240-scan per minute
graphic is sent. At the end of each graphic, a stop
tone halts the recorder.

b. A 1000-mb D-value chart.
c: A 3-hourly weather depiction chart:

d. A satellite chart requested by Portland from
San Francisco

e; A military weather warning chart with
MOMSS code 023:

f. A 5(0=nib gridded D-value, temperature;
wind value prog:

g. The LFM prog chart at '120 SPM:

h. Numerically
Alaska:

prepared PE prog chart to.

4-2. Facsimile Terminal Equipment
The basic objectives of the facSimile system is to

'transfer graphic materials quickly, reliabl and
accurately. Without this mode of information
transfer, you' would find most of yOur time
occupied by plotting maps and chartt for the
forecaster. This plotting drudgery can still happen if
the facsimile equipment malfunctIons. One of
greatest problems you will encounter is maps which
have streaks or cuts in theni. In thii section, you
will learn hoW to - minimize such defects and also
hoW to Opiate parver and writing edges; Although
the specific machine we will discuss is the DL-19W
facsimile recorder, the basic operation of all Wet=
process (electrolytic) facsimile recorders is the same.

431. Explain how an image is transmitted to and
reproduced by a DL-19W facsimile receiver.

Slide Fietimile Theory; The transmission of a
graphic product over an electrical circuit is done by
dividing the image into extremely small elethenti,
determining the lightheSS or darkness of each, and
transmitting the information for reconstructing the
image to the other end of the circuit. In order to
successfully do this; the image - transmitting and
receiving equipment must be positioned at the same
image point and moving at the same rate: The
transmitter must send control signals to the receiver
to insure that this is done. In spite of the fiet that a
typical facsimile image of 18 inches by 18 inches
may be brtiken down into 3,000,000 elements of
information, the reproduced image is only an
approximation of the original, not an .exact copy.

Before the transmission is started, the sending
station transmits one or more tones to the receiver;
which sets up the proper scan speed and paper feed
rate. These tones also start the recorder. After the

DL -19W Famintile Receiver. The DL-19W
facsimile receiver (recorder) uses a special wet paper
to reproduce the transmitted graphic image. The
paper is passed between a writing electrode, made
from :a thin steel strip and a wire helix, mounted on
a &UM. The contact point between the writing
electrOde and the helix; through the paper;
corrtspondy to the image element position /king
scanned by the facSiiiiile transmitter. The receiver
converts the -elecitiCal signal received, from the
transmitter into an electric current which represents
the darkness of the iinage element. This current,
when passed through the paper, leaveS a mark
cprresponding in density to the transmitted image:
A feed roller, mechanism pulls the paper past the
helix and writing electrode at the same rate the
original copy is moved past the transnii
scanner mechanism. Thus the light_ and rk
elements of the original chart are reproduced; ine
by line, until the complete image is reps ced.

DL -MCS MOMSS Decorder and Converter;
The DL-MDC MOMSS decoder and converter is a
device which interfaces the DL -19W facsimile
'recorder with the _National Weather Service
FOFAX or NAMFAX networks or the AFX109
network. DL-MDC .identifies the schedule
number of the map being received and the mode_ of
transmission, and converts the bandwidth
comprealed 34eVel signal used for most 240-SPM
transmissions to a 2-level (bliej-white) signal
compatible with the recorder.

Mode and map sekction . system (MOMSS).
Preceding each _map transmission on the
NAMFAX, FOFAX, and AFXIO9 circuits; a
digital code is transmitted. This code describes the
nature (mode)_ and f schedule number of the
transmission. You select_ the maps you want to
receive by- placing coding pins in 'a matrix within
the DL-MDC decoder and converter. The
advantage of thiS is that if the transmission is

delaYed, you will still_ receive the map when its
particular code is sent.

3 -level signal converter. This part of the
DL-MDC decoder-converter converts bandwidth
compressed transmissions backinto standard 2-level
data. At high data- speeds (240 SPM); this converter
allows the information to be transmitted with loss
of detail on the same lines as standard facsimile
data. It is automatically selected when certain
modes are selected on the DL-MDC.
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Exercises (431): ,;

List. the tequen6t the facsimile transmitter uses
to insure that the scan elements on the received
graphic are in the same position as on the
original graphic. J

2. State the three steps the transmitter uses to
transmit the graphic image over the electrical
circuit.

3. Cveicribe how the DL-19W receiver reproduces
the transmitted graphic.

432. Identify the control switches and status lights
on the DL-19W with their functions.

Front Control Panel and Status Lights. The
DL-19W facsimile receivers equipped with Manual
controls for adjusting speed and paper feed rate.
You might use these controls if the receiver is
turned on in the middleNf_ a map you wish to
receive. These controls could also be used if the
transmitting site fails to send the proper contkrOl
signals, The most commonly used Controls are,
located in the control pail on the front of the
receiver, while lesser use4Ones are.located on the
rear.i Status lights on the eiontrol panel indicate the
mode the receiver is in. The front panel controls
and status lights are shown in Figure 4-2.

Controls. The controls located on the front panel
are POWER; LEFT / PHASE RIGHT,
CAPER FEED, SPEAKER; The POWER switch
turns the receiver on and off. An indicator_lamp_ is
lit when the switch is turned on. the PHASE
LEFT/ PHASE RIGHT switch 'allows you to move
the image either to the left or the right by making
the heliit drum rotate either slower or faster than
normal. You can use it to center the map when the
receiver is started during a map transmission. This
toggle witch is spring loaded and returns to center
(NEUTRAL) when you release it. The PAPER
FEED toggle switch feeds paper rapidly from the

phase _machine when Like the phase toggle
switch,_ it is spring loaded and returns to the
NEUTRAL position when released. This PAPER
FEED switch can be used to feed paper through .

the take up rollers if you failed o pull enough
through when changing paper. It is also used when
you need a map right away and cannot wait for it
to feed out as the next map is produced. The
SPEAKER control is used to control speaker
volume. You can check for a signal by turning this
control up. Normally it is left turned down.

57
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Figure 42. DL-I9W control panel (front)
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Stintii rights. Status lights located on the front

control panel indicate the mode settings of the
receiver: There ars_five_lam_ps in all. the top
dawn,__ they are START, PHASE, PICTURE, 96
LPI (lines per inch), and 120 SPM. The START
lam_p is lighted whenever the receiver is attempting
to get in step with the transmitter when the receiver
is in -idle. The phasing period it about 16
to 20 seconds at the start of each chart or map:
After the receiver phases; the PICTURE lamp will
light and remain on until the transmitter sends
stop control tone. Except for recorders connected
to the FOFAX or high-altitude facsimile circuits;
the 96 LPI and 120 SPM lights are always lit when
receiving a map: The 96 LPI lamp goes out Wheh
the transmitter sends a control tone switch to _48
LPI. This feed rate change affects the detail of the
received image by changing line spacing: Another
control tone is transmitted to switch the scan rate
to 240 SPM. The 120 -SPM lamp extinguishes when
the receiver is in 240 SPM mode.

Occasionally; you will find all the status lanipt
dark = and the power. switch on. Either of two
qpnditions will cause this. If the front door on the
Jecoder is not completely closed; the internal power
'is shut off. Also if the paper has ruft,nut; the status
lamps are shut off. You should check for thote two
conditions before calling maititetitheApersonnel.

Rear Control. You will find seVeralCOhtitilt located
on the back of the DL=19W receiver. They are used
infrequently but can be valuable when needed.
These controls are shown in figure 4-3. Starting at
the top, they _are:_DENSITY; 48/96, 120/240, and
START/STOP. The DENSITY control sets the
darkness of the recorded image: Ttirning it
clockwise increases the" density of the recorded
image. However; if it is advanced too far, the
will be burned becaute too much electric current is
passed through its Excessive density also increases
the rate of dirt accumulation on the helix wire and
the rate of wear on- the writing electrode. The three
remaining switches are tpring-loaded; center-neutral
toggle switches. The 48/96 switch; which is the top
toggle switch; contsols the paper feed. rate. Fot all
of the normal maps it is not used because the
receiver FeVeitt to 96 LPI whenever it receives a
stop control tone. The 120/240 switch controls the
helix scan rate: Again; when a stop control tone is
transmitted,' the receiver reverts to the_ 120 SPM,
which is the normal scan rate for the most maps.
Oh the FOFAX or high-altitude circuit; some maps
are transmitted at the 240 -SPM rate, and you
might have to switch to 240 SPM manually when
the receiver is started in the middle of a map. The
bottom switch on the back of the receiver is the
START/STOP switch, used to start the receiver in
the middle of a map or when the start control tone
is omitted by the transmitting site. The stop side
would be used in the opposite situation when the
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circuit is idle after a map and no stop tone has
been received.

EXercite (432):
1. Match the switches and status lights in column

A with their functions in column B (items in
column B may be used more than' once( I- rioT

Column Column B
1. PHASE RIGHT/PHASE a. Controls receiver

LEFT. volume.
PAPER FEED switch. b. Automatically feeds
DENSITY control. paper at the end of a
START / STOP switch. map.
1201240 switch: c. Increases helii speed
48/96 Switeh: by a small amount
PICTURE lamp. d. Allows you to _feed a
START lamp. map out of the
120 -SPM

trine idle periods.
e.

machine uring_ mac=120 -SPM lamp. ,d

Indicates the receiver
is getting in step with
the transmitter.

f. Is off when receiving
a taw at _high speed
on FOFAX.

g. Is on when receiving
a map at high speed
on FOFAX.

h. Sete recorder resolu-
tion.

i. Selects speed.
j. Starts recorder auto-

rnatically.
k. Allows you to receive

a map which failed to
receive proper control
tones.

1. Controls image dark-
ness.

m. Increases helix speed
for the duration of
the map.

n. Can cause burned
paper.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

433. Identify and correct false statements about
loading_ paper and replacing writing edges in the
D 1.0=1.9W &Winne recorder;

Paper Replacement Precautions; When you
replace paper in the DL-19W recorder, you must
take certain precautions to prevent map loss and
recorder daniage. You should never close the door
of the recorder without having paper between the
helix and the writing edge. If you do; the recorder
might be accidentally turned on, which would
damage it. In addition, moisture wiping in contact
With the point where the helix and writing edge meet
will cause corrosion; destroying both the helix and
writing edge by pitting. Physical pitting of the helix
and writing electrode also takes place if you slam
the recorder door. This will happen even if-paper is
between the helix and writing electrode. The final
result of this pitting is vertical streaks on the chart.
The helix and writing electrode will have to be
replaced to correct the streaked condition.

3 9 9
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Figure 4-3. Dt-19W rear contrUla.
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Paper Replacement Procedures. To .replace the

roll of paper, first turn off the recorder. Then
remove the empty_coreby opening the door of the
recorder and_pressing the core to the right. Reniove
the plastic wrapping from the new roll of paper and
position it so the paper unrolls from the back of
the roll,' upward. Place the roll back into the
recorder paper holder by forcing the right spindle
back and aligning the roll core on the spindles.
After the roll is in place, lift up the roller bar
(ttikeiip pressure roller, fig, 4-4) on the top of the
machine; Grasping both sides of the paper, pull
enough of it off the roll to feed it under the raised
roller bar. If creases are present, feed additional

out until ho creases are, below the takeiip
pressure roller on the top of the machine. If creases
are left in the paper path; they' canlc,ause.the takeup .
roller to jarri, iiltirriately causing the paper to plug
the recorder, and resulting in lost maps.

TAKE UP PRESSURE
ROLLER, ON HINGED ARM.
LIFT WHEN LOADING PAPER

Writing Edge Replacement. When yu replace
the paper in the recOLder, you should also replace
the writing edge. If a new edge is not available, you
should turn the edge "around so that a new surface
(the other side of the strip) will contact the helix. If
the paper runs out during map reception, you can
wait until the ."Standby' period immediately
folloVing map transmission to rep/ace the edge,
thus minimizing loss of map inforination.

To replace the writing edge, turn the recorder
er switch off and open, the door. Remove e_

Writing edge' from its holder by lifting the p
extending from the right side, as in figure 4-5.
you have any diffieulty removing the edge, the
holder may be removed from the recorder for easier
replacement of the edge. To do this, lift the flap-it

below the edge holder on the cover and loosen the
four screws. Next, carefully remove the holder by
pushing it to the left and up. '

4t1

PRESSURE
ROLLER MOUNTED
ON DOOR

SHAFT FOR
PAPER DVAG

PLATE A Ile
PAPER -7-OUT
SWITC H

t

GUIDE ROLLERS,

PAPER ROLL
PRESS TO RIGHT TO
LOAD PAPER FEED FROM
BACK OF ROLL

Figure 4-4. Paper replacement, DL -19W.
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a
Chart Defects and Corrective Actions, In order

for the recorder to produce maps of the highest
quality, you must clean it at least once every 24
hours of operation. In normal operation, the
recorder accumulates microscopic fibers, rubbed off
the \ back of the paper, and chemical deposits,

Figure 4-5. Removal of writing ed
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from holder.

Insert a new writing edge into the narrow
channel of the holder by forcing it flush, gainst the
bent-over left end of the holder, at shown in figure
4-6. Firmly and carefully push the entire length of
the writing- edge_ into the,,holder (fig. 4-7). The edge
should be forted down untlkits height is even along
its entire, length. If the holder was removed from
the machine; it must now be reinstalled by reversing
the removal procedure and tightening the four
screws.

Exercises (433):
'Mark the statements below true (T) or falte (F).
Correct the false statements:

1 ft_ is all right to slam the door of the
DL=19W receiver, as long as paper is
between the helix and the writing edge.

2. When replacing the toll of paper, the new
roll is positioned so the paper feeds from
the front, upward.

3 In replacing the writing edge, care must be
taken to adjust the edge in its holder for
even edge height.

4. A few creases where the paper feeds under
the takeup roller is all right.

5 'If the roll of paper runs out in the middle
of the map, the writing edge need not le
replaced, until the "standby" time at the end
of this map.

434. Given descriptions df facsimile chart defects,
state the most likely causes and the necessary
corrective actions.

37t/
.formed by electricity ;hissing through the paper.
These deposits form on the wire helix and nearby
drum surfaces. When the deposits accumulate to
the point where they prevent contact between the
paper and the helix, thin, light vertical streaks

iiiappear m the map: In extreme disc!, these deposits
'can build up until they cause the helix to actually

cut the paper.
Another problem occurs if you don't replace or

reverse the writing edge. In normal operation, the
edge is eaten ray. When the edge is allowed to
wear too far, the writing edge holder comes in
chntatt with the helix. Since the holder is much
wider than the writing edge, the image appears
blurred when compared with the normal image
areas. This is corrected by rep-- ng the writing
edge with a new one or revers' g the old one.

The first step in coma cleaning procedure is to
turn the power off and open the front. Raise the
top paper roller; bull the paper clear; and remove it
from the recorder. Moisten 4 small, clean, stiff
brua With denatured alcohol and clan the helix
and%rriting edge: An old, toothbrush or similar
brush with stiff bristles works best. When cleaning
the helbtgor drum; start from the left -hand edge aid
rotate it as required to expose the helix for
cleanin& Wipe excess alcohol and residue from the
writingeflge; helix, and plastic paper guides, using
a smalf' piece of Moist recording paper. Clean
accumulated dirt from the paper compartment with
another small piece of moist recording paper.

Exerdset (434):
1. You begin to receive maps which have a

blurred appearance in certain areas. Thete areas
are in vertical alignment and grow wider .with
time. What is the cause? How do you correct
the problem?

410 2
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Figure 4-6. Inserting new writing edge in holder.
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Figure 4-7. Equalizing height of writing edge.

2. If a cut area appears on the left side of the
paper about an eighth of an inch wide and -a
slightly wider area lacking an image surrounds
it, how would you corred it? What is the most
likely cause?

///////)/////-

3. The dark phasing bar at the beginning of the
map displays narrow, light; vertical streaks;
These streaks also appear in the same position
on the map. Cite the cause and corrective
action to take.

4-3. COMERS Terminal Equipment
With _the_ change from the COMET system to the

COMEDS, new terminal equipment was
introduced. This system terminal is the Model 40,
provided by Western_Union. It consists of either a
key_bs:lard display_ (1(D) unit, a receive-only printer
(ROP), or both. Various combinations' of these ICH
and ROP units are included within each
Model 40 terminal; Although the combinations vary,
the operation of each assembly within each terminal
remains the same. Figure e8 shows the general
arrangement of the various assemblies within the
terminal. This terminal system has some ,features
which will not be exploited for several years in the
AWN system.

The terminal operates at 1200 words per minute;
this is approximately three times the rate of the

Figure 4-8. Model 40 COMEDS terminal.
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COMET HI printer it rePlaced and 12 times the
rate at which the military dedicated service "A"
printer operates: The terminal is detigned,tiP reduce
the need for "paper supplies and for ease in
correcting messages, By routing 'messages to the
display of thejenitinal, .quick looks at data can be
made withotilexpending paper.

In this section, we will examine the functions of\
each assembly within the terminal' and the
improved features of the COMEDS terminal
automatic r-vap*Ale query (ARQ) capability. In
addition, we will examine the alarm 'conditions
which can occur and how to correct them. Some of
the information about this terminal will seem rather
useless; but if a situation occurs where you need
data for a critical mission and the terminal
Malfunctions; you will be happy to have the
information.

435. Given descriptive situations 'concerning the
Model 40 KD unit, state either (1) the cause of the
problem, (2) the steps required to ,correct the
problem, or (3) the steps required to do the
procedures requested (or stated).

The keyboard display unit (KD) is comprised of
two parts: the display screen and the keybOard
assembly. Tice KD _unit will send and receive
Messages or may be used to prepare messages while
the associated_receive-only printer is printing data
from the ADWS. When the KD is in the off4ine
(LOCAL) mode; data entered from the keyboard
appears on the display. Errors are simply corrected
by use of the cursor and editing controls located on
the keyboard assembly.

Display Screen; The display screen shows all
characters_ larger than standard print size for easy
reading. This assembly has three controls: a tilt
control, located on the nght support of the display;
a brightness control, located under the right front
edge of the screen; and a screen ON/OFF switch,
located under the left front edge of the screen. The
brightness_control controls the character intensity,
while the tilt control positions the ditplay for easy'
reading; The display shows 24 lines of print at one
time, with a maximum of '80 characters per line.
The ma/demon capacity of the display system is 72
lines of print, divided into three pages of 24 lines
each. The start of each page is identified by one or
more dots appearing in the left -hand margin;
opposite the start of the first line of each page. The
first page is identified by one dot, the second by
two dots; and the third by three dots in the left
margin. Although the display line capacity is 80
characters. ADWS limits the maximum number of
characters per to 69. This allows the ADWS
system to interfalre with other equipment which is
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limited to 69 characters per line; such as the FAA
MWTS printers.

A lighted square, called' the cursor, shows on the
screen at all times. It performs three functions: (I;
indicating the next character entry position, (2:
performing edit and torrection functions, and (3;
scanning messages during transmission.

Each character transmitted to and from the
Model 40 contains a code for error detection. This
code is called a parity code. If the Model 40
receives a garbled chaiacter which contains a panty
error, it substitutes an error symbol for the garble.
This symbol is displayed d4erently by the KD unit
and the ROP. On the_Kpf the symbol appears as
Se; while on the ROP, it appears as . The
following example illustrates how the ame parity
error appears on each display for the same message.

Display' Screen

RR KWRI

Receive Only Printer

RR KWRI
DE KAWN 1521S80 DE KAWN 1521*0
ZUJ KWRI 152128 ZUI KWRI 152128
MESSAGE TEXT MESSAGE TEXT
NNNN NNNN

In each case; the parity- rror occurred on "3" in the-
filing time (1,52130) of KAWN's response to-the
automatic response query (Al2.14) which KWRI
originated:

The reception of a panty error symbol in place of
le\ca character indicates the text should be c ked.

Note that the B 'of the display screen parit error'
prints right below and to the right of the S; and The
combined space of the symbol:is_ the same as_ one
character. The parity error symbol on the ROP
likewise is the same size as one character, with the
two As and the three lines through them being
vertically lined up. 11; in transmissiorpf a message
f.e)m the terminal to ADWS, a parity error occurs

fio error litdication is sent to the terminal.
Keyboard 'Ascentlily. The Model 40- keyboar

(fig. 4-9) is similar to that of an electric typewriter.
It produces alphabetic characters in upper case only
and certain other punctuation and character
symbols. Since the Model 40 is used in' applications
other than the COMEDS network, sotrie;of its keys
and functions have no tise on the network: The
symbols and punctuations appearing on the upper
portion of certain keys maybe obtained by pressing
theiSHIFT key and; while holditig it, pressing the

Adesired symbol key. .- !
You will note a number of two and three letter

symbols above the 'letters of certain_ keys. These are
control functions. The only one which you use is
the end-of-text (ETX) function; which appears
above the C. This function is used at the end of .

your message to indicate to the comptiter that the
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Position cursor but do not
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7,X/3yrepeats viien fully depressed
(delayed action)-

KEYBOARD

Figure 4-9. Model 40 keyboard.

transmission endS. YOU enter it by holding down
the CONTROL key (looTated beside the space bar)
and depressing the C key: The ETX code appears
on the display screen as an E. If you fail_ tio_place
an ETX: code at the end of your message; the
cursor will continue to transmit until it encounters
another ETX code or reaches the *last character of
the last line of the third page of memory.

Within the keyboard proper, there are three keys
which are never used: SYN; ACK, and NAK. These
keys are used in ,other terminal applications for
computer control, but have no application in

COMEDS.
'._You end eaeh line of your message with a NEW
LINE function. This function creates a character,
appearing as the symbol bri the display screen,
which signals the Mi:idel 40. to transmit two carriage
returns and one line feed to the ADWS compliter.
Since you are limited to 69 character§ per line in
the COMEDS; this symbol Shahid always appear at
the end of each line of the message:

Operaticiiial model keys. A row of operational
mode keys is located above the mainkeyboard of
the Moctel 40. These-. keys are: SEND, REC;
LOCAL; FORM SENDS_ HIGH LIGHT; FORM
ENTER, TAB SET; TX CLEAR, and iCLEAR.nformation for transmission. (Headings of
In COMEDS, the FORM SEND, TAB SET, and frequently used ARQ messages would be an

TAB CLEAR functionSkare not used Note that example.) Because the inforMation entered using

each operational mode key, except CLEAR; tias_ a protected Storage cannot be altered; you must
light on it that lights to indicate it is enabled. The position the cursor beyond any protected data

functiOns of these keys follows. f positions before receiving data on the display

64 495

EDITING CLU
Used to all

CONTROLS.
ation.
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a. SEND: When the SEND key is depressed; the
message :which begins under the _current cursor
position is transmitted to_the ADWS'untilan EXT
code is encountered.- When the _transdis5ion is
completed, the KD unit reverts to receive mode.

b. REC: Depressing this key allows you to
receive traffic routed to the display.

C. LOCAL: LOCAL Mode is used to ,prepare
and edit messages for subsequent transmission to
the ADWS computer: It is the only mode which
permits you to enter data from the keyboard into
the display. .

d. HIGH LIGHT: When this key is enabled; any
character entered from the keyboard will_ flicker
alternately bright and dim on the Screen, When the
FORM ENTER key is en bled, the HIGH LIGHT
feature is deactivated.

e. FORM ENTER:' The FORM ENTER key is
used by you to enter or delete protected data on the
pages of memory. When data is entered with this
key_activated, it will appear on the display screen :at
half bnghtness. The only way it can be altered is by
having the FORM ENTER key on. This
"protected" mode is used to save frequently used;
.fixed format data, thereby saving time in preparing



screen. If you attempt to enter data over protected
Storage without the FpRm ENTER key enabled,
the new character is not entered, d an alarm
sounds. i #

f. CLEAII:nrstlressing this . key :clears all
unprotected tion to the right of the cursor
position, as far as the end_ of Memory. If you wish
to clear all unprotected data from memory, you
depress the Lig. ME key; then the CLEAR key. If
the FORM ENTER key is enabledand.the CLEAR
key depresied,. you clear all data to the right of the
cursor position, including the protected data.

Cursor controls; The cursor controls are located
. on the left-hand side of the keyboard: They

. function to move the cursor or lines of data
without altering the information in memory. The
HOME key_- positions the cursor : at the first
character position o the first rage of memory.
CURSR. RETRN urns the cursor to the
beginning of the l it it positioned on. The U
arrow; DOWN arrow, RIGHT arrow, and LEFT
arrow move the cursor in the respective directions
indicated. If you depress_ them firmly, the cursor
movement repeats. SCROL UP and SCROL
DOWN_ moves the data up or down, one lint at a
time. Like the arrows, these keys repeat. SEGMNT
ADO is used to move the = data displayed 24 has
into memory in order to display the next page ok
the text. The CURSR TAB key has no function ii4
the COMEDS system and _is not ured.

Editing controls. The editing controls, located on
. the right side of the keyboard, are used to alter

information on the KD display! LINE INSRT
moves unprotected storage data down one line for
the insertion of .a line: 'This line is inserted i

beginning where = the ,cursor is positioned. If no
more: lines arz available in memory, this key does

-,,not function: LINE DLETE clears unprotected data
from the line on which the cursor is positioned and
moves_ all unprotected data which appears below
that line up one _line. CHAR INSRT moves
unprotected data one character to the right so there
is a space character, at the cursor position for
entering a new character. If there is no space

, available at the end of the line where the cursor is
positioned,no movement of data will occur. CHAR
DLETE clears an unprotected character at the
cursor' position and moves all unprotected data on
the 'line one position left.

Exercises (435):
1. A symbol -Ss appears on the screen of the

display when receiving data. What caused the
symbol to appear'?

2. Yoti transmit data to DWS computer and
ask for readback 1CD unit. When the

data is sent back, much more data appears Man
you thought-you 'transmitted. What did you fail
to (4_

You wish to prepare and edit a Weather
message prior to transmitting it. Which key
would you activate first

You wish to clear all data :fro
.

the KD
Memory. List the stepf needed, in sequenCe."

After entering several lines of data, you notice
that you failed tO enter_ a whole line of data.
Name tha---keys, in sequence, you depress to
correct the message.

_0
aWhen, you attempt _t insert character with

the , CHAR INSRT key, nothing happens...
Explain why.

436. Idetitify and correct 4correct statements
concerning the operation and functions of the Model
40 receive-only printer (ROP).

Receive-Only Printer. The el 40 receive=only
printer (ROP) (fig. 4-101 hai a haracter buffer
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Figure 4-10. Model 40 receive-only primer.
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INTRPT
SERVICE

Figure 4-11. Receive-only printer control kerim,

Figure 4-12. Folding paper- 63r loading the ROP

storage built in. This allows data to be received while
the printer is accelerating from a stopped condition.
As soon as the printer reaches proper speed. it will

.print the data. This is in cottrast to the odel 28
teleprinter; which garbles data during t period its
motor is reaching speed. Each ROP is nipped with a
:Inottir control unit, which shuts the p ter off when 5_------------------minutes elapse after the last data is eived. However,
this control unit is-reset by recept on of new data.

Terininal control keys .and indicators. The ROP
it equipped with control .tieys; used to .clear
problem status indicators; and_indicatort Whith

--show the actual status of the ROP. The functions
10dicated are DATA ERROR; INTRPT; IN
'SERVICE, and LOW PAPERFigute 4l 1_ shoWt
all controls: except LOW PAPER, which is located
on the; right side of the ROP- cover. .

The INTRPT indicator is lighted when-either the
cover of the ROP is lifted or a malfunetion_eiisti
within the ROP. When the terminal ROP is
operating normally, the lamp is not lit. The light is
extinguished when the cover is properly closed or
when the key which housei the indicator is

depressed.
The DATA ERROR indicator lights whenever

the ROP is selected and _a panty error occurs in
data sent to it. The printed copy should be checked
when this indicator is lit. To turn off the indicator,
depress the key which houses it Sometimes printed
data contains errors which cause garbling of the
messages without having parity errors. Therefore,
you should check for garbling even though the data
error light is not lit. _-_

LOW PAPER is indicated by a light in the paper
feed button of the ROP. It is located On the
right-hand side of the ROP cover and is depressed
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to feed paper manually from the printer: Whekthe
paper in the; printer =aches a, predeterniihed
level; the lamp it lit. .Theonly way to extinguish it
is by rephiCing the paper roll: In addition to the
low Qaper, indication on the ROP, an alarm circuit
within, the terminal activates when the ROP is
selected for reception of data and this condition
exists. (We will .the terminal alarmS in the
next' objective.)

The IN tERVICE lamp it the only indicator
which shotil I be lit When the ROP is operating"
properly. It lights whenever the. ROP has power
applied and is ready to print datk If it is off; you
sh-ould check to see that the ,_coves. pis closed
properly. If the ROP.appeart _to _be receiving_

still
data

and the hiMp is stiextinguished; depress the e
housing the lamp to turn it on. ;

Changing paper ands ribbons. Certain nixiCedures
must be observed when changing the paper and
ribbont in .the ROP., 'These .procedures are listed
ititide the cover of the ROP'and are described in
the following paragraphs. If you do not take certain
precautions while Making these .changes, you
damage the printer. At the speed this printer
operates, the mechanism could be easily destroyed
if the paper or ribbon is not installed correctly.

To change paper, fieit turn off the MOP. The
switch is located on the bottom left rear of the
ROP. Then raise the cover of the ROP and release
the pressure roller. Remove the exhausted paper
roll from the machine and remove the spindle from
it Place the spindle in a n_ ew roll of paper and
potitibri it in the printer s that 'the paper feeds
froinie bOttoM back of t roll. Fold the paper:at
appthivoximatelY a 45° an e in either direction, as
shown in figure 412. eed the paper through the
paper tray until the I ading edge appears under the
pressure roller shaft. DO NOT feed the paper
between the ribbon and Oe type pallets. Pull the
paper throtigh between the printing platen and the
pressure roller; aligning it evenly. Engage the
pressure roller; insert the paper through the cover
window opening, and close the ROP cover. The IN
SERVICE lamp should- light when you turn the
printer back on. If it does not; insurethat thecover
is closed; and then depress the IN' SERVICE key.
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,'Obierver. KDr& :ROP.4own -A4Q(NL).

k \i7 PAIPi) DOWN (ETX ): sent .froin Fsdtr:RD
4)

Forecaster, ROF KD Gown. ARQ(NLY
. -

*Op DOWN(ETK) sent from Obi
1

Observer ROP down ARgOIL)

ROP DOWN(E.TX ),sent from Obs. KO

.Forecaster ROP claim ARQ(NL)

ROP,DOON(KTX) sent from Pdstr KD

:"" -(XKD:& ZKOPsj-

Observer ROP inoperative ARqNL)

AROP DOWNEETX) sent from Fcstr KD

Forecaster ROP inoperative AlcugL

ROP powNEETx) sent from Pcstr KD

OTE: A.jhort response massage -will be returned to the sending KD or to
the ''active. ROP tg the "P" is appended to the beginning ARQ line
;(ARQP sent in.lIade of ARM.
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Ribbtfh-cliinging_ procedure is ihoWii on the

inside' of the ROP cover.' Figure 413 shows a
diagram of the ribbon path. To change the ribbon;
first turn off the power to the ROP. Then lift the
raver and remove the ribbon from the printer.
When you reinoVe the ribbon, be sure that no
PrintitiglAlletii are tangled in the ribbon; Position
the full spool of new ribbon on the free-wheffing
spindle in such a way that the ribbon unwinds
underneath. Feed the ribbon along the ribbon path,
taking care that the ribbon passes ybetween the type
pallets and the paper. In passing the ribb6ti
between the type pallets and the paper, hold it taut
to avoid tangling it with the type. Attach the free
end of the ribbon to the empty spool and wind it
sufficiently so the second eyelet is wound onto the
spool; Again, be certain that the ribbon f'ceds fiord
the bottom of the spool. Monnt the SpOtil on the
empty spindle and take up the slack in the ribbon
by rotating the free-wheeling spool;_ Recheck to,
make sure the ribbon is not tangled in the type
pallets; Close the cover_ oL the ROP and turn it
back on. If the IN SERVICE lamp does not come
on, depress the IN SERVICE key:

You shOuld be aware that the tertW does not
signal when an ROP is inoperative.- erefore, you
MUM send 'a message to the ADWS computer when
tihe ROP is inoperative. The message differs

ghtly, depending on the configuration of the
particular terminal_located at the site. Table 4-2
shows the proper format to use for each type of
terminal and terminal configuration; The computer
will then reroute the messages to your alternate
ROP (if available).

Whenever the ADWS computer is reloaded or
systems are swapped-, you must reenter the ROP
down mestage; Otherwise, the data will be routed
to the inoperative ROP and he lost. A special
message heading is sent to all stations whenever_the
system is changed. headitig is REUS. When
you receive such a message, you should resend the
ROP down:message as soon as possible after the
system change is complete.

Exercise (434)-:
1. Identify and correct the statements below that

are false.
a. The DATA ERROR4ikindicator turns on

%Alen the Ad of the ROP is raised.

b When the printer is selected and has a low
paper condition; the INTERRUPT light is
turned on and the receive alarm soundS,

c When threaded.properly, the paper passes
between the ribbon and the type pallets.

d When replacing the ribbon, the full takeup
reel is placed on the spindle so the ribbon
feeds from the bottom.

IL. When loading paper, the paper is folded so
re is about a 45° angle on the leading

ed

1,-(&

f. The IN SERVICE Iampr_lights when the
cover of the ROP is lased and the ROP is
ready to receive messages.

g If you let too much slack exist 'when
threading the ribbon in the ROP, it could
tangle with the type pallets and damage
them.

h The DATA ERROR light is activated
when garbled information is received by the
ROP.
N

i You can turn off any of the ROP status
indicators by correcting the indicated
malfunction and then depressing the proper
indicator key.

If you receive a message headed "REUS"
when your ROP is down, you ignore it.

43't Given the description of an alarm condition
on the Model 40 terminals; determine which alarm
will be activated and/or the corrective action
required to dear the alarm condition.

4M 400 Controller; All _Model 40 terminals,
except the stand.zalone ROP version, contain an
MM-400 Controller. It is the "brains" of the
terminal and acts as an interface between the
various units within the terminal and the computers

0
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at ADWS: This controller advises the computer if
the KD unit has any data to transmit and whether
the KD unit is ready to receive or not. It also
routes appropriate data transmitted by the
Computer to the proper unit within the terminal. If
the KD unit is transmitting a message and the
computer wants to halt it to select another terminal
to receive, the computer transmits a DC-3 (Device
Control 3) to the controller; The controller then
sends a signal to the KD, halting transmission. The
computer indicates when it is ready to continue by
transmitting an STX (start-of-text) code to the
terminal. The controller then signals the KD to
resume transmitting. Certain error conditions cause
the controller to activate alarms. You should know
which alarm condition sets each alarm because you
could; if pressed for time, fail to transmit your
observation on time; which could result in an
AXXX message.

lifICI=-300 control panel. The control panel on the
MM-400 consists of four lighted switches (fig. 4-
14). These switches are used to correct error
conditions within the controller or signal the status
faf the terminal to the computer. Two of the

tches are alarms.
The RECEIVE ALARM switch will be activted

(lamp lights and audible alarm sounds) if the KD
unit is in the RECEIVE mode, the terminal is,
polled by the computer, and one of the following
conditions occurs:

a. An ETX code is received prior to an STX
code.

d. The paper supply in the ROP is low:
c. Power to the ROP is off.
d. The 1000-character buffer for the ROP is full.
e. The KD unit is inadvertently changed to

SEND or LOCAL mode during reception of data;
f The computer selects another. KD unit in the

circuit using a DLE (data link escape) code during
reception.

Sax
The SEND ALARM is activated (lamp Iignts

and audible alarm sounds) if the KD unit is in
SEND mode and one of the following conditions
occurs:

a. The computer polls another KD unit on the
circuit by use of an ENQ code (enquiry code).

b. You accidentally switch the KD to RECEIVE
or LOCAL mode while the computer momentarily
is selecting another station for reception after
transmitting a DC-3 code to your terminal, causing
it to pause in the middle of a transmission.

c: YoU switch the KD unit to SEND mode while
the OUT-OF-SERVICE switch is activated.

These_ alarms_ are silenced in slightly different
ways. The RECEIVE ALARM is simply reset by
clearing the condition and pressing the RECEIVE
ALARM switch. The SEND ALARM cannot be
silenced ___until you place the KD in either the
RECEIVE_ or LOCAL modes. After this is done,
you can silence the alarm by depressing the SEND
ALARM swith.

In addition to the RECEIVE and SEND
ALARM switches, there is an OUT-OF;SRVICE
switch. This is used by maintenance personnel to
disable the terminal and should never be activated
except by direction of the maintenance technician.,
The last switch on the MMOO controller is the
AUDIBLE OFF switch. If this switch is activated
(white light on), the audible alarm will not sound
when an: alarm condition occurs.

Line test and terminal_ fe.set, Two other switches;
LINE TEST and,TERMINAL RESET, are used to
test the terminal for failures or to correct terminal
errors. The LINE TEST switch; located' on the
right -hand tide of the control panel, is used by
maintenance personnel to isolate problems to either
the terminal or the communications circuit. This
switch should be set at the NORM position unless

RECEIVE
ALARM

Figure 414 MM-400 control pane!.
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the maintenance technician directs otherwise. The
TERMINAL RESET switch, located on the left-
hand side of the KD console; is used to correct
either of the following conditions:

a. An alariii Cork lition which cannot be cleared
by resetting_ the appropriate alarm switch.

b. A keyboard display mode of operation that
cannot be manually changed.

When either of the above conditions occurs,
move the TERMINAL RESET switch to the
DOW_ N position and release it. Then clear the
alarms by depressing the SEND ALARM and
RECEIVE ALARM SWitchei. This should return
the terminal to. normal position.

Exalt WS (437):
I. Determine which alarm is activated by each

condition described below.
a. The character buffer is filled.

b. The keyboard display unit is switched fresh
SEND 'mode to LOCAL wide with the
terminal momentarily stopped by the AWN
computer.

c. The computer polls another KD by an
enquiry code while your KD is transmitting:

d. The terminal 'receives an ETX code before
receiving a start- of-text code.

2. What_ _procedure Should be tried when the
RECEIVE ALARM cannot be turned off even
through the alarm cause has been corrected?

While receiving a message on the ROP, the
RECEIVE ALARM light illuminates; but no
alarm sounds. At the same time, a red stripe
appears on the paper/in the ROP, and the red
light in the paper button comes on. List the
actions necessary to correct all conditions.

433. State procedures used is preparing_ data for
vansmisiiikili In both protected and unprotected
data modes; identify a problem presented and the
precautions to take when using the protected data
mode.

COMEDS Message Format; You must properly
format your weather messages in order_ for them to
be accepted by the AWN system. Certain rules
must be folloWtd and certain functions must be
used for the AWN computers to properly process
your message. Two functions which are unique to
the COMEDS terminal are_tha new line (NL)
function and the en&okeitt (ETX) function. These
functiorit are used to separate data or indicate
continuation of data where line space limitations
exist:

When you prepare a message which exceeds 69
characters in length, you must indent each line
four Spaces after typing the first line. This allows
the computer to distringuish the rnultiline_message
from a group of messages sent together. The only
weather messages whith do not follow thus rule are

'data from PI$AL, rawinsonde, rocketsonde, and
reconnaissance observations; The headings of these
weather messages _allow the computer to separate
the data entries of successive messages. Also, hese
ObterVationt are seldom sent as multiple messages
from the same transmitting site: Certain service
messages, such as AXXX replies and. automatic

restart to query (ARQ), will not have multiple lines
indented because of the manner in which the
computer handles them; For these service message
formats, refer to AWSR 105-2, Volumes 1 and 3.

Here is an example of entry of a message which
exceeds the 69-character per line limit:
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RAN_ SA L200 5 SCT 8 SCT El2 BKN 20 OVC 3 R
023/54/52/0305/_ 996/503R1(NL)
(4 spaces) 172/RB47 VSBY LWR MW(ETX)

The following is an example of sending two
single-line messages, with each message being one
line:

RAN SA L349 LO SCT 8 77/59/3108/011(NL)
SLV SA 1300 12 SCT IS 79/56/2408/013(ETX)

If you send multiple-line observations from
multiple stations, you should indent the data our
spaces on each of the continuation lines of each
message and start the next station message without
indentation; Naturally; each line is ended With a
new line (NL) function, except the last line of the
last message, where the end -of-text function would
be used.

Message preparation and transmission
(Unprotected mode). To prepare messages on the
Model 40 terminal in the unprotected data mode,
first depress the LOCAL key. Enter the message in
proper format and edit it for errors. To transmit
the message, repetition the cursor at the beginning
of 'the message and depress the SEND key. When
the computer polls the terminal, the message will be
transmitted and the terminal KD unit will revert to
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the- RECEIVE mode. This is indicated by the SEND
lamp _going out and the RECEIVE lamp lighting.

Preparation of messages in protected data mode. If
commonly used formats are prepared in the protected
data mode, variable fields may be changed for
subsequent transmissions; This type of message
preparation saves time, An example of such a format is
the standard heading for ARQ prObedures at you site.
Such consistently used formats should be stored in a
protected area of memory for recall and reuse. The first
page of memory should be used for such protected
formats Nnstusse if formats are located on page three,
received data might attempt to overlay them. This
Would cause data loss; If -a power failure occurs, the
information in memory; including protected data, is
destroyed. Therefore, if your site loses power, you
must enter protected formats in memory.

To prepareinformation in protected mode; position
the cursor at the first position you wish to write in.
Then depress the FORM ENTER key. Its lamp will
light. Prepare the message nd edit out any errors. After
editing,, position the cursor at the beginning of the
message and depress the FORM ENTER key. this will
extinguiith its light. Then depress the SEND key to
transmit the message. When the KD reverts to
RECEIVE, reposition the cursor below the last
protected format postion. To do this, you must first
depress the LOCAL keys; positioi the cursor with the
cursor crintroLs, and then d_ep the RECEIVE key to
pla the KD unit in REC E mode.

last part or a len y message may not be
received on the KD unit. This will happen if the
computer message is longer than the remaining storage
locations in the KD unit. After the message fills the
memory any additional characters will overprint the
111.0 location on page three of the memory. Since only
ARQ data will he routed to the KD, you must either
make sure th message is short enough to Sit in the
themosy or rer ute themessage to the ROP by entering
ARQP in pla of ARQ in the request message.,

,Exerchka (438):

1. List the steps you must take to alter data which is
protected.

2. When protected data forms are used to transmit
messages, what must you do to prevent loss of
replies on the KD?

3. A lengthy ARQ reply is routed to the KB unit. If a
large number Of protected entries are present in the
KD, what problem might occur?

38(4

4. List the steps for preparing data and transmitting it ,

using the unprotected data mode.

439. Identify and correct false statements concerning
AR@ preparation;

COMEDS ARQ_Procedure. COMEDS tairninals
use a simplified ARQ format. Unless & precedence
higher than routine is needed for the message
requested, the message heading is as follows:

ARQ (NL)

If a higher message precedence is needed, yew would
insert 00 (for immediate) orPP (for priority) before the
ARQ in the heading line. Within the body of the ARO;
you are limited to no more than nine entries per line
and no more than five lines per request.

COMEDS terminals may receive AR()_ replies on
either their KD unit displays or their_ROP units. By
placing ARQP in the message heading instead of
ARQ, you cause the requested mtage to be routed to
the ROP instead Of the KD disp . If the KD unit is
not in the RECEIVE mode, the message will alio be
routed to the OP.

The COMEDS terminals_ may also request that
ARQ messaget be sent to the ROP of another terminal:
This routing flexibility may be desired when another
terminal's KD unit is inoperative; Tife request message
is made in the following manner.

RR ADWS ARQP(NL)
DE CCCC(NL)
(message) (ETX)

You insert the appropriate call letters of your servicing
ADWS unit in place of ADWS (KAWN, EGWR,
!UTZ; RPMK). Do not request data through any
other ADWS Location than the one servicing your unit;
In the DE' line, substitute the call iign for the terminal
you want the message routed to or CCCC. For
example: Tinker AFB wants to ARQ a transmission
to Scott AB (BLV) ROP. The message would appear as
follows:

RR LAWN ARQP(NL)
DE HIN(NL)
(message) (ETX)

Exercises (439): =

Identify and correct any of the following statements
which are false.

I . To request data with a priority precedence, you
insert 00 after ARQ in the message heading
line.
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2. The Mittiage.you would transmit to ARQ for
Ho llman AFB (HMN), whose KD is
.inoperative; is:

ZZ KAWN ARQP(NL)
DE liMN(NL)
FT CNM ROW ABQ(NL)
(ETX)

3 You do not have to specify the precedence of a
routine message when ARQing a message for
your site.

4 The largest number of stations you can include
in one of line of an ARQ request is 10.

439a (Objective 460for computer answer key and
feedback reference only). Indicate the procedures for
obtaining data missed during circuit outages and
identify the data retransmitted automatically for
TYP NO / TYPOK requests.

TYPNO / TYPOK. Data missed during cicuit
outages_ is requested by _transmitting a
TYPNO/TYPOK message. TYPNO /TYPOK
requests generate the automatic retransmission of
preetdonce one and two messages; Data of loWer
precedence must be requested_ by ARQ
TYPNO/TYPOK requests be submitted
seParately frOM any other ARQ Messages. If datais not
required, the TYPNO/TYPOK request need not
sent unless directed by the parent Weather Wing. The
message format in COMEDS is

ARQ (NL)
TYPNO/TYPOK 111700 111750 (ETX)

Requests for time periods in excess of 6 hours canna
be processed. If the outage occus in two Zulu days,
make a separate request for _each_ Zulii day. fOr

example; if the outage is from 22502 on the 16th to
01202 on the 17th, the TYPNO/TYPOK requests
would be TYPNO /TYPOK 162-250 162359 and
TYPNO/ TYPOK 170000 170120.

Exerditio (439a):
I. Indicate the message (S) required for a circuit outage

starting at 311830 and ending at 010030.
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2. What data is received automatically when a
TYPNO/TYPOK request is transmitted?

3. How is required data obtained whin it is not
automatically retransmitted following a
TYPNO/ TYPOK request?

44. Disseminatkm and Operator Maintenance
What good is a weather observation if it never gets to

the agencies that need it to make operational decisioni?
What maintenance prmedures are the Operators
authorized to do? This section will discuss
dissemination priorities, general procedures; backup
procedures, use of the automatic telephone answering
device; and the maintenance that the specialist is

authorized to perform.

440. State the dissemination priorities.

Diiientination Defined. Dissemination is the act of
deliveing a completed weather observation to the using
agencies;

Dissemination Priorities. All observations are
disseminated immediately to the local agencies which
contol air traffic; and then to other local agencies
requiring she information for operational flight

Third priority is longlined dissemination
over the COMEDS or teletype systems. The loWest
priority is local dissemination to users that require the
information for nonflight operations. All record (R)
and record-special (RS) observations should be
completed in sufficient time to allow for local and
longline disemination prior to file times. Local
procedures should be established at each weather unit;
in order of priority; that is consistent with loCal
requirements and scheduled file times for longline
transmissions.

Exercise (440):

1. State theigissemination,priorities.

441. Given a sample observation; indicate thi aiding
and format for local diaieminsitiOn.

Meaning of Local Dissemination. LOcal
dissemination is the transmission of a weather report
to users in the local service area of the weather station.

Coding and_Format for Local Dissemination. The
code form for recoding and dissemination of local
objervations is about the same as that used to enter the
individual elements on AWS Forms 10 and 10e.

Correct telewriter format is important. Care must be
taken, when writing on a telewriter roll, to insure
entnes are legible and easily read. When subject to
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misinterpretation, draw a slant through the number
zero (e.14), underline the letter"S" (e.g.,1), and draw
a dash through the letter Z (e.g.. f).

Requirements for entering data on the telewriter are:
Station call letters.
Type of observation.
Actual time of observation (GMT).
OblerVation report (altimeter 'setting must be

indicated u ALSTG).
diuernii tion completed; then a slant and

ob4e

Sas figure 4-5 for` examples.

Exercise (441):
,

1. Indicate the proper foritt or the local
dissemination of the followiiitspeobtl observation
at Scott AB (BLV) on 15 July 1977. Time of

1

4 .3f/e

obiervation: 0750. Sky condition: measured 700
Pact overcact; Visibility: 1 mile with fog. Wind: 270
degrees at .3 knots. Altimeter setting: 30.03 inches.
Pressure altitude: +330 feet. Observer: LW.

442. Indicate how voice communications are impided
and verified;

Maintain current instructions outlining priorities
and procedures to befollowed for local dissemination
of observations by voice relay. When'dlsseminating by
voice, use a "lead bitaw_systent to insure that data have
been correctly_ recorded at the receiving end.

Record of Voice Dissemination; Maintain a record
on AWS Form 40 (fig. 4-16), and tape recording,. if
available, to indicate:_

a. Actual time of observation (GMT).

I
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PA +335

23 -755

Figure 4-15. Sample telewriter disseminations.

387
b. Time in minutes p#st the hour the observation

was transmitted to the tower and other local
aircraft control agencies; and the initials of
individual receiving the observation.

c. Initials of individual making dissemination.
d. Pressure altitude and/or density altitude.
e. Reasons for delay or nondelivery of an

observation.

Backup Local Dissemination Procedurec. Use the
following procedures as a guide in establiihing
backup system for -focal dissemination during
outages in the primary system.

a When she primary system (telewriter, local
teletype; etc.) is inoperative in the obierving site
and the weather station has transmit capability to
air traffic control agencies on the system, relay
observations directly to the weather station for
local dissemination.

b. When the only means for. lord dissemination
is voice (telephone or hot Ube), disseminate
observations immediately to local traffic control
agencies tower, TAPCON, GCA), and then
relay data to the weather station for other local
dissemination requirements.

Exercises (442):
I: How are voice communications recorded and
verified?

2. What are the local dissemination procedures for
backup?

J LOCAL DISSEMINATION LOG
IT TION

De f'9 7Wk'
1.0C A TION
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-IPOSTRUE-77ONS: llarA cohono A Ono P will b raw OD record roeorpl .1 boorrottono. Th r000t bock prammAme lo/II bo Aim/.
011MIERVATION-

M/1 10
TOWCIII

A
RAitcoAl

C D C F

R MARKS
Mamma for eloray or non..dolloory)

TINA IIIII_ TIME I N I T Timag _MIT_ _T WS INV? Tilat__tett_y_ _Tjuir_ ..1 r iug moo,.
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.RA/coA, 00o, ...Joe
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117 i6136

120 30._'
............------------..------..

....;.;..-...
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Figure 4-16. Sample local dissemination log.
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443. Indicate the maintenance that the operator Is
authorized to perforiii.

Operator Maintenance. The only maintenance
that the weather specialist is normally authorized to
perform is to:

a. Dust and clean equipment.
b. thitrige paper, charts, ribbon; and writing

edges_ on recording or transmission equipment.
c. Fill ink wells on recording equipment.
et Make pressure adjustments on the microbaro=

graph.
rater maintenance for most of these items
don: filling -ink wells) were covered when the

tc items of equipment, were discussed in
Volume 2 and, previously, in this chapter.

Exercise (443):
1. What are the items of maintenance that the

operator is authorized to perform?

444. Sp fy the purpose of the automatic
telephone -*wring_ device and the information
that it sho provide.

Our service is designed- primarily for those units
directly involved in aircraft operations, but we also
support such gaits as_civil engineers in planning
their operationt. We provide them with
clithitologital data and, long-period forecasts so
they can best plan activities in which weather is a
factor. What about those units not haVing a
continuing need for weather information? On a
training command base, for example; where
students are moved in formation between their
classes and quarters; student squadron personnel
would be interested in a forecatt for the day to aid
them in specifying the items of 'fedi weather gear to
be worn. This wouldn't be a daily requirement, but
at least au occasional one. How does the student
squadron get this forecast information?

In the interest of keeping telephone contacts with
the forecaster at a __minimum; full use of an
automatic telephone answering device is
encouraged. Units (or individualt) on the base can
dial the tape-recorded forecast and receive
inferrtiation specific enough tb allow them _to plan
activities for the next 24 hours. The use of such a
device has the obvious advantage of allowing the
forecaster to devote his attention to those duties
dieted?' supporting aircraft operations without
sacrificing the needs of the rest of the baSe.

A new recording is usually made when the
abserVation or forecast is no longer representative.
Each recording should begin with the reminder that
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the taped forecast is intended for official military
use only. The recording should include the current
observation; the ispecific forecast for the next 6
hours (including local weather warnings in effect);
and an Otitlotik..in general for 'the remainder of a
2hour forecast', period. On Fridays; a general
outlook for thelimekend thOiild alto be included.
Other items of general interest usually included are
the Maximum and minimum temperatures expected
during the 24-hour period; and (during the winter
"months) the "chill factor."

dtion, most detachments use a
To insure thaat the taped forecast reflects the

esired info
Standard format to be completed and read by the
forecaster or observer while he is recording. The
use _of a format insures a high degree of
standardization in presenting the weather
inforitiatitin. This helps users who are not overly
familiar with weather terminology to uncrstand
the information given.

The availability of weather information via (the
automatic answering device should be publicized
periodically in the base bulletin to make the base at
large aware of the service; Not only do= this device
promote good public relations, but it also
minimizes telephonic contacts that may distract you
from your primary duties:

Exercises (444):
1. Why do most weather stations use the

automatic telephone answering device?'

. What information should be placed on the
automatic telephone answering device?

4-5. Operation of Pilot to Metro Facility
The pilot to metro service (PMSV) facility stands

quite high in its contribution toward the fulfillment
of the overall mission of the AWS. Before the
installation of PMSV; a pilot sometimes found it
quite difficult (if not impossibt to get terininal
forecasts and current Weather to once he was
airborne. The pitieett involved calling the tower
and requesting the data; then waiting until the
tower could relay the request to the weather.
Station; receive an answer, and transmit the
information to the pilot. Needless to say; through
the multiple handling of this information;_it often
lost something in the telling; and more often, the
result was excessive delay for the pilot in getting
the information., Today,_ the pilot, through the
PMSV facilities, has direct contact with numerous
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weather forecasting facilities throughout the United
States.

The PMSV- takes priority over all other weather
station activities except those duties associated with
EWO (emergency war orders) and aircraft
emergencies: Normally, the pAople on the ground
can wait; whereas- the plane in the air may not be

. able to do so. Ai the total effectiveness of the
PMSV is dependent upon the personnel using the
euqipment, only qualified personnel are authorized
to operate it

445. State the basic procedures for a swerIng the
PMSV, the use of AWS Forms iu and 12 and
PIREPS, and the limitations of the PMSV radio.

Basic Reqtdretnek for PMSV. The regulation
that governs the operation and maintenance of the
PMSV facilities used by AWS personffiel is AWSR
105 -12, AWS Pilot to Metro Service; PMSV
facilities are arranged so that any aircraft in flight
is within the range of at least one PMSV facilitY.

3259

These facilities are presently in use throughout the
United States and at many overseas installations.

In addition to stipulating the policy and
procedures to be followed in the use of the PMSV

AWSR 105-12 requires that a PMSV call
be answered as soon as possible and that a PMSV
log (AWS Form 30) be maintained to record the
contacts and informatiofi conveyed. Figure 4-17 is
an example of a paritally completed AWS Form
30.

Perform an equipment check of the PMSV
facility daily. In figure '4-17 the check was made at
the beginning of the new day (GMT), which is
often the case at many station', When making the
radio check; whether with thew tower or with an
aircraft; it is conventional .to give and request a
report on the the readability (good, fair, and poor)
and the strength (loud or we4k) of the PMSV
facility. Any reports other than tgood and strong,"
"loud and clear," or "5 by 5" should be checked out
through the tower. vPoor reception should be
brought to the-attention of the responsjble AFCS

AWS _PILOT _TO METRO SERVICE (PV) LOG
.0...r.
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communications Maintenance iection. , for further
Checking and correction , if necessity.

Entries 2 and 3 in figure 417 are examples of
contact(' with aircraft at middle and upper levels.
You will notice that the entries in the Informatian
Given of _column is quite similar for both
'Werth: d PIREPs are, in turn, similar for both
aircraft that cloud . tops and turbulence are
repotted 'The disposition of the PIREPs is logged
in the t column. In our example, the PIREPs
were mitted over teletype. Contacts with
antral normally wry entries similar to these
examples. If a station records PMSV contacts on
tape._ it is necessary to enter only the aircraft
identificatio , time of contact, and PIREP on AWS
Form 30.

PIREP Evaluate all PIREPs received to
determine if they should be transmitted locally,

line; or both. Thit includes all PIREPs
regardless of how _they were obtained. PIREPs
received from sources other than the PMSV are
logged on AWS Form 12. As a minimum, all
PIREPs that include icing or turbulence should be
transmitted.

Limitations of the PMSV Fedi*. UHF radio
waves;_ the type employed in the PMSV facilities,
travel in a straight line, thus limiting the contacts
between pilot and forecaster to the line of sight.
Mountains or other high obstructions, as. well as
the curvature of The earth, limit the effective ran
Of UHF radio. The range of the UHF radio is;
therefore: proportional to the altituille of the
aircraf and the roughness of the terrain over which
the ra o contact is being made. As an example,

over n nmountitinous terrain, at aircraft at an
altitfide of 10,000 feet should be able to contact a
weither station on the PMSV from 120 nautical
miles away. An aircraft at 40,000 feet can make
suitable contact as far as 240 nautical miles from
the station. You can see 'from thii_example
something of the limitations of the PMSV which
are due to altitude. Mountains, of course, would
alter these ranges considerably. Your station will no
doubt have a chard showing the transmission
limitations; if any, in the various quadrants from
your station.

Exercises (445):
1. How soon must a PMSV call be answered?

2. What is entered on AWS Form 30?

3. Hgiw is the disposition of PIREPs logged?

.

4. What form is used to log P1REPs if received
from a source other than the PMSV?

5. What two factor? determine whether an aircraft
will be able to make contact with your PMSV?

What are the minimum requirements for the
transmission of PIREPs?

446. Given a simulated PMSV contact, specify the
correct format used to answer the contact.

Voice Communication PrOcedure. You will find
in using the PMSV that proficiency is acquired
with practice. Although AWSR 105-12 is quite
clear in outlining the procedure to employed in
PMSV communication, it is up to you to develop
an ease of operation. When using the PMSV,
adhere to proper voice communication procedures
and use terminology familiar to the pilots.

A few heljAul hints to ;the beginning forecaster or
observer are: release the transmit button on the

'mike after each transmission, jot down the aircraft
identification; keep the transmission as brief as
possible and restricted to weather, and remember
that operation of the PMSV facility is one of your
highest priority duties in the weather station.
AWSR 105-12 emphasizes this high priority by
requiring, that all PMSV calls he answered al soon

;----1as possible.
Answering the call. When replying to a call from

an aircraft;- alwayt do the following:
Identify the calling aircraft.
Say the words: "This is."
Identify:Your. location, followed by. "Metro."
Indicate readiness to receive by saying "over."

Exantple: "MAC 41935, this is Chanute Metro,
Over."
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After communication. has been established, you
should shorten the fransmission in the following
manner:

Use only the last three digitsothe aircraft
identification.
Omit the words "this is" from callup or reply.
Omit your location identification.
Transmit message immediately after. callup,
without waiting for aircraft reply.
Omit the word "over" if the message
obviously_ requires a reply.
Emphasize appropriate digits, ..letters, or
words to distinguish between similar aircraft
identifications.
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Phonetic pronunciation. When using the lettert
of the alphabet in a transmission; you should refer
to thoM in the following manner, with emphasis on
the italicized portions.

A = MEl (AL:FAH)
B - Bravo (BRAN-VOH)
C - Clark fatAit.CIE)
D - Delta (DEL-TAH) .
E - Echo (ECK-OH)
F - Foxtrot (FOKS-TROT)
0 Golf (GOLF)

O - Oscar (055-CAR)
P = Papa (PAH,PAN)
Q - Quebec (REH=BECK)
R - Romeo (ROW-ME-OH)
S - Sierra (SEE-AIR-RAH)
T - Tango (Tartg-00)_
U UnifOrm (YO(lNEE-

FORM)

H - Hotel fHOH -TELL) V
I - India (ThtD_EE-AH) W.

- Juliet (JEW;LEEETT) X
K - Kilo (KEY-LOH)
L - Limn (LER -MAH)
M - Mike (MIKE)
N - November (NO- VEM -BER)

- Victor (VIK-TAH)
- Whiskey (W1S-KEY)

- )(Tay EC KS-RAY)
- Yankee (YANG -KEY)
- Zulu (ZOO-LOO)

Numbers are pronounced as follows:

I - Won
2 - Too
3 =4 Tree
4 - Fow-er
S - Fife

6 - Six
7 - Seven
8 = Ait
9 - Nin-er
0 - Zero

Meanings of words and phrases. You should also
become familiar with; and use the following words-
and-phrases over. the. PMSV facility as- appropriate.

Word or Phrase

ACKNOWLEDGE

AFFIRMA
CORRE

GO _AHEAD__ _
HOW DO YOU HEAR ME?
I SAY AGAIN.
NEGATIVE
OUT

OVER

READ BACK

ROGER

SAY AGAIN
SPEAK SLOWER

Meaning

Let know that you have
,.received and uterstand this
message.
Yes.
Ati error his been made in the
transmission for message
indicated). The correct version

Proceed With your message.
elf=explinaton%

Self-explanatory.
That is not correct.
This conversation is ended and
no response is expected.
My transmission is ended and I
expect a_ response from you.
Repeat el of this message biek
to me.
I have received all of your last
transmission (to acknowledge
receipt only).
Self explanatory.
SeV-explanaiory.

4 1 9

STAND BY
THAT IS CORRECT
VERIFY'
WORDS TWICE

37/
I must pause for a few seconds.
Self-explanatory.
Check with originator.
Communication is difficult.
Please say every phrase twice.

.Icantptes of transmissions. Now that we have
presented the phonetic alphabet, the proper method
of pronouncing numerals, and the correct words
and phrases used in PMSV contacts; let.us proceed
to a few practice examples. The first example will
be for an inbound aircraft, and the second will be
or an aircraft requesting en route information fot a

distant point. Let us assume that an inbound
aircraft is auelto arrive at your station soon. Also
assume that at the time of the call you have just
received the following report from the observer,
and you are forecasting the conditions as shown:

Observation: 1800Z 20 SCT M40 BKN 250 BKN
51.1 121/59/53/2315/991.

Forecast: 1900Z 20 BKN 40 BKN 300 OVC 5H
2715 29.90. o

The conversation would begin with: "Chanute
METRO, this is JOY fife wun; over."

"JOY fife wun, this is Chanute METRO; go
ahead."

"This is JOY fife wun; request Chanute's latest
weather and forecast for wun diner zero zero Zulu;
over."

"Roger - JOY fife wun; the wun alt zero zero
Zulu Chanute weather is too pusand scattered,
measured ceiling fower thouxan :broken, too fife
thousand broken irriform, visibility life in haze,
temperature fife niner, dewpoint fife tree; wind too
tree zero degrees at wun fife, altimeter too. tuner
niner wun; the forecast for wun diner zero zero
Zulu is A:ceiling too thousand broken; fower
thousand broken, and tree zero thousand overcast,
visibility fife in haze, wind too seven zero degrees at
wun _fife, altimeter too niner !finer zero; over."

JOY fife wun, roger, out."
The next example u for a C -124 overflying

Chanute to Grissom. The latest observation and
forecast for Grissom is:

Oburvation:4900Z GUS 15 SCT M30 BKN 10
122/58/52/2410/992.

Forecast: 2100Z GUS 15 BKN 25 0 5RW-.
2515G25 29.92.

Wind: 10,000 ft. RAN - GUS / 25;
Temperature: -4° C.

The conversa0on hetween the aircraft overflying
Chanute end e;the forecaster at Chanute would
perhaps .3Qc/ soMet_hing like this:

chtnfitt METRO, this is MAC tree fife; over."
"MAC tree fife, this is Chanute METRO; go

ahead."_
"MAC tree fife, request en route winds and

temperature at wun zero thousand to Grisiom, and
- "latest weather and forecast for too wun zero zero

Zulu for Grissom; over."
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Yla
"MAC tree are, roger; stand by.
"MAC _tree fife, winds aloft wun zero thousand

Chanute to Grissom too seven zero degrees at too
fife; temperature minus fower, the wun niner zero
zero Zti lu Grissom weather is wun thousand fife
hundred scattered, measured ceiling tree thousand
broken, visibility wun zero, temperature fife sit;
dewpoint fife too; wind too lower zero degrees at
wun zero, altimeter-too tuner 'liner too; the forteliat
for too wun zero zero ZUlu is ceiling wun thousand
fife hundred broken, too thousand fife hundred
overcast; visibility fife in light rain showers, wind
too fife zero degrees at wun fife gusting too fife,
altimeter too niner niner too; rover."

"MAC tree fife, roger; out."
In these examples, note the mannerin which the

pilot calls the weather station. Note also the correct
method of answering. Notice that in stating the
time, the word- Zulu (phonetic alphabet) was used
for the letter "Z," and the numbers are sounded by
digits. Also notice that the person originating the
call terminated the message; Multidigit numbers;
other than altitude values, are sounded as separate
digits. For example, the altimeter setting 29.92 is
transmitted as too niner niner too. Altitude values
and .cloud heights such as 900 would be niner
hundred; 25,900 would be too fit thousand.

To gain proficiency. in the. use of the PMSV
facility, you should learn the phonetic alphabet and
its pronunciation, the numerical pronunciations,
and the proper words and p6rases as ilescribed in
thit text. Then practice on an intercom or tape
recorder until you are permitted to make actual
contacts with aircraft. As a weather specialist you
are restricted to relaying observations and printed
forecasts. Requests for any other information must
be referred to the nearest station having a
forecaster on duty, if there is no forecaster on duty
at your station. Remember one of your primary
sources for PIREPs is through' your PMSV
contacts: Therefore; you should consider it as part
of your duty to request a PIREP from aircraft
calling on the PMSV.

Exercise (446):
1. You have established contact with SAM 56273

and he has requested the current weather and
forecast for 2 hours. Specify e correct format

-for giving the following rmation:

ObSelition: 10 SCT M30 BKN 300 OVC
5RW-130/74/70/2315622/992/
CB W MOVG E.

Forecast: 10 SCT 30 BKN 300" OVC
5RW- 2315625 - QNH 2990
INTER 10 BKN 25 OVC 2TRW
2320635.
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46. Communications Management
One of the purposes of communications

management is to use the resources available to the
greatest extent possible. You fit into the system by/
monitoring the use of communications equipment
and circuits. You; as the person closest to the
equipment and circuits, are in the, best position to
transmit and receive data correctly, and determine
if the,4 data terminals and circuits are operating
properly.

In this section we will study- error messages and
quality control summaries, equipment and circuit
Outage loga, and weather data-requirements. When
you _prctperly use these management tools, you
improve the efficiency of the weather data
communications em and thereby save the Air
Force money and other resources.

447. Given examples of AXXX messages and other
necessary information, create appropriate reply
messages and explain what caused the AXXX
messages.

AXXX Bulletins. Carswell ADWS and AFGWS
monitor selected scheduled transmissions and
inform the originator(s) of nonreceipt of data -or
receipt of garbled data; AXXX-(NN) AWN/KGWC
bulletins are usWd for this purpose, and stations
appearing in theSt bulletins will transmit their data
in the formats listed below. Stations who repeatedly
fail to correctly respond to AXXX messages will be
reported to higher headquartett. There are two
different AXXX messages; AXXX KAWN and
AXXX KGWC. The AXXX KAWN messages_nnly
relate to current data, while the AXXX KGWC
message can involve missing data as much as 30
days old.

AXXX(NN) KA WN. This is a computer-
generated bulletin that contains all US military
stations from which certain weather data
(observations, forecasts,_ upper air, radar) have not
been receive or were received garbled at Carswell
(KA N). TVis bulletin deals only with current data.
Stations appearing in these bulletins will transmit
their data in one of three ways: as RTD (routine
delayed weather reports) if data was not
transmitted as originally scheduled; as COR
(corrected weathei message)' if original data is in
error; or as the original if no error is evideri in the
hard copy and it was originally transmit ed on
schedule. Sample AXXX messages are shown in
table 4-3. Note that the (NN) group in the heading
is different for forecasts and obseveations. This
group is more fully covered in AWSit 105-2,
Volume III.

AXXX(NN) KGWC. ThiS i a computer-
generated bulletin that contains all. US military
stations whose observations. and/or forecasts are
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TABLE 4=3
EXAMPtf.$ OF AXXX MESSAGES

AXXX(NN) EAVN MESSAGES

OBSERVATIONS

AXXX10 KAM 251815

STATIONS NOT RCVD LAWN

KBE SAD tar MSG NMS[ NQA 072 OPT

STAIRS SURVYD 152 REPORT MUG 8

nrr TOE

FORECASTS

AXXX62 KANN 250220

STATES NOT RCVD KAMM

Au BAD Eft BLV FF0

STATES SURVID 25 REPORT MSG 5

pm ZOE

- (NN) KGWC MESSAGES

AXXX6S-EGMC 201427

MISSING

EDOT 0* 20100 -EDO R* 20110

EXCESS

EDIC 1* 20110

(

*0 for Observation, R for TAP /RAP

fDato/tima group for Oboarvutioui Data /first hour eor
TAI /RAW

missing,_ incomplete, gar in the AFGWC
TAF verification ,(TAFVER) da base. The reports

ih these bulletins can p to 30 days old.
Alt included in table 4-3 is a sample AXXX(NN)
KGWC bulletin.

Stations appearing as missing in these bulletins
will transmit their observations (OBS) or forecasts
(TAF) as if replying to the AXXX(NN) KAWN
message, _providing the data have not been
supersaled. However, if it has been superseded,
transmission will be by "C-Bulletin." A problem
pectiliii to part - tide_ stations is a long sequence of
missing OBS/TAFs for hours when the station has
been closed. Either (re word "LAST' was omitted
ott the final OBS /TAP of the previous day or the
fmal OBS/TAF of the previous day was not
sutteilftilly processed by TAFVER. The only
corrective action required in this case is to
retransmit that final OBS/TAF of the previous day
by "C-Bulletin" with "LAST" appended.,

393.
The EXCESS category generally applies to part-

time stations that have failed to append "FIRST"
to their first OBS/TAF of the day: Each
subsequent OBS/TAF will be listed in the excess
category. The only action required is to retransmit
the _first_ OBS/TAF of the day of C-Bulletin with,
"FIRST appended. Occasionally, a full-time
station will appear in the excess category. This
occurs as the result of garbling, where the word
"LAST" was accidentally appended to the full-time
station data,Weccause the word "LAST was lent;
the TAFVER program will close the 'siation and.
subsequent OBS/TAFt ,T91 lilted in the excess
category; The only action required is to retransmit
the fizat_OBS/TAF listed as excess by C-Bulletin
with "FIRST appended.

C-Bulletins. These bulletins are prepared by the
Unit whose call letters appear in the kXXX(NN)
KGWC bulletin. The station, will 'respond to the
AXXX) message by transmitting C-BUlletini as
follows:

U. Stations reporting _AIRWAYS observations
use the heading "CSXX XXXX."

b. Staticins reporting METAR observations. -use
the CMXX °XXXX heading..

c. Stations_ reporting terminal aerodrome
forecasts (TAFs) use COXX. XXXX oheadinp.

d. Stations reporting recovery aerodrome
forecasts (RAFs) dse CXXX XXXX headings.

These headings indicate to the AWN computers
that the data transmitted is not current _and that
it is t to the computer at AFGWC foi
inclusion in the TAFVER data base as delayed
information._ able 4-4 shows example messages
sent by C43 etizi for each type of information;

QuIlity Control Summaries (QCS). In addition
to the creation of the AXXX(NN) KGWC

Aulletins, the computer also checks surface,
observations fer each AWS _lite for errors. The
computers predate. a Weekly qualitY control
summary (QCS) listing, by AWS station, which

o. includes the date/time group and .text of
observations failing the validation check. If an error
is detected, and a corrected report is transmitted,
the corrected report will remove the erroneous
report from the @CS. %masons for failure are
iridieated using diagnostic codes in AWSR 178-1;
Evaluation Prograiii, Attachment 2 (Quality
Control: Surface Diagnostic Code; Reason for
Rejections These reasons are also listed in table eP
5.

AFGWC tenth one opy of all QCSs to
AWS /DOA and three copies of applicable.
summaries to each wing; The wing forwards a copy
of the QCS to each unit for action. At the daft
leVel, you are required to review the quality control
summary and take appropriate scion to correct the
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TABLE 4-4
EXAMPLES OF C-1W1,14rTIN MESSAGES

OBSIDWATIOKS'

COX Kai 2213201

21232

KKK 2300 CLR 7-58/Z2/00007017

tarp* OBSKILVATIONS

COX =CC 223.320/

22102

sprc 1000 00000 9999 22/10 30141N8

=MURAL AERODROME FORECASTS cur CODE)

COX XI2X 201335J;

EDIN 2011233 04005 9999

INTER 1220 06012/22

040 QNR3007INS

95T5 30015 5Cl/035

CIG 035 LAST NO FCST 20;57 2306

RECOVERY AERODROME FORECASTS (PLATE CODE)

KNODI 2014151.,

KGRF 2011173 10 tCT 17'07C 7 1810 Qind 2989.

13Z,8 SCT 12 OVC 2L-F. 16Z 105CT 15 OVC 7;

FIRST

1Date/tits group of:seseage preparation

2Date and hour of obeervation

3Dats of forecast plus valid hours of forecast

iiiitakes. A typical QCS listing is shown in figure
4-18.

,
In a sense, the QCSs are the end product of a

minimise----
three-saep system used to errors. lile
other two actions occur before the QCS is created.
These are the actions you perform when you check
your work for errors- _before. you enter your
observation into the AWN system and recheck your
metsage for errors after you . have transmitted' the
data. You.should _always reehecte_your calculations
and entries immediately after you have prepared the
message_, and 'again after the message_is sent.
Reniemher, the errors only reach the QCSs if you
'do not, detect errors and send corrections.

Exercises (447):
1. You are a part,titne observation site (ElOtN)

and receive the following Message after
transmitting the second observation of the day:

AXXX64 ,KGWC 300547
MISSING
EXCESS-
KRAN 0 3003
NNNN

What would be the proper reply message if you
are located in the US? If you are located in
Europe (EItAN)?

2. At station HMN you receive the following
message:

AXXXIO KAWN 231527
STAINS NOT RCVD KAWN.
AEX HMN.
STAINS SURVYD 149 REPORT MISG 2

INT ZDK
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The message you transmitted contained an
error. _From your corrected entries below,
prepare a proper response message.

HMN SA 1300 30 SCI' 5HS013/57/43/2305/975
307 1100.

At your- European station (EGUN), which is
manned 24 hours a day, yoh. receive the
following A)OCX message-after .transmission of
a TAF:

AXXX63 LOWC 150038
MISSING
EXCESS
EGUN R 1423
NNNN

_
Prepare an appropriate reply message; explain
the probable cause of the AXXX message.

448. Given Spiel:fled equipment or circuit outages,
mike the apprcipritte entire' on AWS Form 42.

ComnittriltationS Service Record (AWS Form
42): Whenever a piece of equipment or a
communications' circuit fails at your station,_ yciii

should enter certain itiforniation on the AWS Ferin
42. Thii form gives you a list of items needed to
report the failure to:your local maintenance group:
Items you report are. equipment type and model
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Code,

2

5

TABLE 45
QUALITY CONTROL: AIRWAY OBSERVATION ERRORS

Reason for Rejection

Ceiling designator missing

Horst han One ceiling
designator reported

Incorrect, height value

IncorreCt ceiling designator

Cloud contraction missing

Coning designator
reported,without ceiling

9 CeiIisg_designator "if'
repotted With,Oth4rthaft "X"

.

10 More than one caque over-
cast layer reported

If IttestteCt cloud don-,
traction sequence

12 "CM" not reported alone

13 Sky cover heights not
in ascending order

15

(
"I" or "-x" not accompanied
by valid Obecuring Phenomena
(present weather)

18 Incorrect visibility value

20 Visibility of 6 statute miles
or less; not accompanied with
weather and/or obstructions
to vision

Incorrect ppesent_
weather contraction

22 Incorrect present 44ither
contraction sequence

23 Intensity of_drizzle or snow
(occurring alone) not_ in
agreelight With prevailing
visibility

24

25

26

Fog_reported with T/ID spread
of II°F or 'tester

Freezing procivreported
with taaperature above 36°F

FtOzen precip (othet than
hail) reported with
temperature above 45°F

27 Pridip reported With no
clouds in sky condition

28 Missing sae- level pressure
or 6- hourly report;

"M" not reported

A

Cods Reason for Rejection

29 Monnumeric character
(other thin "E" as
a_prefix) reported in
sea level pressure

31 Hissing tempetitute;
"M" not reported

32 Hissing dew _point; "H"
not reported

33 Toesperature_exceeds_
normal_range (-76 to
+130°!)

Dew point greater than
temperatUre

35 Temperature -35°F or
below anddew poinwpot
reported as missing)

37 NOtbdistic character
(other than E) reported
am_a_prefti to wind
direction

38 Incorrect wind direction

40 Average Wind spied -- _ _

greater than wind gusts

41 Wind gust under 10 knots
or squall under 20 knots

42 miudifis altimeter- setting;
"H" not reported

43 Hourly altimeter changes
exceeds 0;10 ins

44 Missing or incorrect
pressure change
characteristic and
eftOuat (aOP)

45 Amount of_pressuro change
(pp) not consistent with
3- hourly altimeter change

46 Pressure Characteristic
(a of-app) inconsistent_
with sign (4-;_-; no change) -
or 3-hour sItimstet setting
trend

47 Precip reported in /past
six hours but no "RA"
reported

48 Skyinot_clear_or totally
obscured; no cloud -code
group reported on 3- or 6-
hourly reports

60 Garbled report - not
decoded
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KRAN QUALITY CONTROL

KRAN STATION LISTING 511Z

REASON FAILED 42

KRAN 0511 250 -SCT 40 2403 QNH2995.;

SUMMARY FOR WEEK ENDING JUNES 77

6 JUNE 77 AIRWAY 725310 LATy48I8 LON.- 8809

(Computer lost message or confused TAF and AIRWAYS reports)

KRAN STATION LISTING 1700Z 7 JUNE

REASON FAILED 42

77 AIRWAY 725310 LAT-. 4018 LONe 8809

KRAN 1700 60 SCT E 120 ERN 200 07C 40 76/39/1909/BLDG CU E;
(Observer failed toenter altimeter_ setting)

BRAN STATION LISTING 1B0OZ 7 JUNE 77:AIRWAY 725310 LAT 4018 LON.T. 880

REASON FAILED 28 44 48

KRAN 1800 60 SCT 250 SCT 40 83/26/1006/999;_ _

(3 or 6 hourly; observer did not enter sea level pressure
or additive:data pressure tendency and cloud group)

Figure 4-18. Sample quality control summary.

number (teletype; or facsimile), circuit the
equipment is connected to, time of failure; and any
symptoms which would isolate the problem to
either, equipment or circuit. A sample AWS Form
42 is shown in figure 4-19.

The reporting procedure you use to report
problems depends on whether your site is
collocated With an AFCS maintenance unit or not.
When your site is collocated with the AFCS unit,
you report the 'problem to a single point within
NCMO (usually called the workload control unit).
If your site is not collocated, and maintenance is by
contract, you notify the contractor and then notify
the servicing AFCS communications area NCMO;
When you are not collocated, and no AFCS
assistance is required, you may delay reporting of
the outage until either the end of the maintenance
day (1200Z) or_the end of your duty day if you are
at a part-time station.

You do not have to report a facsimile
communications outage if it.otilz affects one chart,

lost' of the chap cau*es a mission impact.
H4 r, ynu should report -chronic facsimile
reception problems, even though the charts received
are usably.,

The AWS Form 42 has no fixed cutoff date. You
can cottlinile to use it until it is completely filled, or
you 4:4fi change it on a date btsis, depending on
your (oral unit policy; When disposing of it, consult
AFM,. 2-10 for instructions.
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Entries at the top of the AWS Form 42 are self-
explanatory: Fill out the spaces in the body of the
form according to the following instruttionm /

Circuit or Machine No. Enter the circuit to
which the equipment is attached if you determine
that the circuit is faulty; enter the number of the
machine if it is faulty. Generally, each piece of
equipment is given an identifying number when
installed. However, if one is not provided; you
should enter the machine type; such as COMEDS
terminal.

IDTG Z OUt. Enter the date/ time (GMT) that the
circuit or equipment failed. If the equipment failed
while the, site was not manned, enter the time you
discovered the malfunction,- nor the time that the
last data was received.

Type of Outank C!!beck the appropriate column;
If the circuit failed;*check_"CKT;" if the equipment,
check "EQP." Check '"OTH" if neither the circuit
nor the equipment failed. However, enter the cause
of the failure (if known) in the Remarks column,
along with any explanatory information.

Condition. Check the Red column if the failure
results in loss of service; Check the Amber column
if you did not lose service but the malfunction
limited operation. An example of the Amber
condition would be if one of your facsimile
machines failed and you switched to the spare. In
this-case, if the spare failed, you would not be able
to receive the data.
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Figure 4-19. Sample Communications Service Record, AWS Form 42.

DTG Z Reported; Enter the date/time GMT
when the _NCMO or maintenance contractor was
notified of the failure.

3CN-. If NCMO was notified of the failure, enter
the job control number 'which they give you; If
maintenance is performed by contract, and you are
not collocated with an AFCS unit, enter the initials
of the maintenance person contacted.

DTG Z In: Enter the date/time (GMT) that
service was restored or that the equipment was
repaired.

Total aitage. Enter time in hours and minutes
for total minutes) between- DTG Z Reported and
DTG Z In. If you are a part-time station, adjust
this time for hours of operation. You do not count
the hours that the station is closed.

Remarks. Enter cause of outage, when known;
information about the failure; it -"OTH" was
checked; and any other items you consider
appropriate which might help isolate the problem.
Also enter any delays (over 3 hours) you experience
in obtaining maintenance and any stettslou took to
isolate the trouble (such as substituting a spare
machine or switching circuits to the equipment).

INIT. Initial when requesting maintenance and
when reporting service restored.

Exercises (448):
Make the appropriate entries on the blank AWS
Form 42 provided in figure 4-20 for the following
malfunction situations:
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Figure 4-20. Blank AWS Form 42 (objective 448, exercises 1 through 3).

At MOVZ your COMEDS rective=ordr"printer
You are at a remote site and notify

Western Union of the failure at 19031._ ma
repairman arrives at your site at 2030Z and
completes repairs at 2045Z. The date is 20
Mirth, and AWS Form 42 was started 15
March 1977: No spare terminalis available at
your location. Your initials are HDW, and the
repairman's are BDC. Fill out appropriate
parts of an AWS Form 42.

Your DL-l9W, located at Boandotk AR3_i
breaks a_ _helix wire it abOdt 0800Z on 22
March 1977. YOU arrive at the weather station
to opCn up at I mu and discover the failure at
11052. You replace it with the spare. Yon
notify NCMO .at __1115Z and are given job
number 220004. The repairman arrives at
1210Z and repairs the machine in 1 hour. The
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machine serial number is GTX305. Your initials
are SAH. Make the proper, entries on the Form
42.

3. On _25 March 1977, your teleprinter on cirduit
GT8022 begins to misprint Substituting
another machine on the circuit does not
correct the misprinting (circuit fault). YOU

notify NCMO at 1425Z. At 14452 the circuit
ceases to print, and at 1455Z you receive data
normally. When you notified NCMO; they gave
you a job _control number of 250025. Your
initiala are SAH. Make appropriate entries on
the AWS form 42.



449. State the procedures and information sources
for establishing and validating weather data
requirements.

%Weather communications functions at stateside
stations are generally standard throughout AWS
units. Most of the communications policies are
standard and the equipment types are similar. This
is not necessarily the case when it comes to weather
data requirements.

Weather Data ReqUiriments. Weather data
requirements are lists of data that weather units
need to carry out their missions. These requirements
fall into four major categories: -

(I) Meteorological data routinely available in the
worldwide weather communications system. The
sources of these data are described in various
military and civilian communications publications.

(2) Meteorological products prepared by centers
that do not fall in the category described alfove.

(3) Mettorologi data and products specifically
tailored to supOrt military command/control
systems; _

(4) orological data packages containing
wea information designed for use in supporting
corm ncy operations.

Gctsitionally unique situations arise that require
a weather unit to submit a permanent or temporary
request for weather data not listed on its weather
data requirements list. The data requirements
system hat the flexibility to meet such occasions.
However, with the COMEDS ARQ capability;
normal _ ARQ procedures can be applied to
unclassified missions for short peridds or when the
data is needed only, intermittently.

AWS units are responsible for establishing and
registering their weather data requirements (through
command chitin:6i) with the appropriate AWS
theater agency. Three categories of priority have
been established so the weather communications
system can provide the required meteorological
data to various AWS units at the time the data is
needed. The three categories of priority under
which data requirements can be submitted are
routine, priority, and immediate. Individual units

or parent headquarters *Rudd evaluate each
weather data requirement bmitted to insure it is
placed in its proper cater otherwise the weather
communications system may be overloaded and its
responsiveness impaired.

For any of these levels of request, certain data
must be sent to the appropriate servicing automatic
digital weather switch weather editing unit. The
information sent is:

a. Specification of the data type(s) required, such
as hourlies, TAFs, or synoptic data.

5. WMO block/station number or ICAO/FAA
call sign of required station(s), if available. If ships
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37?
are 'required; use the AWN _computer-built ship
editing blocks diagram in AWSR 105-2, Volume 3,
Attachment A1-1.

c. The message heading for all data requested
other than SA, SD, SI, SM, FC, FT, and upper
air.

d. Detailed justification which supports the data
requirement.

e. Date/time service is requested to begin; Allow
at least 15 days. Routine updates are made every
other Thursday at 114C1150Z. Units will be
advised of the effective date/ bulletin heading by the
servicing ADWS unit.

f Duration of the requirement permanent or
temporary. If temporary, include the dates data is
required.

The three priority categories are described in the
following paragraphs.

Routine; This is a request necessary to meet
normal mission, changes. Routine requests for data
will be forwarded by letter, prepared in duplicate,
direct to the appropriate ADWS, with information
copies as required by intermediate headquarters.
Overseas units could use AUTODIN when routine
requirementt a needed within 30 days and the
known mailing delay might not allow the ADWS
15 days' processing time;

Priority. A request to meet requirements
generated by "no notice exercises" or other short
notice situations where there is insufficient time to
submit a routine request falls into the priority
category. Thit category was formerly called the
urgent category. Under these conditions the AWS
unit is authorized to task the ADWS by priority
service, message for the support required. Support
peruids are normally liinited to no more than 10
days. Extensions should be fully justified. The
AWS unit requesting this type of support should
notify its parent headquarters (both_ squadron and
wing) within 24 houra via AUTODIN message and
furnish:

a. Date/time support was- requested.
b. All information concerning data requested.

Immediate. Immediate data requests will be
made to meet requirements generated by tactical
actions, national or international emergencies, and
situations which gravely affect the national security
of the United States. Under these conditions the
AWS unit is authorized to task the servicing
ADWS by immediate service message for the
support required; The ADWS unit will make this
requirement its primary concern and will continue
until notified to cease by the originator. AWS units
requesting this support will notify their parent
headquarters immediately by telephone and
AUTODIN message.
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TABLE 4-6

DATA DESIGNATORS (TI)

S Surface Data Observations
SA Hourly - and /or half-hourly

(airway hourIl)
SD Radar
SE Seismograph earthquake
SF Atmospherics
SG Microseismograph
SI Intermediate hours (3-hourly

synoptic)
SM Main hours (6-hourly

synoptic)
SP Special (aviation)
SR River and special

service
SW Supplementary airway

weather
SK Miscellaneous surface
U Upper air data (Observation)
TAT Thermal winds
UL Aircraft report (PIREP)
UB ABSTOP
UC Combined pilot balloon and

_RAVW1N collective
UD Waximum Wind
UK 'Temp-Temp ship (Part D)
UV Temp-Temp-ship (Parts C & D)
UG Pilot-Pilot ship (Part B)
UG Pilot -Pilot ship (Part C)
tit Pilot-Pilot ship (Parts AV& B)
UJ Combineed_RA0B_& RAWIN Coil
UK Tamp-Temp ship (Part B)
UL Temp -Temp ship (Part C)
UM Temp -Temp ship (Parts A & B)
UN Rocketsonde data
U0 Tropopaqse
UP Pilot-Pilot ship (Part A)
UQ Pilot-Pilot ship (Part D)
UR Reconnaissance flight (regular

and hurricane)
US Temp -Temp ship (Part A)
UT CODAR
UV ^ Vector, wind differences
UW RAWIN (electronic)
UK Miscellaneous upper air
UT Pilot-Pilot ship (Parts C & D)
F Forecasts and_Prognoses
FA Aviation forecasts (comb)
FB Aviation forecast

FC TAF 6-hour recovery forecasts
FQ Winds aloft forecasts
FE Extended_ forecast
FP Flight forecast
FG Radio warning service (radio

propogation foredast)
FR High altitude forecast
FI Ice forecast
FM Temperature extreme forecast
FN Regional forecasts
.F0 Operational forecasts
FR Public forecasts
FR Route forecasts
FS Surface prognostic chart
FT Plain language terminal

forecast (PLAFF)
FU Upper air prognostic chart.
FW Winter sports korecast with

dzta
TX Miscellaneous forecasts4
FZ Marine forecasts
A Analysis
AB Weather summaries 4

AC Convective analyses
AB Thickness analyses
AL Zonal wind analyses

"(hemispheric)
Surface
3-hourly analyses.
Upper air I

Vertical motion analyses
Wind analyses
Miscellaneous
Zonal analysis (hemispheric)
Climate Data -

Surface climate data
Upper air climate data
Warnings
Hurricane warpings (or
advisories)

WW Warnings other than
hurricane

Miscellaneous Data Headings
'RE ADWS computer reload

notices
DF Fall-out data
MANAM Corrections to manuals

428
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Annual Validation of Standard Weather
Data; In addition to obtaining data based on the
requirements of a particular mission,_ you must
validate your everyday requirements. nit is done
by an annual validation. The validation procedure
insures that your individual unit data requirements
are registered with the appropriate ADWS and
maintained in a current status.

Annually, _prior to 15 January, the appropriate
ADWS forwards copies of the previously registered
individual unit data requirements list to immediate
headquarters (wings, groups, or squadrons).
Sufficient copies are provided to enable each
activity to retain one copy and return two copies to
the -ADWS after certification.

When your unit receives copies of its registered
data requirements list, your unit reviews the list for
currency and accuracy: If no changes or corrections
are necessary, the unit retains one copy and
forwards the other copies through channeli to the

a servicing ADWS. If changes are required, they are,
made ih accordance with instructions issued by the
individual ADWS. Each July, your unit is required
to identify its mission essentia esimile
requirements and forward one copy to
AWS/SYCN. One copy will be retained at your
unit;

Your unit is responsible for continuously
reviewing its data requirements to insure 'that only
mission essential data is received. Whenever a
specific teletype data type is to be deleted, yoti must
do so 1,5, submitting a letter direcpy to your
supporting ADWS.

During review of your data requirements, you
should examine the mission requirements for the
station. If the mission has changed radically, you
should examine the data types with the view that
extra data which is no longer used costs you time
and money: For example; you supported mostly
student training flights which were located in the
loCal area. However, this year the training function
4as been !loved, and your primary responsibility
/has been shifted to briefing pilots who use two
ranges for bombing runs. The best way to check(
your data requirements is to review briefmg forms
and discuss primary flight areas withd pilots and
their support group(s).

After determining the area of day-to-day
operations, you should review current weather
charts and mark the stations which report the
weather in the surrounding area. Then refer to your
cog, oft,ONSP 100-6; Military-Dedicated Service
A Networks, to determine if changing weather
circuits on the Military-Dedicated Service A
Network would help your mission. Another source
of information which you can tlie is AWSR 105-2;
Volume 2, Weather Station Index. This manual
lists stations by call letters and by WMO number
(or an Air Force assigned equivalent). It gives the
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coordinants and information on data types that the
station transmits. The manual lists this information
for stations throughout the world.

In examining your data requirements, you may
wonder what a particular heading means. This is
especially true if you have reviewed the listings for
each circuit in AWSP 100-6. Each message in the
AWN data list has a heading assigned to it for
reference purposes. The general form of this
heading is "TTAA(i) tle4e.

The first two letters, "TT," refer the type of
data.- Table 4-6 is a partial listing of data
designators which identify the type of weather data
for any message. For example; a "TT" of SM
identifies surface synoptic (land or ship) data for
terminal forecast data; Except for a few special,
indicators, the first letter of the "TT" group
indicates a subgroup. Table 4-7 shows a general
listing of categories by first letter;

Symbolically, the next two digits of a weather
message heading (AA) refer to the geographical
location of the message. You are not expected to
know each geographical designator; but you should
be able to recoginize some of the designators for
countries that, play an important role in the
worrdwide exchange of weather data. Table 28
shows a paitial listing of the geographical
designators. -You- should familiarize yourself with
the designators used by your station, A_complete
list is included in Volume 2 of AWSR 105=2.

Some weather message headings contain a
number following the data and geographical
designators; This number is included with the
message heading for at least three different reasons:

(1) To distinguish between two or more messages
of similar content from the same geographical area.
(First message, no number, second message, 1; third
message, 2; etc;)

(2) To indicate the height el and sections of
analysis or prognostic facsimile harts (8 for 850
mb, 7 for 700 mb, etc.)

TABLE 44
ADWS MESSAGE CONTENT DESIGNATORS

(First Letter Decode)

Analysis,
Climate
Forecast
Astro/Geophysical
Astrophysical Alert
Oceanographic Analysis
Oceanographic Forecast
Sprface
Satellite
Upper Air
Warnings
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BA
J*BB
BC
BD
BE

TABLE 4-8
GEOGRAPHICAL DESIGNATORS (AA)

Antarctica
Albania
Arctic Region
Southern Yemen
Africa
Argentina
Ascension Island
Alaska
Algeria
Mil-Atlantic
Angola
Asia
Antigua_
Australia
Azores

Bahamas
Bay of Bengal
Botswana
Lesotho
Bermuda

*Approved for USAF use only

(3) To indicate height levels, periods of validity;
and sections of upper air prognosis messages.

The next main part of the weather message
heading is the location indicator of the station
originating the message (CCCC). The- important
thing to remember about this group is that
although the identifier is usually from the same
geographical area that the message is intended for,
it does not necessarily have to be. For instance, a
Collection that is compiled for transmission in
Japan contains the location idea rer of the center
in Japan that prepared the messa e, rather than the
actual geographical source Of the data. This
location identifier is based on the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) listing_ for
communications centers._Por example, the ICAO
identifier for Hickatri Field, Hawaii, would be
"PHIK." In some cases Department of 'Defense
agtheieS, such as AWS, relay this data using circuit
nomenclature in place of the standard ICAO
identifier. This is becairSO of the cross relay of
weather data frOin the WMO soumes.

The last part of the weathet message heading'
provides the time and data (YYGGgg). "YY" is the
date, "GG" is the whole hour; and "gg" is the
minutes of the:message. The time reported far each
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BG
BR
BI
BK
BM
BN
BO
BR
BZ

CA

ca
CE
CP
CH
CI

. CL

OM
CN
CO

avail&
.

BtitiOt Honduras
Butntedi
Unica Islands
Butha
Bongite
Bolivia
Barbados
Brazil

Caribbean
Curacao
Khmer Republic (Cambodia)
Central African Republic
Congo, Republic Of
Chili
Chinni People's Republic of
Ski Lanka_

Er'Islands
a

C 1Umbia

category of data is shown below, and is in universal
time.

Observationsscheduled time of the
observation;
Specialiactual observation time.

t Analysis and prognosestime of the (lath
used to derive the analysis or prognosis.
Corrected (COR) messagestime Of the
original message.
Variable reports such as PIREPS or amended
forecasts (AMD)the time of message
preparation.

AWSM 105-2; Volume 3, Weather MesSage
Catalog, lists most fo the' types of messages
transmitted on teleprinter _circuits. It also gives
information on data formats and frequency of each
message, as well as the heading inbgroups within
each general message form. By using the subgroups
carefully, you can Iithit the area of data you wish to
receive. Whenever you wish to request data on the
COMERS ARQ system; you must use the proper
message headifigi. OthirWite, the system -replies
that the request is invalid._

When you review your facsimile data
requirements, you can refer to AWSR 10572,
Volume 4, Facsitzilk Products Catalog. This



publication lists the facsimile products and their
current (subject to change by MANOP message)
schedules on the various facsimile circuits. Each
heading may contain subheadings which give you
more detail concerning the frequency and contents
of each chart.

Exercise (449):
I. List the procedures for establishing data

ntqufrements.
2. Briefly defme the three priority categories under

which data requirements are submitted.
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lib 3
3. How often should data requirements ble

updated and validated?

4. Name four information_ and guidance sources
helpful in reviewing unit data and examining
station mission requirements.

. Explain the main parts of the general format
(rrAA4 cox._ YG ) for weather message
headings in the AWN data list.
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Analysis and Forecasting

YOU AS AN OBSERVER, should have a better
appreciation of the duties you are required to
perform if you are familiar with what the
forecasters do with the obaervations and maps that
you Prnduce. This chapter will briefly cover some
of the material in analysis and forecasting. The
information in this chapter will not qualify you to
analyze charts or make forecasts. You can improve
your career advancement, opportunities and can
better prepare yourself for completing the Weather
Technician Course by working with a forecaster, as
an apprentice, whenever possible.

5-1. Analysis
The first section of this chapter will introduce

information on analysis. We will mention
nephanalysis, surface analysis, constant pressure
chart analysis; vertical consistency, skew-T analysis,
and centrally prepared charts.

450. State the -categories and procedures used an
performing a nephaitalysb.

Nephanallysis. Nephanalysis includes SF Ra

MVFR, and VRF (instrument flight ride; marginal
visual flight rule, apd visual flight rule) ceilings
and/or visibilities over a large area such as the
United States.

Show callings less' than. 1000 feet and/or
visibilities less than 3 Miles in a solid red line.
Ceilings equal-to or greater than 1000 feet up to
3000 feet, and/or visibilities 3 miles or greater,_ but
less than 5 miles; are inclosed in scalloped bide
lines., All ceilings above 3000.feet are not normally
inclosed. (This may vary from station to, station).

Exalt-dais (450):'
1. Whit weather elements are depicted in a

nephanalysis?

2. What are the limits on ixilings and
visibilities indicated by a solid red line?
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3. Whit values of ceilings and/or visibilities are
indicated by scalloped blue lines?

451. Given statements about making a surface
analysis, Identify the statements that are false and
explain why they are false.

Preliminary Steps in Surface Analysis. When all
available weather reports have been plotted on the
Weather map, it is ready to be analyzed. A
preliminary step in analyzing the sinface data is to
study the previous china and draw -past *minor's
of froutt and pressure systems on the map to be
analyzed, The past history is very important and
can 1* used for a .first guess it the positioning of
the current front.

The next step leading to the analysis consists_ of
visually scanning the map, noting the lotted
information and general windflow. Also c k for

plotting errors.
Isobaric Analysis. Sketch_in the lines oiniecting

points of equal pressure. These lines will outline
areas of high and low pressure. The isobars should
follow the general windflow. Isobars are drawn for
4. millibar intervals; using 1000 Millibars as the base
line veins.

Frontal Analytic The location of fronts is

determined by past history, air mass analysis,
satellite data, and reports on the present charts.
Fronts and their associated weather move in
establithed directions and normally at -a constant
rate Of speed.Thus, they may be located using
movement from_ previous Maps.

Cold fronts. Thete frontt are normally located in

wellklefined pressure troughs when there is a
Marked temperature contrast between the two air
masses. In most cases, an analysit of the isobars
indicate the correct position of the pressure trough
that contains the front. Other indicators of the
presence of a cold front are:

Pressure tendencyfalls ahead of the front
and rises after the front passes.
Wind shifting from the south to the
northwest.
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Cloud o CMS cumuloform.
Preci tionshowery. _

Tem raturedecreases\4after passage.
` Ciewpoint=drops after passage.

Visibility and ceiling-normally increase
rapidly after frontal passage.

Warm fronts. Active warm fronts are generally
located in presste troughs on the surface map. The
troughs t as- pronounced as cold fronts.
Therefore; elements 'are needed to ,correctly
position. the warm front. They are:

Pressure tendenciesfail before and steady

to south, shifting
after frontal passage.
Wikinorritally., southeast
to southwest.
Cloud formstratified.
Precipitationcontinuous.
Temperature and idewpointcontinue
increase after passage.
Visibility and ceilingincrease "slowly
passage.

- to

after

Occtuckd frOrits. An occluded front hat the
characteristics bothoth the warm and cold fronts.

Isallobaric An sic Isallobars are lines of equalta
pressure change. obars are reliableilidicators of
the direction pressure systems are moving.,

Weather Analysis; A thorough. study. has been
made as the chart was analyzed. Now; you shade
and libel the weather, using the color schemes you
previously learned in this course. Finally, you place
the forecast positions of the fronts and pressure
systems on the chart.

Exercise (451):
1. Identify the statements below that are false

and _explain why they are false.
a When drawing isobars, connect the points

of equal pressure, disregarding the general
windflow.

b Weather should be shaded and labeled.

c Indicators of a cold front are wind
direction southeast to south, shifting to
southwest; cumuloform clouds; decreasing
temperature; and increasing visibility and
ceiling.

d When locating fronts, we need to know
past positions, air mass analyses, satellite
data, and reports on present charts.
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e Isallobars are unreliable indicators of the
direction pressure systems are moving. /

452. Identify and correct false statements
concerning the analysis of constant pressure charts.

Basic Upper Air Analysis. Before accomplishing
anything else; review past history. Trace pertinent
features on the chart being analyzed. Check the
chart for windflow and height pattern.

Contours. Sketch contours in lightly, nearly
always parallel to wind directions: When they are
close together, the winds are strong; when far apart,
they are weak. The contour interval may be 60 or
120 meters, depending on the level.

Though lines. Sketch these in next. -

Isotherms and isotachs. Isotherms connect points
of equal temperature and are indicated in red.ao
Isotachs connect points of equal windspeed and are
indicated in green.

Final Analysis; When the basic analysis is
complete, smooth contours and raw them heavy.
Label all contours with their correct values. Draw
in the trough lipes..Smooth isotherms and isotachs
and label each with its appropriate value. Label
high- and _low-Pressure areas:

Analyzed- upper air charts are received over
facsimile networks for 850, 700, 500, 300, and 200
millibars at 0000Z and 12004.

Exercise (452):
1. Identify and correct false statements concerning

analysis of constant pressure quirts.
a. Sketched contour lines are seldom parallel

to windflow.

b Isotachs connect points of equal windspeed.

c When contour lines are close together, it
indicates winds are weak.

d Analyzed upper air charts are received at,
0000Z and 12002.

453. Select correct statements concerning vertical
consistency of surface and upper air analyses.

Vertical Consistency; If the facsimile circuits
should fail, it may be necessary to analyze surface
and ,upper air charts. In order to do this correctly,



Figure 5-1 Surface front, 850:inillibir iiistherm.
trough, and 700-millibar trough relationship (idealized).
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it is necessary to know the vertical structure of
highs; lows, and fronts.

Die -surface, weather chart depicts systems only in-
the horizontat The vertical extent and orientation
of pressure systems depend on the thermal structure
of the atmosphere. Low - pressure systems normally
Slope fteliard- the cold air aloft. High-pressuro
systems northally slope 'toward the warm air aloft.

Isothermal packing. All fronts slope toward the
cold air. Winn fronts normally slope toward the
north or northeast. Warm , fronts are seldom
reflected in the upper air abiiVe the 850-ritillibar
level. Cold fronts normally slope toward the west
or northWeit. Cold fronts are normally reflected in
the upper air to the 700-millibar level or higher.
The isotherms at tithe 830-nn)ljbar level normally
show a packing i.-ad of tli 04 front and behind
the cold front. The idealized pattern of isotherms
and positioning of the 850- and 750.thillibar
troughs in relation to the surface front are shown in

figure 5-1.
Core -Core high. The pressure decreases with

height in a cold-core high. (See fig. 5-2.) Cold -core
highs normally 'become lowi aloft. -

Warm-core high. The vertical spacing Uf- isobars
increase with height in a warm-core high. (See fig.

3.) A warm-core high will maintain itself aloft,
either as, a closed_ high or a high-pressure ridge.

Cold-core loW. Te ratiiret detrease toward the
center of col&core 1 3. Cold-core lows increase in
'ntensity with hei . (See=fig. 5-4.)

Warm.core low. Temperatures are the greatest
r the center. of a warm-core low. A warm-core
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low disappears rapidly with height and may become
a ~ high-presiure ridge aloft. (See fig. 5-5.)

ExerCisie (453):
1. Select the statements below that are true

concerning vertical consistency of surface and
upper air analyses. Correct false statements.

a. The surface chart depicts the vertical
profile of pressure systems.

b Lipv-pressure systems slope toward warm
aif loft.

c Warm-core lows disappear rapidly with
height.

d Warm-core highs maintain themselves aloft.

454. State the procedure* for computing the LCL;
CCL, CT, LFC, and SSI on the skew-T diagram;

Computations on the skew-T serve as the
primary tools used by the forecaster in preparing
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Figure 5-3. Warm -core" high.
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daily forecasts. The skew-T can be used to analyze
the air mass nr a front. It may, also be;used to
forecast maximum and minimum temPeratures,
thunderstorms, fog, icing, and many other

...parameters.
Lines on the Skew-T. You should° be familiar

With the temperature and pressure lines on the
chart. The only other lines we will discuss in this
segment will be the lines you need to know to
complete the objective. The dry adiabats are the
brown lines sloping from the lower right to the
upper left. The mixing ratio lines are the di-11*d
grin lines sloping from lower left to upper right.
The moist (saturation) adiabats are the solid green
lines curved from lower right to upper _Left.

Lifting condensation level (LCL). The LCL is the
height at which a Numl of air becomes saturated

Vo?
when it is lifted dry adiabatically. The LCL is
obtained by drawing a line from the surface
temperature upward, parallel to the dry adiabat,
and drawing a line from the surface dewpbint
upward, parallel to the mixing ratio line. The point
where these two lines intersect is the. LCL. (See fig.
5-6.) .The LCL may be labeled in millibars, feet, or
meters.

Convective condensation level (CCL)The CCL
is the height at which a parcel of air, if heated
sufficiently from below, will become saturated. The
CCL is obtained by drawing a line from the surfitce
dewpoint upward, parallel to the mixing ratio line,
until it intersects the temperature curve._ (See fig.
5-7) The point of intersection is the CCL.

Convective temperature (CT). The CT is the
temperature that must be reached at the surface if
convective clouds are to form due to heating. The
CT is obtained by drawing a line from the CCL
downward, parallel to the dty adiabat, to the
surface and reading the temperatdre at that point.
(See fig. 5-7.) If the CT is reached; the convective
clouds will form at the CCL.

Level of free convection !LFC). The LFC is the
height at which a parcel of saturated air becomes
warmer than the surrounding air and will continue
to rise freely. The LFC is obtained by drawing a
line from the LCL, parallel to the moist adiabat,

Figure 5-6. Lifting condensation level.
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until it intersects the temperature curve. (See fit
54.)- The point of intersection is the _LFC.

Showalter Stability Index (SSI). The SSI is one
of the confputed stability indexes that may be used
to forecast thee, possibility of showers,
thunderstorms; tornadoes. (The SSI is never used
alone to forecast any of the above conditions.) The
SSI is obtained by finding the LCL for the 85-4
millibar level and then drawing a line from the 850-
millibar_LCL upward; parallel to the moist adiabat,
to the 500;riiillibar level. (See fig. 574.) Read the
temperature at this point and algebraically subtract
this temperature from the 500-millibar temperature.
The difference between these temperatures is the
SSI. If the lifted temperature is colder than the 500-
Millibar temperature, the SSI is a phis value. If it is
warmer; the SSI is a minus value.

Exercises (454):
1. What are the procedures for computing the

"LCL?

2. What is the procedure for determining the
CCL?

3. How do we find the CT?

4. What are the procedures for computing the
LFC?

5. How do we determine the SSI?

455. State the elenants depicted on specified
centrally-prepared charts.

Most weather detachments display the current
weather charts and those for the past 24 hours.
This display is designed to afford maximum usage
to_ the forecaster, as well as to serve as a ready
reference for pilots and other authorized personnel.

Centrally Prepared Charts. All centrally prepared
charts (facsimile) will have a data block. This block
identifies the type cf chart; geographical location,
orginator, date, and time. A vast number of
weather charts are available through the different
facsimile circuits. The discussion below will cover a
few of the main charts and the data that they
present.
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Surface analysis. The surface charts present the

plotted data; fronts; isobars; and pressiire systems.
Constant pressure analyses. Analyses for the 850-,

700-, 500-, 300-; and 200-millibar levels include
pressure systems, contours (lines of .equal height),
and isotherms.

Weather depiction. The weather depiction chart
includes fronts, pressure systems, and nephanalyses
for IFR and MVFR.

Radar rununary. The radar summary chart
presents the coverage, type of echoes; and tops of
echoes.

Prognostic charts. The surface progs Include
pressure systems, fronts, isobars, and general
weather patterns. Some surface prop include the
1000-500 millibar thickness. The upper air prop
present pressure systems, contours, and isotachs on
some of the levels.

Miscellaneous charts. Some of the other charts
available are winds aloft, composite moisture,
vorticity, and maximum/minimum temperatures.

Exercises (455):
I. What elements are depicted on a surface

analysis?

2. What elements., are depicted on the weather
depiction charti

1 What elements are presented on a 700 - millibar
analysis?

Surface prop include
, and

5-2. Forecasting
The following section is a very brief introduction

to a few items that the forecaster must consider.
The sole purpose of this section is to familiarize
you with these items

456. State what is included in the persistence-
probability tables and how-the summaries are used in
local forecasting.

Persistence-Probability (P-P) Tables. Most of the
current P-P summaries are a compilation and
grouping of all the climatological records of ceiling
and visibility available for a given base. In other
words, they are the historical summation of what
haS occurred at that base since permanent re-cordS
have been maintained. So, unless the weather=



Figure 5-9. Showalter stability index.

producing factors in that area have undergone
considerable change in recent years, these
summaries point out what to expect in the way of
coiling or visibility trends bated on what has
happened in previous years; They give the

. probability of a particular event occurring, based
on what has happened under similar circumstances
during the periOd from which the tables were
prepared. This historical time period; called the
period of record (POR), is located in" the upper left
corner of each page of the summary.

Ceiling and visibility and summary tables. Since
we have referenced the summaries, let us consider

25-779

what information they contain. The current
summaries_ are separated into two tables, one of
ceiling and one of visibility. In the past; other P-P
summaries have grouped theSt - two parameters
together into _weather categories; however,_ this did
not distinguish between_ the parameters in the cases
when one was relatively poor and the other one
essentially unlimited; The major shortcoming of the
weather category _grouping was that the forecaster
was never sure_ which parameter places the weather
into the specified class or category of weather;
Thus, it is felt that a better fOrecast will result if the
meteorologist knows which of theie parameters

96 438
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ceiling or visibility (or both)is hia,major problem
area.

The current summaries are divided into month,
hour; and wind direction; with the information
listed on the upper right corner of each page of the
summary. This _is done to enhance the reliability of
the extracted forecast values.

Ceiling/ vkribility categories: Next; both the
ceiling and visibility are divided into six categories.
Ceiling is designated A through F and visibility J
through 0. These categories are defined on each
page of the summary: Let's take a specific example
from the summary for Chanute during January (fig.
5-10). The station cede number and name appear in
the upper left corner, in this case: station 14806
and Chanute AFB IL. Under this is the POR which
is from July 1936 to April 1967. The information in
the upper right corner tells us that this is a
persistence-probability table for the month of
January with an initial valid time of 1200 to 1300
(local standard time), and wind direction from 079°
to _281°_ and calm.

The first column is the initial ceiling category
(ceiling at 1200-1300). The first category listed is
A; which tells us at the bottom of the page that the
ceiling_is "less than 200 feet." Thus, any time during
the FOR that the ceiling was less than 200 feet at
1200 LST, such observation was included in this
category; Immediately below the initial category are
two numbers which give the number of times the
observation has fallen into category A and what
percent this is of the total observations with' this
wind direction during January, The total number of
observations are listed near the bottom of the page
between the to es and the explanation of the
categories. In th example for Chanute; there were
1227 observations; i th 37 of them; or 3 percent;
falling into category A (less than 20) ft.).

The second column is labeled "SUBS," and this
refers to the category the ceiling fell into at some
given time later,_The. definitions 'of the categories
are the same as for- the initial categories. The next
12 columns give the percent frequencies to the
nearest whole percent for the hours that are
indicated above the columns. Zero (0) values
represent occurrences of less than 0.5 percent, and
blank field indicates no prior occurrences. The
hours indicated are consecutive hours following the
initial time and are given every hour for the first 7
hours; and at 2-, 3-, or & hour increments
following the 7th hour. Thus, the column for 1

hour later indicates that Chanute has experienced
conditions 'that remained iii category A 68 percent
of the time, went to category B 22 percent of the
time, to category C 8 percent of the time, and
category F 3 percent of the time at 1400 LST; On
the extreme right of the ceiling table_ under the
column labeled "24," the conditions at 12-13 on the
following day are shown to have been: A-3
percent, B-11 percent; C-19 percent, D-16
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percent, E-32 percent, and F-19 percent of the
time. In this example, note that during the past 30
years at Chanute an A ceiling at 12-13 LST has
never changed to D or E during the first hour. The
same procedures may be applied to obtain values
for Chanute under different initial ceiling
conditions; at different; initial times; with different
wind directions; and' values. Thus for the
indicated time periods up to 24 hours after the
present observation, the tables give a readout4of the
actual ceiling and/or visibility that has occurred
during all the previous years that were used in the
period of record for ,this base. It must be
emphasized, however, that these summaries are not
forecasts but . climatological records of actual
weather observations:

P-P summaries application in forecasting. V
now have a simple condensed form of how a given
weather parameter (ceiling or visibility) changed (or
remained the same) during all _the associated
weather regimes of years gone by. Thenext step is
to take this information and apply it to the
preparation of the forecast.

Before proceeding into the use of the table; the
forecaster must realize that the_summaries must not
be followed blindly. As a forecast guide, they
should be considered together with all other
evidence; as any other "tool" should be. However;
they are so significant, because of their
climatological nature, that other contradictory
evidence should be available before you go against
what P-P suggests. The summaries will, -in most
instances, narrow down the range of probabilities
and keep the forecaster from going off the deep
end.

The higher the percent of time a given category
occurs, the more faith one can have in its
application. However, since there are six categories
of each element; a percentage occurrence of less
than 20 has little or no significance; hence, such a
category should not be forecast unless overriding
synoptic evidence dictates otherwise: Actually,
trying to play the exact percentage figures at any
time should be done- with caution; the more
significant feature may be the hour-by-hour trend.

Statistically, if a given condition occurs 40
percent of the time, then convemely; it also means
it does not occur in 60 percent of the cases. So the
forecaster who uses these tables must use them with
care. Lei's look at another example: If the P-P
summaries for 3 hours from now indicate_ the
occurrence of a B category Ceiling 35 percent of the
time and a C category 40 percent, the chances are 3
out of 4 (75 percent) that a verifying forecast will
fall in one or the other of these two classes. Which
one you decide on, independent of synoptic
features, should be influenced by the trend of the
last few hours; trend yesterday, or during the past
few days if similar conditions existed, and a
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comparison with the respective P- visibility
forecast category.

Another factor one must bear in mind es the
percentages are the actual number of ti.. s a
particular category has occurred; When e
summaries tell ut C will change to D 65 percent if
the time after 3 hours, this figure hat much more
meaning if the actual occurrences of C are 500
times rather than, say; 5 times. As a rough guide;
to use the P-P summaries with a high degree of
confidence, a given element should have occurred at
least 20 times in the past years.

One drawback of the summaries is that they are
skewed toward good weather. This is because most
of our stations enjoy a much higher percentage of
good flying weather than bad. Hence, P-P is more
helpful when the weather is relatively poor than
when it is wide open. In most P-P summaries, the
odds shown for forecasting instrument flight rule
(IFR) conditions when "unlimited" is obterved are
often so small that the average forecaster will be
!ear), of using them; In these instances; he should
rely more heavily on his synoptic analysis and
progs. However, even in these cases, P-P does
indicate that the forecaster had better have a real
good reason for his forecasts before going against
what the summaries say. A typical example of this
comes from figure 5-10. If the current condition is
unlimited but the forecaster feels that a stratus
ceiling may form 12 hours later (0000 LST), he had
better consider it careftilly unless he has station
reports to the windward indicating it was already
present or pilot reports showing it was forming and
moving his way. Why? The P-P table tells him
that; in the 30 years of record, Chanute has
experienced a category A ceiling 1 percent of the
time, and only 27 percent of the time has the ceiling
dropped below 10,000 feet. However; if the
forecaster were certain that stratus was going -to be
present, the P-P tables would tell him to go for an
E

On the other hand, the P-P summaries are most
helpful when conditions are poor and the problem
is to determine whether the situation will improve,
deteriorate, or remain the same. Any time a
forecaster goes against a P-P value of 50 percent or
greater without a good synoptic reason, he's
fighting the odds. While the summaries may not
pinpoint the forecast for you, they can keep you
in the right ball park; They can keep you from
Making a forecast of weather that hai never
happened before.

Now let's look at a few specific examples on how
to use the sulamaries, again referring to figure 5-10.
If the observation at 1200 LST is a 360-foot ceiling,
the table says that forecasting anything but
category A or B for the next 5 hours would be a
long shot. The odds would stick with B for the first
5 hours, then lower to A for the 6th and 7th hours.
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Between the 7th and 9th hours; the ceiling should
improve again_ to category B. The forecast for
periods beyond 9 hours cannot be made with any
degree of confidence from the table because of the
failure for any given category to predominate;
However, the summary_ does indicate that a_fo
of eategtiry E would be poor because ofethe fe
times of prior occurrences.

One possibility that might help the forecaster )
decide what to forecast after the 9th hour is to fin4
the P-P table with an initial time at that hour (in
this case 2100 LST) and, using category B as an
initial condition, determine what the probability is
of the given conditions occurring at later hours.

Another example comes from figure 5-10 when
the visibility is 1/4 mile at 1200 LST. The summary
odds show that the visibility should remain below
1/ 2 mile for 9 hours; then improve to 6 miles or
more.

. One of the easiest and most efficient methods of
routinely making use of the P-P summaries
preparing the local forecast is to make it one of the
first entries on the forecast worksheet. This insures
that the interpretation of the table is not biased by
what the forecaster feels the synoptic situation
indicates; The forecast should be made; using the
actual percentage values and trends from the P-P
summaries, and ihen modified by the synoptic
features. In this way, and only in this way; can the
forecaster be sure of considering climatology and
the synoptic weather in the proper perspectives and
with the correct weight given to each one.

o

Exercises (456):
1. What is contained in the P-P tables or

summaries?

IP

2. What does a percentage occurrence of 20 or
less in the category summaries indicate for the
forecaster?

3. What is usually a more significant verification
feature in the summaries than the percentage
of occurrences?

441
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4. In using the PIP tables, what is another
important factor lbesides percentaget and
hour=by=hour trend) for the forecaster to
consider?

. Under What weather conditions and with what
particular problem are the P-43 summaries
most helpful to the forecaster?

6. What is one of the easiest anemost efficient
methods of routinely making use of the P-P
summaries in preparing the local forecast?

457. Define and state the procedure for using
extrapolation technique in short-range fOreciitting.

Definition. In synoptic meteorology,
extrapohition commonly refers to the forecasting of
a weather pattern feature based solely on recent
past motions of that feature;

Extrapolation Techniques. To use extrafcilation
techniques in short-rangeforecasting, the forecaster
must be familiar with the positions of -fronts and
pressure systems; their direction and speed of
movement precipitation, and cloud patterns that
might affect the movement of these weather
patterns. At the same time, the evaluation of the
local weather must be followed through constant
review of the local area weather radar, pilot
reports, and all weather observations for the local
terminal and nearby stations.

The following steps are a recommended
procedure for extrapolation. In actual practice, you
may combine several of the steps.

Step 1. Select time interval for continuity. The
selected' time interval between analyses should be
based_ on the length of forecasts issued and the
specific synoptic situation. In clear weather
conditions, a simple review of synoptic-scale; 3-
hourly surface analyses and nephanalyses is
adequate to keep abreast of the situation. When
lowering conditions develop upstream, forecasters
should begin _monitoring and recording the
continuity of these analyses. A 3-hourly continuity
is suggested initially, but at the weather approachet
the local area, more frequent and detailed analyses
Will be necessary to produce accurate forecast& of
changes from one ceiling category to another. The
period of continuity maintained on work charts
-Should be sufficiently ldbg to depict significant
accelerations or decelerations of important features;

Step 2. Develop accurate analyses. All available
sources of data (RAREPS, hourlies, PIREPS,

satellite data, etc.) should he plotted and analyzed
on ' work charts with a scale ,adecivate for the
dentity of observations- surrounding the local
station and an area sufficiently large to maintain
adequate continuity 'of approaching weather. The
forecaster should analyze those portions of the

I ervations pertinent to the current
o forecast. GenerallY, as many parameters
shou analyzed on the work charts as clarity
Perth.' disadvaniage of separate neph charts is
that laden of neph curves with analyses of
closel related phenomena such as precipitation,
visib i, and total cloud cover is more difficult.

St 3. Overlay analyses and refine continuity;
Neph curves for specific ceiling categories should be
transferred to an acetate and refmed, based on later
analyses and on passage times at upstream stations.
A consistent pattern and the movement of major
features should be readily apparent from three or
four continuity positions. As new Petition.* are
added to the ceittiiiiiity, there Will be changes, of
course, in the shape and size of the pattern; Neph
areas undergo modification for many reasons.

NForemost of these is the effect of synoptic -scale
features. These, combined with local terrain
features, local moisture and pollution sources; and
especially diurnal variations within the cloud
system, produce constantly changing patterns.

Step 4. Choose identifiable control points.
Features prominent from one neph curve to
another should be selected as control points.

Step 5. Extrapolate. Distance between identically
numbered control points should be measured and
converted to speeds and accelerations. The control
points are then extrapolated forward in time along
the established tracks, using the analyzed speeds
and 'accelerations.

Step 6. Metwatch onset times at upstream
stations. Hourly data should be analyzed and later
specials reviewed to better estimate the timing ofia
changes as critical operational conditions approach
the local station.

100

Exercises (457):
1. What is the meaning of extrapolation in

synoptic meteorology?

2. In using extrapolation techniques in short-range
forecasting, what must the forecaster be
familiar with and evaluate?

3. List the steps in the recommended procedures
for extrapolation.

4.1



45$. Identify and, correct false statements
concerning the use of centrally prepared products in
preparing extended forecasts.

Extended Forecasts. Extended forecasts for
periods of 24 hour* or longer a much more
involved than the short-range recovery forecasts.
The 24-hour forecast for Ay, Force weather stations
in tit* United States is pMatily the responsibility
of the Air Force Global Weather Central
(AFGWC). But Oe detavhment formoster that does
not keep up to date with the extended forecast or
uses any forecast without studying the weather
situation is a danger to any aircrew.

Afeteorotogiced model. The model weather
situations cannot be used as the forecast of future
weather conditions. AO example of this is an
approac g warm front. The wide situation
wo dicate that cirrus clouds would move in,

en thicken and become cirrostratus, and then
and become iltrostratus; further thickening

and lowering would occur as the front came closer,
precipitation would start to fall, stratus clouds
would form in the precipitation; and finally when
the frontpassed, the Weather conditions would
improve. Watch the next few warm fronts thit pass
your station and see if it really happens that way all
of the time. The forecaster must watch the
conditions that are occurring to use the centrally
prepared weather prop.

Climatology and forecast studies. Each station,
especially in the US, has climatological tables. The
forecaster should use these tables. A forecaster
nee& very goOd justification to forecast something
that has never occurred at the station before. An
example would be forecasting a maximum
temperature of F when the maximum ever
recorded as 960 F.

Local terrain affects the weather conditions in
various ways. Just because the winds preceding a
front are from the south may not mean that she
wind at your station will be from the soUth.,The
local topography may cause them to 'be from the
west. This is the reason stations have forecast
studies. The forecaster must be completely fantiliar
with synoptic situations that show up on the
centrally prepared charts that may have an unusual
effect on the local area.

Marty good forecasts are made by the forecaster
recognizing an approaching synoptic situation that
is like one that occurred in the past, and in which
case, he forecasts the weather to be like the past
situation.

Exerthe (45$):
1. Identify and correct the following statements

that are false.
a. The meteorological model can be used to

make a detailed long-range forecast.

413
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b Forecast studies should be used
centrally prepared products to
better forecast.

at/3
with the
make a

c. Climatological extremes are of no use when
preparing a long-range forecast for
temperatures.

459. Identify and correct false statements
concerning meteorological watches, requirements
for weather warninp, and requirements for forecast
amendments;

Types of Meteorological Watches; There are four
types of meteorological watches: terminal, area
flight, and route.

Terminal metwatch. This monitors
meteorological elements for a specific point, such as
an airbase. Terminal metwatch advisories are issued
to operatiohal authorities and other base agencies
when the established meteorological conditions
occur or are forecast to occur;

Area metwotch. An area metwatch is normally
provided by forecasting units such as 'weather
support units (WSU) and other facilities which
support a local flying area range, reservation;
training area, etc., and whose supported agencies
require such service. Methods a- rid procedures are
coordinated between each AWS unit and its
supported agencies;

Flight_ ntetwatch A flight. metwatch is provided
by AWS units when a supported agency requests
metwatch for specific flights or when directed by
the appropriate authority;

Route metwatch. You provide a route metwatch
for *cific routes or when directed by the
appropriate authority.

Requirements for Weather Warnings; Warning
criteria are established loeally and are based on the
customer's needs. Criteria are' normally established
only for weather phenomena for which the
customer must take protective action. A list of
point warning criteria below is based on AWS
experience.

Tropical cyclones.
Tornadoes;
Thunderstorms.
Heavy rain .(2 inches or more).
Snow (2 inches or more).
Winds greater than 35 knots.
Freezing precipitation.

.4

Purpose of Meteorological Watches. A weather
watch is established at each observing station for
the primary purpose of detecting significant changes
in atmospheric conditions.



411.
Severe dust or sanAlstorm.
Air stagnation conditions.
River and flood forecasts.
Stompir6 forecasts,
ElCh temperatures.

Rimpireimits for Forecast *Amendments. The
forecast is amended when the described phenomena
changes or is expected to change by one category
or more (e.g., thunderstorm expected to become 3. Requirements for weather warnings are
revere thunderstorm), or when area boumleries established by AWS.
change, or are expected to change by 60 nautical
miles.

2. The to metwatch is monitoring
meteorological elements for a specific
point.

4

te
and

reWee (459):
eti6, correct the statements 14alow that lit

table.
I. There are three types of meteorological 4. Amendments are normally sett; to indicate

watches: area, flight, and route. significant changes in the weather. .

414
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Answers for Exercises

CHAPTER 1
t

Riferaneit:
400 -, L AO' -at 105 knots.
400 - 2. Slight minshowers.

e400 - 3. 10091 millibars:
400 = 4. .5 millibar or .015 inch..
'400 - 5. 1,000 to 1,999 feet.

401 - I. 2 inches.
401 -' 2. - -
401 - 3. Al Ina.
401 = 4. 3.
401 - 5. Precipitation began 1 to 2 hours ago.

402 - I.

6 23202= 02\
6

3

(0401 )
25-7-67

Figure I. Correct land synoptic plot (answer for objective 402,
exercise

403 L Latitude 38.2N; longituds
403 - 2. 7 north and west.
403 - 3. Not repotted (30 added
403 - 4. 3 feet.
403 - 5. NO; oported (30000).

404 - I To al obscuration.
404 - 2. 1013.5 millibars.
404 - 3.. Fog.
404 - 4. 33° F.

'404_ - 5. ISM at 5 knots.
404 - 6. 29.91 inches.

405 - I.

.o

V/9

77 to-160
7® -® 00A
77&450E300100t

CB NE AND S .421

MOVG

Figure 2. Correct airWays plot (objective 405, exercise 1).

406 -
406 -

. 406 -
406
406 -
406 -
406 -

I. 1500 GMT.
270! at _3 knots:. maximum wind -10 knots.

3. 0500 (500 miters).
4. Fog.
5. Stratus.
6. ,2° c.
7. Nrstaltutd 500 feTet (1500 meters).

407 - 1. 45 miles northwest of Athens, Georgia.
407 - Z 10° F-
407 - 3. 2212 GMT.

.407 - 4. Atlanta, Georgia.
- 5. It is needed .to emphasize the curbttpce report.

7 6. None.

V V

.4ll1 Block 72, LT r ett e4__
_._ .

41,41-
408- r 2: : Station 4864 E1K a.
408 , c:,,.41., The sixth day of tti5 month.
408 4.., ,J200 GM. T. f_..-: i.
408 *. ' 200 milhbars.

PTER 2.

1409.
409,
409

*Mbar".
at 3 knots.

cure +24°
rt,;vpoint

C.



410
410
410
410

Lin
- 1. 3169 autism
- 2. -24.5' C_
- 3. Not to Olisd.
- 4. 025' at 25 knots.

411 1. 169 milliben.
411 I 413' C.
411 3. None rationed.

412 - 1. 756 ndlibus.
412 = 2. =245' C.
412 C.

12 - Height doubtfUl.

41 1. 1200 OMT,
413 - 2. That data for 850, 700, and 500 nib, and stability

index follow.
413 - 3. 3073 mum
411 - 4. *7.

414 - I. 43.1' C.
414 - 2. 2756; 74 knots.
414 - 3. -61.1' C.

415 - .1. a.t b.
e.
d.
e.

415 - 2. a.
b.
C.

d.

Dataliad time.
Latitude; 47.1.
Quadrant of the earth and longitude.
LOcation by Marsden square.
Temperature ±11.11' C.; dewpoint +10.7° C.
36.8° N; 19.7' W.
182.
115.
220'; 121 know

416 - I. a. 200' at 22 knots.
b. IMP at 37 knots."
C. 150' at 46 biota.
d. Not reported.

416 2. a. 230' at 48 knots.
b.' 21? at 87 knots.
c. 205' at 27 knots. -

d. 210' at 107 knots.

417 - 1. Put_B.
417 - 2. A. 070' at 3 knoU.

b. Ormdi for 20,403
c. 290' at 8 knots.

and 25,000 feet follow. 2'

417 - 3. Put B gives significant and fixed altitude winds
below 100 nibs and ran D k above 100 nibs.

.*T

418 1. ( No station in legend.
( ) No line indicating tropopause. ".,
( ) 850-mb temp should be =13.91, not' -12.9.
(4) 851:kii dewpoint should be -14.1, hen -14.9. .

(5) 700-mb dewpoint shodfd be -15.0, 'kit =13.9.
(6) 903-mb should be -14.2, not -16.9.
(7) 828-mb hit should be -12.2. not -13.1.
(8) 2211=mb not plotted=
(9) Maximum wind his no arrowhead.
(10) No wind direetiOn indicator for 35,000 feet

or for maximum wind.

419 I. (I) 637 temperature should be -1, not 0.5.
(2) 747 dewpoint depression should he 13, not 24.
(3) 734 dewpoint depression should be 6, not 56.
(4) 734. windspeed abould be SO. not 55.
(5) 655 dewpoint depression_ should be 1, hot 0.
(6) 562 height should be 973, not 873.

420 - I. (1) 340 windipead should be 15, not 5_
(2) 353 winder should b4 23, not 20.
(3) 433; no wind direction indicator plotted.
(4) 456; 6,000-fk wind plotted; no 5;000 ft wind

reported.
(5) 637: 4,0004 wind plotted instead of the 5,000 ft.

421
421
421

'421
421
421
421

- 2LON _89.0W
2. 1448 OMT.

- 3.
- 4. Mluin&_ 0.
= 5. 21.0N 915 W.
- 6. =25° C.
- 7. 4. .

421
421 - 9. 10,000 flait.
421 - 10. 500 millibar.
421 - I 1. -10 decameters.
421 - 12. 3144 meters.
421 - 13. K' is coded u 9.

422 =

422
422
422
422

423
423
423
423
423

I. 270' at 10 knots;
2. NE at a Beaufort force of 1.
3. Significant weefther changes since last observation.
4. king ice;
5. Radar information.

- 1. 85450.
- 2. 34.40N 67.00W.
- 3.
- 4. MIWrltbuichmt
- 5. 360' at 14 'knots.

424 - 1.
424 - 2.
424 - 3.
424 - 4.
424 - 5.
424 - 0.
424 - 7.
424 - 8.
424 9.
424 - 10.
424 - I1.

. 424 - 12.

425 - I.
425 - 2.
425 - 3.
425 - 4.
425 - 5.
425 - 6.

426
426
426
426
426
426
426
426
426
426
426
426
426

CII It 3

North Amirehi.
KWBC-Washingtiin DC.
Positions are located by latitude
Pressure systems (central pressure .a

61' N; 115" W.
[WI on frontal systeins. it
Quasi-sationa front at the surfaie.
40' N 56_

Continen warm (c
Intermitte e (not freezin

Tropical systems.
Cloid sys
Section 7
Characteristics of jet streams.
won 9- (99999)._
Section 10 (88800).

- 1. Scott APB IL (KBLVi.
= 2. TerMithil urodromi _forecast.
- 3. &On* at 1400 GMT and ends at 1200
- 4. 270' ,at__ 20 knots, gusting to 35 knbts;
- 5. 2000 tasters (1%_ statute miles).
- 6. Heavy thuulerstorrn with -lain but no hail.
- 7. 8/8 cumulonimbus at 1200 feet.
- 8. 29.91 inches.
- 9. 7 miles or greater.

= 10. None.
- 1 I. 8,000 feet.
- 12. 250' at 10 knots.
- 13. Clear.

GMT.



427
427
427
427
4V
427
427

- 1. 500 broken, 2300 broken.
- 2. 5_ mile&

3. Otealld fog.
- 4. 010' at 2 knots.
- 3. 29.14 inchec
- & 3 ulna with light rain.

7. 6 miles with halt

CHAPTER 4

428 I. Urikai 0, controlled by the FAA.
42-8 2. COMEDS.
42$ 3. Weather Massage _Switchitie Center (1VMSC),

kicaW at Keats City MO,
428 4. COMEDS.
428 - 5. Facia; Japan.
422 - 6. Saving C"
428 - 7. Alto-specs Environmental Support Center.

429 From fa Shims; Okinawa; the mesas. is sent to
Fnthu, Japan, and the to ADWS at Carswell AFB
TX. From CUM/ell AFS, it puns through the
WMSC at Kansas City MO, and finally reaches St.
Louis MO.

429 2. Form- Torrejon. Spain, the maga me_ ant to
Croughton, England, and then to ADWS at
Carswell AFB TX.
For dal Korean forecast _site; the message is relayed
Train AFB to FWsit, Japan, and then to
the Korean forecast site.
For_the Nan, the -message is relayed -from Carswell
APB to FWrt Numerical Weather Facility at
Monterey CA, and then to Met Naval Weather

terL at Monterey CA.
X29 - 3. message is intercepted_ by the Navy Companies-

Racy- at San Miguel. Philippines. It is

trialiaittad through Clark
ADWS et Carswell AFB TX, thin US AFOWC
at Ma AFB NB.

I. a. FOFAX; b AFX100; c. NAFAX. NAMFAX;
d. FOFAX; e. AFXI09; E AFX109; g. NAFAX.
NAMFAX; h. NAMFAX.

431 1.41t. transmits spoil and papa fftl
tones,-a_start tons end -a 15- to 20-second phasing
signs Then it sends the graphic.

431 2. The transmitter divulge tM image- Into unto
Maoism determines the lightness and darkness of
each element; and transmits this information to the
reoei ring unim

-431 3. The receiver converts thg,41,p...,V into an electric
current. This curreat is pima( through wet_paper,
which is squeezed between a fixed writing_ electrode
and a rotating wire helix. The current pabsing
through the paper leaves a mark correspond:* in
density to the paphic image being transmitted.

432 - I. .1t;5.i.m6.12:7.p 8.g 9.f:10.e.f.

433 - I. False. You should always close the door of the
DL-I9W gently to prevent nicking the writing
erode or helix wire.

433 = 2. Rise. The paper must be placed in the DL-19W so
the paper feeds from-the beck of the roll, upward.

433 - 3. Trite.

433 - 4. False. You should never allow any creases to form
below the takeup rollers because they could
cause the paper to jam.

433 - 5. True.

434 - Tie blurred image is castled by the writing elicited*
strip being worn down until the holder comes in
contact with the paper. Replace the writing edge.

434 = 2. Clean the bells. Dirt and chemicals have
secumulatid on the !MU and drum until the paper
is being: cut.

434 - 3. Saab me canoed by accumulated paper fibers and
climatal§ on the helix wire. You can correct the
problem by charting the helix.

435
435

435
434

435

435

-.436
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449

- 1. A parity error was main&
- 2. You had to plea an ETX Nation at the end of

the message.
- 3. LOCAL
- 4. Watt the KD' in LOCALATIoda_EmibM FORM

rwrart. Chjirless the HOME key. Thin amiss the
CLEAR key.

- 5. Pram the CURSOR RETURN hey_ and then the UP
arrow until the cursor it shitton in front oilier
line where the data Is to be inserted. Press the LINE
INSERT key and then type in the line of missed
dem

6. Three things oak! cause WM The XDii not is
LOCAL mods, the data was entered in-the protected
mode and the FORM ENTER is not enabied, or
there h no space available the tine. (The latter
should not happen, beause there is room for 80
characters, but AWN imposes a 69 character per
Lim Limit)

437 -

437 -

437

. Statements 4 b, r, h, i, and -j an film._
a. The INTERRUPT light comes on when the Ild of

the ROP is raised.
When the printer has a LOW PAPER condldtm
the paper -button light *is on, the RECEIVE
ALARM lamp is on, and the alarm sounds.

c. Whardephchig paper in the ROP, make sure the
paper passes behind the ribbon and we between
the- ribbon and the type alkali.

h. The DATA ERROR lamp is activated when a
partly error is transmitted to the__ROP.

i. You can turn off any of the ROP Indicators
except the IN SERVICE lamp by correcting the
indicated condition and depressing the proper
control

j. If your ROP is dowe when an REDS mean* is
you should send soother ROP DOWN
as soon as pomible.

1. a. RECEIVE ALARM.
b. SEND ALARM.
c. .SEND ALARM.
d. RECEIVE ALARM.
Move the metal reset switch to the DOWN
position and rem it Then last the alarm

3. Relate the paper in the ROP, depress the
RECEIVE ALARM reset swilch, and &press the
AUDIBLE :OFF switch . to enable the alarm-
sotniting creak in the terridnal

438 - I. Place the KD unit in LOCAL mode. Pakten the
cursor at_the first location to !te thered. prees the
FORM ENTER key. Enter the ISM_

438 - 2. Whin the '''KD reverie' to RECEIVE mode,
immediately switch it fo LOCAL, reposition the



cienor_belowiltelalt-proteCted data location, and reset
the KD to RECEIVE maids.

433 - 3. It is possible that the message might be longer than the
available space. If this occurs; all data after the next to
last character in page 3 will be overprinted- in the last
character of page 3.

438 - 4. Piece the RD in LOCAL, position the cursor on a blank
line and type in the data, edit the data for errors;
reposition the cursor to the beginning of the message,
and detTses the SEND kny.

439 - I. False. lo request data with a prioritYPrecedence, you
Insist PP before the ARQin the (bit line of the message.

439 - 1. FEIN. To transmit an ARQ message for Holloman AFB
(H MN), whose KD is inoperative, your message would
look:like shis;

RR KAWN ARQP(NL)
DE HMN(NL)
FT CNM ROW ABQ (ETX)

439 True.
439 - 4. False; Thelargasteaumber of stations you can include in

one line of an ARQ request is nine. /4394 - I.

° 439a - 2.
-...

4

439a - 3.

440 - I.

441 - 1.

AM) (NL)
TYP_NOITYPOK 311830 312359 (ETX)
ARQ (NL)
TYPNO/TYPOK 010000 010030 _(ETX)
Pm:idonce one and two__ messages_ _are received
automatically when a TYPNO /TYPOK message is
transmitted.
Required data other than precedence one and two must
be requested by a separate ARQ message.

The first priority is to local agencies which control air
traffic, The second priority is to local agencies requiring
the information for operational Right decisioni. the
third priority is long-line diuemmation over the
COMEDS or teletype system. The lowest priority is
local dissemination to users that require it Or nonflight
opeations.

BLV SP 1350
M7 OVC I F

270/03
ALSTG 395.$3

PA. +4330
a.

,5I /LW

Figure 3. Telewriter dissemination (objective 441, exercise I).
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142 - I. Maintain a record on AWS Form 440 and require
receiver to read back the message. (Use tape recording if
available.)

442 - 2. When the primary system is inoperative, relay by using
the forecaster's telewoter. If the only operative backup
is hot line or telephone, relay/list to Air Traffic Control
personnel.

- I, Dust equipment; change paper, charts, ribbons, and
writing edees;fill ink wells; and make adjustments to the
microbarograph.

' 444 -

444 -

1. The automatic telephone answering device provides
information to military- users and minimize the number
of telephone contacts for the forecaster.

2. The recording should contain the current observation
and forecast, the possibility of severe weather (when
appropriate), she maitimum and minimum
temperatures, and the chill factor during the cold
months.

445 - I. As soon as possible.
445 - 2. A record of contacts and information conveyed in

received. If the records of PMSV contacts are record
on Cape, it is only necessary to enter tune, aircraft
identification, and PIREP on AWS Form 30.

445 - 3. By checking the appropriate block on AWS Form 30 to
. indicate if transmitted locally, long line, or to the \

observer (ROS).
445 - 4- AWS Form 12.
445 - 5. The tat height and distance from the PMSV station

(if n bstructions. exist).(- 6.445 Transmit' all PIREPs that include icing or turbulence.

446 I.' "273, METRO, weather wun thousand scattered",
measured tree thousand broken, tree zero thottsatid
overcast, visibility fife in light rainshowen, temperature
seven lower; dewpoint seven zeroovind too t zero
degrees at wun fife gusting too too, altimeter to niner
niner too, dB west moving east. Forecast p ailin_g
condition no change, altimeter too niner nine zeros --.
intermittently wun thousand broken; too _thousand fife
hundred ovecut, visibility too with thOnderstorMs and'
rainshowers, wind too tree zero degrees at too zero
gusting tree fife; over."

447 For the US _station:
CSXX XXX 300623
3005
KRAN SA 0500 (message in airways code)

_ FIRST_ (ETX)
For the European station:

CMXX XXX 300623
3005
ERAN SA 0500 (message in METAR code)
_FIRST (ETX)

447 = 2. H MN SA 1500 COR 30 SCT 5H 013/57/43/2305/
975/307 1100.

7 3. COXX XXX 150047
EDAM 152111 (Repeat of original TAF)
FIRST (ETX)
The most probable cause was that the indicator LAST
was accidentally appended to the previous TAFf by a
circuit malfunction. L

447

AU ;AFS.ALA.(792017)1700



448 - 1, Z and 3.

2

3.
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Figure 4. Completed AWS Form 42 (answer for objective 448.
exercises I through 3).

-T-P,..;,.
449 - I. 11) Specify types ofliSta required; (2) list WMO 449 - 5.

,block/station numbert ,cir. ICAO call signs; (3) list
message heinufoi.!-.5)ecl sequences ;' (4) give
detailed justifies r requirements; (5) give
Atte/time request is to begin; and (6) state the
duration of t requirements.

449 RO4tirt-e.- Fr.equ -u neeessarY.to meet normal mission
hinges. ...

tbrity: Re- ests necessary:to meet 'requirements
generated by "ntootice exercises" or other short

._IT,:_notiet situation --shere there is iroofficietiVtilne to,-'
a routine request. , .._-. `,...., .

,,,..4

idle: Those data requests- Inade .to meet li, _

," . requternents generated by tactical .actions,-natiolu#1/' ',7%

to
emergencies, Ind SitnatiotiS'g, rav t i ..Z4 .

t affecting national secunty. _;

- T. Ayiy_ time a change in requirementr'449 bikt at '451 *44
't=i *liguo annually. i

T.A . ^ .-- !-*')..,

449 ,.' 4, AWSP 100-6,_:Milivary.'Ded -ince A -, , --

Networks; AWSR 105-2, ',y, , Weather
Station lndei"' AWSM 105-4 '.. ).,:, e Si, Weriiher -.

.". Message Catajt*and AWSR 105-2 Volume 4,
Facsimile' Prodti Vtalbg. .

.
..e.'.1r ,-..

!"-f

.450
4450,0

"TI" refers to type of data; "AA" refers to
geo_graphical location of the message; -CCCC" is the
location indicator of the originating_ station; and
"YYGGgg" is the date (YY); whole hour (GG), and
minutes (u) of the message.

CHAPTER 5

Ceilings and/or visibilities:
bop below 1000 feet and/or visibilities less

3 miles.
.isqW to or greater than 1000 feet; but

13000 feet and/or visibilities equal to or
r'3 miles, but less than 5 miles.

a, L, and e are false.
MAr in. should always be considered whent.

drawing isobars.
c. indicators of a cold front are wind shifting from
`,/iouth to northwest; cumuloform clouds; decreas-

.-.51,.ing temperature. and increasing visibility and
:.rT ceiling (also pressure).
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e. fralkintrs are.*Ilaba indicators of the direction
pressure systems. are moving.

452 - I. Statements c are &Int
A. Sketched contottn asodld nearly always be

parallel to the windflow.
c. When contouriv are zlose together; it indicates

arms winds.

453 I. Statements c and d are true:
Surface eh-ails depict systems only in the horizontal

b. Low-pressure systems normally slope toward cold
air aloft

,

Draw a line front the surface temperature upward
parallel to the dryidiabet and draw a line from the
surface_ dewpoW upward, panilki to the mixing
talk. Where these two lines intersect is the LCL-
Draw a line from the surface dewpoint upward;
parallel to the mixing ratio line until it intersect the
temperature CUM.

3. Draw a line from the CCL downward, parallel to
the dry ;Mal an to the surface; and read the temp-
erature at that point

454 4. Draw a line rom the LCL upward, parallel to the
moist idiabat until it intersects the temperature
curve.

454 - 5. Find -the LCL_for the 850 -mb level draw a line from
the 850-Mb LCL upWird, parallel to the moist
idiabit to the 500-mb level; read the temperature at
this point, and algebraically subtract from the 500 -
mb temperature,

455 - I. Plotted surface dam fronts, isobars, and pressure
systems.

455 - 2. Fronts, pressure systems, and nephanalyses for IFR
and MVFR conditions.

455 - 3. Pressure systems, contours, and isotherms.
455 - 4. Pressure sy fronts, isobars, and general

weathei pat

456 I. A compilation and grouping of all climatological
records of ceilings and visibilities for a base. These
records are the historical summation of what has
occured .(as far as ceiling/visibility are concerned at
a base since maintenance of permanent weather
records.

AU l'AFS..11.(793929)1400

456 - 2. Such catejory should not bewforecast unless there is
overriding _synoptic evidence to the contrary.

456 - 3. The hour-by-hour :mid.
456 - 4. The actual number of times a particular category has

occured. As a rough guide to forecasters; ik using
the summaries with a high degree of confidence, a
given element should have occured at kilt 20 times
during the POR.

456 - 5. When weather conditions are poor and the problem
is to determine whether the situation will improve;
get worse, or remain the same.

6. Make the percentage values and trends from' the
summaries one of the first entries on the forecast
worksheet: Determine the current ceiling and
visibility by category; enter the appropriate table for
time and wind direction to determine the probability
of the different categories occuring in the next 24
hours.

Y. #.
457 - I. The forecasting of a weather pattern feature based

solely on recent past motions of that feature:
457 - 2. He must know positions, directions, and speed of

fronts and pressure systems; hi must also be familiar
with precipitation and cloud patterns that might
affect movement of weather systems: He sync
evaluate loial weather through constant review of
local weather radar, pilot rerts, and weather
observations for the local terminal and nearby
stations:

3. (I) Select the time interval for continuity; (2)
develop accurate analyses; (3) overlay analyses and
refine continuity; (4) choose indentifiable control
points; (5) extrapolate; and (6) metwatch onset times
at upstream stations.

457

458

459

459
459

459

I. Statements a and c are false.
a. The meterorological model is usable only as a

general outlook and is not usable for a detailed
forecast of any kind.

c. Climatological extremes should be considered
when preparing long -range temperature forecasts.
If a high temperature of 100° his never occurred.
in the past, it should not be forecast without very
good justification.

I. False. There are four _types of meteorological
watches: terminal, area, flight, and route.

- 2. True.
- 3. False. ,Requirements for weather warnings are

established locally.
4. True.



STOP = 1. MATCH ANSWER SHEET TO THIS EXERCISE NUMBER.
2.. USE NUMBER 2 PENCIL ONLY.

EXTENSION COURSE 'INSTITUTE
VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE

25150 03 21
WEATHER CODES, COMMUNICATIONS, ANALYSIS, AND FORECASTING

Carefully read the following:
DO's:
1. aid& the "course-," "volume," and "form" numbers from the answer

sheet AddreaS tab against the "VRE answer sheet identification
number"_in the_righthand column ofthe_shipping list. If numbers do

not itktdbi return the answer sheet and the shipping list to ECI

immediately with a note of.explanation;
2. Note that item numbers on answer sheet are sequential in each

colUmn.
3. USO a medium sharp #2 blaak_,Aead pencil for !larking answer sheet.

4. Write the correct answer in the asargin_at the left of the item.

(When you review for the "course examination; you can cover your

answers with a_strip ok:papar and_then__ check your review answers

against your original choices.) After you-are sure of your answers,

transfer thet to the_answerjsheet:-, It you have to.change an answer

on the answer Sheet.001*re-thapthe erasure is complete; _ Use -a
_

clean eraser,_ But-tryto-avo any erasure on the ansWer sheet if

at_ all possible; y

5. np:4601seP sheet to ECI.

6. Keep Volume Review Exe: ,bacikIet for_review ancL-referenc* ,

7. If atantlatorily enrol student, process _ estions-arcomments
through your_ unit t er or OXt: Aupery serValuntarily
enrolled student; Senci'questiOns or. oammentS to -EcZ,.:on..ICI Form 17.

Take action to returp

DON'TS:
,1. Don't use answer nheets-ather than one eirnist* specifically for

each review exerciie. ,1

Don't mark on the answer sheet except to marking blocks.

Double marks or excessive markings which ayerfioW marking blocks

will register as errors.
3. Don't fold; spindle, staple; tape, or mutilate the answer. sheet.

4. Don't use ink or any marking other than a #2 black_lead pencil.

...NOTE: NUMBERED LEARNING OBJECTIVE REFERENCES ARE USED ON THE VOLUME

REVIEW EXERCISE. In parenthesis after each item number on the

VRE is the Learning Objective Number where the answer -to that

item can be located. When answering the items on the VRE, refer

uY to the Learning Objectives indicated by these Numbers. ,The VRE

results will, be sent to you on a postcard which_ will list the

actual VRE items -you missed. Go to the VRE,bookletr,and locate
the Learning Objective Numbers for the items tissed./ Go to the

text and carefully review TFITareas covered by these references.
Review the entire VRE again before you take the clospd.=book

Course Exaiination.
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MULTIPLE CHOICE

NOTE: Use the following land synoptic report to answer questions

1=3;

72440 61716 69029 93758_60970 62505 69044 70340 86362

1. (400) The first group.contains information on

a, pressure and temperature.
b. block number and station Call number.
c. dewpoint temperature and WindS.
di block nuMber and Sky cover.

",(.4.00) What information is Contained in the third group?

a.44ind,and temperature.
b. Sky,cover anddewpoint.
c._ .Visibility, present_and past weather.
d. Praisure and cloud data.

3. (400) The fourth group is decoded as

a. 29.37_indhaSi OreSSUre; 580 F.i emperature.

b. 93, viSibility; 75, present weather; 8; past weather.
c. '94 cloud amount; 3, low cloud; 7; cloud- height; 5, middle

cloud; and 8; high :!oud.
d. 993.7 millibars, pr- sure; 80 C.i temperature.

NOTE: USe the following land synoptic report to answer questions 4

through 6.

72454. 83108 50057 19352 22677 57101 69820 70028 82612 90411

4 (401) The precipitation amount is

a. no precipitation. c. 02;

b. trace. d. 70.

5. (401) What is the total amount of snow on the ground at the

observation times?

a. 4 inches.
b. 8 inches.

C. 11 inches.
,d. frace.

(401) The amount of significant cloud reported is

a. 8. a

b. 6.

c.

d.

4
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. (402) ,How wpuId you correct any misplotted data?

a.
b.

c.

d.

Erase and replot.
Cross out the misplotted data and replot
to its proper place.
Use white out to e out misplotted data
Circle misplotted d to and replot correct
as possible to its oper place.

s cloe as possible

and replot.
data as 'Close

NOTE: Use the following ship synoptic report to answer questions
through 13.

KNAP 99205 70707 23003 80535 97626 09025 882// 13210 05824 1///6 30708
06209

8. (403) The ship is located at

a; 92.00 N latitude and 7;00 W longitude;
20;50 N latitude and 70.7° W longitude;
70.70 N latitude and 20.50 W longitude.
200 N latitude and 700 W longitude.

5

03) What information is obtained from the 8th coded group?

Ship movement, speed, and barometric change.
b. Sea level Pressure and temperature.
c. Dewpointdend barometrid change.
d. Ship "went, speed, and cloud data.

10: (403) DetOrta00'sea;temperature.
, _

14.as 33.60.1_

b. 29.60.
c. 25.60.
d. 21.60.

11. f403) WHat is the code figure for the height of swell wave?

,; 06 . c. 09.
--t's b. 08 d. 10.

12. (403) rat is the code figure for the period of wind wave?

a. 06. c. o8.
b. 07. d. 09.

13. (403) The "0" indicator group contains what data?

a. Air and eea temperature difference and temperature.
b. Air and sea tpmperature difference and dewpoint.
c. Visibility, Present and past weather.
d. Cloud data. A.,

3 455
25150-03-21
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NOTE: Use the following airways report to answer questions 14 through.

19.

CEF 3 SCT M5 BKN 20 BKN 21/2F 098/73/71/0000/982/
10703 16// 20004 WET RWY

14. (404) The visibility is

a. 2 1/2 nautical miles. c. 2 1/2 statute mileS.

b. 21 1/2 'miles. d. 2 1/2 kilometers.

15; (404) What it the sea leve1.4ressure?

a. 098 inches.
b. 1009.8 millibars. d.

30.98 inches.
98 millibarS.

16. (404) The wind direction and speed is

a. calm. c. directioN107; speed 03.

b. missing. di direction, north; speed 00.

17. (404) What is the amount of precipitation in the'laat o hours?

a. 7 kriChes. c. 3 inches.

b. 7:03 inches; d. :.03 incheS.

18. (404) What cloud types are present?

A. Stratocumulus.
b. Stratus.

c. CumulUS.
d. Stratus fractuS.

(4124) What is the amount of precipitation in the leSt 24 hours?

a. .04 lothe-ci,

b. 4 indhet.'

2 inches.
d. .4 inches.

What it the correct way to plot a sea-Ievel pressure
i.epoPtedxan,;1987

a. (198). c. 1198.

b. 198 with a line under it. d; E198.

NOTE: Use the following matar report to answer citiestions 21 through

24.

MCOV 0818 23009 1000 81XXSH 8=16 24/22 2983INS CIGE016

21. (406) What is the wind direction.and speed?

a. East at 18 mph.
b. East at 18 knots.

4

c. Southwest at 9 mph.
A. Southwest at 9 knOtS.

4 5 c 25150-03=21
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22. (406) What weather is occurring

c.

d.

Light rainshowers
Light, rainshowers_
Moderate or hea
Moderate or hea

23. (406) The temperatu e

a. 240 C./220 C.
b. 220 C./240 C.

24. (406) What is the

a. 16.

b. E16.

and patchy fog.

rainshowers.
rainshowers and patch fog.

and deWpoint are

c. 220 F./240 F.
d. pia-F./220 F.

ceiling height?

a.

1600.
E016.

NOTE: Use the folliing PIREPS to answer questions 25 through 31.

BNA PIREP 1529 60W=75NE BNA 1525 MDT TURB 90 DC-9
DAA PIREP 2219 OVR DAA 2200-2215 6 OVC VSBY 11/2 LGT7MDT

TURB NEG ICG WND 250/50 50 V-8
ATL PIREP ,2217 45NW AHN 2212 IN CLDS LGT RASH NEG TURB OAT

P10 90 ACFT UNKN
MIA PIREP 2202 05N-195N MIA 2158 BKN 80- SCT 230 WND 200/34

OAT M56 CAT NONE 300 WC 130

25. (407) In which PIREP do we find 'clear air turbulence?

BNA.
. DAA.

26. (407) Which PIREP has

a. MIA.
b. DAA.

27. (407) Why is the term

a. Rainshowers.
b. Turbulence.

c. MIA.
d. ATL.

an air temperature of 100?

c. BNA.
d. ATL.

"ACFT UNKN" in the ALT PIREP required?

. Temperature.

. Clouds.

28. 407) Which PIREPS contains wind direction and speed?

a. DAA and MIA;
,b; BNA and ATL.
O. There are no winds reported.
d. andS'are reported in all of the PIREPS.

29. (407) Where 16 the MDT TURBC located? ,

. 15N-195N MIA.
. 45NW AHN.

5

a. 65W-75NE BNA.
d. OVR DAA.

25150-03-21



30. (407) Which PIREP has a -560 C. temperature?

a; AL.
b. MIA.

c. DAA.
d. BNA.

31. (407) The BNA PIREP would be plotted as

a. BNA 1529 MDT TURBC'90 DC=9.
BNA 1525 MDT TURVC 90.

c. 6(1i675NE BNA 1525 TURBC 90 DC-
d. BNA 1525 MDT TURBC DC -9.

32. (408) using identification groups TTAA 69001 72229, what 18 the
station call number?

C. 229;
d. ;222;

NOTE: Use the coded report below to answer questions 33 through 34.

TTAA 78001 72311 99980 24062 07003

33. .(409) What is the surface pressure?

a; 999 millibars.
b. 980 millibars.

c. :11 millibArs-
d. 723 milit164

34. (409) What is the surface temperature?

a. 700 F.
b. 62o C.

c. 240 C.
d. 240 F.

NOTE: Use Part A of code below to answer t,ie questions 35 through
37.

TTAA 69001__78016 99015
26003 85547

24061 27002 00155 23060

12856 25011 70155 07480 25032 50584.09380 26524
40752 22180
25540 30958 36536 21071 25082 455// 22081 20228 555// 23579
15408 639// 24554
88999

77276 22090 42010:

35: (410) What is the temperiture at the 1000-millibar level?

a. 23 C. c. 60 F.
b. 06 C. d. 15 C.

6
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36. (410) What is the wind direction and speed at the 1000=millibar

level?

0260 at 3 knots.
. 003° C. at 26 knots.

c. 0300 C. at 260 knotS.

d. 2600 at 3 knots.

37. (411) What is pressure at the tropopause?

a. 999 millibars. c. Not given.

b. 99.9 millibars. d. 88.9 millibars.

38. (411) What is the pressure at the maximum wind level?

a; 772 millibarS. c. 727 millibars.

b. 276 millibarS. d. 220 millibarS.

'49TE: Use the following Part B report to answer questions 39 through

41.

TTBB 6812/ 72532 00985 06250- 11923 -08663 22793 02346 33763

03761 44728 06161. 55700 06580 66662 07380 77604

12380 88579
12380 99357 39180 11324 439// 22269 495// 33150 513/1 44100

57911.

39. (412) What is the pressure at the second significant level above ,

surface?

a. 793 millibars.
b. 227 millibars.

e. 229 iillibars.
d. 930 millibars.

40; (412) What is the._ temperature at the fifth lev 1.above surface?

a. -8;00 C. C. .i.-T-6.50 C.

b. 650 C. d. +5.8° C.

41. (412) What is the deWpoint at 662 millibars?

a; -80 C.
b. -300 C.

C. -37.30 C.
d. -80.30 C.

NOTE: Use the early transmission below to answer question6 42 through

44.

TTBB 6012/ 72353 51515 10196 85488 10865 27017 70078 01466

30014 50570 16980 32026 07 10194 23026 30013

142. (413) What is the time for this report?

a. 0000 GMT. e. 0600 GMT.

b. 2300 GMT.

7 4

d. 1200 GMT.

25150-03-21



(413) What does the,10196 group indicate?

a. Pressure,
b. Inclusion

stability
c. Inclusion

stability
d. Inclusion

(413) What is

a. 07.
b. 7.

45. (414) What data

temperature, and dewpoint.
Of data for the 1000-, 850-, 700-mb levels and the
index.
of data for the 850-, 700; 500 -mb levels and the
index.
of data only qtrthe 850 700-, and 50O-mb levels

theratability indeA.in this report?

c. 1019.4.

d. 10196.

is sent in the Part C (TT, Section?

A.
b.

c.

d.

Mandatory level's above 100 mbs.
Mandatory levels below 100 mbs.
Significant levels below 100 mbs.
Signifient levels above 100 mbs.

46. (414) What data is sent in Part D (TTDD) Section?

a. Mandatory levels -above 100'mbs.
b. Mandatory levels below 100 mbs.
c. Significant levels below 100 mbs.
d, Significant levels above 100 mbs.

47; (V) What-is the difference between,-TEMP

a. Wind groups.
b. Pressure groups.

c. Temperat
d. Identifi

d TEMP SHIP codes?'

re groups.
ation groups.

NOTE: Use the following PILOT SHIP report to answ r 'questions 48
.through 50.

QQAA 77173 99470 70170 14677 55385,2002221223 14026
55340 14034 14037 15046 55320 18022,26006 213014 77999

48. (416) What are the winds at the 850-millibar level?

a; 1400 at 26 knots. c. 2000 at 22 knots.

b. 210° at 23 knots. d. 0200 at 22 knots.

49. (416) What'are the winds at the 2' millibar level?

. 1400 at 34 knots.,
d.1 0150 at 46 knots.,

a. 1400 at 37 knots.
b. 1500 at 46 knots.

50. (416) What is the last level of wids reported?

a. 100 mbs. c. 250 mbs.:

b. 200 mbs. d. 300 mbs.

4 61) 25150-03-21



51. (417) What informatiom istrincludeCiith.0.450er: wine_ fie Parts--
i" .

B and D?
A

a. Significant and fixed aItitdde. :-4"1"--orr7'

b. Mandatory and significant leVe
c. Fixed altitude and mandAtory let-A
d. Mandatory levels below 100,,

NOTE:. USA the following upper .wine report to answ
through

1VPPBB 780
90467,05004
04517 9089/
04512
04 1 93035
27 8 950//.

08

90023 07003 05504.05006
05013
05018

0451%

05022

03527

9124&

04027

0501b

94148

03514 92054

02025 03014

(417) What is stele. wind direction and speed?

a. 0706 at 3 knots.
b. 0550:at 4 knots. d. 0050 at 4 knots

53. (417) What is the windspeed and direction at the 50,000-lot
level?

c. 0070 at 3 knots.

a; -0270 at 8 knots. c. 029° at 8 Wnots.

b. 2700 at 8 loots. .. 2900 at 8 knots.

54. (417) What is the highest level of winds reported?

a; 25,000 feet. c 45,000 feet.
b. 35,000 feet.. d. 50i000 feet. AV,

I)

55. (418) How,is a Stratum of missiing data entered on'the% skew-T?

a; Dash the temperature line through the missing daik area.
b. Connect the temperature line through the missing data area

with a solid line.
c. Place "MISDA" above the' legend box.
d. Enter "MISDA" in middle of missing data area.

56,. (419) Why is the station circle darkened when plotting constant
pressure charts?

a; To indicate moisture when dewpoint depression is 50 orIes6.,:
b. To indicate moisture when_pewpoint depression is 50 dr,

greater.
c'-To indicate sky is overcast.
d. To indicate temperatures great4r than 00 C.

25150 -03 -21
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57. (420) What type data is used to plot upper air Charts?

a. Synoptic and RECCO reports.
b. Upper wand and synoptic reports.
O. Rawinsonde and RECCO reports.
d. itawinsondt or upper Bind reports.

NOTE: Use thOrrollowing
61.

00 URCA KCHS
GULL MIKE OBS 1 thru 9
97779
10000 60252 84002
93150 12370 82545

42510
10320 60240
70710 62$30

64549
60234
6/733
274//

11450 61230

36164

11040
13215

RECCO report to AnSWer:queationa 58 through

01000 06007 07/12
36370

87704 01000 99905 07/14 93148 17474

14325 35760 36567 17273 11700 08080 42710
90002 01003 07003 08//6 03146
36064
57336
92562 88012 07007 60/14 94876 13352 8//45

27476 TAS420
12180 61220 95044 87000

35960
46164 11500 27477

13030 6_1250 94501 01501
84068 27174

56446
13320 61261 92012 -01018

42621 TAS420
14000 60280 89068 80001
11400 36066 55156

TAS 410.
14480 60275 84507 01001
83045 45862

27072 42130,
NNNN

58. (421) What

09010 61//4 94868 14641 84557

42834 TAS420
-08008 08//4 9314 12210

//77/06/14 93149

01008 75//4 84797

12530

05008 05/11 93146 13343

46187 27174

the location (latitude/longitude) of position 9?
.

27.50 N, 84.50 W. c. 270 Ni 1849 W.
b. 27.50 N, 184.50 W. d. 89.00 Ni 1800 W.

59. (421) What indicates that the dewpoint is the same for all
positions?

a: Coded dewpoint is 00.
b. Coded dewpoint is 99.

10

c. iu of 1.
d. iu of O.
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_ :60. (421) How many cloud layers are reported in position

.a. Four. c. One.

b. Three. d. Zero;

61. (422); What is the surface wind reported\in. position 9?

a. 3000 at 45 knot.
4b. 045° at 62Jcnot8.

c; 2700 at 72 knots.
d. 2100 at 30 knots.

-,,6a.'(422) What data is indicated in the group of RECCO code?

Surface winds. Radar data.

. Significant .clouds. d.. Icing data.

NOTE: Use the following AIRIP report to answer questions 63 through

65;

85450 3440N 67006W 1230 31002011 034N 078W M1
049 36014,

.63;_ (422) What is the reported temperature?:
410

A

64.

a; 310 C. 6. =490 C.

b. -la C. d. 490 C.

(423) What is the location of the aircraft?

a. 34.40° Ni 67.009 W. ch 34° N, 78° W.

b. 400 N, 670 W. d. 4,0 N, 1000 W.

65. (423) What is the wind direction and speed at the current
position?

a; 0020 at 11 knots. c. 0120 at 30 knots.

b. 3600 , at 14 knots. d. 020° at 11 knots.

4 L___d-oe4 the first' group under the 99900 heading of the
altacate about pressure systems?

a. Type, character, and movement.
b. Type, movement, and temperature.
c. Type, character, and central pressure.
d. Type, ;centralpresigre, and movement;

67. (425) What information is EPenlin Section 5 of the IAC?

a. Isobaric. c. Frontal.
Trop cal circulation. d. Pressure systems.

463
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68. (425) What information is contained in Section_6 of the AC?

a; Cloud,systems; c. Air mass characteristics:
b. Pressure systems. 1 d. Tropical circulation.

NOTE: Decode the following TAF sequence to answer questions 69
through 73. tt-

IBLV 1208 32012/20 9949-2=50 QNH 2980INS
GRADU 1416 24010/16 9911 3SCO20 6SC050
QNH 2975INS cIG050 RASH VCNTY
GRADU 1820130015/25 99903STOp 6SCO201
.530006 QNH 2965INS CIG020 TS VCNTY
MEN 2002 30025/35 3200;96TG11
4NS006 6C8010 =coo;

69.(42) What it the valid time of the forecast?

*-,2Z to 12Z. O.' 08Z to 20Z.
tq 20Z. = ,d. 12Z to 08Z.

t-70;. (426) What is the minimum ceiling for

a. 600 ft. c. 2000 ft.
b. 1000 ft. d. 5000 ft.

71. (426) What isthe forecast at 1800Z?

a. SKY: 2000 scattered, 5000 broken, VSBY: 7i.
b. SKY: 2000 scattered, 5000 overcaat, VSBY: 6 mi.
c. SKY: 1000 scattered, 2000 broken, VSBY: 7 mi.
d. SKY: 1000 scattered, 2000 overcast, VSBY: 6 mi.

72. (426) What is the turbulence forecast?

a; Light from surface to 6000 ft.
b. Moderate trom surface to,6000 ft.
c. Light from 10,000 ft to 16,000fti,
d. Moderate from surface to 600 ft:

73. (426) What is the minimum visibility recast?

a. 1 mile.
b. 2 mile:6.

c. 3 miles.
d. 5 miles.

NOTE: Decode elements of the following PLATF code
74 through 75.

KMYR 1319 5 BKN 25 BKN,5GF 0102 QNH2484
INTEh 1417.400VC 3R- 152 5
scT 70 OVC 6H;

12

answer questions
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?(427) Whif,La `tom; infial fp

. 5 BKN'2.5BKN,
b. 25 BKN.

(427) What is the

a. 29.85 ins.}
b.. 29.48 ilea.

--t sky condition?

OVC.
OVC.

loweat fOrecastaltiMeter setting?

76. (428) MWTCS cansblida
services A and-,'Ciiito

c. 29.84 ins.
d. None forecast.

es_circuit_control and relay functions for
single relay center located at the

P37

a. Tinker W ether' Re ay Center (KWRF)4_Tinker AFB, Oklahoma;
b. Weather ssage Switching Center (WMSC), Kansas City,- Missouri.
c. -Fleet NUMeridal Weather Fedi- ty__(FNWF)_,,Monterey, California.

d. AutomatethWeether Network (JO Relay Center, Carswell AFB,
Tekas.' o.

NO,

77. (429) Nate the, primary recei'Ving intercept site for South Africa.

a. Incirlik AB, Turkey.
b. Clark AB, Phillippines.

c. Torrejon AB, Spain.
d.' Croughton ASi.EngIand.

;78. (430) AFX109 is used to transmit which of the following maps?

a. Gridded 500=mb analysis.
b. Preliminary surfaceianalysis.

Alaskan surface analysis.
d. Great circle high=level flight progs.

79. (431) When a graphic is being sent from one location to another,'

wh ch of the requirements listed.below is most important?
_

The scanner and reproducer_ drums of the transmitter and

receiver should rotate at the same spe4d;

b. The Scanner and reproducer_druMd of the transmitter and
should feed 4,t the same rate.

c. The scanned and reproduced_copy ?eta rates.should be different;

d. The initial positions of the transmitted graphic and received
image should be the same..

receiver

(4321 On_the bL-19W reCorder the status lights are aS follows:
start_Iight on, picture on, all other lights off. What speect

and feed rate corder running at?

a. 24'0''SPM/96 LPI.
b. 120 SPM/96.LPI.,.

c. 240 SPM/48IPI.
d. 120 SPM/96 LPI.

465
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711

7;

tsiipsded into the 1).119w recorder, the paper=

is Anserted wittr-the diaper aitIint.from the badk'Of the roll,
upWard.
.is insertbd with thepaPer puling from the front of the roll,
upwarq

C. is inbette0 softit it roils down- with low tension.
di feeds over the roller bar AsAhe :bover;

82. (434). The cleaning 'procedure
parfOrated

a. once each shift.
b. 'once eadh 12 hours of
c. .once'each 24 hours of
d. When paper is changed.

operation.
operation.

D6L,19W recorder shoold

83. (435)w Which of the following control funotiCins is allowed in
a COMEDS message?

-

a. ETX.
b. STX.

(436) On the-COMEDS receive-onbr, printer, when,a partty,error
43 received,

c. SYN.
d. ACK.

a. the symbc4 $13 is printed.
b. the rece-ze_aIarm sounds.
c. the DAT, . ERRORlight turns ON.
d. the symbOX Ex-1s printed,

85. (437) When the SEND key is pressed
sounds. I* switch which caused this

immediately the alarm
condition is the

a. send alarm, ch. p c. audible off switch.
b. receive alarm witch. d. out-of-service switch.

86. (138) What happens when the transmission of a message is
completed? r''

a.. The SEND light goes out ihd the LOCAL light turns on.
b. the SEND light remains on.
c. The SEND lfght goes out. ,t

d. The SEND light goesdput aid the RECEIVE light goes on.

87. (439) On a request for ARQ data with a routine priority,
reply routed to theAOP, the heading line should read:,

lb

PP ARZ(NL). t c. ARQ(NL).
PP KAWN ARQP(NL). ARQP(NL).

a.
b.

114 4 S6
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88. (0439) You are located at Reese AFB (REE), and are asked by Cannon

AFB (CVS) to ARQ some data for them. Your first two lines would

be:

a. ARWQP(4
DE DVE(NL)`.

b. RR KAWN (ARQP(NL)
DE MOW.
RR KAWN ARQSAlp
DE REE(N4).W
RR ARQP(NL):,
DE CVSM).

89. (440) WhiCh Ode of the f011owing cateiories
when disseminating observations?

4131

has first prority

Local'air traffic_control agencies.
Local agencies- making operational flight decisions.
Longline aVerTCOMEDS._ .

LOCinonfiight agencies. _

90., (441) What ard_the_required entries when disseth
ob6eettatAbh On'the Telewriter?,

te%Station call let si- ;hype of obseristion, time of obSerVatiOn

(local),-ALSTG; tim disSemination completed-, and observer'S
0-4

initials.
. Station call letters, type of observatiorii e'of.obServation

(16cal)) observation to include ALSTG, timedissemidation
began) and observer's' initials.

d Station call letters, type of observation, time9;,9bservation
(GMT),_ALSTG, time dissemination coppleted, and ObserVW6
initials. I_

d. Station call letters.; type of observatiOn, tiie of ObSerVatiOn
ALSTG, time dissemination began; and observer's

6 voice Communications verified and recorded?,

Read o erV.- on twice andre9ord, receivers
, Form
b> lleAd'obseei;!- an twice and recd'rd receivers initials on AWS

initia; on AWS

j_Form-40.
BaVe receiver read
on AWS-Form 80.

d. Have receiver read
on AWS `Form 40.

_

back observation and record his yitials
f

back observation and record his initials'

15
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92. (443) Which one of the following items of maintep
observer authorized to perform?

Change the helix in the f csithile.

.

'b. Change the writing edge the facsimile.
o. Calibrate the aneroid barometer,
d. Calibrate the'wind equipme

'9 . t444) Why do weather'stations SO automatic telephoga answering
devices?
,""

a; To.15_4vOlephone contacts with the observei4s tpaJoinimum.
b. To keep "telephone contacts with the DECO to a mila gym.

c. To keep telephone contacts with forecaster-to a di mum.
d. To keep telephone contacts accurate and timely to u4ers.."7,

k

94. (445) A PMSV equipment check must be obtained how often-
'4"

a. Every shifi..
b. Twice daily.''

. Daily.,
Weekly.

95. (446) If you were'Ob4utY at Scott,AFB:And AF38472 called you
On PMSV radio.- what would your reply be?

a. "Air; Force tree ait fower seven too, this iSSCott:Metro,4.
over. " _ , -,' ', _

,

b. "AlfAJOXtrot tree ait fowersevan too, this iSZOO4iMetro,:
.over."'' _ I'

,

.

o. "Att_Force tree Gait fower.sevan too, this is ScottA4tro
standby.."

. ;.
.,.

d. Air Force fower seven too,, is.gkett Metro, ovei-."
. -

96. (446) Akter you establish PMSV contact with AF384722 and learn'
..:.: that he desires tha'0900Z.,terminalwaather at Scott, howshould

you begih your reply'? : . ', : -. --4 :f-

*
a. "Pow seven too the zero niner zeroAttb pilu weaLther la

.''' "

b. "Tree ait fower_seven too, this is°00i(MetrO: thekzerd niner'
zero zero zulu Scott weather is . . ."

O. "Fower seven too, the zero ninem hundred Z Scott weathe'r is
"

--4- ,
.

d. "Fower seven too, the weather is : . ."

97. (447) The heading for forecase1XXX messages frdm the Carswell
AFB ADWS is

a. AXXX10 KAWN. 0. AXXX65 KAWN.
d. 4XXX62 KAM_b. AXXX1O KGWC.

16
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98. (448) A COMBS terminal failure occurs at 0600 GMT-,
4you ,

notify NCMO at 0620 GMT. The contractor arrives at GMT and

repairs the equipment at 0900 GMT. Under total outage, you would

enter:

a;r3 hours. lik c 1 hour, 40 minutes.
b. 2 hours; 40 minutes:;, d. 20 minutes.

99. (449) What'heading would appear in a bulletin on waterspouts
in the Caribbean?

',..

16CA. c:

WWCA. d. 'WHCA.
.0.

, . --;----
100. (449) Yon,are notified 4to support an airlift of supplies from

your qaie,to_a disaStiv-irea in South America. What priority.
,

should you useto,establish data;_requirments?
4

'1.'

a. Routine. c. Priority.
b. Urgent; d. Immediate.

101. (450) What are the limits indicated by a solid red line on a
nephanalysis?

4' L4 iikkoi

a. Ceiling 4lueS 1000 feet-and/or visibilites otleiq than_
3 MileS.

h. Ceilid0 of 1000 feet and/or visibilfties of i3 miles or less.
c. Ceilings less than 1000 feet andlor visibilities of 3 miles

_
i,-or less. i- ,

d. c414hge 3_688 than 1000 'Feet and/or visibilities of less
than 3 mhes.

102_. .051) Name three indicators of the passage Of a warm front.
0

a. Pressure faIIst4fore and steady after,._wind'hOrmally
southeast:, to gouthweSti clods ". stratified.

b. Clouds Stratified, temperature decrease, ShotAry
precipitation.,.(

, ,

2 c. CloUds -ci.lthd.34fotipt win'Shift8 southeast to southwest,
tedOeteure increase. .

di. Pressure-0116 before": -risen after-, wind normally southeast
, ,

.. '' to southwest, .clouds -,CumulifOi4m. . ;* it,..

, ., .

--061-

(452);.. What constant pre sure,charts ark ht over fscsimi]e
network and at what tithe are they sent?

a: loopi 500,, 300, 20 , 100 millibars and seat at 0600Z and
L

b. 85 7Q0, 500,.300, 200 millibars and sent at 06.00Z and 1290Z.

c._ 104,4 940, 300, 200, 100 millibars and sent at 0000Z and
12qiZ>:'

d.. 850, 700,.506, 304, 200 AillibarS and sent at 000,V and 1200Z.

17 4S9
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19-41. (453) Which of the following-. statements describes a cold -core
low?

a; Temperatur decreases toward center of the low and the low
increases in intensity with height;

b. Temperature decreases toward center
4

decreases in intensity with height.
c. Temperature increases toward center of the low d the

increases in intensity with height. N,,,,-

A; Temperature increases toward center of the loW &the low

llk
t.

05

decreases in intensity with height. ..,

1. (454) What-are the procedures for computing thel;CL?
. .-.-0

Draw a line from surface dewpOint upward parallel to the
dry adiabat,and_a line from the surface temperature upward
parallel to mixing ratio line.

b. Drawa line from surface. temperature upward parallel to dry
adiabit and aline from the surface dewpont upward parallel
to mixing ratio line;

c.. :Draw a line upward from surface temperature parallel to dry
adiabbt until .it crosses the:teniperature line.

d. Draw a line upward from surface temperature parallel to dry
adiabat until it crosses the dewpoint line.

106. (455) What_- elements arm depicted on the cefiii4illy prepared
.

... " .

V
a. *Platted data, front?* eiling's, visibility, and pressure
,

systems. :'

b. _lbtted data* Clouds* isob , and pressure systems.
0, 'Plotted data* fronts, isObars, and_pressure systems.
d. PlOtted data, fronts, isotachs, and pressure systems.

197. ( ) What meteorological elemen.
;.- ,,;probability tables? j

/

a., Visibility' and ceilings.
b. Visibility and weather eIemen S.
c. Ceilings, and ,clouds.
d. Ceiling and precipitation.

of the low and the low

Surface analysis chart?

included in persistence-

4
108; (457)_ In,Order to use extrapdlatiotvtechniques, what information

does gfiof,edaster need to know?

a. Positions of fronts and pressure systems, their direction
and speed; precipitation, and cloud patterns.

jb. Positions of fronts and pressure systems,Itheir direction
speed, precipitation, and visibility.-

c. Position of fronts and pressure syaiaems; their dir on
and speed, precipitation, and sky Condltiont

d. Position of fronts and pressure systems, their tion
and----Speed, visibility, and ceilings. ,

gaitieV,

ca
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'109. (458) Why should climatology be used when preparing a forecast?
It

a; To understand effects of local topography on weather
b. To extract exact visibility for a4 ,given condition.
c. To extract exact ceiling value for given sky condition._
d. To extract the type of;yeather that will occur on a certain

day.

110. (458) What is the time period for extend forecasts?

a; 6 to 11 hourp,.
b. 12 to 17 hoursj

111. (459) What are the

a. Terminal, area,
b. Terminal, area,
c. Terminal, point
d. Terminal, area,

kr
112. (45) Which of the

a weather warning?

c. -18 to 23 hours.,
d. 24 hours or longer.

four types of meteorological watch?

visibility, ceiling.
flight, route.

, flight, route.
flight, ceiling.

following conditions are requirements for

./

a. .Thunderstorms,,fog, freezing precipitation, and floods.
b. ThunderStormsi hail, freezing rain, and 1 inch of rain;
C. Tornado, thunderstormtreezing precipitation, and 40-knot

winds.
d. Tornado, thunqerstorms,lightning, and freezing precipitation.

VL/3
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GUIDE, SYNOPTIC ODE

1:12132V 113=1;13 FIRMS JJ JJ 4 JJ
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=
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,

mess-
,

_Liviiist -=,-

. toils
irfrww code figures 00,01,02,and 03 the circle shown in the table represents
the station circle. If the wind shaft interferes with plotting of short lines,
these lines are moved slightly in a clockwise direction:

Symbols for ww in code figures 93,94, 5, and 97, and for W 3,are alternates.
The temperature, station location, remarks will normally indicate
which should be plotted. When in oubt, both symbols
are entered.
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FOLDOUT 4 (Section 1)
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USUS1 IOU
TtAA 65001
04650 26531
29041 30931
15063 613/1
88185 67911
77173 30564
TTAA '65001
03000 26536
28550 30924
f5356 629/1
88174 6691/
77237 30068
TT AA 65001
06811-25051
25553 30933
15368 6371/
88174 6551/
77149 27572
AAA= 65001
07038 26546
_26540 30934
'15367 641/1
88182 687//
779.99

f

ITU 65001
08626 23539

/ 26561 30945
1 15383 653/1

88155 691/1
77213 27607
AA 65002

09071 26428
28537 30938
88174 671//
77181 30069

TTAA 65001
08229 25 3'

25550
15380 4 //

88200 .6251/
77227 .20112

4

150000
7606 09021 01600 31004 00190 06000 26518 85531

70108 00264 28552 50570 1t926 27046 44733 29556

467/1 29054 25049 567/1 29549 20188 655/1 31551

28556 10614. 671/1 30537

31052
41724
72712 99997 02912 17008 00164 11/11' / / /// 85479

70031 03580 24540 50562' 19159 26544 40725 _29180

471/1 29049 .25041 5751/ 29564 201'81 641//

28555 10609 611/4 28032

29059
41311
72528 9%992 15650 20018' 00146 1111/ /1/11 85546

70087 00480 25058 50570 16780 26057 40733 27980

444911 26047 25052 531// 27052 20193 639// 26054

'27572 10619 653// 27060-

27063`,
41015
72518 99013 08020 18016 00193 08628 18519 85545

70121 00580 26057 50571 17756 29041 40736 30150

449// 28550' 25053 549// 29558 20193 643//- 28550

29051 .10617 659 // 28051

29555

72425 99994 18259 19008 00198 ///// /11// 85571

70149 00880 24527 50578 15908_ 25043 40744 25966

4251/ 27079 .25066 5011/ 27100 20208 61711 28605

28104 10631 661// 28554

28104
41219
74486 99027 10835 20008 00228 10056 22021 85583

70166 00380, 27532 50576 19343 27040 40739 29714

4451/ 28549 25057 5351/ 30044 20198 639/1 29556

30066
4101/

72520 99980 17060 21515 00190 /11/1 ///// 85559

70148 02080 24517 50577 17515 26547 40741 27765

425/1 27575 25063 523// 28103 20204 625// 27594

29075 10628 :641// 28558,

27594
41924

49Y

.4FOLDOUT 8 (ection 1)
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088 6
280 1'

15 80-
88178
77223
=AA_
07480
30044 =

88999-

66169

65001
26021
30944
6730'
6730
28599
65002
27544
030941
s.

30566

, 72403
70168
423//
30083
29078
42518

\: 74494

70145
n 3 /

412//

99018
01080
29060
10625

99024
00080
30541

;/-

04406.
24526
2506 5

685A/,

09 206

/8541
.50ti2

19003
50579
-5230
-30555

23014
50575
5157 /

00228
17305
29083

00215
17980
29559

. .

06606
26039-.

20206_

09416
29543

20203

-

20012
40743
631 / /

A .,

.2'3530

40740
$615/k

7 tis7

85589 .

26364
29586

85564
26939
29558

"es

25 789

Foldout 8. Plotted conittrit pressure, NE US section, with coded da*.
(Section 2)



USUS1

08212
2506 8

1530
88999
77253
72429
TTAA
00906
23117
575//
88 209

77443
77361
TTAA
15959
240 71

15329
88300
77330
TTAA
00411
24618
15346
88208
7729 2

TTAA
13917
29529
15340
88318
77.999

TTAA
10367
24046
15343
88351
77287
72553
TAA
13326
2 5035

15354
88377
77294
72 532

72654

KIND 1,50000 .

65001 72637 '99984 14020 19009 00103 //NJ /1/1/ 85467
42 '70048 00510 24551 50565 .18780 24571 40728 29364
27 4371/ 26083 25047 525// 25590 20189 615/1 26570

1// 26603 =

26603 427// 77150 25591 41321

65004 72645 9'085 02210 ,35005 .00089 11111 //-// 85391,
25022 70929 05980 23560 50548 20580 .23606 4 711 ,29760
30908 463// 25027 553// 20167 611// 15346 09// 10602.

617// /////
23636 43120
22635 41927
65001 72747 19982 22956 32008 00221177:1-1:14- ///// 85418
34024 70874 19363 30539 50532 30322 24554 40687 415//
30876 545// 24066 25995 5071/ -24574 20141 501/1 25066
501/1 25569 10592 527// 26 550

'54511- 24066
24078 40516
65001 72734 99982' 02215 00074 ///// ///// 85380

27031 70926 069 56 24552 50548 22563 24590 40 709 32180

30907 455// 24638 25026 547// .25137 20166 607// 25612
571// 26576 10603 547// 26552
617// 25619
24639 40913
65001 72662 99910 15156 14006 00248 ///// ///// 85486 (

18512 70958 16 556 29017 50543 32180 27534 40698 403//'

30890 5071/ 32529 25009 513// 29034 20154 517// 27042

$13// 26038 10602 535// %26039
507// 335 38

65001 72655 99586 16150 33010 00209 11111' 11111 85445

02022 70922 .16509 33014 50542 26.513 25041 406 99 39918-

30891 463// 23597 25011 505// 24142 20156 519// 24081

513// 235 74 10604 567// 26052
483// 24059
24114 43705=

-65001 72562 99925 12356 34010 00247 ///// 111/1 85492

35018 70973 10936 28516 50550 27356 25531 40706 41111

30901 437// 23603 25023 471// 24099 20169 523/1 24592

525// 25071 10614 567// 25056

423// 25548
23604 42303
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Foldout 9. Plotted constant pressiire, North Central US, with coded data.
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z

2

KAWN, 271200
_

PPBB, 77120:72310 90012.19006 18546 24016
90678-26508'21545'27507 909// 30520 91245
30028 29029 28534 92051 29035 29539 93025
29076 30057 28540 945// 27053 9502/ 27546

PO88 .= 77120 72349 90023 18010 20017 22522
90787 2;518 27015 29018 91246 28516.29020
28030 30534 30047 93025 30058 30074 30580
948/1.28546 9502/ 28046 28041;

PPBB 7120 72353 90023 18008 2153.22632
90789 28018 30513 31010 91124 29510 29509
92058 28019 29533 30540 9305/ 30050 30050
9502/ 28042 28037;

PPBB 77120 72433 90012 18006 20013 22520
90678 26513 28517 29'017 909// 29518 911424
29525 .28525 9a05/ 29535 3x1053.93.025 30084
28555 94135 27561 29078:29042 950// 27139;

.PPBB 77120 72456 90012 24004 24007 23529
90789 25517 27515 28513 91246 31518 30522
29033 30550 30554 9305/ 30560 30087;

PPBB- 77120 72637 90012 25004, 26505 31011
90678 29031 28534 28037 909// 29043 91024
29055 92015 29558 29547 30058 9271/ 30068
9368/ 27061 28563 94135 29543 26028 27528

.

90345 27027
34027 33523
29551-.-30060
27547;

90456' 23021;
29528 917/1
94135 30080

90456'22528
25520 9169/
94346 29567

90345 2501.6
30021 29522
29563 30074

A_
90346 24535
29528 917//

90345 32518
29546 29050
93035 30064
948//.25529

2752528616
33024 91679
300.63 94023

23520 24020
29530 92035
300.49 26548

23025 26021-
26522 27517.,
29548 27546,

25015 25.013
29524 91682
9379/ 30562

25529 25022
29030 92057

10525 29528
29051 916//
29561 28060
950// 25526;
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1_ 1 $ignifieerit pewit sod feeecest weather -

_Cede Decade
04 FU, rnoia
06 HZ DesL haze
06 PO . Dust daVils
11 MIFG
12 INIFG

Shallow fog

17 TS Thunderstorm
111 SQ

19 FL --
20 REDZ
21 RERA
22 RESN
23 RESN
24 RERA
25 RESH
26 RESH
27 :REGR
29 RETS
30 SA
31 SA
32 SA
33 XXSA
34 XXSA
35 XXSA

BLSN
39 BLSN
40 BCFG,
41 BCFG I
42 FG
43 FG
44 FG
45 FG
46 FG
47 FG
431 FZFG
49 /FZFG
50 DZ
51 DZ
52 DZ
53 DZ

XXDZ
55 XXDZ

FZDZ
57 FZnDZ

Squall
Funnel cloud
Recent drizzle
Recent rain
Recent snow
Recent rain and snow
Recent taming rain
Recent showers
Recent snow showers
Recent hail
Recent thunderstorms

Duststorm or sandstorm

Heavy duststorm br
sandstoan

Blowing snow

Fog patches

Fog

Freezing log

Briisie

Heavy dersle

Freezing drizzle

Cads
58 RA
39 RA
60 RA
61 RA
62 RA
63 RA-
64 XXRA
65 XXRA
66 FZRA/
67 FZRA
84 RASN ,

69 RASH
70 SN
71 SN

72 SN

73' SN
74 XXSN
75 XXSN
77' SN
79 PE
80 RASH
$1 XXSH
82 XXSH
83 RASH
84 UlIASN
85 S1LSH

86 XXSN
87 GR
88 GR
89 GR
90 -XXGR
91 RA
92 XXRA
93 GR
94 XXGR
95 TS
96 TSGR
97 XXTS
931 -*SSA

99 XXTS

_cs
1

2

3

4

S

67
8

Decede
None or trace..
Light icing
Light icing in cloud-
Light icing in precipitation
Moderate icing
Mo&rate icing in cloud_
Rodents icing in precipitation
Severe icing
Uvere icing in cloud

"tstion

FOLDOUT 13 (SeCtion 3)

TABLE I

Rain

Heavy 'rain

Freezing rain
Heavy freezing rain
Rain and snow
Heavy in and snow

&'°w

Heavy snow

SnoW grains
Ice pellets
Showers.

Heavy showers

Showers of rain and snow
Heavy showers of rain and snow
Snow sh
Heavy sli-owers

Soft hail

Hail
Heavy hail
Rain
Heavy rain.

Hail
Heavy hail
Thunderstorm
Thunderstorm with hail
Heavy thunderstorm
Thunderstorm with dust-

storm or sandstorm d
Heavy thunderstorm with hail

TABLE 3

'WO code figure ti is
no icing. AWS units
will use 0 to indicate
a trace of icing.
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TABLE 2

Statute Miles

0
1 '16
1/8.
3 '16
1/4
5/16

i
3 'fi
T ..

2

--:-
3'4
---
7/8

__,

1

---
1 1 '8
1 1 '4
1 3 '8
1 I '2
1 5 '8
1 3 4
1 7 '8
2

2 1 '4-
---
2 1-'2
---
---
3

---
4

---

6 -..,/
7 and above

1.

TABLE 6

Nautical Miles Meters

0. 00 0000
0. 05 N-----t.,\ .10100
0. 10 200
0. 15, 0300
0. 20 0400
0.25 0500
0.30 0600

,, 0. 40 0700
PO. 45 0800

0. 50 0900
0. 55 1000
0.60 1100

1200
0. 70 1300

1400
0.,60 1500-k

1600 ..
0. 90 1700
1. 00 1800
1. 10 2000
1.2 % 2200
1. 3 2400
1. 4 2000
1. 5 2800
1. 6 3000
1. 7 3200 -4

1.8 3400
1. 9 3600
2. 0 3700
2.2 4000
2. 4 4500
2.5 4700
2. 6, 4800
2.7 5000
3. 0 6006
4. 0 7000
4 .

3 8000
5. 0 9000
6. 0 , 9999

C " OWe C. Dee We

Cl- Cirrus NS Nimbostratus
CC Cirrocumulus SC Stratocumulus
CS Cirrostratus ST Stratus
AC Altocumulus CI) Cumulus
AS Altostratus CB Cumulonimbus

TABLE 4

111--=-Teirosireeeir

C.& DoeWe
0 . None
I Light turbirlence
2 Moderate turbulence in clear

air, infrequent
3 Mo-arate turbulence in clear

aft, frequent
4 Moderate turbulence in cloud,

infrequent
Moderate turbulence in cloud;

frequent
Uvere turbulence in clear air,

infrequent
Severe turbulence in clear air,

frequent
8 Severe turbulence in cloud;

infrequent
9 Severe turbulence cloud,

frequent

(NOTE: ANS units will encode extreme twrbuleXce by
:.use 61 aide figure 6, 7, 8, or _9 and adding "EXTRM

TURB h
B

h
B

-h
B

h
B " in REMARKS.)

TABLE .5 Code 1690

IstiBlii - Height of lowest level of turbulence I
lihirii - Height of lowest level of icing
Ishshs - Height of base of clouds whose genus is indicated by CC

.

Code'
figure

000

001
602

\
Metres )<30

_
30

60

010

011

etc.

s

:7--
300

330

etc.
) t a a : li 003 90 099 2 970

The codeis direct reading in units of 30 metres. - 004 120 1 OU 3 000

The code t 's to be-considered as a coding device in which certain code fiijures 005 150 -110 3.300
are assigned v ues. These are discrete values, not ranges. Any observation or
forecast of values to be coded in the code table is to be made without regard to the
code table.' The coding is then accomplished according to the following rule:

006

007

180

210

120

etc.
3 600

- etc.

If the observed or forecast valu,e is between two of the reportable values as given,in 008- 240 990 29 700

the table; the ?title figure for the lower reportable value is reported. A 999 30 000
I

.270
Or more

Foldout 13. TAF forTiat and codc tables:s.

(Sec tion 4)


